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PREFACE

Whujc there are many Encyclopadias before the public, most of them

professing to be ^ Umvertal KnovDledge, it is remarkable that they all

exclude practical affairs treated from a practical standpoint. They treat of

Literature, Science, Art, Philosophy', Technology, and ignore altogether the

multiferious interests of the Business Man. The attempt of this Encyclo*

peedia is to afford this special information. It is an Encyclopaedia of

Practical Affairs, and as such a unique work of reference, for there is no

other book published on similar lines. The “Business Encyclopaedia" is

therefore no luxury, but a btuinrss tool, valuable to the Capitalist and

Financier, the Merchant and Manufacturer, the Shopkeeper and Clerk, the

Cmnmercial Traveller, and the Managers of businesses large or small. But

while it is designed primarily for practical men, the object kept steadily in

view throughout the work has been the production of a general exposition of

business principles and practices: one which will enable any intelligent

person, by reference thereto, to appreciate and deal with any matter of

business—in the widest sense of the word—which may come before him. It

follows that this Encyclopaedia is rather a supplement to existing works of

reference than in any sense a competitor with them.

The most characteristic featiure of the life of the twentieth century is its

business activity. Whereas in former days the number of people interested in

bounen was limited to those who were in business on their own account, now*

adays, through the medium of Limited Liability Companies, there are few

people having money to invest who are not directly or indirectly interested

in some commercial enterprise. Many business men, as Directors or Share-

holders in Limited Companies, have to* master a wide range of complicated

fecta in addition to managing their own business. No longer is the know-

ledge neoemary for the man of business confined to one trade or department

of oommeroe. He is constantly called upon to exercise his judgment upmi

mattera whidi demand some femiliarity with surii subjects as Law, as it

rriatea to every matter in which as a business man he engages; Banking;

Financial prindpks and methods as they concern Monetary, Company, and
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Stock Exchange investments and speculations ; the principles and practice

Importing and Exporting, Insurance, Taxation, and of Bo<^-keeping, &c.

The list might be indefinitely extended.

Whether the object indicated above has been attained, will be shown by

the reception of the Encyclopaedia by the public. Every effort has been

made to render it both comprehensive and accurate ; but in these respects

some little indulgence must be prayed for. The wide range of possible

subjects, and the limits of space, have made necessary a policy of almost

arbitrary exclusion, and in the mass of detail there may be even an over-

looked inaccuracy lurking here and there notwithstanding the pains taken to

discover them.

To literary merit the author lays no claim. Whatever in tlm work may

appear to have such, may be attributed to Masters of the Law and Authors

now departed—their contributions to legal and economic science having been

freely drawn upon and incorporated in the text. But where it is due to

those now with us, special acknowledgment thereof is made in the text.

W. a KNIGHT.

12 Kiso’s Bekch Walk,
TEMri.E.



PREFACE
TO THE NEW AND REVISED EDITION

Ik presenting thb New and Revised Edition to the public, the author

feels bound first to place on record not only his appreciation of the

Xindly reception which this work has received, but his thanks to the

very many correspondents who have offered much valuable criticism and

suggestion.

Since the issue of the first edition there has accrued a substantial

amount of new matter. How this should be satisfactorily dealt with,

so that the size of the work should be kept as much as {x>ssible within

the original limit of space, has been a matter of some anxiety to deter-

mine. In the result it has been decided to introduce Appendices to the

first five volumes, in addition to making the necessary alterations in the

original text. These Appendices follow the alphabetical order of the

whole of the five volumes, and should afford an easy means of access to

the new subjects which are now introduced for the first time.
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A
ABANDONMENT of action.—Up to the delivery of reply, the plaintiff

may discontinue his action without leave, and yet bring a second action.

The costs of the discontinued action must be paid, or the second SM;tion will

be stayed. After delivery of the reply, the action can only be discontinued

by leave of a master, who can make it a condition that no further action

shall be taken in respect of the same matter. In case the abandonment
is because of some unfortuitous and temporary inability to obtain necessary

evidence, or because of some other sufficient reason, the master may refuse to

make such a condition. See ACTION.
ABANDONMENT of cargo; ship; is a term used in marine insurance.

In the case of constructive loss of the subject of the insurance

—

i,e. when it

has been so far damaged by the perils insured against, that the expense of

repairing it would exceed its marketable value when repaired—the assured

has the right to abandon to the underwriters all interest on such portions of

the subject as may be saved, and claim as for a total loss. This right, to

treat a loss as total, must be exercised by an election within a reasonable

time. The abandonment, moreover, must be entire and absolute, and where

several distinct subjects are insured together— ship, fi-eight, and cargo,

or different kinds of goods—one cannot be abandoned without the other;

though if insured separately, they can be abandoned separately. When the

insured elects to abandon he must give notice thereof in writing or verbally;

if he fails to do so the loss can be treated only as a partial loss.

The notice should state the grounds for abandonment, in order that the

underwriters may detennine whether they accept or not. This information

should be given without delay, for where the casualty is definite, delays of five

and sixteen days have been each held fatal. The notic'c ofabandonment cannot

be withdrawn except by consent, though the insured may be deemed to have

waived it by subsequent conduct, and so have deprived himself of the right

to insist upon it. Wherever there is a valid abandonment, whatever I'emains

of the subject immediately invests in the underwriter, who succeeds to all the

rights and remedies of Hie assui’ed therein, as from the time of the casualty

causing the loss. Whatever remains of the subject is calleil salvage, and
losses which ^ve rise to the right of abandonment are called salvage losses.

The underwriter is entitled to freight in course of being earned, and which

is earned subsequently to the casualty causing the loss; but an under-

writer on freight only is not entitled to any part thereof. AYhere the ship

I. A
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carries the owner's goods, no freight therefor being payable, the underwriter

is entitled to re€isonable remuneration for their carriage subsequent to the

loss. See ADJUSTMENT; AVERAGE; MARINE INSURANCE.
ABANDONMZNT of domicile.—Every man^^s domicile of origin is pre*

sumed to continue until he has acquired another by actueJ residence, with

the certain intention of abandoning his domicile of origin, Le. until the

person whose domicile is in question has made a new home for himself in lieu

of the home of his birth. A man's domicile is of utmost importance in

questions, amongst others, relating to the succession to his property after

his decease. Thus the rules of succession to the estate of a person domiciled

in Scotland are different to those regulating the estate of a person domiciled

in England. The following case, Bell v. Kennedy^ illustrates the principle

that to abandon a domicile a man must have acquired another with an
indisputable view to retain it. D., the descendant of a Scotch family,

had a domicile of origin in Jamaica. In 1837, after he came of age, he

sold his Jamaica property, and left there, to use his own expression, for good.

He went to Scotland, residing there in 1838, but not making up his mind to

settle there. The question was whether in September 1838, U. had or had
not acquired a Scotch domicile. The House of Lords held that D. still

remains domiciled in Jamaica. See further hereon : DOMICILE ;
INTER-

NATIONAL LAW (PRIVATE).
ABANDONMENT of security.—In the case of a bankruptcy, if a secured

creditor proves for the whole of his debt, he thereby abandons his security.

To prove a debt without disclosing any lien on property for its payment, is

to aoandon the lien ; so, for a mortgagee to prove his debt without disclosing

the mortgage is to abandon the mortgage. A mortgagee under such circmn-

stances has not been allowed to withdraw his proof, and to claim the proceeds

of the mortgaged property in part payment of his debt and a dividend on
the balance out of the estate. See UANKRUl'l'CY.

ABATEMENT of legacies.—In cases of deficiency of a testator s assets,

legatees may be called upon to part with the whole or portions of their

legacies. General legacies must abate proportionately in oixler to pay the

debts, and an executor has no power of preference in reganl to his own
legacy. If the legacy is given in consideration of a debt owing to the
legatee, or of his relinquishing any right or interest, it docs not abate with

the others. Unless, in the will or codicil, there is an express or apparent
intention to give priori^' thereto, legacies to wives and children also come
within the rule. Speciuc legacies only abate u{x>n failure of the testator's

personal estate, i.e, they must be fully satisfietl in priority to, and even to
the prejudice of the general legacies. But when such estate, excluding the
specific legacies, is insufficient to pay all debts, then the specific legacies

suffer abatement. The reason for the rule is that the testator is presumed
to give a preference to those to whom he has be(jueathed specific parts of
his personal estate. Demonstrative legacies, partly pmeral and partly
specific, are general, in so far that the legatee will not lose his legacy, but
receive it out of the general as.set8, if its fund be called in or fail. They are
specific, in that the legatee is not liable, uiion deficiency of assets, to abate
with the general legacies. See ADMINISTRATION ; EXECUTORS AND
ADMINISTRATORS; LEGACIES.
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ABATEBIENT of a nuisance is a remedy by act of the party, and con-

sists in the taking away or removing of the nuisance. A public nuisance can

only be abated by one who sustains a special injury therefrom. And then

only to the extent necessary to enable him to exercise his right as infringed

by the nuisance. Thus, in the case of an obstruction to a highway, a private

person has, strictly speaking, no right to remove it unless it prevents him
exercising his right of passage—then he may.

A person prejudiced by a private nuisance has, on the other hand, a right

always to abate it. He may, for example, lop off the boughs of a tree actu*

ally overhanging his own property. But he cannot abate, by way of preven-

tion, a likely or intended nuisance ; that is to say, he may not lop offhoughs
which have not yet grown sufficiently to overhang. Nor in the case of founda-

tions being laicf to build a wall, which will in time be a nuisance, can those

foundations be overthrow n. If it is necessary to enter on another's land in

order to abate a nuisance thereon, notice must, before entry, be given to the

occupier to remove it. The abatement is at the peril of the abator, and must
be without risk or danger to the public peace. It is consequently a rather

dangerous remedy, and should, unless the nuisance constitutes an imminent

danger, be left to be dealt with by the Court. See ACQUIESCJENCK.
ABDUCTION of women.—By an old statute, three years' imprisonment

is the punishment of any man who carries away a nun from her house, even

though she consent, and he must make convenient satisfaction to the house.

But more modem and practical is abduction on account of the woman's
fortune. Where a woman of any age has any interest (legal or equitable,

present or future, absolute, conditional or contingent) in any real or |>tTsonaj

estate, or is a presumptive heiress or next of kin to any one with such in-

terest

—

(a) whosoever, from motives of lucre, takes her away against her

will, either for himself or some one else to marry, or have carnal knowledge of

her—or (6) w hosoever w ith like intent fraudulently allures or takes her away,

when she is under 21 years of age, out of the possession or against the will of

any person having lawful care of her, is guilty of felony. He cannot take any
interest in her pro|>erty. If he has married her, the Court of Chancery
may re-settle her proj)erty. It is sufficient for the intent alone to be proved,

not necessarily the carrying out thereof. Abduction of a woman by force,

apart from the question of her property, is also a felony.

Whoever, with intent that any unmarried girl under 18 years of age
shall be unlawfully and carnally known by any man, takes such girl out of

the )K>ssession, and against the will, of any person having lawful care or chai^
of her, is guilty of a misdemeanour. It is a sufficient defence if the person

charged proves that he had reasonable cause to believe that the girl was of or

above the age of 18 years. It is also a misdemeanour to detain any woman
or girl of any age against her will, either in a brothel or in any premises,

with intent that she may be unlawfully and carnally known by any man.
Withholding her wearing apparel or other property, or using threats of

legal proceedings against her if she should take away with her any wearing
apparel lent or supplied to her, constitute a detention under this Act.

To unlawfully take, or cause to be taken, any unmarried girl under 16
vean of age out of the possession and against the will of any person
naving the lawful care or charge of her, is a misdemeanour. It is a
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defence that the girl left such person having care of her, and went to
the person charged without inducement on his part ; also, if the person
charged did not know, and had no reason to know, she was under such
care. It is no defence that the pei*son charged did not know her to be
under 16, or might have supposed from her appearance that she was
older, or even that he believed upon reasonable grounds that she was
over that age. It is immaterial wliether there be any corruj)t motive,
or whether the girl consent. So also is the sex of tne person charged
immaterial^

ABDUCTION of voters.—Any person who, by abduction or duress,

interferes with the free exercise by a voter of his franchise is guilty of undue
influence, punishable on indictment by imprisonment for not more than one
year, or a fine not exceeding <£^00. It is also a ‘‘corrupt practice,'’ and
entails disqualification to vote or sit in Parliament, or hohi municipal office

for seven vears. See CORRUPl' PRACTICES.
ABETTOBS

; Mcessories
; ^complices.—The person who actually com-

mits a crime is a principal in the first degree, while he who is present aiding and
abetting the crime is a principal in the second degree. The latter need not
actually be within sight and hearing when the deed is done; it is suflicient if,

with that intention, he is near enough to give aid if required. An accessory
before the fact is one who, though not present, has counselled, procumi, or
abbetted another to commit the crime. Principals of the fii-st and second
degree, and accessories before tlie fact arc all guilty of the crime itself, and
may be separateljr indicted and punished therefor. Accessories before the
fact may also be iiulicted for feloniously being accessory before the fact to
the felony. An accessory after the fact is one who, knowing that a felony
has been committed, assist.s, conceals, or relieves the felon. A wife, how-
ever, who helps her husband is not an accessory after the fact. There arc no
accessories after the fact in misdemeanours and lesser offences. They are
punishable as princinals of the felony. Accomplices.—If two or more
}>ersons are jointly indicted and are being tried together, no one of them can
give evidence against the other. Sometimes, however, the Court conrcnts to
an acquittal of one of such defendants, and he may then give evidence against
his accomplices. Tliis is called tuniing king’s evidence. Such evidence is,

however, naturally open to grave su.spicion, and no prisoner should !>e con-
victed on such t^timony without material coiToboration.

ABORTION is the crime of unlawfully bringing about a miscarriage.
Every woman who shall be convicted of the offence that, being with child, Me
with intent to procure her own miscarriage, shall have unlawfully administered
to herself any poison, or other noxious thing, or shall have unlawfully used
any instrument or other means whatsoever with the like intent, shall be kept
in penal servitude for life. The same punishment is inflicted upon any one
whosoever who, with intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman,
whether she be or be not with child, shall unlawfully administer to her, or
rause to be taken by her, any poison or other noxious thing, or shall unlaw-
fully use any instrument or other means whatsoever with the like intent.

Penal servitude is also the punishment of any one who shall unlawfhlly
supply orprocure any poison or other noxious thing, or any instrument or thing
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whatsoever, knowing the same is intended to be unlawfully used or employed
with intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman, whether she be or be
not with child. If the woman die in consequence of tlie attempt, the person

who committed it is indictable for murder. Procuring the alK)rtion of a
quick child is said to be a common law misdemeanour; and it is murder if

the child, being born alive, dies in consequence of its premature birth, or of

the means employed. If the abortion is done by the proj^er parties, in good
faith, for the punx)se of saving the life of the mother, it is no crime.

ABROAD, ofifences on land.—The jurisdiction of the common law courts

is territorial ; and no person can be tried by an English court for an offence

committed on land abroad, except under the authority of a Statute.

Treason, murder, and manslaughter abroad of a British subject or e

foi*eigner, by a British subject, arc amongst the exceptions created by Statute.

So also are poison and hurt within the jurisdiction, with consecjuent death

outside, or vice versA; crimes and offences committed abroad by colonial

governors and commanders-in-chief; and offences committed by |>ersons in

any public service abroad. Also offences against the Foreign Enlistment

Act, such as the Jameson Raid, the Official Seci*ets Act, the Commissioners of

Oaths Act, and the Foreign Marriage Act.

ABUSIS OF PROCESS.—The Court having inherent as well as statutory

jurisdiction to protect itself from the abuse of its own procedure, may stay

or dismiss frivolous and vexatious actions. It can do this at any stage,

whether it be the plaintilFs case that is stayed, as showing no reasonable

cause of action, or the defendant's defence that is struck out, as showing no
reasonable ground of answer. The C'ourt must, however, use a judicial

discretion herein, and must not stay proceedings on any vague or indeffnite

principle. C’onsecjucntly it is a jurisdiction very sparingly exercised, and
only in exceptional cases. If a |>erson maliciously, and without reasonable

and probable cause, ernmeously sets in motion the legal machinery to the

hurt of another, the latter has a right of action against him for damages.

Some persons used habitually and persistently to institute vexatious legal

proceetlings, without any reasonable grounds, in the High Court, and in

inferior courts, against the same or different j>ersons, generally of high
official position. Under the Vexatious Actions Act, 1896, the Attorney-
General may apply for an order under tlie Act against any such person.

The Court will then hear such person, or give him an opjH)rtunity to be
heard, after assigning counsel to him, in case he is unable bv reason of

poverty to retain counsel. If the Court is then satisfied that the facts are

as aliavc, it will order that no legal proceeiling be instituted by such person

in the High Court, or other court, unless lie first obtains leave of the High
Court, or a judge thereof, and satisfies such Court or judge that such legal

proceeding is not an abuse of the process of tlie Court, and that there is

primAfacie ground for such proceeditig.

AOOESpION is the addition by nature or industry of something new to

a thing already owned. Thus d<x»s the farmer aapiire a pmperty in the eggs
pf his [Kiultry, tlie crops of his field, and the young of his cattle. The young
of animals iKdongs to the owner of the female, oxcTpt in the case of cygnet^
which arc siip(K)scii to belong to the ownere of lioth jiarents equally. If the

accession is by industry and material ujK>n the property of another, the
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resultant property belongs to the latter, subject to his paying compensation

for the work and material so expnded. Thus, a house built upon another’s

land belongs to the owner of the land. There ai*e a few instances to the

contrary. Wine, oil and bread manufactured from another's grapes, olives

and flour, or a picture painted upon canvas, go to the one who supplied the

work, but subject to compensation for the materials. The practical test in

such cases is : Which substance is of principal importance ? When this is

determined, the amount of compensation must be decided. There is also

accession in other forms. When an island rises in a non-tidal river, it

belongs to the riparian owners in equal shares, or proportionately, as it is or

is not in the centre. This follows from the rule that the bed of a non-tidal

river belongs in equal parts to the riparian owners.

ACCIDENT is, in law, a most elusive term. And yet actions for damages
for personal injuries, and injuries to property through accident, are for ever

before the courts. The claim in most of sucli cases is based upon an alleged

negligence of the defendant ; and one of the most usual defences which the

plaintiff has to meet is absence of negligence—accident, in fact.

Accident is like many other technical terms which are also in everyday

use—difficult to define with exactness; easy to comprehend without actual

definition. So far, we may take it that accident in law implies absence of

negligence. But accident may have a more extended significance than that.

It may also include what is Icnown as inevitable accident and also the act

of God. The act of God occui*8 in an accident caused by iri-esistible natural

agency; in such a case, the question of negligence or its absence is of very

minor importance. Inevitable accident occurs >\here the cause is a com-
bination of human and natural agency, and wherein the human part of the

agency may or may not be a determining factor. In such a case tlie question

of negligence is of great importance. No one is liable for non-performance
of duty or contract when such non-j)erformance is caused by the act of Gixl.

An insurer—a common carrier, for example—may, however, be liable even
though his defence be inevitable accident.

But to return to the immediate topic—Accident. For the plaintiff to

succeed in such an action, he must .show:—(a), facts that directly and irresi.st-

ibly prove negligence on the part of the defendant ; or if he cannot go .so far

as that:—(6), facts from which, in the judge's opinion, a jury may reasonably

infer negligence. If the plaintifl' has evidence that will support («), he will

win his case; but if his evidence is so weak that he is driven to (6), the issue

will be in the balance until first the judge has passed his opinion on the
facts, and then the jury have delivered their verdict.

To prove negligence affirmatively, unless the facts arc plain, is a difficult

task. We will therefore, by way oi illustration, direct the reader's attention
to the case of Redhead v, MatJu^r. This was an action for damages for

injuries caused by the defendant negligently driving a carriage and horses
in a highway. Whilst being driven on the public highway, the defendant's
horses, startled by a dog, ran away, and Ijccame so unmanageable that the
driver could not stop them, but could to some extent guide them. While
unsucc^sfully trying to turn a corner safely, the driver guided the horses so
that, without his intending it, they knocked down and injured the plaintiff
who was in the highway. The jury found there was no negligence in any
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one. It was held that since the driver had done his best under the circum-

stancesy the directing of the horses towards the plaintiff was not a wrongful

act. L^rd Bramwell said that the driver was absolutely free from all blame

in the matter; not only did he not do anything wrong, but he endeavoured

to do what was the best to be done under the circumstances. The misfor-

tune happened through the horses being so startled by the dog that they

ran away. Now if the plaintiff under such circumstances can bring an action,

there is really no reason why he could not bring an action because a
splash of mud, in the ordinary course of driving, was thrown upon his

clothes or got into his eye and so injured it. For the convenience of mam
kind in carrying on the affairs of life, people as they go along roads must

expect, or put up with, such mischief as reasonable care on the part of others

cannot avoid.

From this case, being as it is typical of others of a like nature, we may
deduce the principle that no one is liable for an accident if he be free from
fault. Anci it is in accordance therewith that a person who, walking along

the street, through an accident slips and falls against, and breaks a window,

is not liable for any damage he may thereby cause. But it would be different

if he were, at the time, committing an unlawful act, e.g. an assault. He
would then be liable. See NEGLKiKNCE.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE.—The numerous casualties to which the life of

man is liable are subjects of daily occurrence and observance—there is scarcely

an individual who cannot refer within the sphere of his own family or acquaint-

ance to instances of sudden or accidentjil death
;
and few who cannot look btick

to their own escape fnan danger. To indemnify against the conser|uences of such

a calamity, whether happening in the pnirsuit of l)u>incss or pleasime, is the

object of accident insuniiice. Injuries incurred in actual wai fare do not properly

come wdthin its ordinary scope, but they have now, for some time, been the

subject of special ins\irance. The system of accident insurance may be siiid

to owe its origin, in a great measure, to the development of railway travelling.

At any rate the year 1^^45, memorable in the history of railway enterprise, is

equally memonible in the history of insurance. Between that year and 1850,

thirteen accident insurance otlices were projecB^l, two of which were completely

registered—one of the two being \vith tis still. In consei|uence of so many of

the otlices being unable to make their business pay np(Ui the rites of premiums
then common, and in conseqin'iico of the many fraudulent attempts made by the

insuriMl, culminating in the dis;istrous year of 1857, when over £14,000 was in

dispute in cases wliero fraud was undoul)tcd, that year bt came the starting-point

of ino<lcrn liiethods in accident insuranc«». Then was the attempt begun to l>e

made to classify the risks; to adapt the premiums so that they should bo
remunerative for each class of ri.sk; to settle policies that would strictly define

the risks covered
;
and to arrange proposals so that the po>sibility of fmud and

misrepresen tiltion might be minimi.sed.

And from that time henceforth did ficcident insurance business develop and
strengthen. The increase of machinery iii manufactures, the greider conoentnv-

tion of population in Unvns with its increasing tmllic, the Employers* Liability

Act of 1880, the value of insurance as an adNertisement, and finally the Work-
men’s Compensation Acts, have all tended to make aandent insunincea persistent

factor in modern life. And so to-day, a.n a final result of those efforts to make
accident insurance a pixifiUible commeix?ial undertiking (including, it must be
admitted, an undoubted combination of certain companies to maintain the uni*
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formity of premium rates), British Accident Insurance stands, as a whole, in a
very strong position. In 1901, the total funds and paid-up capital together

provided £10,701,567 available for the protection of the insured. In addition to

these reserves there are many millions of uncalled capital at command should

necessity for them arise. The premium income of 1900 showed an increase of

about £200,000 over that of the previous year, but the claims showed an increase

of somewhat more. Ami within coi*tain limits such seems the inevitfvble condition

of things; for it is a curious fact that claims increase pro}K)rtionately to the

duration of the risk.

Disputes between the insured and the companies, now come, computi-

tively speaking, very rarely before the Courts. This is the result or the

arbitration clause usually inserttn:! in the policy, whereby a settlement of

disputed claims is arrived at without the publicity of legal procedure.

Whether this is an advantage to the insurcil is an open cjucstion.

As in other forms of insurance, the contract of accident insurance is

called a policy ; the law in rcs|)ect thereof being bascil ii{)on the same
principles as that of the other classes of insurance. The usual form of policy

entitles the insured or his representatives to certain fixed jMiyments in case

he sustains any bodily injury, ‘^caused by violent, accidental, external, and
visible means,'’ and resulting in death or disablement within three months
of the accitlent. “ Disablement” means that the assure<l is prevented, wliolly

or partially, from attending to Ids ordinary business. It is either jxTinanent

or tem|K)rary, total or partial ; the policy, as a rule, clearly defining these

terms. The contract is not, strictly s{)eaking, one of indemidty; for the
agreed connKuisiition does not necessarily Ixuir any relation to the income or

earnings of the assured. Such coiu|K*nsjition, liowcvcr, is always limited in

length of time to the j)eriod of the disal)loment
;
provided, as a rule, tliat

twenty-six weeks slial lx; the longest period for com[H;nsation in resjxjct of

any one accident. Tlic policy of insurance may be taken out for any stated

period agreed upon ; or it may lx; limited to a certain journey or class of

risk. The usual case, houever, is for the policy to run for a year; it then
being renewable, but at the company's optif)ii, year by year.

What Accidents are within the Policy.—(jcucrally, these are clearly

defined in the pc^licy. Now, as to some particular jK)iulH hereon. («) The
injujy viwst be caused hjj Home external violence operating directhj uixm the

person of the assured. Thus suicide is not an acci(h:nt; though it will not Ixj

presumed and must be aflinnatively provetl l)y the company. This rule will lx?

construed by the courts in the way a jx;rson of ordinary intelligence would read
it, attention Ixdng paid to the whole of the policy. The cjuestion will lx? (1)
By what moans was the assured injured ? If the means were violent ; and
also accidental, as by getting, without intention, into the particular ]K>sitioii

in which the injury could happen; the answer is that the means were
violent.” Hie next important (juestion is (2) Were thcyextenml? And

the answer to this will be in the affirmative, if they were, without nice dis-
tinction, the op{H>site of internal—for example, a stooping on the part of
the assiirctl to rea<*h an article on the j)avcment. {h) There is generally
a proviso death or disablement rcsuliin^ ^from any fuitural disease
or weakness, IJnucr this j)rovi.so the company would not he liable in the
case of de*ath by sunstroke. Generally, disease, though produced by the
action of a known cause, can hardly lx; considered an accident, (cji 'ITie
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case of the assured exposing himself to risk or injury.. ITie rule is, that if

such risk was obvious to him at the time ; or would have been obvious to

him if he had paid reasonable attention to what he was doing, he would
not be in a position to claim compensation under the policy, {d) The death

or disablement must he the direct result of the accident. Here, in every case

the determining question will be—What really caused the death? As
this point is both important and intricate, we will give an illustration. An
assured under a i>olicy against “death from the effects of injury caused by
accident,'’ fell and dislocated his shoulder. He was at once put to bed, and
died in less than a month from the date of the accident, having been all

the time confined to his bed. It was discovered tliat the death resulted

from pneumonia caused by cold, but that the assured would not have died

as and when he did had it not been for the accident. The fatal effects of

the cold, and his susceptibility thereto, were both due to the condition of

health to which he had been reduced by the accident. It was held that his

death wa^ due to the “effects of injury caused by accident" within the

meaning of the policy. “Cause" and “effects "are correlative terms; and
it is suilicient to construe the word “effects" from that point of view. If,

as in the above case, the assured lives for some time alter the injury, he
must during this time live as an invalid, subject to the ordinary conditions

of such a mode of life. The.^c conditions of life are something distinct from
the injury, but when a question arises as to whetlier the death of the assured

while subject to them was caused by the injury, it becomes essential to take

into consideration these conditions of life as well iis the injury. And not

only these conditions, but such things iis are either inseparable from them
or are their natural consequences. There can be no pretence, in such case

as the above, for treating the case as less due to the injury l)ecause one step

in the train of circumstances which followed was that the assured auight

a cold.

Defences to an action on.the policy.—It is a defence to a claim uj>ou

such a policy, as in other cases of insurance, that the assured did not make
a full disclosure of all material facts. The contract of insurance is one based

upon utmost faith between the jmrties. Consequently f!\l>e statements,

misrepresentation, or suppression of truth, whether fraudulent or not, in

any proposal for the ixnicy, or any claim under it, avoids the contract,

and affords a complete defenc'e to any action in ix'sjKvt thereof. Particular

care must tlicrefoie be taken in this res[)ect when filling up the form of

proj)osal. Where notice of the accident is expressly made a condition

precedent to liability, the absence of such a notice, even though it was

impossible to give it, is a defence to any action on the policy. So also is

the non-compliance with any other conditions of the policy; ivs, for example,
where tlie company may send its medical man to vsee the patient, or miuirc a
post-moriemy or retjuire other proof siitisfactor}’ to its dinxtoi's as to cause,

nature and extent of the accident. Put the last-mentioneil proof need only

be such as ought to be satisfactorv to the din'ctors. .SVy also hereon .

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY; WOUKME.VS COMPENSATION.
AOOIDENTS, NOTICE OF.—The pRiprietors of any railway, tmmway,

pisworks, canal, harbour, liridge, pier, or other public undertaking, are

wund, by the Notk'c of Accidents Act, 189 1, to give to the Ihxird of 'Praile
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notice of any accident which causes death or injury to a workman in their

employ. An injured workman must give notice of his accident to his em-
ployer in order to obtain compensation under the Workmen’s Compensation

Act.

AOOOMMODATION BILL.—In suing upon a contract, the plaintiff has,

except in the case of contracts under seal, to prove a consideration therefor.

Bills of exchange, in proper form, ai*e exceptions to this rule, and once the

plaintiff has prov^ the bill itself, he is entitled to judgment for the amount
thereof; the fact of a consideration having passed being presumed in his

favour. Bills drawn, accepted, or endoi*sed, oy persons not receiving con-

sideration therefor respectively, but for the purpose of lending their names
to some other pei*son, are called accommodation bills. For example, when A
draws upon B, who accepts the bill mei'ely to oblige A, and to enable him
to obtain money, there is created an accommodation acceptance. If the bill

is dishonoured, and A were to sue B, the latter would have a complete

defence. But if, before the bill had matured, A had discounted the bill

with C ; then upon C suing B, the latter would have no defence. For a bill,

whether one of accommodation or not, endorsed to a third party, who takes

it bond fide and for value, is good as against the parties to it. As between
A and B, it makes no difference that B, who is called ilie accommodation

rrty, has l)een paitl a commission or reward for the use of his name. Since

is in fact a surety for A, who is calletl the accommcKlatetl party, B, when
he has paid the bill, has a right of action against A for indemnity. B can
always avail himself of any defence which is available to A; as in a case

where the party suing owes money to A. If there be an agreement, express

or implied, not to negotiate an accommodation bill after maturity, the

agreement constitutes an ec]uity attaching to it; subject to which, any
third party would take the bill after maturity, even if taken for value.

Under suem circumstances B would incur no liability. See BILLS OF
EXCHANGE.

ACOORD AND SATISFACTION.—Accord is a satisfaction agreeil

upon between the party having a claim, and the party from whom the
claim is due. When the agreement is jierfonned, the satisfaction is complete;
and that, together with the accord, is a valid defence to all actions in resj)ect

of the claim. Unless the accord and satisfaction is by agreement under seal,

it must rest u|K)n a valuable consideration. Thus, where one Wane owetl

Cumber £15. Cumber, being anxious to scdtle the matter, told Wane he
would accept £5. The latter thereupon gave his creditor a non-negotiable
promissoiy note for the £5. Afterwarils (Unnl>er sued Wane for the
residue of «£^10, and got it. This result was based up<jn the fact that the
agreement to accept the .smaller sum in satisfaction of the larger, was of
no effect, being without consideration. But whenever there is a benefit, or
legal possibility of one, to the creditor, the case is tlifferent. Thus, where
the payment is of something of a different nature though of less value, e.ff,

an old picture (which may or may not have a fancy value) may be satisfaction

of a debt of i/1000. So also, a negotiable instrument, as a negotiable bill

or cheque, instead of payment in cash—even though the amount of the bill

or cheque is less than that of the debt. So also, payment though less in
amount than the debt, but at a different place or at an earlier date. By
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pai^ent under bankruptcy, too; and so when it can be proved that the

dinerence in amount is a gift, or the amount of a counter-claim, or set-off.

If, however, the claim of Cumber against Wane had been in respect of a
sum the amount of which was unliquidated, such as damages for injuries,

the result would have been different. In such cases, any sum of money may
be given and taken in full satisfaction—the receipt not even being under

seal. And such an accord and satisfaction would be a complete answer to

the action. But in the light of a recent case, it would now be unwise to rely

alone upon the rule as above. In such cases, where the person liable wishes

to settle with the claimant, he should see that the latter has at the time

:

independent legal ailvice ; a knowledge of the present state of his case, as

well as future possible developments; and generally a full appreciation of

the whole effect of a complete settlement such as the one proposed.

AOOOUNTANTS may be described as persons engaged in the prepara-

tion, investigation, and auditing of accounts. They may be divided into

three classes: official, public, and private. Official.— Under this general

title may be mentionecl the Accountants of the Crown. These are public

officers who receive or collect public moneys, and are bound to account

therefor into the Exche<]uer in manner prescribed by statute, or Ti*easury

regulations. The Exchequer and Audit Departments Act, 1866, defines as

‘‘principal accountatiis those who receive issues, directly, at the Banks of

England and Ireland; and as “sub-accountants’^ those who receive atlvances

from the principal accountants, or who rec*eive fees, or other public moneys,
through other channels. The most imj>ortant of the principal accountants

are the Paymaster-General, and the officials of the various dejmrtments to

whose accounts the necessary sums for public servires are credited. The sub-

accountants arc the collectors of the various branches of revenue, and
receivei*s of public moneys, who mav he requiretl by the Treiisury to render

accounts to the comptroller and auditor-general.

Public.—Any jKTson may call himself a public accountant; and as such,

assume to be a sjx?cialist in accountancy and to assist and advise the public.

Accountants, as a profession, have at present no legal stitus as such. But
the profession is making an endeavour to obtain legislation that will define

the i^osition of an accountant, and at the same time regulate tuvountancy on
the lines of the learned professions. As a result of that endeavour it is

possible to divide public acvounbints into three chusses: Charteretl Aciount-
ants, Incor[X)rate Accountants, and public accountants simj)ly. As to the
lost named, many of them are doubtless men of the highest clliciency ; but in

view of the fact that any jKjrson without restriction can, as we have seen, set

up in practice without submitting himself to any professional test, the pos-

sibilities are that the majority of this class is recruiteil from the ranks of
failures in other vocations in life. It is to the Uhartered and Incorporate

Accountants that the |Mitronage of the public would most safelv extend. A
nutnl)er of small associations of accountants have lately come into existence

purporting to create and maintain professional efficiency in their members.
Membership of such an association should not, however, be taken as any
guarantee of efficiency.

The Chartered are so called l>ecaiise they are members of, and certificated

by the Institute of Chartered Accountants. The moml^ers of the Institute

are Fellows and Associates, and are entitled to the use of the initials FC.A.
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or A.C.A. They may not follow any business or occujmtion other than that

of a public accountant^ or some business which, in the opinion of the council,

is incident thereto or consistent therewith. With certain exceptions, those

who desire to be members of the Institute must generally be articled for a
period varying from S to 5 years to a member in practice, and must also

pass cei-tain examinations. Incorpomte Accountants are members of the

Society of Accountants and Auditoi’s ; and use the initials F.S.A.A. or

A.S.A.A. The rules and regulations of the Society are somewhat similar to

those of the Institute, thougli more liberal—hostile critics might say more
lax. There is, however, very little practical difference between the pro-

fessional aims of, and the standard attained by the two societies. In addition

to investigating and auditing accounts, accountants act as bankruptcy
trustees, liquidators and receivers. But they have no monojx>ly in this, for

by tlie Bankruptcy Act, 1883, any ‘‘ fit person whether a creditor or not*” may
be trustee. And under the Companies Act, 1890, any person appointed by
the Court; or in cases of voluntary liquidation under the Companies Act,

1867, any person selected by tlie company, may be li(|uidator. Accountants

must do their work with such skill and care as would reasonably be expected

of pei’sons wlio hold themselves out as able to do the class of work they

undertake. If they fail in this duty, they are liable in damages.

Private.—It is usually, and not by any means improjxjr, for any person

who is employed in a fixed employment as a clerk, book-keej>er, or cashier, to

call himself an accountant. See AUDITOR.
ACOOUNTANrS OHABOES.—An accountant is, apart from specitxl agree-

ment, entitled to fair and adequate remuneration for any services ho may render

;

having regaixl to any difficulty and iinj»ortance of the work. In matters whore
accountants act as general business agents and advisors, tlie remuneration is by
way of commission where the services rendered are in respect of work usually

done by agents for commission. Where the work is not so usually paid, or not by
its nature capable of affording a basis for payment by commission, it is the
practice of accountants to charge therefor in detail—their Bill being made up of

separate items consisting of attendances, writing letters, drawing documents and
80 forth. The chai'ges for these items should vary according to the position of the
accountant, the position of his employer, and v^he difficulty and importance of the
work. But as a rule the practice is to follow the usual charges of solicitors for

the same services ; the charges of an accountant, however, being generally less.

For ordinary investigations of accounts and for opening Books of Account,
apart from special agreement, when near the accountant's place of business, and
exclusive of disbursements and stiitionery, the following aie the charges per day
of seven hours :—for the principal, 3 to 10 guineas ;

his managing clerk (when C.A.
or I.A.), 2 guineas ; his managing clerk (when not so qualified),

1 J guineas ; other
clerks, 1 guinea. When the work is done at such distance from the accountivnt’s

place of business as to render residence in the noighbo\u’h(K>d necessary, the
charges per day would be :—for the principal, 5 to 20 guineas

;
his managing clerk

(when CA. or I.A.), 2 to 6 guineas ; his managing clerk (when not so qualified),

to 3 guineas; other clerks, 1 guinea. For an investigation on behalf of a
committee of shareholders:— principals, 7 guineas per day; managing clerk, 2
guineas; 1st class clerk, guineas; other clerks, 1 guinea. For auditing the
accounts of a private business or public company, the fees would be upon the
same scale as those set forth above for ordinary investigationa

When an accountant acts as trustee in Bankruptcy, his remuneration would be
by way of a commission upon the assets as realised and another commission upon
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the dividend paid. Thus in an estate, the assets of which realised £500, and the

dividend paid amaunted to the same sum, the accountant would as a rule take 15
per cent, upon the assets and 10 per cent, upon the dividends—in all a remunera*

tion of £125, in addition to charges in respect of out-of-pockets. But the per*

centage of the commission decreases as the amount of the assets and dividend

increases ; so that if the assets were £25,000 and the dividend the same amount,
the percentage would, as a rule, be 2^ per cent, on the former and 2 per cent, on
the latter—in all £1125. So, when an accountant acts as, or on behalf of, an
assignee or trustee of an insolvent debtor under a Deed of Assignment or of

Composition, he takes, apart from agreement, his remuneration in the form of a
commission.

Without suggesting that the above charges are excessive, it is permissible to

criticise them and venture the observation that in some cases, perhaps, the
remuneration might be none too largo ; whilst in others where the debtor^s affairs

were simple, small in extent and without complicatier, such a payment would be
more than ample for proper atid reasonable remuneration. It therefore would be
wise for all creditors in biiiiki-uptcy and of insolvent debtors, to insist upon, as far

as possible, an agreed remuneration specially appropriate to the matter in hand.

ACCOUNTS.—Proceedings may now be taken in either division of the

High Court for an account. The plaintiff* should endorse his writ therefor,

when if the defendant cannot satisfy the Court that there is some prelimi-

nary question to be tried, the plaintiff may obtain an order for proper
accounts, with all the necessary inquiries and directions. It is usual to

proceed with these in the Chancery Division. But a district registrar or a
special or official referee may be apj>ointed for the purj)ose. Even where
tne plaintiff* does not so endorse his writ for an account, yet the Court, at

any stage of the proceedings, may direct any necessary accounts to be taken,

notwithstanding that there may be some further relief sought for, or some
special issue still to be tried. For further information on this subject

generally and in si>ecial cases see the index, and titles such as BOOK-
KEEPING.

AOOOUNT STATED (An) is an admission by one in an account with

another, that a balance is due from him to the other. Such an admission

is equivalent to a promise to pay upon demand, and creates a liability which

may be the subject-matter of an action. In every case in which the action is

upon an account stated, the same must be claimed with full particularity.

Ine plaintiff must prove an absolute acknowledgment by the defendant of

the claim ; a qualified or conditional acknowledgment being insufficient.

The following are some illustrations, A verbal admission of a debt due for

goods sold may prove an account stated, even though the agi'eement for the

sale was in WTiting. An I.O.U. is evidence of an account stated wdtli the

person who produces it : and if another person was meant, the defendant must
prove this. But there must be an admission of a debt due, in order to

support an account stated : therefore when the defendant verbally agreed to

purchase a lease from the plaintiff*, and ^ve as deposit an LO.U., and after-

wards refused to complete the purchase, it was hela that the I.O.U., together

with the circumstances under which it was given, was no evidence of an

account stated.

As a general rule, an account is not stated unless there is some specific

•urn agreed upon. Thus, a letter asking the plaintiffs to hold the defendant's
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ch^ue till Monday, when I will send the amount,’’ the amount of the cheque

being unknown, did not sup})ort a claim brought upon an account stated.

Where pai'ties have had many and intricate dealings and accounts between

them, it is advisable for the creditor to obtain such an admission as will admit
of an action upon an account stated. The great advantage is that the several

items constituting the account need not be proved, proof of the admission

of a single item as representing a balance would be sufficient. An account

miy be stated by the debtor, with the creditor’s wife, but not by the debtor’s

wife with the creditor, unless she is also pixived to have been the debtor’s

agent in the matter. Admission in casual conversation with a stranger, not

the creditor’s cigent, is insufficient.

At one time an account stated was considered conclusive, but now errors

in it may be corrected. An improperly stamped promissory note cannot be

E
*ven in evidence of an account stated. Further, the account must be stated

jfore the commencement of the action. Where an incoming tenant agi’ees

to take fixtures at a valuation to be made by hi'okers, and after it has oeen

made the tenant takes possession, the value as ascertained by the brokers

may be sued on as an account stated. By the Infants Relief Act, 1874, all

accounts stated with infants are absolutely void, and they ai-e incapable of

ratification. Nor can a lunatic state an account—by himself, or through

FALSIFICATION OF.—^This is a misdemeanour under
the Falsification of Accounts Act, 1875. It may lie committed by any clerk,

officer, or servant, or any person employed or acting in the capacity of a
clerk, officer, or servant. The offence lies in any such person (^i) wilfully,

and with intent to defraud, destroying, altering, mutilating, or falsifying

an^ book, paper, writing, valuable security or account, which belongs to, or
is in the possession of, his employer, or has been received by him for or on
behalf of his employer; or (i) wilfully, and with intent to defraud, making,
or concurring in the making of, any false entry in or omission or alteration,

or concurring in omitting or altering, any material particular from or in any
such book or in any document or account. Falsification of accounts is not in all

cases forgery, but it may take such a form as to amount thereto. The jury
would probably imply the intent to defraud if they were satisfied of the
wilful destruction, alteration, mutilation, or falsification. To prove the
last named, it must be shown that accused knew the falsity of his act. A
person may be guilty of making a false entry under this Act, although it

was not made with his own hands, but by a third party acting innocently

and without knowledge of the falsity, whom the accused had fraudulently and
wilfully procui-ed to do the act.

ACCUMULATION.—In 1797, one Peter Thellusson died in London,
leaving landed estate worth about i?4000 a year, and jx^rsonal projxjrty to
the amount of i?600,000. By his will he created a tru.st that the income
of this large property should be saved, invested, and accumulated during
the lives of his sons, grandsons, and their issue until the death of the last

survivor ; and after thi.s event the property w ith the accumulations was to
go to the lineal descendants of his sons in tail male. After long litigation

the legality of the trusts for accumulation was upheld. Theie were nine
lives in being when Thellusson died, the enjoyment of the property being
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consequently postponed until after their deaths. But shortly after this

decision an was passed known as Thellusson's Act,'*' which put an end
to such trusts in the future.

By this Act no person, except to make provision for debts, or in certain

cases, for children's portions, can create a valid trust of property whereby
the income thereof, either wholly or partially, may be accumulated for any
longer term than (a) the life of the settlor, or (6) the term of twenty-one years

from the settlor's death, or (c) during the minority of any person living or

in ventre sa mire at the time of the settlor's death, or (d) during the minority
only of any person who would for the time being, if of full age, be entitled

under the trusts of the settlement to the income directed to be accumulated.

But an accumulation is good if it can be put an end to at any moment.
It must be noted that accumulation will be permitted for only one of the

periods allowed by the Act. Again, though accumulation be directed, or

payment deferred, a legatee, if €U)solutely entitled, may require payment as

soon as he can give a discharge ; and this is also so in cases where the legatee

is a charity. Since the Thcllusson Act, it has been forbidden to settle or
dispose of any property, so as to accumulate the income for the purchase

of land only," lor any longer period than during the minority of a pei*son,

who, if of full age, would be entitled to receive the income. This is by the

Accumulations Act, 1892. In 1848, the Thellusson Act was extended to

heritable proj^erty in Scotland.

ACQUIESCENCE is a form of estoppel. The term must have attached
to it a \Qry diff'erent signification, according to whether the acquiescence

alleged occui*s while the act acquiesced in is in progi'ess, or only after it has
been completed. A person, having a right, and seeing another person about
to commit, or committing an act infringing u{>on that right, and standing
by so as I'cally to induce the other person, who might otherwise have
abstained from the act, to believe that he assents to it being committed,
cannot afterwards be heard to complain of the act. The terms ‘‘laches,"

“standing by," and “delay," mean much the same thing. But there can
be no acquiescence without full knowledge both of the right infringed and
of the acts which constitute the infringement. Constructive notice, not
amounting to actual knowledge, is not sufficient. The reason of the rule

is that justice will not allow a man knowingly, though but passively, to

encourage another to lay out money under an erroneous opinion of title.

The party who would l>enefit by the acquiescence, must have made in his

wron^ul act, a bona fide mistake as to his legal rights; and must have
acted solely in that bond fide state of mind. Then again, the party

acquiescing must have known at the time, in his “full knowledge" as

above, of the other party’s mistaken belief. Settlements long acquiesced

in will not be disturbed unless there is a right, as under a statute. «S!^

ESTOPPEL.
ACQUITTAL.—In the case of a verdict of not guilty ; or of a successful

plea of pardon ; or of a successful plea of autrefois convict or acquit

;

the
person cnarged is entitled to his discharge. Such discharge is an acquittal,

and if the charge is one of felony, frees him for ever from tlie same
accusation. It is applied also, but not so correctly, to cases of discharge
upon failure of prosecution on questions of law. On acquittal, the accused
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•mils to be entitled to a ^py of the indictment* If he is acquitted Qierely

upon some formal defect in the proceedings, so that the acquittal could not
be pleaded in bar of another indictment for the same offence, he may be
detained in custody and put on his trial again. Acquittal on the ground of

insanity at the time of toe commission of the offence entails being kept in

custody until the king’s pleasure is known ; and the king may order con-

finement during his j^easure. Before a court of summary jurisdiction, as

in a police court, acquittal is by means of an order for the accus^’s

discharm. Where the char^ is one of common assault instituted by or

on behmf of the person assamted, the person charged, on a dismissal of the

chaige on its merits, is entitled to a certificate thereof. This certificate,

when put in evidence, would be a complete defence to any proceedings

against him in a civil court for damages for the assault ; the person assaulted

having had the right to elect whether he would proceed in a police court for

the accused’s punishment, or proceed gainst him civilly for damages. It is

also a bar to further criminal proceedings. The plea oi previous surquittal is

technically known as autrefois acquit.

ACT OF BANKRUraOY.—A person becomes a bankrupt only after

E
etition to the Court. 'ITie petition may be presented by the debtor
imself or by the creditor. But unless the debtor himself presents the

petition; or unless the Court, on the hearing of a judgment summons,
instead of exercising its jurisdiction to commit the debtor to prison, makes,

with toe consent of the creditor, a receiving older against the debtor, the

petition can only be presented when the debtor has already committed an
act of bankruptcy. The following are acts of bankruptcy, the commission

by the debtor of either or any of which, entitles a creditor to present a
petition (a) If in England or elsewhere he makes a conveyance or assign-

ment of his property to a trustee or trustees, for the benefit of his creditors

generally. (6) If in England or elsewhere he makes a fraudulent conveyance,

gift, delivery, or transfer of his property, or of any part thereof, (c) If in

England or elsewhere he makes any conveyance or transfer of his property,

or any part thereof, or creates any charge thereon which would, under the

Bankruptcy or any other Acts, be void, as a fraudulent preference, if he
were adjudrcd bankrupt.

Upon toese three acts of bankruptcy it may be observed that it is

enou^ if the property disposed of is substantially, and not absolutely,

the whole of the debtor’s estate. Whether a disposition is fraudulent will

depend in each case upon the circumstances ; though, as a general test, it

is enough to consider the consideration for the disposition. Thus, a sale

of toe whole of the debtor’s property for a fair price is not fraudulent and
cannot be impeached. And so in tne case of a mortgage of the whole of a
debtor’s property, where the mortgaTO is a security ^rtly for a past debt,

and partly for a substantial further i^vance. But here the test should not
be confined to the consideration. It must also appear that the mortgage
was made bond fide for the pui-pose of enabling tne debtor to continue wb
business, and was not merely a scheme for the payment of the existing debt.

To proceed with the enumeration of the weiA of bankruptcy, (d) If,

wito intent to defeat or delay bis creditors, the debtor does any of the
fidlowing things, viz., departs out of England, or being out of Englandf
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femaiiiB out of England, or departs from his dwelling-house, or otherwise

absents himself, or bemns to keep house. As to this, a debtor who says

time after time, I will meet you at a certain public-house, or such and such

a place, at such and such a time, and pay you the money,^ and he is not

there, commits an act of bankruptcy. So did a lady debtor, who dis-

guised herself under an alias; and another debtor who told his boy to

say to an a^nt of his creditors, that he was not at home, though the agent

could see him through a glass partition, (e) If execution against the debtor

has been levied by seizure of his goods, under process, in an action in any
Court, or in any civil proceeding in the High Court, and the goods have

been either sold or held by the sheriff for twenty-one days
:

provided that,

where an interpleader summons has been taken out in regard to the goods

smed, the time elapsing between the date at which such summons is taken

out, and the date at which the Sheriff is ordered to withdraw, or any

interpleader issue ordered thereon is finally disposed of, shall not be taken

into account in calculating such |ieriod of twenty-one days. (/*) If the

debtor files in Court a declaration of his inability to pay his debts, or

presents a bankruptcy petition against himself. (^) If a creditor has

obtained a final judgment (or who is for the time being entitled to enforce

a final judgment) against the debtor for any amount, and execution thereon

not having been stayed, has served on him in England, or by leave of the

Court, elsewhere, a bankruptcy notice requiring him to pay the judgment
debt in accordance with the terms of the judgment, or to secure or compound
for it to the satisfaction of the creditor or the Court, and he does not,

within seven days after service of the notice, in case the service is effected in

England, and in case the service is effected elsewhere, then within the time
limited in that behalf by the order giving leave to effect the service, either

comply with the requirements of the notice or satisfy the Court that he has

a counter-claim, set-off, or cross-demand which equals or exceeds the amount
of the judgment debt, and which he could not set up in the action in which
the jmgment was obUined.

lliis process, by way of Bankruptcy Notice, is the most common founda-
tion of bankruptey proceedings. Tne following ai*e some points for observa-

tion thereon, xhe judgment must be one on which execution has not been
staved, and it is available to the assignee of a judgment ci'editor. The
jad|nnent must be a final one. If a creditor has this, in order to issue a
Bankruptcy Notice, he should apply to the Court—any Court in which a
petition may be pi'esented against the debtor—for the issue thereof, and
with the request produce to the registrar an office copy of the judgment,
filing both request and notice. A printed form can be obtained at the
office of the Cburt with instructions as to its filling up. Service thereof

upon the debtor is on the same principle as that of a writ {see ACTION),
except that it should be served within one month fit>m issue. A married
woman, though sulnect as a trader to bankruptcy, cannot be ser\^ with a
bankniptqr notice, because its form does not fit in with the peculiar form
ofjudgment against a married woman ; and it makes no difference that since

the date of judgment she has become a widow. The judgment debt ujxin

which the bankruptcy notice is based may be for any amount. Tlie only
Wiys In wU^ a debtor may avoid committing an act of bankruptcy
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when served with a bankruptcy notice ax*e (1) paying; (2) giving satisfactory

security; (3) showing a cross-claim equal to or exceeding the judgment debt^

which there was no previous oppoi*tunity of setting up.

(A) If the debtor gives notice to any of his creditors that he has suspended,
or that he is about to suspend, p^ment of his debts. This act of bankruptcy
depends upon the construction oi notices and circulars of all sorts by involved

debtoi’s. A debtor, therefore, who wishes to effect a private arrangement
with his ci-editors must be careful in tlie wording of any notice or circular

he may send out. lie must consider what effect such a circular would
produce on the mind of a creditor reading it. If the inference to be
naturally drawn therefrom is that if the debtor‘*8 of!*er is not accepted,
suspension must follow, it is an act of bankmptcy. But the notice must be
a formal one, though not in writing. See BANKRUI^rCY ; FRAUDU-
LENT PREFERENCE; and BANKRUFrCY (Scotch).

ACT OF PARLIAMENT is the term applied to an act, wherein the

three constituent ptirts of tlie sovereign jx>wer in this realm, king, lords, and
commons, unite to formulate a Law. Public Statute is another term for an
Act of Parliiunent. Strictly speaking the former term would be the proper

one in most cases where the term Act of Parliament is used. Ulie latter in

its true meaning denotes simply the record of an Act of Parliament or the

written record of a law. The usual procedure in passing an Act of Parlia-

ment is as follows. The Act is first of all printed under the name of a Bill.

After this Bill has been introduced to tlie House of Commons, and read

three times and passed, it is sent up to the House of Lords. When it has

been read and jiassed in tlie latter House it has to receive the assent of the

king. Tlie king has a right of veto; a right very unlikelv to be exemsed
after the previous necessary expression of opinion mxm tKe merits of the

Bill by both Houses of Parliament. Having receiveef the assent of the king

the Bill becomes law, and is ailled an Act of Parliament.

TLliere are two classes of Act of Parliament: Public and Personal. The
latter is a small class limited to private jiersonal matters; for example, an
Act dissolving an Irish marriage. Public Acts may be subdivided into

general, local, and private. General Acts toucli matters of public import-

ance throughout the realm or the greater jmrt thereof; these being the

Acts of Parliament making the laws now claiming our attention. A local

Act is one that has reference only to a limited area, the subject of the legis-

lation having only a loail inqxjrbince. A private Act of Parliament is one
dealing with private affairs requiring IcgLslative twinction; thus do such
undertakings as docks and telephone compiinics acquire their jKiwers. Unless
the contrary is stated, an Act of Parliament takes elfect as from the date

of the Royal assent. But generally the date for the commencement of
operation is announced in the Act itself. So too, unless tlie contrary is

stated, an Act of Parliament extends to Scotland.

ACTIO PERSONALIS MORITUR OUH PERSONA is an English
legal maxim, once of general application, expressing the rule of law tliat a

E
ersonal action dies with the jierson. For, in a civil court, the death of a
uinan being cannot be complained of as an injuiy. The o|K*ration of the

rule is now limited to actions of tort, or wrongs inJcqicndent of contract, such
as an action for damages for libel. There are, however, exceptional cases in
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which, even in cases of tort, the rule does not apply, or its operation has been

modified. In the case of trespass on land, the owner of which dies, his

personal representatives can proceed with an action, provided the injury w^as

done within six months before, and the action brought within one year after

the owner’s death. So also in the converse case of the trespasser’s death, there

the right of action survives on the conditions that the injury was done within

six months before the death and the action is brought within six months after

the personal repi’esentatives of the deceased have taken upon themselves the

administration of his estate. And exception is made in the case of an injury

which has been done to the goods and cnattels of a person who then dies
; ^

for example, where a person sued on the infringement of his trade-mark dies

pending action.

But the most general and important exception, gratefully appreciated by

the families of those who have been so unfortunate as to have b^n killed in

railway disasters, is created by Lord Campbell’s Act (now known, together

with its amending Acts, as the Fatal Accidents Acts, 184-6 to 1908), which

enacts that whensoever the death of a person shall be caused by w rongful act,

neglect, or default, and the act, neglect, or default is such as would, if death

had not ensued, have entitled the person injured to maintain an action and
recover damages in respect thereof, there and in every such case the person

who would have been liable if death had not ensued shall be liable to an action

for damages, notwithstanding the death of the person injured, and although
the death shall have been caused under such circumstances as shall in law
amount to a felony. An action under the Act must be brought by the
executor or administrator of the person deceased within twelve calendar
months after the death of such deceased ; and shall be for the benefit of the
wife, husband, parent (which term includes father, mother, grandfather, grand-
mother, stepfather and stepmother), and child (which term includes son,

daughter, grandson, granddaughter, stepson and stepdaughter) of the
deceased. Only one action can be brought in respect of the same subject-

matter, and the plaintiff must deliver to the defendant full piirticulars of the
person or persons for the Ix^nefit of whom the action is brought, and of

the nature of the claim in respect of which damages are sought to be
recoveretl.

All damages awarded, after deducting any costs not recovered from the

defendant, are to be divided amongst the above-mentioned rolatives in such
shares as the jury shall direct. If, however, there shall be no executor or
administrator of the deceased, or if the action is not brought by such
executor or administrator within the fii'st six of the twelve months allow'ed,

then it may be brought in the name or names of all or any of the pei'sons

for whose oenefit the executor or administrator would have sued. But if

before his death the deceased has brought an action and recovered dama^
for his injuries, or has made an arrangement with those liable to him
therefor, and received satisfaction, no action can be maintained under the
Fatal Accidents Acts, as these statutes only substitute the right of the
personal representatives to sue in the stem! of the deceased.

An important amendment of the law with respect to the assessment of
damages under the Acts has been introduced by the Act of 1908. In such
assessment any sum paid or payable on the death of the deceased under a
contract of insurance or assurance cannot now be taken into account
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In Scots Law this maxim does not apply in its ordinary sense, for the

right of action transmits against the representatives of a wrong-doer, in so far

as they benefit by the succession. Also a claim for damages transmits to the

repi'esentatives of the sufferer. This claim must be distinguished from the

right of a widow or children or other dependants to sue for damages for the

loss of a parciit or relative, and it is doubtful whether it would include

solatium or be confined to patrimonial loss.

ACTION—Ki^’s Bench Division.—The best way to obtain a view of

the practice in this court will be to follow a supposed action, in which each

pai-ty takes advantage, in older to develop his case, of the opportunities

offered by the rules of court. TlTie action most interesting to, and pro-

fitable for a man of business tc consider, will undoubtedly be one for a
liquidated claim, such as debt. An action of this chiss we will now proceed

to outline. The creditor will be plaintifT and the debtor defendant. The
plaintiff having probably written to the defendant dciiianding payment, and
not having received any reply, commences the action by the issue of a writ.

As he believes that the defendant has no answer to his claim, he proceeds in

such a way as will enable him to obtain judgment as quickly as jiossible.

To do this he places his claim on the w'rit in the form of a special endorse*

ment, and not a general endorsement.

The advantage of the special endorsement is that, though the defendant

should enter an appearance with a view to fighting the case, the plaintiff

may apply under Order XIV. of the rules of the Supreme Court for final

judgment for the amount he claims. Tins will be granted, unless the

defendant satisfies the court, usually by affidavit, that he has a good
defent'e to the action on the merits; or discloses such facts as the court

may deem sufficient to entitle him to defend. Another advantage of the

special endorsement is that the plaintiff will not be required to deliver any
further statement of claim, thereby saving considerable time and expense.

Had the cause of action been damages, or other unliquidated demand, the

proceedings would not have come within the operation of Order XIV., a
knowledge of tlie effect of which is to the business man most im|K)rtant.

Tlie practice in an action for damages is the same as in an action for debt,

except that there is no special endorsement for the purjwses of Order XIV.,
but a statement of claim after appearance instead.

Having issued his writ for efeot, the plaintiff must proccetl to its service.

If the defendant is abroad, the plaintiff should obtain an order of the courts

and only serve notice of the writ. When defendant is within the jurisdiction,

he should be served with the writ personally; but should the defendant's

solicitor be willing, it may be left with him, upon his giving on undertaking
to appear. If, however, the defendant is evading service, the plaintiff should

obtain an order for substituted 8ervic*e. The defendant being thus duly
served, will, within eight days from service, enter an appearance; failing

which, the plaintiff*, upon filing an affidavit of service of the writ, can sign

judgment for the amount of the debt and costs. But the defendant having
ap|ieared, the plaintiff will make an affidavit proving his claim, take out a
summons for judgment under Order XIV., and serve same by leaving copies

of the affidavit and summons with the defendants solicitor, or if the
defendant has amicared in person, without a solicitor, by leaving the
copies at the defendants address. After the expiration of four clear days
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therefrom, the summons will be heard in Chambers before a Master. Then
if defendant, by affidavit, can satisfy the Master that he has a good

defence to the action, he will obtain leave to defend, which may be conditional

or unconditional.

To that affidavit of the defendant the plaintiff may file another in reply

combating, so far as he can, the defenclant’s case. Assuming that the

Master pves leave to defend, he will at the same time make an order of

directions. This order may be that the case is to go to trial without

S

deadings ; or is to be set down for trial as a short cause ; or be remitted

or trial to a County Court. If the order is for either of these courses, the

action will \ie tried within a very short time, and probably without any

complicated intermediate procedure. But should the case suggest much
detail or importance, it will go to trial in the usual way ; that is, the

directions will be that defendant may deliver a defence, and counter-claim

if he wishes, and the plaintiff may reply. And also that either party may
have discovery. The place of trial will be appointed, and the question of a

jury decided. The jury may be either special or common, but if special it

will cost the party who claims it twelve guineas. _
If the plaintiff does not proceed under Order XIV^ his first step after

apfxjarance, unless he desires a receiver or an injunction, must be a summons
for directions, upon which the Master makes an order as to the further pro-

cedure in the action.

The defendant will now, within the time specified, deliver his defence

and counter-claim, when, if it is not sufficient in detail, the plaintiff may
obtain an order for further and better particulars thereof. These latter

having been delivered, or meanwhile, eivher party may proceed to discovery

;

first, however, depositing in court five pounds in resj^ct of each kind of
discovery required. Discovery is of two kinds—of documents, and by way
of interrogatories. The j^arty who has to give discovery of documents must
file an atfidavit setting out all the documents in his possession or power,
relating to the matter in dispute ; and except those for which he can
establish privilege, must produce them to the other jmrty for his ins|x^ctioll,

and so that copies thereof may be taken. Apart from this discovery by
order, any party has a right to inspection and copies of documents mentioned
or referred to in the other party's pleailings. Upon interrogatories, the
party interrogating serves upon the other side a series of questions, which
the court has approved, relating to the matter in dispute, and w hich questions

the other party is bound to answer in an affidavit.

All these proceedings have so far been in Chambers before a Master, but
either party against whom an order has been nuvde has the right of appeal
to a jud^ in Chambers, and thence to the Court of Apjx'al. The defendant
having thus delivered his defence and counter-claim, and the plaintiff having
replied, notice of trial should be given, and the action entered for triaL
On entering the case for trial with the associate of the court, two copies of
the pleadings must be filed tod a fee of two pounds paid. Notice of trial

must be given ten days before trial ; or by short notice, by leave or consent,
four days. Entry of trial should be by the plaintiff within six wrecks from
the reply or other close of pleadings, after wdiich time the defendant may
toter the action. Then ensues trial and judgment.

Had the above action been of an important mercantile nature, such
AS an action on a disputed policy of marine insurance, the }mrties would have
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probably agreed soon after service of t^he writ, or on the application of either

of them, an order would have been made for it to proceed and be tried as a

commercial action. See further hereon: AFFIDAVIT; COMMERCIAL
COURT; EXECUTION; PLEADINGS; and as to other actions:

ADMIRALTY COURT; CHANCERY DIVISION; and APPEALS;
COUNTY COURT.

AOTUABY is the title given to a person who, after proper training, makes
a profession of applying the doctrine of mathematical probabilities to those

anairs of life from which life insurance, annuity, reversionary interest, and
other analogous institutions derive their principles of operation. The
actual y's field of operation also embraces as its peculiar province of inquiry

all monetary questions involving a consideration of the separate or combined
effects of interest and probabilities. At the present day practically every

member of this profession in Great Britain would be either a memlxjr of the

Institute of Actuaries of Great Britain and Ireland, or of the Faculty of

Actuaries of Scotland. It is generally in connection with insurance business

that the actuary w ill be met ; either as an officer holding a fixed appointment
with a company or as a consulting actuary. There are no questions the

solution of whicn require a stricter attention, or greater skill in investigation,

than some in the practice of insurance. When difficult questions are brought
before a company, the directors not being mathematicians, arc under a
necessity to refer them to their actuary, uj>on whose opinion and advice their

subsequent action is based. As a statist, the actuary collects and arranges

material for a mortality table ; as a mathematician he constructs, accommodates
and corrects it, according to scientific principles. From this he calculates his

tables of annuities and premiums. His know ledge of the nature of diseases,

and of their effect upon certain constitutions and under different conditions,

enables him to vo-ojxjrate with the physician; and thus the medical know'-

ledge of that officer is combined w ith the statistical element in the hands of

the actuary, and the knowledge of both is made practically useful. His legal

knowledge, if sound, may save his com|)any much expense—his sphere of use-

fulness is enlarged, and ne becomes a valuable coatljutor of the legal adviser

of his company. As a man of business, his services are invaluable.

The charter of incorporation of the Faculty of Actuaries of Scotland,

granted in 1868, thus sets forth the duties of an actuary :—Urstly, to take
care that the institution under his charge, or which may at any time desire

his opinion and advice, is founded on a safe basis, both as regards the
rate of mortality assumed for any particular country, class, or sex, and the
rate of interest at which it may be calculated the money entrusted to the
care of such institution can be safely improved. Secondly, to ascertain from
time to time, as the institution makes progress, by appropriate calculations,

whether the rate of mortality actually exjxjrienced, and tne rate of interest

realised, are in accordance with the data assumed. For the performance of
these duties it is evident that not only a sound knowledge of mathematical
principles is required, but also the practical application of financial judgment
and experience. In addition to !tne requirements of Life Insurance Com-
panies, the profession of actuary is largely called into requisition, in the
same manner as that of a barrister, in advising and directing the public in
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regard to a great variety of pecuniaiy interests, frequently involving interests

of large amount.
In English the first mention of the word occurs in the Friendly

Societies Act, 1819, where we find “ professional actuaries, or persons skilled

in calculation.*” At present they are met with in law only m the various

Friendly Societies Acts, 1833-1896. The Institute publishes a quarterly

Journal, Its contents may with confidence be recommended to students,

embracing as it does pajM^rs of the highest importance in connection with the

doctrine, history, ana practice of life insurance, and vital and other statistics

bearing thereon.

ADJOINING OWNERS.—Under the Land Clauses Act, 1845, pro-

vision is made whereby promoters of railway or other similar undertakings of

a public nature, under that or some special Act, may deal with land not
requii*ed for the purposes of the undertaking. Such land is termed ‘‘ super-

fluous lands,*” and must be sold or disposed of w ithin the time limited by the

special Act. If there is no such limitation, it must be w ithin ten years after

tne expiration of the time limited by the s[>ecial Act for the completion of

the construction of the undertaking. Unless such lands are situate w ithin a

town, or are built upon, or used for building purposes, certain jx^rsons have a
fii*8t right of pre-emption or purchase.

Such persons are termed “adjoining owners,*” They include (a) the

person then entitled to the lands (if any) from which the superfluous lands

were originally sevcreil ; or if he refuse to purchase or cannot be found, (b)

the persons whose lands immediately adjoin the lands proposed to be sold.

Where more than one pei*son are entitled to pre-emption, an offer of sale

must be made to them in succession, in such order as the promoters may
think fit. The offer for sjile must be refused or accepted w ithin six weeks.

Suj>erfluous lands not so disposed of at the expiration of such period, there-

upon vest in and Ixjcomc the proj>erty of the ownere of the land adjoining

thereto in preixirtion to the extent of their lands respectively adjoining the

same. It should be noted that a person may l)e entitled to undisposed of

superfluous lands, even though he is not an adjoining owner within the

definition thereof os above. Ix?ssees for yeai*s may be adjoining ow iiei's; so

may persons who have jiurchased the atljoining lands from the promoters (or

the subsequent com|>any) themselves.

Under the London Building Act, 1894, an adjoining ow ner is the owner,

or one of the ow nere of land, buildings, storeys, or rooms adjoining those of

the building owMor. Under the Public Health Act, 1875, ow ners of premise's

fronting, aujoining, or abutting on streets are chargeable w ith the exjx?nse of

sewering, paving, &c., such streets. In considering whether liouses adjoin,

which are placecl in close proximity to the pirt of the street which is to be

paved, it is a most important fiict, and in many oises a dominant fact, to set

whether there is a substantial access and ailvantage which the houses enjoy

from that j>ortion of the street which is to he j)aved. A sul)stantial acress

and advantage of that kind, coupled wdth close proximity, may bring a case

writhiu tlie word adjoin, though there is no actual touch.

ADJOrnma iTEini^NTS.—A tenement is not^ in law^, limited in

meaning, as it usually is in common speech, to a dwelling-house—generally

one let out into unfurnished apartments. The term is, on the contrary, a
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very wide one^ and includes all land and buildings thereon ; and everything

affixed and appurtenant thereto, as well as everything under the soil. Every

owner of land is entitled, so far as regards such of the land as is unweigh^
by buildings, to the natural support affoitlcd by the land of his adjoining

owner. But not to support for any buildings thereon, unless a right thereto

has been acquired by grant or prescription. If the support needed is more
than the adjoining owner's land can afford, the right extends beyond that

land to the more distant land of other persons. And when there is a right

to support of buildings, the same rule would apply. Such a case would
arise where, through a house, one of a row, being demolished, another house

also falls, though separated from the demolished house by one intermediate.

The occupier of one tenement of land is not bound to periodically cut

thistles growing on his land, so as to prevent them from seeding; nor is he
liable for any damage done to the adjoining land by reason of such seeds

being blown thereon. Nor, if his neighbour's animals are injured through
eating branches of trees growing on his own land and not projecting over

his boundary.

But a man must, whether an adjoining owner or not, says an old case in

1705, “ keep his own filth on his own ground.” Thus a railway company
was held responsible for having on its own land built an ailificial mound
so close to the plaintiffs house as to render it damp and unhealthy by reason

of the rain oozing through. Again, where a piece of decayed wire fell from
the defendant s fence and was swallowed by the atljoining owner’s cow, which
was thereby poisoned, the owner of the cow recovered damages. too,

did the owner of a horse which had been poisoned by eating from a yew-
tree which the defendants had planted so near their boundary that it

projected into the adjoining meadow where the horse was grazing. But a
man liaving a yew-tree upon his land is under no obligation to fence against

his neighbours cattle which might, if trespassing, eat from it.

Where the boundary between two adjoining tenements is a hedge and
ditch, the ditch would belong to the owner of the hedge, unless there is

proof to the contrary. If a party-wall divides adjoining tenements, the
rights of the respective adjoining owners with regard to the wall dejiends

upon their ownership of, or interest in it. llie jx>SHiblc forms of such
ownership or interest are numerous, and should lie known to the parties

concerned. If, however, the ownership is in doubt, a jury is entitled to find

that it belongs to the adjoining owniers as tenants in common. In cases

where such is the nature of the ownership of the party-wall, and one owner
places an obstruction upon it, the only remedy of the other owners is to
remove the obstruction. When the wall is not common property, but half
of it belongs to one owner and the other half to the adjoining owner, then
either owner may pull down his half of the wall. But if the other owner
has acquired a right of support, the remaining half of the wall must be
supported by him who pulled down his half, and at his expense. With
regard to atijoining owners in London, and their mutual rignts, reference
should be maile to the I^ondon Building Act, 1894. See also ADJOINING
OWNERS; EASEMENT.
AD^STMENT 07 AVERAGE is the ascertaining of tlie amount of

indemnity due to the party insured under a policy of marine insurance
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•11 proper allowances and deductions have been made. It includes the 6xing

of each underwriter's proportion of that indemnity. For the proportion of

the risk which is uninsm^ed, the assured is taken to be his own underwriter.

When a ship is lost, or any of those contingencies have arisen against which

the insurance is effected, the owner of the ship or of the goods insured, as

the case may be, reports the fact to the underwriters. As a matter of

practice, all the business connected with such an insurance is conducted

through a broker, who would hold the policy. Before proceeding to the

adjustment in ordinaiy cases, the underwriters require to be satisfied that

the loss has occurred through circumstances against which the insurance was

effected. They then examine the correctness of the demand made by the

assured. But in complicated cases of partial or average losses, the matter is

usually referred to a professional average adjuster to calculate and adjust the

percentage rate of losses. In a case of total loss there is little difficulty, but

in cases of partial losses, where there has been no abandonment, very careful

investigation is necessary. The amount of damage being thus ascertained,

the liaoility of each underwriter is settled, and the policy is said to be

adjusted. According to the practice at Lloyds, the policy is endorsed,

‘‘Adjusted the loss on this policy at £— per cent.,’' or to a similar effect.

It is then taken to the underwriters who have subscribed it, who initial the

endorsement and strike out their subscriptions. The loss is payable four to

six weeks afterwards, after which the amount is debited by the broker to the

underwriter, the initialling of the endorsement being struck through, and the

loss “ struck off" or settl^ in account. This closes the account as between
the broker and the underwriter. But as between the assured and the under^
writer this “striking off" does not discharge the latter's liability under the
policy, unless (a) he pays the amount of the loss to the broker in money, or

(b) the assured cissents to the above method of adjustment, or can reasonably

be said to have acquiesced therein. By adjustment, however, the under-
writer who has not paid, is not prevented from defending a claim on the

policy on the ground of any misconception of law or fact—even though he
was Ignorant of such facts when he signed the adjustment. But actual

payment of the loss, though made in ignorance of the law, prevents him
recovering the money from the assured, unless fraud or legal mistake be
proved.

MdUUre of Indemnity.—If the policy is a valued one, each underwriter
is liable in case of a loss, for such proportion of the loss as the amount of his

subscription bears to the value fixed uy the policy. If the value is not so

fixed, tne criterion for proportion is the insurable value of the subject. On
the same principle is determined the liability of each underwriter for expenses
properly incurrM under the sue and labour clause in the policy. As illust ra-

tion : if the loss be ^500, and the insurable value of the subject be i?1000,
and one underwriter has insured it for JPlOO, he is liable to the assured on

the following principle:
value^

^

loss liability

of liability would be ^50. If the expenses under the sue and labour clause

are JP50, and the value of the subject is i?l00,an underwriter for jP60 should
pay £90^ (a) Where there is a total l088 of the subject, if the policy be
vaiuedt value is the measure of the indemnity. If there is no value
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fixed, the indemnity is the insurable value—subject, however, to the limit of

the sum insured, or any express agreement in the policy, (ft) In cases of

partial loss. Where a wooden ship is damaged only, and has l^een repaired,

the indemnity (subject to express agreement, if any) is the reasonable cost of

repahs, less customary deductions; but not exceeding the sum insured in

respect of any casualty. These customary deductions are roughly : one-third

for new work substituted for old in respect of all repaii-s of damage sustained

by the ship after her fii'st voyage ; one-sixth for repairing chain cables ; the

insured being entitled to charge in full certain exi)enses, such as for removal,

appliances, temporary repairing, stores, and for reparation during her

fet voyage. The insured may charge the full expense of painting. In

the case of an iron shin, the deduction is roughly one-third from the

gross repairs, including labour and materials used therein, the value of

the old materials being then deducted. Where the rejkiir of a ship is

only partial, the assured may obtain the reasonable cost of such repairs

computed as above, and also indemnity for reasonable depreciation from
unrepaired damage

;
provided the whole amount does not exceed the cost

of reparation of the whole damage as above computed. Where there is

a partial loss of freight, the measure of indemnity, in the absence of a
limit or express agreement, is such projx^rtion of tlic sum fixed by the

policy, or if no sum fixed, of the insurable value of the subject, as the

proportion of freight lost by the assured lK‘ai*s to the whole freignt at risk.

Where of goodB, the measure of indemnity (theio being no limit or

express agreement) is as follows: (1) where part of the goods insured by
a valued policy is totally lost, the indemnity is such proportion of the sum
fixed by the policy as the value of the jmrt lost liears to the insurable value

of the whole, ascertained as in the case of an unvalued jwlicy; (2) where
part of the goods insured by an ojien jiolicy is tobilly lost, the indemnity is

tlie insurable value of the part lost, ascertained as in case of total loss.

Thus, in the case of goods valued at U.^500 and insured for .P200, the

insurable value of which is J?400, and of the jwirt lost is X^50, the under-

writer pays one-eighth of his subscription, for the loss is one-eighth of the

whole ; and if goods are worth for insurance X^lOO, and X'25 of them are

lost, the underwriter pays one-fourth of his subscription.

(r) There is as a rule a memorandum contained in a Lloyd's policy

which qualifies the measure of indemnity. Such memorandum usually

runs as follows :

—

Com, fish, salt, fruit, flour and seed are warrantixl free from average, unless

general or the ship be stranded. Sugar, tol>acco, hemp, flax, hides and skins are
warranted free from average under five pounds per cent, and all other goods, also

the ship and freight, are w^arranted free from average under three jiounds per
cent., unless general or the ship be stranded.

Here, ** average unless general" means a partial loss other than a
general averaM loss, and does not include particular charges. A general

average loss, however small, may be recovered from the underwriters; but
a particular average loss cannot, unless it exceeds the specified {lercentage*

In that case the whole loss may be recovered from the underwriter, yd)

Unless the policy otherwise provides, the underwriter is liable for SUCOassiyf
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lO8860) even though the total amount of such losses exceeds the sum insured.

See AVERAGE; MARINE INSURANCE.
ADMINISTRATION of the estate of a deceased is of two kinds: (a)

with the will annexed; (i) under intestacy. FirsCwith the will annexed; in

which case administration is a grant under a will which does not appoint an
executor, or where the executor appointed declines to act. The gi’ant is to

a legatee, creditor, or other person appointed by the court. A legatee lias

always the first claim to the grant, the next-of-kin having a priindJade right

only, but generally the person having the most interest under the will has

priority. Tliere are various forms of grants of administration, which apply

equally in cases with wills and without. The more usual are: by a guardian

during minority ; by an agent during absence of principal ; de bonis non^

where part of the estate is already administered ; to collect a perishable

estate; and pendente lite^ limited to the conclusion of legal proceedings.

Under an intestacy is the most usual insiance, and occurs where a person

dies without leaving a will. Until some jx^rson obtains from the court a
grant of administration, or as it is called, takes out letters of administra-

tion of the deceased’s estate, it is impossible to collect the assets, pay the

creditors, and distribute the property amongst the next-of-kin. The
person who obtains letters of administration is known as the administrator,

and standing in the stead of the deceased as his legal personal repre-

sentative, he alone has the right to and can deal with the property. In

him all the proj^erty, both real and personal, is by law vestea. He is

the one who executes all deeds, sues and is sued and does all acts

necessary. in the winding-up of the deceased’s affairs. If any person

should meddle with those aftairs before and without being duly appointed
administrator, he becomes an executor de son tort^ incurring thereby certain

liabilities. If none of the next-of-kin take out letters of administration, a
creditor of the deceased is allowed to do so, and it is his duty to administer

the estate duly according to law.

In order to obtain administration, application should be made to the

Reristiar, or District Registrar as the case may be, of the Probate Court,

and affidavits filed similar to those on an application for probate of a
will. The persons entitled to administer and those entitled to share

in the deceased’s estate, with the pro}x>rtions of their shares, are set

out in columns 2 and 3 respectively of the Table of Next-of-Kin. The
duties payable are set out in the stune Table. Where the net value of the
real and personal estate of a man who hiis died intestate since 1st Sei>-

tember 1890, leaving a widow, but no issue, shall not exc'eed .£'500, the
same will belong to his widow absolutely and exclusively. But whei'e such
net value exceeds that sum, the widow will be entitled to i'500 absolutely

and exclusively, and has a charge upon the whole estates for tliat

amount, with interest fi*om the deatli at 4 jier cent, per annum until

payment, and without prejudice to her intci'est and shai'e m the residue of
ner husband’s estate remaining after j>ayment of the X’500. The cliarge is

to be borne and paid proportionately to the values of the real and personal

estates respectively. On the death of any pci*son beiiijj, or having oeen, an
officer, seaman, or marine, the money to nis credit in the books of, and
payable by, the Admiralty, and arising out of effects, arrears of pay, wages,
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prizes, bounties, and similar allowances, is distributed amongst the relatives

entitled thereto, without production of letters of administration ; and so it

may be, by direction of H.M. Treasury, in respect of pay or allowances

under JPlOO due to any deceased person in military and civil service.

In the case of intestates leaving small estates, the officials of the Probate
Registry at Somerset House will assist applicants in filling up the papers

necessary for a grant of administration. If the intestate leaves less tnan

£100f and his widow or children reside more than three miles from Somerset
House, the Registrar of the County Court in their district will, on their

behalf, fill up all necessary papers and obtain the letters of administration.

In addition to any stamp duty the fees payable to the Registrar are 6s. for

property under £9.0^ and Is. for every j&lO over that amount.
ADMI^T^TION OF ASSBT8 of deceased persons was an old and

exclusive iurisdiction of the Court of Chancery. It is now within the

function of the Chancery Division {7 .1?.) of the High Court of Justice ; and
up to certain limits is within the iurisdiction of the County Courts. A
(>)unty Court has jurisdiction in all administration actions, in which the

personal or real, or personal and real, estate against or for an account or
administration of which the demand may be made, shall not exceed in

amount or value the sum of i?500. In all cases, therefore, within tliis rule,

proceedings should be instituted in a County Court. By this means time
and expense will bo saved. An administration action arises out of the right

of any person having a claim against a particular pro^xjrty, or against its

owner, to have a discovery and account of the property liable to meet his

claim. When such propei*ty is discovered, he has the further right to have
the property secureci until his claim has been ascertained and established,

when such claim must be justly satisfied thereout. Three classes of persons

may commence proceedings for administration. (1) Creditors; (2) pei*sons

beneficially interested in the estate, such as heirs, next-of-kin, and legatees ; or

(3) an executor, administrator, or legatee. If the estate is insolvent, the

administration thereof follows the principles of the bankruptcy laws.

The following are some of the principal rules in the general administra-

tion of a solvent estate. First, there is not now as formerly any distinction

between a creditor in respect of a claim founded upon simple contract, such

as an ordinary trade creditor and a creditor on a ‘‘specialty’’ such as a
covenant in a deed. Until 1870, there was such a distinction—and to the
prejudice of the former. But mortgage charges, and liens for unpaid
purchase money on land and houses and other real property, have a priority,

in that they are payable first, to the exclusion of tne other creditors of the
deceased, out of his real estate of whatever tenure. With that exception the
assets of the deceased are applied for the payment of his debts in the
following order :—

(

1) his general personal estate, unless expressly or impliedly

exempted. The first char^ hereon is for funeral expenses ; next the expenses
of proving the will or taking out letters of administration ; (9) lanus ex-
pressly devised for the purpose of paying debts ; f3) estates which descend
to the heir ; (4) real or personal property devised or bequeathed charged
with debts; (5) general pecuniary legacies pro rata; (6) specific legacies

and real estate devised
; (7) property appointed under a power

; (8) imows
paraphernalia.
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An executor or administrator may give preference to creditors, and he
may pay a statute-barred debt. He can also retain ptut of the estate in

satis^tion of a debt due to himself. But he can do this only as against

creditors of equal degi’ee with himself ; as, for example, where his and the

creditors’ claims are all specialty. See further hereon : ABATEMENT OF
LEGACIES; CHANCERY DIVISION; EQUITY; EXECUTORS AND
ADMINISITIATORS.

ADMIRALTY is a subdivision of the Probate, Divorce, and idmiralty
Division of the High Court of Justice. The Court consists of two judges
(who are also judges in probate and divorce cases), and exercises not only

the jurisdiction given to it by the Judicature Acts, 1873, but also all

the jurisdiction previously jwssessed by the High Court of Admiralty.
Actions which are maintainable in the Admiralty Division may all be called

Admiralty actions. The practice relating to them differs from that of the

other divisions of the High Court, particularly in the process in rem^ which
is peculiar to Admiralty actions. By the process in rm, the property which
has given rise to the cause of action can be arrested and made liable to

satisw the plaintiff*. This is the process by which a ship may be arrested,

and held in port until security is given or the claim settled. The arrest is

effected under the authority of a warrant issued out of the Admiralty
registry. To obtain it an aflidavit as to the facts of the case must be filed.

It is executed by nailing or fixing for a short time on the main mast or single

mast of the vessel, and then leaving a copy in its place. In case of a
wrongful arrest, an action will lie for damages.

Tne following are the causes of action maintainable in the Admiralty
Division :

—

Salvage, both on the high seas and within the territorial limits

of the country ; life salvage of persons on board British ships in any waters,

and foreign ships in British waters, or anywhei*e, with the consent of their

governments ; bottomry ;
necessaries supplied to foreign ships

;
possession

of ships. The following actions are also properly brought in the Admiralty
Division

:

—Collision or damage l>oth to property and persons by ships

;

damage to cargo carried in any foreign ship ; towage on the high seas and
within a comity ; wages and pilotage earned by roasters, seamen, and any
persons employed on board a ship ; disbursements by master on account of

the ship; mortgage, in actions by mortgjvgees of a ship, if she is under
process of the Court, or if tlie mortgage was registered under the Merchants
Shipping Acts

;
questions os to title, ownership, and management of ships.

All County Courts having an Admiralty jurisdiction, have such jurisdiction

limited to the amount of the different claims as follows:—Salvage, where the

value of tlie salved proj)crty docs not exceed i.'1000, or tlie claim for reward
^fSOO; towage, nec^essaries, and wages, where the claim does not exceed

^150. Claims for damages up to i?300. If tlie poi-ties so agi'ee these

limits may be exceeded. The County Courts also have a sjiecial jurisdiction

over claims arising out of breaches or charter parties, and other contmets
for carriage of goods in foreign ships, or torts (w rongs) in i-cspect thereof.

ADlCt^T?, THE LORDS OF T^, or moi^e projierly the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty, are apoointed by the Ciown in succession

to, and to fill, the ancient office of Lora High Admiral. Their function is

the administration and control of the Royal Navy and the Royal Marmes.
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The Commissioners consist of, first, the First Lord, who is invariably a
Cabinet minister, and whose position equals that of a principal Secretary of

State. The First Lord is responsible to the Crown and Parliament for the

department. In addition, there are four Naval Lords who are naval officers.

Ofthese, the three senior are i*esjK)nsible for the personnel of the Navy ; and
the thiixi, the Comptroller, is responsible for its material. There is also a
Civil Lord, who is generally a Member of Parliament, and whose position is

similar to that of an Under Secretary of State.

ADMISSIONS may be considered in two classes:—(i.) those ocxurring

during the course of, and before the trial of an action
;

(ii.) those arising at

a trial. As to the first class. For the purposes of the general reader it will

be sufficient to very briefly advert to them. An admission may arise (a)

umn the face of a pleading, when the other party is entitled to obtain tlic

advantage thereof oy way of judgment or otherwise; (6) in the Commercial
Court by the judge directing the parties to mutually admit all facts in the

action except those the subject of the action
;

(c) by a party specifically

admitting the other party's claim and paying money into Court in respect

thereof; (d) as a result of compliance with a notice to admit, whether of

facts or documents in dispute. It will, however, be more profiUible to

consider the question of acfmissions as it may arise in the course of a trial.

In civil actions, the result of admissions between the parties is generally to

do away with the necessity for strict evidence as to the facts admitted.
UTius a letter from one party to another making an admission, and not
expressed to be written ‘‘without prejudice,^ saves proof of the facts in the

suoject thereof. But if the first letter of a series is expressed to be written
“ without prejudice,*” the remaining letters need not be so ear-marked.

Again, admissions may be made in the course of conversation, and acts;

also by conduct, manner, demeanour, and acquiescence. And at the trial

counsel may bind their clients by admissions; so strongly that a client can

only be relieved therefrom by satisfying the Court that the admissions were

made by ‘‘legal*” mistake. An infant cannot make admissions; nor, as a

rule, can his guardian or next friend do so on his behalf.

A confession is, in criminal cases, an admission made at any time by a
person charged with a crime, stating or suggesting that he committed that

crime. But such an admission must be voluntary, and not caused by induce-

ment, threat, or promise. It is not involuntary if simply caused by religious

exhortation or by the inducements of a person not in authority. Authority,
here, means official authority; a master, for example, not having for this

purpose an authority over his servant, or a |K)1iceman over his prisoner.

Where an accomplice to a murder confessed as a consequence of a reward
and pardon promised by a Secretary of State, it was held that such confession

was not voluntary. On the other hand, a man was accused of murder. A
magistrate tried to obtain a confession by a promise to try and obtain a
pardon for him, though at the same time the magistrate, having been
instructed that no pardon would be granted, communicated this fact to
the man. But the latter, notwithstanding this, made a confession, and it

was held to be voluntary. So also was the confession of an accused servant
girl, which was made in consequence of the inducements of her mistress.

Only voluntary confessions can in criminal cases be proved at the trial in the
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place of the facts of the offence themselves. In prosecutions for crime, the

strictest proof is required, the rules in respect to admissions in civil actions

not generally applying thereto.

ADULTERATION of Food and Drugs has been made the subject of

legislation in the Food and Drugs Acts of 1875 and 1899. These Acts are

the authority in cases of adulteration generally, and will be explained in this

article. But with regard to questions arising in respect of special commodi*
ties, reference should also be made to other appropriate headings in this work,

such as BEER; BREAD; FERTILISERS AND FEEDING STUh’FS;
HOPS; MARGARINE; BUITER; MILK; SEEDS; and TEA. We
will now proceed to tlie above-mentioned Acts, which, it may be here

stated, extend as well to Scotland and Ireland as to England.

The term food ” includes every article used for food or drink by man, other

than drugs or water, and any article which ordinarily enters into or is used in

the comjx)8ition or prepanition of human food ;
and also includes flavouring

matters and condiments; the term *‘drug" includes medicine for internal or

external use. To decide whether an article is a drug or not, would appear to be

whether it were sold for medicinal use. Thus in the case of a grocer who sold

adulterated beeswax, though it was proved to be used in the preparation of

medicine, and appeared in the “ British Pharmacopoeia," it was decid^ that the

article was not a drug
; and upon appeal, one of the judges seemed to imply that

if the sale had been by a chemist the case might have been diflFerent^ So
arsenical soap not containing arsenic is not a drug.

Offences.—No person shall mix. colour, stain, or powder, or order or

permit any other person to mix, colour, stain, or powder, any article of food,

or any drug witli any ingredient or material so as to render the article

injurious to health, with intent that the same may be sold in that state;

and no person shall sell any such article or drug so mixed, coloured, stained,

or powdered, under a j)enalty in each case not exceeding fifty pounds for the

first offence ; every offence, after a con fiction for a first offence, shall be a

misdemeanour, for which the person, on conviction, shall be imprisoned for a

period not exceeding six months with hard lal>our.

It should be noticed that hereunder the offence is the mixing with tn-

jiiriom ingredients. Selling a 1 lb. bottle of peas containing 3 grains of

sulphate of copper bos been held to constitute an offence. A descriptive label is

no defence ; but if, in respiH’t to the side, the person charged can prove absence of

knowledge of the adulteration, and that he could not with reasonable diligence

have obtained that knowledge, ho is not liable to conviction for any of the above
offences.

No person shall sell to the prejudice of the purchaser any article of food
or any drug which is not of the nature, substance, and quality of the article

demanded by such purcliaser, under a penalty not exceecting twenty pounds

;

Provided that an offence shall not be deemed to be committed hereunder
in the following cases; that is to say, (1) Where any matter or ingredient

not injurious to health has been added to tlie food or drug because the same
is required for the production or preparation thereof as an article of com-
merce, in a fit state for carriage or consumption, and not fraudulently to

increase the bulk, weight, or measure of the food or drug, or conceal the
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inferior quality thereof; (2) 'Where the drug or food is a proprietary

medicine, or is the subject of a patent in foro^, and is supplied m tne state

required by the specification of the patent
; (3) Where the food or drug is

compounded as in the Acts mentioned; (4) Where the food or drug is

unavoidably mixed with some extraneous matter in the process of collection

or preparation.

This section is most important, as by far the greater number of prosecutions

are instituted thereunder. Accoi*^ng to the general law a master is criminally

responsible for the acta of his servants or agents only when there is reasonable

evidence of an expressed or implied, actual or constructive, authority on his part

for the commission of such acts. If this were otherwise tradesmen or other
persons could always evade the law. But in cases within the above section a
master is liable for those acts of his servants or agents, or even of strangers,

although in fact such acts are unauthorised by him, and even expressly forbidden.

The servant is also liable to conviction as the actual seller. If the seller brings

to the purchaser’s knowledge clearly and unequivocally that tlio ai-ticle comes
within the offence of the above section, he cannot be convicted. The prosecution

need not specially prove that the purcliaser vras preiudiced or damaged. Whether
the article sold is the article demanded by the purenaser is a question of fact for

the justices to consider
;
and they are entitled to use any special knowledge they

may possess as to what is known commercially under a particular name, even ki

the absence of evidence on that point.

No person shall sell any compound article of food or comix)uiided drug
which is not composed of ingredients in accordance with the demand of the

purchaser
:
penalty not exc^ing twenty pounds. But no person shall be

guilty of any such offence as aforesaid in respect of the sale of an article of
food or a drug mixed with any matter or ingredient not injurious to health,

and not intended fraudulently to increase its bulk, weight, or measure, or
conceal its inferior quality, if at the time of delivering such article or drug
he shall supply to the person receiving the same a notice, by a label distinctly

and legibly written or printed on or with the article or drug, to the effect

that the same is mixed. And this label shall not be deemed to be distinctly

and legibly written or jiriiited within the meaning of the section unless it is

60 written or printed that the notice of mixture given by the label is not
obscured by other matter on the label ; but nothing in these Acts shall hinder

or affect the use of any registered trade-mark, or ofany label which has been
continuously in use for at least seven years before the 1st January 1900.
No trade-mark can now be registered purporting to describe a mixture unless

it complies with the requirements of tnesc Acts. No pei*8on shall, with the
intent that the same may be sold in its altered state without notice, abstract

from an article of food any part of it so as to affect injuriously its quality,

substance, or nature, and no person shall sell any article so altered without
making disclosure of the alteration, under a penalty in each case not
exceeding twenty pounds.

If at the time of sale a vendor of milk gives notice to the purchaser of the

abstraction of cream, he is not liable ; but if no such notice has been given,

absence of knowledge is no defence—unless be can produce a written warranty as
hereinafter mentioned. A special contract between the vendor and purchaser as
to the quality of the artiole to be delivered by the vendor is no bar to a oooviotion.
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The population of England and Walos is divided

into two main groups, occupied persons ;uid un-

occupied ];)eisons. The facts recorded at the census

ot igoi, as regards occupation, relate only to

persons aged lo >ears and upwards :
—

Per uioo of the P<»piilation

Agetl lo Years and upwards

Males. be in ides.

Males
and

Females

Occupied
Unoccupied

837
163

1

3*8
I 684 ,

566

434

Total 1000 xooo 1000

This means that of all males aged 10 years and
Upwards. 837 {)cr 1000 were occupied, and 163 weie

unoccupictl. Similarly, of all females aged 10 \ ears

and upwards, 316 per looo were occupied, and 684

were unoccupied. And of all {arsons aged 10 years

and upwarti-s, 5^x3 (ht 1000 were occupied, and 434
were unocciijiied.

I he unoccupied group (.^34 j^r 1000) is, of course,

partly made up of children over 10 years of age, and

of women wlio though not engaged in a trade, a

business, 01 a profession, arc yet most usefully en-

gaged in ilieir home duties.

W'e are now t oncer neil only with the occujMei-l

gioiip. representing 50.6 jx*r cent, of the whohr

population o\ei lo yeats of age, and with the naluie

ot theii occupations.

Ihe occupatKJns of males and of females differ

so larg<*ly that it is necessary to stale tlie. leading

occupations f<jr males atul hn lemales s«?jxiraiely.

Occupied mal(‘s represent 837 j>cr iocX3 males aged

10 \cars ,ind iipwaids; ami tlicir leading occupa-

tK'Us are as follow

Males.•—The .Seven Leading Groupii of Occupation.
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|SHOf^KECP£RS.

Ui^tjNORY.

jEJTEACHING.

[LOOGINGctc.

Females.— T),e Sevrn L^adinj; Gr-n:ps of Occupation

T'HI' Nl \!» J K < »1 M \ M IN 1 \( JI 0( ( rpA i J«;N,

I'l K loo .M \i Is i»\i K lo Vi aks (>i A(.h.

Conveyance of persons, goods, and messages
Workers in inetaJ, machines, implements, and

conveyances
Agriculture, on farms, woods, gardens .

Building and works of construction .

In and about mines and quarries
Food, tobacco, drink, and lodging
Commercial
Workers and dealers in dress (including

drapers, linen drapers, mercers) .

General laboureis, factory labourers (un
defined) .

Workers in textile fabrics
Professional occupations and their subordinate

services , . . . , .

Workers in wood, funiilure, fittings, and
decorations .......

Domestic outdoor service . . . . .

General or Local Government . . . .

Defence of the country
Worker.s in paj>er, prints,, books, and sta-

tionery
Domestic indoor and other services .

Engine-drivers, stokers, firemen (•..-/ railway.
marine, or agricultural)

Other workers ...
Other dealers

Total occupied
Unoccupied

W’o scY* 1 1, .a the leaclini; iH’cup.n.on of m.ile.s iv

the ron\ev.uu<' ut jhmsou-., .uul mcss.i.ges.

Of every looo in. lies. ;tt .leys i o mmis, no fewer

than lo^ .ue copied in coin ey.nice—more than

1 in IT).

Agticnlture rank-' third . with S8 per looo. I'm
ft.s the rablc aNive l('lat('^ to t>f occupation",

which aie not idi-ntic.d with induslries.

a'^ricnltnre a separate industry "t;!! come^ at me
h<Md of the h"t of sep.arale )ndu"tr:e5.

( -jinnunec uses 44 ji'U 1000 of all males a^ed 10

.eid ii])wauls. d'h." !> 4 4 I
cr cent. riofeS"Uonal

' -ecuiutions account h r ..6 per Tiie [;o\e:n-

nie;,t an<l tlie defence (jf th*' enmny u^^e 14 p< r

l o xj of .jh males at ai;e!> u\t‘r 10 \e.irs,

< orii.n:; t'* t'-iiiales, Occuj^.e.i fem.des lepie.sent

{<»•: I L/C*;, of .'ill fein.des al.* \e the .i^e of to \ ear>.

I !iei: hud. Mi; oecupatKuis a:e; —

lUr. NrNti.i K or I immi " in 1 it o< rrr.\-

lloN. m K ICOO I r MALLS CA I K lO Vt AKS
.'1 Aoj .

IVr
1 • ..)

Domestic indoor service loi
Workers in dress .... 51
Workers in textile fabrics . ...
Shopkeepers, dealers, and others engaged in

commercial pursuits (including assistants).
' Dre.ss. food. &c > ra

Laundry and washing sen ice . . . 15
Teaching 13
Board, lodging, and dealing in spirituous

dnnks 9
Charwomen 9
Professional occupations (other than teach

ing), including Ueneral or Local Govemmeut 6
Workers in pA|>er. prints, books, and sta-

tionery 6
Sick-nurses, midwives, and invalid attendants 5
Workers in metal, machines, implements, and

conveyances . 4
Agriculture, on woods, fanns, gardens . 4
Commercial, hank insni aiice. and law clerks 4
Others engaged in service mot under other

heads) 4
Workeis in food 3
Other workers .... . . 14

Total occupied
Unoccupied

Total . tooo
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The leading female occupation is domestic indoor

service, which claims slightly over lo per too of all

females aged lo years and upwards. Domestic

service is for women what the conveyance service

is for men. See the Table relating to male-'.

Female worker in die'.', take the second jilace.

One m 20 women follows this occupation. 'The

laundry service gives employment to 15 {let 1000

women aged 10 and older. And there are 9 chai-

women [)er 1000.

Professional women, including teacher;., aic in

px;r looo women. Sick-nur>es. «S,c
,
are 5 f»er ioo»j

women. Female clerks .ne 4 per 1000.

'The census returns contain some lnlei<‘sllng in-

formation a-s regards the occupations of unman .-d

women, and of marned or vvid<>\ve<l women re-'pec-

livcly.

There are three groups of occupaiii^ns, —

Group A.—Domestic indoor service.
Clerks.
Paper, prints, books, and stationery
Teaching.

Croup B.—Textile fabrics.

Dress.
Other workers.

Croup C,—Laundry.
Charwomen.
Others engaged in service.
Shopkeepers, Ac.
Sick attendance.
Board, lodging, drink.
Other occupations.

Now, clas->ifying rx:ciipiCd vvom»m under Ciroiips

A, B, and aUu under the heads I'nmamcd.
and Married or W'ldovved, the roulu arc .is

follow .

Occupation per 1000 occupied unmarried females

aged 10 and upwards.

Occupation per 1000 occupied married or widowed

female', aged 10 and upwards.

l nrMarried
1

NVoriieii.

Married or
OeeupHtlon,

j

Widowed
Women.

Group A , . .
j

466 >3*
Group B . . 3^ 370
Group C 167 49*

Total 1000 1000

1 he above i=l.ilcineiU show-) that il,e occnp.itions

of unmarrusi women differ very laigi lv from the

occupation', of manied 01 widowed women.
In tlroup .\, tlome>,tic I'ulooi' service, vvc., there

i> a laigc proportion of nnm.inie<l women and a

Mtiall ptop<Mtion of man led wnni' ii

IPi (jituip H, ti'MiIe, dies',, ^e., the piopoiiions

•lie neatly etiu.il, ,1^ legaid', unmaiiitsl and married

wotnett

In (iioup lunndi y, ihai women, . llu-r<‘ i,

a small piopouion of unman led women and a lai ge

p:o[)oilion of i;i.im»‘d women
I Someijftiie ocv up.tlionb that emplov in« re women
than men are

Sick nurses, midwives, Invalid assistants.
Teaching.
Domestic services (excluding outdoor).
Bookbinding^, Ac
Textile fabrics.
Dress (excluding wig-makers).

For the tot.d of the aUrve six groups of occup.i-

tion-, there were inoie lli.in lhr(‘e women cmplojed

to e.ich man emplovcd. Hut in .ill (ahn ocanji.i-

lioii',, taken as one group, there we:e eleven men
employed lo one woman emplovcd.

J. MOLT S( IIOOLIND.
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Analysts and Analysis.—Public analysts for the purooses of these Acts

are appointed by the local authorities with the approval of the Local Govern-

ment Board, and must furnish certain proofs of competency ; one authority

may engage the analyst of another. Any purchaser, whether official or

private, oi an article of food or of a drug in any place being a district,

county, city or borough, where there is any analyst appointed under these

Acts, shall be entitled, on payment to such analyst of a sum not exceeding

ten shillings and sixpence, or if there be no such analyst then acting for such

place, to the analyst of another place, of such sum as may be agreed upon
Detween such person and the analyst, to have such article analysed by such

analyst, and to receive from him a cei-tificate of the result of his analysis.

In case of proceedings being taken a copy of this certificate must be served

with the summons. Under section 13 of the Act of 1875, a public officer

directed to procure a sample must submit it to the analyst. The purchaser,

purchasing any article with the intention of submitting the same to analysis,

shall, after the purchase shall have been completed, forthwith notify to the

seller or his agent selling the article, his intention to have the same analysed

by the public analyst, and shall divide the article into three parts to be then

and there separated, and each jmrt to be marked and seiiled or fastened up in

such manner as its nature will permit; and shall, if required to do so, deliver

one of the parts to the seller or his agent. He shall afterwards retain one

of the said parts for futui*e comparison, and submit the third jmrt, if he deems
it right to nave the article analysed, to the analyst.

It is now well settled that these last-mentioned provisions as to purchasing do
not apply to private purchasers, who buy with a view to consumption. But where
a sample is tirken by an officer of the Local Government Board, or the Board of

Agricultui'e, the Siunple has to bo divided into four parts.

If the analyst do not reside within two miles of the residence of the

pei*8on taking the sample, the same may be forwarded to him by }X)st. If

any officer, ins{)ector, or constable shall apply to purchase any article of food

or any drug exj)osed for sale, or on sale by retail, on any pi'emises or in any
shop or stores, and shall tender the price for the quantity which he shall

require for the purpose of analysis, not being more than shall be I'easonably

requisite, and the jxjrson exjwsing the same for sale shall refuse to sell the
same to such officer, ins|)ector, or constable, such j^rson shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds.

The last section has l>een held to apply to wdiolesale deiders, and it also

includes any open place of public resort such as a street. The purchase-money
must bo actually produced and offered ; a mere proposal to purchase not amount-
ing to a legal tender. Where the article is exposed for sale in an unopened tin

or packet duly labelled, the vendor need not sell it except in such unopened tin
or packet.

Proceedings against offenders are Injforc the local justices in a summary
manner, and penalties may be mitigated. At the hearing of the information,
the certificate of the analyst is prirndfacie evidence of the facts stated therein,
and in the absence of evidence by the defendant, it is conclusive. The
defendant and his wife may give evidence, and also tender a counter certificate

1. c
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of analysis. The justices may also at the request of either party, at their

discretion, have a further analysis made at Somerset House. Any person

convicted may appeal to Quarter Sessions. If the defendant in any prosecu-

tion under these Acts proves to the satisfaction of the Justices or Court (a)

that he had purchased the article in question as the same in nature, substance,

and quality as that demanded of him the prosecutor
; (b) with a written

warranty, at the same time, to that effect
;

(c) that he had no reason to

believe at the time when he sold it that the article was otherwise; and (d)

that he had sold it in the same state as when he purchased it, he shall be

discharged.

Such a warranty—which may be an invoice- ^will not i)0 available as a defence

unless the defendant has within seven days aftor service of the summons sent a copy

thereof to the purchaser with a wiitten notice that he intends to rely thereon,

and specifying the name and address of the person from whom he received it, and
has also sent a like notice of his intention to such person. To forge a certificate

or warranty, wilfully nnsapply a warranty to the \vTong articles, and give a false

warranty or label, obstruct an officer, and to have committed any of the offences

jander these Acts by personal act, <lefault,or culpable negligence, are each of them
offences punishable with imprisonment or fines as the C4use may be. Summary
proceedings under these Acts do not bar a purchaser from his remedies for damages;
and in an action for broach of contract a purchaser who has become an offender

thereunder may add any penalties and costs be may have sufTere<l. Generally:
In cases of adultemtion of spirits, it is a good defence to prove that the admixture
has not reduced the spirit more than 25 degrees under proof for brandy, whisky,
or laun, or 35 degi-oes under proof for gin.

SoiU6 8p6Ciai cases l YEAST mixed with a certain proj)ortion of starch as a
preservative, is not considered to be a<lulterated. LAUD should properly be

made from hog fat only, and not conUiin more than a few tenths per cent, of

water. The mixing of beef stefudno with lard for stiffening purjmes is appre-

ciated by the public, while no question has been raised as to the wholosomoness
of the compound. Such addition has, however, been regarded as adulteration,

within the meaning of the Acts, and owing to the prosecutions which have token
place, makers have been le<l to discard the addition of beef stearino. JAM.—At
Sittingbourne a grocer was summoned for selling as plum jam a compound which
consisted of a mixture of plum and apple. The inspector askcsl for Sfeer^s plum
jam^ and the defendant contended that he got what was asked for, and that being
sold under tbo above name it need not necessiu ily be composed of plum only. The
magistmtes, however, thought otherwise, and the grocer was fined. CHOCOLATE
is an admittedly manufactured article, including it may bo, besides flavouring in-

gredients, sugar, and farina as an absorbent for oil. At Teignmouth a grocer was
summoned for selling adulterated chocolate, which was proved to consist of a
mixture of cocoa, sugar and arrowroot. The magistrates refused to convict, as

they were not satisfied of wluit chocolate ought really to consist, and thought
there was no definite and lecognised formula for its manufacture. COCOA is

made m tiiree principal fomis—pure, with the addition of sugar and a farinaceous

substance; “extract” or “ essence” being the residue after the expression of the
natural oil

;
and “ Dutch ” made by the alkaline process. The Select Committee,

1804-1896, were of opinion that the sale of cocoa prepared as above without
any notice of admixture would be an infringement of the Acts. The High
(Jourt, however, took a different view in Regina v. FiddHf where a Gosport grocer
having sold a packet of cocoa containing 80 per cent of starch and sugar was
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fortunate enough to appear before a bench of justices, all retired naval officers,

who had a large experience of cocoa, which forms a regular ration in the navy.

He was still more fortunate, in that, on appeal, the justices were upheld.

MUSTARD.—Many persons having a preference for diluted mustard, such

mustard is generally described as mustard condiment; which designation alone

can save a prosecution. WINE.—^There has been no prosecution in respect of

foreign wine. A summons taken out against a chemist at Salford, who sold un-

fermented wine containing only 10 per cent, of grape-juice, was dismissed on the

ground that there was no standard as to the amount of grape-juice wine should

contain, and further, that the presence of the 10 per cent, proved that this par-

ticular wine was made from water. DRUGS depend for a standard, in practice,

upon the “ British Pharmacopoeia.” PEPPER is rarely adulterated, sand being the

usual foreign element, as the result of accident. Black pepper, however, is some-

times mix^ with ground pepper husks. 3*27 per cent, is a reasonable margin

for the presence of unavoidable sandy matter.

ADVANCEMENTS to Children.—No children of an intestate (except his

heir-at-law), upon whom he may have settled in his lifetime any estate in lands

or pecuniary portion, equal to the distributive shai*es of the other children,

shfldl have any part of the surplusage with their brothers and sisters. But if

the estates so given them, by way of advancement, shall not be quite equiva-

lent to the other shares, the children so advanced shall, in such case, have so

much as will make them equal.

ADVENTURERS, Merchant.—There have been two kinds of English

companies engaged in foreign commerce—(i.) Regulated and (ii.) Joint-stock.

The latter were those which traded upon a joint stock, each member sharing

in the common profit and loss in proportion to his share in the stock.

Regulated companies did not trade upon a joint stock, but were obliged to

admit any person, proi>erly qualified, upon his paying a certain fine and
agreeing to submit to the regulations of the company, each member trading

upon his own stock and at his own ri^k. It is to the class of regulated

coinimnies that the company of merchant adventurere belonged. This
company came into existence in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and
it consisted of a ^reat number of wealthy and exj^erienced merchants dwelling

in various large cities, seaports, and other parts of the realm, such as London,
York, and Bristol. These men bound themselves together in company to

trade abroad in cloth and other English commodities. At various times

they obtained charters and exclusive powers from the English Crown, as well

as liberty to trade abroad, especially in various cities in the Netherlands.

The result of this was that in the sixteenth century Antwerp became the

great market for English cloth; which, purcliased there by merchants from
all }mrts, was eventually sold both in the far east and in the west even to

Brazil. In the meanwhile, they found strong trade opponents in the
merchants of the Staple, and the German merchants of the Hanseatic
League ; until at the close of the sixteenth century the fight with the latter

resulted in the expulsion of the English from the German Empire, and
retaliation in the shape of expulsion of the Germans from England. After
this period the merchant adventurers fixed their foreign depots in Holland,
and towards the end of the seventeenth century in the free city of Hamburg,
where they became known as the Hamburg Company.
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The merchant adventurers greatly furthered the trade of England in its

early stages, and were useful for the first introduction of many branches of

commerce, by making at their own expense experiments which the state might
not have thought it prudent to make, llegulated companies, on the model
of the merchant adventurers, were an important factor in the development of

English trade from about the middle of the sixteenth century. Thus the

Muscovy Company, chartered by Queen Mary, opened up trade with Kussia.

And so, too, within their res{>cctive territorial limits, was our foreign trade

extended by the Baltic Company in 1579, the Turkey Company in 1581, the

Mauritiana Conijiiuiy in 1585, and the Guinea Company in 1588. The main
defect in the constitution of Regulated companies was, from the modern point

of view, the absence ofany settled common fund for the purjxises of outlay which
had consequently to be casually provided for out ofadmission fines and corpora-

tion dues. Again, the directors w’ere unlikely to be keenly careful ofthe general

good of the company, inasmuch as they had no interest in the prosperity of the

general trade of tkeir company, and might even have been gainers by its

limitation.

ADVERSE POSSESSION of real estate, as against the jxnrson rightly

entitled, and without molestation, will give the adverse possessor, after twelve

years of such peaceable possession, an unimpeachable title as against all the

world. Such a title, when acquired, is called a possessory title. It arises

from the fact that under the Heal Property Limitation Act, 1874, no person
can make an entry or distress, or bring an action to recover any land or rent,

except within twelve years next after the time when the right fii*st accrued.-—

See ACQUIESCENCE.
ADVERTISEMENTS. Of an Apology.—Where it is intended to plead

apology to an action for libel, the apology should be madeas publicly as the libel

Thus if the libel appeared in a newspaper, the apology shouldf be publicly

made in the same pajier. It should be printed in type of ordinary size, and
in a part of the paper where it will be seen ; not hidden away among other
advertisements or notices to coiTespondents. If the apology is to a slander,

it should be published proportionately to the possible publication of the
slander.

Betting.—Under the Betting Act, 1874, it is illegal to publish certain

advertisements as to betting. Thus, it is an offence punishable on summary
conviction (1) To exhibitor cause to be exhibited any advertisement that any
house, office, room, or place is open, kept, or used—(a) for the purpose of
betting; (i) for the puniose of exhibiting betting lists; (c) to induce any
person to resort thereto for the purpose of betting. (2) On behalf of the
owner of a betting house to invite any person to resort thereto for the
purpose of betting. (3) To send, exhibit, or publish any letter, circular,

telegram, placard, handbill, card or advertisement (a) by which it is made to
appear that any person within or without the United Kingdom will, on appli*

cation, give information or advice in respect to any bet or with making any
bet within the meaning of the Betting House Act, 1853

;
{b) with intent to

induce any person to applydo a betting house or to any person with a view
to obtaining information or advice for the purpose of any such bet; (c)

inviting any person to make or take any share in or in connection with such
bet. It is only illegal to advertise betting tips when they are advertised
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with respect to a betting house. A newspaper proprietor is criminally

liable for illegal betting advertisements appearing in his paper.

By an. Executor.—All debts must be paid or provided for before a
deceased's estate is distributed. In order to protect himself against claims

on the estate, an executor or administrator should advertise in the manner
following :

—

THOMAS SMITH, Deceased.—Notice is hereby given, pursxiant to the Act
of Parliament 22 and 23 Vic. c. 35, that all persons having any CLAIMS or
DEMANDS against the estate of THOMAS SMITH, late of Benstead, in the
County of Hants, gentleman, deceased, who died on the 12th day of June 1902,
and whose will was proved by me the undersigned executor and trustee therein

named, on the 22nd day of July 1902, in the Principal Registry of the Probate
Division of the High Court of Justice, are hereby required to send in particulars

of their debts or claims to mo on or before the 30th day of October 1902, as after

that day I shall proceed to disti ibute the assets of the said testator amongst
the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which I shall

then have had notice
;
and I shall not be liable for the assets or any part thereof,

so distributed to any person of whose debt or claim I shall not then have had
notice. DATED this 9th day of August 1910.

JOHN GRAHAM, 12 Eden Road, Rotherhithe, London, S.E.

He may then distribute the assets, having regard only to the claims of which
he has received notice.

Indecent.—No picture, or printed or written matter of an obscene
nature, and no indecent advertisement, may be exhibited to public view or

placed so as to be visible to persons passing along a public highway, or using

a urinal, or given away or offered to such a person, or delivered to any one
for the purpose of being so exhibited.

For Stolen Property.—It is an offer to compound a felony to advertise

a reward for the recovery of property stolen or lost, and using words pur-
porting that ‘‘ no questions w ill be asked,'' or that the person producing the
pro|>erty will not be arrested, or that any person who has bought or lent on
the property will be repaid their loan or advance, or any reward for its

return. The person printing or publishing such advertisement is liable to a
forfeiture of <£'50, w hich is recoverable in an action by a common informer.

Vehicles.—^The proprietor of a metrojX)litan st«^e or hackney carriage

may not suffer any notice, advertisement, or printed bill to apjicar upon the
outside or inside of such carriage, so as to obstruct the light or ventilation,

or cause annoyance to the passengers.

Uisrepresentations by.—When amisrapresentation is made to the public

by means of an advertisement, the advertiser know ing the misrepresentation

to be untrue, any one of the public who has reasonably incurrad expense by
reason of such misrapresentation w ill have an action aminst the advertiser.

In a ceiiain case, the defendant caused to be inserted in a newsjmper an
advertisement for the letting by tender, w ith possession, of a farm. The
plaintiff therein was held to have a right of action for damages, in that he,

believing in the bond fides of the advertisement, was induced to inspect the
farm and employ persons to value it with a view to his becoming tenant, the
defendant at the time he inserted the advertisement knowing that he had
not power to let the farm, and that it was not even to be let.
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^
Ili86rtioil of,—A proprietor of a railway guide gave to the defendant a

written order to insert an advertisement to last two yeare from date, to be
renewed on the same tenns at the end of that period, provided a second
e^tion shall be printed.*” The defendant after the advertisement had con-
tinued two years brought out a second edition. The contract here gave the

defendant the option of renewing in the second edition ; but not to bind

him to renew.

Contract by.—An advertisement making an offer to the public at large

will, if and when such offer is accepted by any person, create a contract

between the advertiser and such person. And see APPENDIX (Advertise-

ments); CONTRACT,
ADVICE OP COURT.—(a) The parties to any action may concur in

stating the questions of law arising tnerein in the form of a special case

for the opinion of the Court. TLlie special case having been drawn up and
entered, the Court will hear arguments thereon as at the trial of an action.

The parties to a special case may, if they think fit, enter into an agreement

in writing, which shall not he subject to any stamp duty, that, on the

judgment of the Court being given in the affirmative or negative of the

questions raised, a certain sum of money shall, as the case may Ik?, be paid

by one party to the other, llie judgment of the Court may then be entered

for the sum agreed, and execution can follow in the usual manner, (ft)

Under the Vendor and Purchaser Act, 1874, where any dispute arises

between a vendor and purchaser of real estate upon any question other

than whether there is a contract at all between them, the parties may go
before the Court on a summons, and without commencing an action. The
Court will then answer the questions submitted to it, and enforce its opinion

and direct all those things to be done that are a natural result of the decision.

The questions usually put to the Court in these cases are those relating to

the validity of title, (c) Executors, administrators, trustees, heirs-at-law,

next-of-kin, creditors and others interested in the estate of a deceased

person, or in a trust-estate, may apply to the Court by summons for advice;

for the approval of any sale, purchase, compromise or other transaction;

and for the determination of any question arising in the administration of

the estate or trust.

AFFIDAVIT is a statement in writing sworn l)efore a }K?i-son authorised

to administer an oath. Apart from certain officials of the Court, the jierson

who usually administers oaths is a Commissioner for Oaths. lie is generally

a solicitor, and his fee for the oath is one shilling and sixpence; and an
additional shilling for each exhibit—any document attached to the affidavit.

The person who makes an affidavit is called the deponent. He must confine

himself to facts within his own knowledge; except in interlocutory pro-

ceedings, when statements according to his belief, but with the grounds of
his belief set out, will be admitted. ITic affidavit may be in print or in

manuscript
,
or partly in either. See DECLARATION.

AFFILIATION.—Any single woman may apply to the magistrate at

the Petty Sessions for the district in which she may be resident for the time
being, for a summons against a man alleged by her to be the father of a
child in respect of which she applies. The father may be proceeded against

even though he has paid a lump sum down to the motner on agreement that
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no proceedings shall be taken—and even also, where the payment a^eed is

a weekly sum. It has been held that a single woman includes a wioow and
a married woman living apart from her husband, provided she can furnish

sufficient evidence of non-access by her husband. The Court has no juris-

diction unless the child is bom in England or Scotland, but its nationality

is a matter of indifference. An order cannot be made in respect of a still-

born child. If there are twins, two separate orders should be made. The
application may be made before the birth of the child ; but in such a case,

the date for hearing the summons will be fixed beyond the period at which

the mother expects the child to be born.

After birth of the child, the mother must apply for the summons within

twelvemonths from its birthday; unless she can declare on oath that the

alleged father has, during such period of twelve months, paid money towards

the maintenance of the child. If she can show that the alleged father ceased

to reside in England within the twelve months next after the child’s birth,

she may take out a summons at any time within twelve months from the

date of his return. If the alleged paternity is denied, the mother must be

corroborated in her story by some material particular. Such corroboration

may rest upon admissions by the alleged father; or upon his letters, after

proof of his handwriting. If the mother is proved to have been previously

of immoral character, her evidence will be received with suspicion, and
weighed carefully. The Court may order the father to pay the expenses

of the birth, and funeral, if any, and a weekly sum not exceeding five

shillings for its maintenance. The Court can direct that these weekly
payments are to be continued until the child attains sixteen years of age.

In the absence of such directions they cease when the child is thirteen

years old.

AFFINITY.—Almost the only point of view' in which affinity is a subject

of any importance in English or Scots law' is as an impediment to marriage;

persons related by affinity being forbidden to marry within the same degrees

as persons relate by consanguinity, or blood. The woixl means relation-

ship by marriage, and the above rule follows from the principle that by
lawful marriage husband and wife become as one j^erson. The practical

interest in this subject gathered, until the passing of the Deceased Wife’s

Sister’s Marriage Act, liKIT, round the deceased wife’s sister. According to

the above rule she was in law ’’ the husband’s sister ; they were therefoi'e

incapable of valid intermarriage. In many other countries, even in British

colonies, the law on this point was different to ours. The statute to which

we have alluded provided that marriage with a deceased wife’s sister should

no longer be deemed void as a civil contract by reason only of the affinity of

the parties. It did not, however, assume to alter or amend the law of the

Church of Enghuid, which to-day remains as before the Act, and so was
careful to exclude a clergyman in holy orders in that Church from an obliga-

tion to perform such a marriage. Whether a clergyman will jierform the

marriage ceremony depends entirely upon his personal inclination. The
rule of affinity in this matter is expressly preserved, too, in the civil law so

far as regards adultery with a wire’s sister, and the preservation of the

illegality of marriage with a divorced wife’s sister during the lifetime of

the divorced wife. A Table of Kindred and Affinity herein whosoever
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are related are forbidden in Scripture and our laws to marry together,”

was ordered by Archbishop Parker to be printed and set up in the churches.

T-Tiis order was confirmea in the reign of James I., and so to this day

the law stands, and the table appears in full in the Book of Common
Prayer. See CONSANGUINITY.

APFBAY is a misdemeanour at common law, punishable with fine or

imprisonment without hard labour, or both. It consists in two or more
persons being unlawfully assembled together and fighting in a public street

or highway, to the terror and disturbance of the people and against the

king'^s peace. It is essential that the offence should be committed in a

E
ublic street or highway; for if it be in private, it is only an assault and
attery. Moreover, no amount of quaiTelsome or threatening words what-

ever will alone amount to an affray. See RIOT.
AFFREiaHTMENT is the contract of caniage of goods in vessels for a

price called “freight.*” The contract is either in the form of a charter-party,

or a bill of lading, and it is from such a contract that the terms of the

contract of carriage are to be gathered. See BILL OF LADING

;

CHARTER-PARTY.
APRIOAN COMPANIES— Until 1536, Portugal enjoyed

practically a monopoly of the African trade, for it was not until about that

date that Englana began to trade with the West Coast. Thus, in view of
present-day operations, it may be observed that Africa has been the scene of

some of the earliest, as well as of some of the latest phases in the expansion
of the British Empire, llie development of Africa has been undoubtedly
slow, but this may be accounted for by its geographical position. Take a
map of the world, and it will be seen that Africa is in the main a place on
the way, not a final goal, Newfoundland, which is commonly regarded as

the oldest English colony, dates back its existence as such to 1583, but in

the years 1530-32, one William Hawkins, father of the better-known Sir

John, was trading on the coast of Guinea. In 1564*, the son followed the
father's coui^se in a ship named the Jemis^ combining the slave trade with the
plunder of the Portuguese. When he reached America, he compelled the
Spaniards there, by force of arms, to purchase his negroes. In tfie year of
the Armada, 1588, certain merchants of Exeter and othera of the West of
England and of London received a charter from the Guinea Company.
This was the forerunner of the African companies. In 1618 a new exclusive

charter was granted to Sir Richard Rich (afterwards Earl of Warwick), who
with others promoted the Company of Adventurers trading into Africa.

ITiis, not being a slave-trading company, was very little of a success ; nor
very successful was its successor, the company of 1631, though it is said to
have supplied slaves to the West Inaies. In 1662, the third African
Company received its charter from Charles II. under the title of “The
Company of Royal Adventurers of England trading to Africa."” It con-
tracted to supply 3000 slaves annually to the British colonies in the West
Indies; but was so unsuccessful that in 1672 it surrendered its charter to the
Crown and gave way to the fourth African Comjmny, incorporated in the
same year under the title of “The Royal African Company of England.^
Though it had exclusivcr rights over the coast of Africa from South
Barbary to the Cape of Good Hope, and had a capital of jPlll,000, it wot
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not iuccessful. However, m 1689, the Declaration of Rights virtually

abolished its exclusive privileges, but in 1698 part thereof were restored by
statute. The company continued at a low state of credit until in 1752 its

f
roperW was transfer!^ to a new African Company incorporated in 1750.

n 1787, with a view to the settlement of those negroes who, having escaped

from slavery, had landed in England, and thereby gained their freedom, a
tract of land was bought from the natives on the peninsula of Sierra Leone.

In ^'*'91 an Act was passed incorporating the Sierra Leone Company, but
the company fell urK)n such bad times, that in 1807 an Act was passra for

its extinction at the expiration of seven years. In 1809 the company,
reviving, accjuired a new charter, but was finally dissolved by its charter

being regranted, in 1821, direct to the colonists.

From this date, we enter upon the modem history of West Africa, and
we see companies gradually making way there for Governments. In 1886 a

charter was grants to the Royal Niger Company, confening powers upon
the company affecting about nine-tenths of the area and population of

Nigeria. After 13J years of successful government, the charter was sur-

rendered on January 1, 1900; the whole of Nigeria thus coming under the

administration of the Crown.

It will not be out of place here to advert to the present sudden activity of

promoters of West African companies. The peculiar feature of these companies,

is the absence in the majority of cases of the issue of a public prospectus, and the
movements and rise of the prices of their shares on the Stock Exchange.
Without wishing to suggest that all of such companies have no property really

worth exploiting (for some of them undoubtedly have), it may be laid down as

facts generally appliciiblo to these companies :—(1) That no prospectus has been
issued, in order either to avoid the publication of information which would
adversely affect the minds of those likely to invest, as to avoid the legal conse-

quences of issuing a prospectus w'hich would be iiTogular and fi'audulent under
the latest Companies Act

; (13) the prices appearing as representing the value of

the shares on the Stock Exchange, are inflated and obtaintxl by means of rigging

the market. Considemtion of these facts will load a possible investor to decline

dealings in West African sliares unless ho has a special knowledge of the real

circumstances of the company, the shares of which he may propose to deal in.

RHODESIA is administered by the British South Africa Company. A
Royal Charter was granted to this comjmny on the 29th of October 1889,
the principal ooinniercial objects being the extension northwards of the

railway and telegraph systems of Cape Colony, the encouragement of

emigration and colonisation, the promotion of trade and commerce, and
the development and working of mineral and other concessions. The capital

of the company was originally i?l,000,000; in 1893 it was increased to

000,000; in 1895 to X^2,500,000; and in 1896 to ^^,500,000. On the

24th of April 1898 it was authorised to be increased to .£^5,000,000, and the

authorised capital stood in 1909 at jP9,000,000, of which i?6,000,000 has

been issued ; the estimated revenue, accruing chiefly from mining, trading,

and professional licenses, stand -holdings, and postal and telegraph services,

amounts for 1909-10, on balance with the ex|ienditure, to JP591,000.

The river Zambezi divides Rhodesia into Northern and ^utbern, which
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include Matabeleland and Mashonaland. There are also Noh^’i-Westem and
North-Eastern Rhodesia. See SOUTH AFRICAN SECURITH:S.

LGE.—^The years to which a person may have attaii.'^d is o+ten a point

of Importance in considering such person's legal rights and olHgations.

For example, he or she is an infant until the age of twenty-one y*mrs has

been attained, and cannot until tlien, generally speaking, ac^jn. re rights or

incur obligations under contract. For most civil purposes the full age of

both man and w’oman is twenty-one yeare. At this period, other things

equal, they may enter into possession of their real and persoi al estates,

manage and dispose of them at their discretion, and make contracts and
engagements. Unless he is of full age a man cannot sit in the House of

Lords, nor be a member of the House of Commons, nor be admitted into

any of the learned professions. He cannot be ordained as a priest until

twenty-four, nor be a bishop until thirty years of age. An infant cannot

make a valid will. An infant can be a witness in a court of law when he
can appreciate the nature of an oath and his moral responsibility. Though
an infant cannot contract to bind himself, he may be an agent and enter

into contracts on behalf of others. So may an infant be appointed executor,

but he cannot act until he has attained full age. An int'ant who has not

completed thirteen years is bound to be in receipt of education.

There are also Acts of Parliament protecting children from being

allowed to w'ork in the streets or in factories under certain ages. So
also does the law specially protect women in a varying degree acconling

to their age. As to matrimony, a woman may consent to marriage at

twelve, and a man at fourteen years of age ; though parties under the

age of twenty-one years cannot actually marry (except in Scotland) with-

out the consent of their parents or guardians. Witn respect to criminal

offences the law regards fourteen years as the age at which a person is

competent to distinguish between right and wrong. Under the age of
seven years a child is not in anv case res[>onsible by law for an offence

committed by him; but above tliat age and under the age of fourteen,

if it clearly appears that a child is conscious of the nature and wicked-

ness of the crime he commits, he may be tried and punished for it.

In cases relating to dealing with settled property it is often an essential

question whether or not a particular woman is past child-bearing. A
married woman of forty-nine, a widow of fifty-five, and a spinster of fifty-

three, have each been held to be past that period. But a woman aged fifty-

four, who had been married only three years, was not so presumed. A man
a^ve the ^e of sixty may be excused from serving on a jury.

AGENOY.—This is a branch of law of most far-reaching interest to
business men, who have always at some time or other during their career to
carry on commercial transactions either through an agent of their own or
with the agent of another, f^qually in the simplest and the most com-
plicated of affairs, the most trivial and the most important, do we find the
agent, as necessary as ubicjuitous, and recoraised and accepted by all. Thei'e
are almost as many varieties of agents as there are classes of employment, yet
employment is not the same thing as agency. Employment consists in the
putting of another to do a certain act for the employer. Agency is some-
thing more : it is an employment to do something in the place of the em-
ployer, so as to place tne employer, who is called the principal^ in le|^
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relationship with others, who are styled third parties. Amongst the

different classes of agents are auctioneers, stockbrokers, factors, insurance

brokers; each of which and others will be treated of elsewhere separately.

Though, necessarily, there are these many kinds of agents, yet for the pur-

poses of a general treatment of the subject, they may be divided into three

great classes:—(1) Special: those whose duties are limited to a specific act,

to buy a particular thing; (2) General: those who may do any acts

within certain limits, e.g, an agent to manage a business; (3) Universal:

those whose authority is unlimited, and may do anything on behalf of their

principal.

Who may appoint and be appointed ^ents.—Agents can only be
appointed by those who can themselves enter into contracts, and are without

legal disabilities. On the other hand, incapacity to act for himself does not

prevent a person being appointed and acting as agent for another. Thus an
infant cannot appoint an agent to incur on his behalf a liability which he as

a principal could not himself incur; but an infant can be appointed and act

as a^nt for another.

Appointment of Agents.—In most cases, and as a rule, there is no
formality remiired in the appointment of an agent. The agency may be

created verbally ; and where the agency is a part of the ordinary course of

the particular business, there may lie an absence of express appointment or

authority. But in certain cases, form is important in the creation of agency.

Thus, if the agent is to contract under seal, eg. to execute a deed of

mortgage or a transfer of shares, the appointment must itself be under
seal. Such a formal appointment is called a power of attorney ; a general

form of which, capable of being adapted to different circumstances, will be
found in a later volume. Unless the intended duties of the agency are confined

to certain very ordinary and usual business transactions, an agent for a
limited company can be appointed only under seal. There is a necessity for

apjx)intment in writing, but not under seal, in those cases relating to leases

within the provisions of Sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Statute of Frauds. But
even in the cases where, under the Sale of Goods Act SALE OF
GOODS] the contract itself must be in writing, it is suflicient for the

appointment of agency in res{x»ct thereof to be verbal. We have now seen

tnat the ndationship of principal and agent may be created—(1) By deed

;

(2) By writing
; (3) verbally. It now remains to notice that it may be also

create (4) by implication arising from conduct. Such a creation of agency
arises where the conduct of the alleged princi|ml has been such, in relation

to the third parties, as to prevent him denying the agency. Such a
result of conduct is called ESTOPPEL.

The following are illustrations of agency by implication : A servant

purchasing oats tor his master's horses, tlie master having previously paid
similar bills. A broker was employed by a merchant to buy hemp ; the
broker did so, and at the mcrchiuiPs request the hemp was left at the

broker's wharf
;

the blacker sold the goods, and the sale was supported on
the ground that the broker was the apparent agent, and that tlie merchant
was estopped by his conduct from denying the agency. So too wdth hus-

band and wife, though cohabitation does not necessarily imply agency. If

the wife is allowed to deal with a tradesman for the ordinary supplies of a
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household, the husband will be considered to have authorised her as his

agent, and to be liable for her purchases. But in an action by the trades-

man against the husband for the price thereof, it would be a good defence

that he had always allowed her sufficient household money to make the
incurring of debts needless. In the relations of partnership, this authority
by implication is stronger. There another partner would have no like

defence in a somewhat similar action. The only requirement being, that the

debt-incurring partner had dealt with the creditor in the ordinary course of
business. Agency may also ariseyrom necessity^ as where a husband wrong-
fully leaves his wufe without means of subsistence, or as in the case of a
master of a ship. But this authority from necessity does not arise as

between parent and child. If one sees a starving child, and gives it food,

no action for the price thereof would lie against the parent.

If a contract be entered into at a time when no agency exists, an agency

may arise and relate back to the contract by ratification^ i.e. by adoption of

the contract as made. But ratification is only possible when the circum-

stances of the case are matle up as follows: (1) In making the contract the

agent held himself out as acting for, and did act for a contemplated
principal; (52) The principal was existent when the contract was made; (3)

principal was legally capable of making the contract at the date of the

ratification; (4) When ratifying, the principal either had full knowledge of

the facts, or can be shown to have adopted the acts whatever they were;

(5) The ratification must not be to part, but to the whole of the contract.

When ratified, the ratification is thrown back to the time when the act was
done.

As between Principal and Agent.—Duties ofan Agent to his Principal.

Broadly speaking it is the dutv of an agent to do the work he has under-

taken according to the terms ot his authority, and with reasonable skill and
diligence. It is difficult, and even impossible, to elaborate a test which may
be applied in all cases, and determine whether the necessary reasonable skill

and diligence has been exercised. But, as a working principle, it may be

laid down that a man who undertakes to act for another must show as much
skill and diligence therein as he, being a man competent for such an under-

taking, would have shown if acting in his own affairs. And further than

that, if the agent holds himself out as possessing a specialised and pro-

fessional skill in ceiiain matters, then when acting in such matters he must
exercise that special skill. It is not sufficient for such an agent merely to do
his best—he must exercise his special skill, even though he be doing the

work gratuitously. Again, whatever the agent does must be done for the

benefit of his principal, although it may not be done in the principars name.
From this it follows that an agent cannot in the course of his agency, and

without the permission of his principal, turn hir-self into a principal. If an
agent is employed to sell a hou.se for his principal, he may not, without his

principars assent, purchase the house himself. If that same agent is em-
ployed to purchase a house for his principal, he may not, unless it is done
wiUi the full knowledge of the principal, sell to the latter his own house.

This rule applies equally in other matters than buying and selling houses;

and is binding even in the face of a trade usage, unless the principal is aware
of such usage. The reason of the rule is that an agent must not place
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himself in a position wherein his interests are adverse to his principaPs. In

the above two cases, so long as the purchase is not completed the principal

would be entitled to withdraw from the contracts and refuse to complete ; or if

completed, and the truth comes to the knowledge of the principal, he would
have an action against the agent to recover any profit the agent may have made.

And it naturally results from the above rule that an agent may not

make a profit during the course of, and connected with the agency, of which
his principal is unaware. Such a profit is known as a secret profit, and
frequently occurs in the shape of a commission. Such a profit, if made,
belongs to the principal, who may recover it from the agent by an action, and
it would moreover be such misconduct of the agent as would permit the prin-

cipal to terminate the agency. Not only would the principal be able to

recover the secret profit from the agent, but he w ould have a right of action

in respect thereof against the third party. Illustrations of such cases are

numerous in the law reports. Thus, in one case, where a broker was em-
ployed to purchase a ship; the vendor employed an agent and agreed to

give him whatever was obtained over £8500, The agent agreed to give a

E
art of this excess to the broker, and eventually the ship was sold by the

roker for i?9250. In this ciise it w'as held that the broker's princijml could

claim whatever the broker had obtained from the agent. Again, in another

case, the plaintiff’ desired to procure certain shares and the defendant had
agreeil to ouy some for him at a certain price; but as a matter of fact the

defendant had already bought some for less than that price, and these he sold

to the plaintiff*. Here the Lord Chancellor held that the defendant was an
agent, and must hand over the diff’erence between the bought and sold price.

Closely aWied to the question of secret profits, arises that of an agent
receiving commissions from both sides. That this is done every day in

business can hardly be questioned ; still less can its immorality be denied. But
as to its illegality? Until somewhat recently this was an oj)en question, but
now the rule aj)pears to be that an agent may make such a double profit,

when the second profit is known and approved by the principal ; and also

when a distinct usage exists, and at least constructive knowledge on the pai*t

of the principal can be show n. But it is a dangerous thing for an agent to

have .such a thing brouglit out against him in an action ; for so long ago as

the time of Lord Ellenborough, that great judge descril^ed a usage of double

commissions as one “of fraud and plunder,'” and since then judicial senti-

ment has progre.ssed farther— even to a Prevention of Corruption Bill.

Because this practice is, as we have already said, so extensive even to-day in

the commercial world, the following extract from a judgment of l^rd
Justice Bowen will be i>ertinent and useful. His lortlship siiid : “There can
be no question that an agent employed by a principal or master to do
business with another, who, unknown to that principal or master, takes frem

that other person a profit ari.sing out of the business w hich he is employed
to transact, is doing a WTongful act, inconsistent with his dutv towartls his

master, and the continuaiux* of confidenc'e between them. Jle does the

wrongful act whether such profit be given to him in return for services

which he actually performs for the thiixl party, or whether it In*

given to him for his supposed influence, or whether it be given to him
on any other ground at all; if it is profit which arises out of the
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transaction, it belongs to his master, and the agent or servant has no right

to take it, or keep it, or bargain for it, or to receive it without bargaining,

unless the master knows it,^

The next rule for our consideration is expressed in the legal maxim

—

Delegatus non potest delegare, which means that an agent cannot delegate his

authority to another. Such is the rule, and the following are the exceptions

to it: (a) where the delegation is customary; (6) where it is necessary to

proper performance; (c) where it is permitted by agreement, express or

imjnied. The rule, when analysed, merely imports that an agent cannot,

without authority from his principal, devolve upon another obligation to

the principal which he has himself undertaken to personally fulfil. This
is so because confidence in the particular person employed is at the root

of the contract of agency, and such an authority cannot be implied as an

ordinary incident in the contract. But the exigencies of business do from

time to time render necessary the carrying out of the instructions of a
principal by a person other than the agent originally instructed for the

purpose. Where that is the case, the reason of the thing requires that the

rule should be relaxed, so as on the one hand to enable the agent to appoint
what may be termed a sub-agent, and on the other hand to constitute in the

interest of, and for the protection of the principal, a direct privity of

contract between himself and such substitute. An authority to such effect

may, and should he, implied, where from the conduct of the parties to the

original contract of agency, the usage of trade, or the nature of the parti-

cular business which is the subject of the agency, it may reasonably be
presumed that the parties to the contract of agency originally intended that

such authority should exist, or where in the course of employment, unforeseen

emergencies arise which impose upon the agent the necessity of employing a
substitute.

A further rule is that an agent may not employ, save in his principaPs

interest, materials and information widen have l)een obtained by, or supplied

to the agent only for j)urposes of his agency. A del credere agent is also

liable to his principal lor any loss that may be incurred through the default

of a third party, and this liability arises in consequence of it having been
made a term oi the agency that the agent should so indemnify his principal.

Sights of Agent as gainst his FrincipaL-—The principal of such

rights is that of remuneration, which may l>e a customary one in the business

in which the agent is occupied, or it may be based upon agreement. But it

is possible in the absence of custom or agreement that the agent may find

that he has had to work for nothing, as it has been determined that the mere
reposing of a trust is good consideration for the work undertaken. Each
case stands by itself with regard to the question of remuneration, which is

one to be deduced from the contract itself, and rather one of fact than of

law. It will therefore be more useful to give a few cases on the point. S.

was appointed sole agent for E. in a certain district at a fixed rate of com-
mission, but was unable to transact any business owing to E. interfering in

his district behind his back, and underselling him. E. was held to be not
entitled to appoint any other agent in the district, nor were they entitled to

effect any sales in the district, except through the agency of S. A certain

house-agent was instructed to offer a house for sale, for which he was to
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receive a commission of per cent, on the purchase-money if he found a
purchaser, but one guinea only for his trouole if the premises were sold

without his intervention.*” B. obtained a card to view with terms of

purchase, from the agent, saw nothi'jg more of him, but purchased the house

through a friend of the owner. It was decided that the house had been
purchased through the agent‘'s intervention, who was therefore entitled to

the commission. In another case the agent was, by agreement, to have a
commission on sales effected, or orders executed by him; the principal to be
responsible for bad debts. By the custom of the trade, commission was not
allowed on sales which produced bad debts ; but it was held that, notwith-

standing this, the agent was, under the agreement, entitled to commission on
bad debts. Where an auctioneer took a Bill of Sale of chattels, and after-

wards conducted the sale of them by auction under an agreement with an
incumbrancer, he was held to be entitled to the usual commission on such sale,

although no provision had been made either in the Bill of Sale or in the

agreement. Again, where A. acted under a written agreement as com-
mission agent of B. in the sale of gootls and was paid a commission, A. was
allowed to charge B., in addition to his commission, for attendances he had
made at various places, if those attendances were matter beyond his duty as

such an agent. Where an agent found a purchaser, but the principal would
not complete, it was decided that the agent was entitled to a reasonable

remuneration ; and w here a principal sold the object himself, the Court
decided that the agent could recover for w'ork already done.

The agent is also entitled to be indemnified for losses incurred in the
agency. This rule is well illustrated by a case in which a broker bought,
on behalf of a principal, shares in a company against which a petition

for winding-up was presented before the transfer was complete, and for

which shai*es, in accoixiance w ith the rules of the Stock Exchange, he had
been compelled to pay the price to the }:)erson from whom he had bought.
There the brokers, having done everything that they were bound to do,

having purchased the shares in obedience to the instructions of their prin-

cipals, and, having been comjxdled to pay the price, were held entitle to

indemnity from their principals. A principal who employs an agent to
purchase goods for him in a particular market, is to be taken to be cognizant

of and is bound by the rules which regulate dealings therein; and the agent
not having himself committed any default, and the custom of the market
being legal and reasonable and well known to all those dealing therc, is

entitled to be indemnified by his principal for all he does in accoixiance with

these rules. A broker, w ho receives only a small commission on the purchase,

should not in fairness l>e subject to such a risk as that w hich was sought to

be cast Ujxjn him in that case. So, in principle, the courts hold that where
a person at the mjuest of another has incuri'ed some liability, w hich, though
not legally enforceable, is jmid in conseijuent'e of some moral pressure^ as

the danger of expulsion from a society, the principal may be legally

liable to indemnify his agent. Amongst the other rights of an agent are

(1) LIEN, (2) STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU, and (3) ACCOUNTS; about

each of which see under their rcsj>ective headings.

Tho authority of an agent may be either general or special according to

the class to which the agent belongs. The authority of agents by iuiplica-
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tion, ostensible agents, and agents by necessity have already been considered

on page 44. jGrenerally as between the agent and his principal the authority of

the agent will depend entirely upon the terms of the agreement between them

;

and for the purpose of discovering the extent of the authority, such an agree-

ment must be strictly construed; that is to say, it must be read as nearly as

possible in its literal meaning, and without inferring from it other and differ-

ent me«mings. But it must be construed so as to include all the necessary

means of executing the authority. When investigating a case as between
the principal, agent, and third parties, the extent of the agent’s jx>wer8 will

depend upon the ostensible authority given to the agent, for a secret limita-

tion of powers is no answer to the claims of third j)arties who are unaware
of such a limitation. But if the agent’s authority is known to be special,

the third party must make himself acquainted wfth its limit, unless by the

conduct of the principal he is prevented from doing so, or unless the prin-

cipal leads him to reasonably infer that the authority is of a particular

nature and extent.

There are certain classes of agents such as brokers, auctioneers, &c., whose
authority is implied, and as we have already seen in the case of the stockbroker
who was bound, because of the Stock Exchange rules, to buy certain shares to

the disadvantage of his principal, the person u ho employs an agent of such a
special class impliedly gives him authority to follow the usual custom and rules,

and do the usual acts jx?rtaining to such class. Thus an authority to settle

losses on a policy of insurance has lH?cn held to include a right to refer

the matter to arbitration; and an authority to ‘‘sign for me and in my
name . . . any and every contract . . . and from time to time to negotiate,

make sale, disjxjse of, assign and transfer ” certain notes, was held to authorise

a sale, though not a pledge. So, in a recent case, where the third party sued

the principal for specific performance of a contract to sell a liouse, the

principal had written to his agents in the wortls following: “Please sell for

me my houses . . . and I agree to pay you by way of commission the sum of

2^ per cent, on the purchase price accepted,” and had afterwards written

a letter to the agents, who were also acting for the purchaser, accepting

their client’s offer of seven hundred and eighty-five pounds for the property,

it was held that the direction to sell included an authority to the agent to

make and sign on behalf of the vendor a binding contract for sale.

But not only does the law look to authorities with a view' to extending,

or at least liberally construing them ; it also protects the princijial against

the agent in any wav exceeding the definite limits of his agency. Thus if, for

example, the authority to the knowledge of the third [larty is for a special

agent who is a member ofa firm, to sell and receive payment in cash and pay the
same to the principal ; but such agent, instead of so receiving payment, takes

therefor a cheque payable to his firm, which banks it and afterwards, without
the knowledge or consent of the princijial, credits him with the amount
thereof in respect of a debt due to the firm, then both the third party and
the agent are liable to the principal for the amount of purchase-money.
If an agent represents himself to a tliird party as having an authority
which in fact he has not, and the third party suffers a loss thereby, then
even though the agent may have bond Jiae believed that he possessed such
authority, the third party not knowing of such absence of authority, the
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agent is liable to the third party in an action for breach of warranty of

authority.

As regards third parties.—The general rule is that an agent is not

personally liable on the contract, but the principal is always so. There are

many exceptions to the rule, but they mainly depend upon the principle that

the law endeavours to meet the real honesty and justice of a case, so that

where goods, for instance, are placed in the hands of a fisurtor for sale, and
are sold by him under circumstances that are calculated to induce, and do
induce, a purchaser to believe that he is dealing with a principal, the latter

is not permitted afterwards to tell the purchaser that the character he him-
self has allowed the factor to assume did not really belong to him. For the

purchaser may have bought for the express purpose of setting off the price of

the goods against a debt due to him from the seller. But the case would be

different if the purchaser had notice at the time, that the seller was acting

merely as the agent of another, for in such a case there would be no honesty

in allowing the purchaser to set off a bad debt at the expense of the

principal.

We will now consider the rights and liabilities of third parties under the

following important circumstances, (a) Where the principal is disclosed. If

a contract is in writing, and the agent appears therein as principal, although
known in fact to be contracting as agent only, the agent is liable on the con-

tract unless he can show that the contract was so drawn by mistake, or that

there was a collateral agreement that he should not be liable. But this

would not be the prnnii Jade rule if the contract were not in writing, for

under such circumstances the presumption would be that the principal alone

has any liabilities and rights, unless the agent is able to prove that he was
treated as an agent merely, and was not to oe held liable in any event. He
would in fact be liable in cases where he was commission agent for a foreign

•.principal, or where the principal w as incapable or w here the custom of trade
’ .^^kes him liable, even tnough his principal were disclosed. If the agent has
an interest, e.ff. a lien, on the proceeds of a contract not in writing, he may
himself sue thereon, even though his principal is disclosed.

(6) Whcj'c the principal is undisclosed. We have already seen that an
agent who enters into a contract in writing has the right to sue and is liable

to be sued thereunder. So his principal w ill also be liable to be sued and be
entitled to sue thereon, in all cases; unless from the attendant circumstances
it is clearly manifested that an exclusive credit is given to the agent, and it

is intended by both parties that no rosort shall in any event be had by or
against tlie principal in it. In fact it is immaterial, apart from special stipu-

lation, whether the principal is disclosed or not. The only material point is

whether the third party gives credit to the agent, or to the principal when
disclosed ; and as to this he has the right of election, and must not look to
both. 'I'hus, if an agent purcliases goods in his own name for his principal

without disclosing the latter, the principal will be liable for the price, when
discovered to the vendor. If the agent purchases the goods and states at
the time that he purchases os agent, but does not disclose the name of his

principal, the latter will not be Asolved from the contract; for the principal

not being known it is impossible to say that the vendor has made his election

not to trust the principal, but exclusively to trust the agent. He may give
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credit to both or either ; and he is not presumed to have an intention to

elect to chai^ either exclusively until the name and credit of both are fairly

before him. Nor does the third party necessarily determine his election by
merely making a demand upon the agent and threatening him with proceed-

ings. But if a vendor has sold goods to and on the sole credit of the agent

of an undisclosed principal, and the latter has bona Jide paid therefor to the

agent, whilst the vendor was still debiting the agent, knowing no one else as

J

)rincipal, the vendor cannot afterwards on discovery of the principal sue him
or the price.

When the principal is non-existent the agent is, and is treated as the

principal. He may himself sue upon the contract if he is not therein de-

scribed as agent only, or when the contract has been partly performed with

a knowledge of the facts. He may sue upon a charter-party, even though he

has described himself therein as an agent. Cases of a non-existent principal

generally occur in the course of company promotion where a person may have

occasion to contract with another who describes himself as trustee for a com-
pany about to be formed. The company not being incorporated at the time of

the contract, the latter is inoperative as against the company when it does

come into existence. The company may, when incorpomted, enter into a new
contract on the same terms as the former one, but it cannot be matle to; and
apart from special agreemer.t, the so-called trustee would alone be j^rsonally

liable.

The agenfs torts .—In order that the princij>al may lie liable for injuries

caused by the wrongful act of the agent, the act must l>e one within the scope

of his authority. The agent must l>e acting in the due course of his employ-
ment, and the express command of the principal need not be shown. And
the agent is equally liable with his principal in resjKJct of his own personal

participation in the wrongful act. And it is no justification that he hatl his

principafs authority to do a thing which the principal himself had no right

to do, though if the agent acted innocently he is entitled to indemnity from
his principal. Where the wrongful act is not within the .scope of his autho-

rity, the agent is alone liable, even though it were done for and on behalf of

his principal.

Ternunation of Agency is possible in various ways. For exanijile, by
complete performance of the terms of the agency ; by expiration of time of the

term of the agency ; and by destruction (f the subject-matter as in the case of

a yacht having sunk whicn had been placed in an agent's hands to sell.

There is also operation ef lawy as by death. In a case where the husband,
who had been in the habit of buying his meat from a certain butcher, went
to China, leaving his wife and family behind, and there died, the wife w as held

not to be liable for the meat supplied to her after his death, though before

news of it had arrived. ITie wife was her husband s agent, and his death had
revoked her authority. By Bankruptcy and Insanity an agency under certain

circumstances may be revoked—each of which would be instances of the

operation of law.

It remains now to consider termination by consent qf the parties. If the
principal withdraws, it is termed revocation ; and if the agent, renunciation.

An agreement for termination should be as fotmal as the creation of the
Bgency, and notice should be given to all third parties with whom tihe agent
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has been accustomed to deal. Without such notice, or until the expiration

of such a time from the termination, or the happening of such circumstances as

would lead a reasonable man to infer that the agency had terminated, the

principal would continue liable in respect of his late agent’s acts assumed to

oe done on his behalf. There are limits to the power of revocation, as where

the principal is under an obligation to pay money to a person and has ap-

pointed such person his agent to collect debts from third parties and retam

the same. Also where the agent has partly performed his agreement and

expended time and money therein, he is entitled to compensation in the

case of premature revocation. See also hereon, AUCTIONEER; FAC-
TORS; INSURANCE, PAWN, STOCK BROKERS; and POWER OF
AITORNEY.

AOISTfilENT, in Scotland called gross-mail 1, is the contract by which

a person takes in horses or other cattle to depasture in his ground for a
reward, usually of a weekly payment in money. Such a person is called an
‘‘agister,” and is bound to permit the owner to retake the cattle upon demand,
though he is under no obligation to redeliver them himself. He is bound
to take reasonable care of the animals entrusted to his care, and is liable for

injuries to them which are the natural result of his negligence. He has no
lien upon the cattle for the price of the agistment; and subject to the pro-

visions of the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1883, the cattle are liable to be

distrained upon for rent. By that Act, live stock agreed to be agisted at a
“fair price” shall not be liable to distraint if other sufficient distress can be

found. If it becomes necessary to distrain, the owner may redeem by paying
to the landlord a sum e(|ual to the above-mentioned fair price, or any balance

thereof remaining due.

AGREEMENT exists where two or more jx^rsons express an intention to

affect their legal relations. It must not be confounded with contract which
is limited to instances of agreement enforceable by the law. Agreements, on
the other hand, may relate to matters which the law will not recognise,

a bet. See CONTRACT.
Stamp.

—

The duty upon an agreement or memorandum of an agi'eement not
under seiil is sixpence. This may be denoted by a stamp to that amount fixed by
the Inland Revenue authorities within fourteen days after the execution of the

agreemont, or by a ix)sUige-stiunp to the sjime amount affixed to the document and
Ciincelled by the person by whom the agi'eement is first executed. Any document
not under seal given iij)on the ocoision of the deposit of any security for money
transferable by delivery, by way of security for loan, will be an agreement, and as

such subject to the above duty. So also will any document not under seal making
redeemable or qualifying a duly stamped transfer, intended as a security, of any
stocks or shares. Bills of exchange and promissory notes are not required to be
stamped os agreements. Exemptions ,—The following dexmments do not require a
stamp: (1) An agreement or memorandum the matter wdiereof is not of the value
of £5. (2) An agreement or memorandum for the hire of any labourer, artificer,

manufacturer, or menial servant. (3) An agreement, letU^r, or memorandum made
for or relating to the sale of any goods, wares, or merchandise. (4) An agreement
or memorandum made between the master and mariners of any ship or vessel for

wages on any voyage coastwise from port to port in the United Kingdom.
AGRIOXJLTIJBAL HOLDINGS AOTS arc quoted under the title of

the Agricultural Holdings Acts, 1883 to 1906. For England they comprise
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the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1883, the Tenants’ Compensation Act, 1895,

and the Market Gardeners’ Compensation Act, 1897. For Scotland the3r

comprise the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act, 1883, and the Gardeners’

Compensation (Scotland) Act, 1897. For both countries they include and

are summed up in the Agricultural Holdings Acts, 1900 and 1906. The
Acts can be purchased for a few pence. Here we will notice, from the point

of view of the English tenant, only the provisions of the law up to the Act of

1900, the Act of 1906 being the subject of the article on AGllICULTURE
in the Appendix. These Acts apply to agricultural and pastoral holdings,

to market-gardens, and to holdings let to tenants in connection with any
employment. Their principal provisions come conveniently under six heads

:

(a) Compensation for improvements, (6) fixtures, (c) distress, (d) notice to

terminate yearly tenancy, (c) resumption of holding by landlord for the pur-

pose of carrjdng out improvements, arbitration, (a) At common law

an outgoing tenant has no claim against his landlord for compensation for

improvements, except under local custom. But it is now providetl that every

tenant on quitting an agricultural holding shall be entitled for the improve-
ments made at his own expense during his tenancy. But for the purpose of

compensation no improvement shall oe taken into account as part of the

improvement made by the tenant which is justly due to the inherent capa-

bilities of the soil. Credit to the landlord may be given for any benefit he
may have afFoixled the tenant in respect of his improvements. But the Acts
do not prejudice the rights of a tenant to compensation under custom, agree-

ment, or otherwise, in lieu of the statutory compensation.
The Acts distinguish three classes of improvements. The first class

includes, among other things, the erection of buildings, laying down per-

manent pasture, making garden.s, making and improving wells, fences and
embankments, planting liops, orchards and fruit-trws, and the reclaiming of
waste land. ConqKnsation cannot be claimed unless the landlord has given

his consent to the improvement. As regards the second class, which is

confined to drainage, previous notice must be given to the landlord, who has
the option of executing the improvement at liis own cost, charging the tenant

6 per cent, interest. The improvements comprised in the tniru chiss are:

Boning, chalking, liming, the application of artificial manure, laying down
temporary pasture, planting vegetable crops which ai*c productive tor two
or more years, and the erection and enlargement of buildings for the purpose
of the trade of a market-gardener. They may be executed without the land-

lord’s consent and without notice to him. The sum {myablc for compensation
is, subject to the principles we have alreatly referred to, the equivalent of the
value of the improvements to an incoming tenant. Any contract made by
a tenant, by virtue of which he is deprived of his rights to compensation, u
void, (fj) At common law, fixtures on agricultural holdings would belong
to the landlord. ITie Acts now provide, however, that engines, machines,
fences, or buildings, and, in market-gardens, any fixtures and buildings erected

for the business of market-gardening, all of which the tenant has affixed

or erected without being obliged so to do, may be removed by an outgoing
tenant. But pit*vious notice of intended removal must be given to the
landlord, who may elect to purchase them at a price representing their fair

value to an incoming tenant. A market-gardener may also remove, before
the termination of bis tenancy, all fruit trees and fruit bushes planted by
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himself and not permanently set out. When the tenant occupies the land

under a contract of tenancy with a landlord who has mortgaged the land»

and the mortgagee has taken possession, the tenant is still entitled to com-
pensation though there is no contract binding upon the mortgagee.

(c) In ordinary cases, in England, the landlord may distrain for six years'

arrears of rent. In the case, however, of holdings coming under the opera-

tion of these Acts, the right to distrain is now limited to one year's rent.

Some partial and total exemptions from distraint are also created by the Act.

An example of partial exemption will be found under AGISTMENT (5.U.).

Hired machinery and live-stock belonging to another person, which is on
the premises merely for breeding purposes, are not liable to distraint at all.

(d) The usual tenancy from year to year can, in England, be terminated at

the end of each year by a six-monthly notice. But in the case of a holdings

under these Acts, one year s notice is now required in the absence of any
special arrangement, (e) The Acts allow a landlord in the case of a tenancy

from year to year to give notice to terminate the tenancy, as to part only,

if the land be wanted for labourers' cottages, or gardens, for allotments, for

the planting of trees, for mines, quarries, or sand-pits, or for making water-

coui*ses or reservoirs, roads, railways, &c. Tlie tenant may, however, within

twenty-eight days after receiving the notice, inform the landlord that he
accepts it as a notice to quit the entire holding.

(./*) Arbitration is compulsory in cases where differences arise between
landlord and tenant in respect to improvements the subject of these Acts.

If there is no agreement that the arbitration shall be under the Arbitration

Act, 1889, the arbitration shall be according to the ))rocedui'e s{)ecially pro-
vided for such aises. This prtKedure is, in effect, on the same principle as

tliat under the Arbitration Act. The main differences are in the time for

the award to be made, in the Board of Agriculture being the authority tc

nominate the arbitrator in ca^^ of non-agreement of the parties, and generally

that the Countv Court holds the siune position with regard to these arbitra-

tions that the High Court does to those under the Arbitration Act.

AGRIOULTUi^ QANQ-MASTER is one to whom a licence has been
granted by a District Council, whereby he may hire children, young persons,

or women, with a view* to their being employed in agricultural labour on
lands not in his own occupation. Subject to penalties he may not employ
a child under eight years of age, or any other age limit fixed under the

Elementary Education Act; a female in the same gang with males; or

a female under a male gang-master, unless a female licensed hei-self as a
gang-master is also present. To act as a gang-master without a licence is

to incur a fine of i.! ; and to act not in accordance with the licence 10s.

AORIOULTUBAL LABOURERS.— 8|x^aking broadly, in Scotland,

Wales, the North of England, and the North of E-eland, the majority of farm
servants are on yearly or half-yearly terms of engi^gement, and are paid a
regular wage; board and lodging being usually provided free in the fiarm-

houses for the unmorrieil men, and cottages in many districts for the married.

This applies generally to all classes of farm servants in Scotland, and in

Northumberland and Durham. In the other northern counties of England,
and also in Wales, the yearly or half-yearly engagements are maiidv confinecl

to the unmarried men, while the majority of the married men I'egularly
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attached to the staff of a firm are usually on weekly engagement. It is a

frequent custom in Wales and Ireland to give the married men their meals in

the farmhouses on working-days. In other parts of England (excepting the

counties abutting on the Welsh border), and in Ireland, except in the north,

the majority of agricultural labourei*s are, as a general rule, on weekly engage-

ments, though the men in charge of animals are frequently engaged lor longer

periods.

Throughout the greater part of England the custom of Iwlging and

boarding men in the farmhouses has practically ceased to exist. The
system of hiring nearly all classes of farm servants at hiring fairs obtains

in Scotland, the North of England, the North of Ireland, and in a few

districts in Wales, chiefly in the north. In other parts of the United

Ejngdom the system is nearly extinct, and it is declining to some extent

in all districts. In 1898 the average earnings |)er week of the agricultural

labourer w’as: in England, 16s. lOd. ; Wales, 16s. 5d. ; Scotland, 18s. Id.;

and Ireland, 10s. Id. It is probable that by 1909 the average wage in Eng-
land and Ireland had ri>en a shilling. Agidcultural labourers are now
entitled to WOHKMEVS COMPENSATION (7.1.).

AIH.—^The right to air is not an easement within the Pre.scription Act.

Independently of that Act, every one has a right to enjoy whatever air comes
to him ; but sjieaking generally, apart from Jong enjoyment, or .some grant
or agreement, no one Inis a right to prevent his neighbour from build-

ing on his own land, although the conse<|uence may lx? to diminish or alter

the flow of air over it on the land adjoining. So to diminish a flow

of air is not actionable as a nuisance. Hut the nature of the building, the air

to which is obstructed, is an imjiortant element in the consideration of a right

to air. Thus, in an action by the owner of a slaughter-house in resjicet of
such an obstruction, the learned judge siiid that he would presume a lost

grant and would imply therein a covenant on the part of a possible obstruc-

tor not to inteiTupt the free access of air suitable for the pur|>ose of a
slaughter-house, just as salubrious air would be the air suitable for the
occupation of a dwelling-house. The question was, therefore, has the
obstructor violated that implied covenant by interfering with the free acce.ss

of air suitable for a slaughter-house ? In that case, on its particular facts,

his lordship answered the question in the affirmative. And so in a case of
ventilation, where the cellar of the plaintifPs public-house was ventilated by
means of a shaft cut therefrom into a disuscxl well situated in an mijoining
yard, owned and occupied by the d(*fendant, the air from the cellar passing
through the shaft and out at the top of the well. The cellar had been so
ventilated for forty years at least, without interruption, and with the know^-

ledge of the occupiers of the yard. There it was held that the plaintiffs

could legally claim, as agaimst the defendant, the easement of the free

passage of air from the cellar, and the original existence of a grant was
presumed. In connection with this topic, it may be remarked that no
person can acquire a right of property in a view or prosjxjct. Accordingly
an owner of land or buildings would have no right of action against any one
for erecting, even with malice, a structure, however useless or unsightly, which
merely interrupted and obscured a view. See EASEMENT.

ALDERMAN*—Tliis word is from the Anglo-Saxon ealdorman, canying
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the notion of some high office as well as that of rank or d^ity. In modem
times aldermen are individuals invested with certain powers in municipal

corporations, either as civil magistrates themselves, or as associates to the

chief civil magistrates of cities or corporate towns. In the Corporation of
London the Court of Aldermen consists of twenty-six aldermen, including

the Lord Mayor. Twenty-five of these are elected for life by certain freemen

of the wards. In this way twenty-four of the wards into which the city is

divided send up one alderman each; the two remaining wards send up
another. ITie twenty-sixth alderman belongs to a twenty-seventh nominal
ward, which comprehends no part of the city of London, but only the de-

pendency of Southwark. This alderman is not elected at all, but when the

aldermancy is vacant, tlie other aldermen have in seniority the option of

taking it; and the alderman who does take it holds it for life, and thereby

creates a vacancy as to the ward for which he formerly sat. The Lord
Mayor is appointeil from such of the aldermen as Inive served the office of

sheriff. In the boroughs included in the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882,

the council consists of the mayor, aldermen, and councillors, elected according

to custom or charter, or the provisions of the Act. The returning officer for

a wanl is the alderman apj>ointetl as such for the election of councillors. If

himself elected a councillor he vacates his seat as alderman. He may not be

a clerk in holy orders, or in the regular liiinistry of a dissenting congregation.

County Councils under the Ix)cal Goveniment Act, 1888, are constituted in

the same way as a l)orough divided into wards ; the aldermen being called

county aldermen. The aldermen are elected for a term of six yeai^s by the

council from the councillors, or jiersons (pialified to be councillors, in the

pro{)ortion of one-third of the councillors. The half of the number consist-

ing of those longest electeil retire at the end of every three years. An
alderman vacates his office by absence for twelve months. He may not

vote for the chairman, but ujx>n vacating his seat may be elected a coun-

cillor.

ALIBI is a defence often set up by habitual criminals. It consists in the

proof that the accused w as, at the hour the crime was committed, at a place

so far distant from the scene of the crime as to make it im{x>ssible for him to

have been guilty of it. When proved it is a conclusive defence, though
evidence may be brought by the prosecution to rt»but it. In Scotland,

special notice must be given of this defence, with particulai's as to the

place at which the defender will allege he was, at the time of the offence

charged.

ALIEN is an expression applied to all persons on British soil who are not

British subjects. An alien cannot be the proprietor of a British ship (Mer-
chant Shipping Act, 189+, sect. 1), nor can he exercise the franchise. Until

1870 he w^as unable to hold real pix)pertv in England, but by the Naturali/a-

tion Act, 1870, sect. 2, he was allowed the right to accjuii'e, hold, and dispose

of real and j>ci*sonal property in every resjxx't jvs an English subject. The
Act did not, however, cjiialifv an alien for any office, or for any municipal,

parliamentary, or other franchise. With regard to expulsion and immigra-
tion, reference should be made to the articles ALIEN (in the Appendix) and
IMMIGRATION.

Professor Dicey distinguishes the following modes by which British
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nationality may be acquired :

—

(a) Bu place of birth. Any person, whatever
the nationality of his parents, being bom within the British dominions, is a
natural-bora British subject. (6) By descent alone. (1) As in the case of a
child, wherever born, whose father was born within the British dominions.

(2) And the case of a child whose father's father (paternal grandfather) was
bora wdthin the British dominions, it being immaterial where the child him-
self or his father was born, (c) By the combined effect of descent and place

residence during infamy^ as in cases where a father, or a mother (Ixiing a
widow), obtains a certiftcate of naturalization in the United Kingdom ; every

child of such father, or mother, who during infancy becomes resident in the

United Kingdom, with such father or mother, (d) By marriage. Only a
W'onian's nationality is affected by marriage. The rule is that in the case of

a woman nationality follows marriage ; and the result is that an alien woman
upon marrying an Englishman thereby accpiires British nationality. (^) By
Naturalization under the Act of 1870. Neither an infant, lunatic, idiot, nor
married woman can become naturalized in compliance with the conditions

imposed by this Act.

By these conditions, an alien who has resided in the United Kingdom for

not less than five years, or h^is been in the service of the Crown for such a
term, and intends, when naturalized, either to reside in the United Kingtlom,

or to serve under the Crown, may apply to the Home Secretary for a certifi-

cate of naturalization. Such a certificate may also Ik? given to any jx?rsoii

whose nationality is in doubt. The applicant must adtluce in support of his

application such evidence as the Home lik^cretary may recjuiro, of lus residence

or serv ice, and intention to resitle or serve. The Home Secretary must take
the case into consideration, and may, without assigning any reason, grant or
withhold a certificate. There is no apjx?al from hisdc'cision. The certificate,

when granted, does not take effect until the applicant has taken the oath of

allegiarK*e. Forms for application for naturalization may lx? obtained uj)on

application at the Home Office. The fees pavable are :—On grant of certifi-

cate, Ji^5 ; for registration of declaration, witfi or w ithout oath of all(‘giance,

10s. ; for certified copy of any declaration or certificate, with or without
oath, 10s. A widow, being a natural-bora subject, who has become an alien

in consequence of her marriage, may at any time during widowluK>d obtain

a certificate of rcadmission to British nationality. And see IMMIGRAddON,
ALIMONY is a [lecuniary allowance which the Court compels one of the

parties to a subsisting marriage to pay to or on behalf of the other party.

Alimony is either pendente lite (penefing suit) or ]^x?rmanent. The latter

should be distinguisned from the maintenance which is ordered to be paid by
the guilty party to the innocent after a final decree of dissolution of inarria^.

If the circumstance of the case warrant it, alimony may lie paid by the w ife

to the husband. Alimony pendente lite applies to all matrimonial suits;

permanent alimony applying only after a decree of judicial Be[)aration. The
usual amount of alimony awarded is one-fifth of the income {lending

suit, and one-third after final decree of judicial sejmration. If the wife has
separate means, her alimony pendente lite is such as will with her own
income amount to onc-thircl of the joint income of the married couple.

In addition to his common law liability, the husband who is in defaull in

^yment of his wife's {lermancnt alimony is statutorily liable to creditors

tor necessaries supplied to his wife. Alimony should be applied for directly
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the matrimonial proceedings have commenced. If the wife allows her

alimony to go into arrear for more than one year, the Court will not enforce

payment of the arrears unless she can show good cause why earlier appli-

cation had not been made. A party entitled to alimony has, generally,

the same means available for its recovery as a judgment debtor. But there

can be no attachment under the Debtors Act. If committal to prison is

necessary to enforce payment, application therefor must be made upon

judgment summons in the Bankruptcy Court. An affidavit must be filed

proving service of the summons, the amount in arrear, and that the party

in default has means to pay by instalments or otherwise. The debtor may
appear in opposition to the application, but it will be granted if the Court

is satisfied as to his means. If, after alimony has been granted, whether it

he pendente Hie or permanent, the financial circumstances of the party by

whom it is payable have improved, application can be made for its increase.

On the other hand, in converse circumstances, the party paying alimony

may ajiply for its decrease. See also DIV'ORCE for the provisions relating

to maintenance and alimony in the Matrimonial Causes Act, 1907, and

SUMMARY MATRIMONIAL CAUSE. In Scotland, alimony payable to

a deserted wife ; to children who are unable to support themselves ; in respect

of illegitimate children ; and to {mrents in poverty, is known as aliment.

ALKALI AND SULPHURIC ACID WORKS are regulated by the

Alkali, &c., Works Regulation Act, 1906. These works are divided into

two classes

—

{a) Alkali works and (/;) Sulphuric Acid and other specified

works. Class {h) comprises the following:—(1) and (2), Sulphuric acid

works, l)eing tho>e in which the manufacture of sulphuric acid is carried on,

and works for the concentration or distillation of sulphuric acicK but not

being alkali works; (3) chemical manure works
; (4) gas liquor works; (5)

nitric acid works; (6) sulphate of ammonia works and muriate of ammonia
works; (7) chlorine works; (8) muriatic acid works; tin-plate flux works;

and salt works in which the extraction of salt from brine is carried on, and
in which muriatic acid gas is evolved; (9) sulphide works; (10) alkali waste

works; (11) Venetian red works; (lii) lead deposit works
; (13) arsenic works;

(14?) nitrate and chloride of iron works; (15) bisulphide of carl>on works

;

(16) sulpho-cyanide works
; (17) picric acid works; (18) paraffin- oil works;

(19) bisulphite works; (20) tar works; (21) zinc works. Alkali works are

those wherein are iiianuractured sulphate of soda, or sulphate of potish, in

which muriatic gas is evolved, or where copper ores are heated by common
salt or other chlorides, whereby a sulphate is fornitnl, and in which muriatic

gas is evolved.

These works must be carried on so as to secure the condensation of acid

gases, as specified in the Act, to the satisfaction of a I..ocal Government
Board inspector after his personal examination. The penalty for contra-

vention herein is .f50 for the first, and /'1 00 for each subsequent offence.

Subject to a penalty of i?20 for the first, and i?50 for every subsequent
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ofibncG, with a further £5 for every day of continuance, the best practicable

means must be used for preventing the discharge of noxious and offensive

gases. And subject to a penalty as first above-mentioned, with a further

penalty of £5 per day of continuance, the acid drainage and alkali waste

must be kept out of contact so as not to cause a nuisance. The sanitary

authority of the district, at the request and expense of the owner of the

works, must provide means for draining and carrying off the acid into the

sea or a river or watercourse. Compensation must be paid in respect of any

damage done by reason of such drainage. Alkali waste must not be de-

posited or discharged without the best practicable means being used for

effectually preventing any nuisance arising therefrom. To cause or know-

ingly permit such a nuisance is to incur j)enalties of from £^0 to If,

after receiving notice from a chief inspector to abate such a nuisance,

the owner of the works fails to do so, he incurs a penalty of ci?20, and

£5 per day for so long as it shall continue after the time limited by the

notice.

Registration of Works.—No W’orks in either of the above classes may
be carried on unless previously registered and certified so to be. Application

for first registration and a certificate must be made in January or February

in every year, and the certificate will be issued arid in force until the follow-

ing 1st day of April, and thenceforth annually from that date. The duty

on the certificate is £o; and in the case of a sulphuric acid works the duty

is £3, Notice of change of ownership of works must be given within one

month of such change. For non-registration a fine not exceeding £50 is

incurred. For the purpose of the above duties, stain j>ed forms of certificates

are issued at the Inland Revenue offices.

Inspection.—A chief insj^ector and other inspectors of alkali, &c., works

are appointed by the Local Government Board. An inspector may not be

(a) a land agent; (6) employed or interested in any work to which this

Act applies; or (c) in any patent connected therewith, or with the condensa-

tion of acid gases, the treatment of alkali waste, the prevention of discharge

or offensiveness of noxious gas; or (d) employed in any other chemical work

for gain. The owners of works must give facilities to inspectors to exercise

their powers, which are as follows:

—

(a) At all reasonable times, by day or

night, but 80 as not to interrupt the process of manufacture, enter and

inspect any works to which the Act applies; (/;) examine processes and appa-

ratus; (c) ascertain the quantity of gas discharged into the atmosphere,

condensed, or otherwise dealt with; (d) enter places for the treatment and

deposit of alkali waste, or where liquid containing acid is likely to come into

contact with such waste; (e) apply any tests and make any experiments

they may think proper. Inspectors must supply detailed reports to the

chief inspector, who will make an annual re{X)rt to the Local Government

Board.
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Special Rules may, with the sanction of the authorities, be made by
the owners of works for the guidance of their workmen, and fines may be
annexed thereto, not exceeding £% which may be recovered before the
magistrates. A printed copy thereof must be given to each workman affected

thereby.

Procedure.—In calculating the proportion of acid to the cubic foot

of air smoke or gases, such air smoke or gases shall be calculated at the

temperature of 60^ Fahr., and at a barometer pressure of thirty inches.

Actions for fines must be brought within three months after the commission

of the offence, as a debt due to the inspector, in the local County Court.

Appeal is to the Court of Appeal, by way of special case, agreed by both
parties. If such agreement is impossible, the special case is to be settled by
the judge of the County Court. In Scotland, the Court of the sheriff or

sheriff-substitute takes the place of the County Court. A person is not
subject to a fine for more than one offence in respect of the same works or

place in resj^ect of any one day. Not less than twenty-one days before the

day of trial, in cases of failing to secure the condensation of any gas to

the satisfaction of the chief inspector, an inspector must serve on the owner
a notice in writing, stating, as the case may require, either the facts on which
such chief ins{x?ctor founds his opinion, or the means the owner failed to use,

and those which in the chief inspector’s opinion would suffice. It would be

a defence to such proceedings tliat the owner hjul used due diligence to

comply w'ith and enforce the requirements of the Act, and that the offence

had been committed by some agent, servant, or workman, s|>ecifically named,
without the owner’s knowledge, consent, or connivance. Where a nuisance

arises from a noxious gas, wholly or partially caused by the acts or defaults

of several persons, the person injured may proceed against any one or more
of such }>ersons. Damages may be recovered from each person in proportion
to the extent of his contribution to the nuisance, even though the act or

default of such person would not separately have caused the nuisance. This
rule does not apply to any defendant who can prcnluc'e a certificate from the
chief inspector that in the works of such defendant the requirements of the

Act had l)een complied with and were complied with when the nuisance
arose. This Act does not, however, legalise any act or default that would,
otherwise, be a nuisance or contrary to law. Nor do they deprive any person
of any remedy by action, indictment, or otherwise, to which he would have
been entitled if the Act had not been passed.

ALLOTMENTS.—From Anglo-Saxon times to the Tudor, nearly the
entire population of England subsisted directly upon land. The lord
obtained his subsistence from his demesne, which was cultivated by prandial
slaves and by manorial tenants. Tlie former had no land of their own,
whilst the latter merely oaupied small plots of land attached to their
dwellings, with certain rights of common. The number of these small
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holdings was comparatively very great. For example, in what became in the

seventeenth century one farm of 160 acres, there were up to the fifteenth century

at least twenty-one several holdings. In the sixteenth century the number had
decreased to six. This example is a typical instance of the increasing con-

solidation which culminated in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. And
during this period, money wages became increasingly common and small land-

holding scarcer. Legislative efforts were made to stay the process. By a
statute of Elizabeth, for example, penalties were enacted against building any
cottages “ without laying four acres of land thereto ’’

; and to this day the

word cottage in its legal significance presumes an attachment of land. But
such legislation was of no avail, for a series of common-enclosing legislative

Acts was for ever increasing the lands of the landowners. From the reign of

Greorge I. to that of George III. about four thousand enclosure bills were

passed, thereby depriving many labourers of their land. The Select Vestry

Act of 1819 and several Acts of William IV. endeavoured to remedy
the evil. Ultimately the Inclosure Act of 1845 empowered the Board
of Agriculture to vest land in the churchwardens and overseei*s of a
parish to be let in allotments to industrious inhabitants. Up to 1868,

however, but little use had been made of the facilities granfoxl by the

legislature.

In 1882 the xVllotments Extension xVet was passed. Then, in 1887 and
1890, further Acts were passed on this subject. The combined effect of these

two Acts and the Local Government Act, 1894, was to empower a District

Council, on the petition of six ratepayers, to purchase land for allotments not

to exceed one acre each. Now the law has been finally amended and con-

solidated by the Small Holdings and Allotments Act, 1908. Borough,
Urban, District, and Parish Councils have power to purchase land and let

it in allotments to the labouring classes within their area. Should such a
Council make default in the exercise of these powers the County Council

may act. No single person can hold more than five acres as an allotment or

allotments, and the rent fixed by the Council must be an amount not less

than such as may reasonably be expected to ensure the Council frojn loss.

An allotment cannot be sub-let. A register must be kept by the Council

showing the let and unlet allotments, and this should be open to the inspec-

tion of every ratepayer in the parish.

ALLOWANCE is a business term commonly understood with reference

to the advantage given by the vendor to the purchasers in cases where
e.g. a live weight is resolved into a dead weight, or a gross weight into

a net weight. The intention is to cover waste, arising from certain usual

and well-understood causes, and during transit. The allowance is some-
times called tret. The allowance descril)ed as tare, is for the weight of
the package in which the goods are packed, or of the waggon in which
they are conveyed.

In law, the term applies to payments made by executors, trustees,

partners, mortgagees, and agents, which the Court deem just and allow, as

against persons claiming an account. Also, in cases of trespass for illegally

working coal, an honest and bondfide tre.spasscr will \ye allowed the expenses
of severing and getting the coal and bringing it to the bank. If the trespass
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is wilful, and not bonaJule, only the cost of bringing the coal to the bank
will be allowed.

ALLOY, as a term used in connection with the coinage, is the base metal

which is added to a more precious. The term is not applied to the

resultant mass of mixed metal. In the British gold coinage, the standard of

fineness is 22 out of 24? carats; or 916*66 parts in 1000 of pure gold, the

balance being represented by the alloy. In silver money, the pure silver is

925 parts in 1000. In Germany and the United States the standard fine-

ness of both gold and silver has been fixed at 900. The object of the alloy

is to render the coinage ductile, durable, and uniform in composition
; for

which copper and tin yield an alloy with remarkable advantage.

AMBASSADORS have certain important privileges in the country to

which they are sent. These privileges may be grouped under two heads,

inviolability of person and exterritoriality ; the former relating to the

ambassador s person, the latter to his property. Accordingly no legal pro-

cess can affect ambassadors either in tneir person or their property ; or at

least so much of the latter as is connected with their official character, such

as their furniture, carriages, &c. And so ambassadors are not amenable to

any criminal court of the country in which they reside. Thus in 1603, while

the Due de Sully was the French Ambassador to England, one of his retinue

quaiTelled in London with some English, one of whom he killed. Justice

being demanded, it w'as not done by a magistrate, but bv the ambassador
himself, who, after trying the man before a body of Frenchmen, condemned
him to death and delivered him up to the civil power. James I. pardoned
him, but no attempt was ever made to try him under the English law. By
7 Anne c. 12, all legal process against the person or goods of an ambas-
sador or of his domestic servants is declared to be void. The Act is really

declaratory of the Common Law and of the Law’ of Nations. Its benefit

may be claimed by any one who is actually in the domestic service of the

ambassador, whether he is a British subject or a foreigner, provided he is

not a merchant or trader within the bankruptcy laws. It is not necessary

that he should be resident in the ambassador’s house. But if he takes a
house and uses it for any other purpose than that of residence, he so far loses

his privilege, and his goods are liable to be distraineil for rates. Whoever
sues out or executes any process contrary to the provisions of the above Act,

is punishable at tlie discretion of the Lord Chancellor and the Chief Justices

as a violator of the I^iaw of Nations and disturber of the public repose. No
one, however, can be punislied for arresting an ambassador’s servant unless

the name of such servant is registered with the Secretary of Slate, and by
him transmitted to the Sheriff’s of London and Miildlesex. Moreover, the

residence of an ambassador enjoys an immunity like that of his jierson and
property. Not only is it protected from open outrage, but it is likewise

exempted from being searclied or visited, whether by the police, by revenue

officers, or under colour of legal j>rocess of any description w hatever.

AMBIOUITY.—Where a contract expresses its intention with such

uncertainty os to leave such intention unknown with precision, that contract

will have no effect because of its ambiguity. Such an ambiguity is called

poieit/, and it cannot be explained, nor can the intention of the contract be
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ascertained by any evidence other than that to be found in the contract

itself. Where there is doubt on the face of the document, the law admits no
extrinsic evidence to supply it. Thus, in the body of a bill of exchange, it

appeared in writing to nave been drawn for Two hundred pounds, but in the
margin the figures expressed the sum of ,£^245. There thus arose an ambi-
guity on the face of the document, and the Court refused to admit evidence

to show that the bill was really intended to be drawn for £M5. It was
accordingly held that the bill was good only for the JP200 expressed in the
body of the bill in writing, for which sum the plaintiff obtained judgment,
as he would at the present day. There are two exceptions to this rule, if

such indeed they are. First, the Court will receive evidence of the proper
njeaning of the language when it is written in a foreign tongue. Secondly,

it will also receive special evidence where technical words or peculiar terms,

or indeed any expressions, are used which at the time the document was
written had acquired a special meaning, either generally or by local usage,

or amongst particular classes. It is a latent ambiguity as distinguished from

E
atent, in either of the following cases—(a) where the parties to the contract

ave not put all its terms into writing; (6) where terms of the contract

require explanation
;
(r) where the contract relies upon the usages of a trade

or the customs of a locality; (d) where the contract is before the Court for

the rectification of mistake or its cancellation. In such cases, extrinsic or

outside evidence is available. Such evidence is usual in cases deciding

identity. Thus, where a testator, after making provision for his son John,
devised an estate to his “grandson John Iliscocks, eldest son of the said

John,*” Now John the father had been twice married; having a son by the

first marriage, and John Iliscocks by the second. The question was, to whom
should the estate go? The Court decided that though it could not receive

evidence of the testator’s intentions, yet it could look at the surrounding

circumstances, and with the knowledge arising from those facts alone decide

the question. 'Fhe above estate went to the gi andson, John, though he was

not the eldest son. So, where the contract is for one person to “ enter into

the employ ^
of another, evidence may be given as to the nature of the em-

ployment intended. And so where a fariiicr contracted in writing to sell

“his wool,*” a previous conversation between him and the purchaser was re-

ceived as evidence that “his wool*” meant wool in his posse. sion bought

by him from other farmers. And where a lease professed to demise premises

and a yard, the presumption that a cellar under the yard was also in-

tended to be leased, was allowed to lie rebutted by extrinsic evidence. See

CONTIlACr.
AMERICAN SECURITIES; COVERNMENT.—The following are the

Government Securities of the United States:—(1) An issue of a Govern-

ment 4 per cent. Funded Loan, redeemable at option after 1st February 1925.

The regi.stered bonds on Slst December 1908 amounted to $97,273,200,

and the coupon bonds to $21,216,700. The bonds are to bearer, or

registered. Bearer bonds can be exchanged for registered certificates, but

the latter cannot be reconverted. These bonds need not be stam{M}d by
the Inland Revenue in England. (2) The Government 3 per cent. Loan
iMued in 1898, redeemable since Ist August 1908. At Slst December
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1908 there were $40,901,580 registered bonds, and $23,040,880 coupon
bonds. (3) Government 2 per cent. Thirty-year Bonds, dated 1st April

1900, and payable at the pleasure of the Government after 1st April

1930. At Slst December 1908 there were $641,129,750 registered bonds,

and $5,120,400 coupon bonds. The rules as to exchange of bearer bonds
into certificates, are the same in the last two loans as in the first. All

Stock-Exchange quotations are based on the exchange of 4s. to the dollar.

Foreign bonds when negotiable are subject in England to the law appli-

cable to English negotiable instruments. When the security is in the

form of a certificate, the law relating thereto is the same as in the case

of certificates for railroad and other shares to be hereinafter referred to.

Railway Securities have always been regarded with some favour by British

investors. But generally speaking, until recent years, more money has been

lost than made by English investment in American railroads. It is cer-

tainly characteristic of this field for investment, that the security of which

we snail treat first, on account of its value ranking highest, is the certi-

ficate issued by receivers of railroad companies in default. Default in

payment of the bonded interest, the appointment of receivers and reorganisa-

tion committees, and a host of other formalities were, until about ten

years since, very usual in connection with American railroads. Receiver's

certificates ,—In conse(|uencc of default in payment of interest, the bond-

holders may have seized the assets of the company, new capital having

to be introduced in order to release the line from its encumbrances, and to

enable the property to be kept together and contiiiued as a going concern.

In such a case tlie receiver, who has been appointed at the instance of the

bond-holders, obtains power from the appropriate American Court to issue

certificates for money to be raised necessary for the management and
preservation of the railroad. The debt so createil becomes a first charge

on the prof)crty, and on the funds in the receiver's hand after payment of

the working expenses. Certificates issued, not to preserve the property,

but to pay unsecured claims, cannot obtain priority over antec'edent

mortgages. ^Vhen issued in excess of the amount authorised by the Court,

they cannot l)e enforced against the property unless the pi*oceeds have been

used for its benefit. They cannot be issued to pay interest on bonds. A
holder of these certificates is su})posed to have know ledge of all proceedings

of the litigation by w hich they were issued, and is assumed to nave notice

thereof. Such certificates are not negotiable, and in fact lack almost every

characteristic of negotiable instruments. Purchtisers of certificates are not

bound to see to the application of the purchase-money. The English

Courts have power to authorise the receiver of a foreign company to give a
charge in priority to the debentures. Prior lien bonds are generally issued

to pay debts having priority over the funded debt. They must be issued

with the consent of the holders of the existing bonds, w ho generally are the

persons who take them up. Mortgage bonds are what are known in this

country as mortgage debentures secured by a trust deed. The power of a
railway to create such a bond does not exist unless conferred by charter or

statute. The mortgage upon which these bonds rest is drawn according
to the law of the state in w hich the mortgaged property lies, and in which
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the mortgage is completed ; and the law enters into and becomes a part of
the mortgage as if it were there in express terms. In the absence of a
provision to the contrary, all bonds secured by mortgage have an equal lien

irrespective of the time at which they were negotiated; first mortgage
bonas being prior to second mortgage bonds, even if subsequently negotiate.

Tlie invalidity of some of the bonds does not invalidate the mortgage.

Where the mortgage expressly covers subsequently acquired property, a rail*

road bond covers the road although the route differs from that originally

laid out. Creditors cannot levy an attachment or execution upon the

railroad, or pcurts of it, even though the levy be made subject to the

mortgage. A railroad mortgage bond acknowledges the debt owing to the

bearer and stipulates for payment of interest. It specifies the property

mortgaged, and is enforceable by foreclosure in case of default by the

borrowing railroad company. The method of procedure upon default is

by way of Bill of foreclosure in the federal courts, usually accompanied by a
prayer for a receiver. This secures the appointment of the same receiver or

receivers for the entire property irrespective of the states in which it lies.

Thus may be avoided, to a certain extent, possible prejudice in a state court*

Demand for payment is not necessary before proceec^ing for a foreclosure.

The Court having acquired jurisdiction, takes control through the receiver

of the entire property of the railroad company ; and usually continues the

working of the company through such I'eceiver for the benefit of all the

creditors. American railroad bonds are not usually per{>etual, but are

redeemable at certain fixed periods. American Dchntnrcs are of no more
value tlian are ordinary unsecured English boruls; they are not, in fact,

debentures as we understand them. Income bonds are those the interest of

which is jmyable only when earned, and after payment of interest upon prior

mortgages. They resemble English preference shares in the sense that the

holders have a preference for their interest over the dividends of the stock*

holders; but they do not carry any voting power.

Shares are either preference or common. Preferred shares entitle the

holder to a priority in tlie dividends or earnings over common stock.

Guaranteed stock is the same thing. In England, the transfer is by separate

deed ; in Amcwica, the deed or power of attorney is printed on the back of
the share certificate, the transfer being signed in blank by the registered

owner. The registered owner in England is generally a prominent linking
or issue firm. It is through such registered owner that the holder receives

his dividends. American railroad shares are, thus treated, virtually as

bearer scrip. With a transfer so signed they can be dealt in with the same
impunity as bills and notes. In case of the sale of the stock, this power of
attorney becomes irrevocable; but if such power of attorney is forged, or is

made by a jierson not competent to make it, the company is liable for

allowing the transfer. A company may refuse to allow a transfer until

satisfied of the party’s right to make it. Apart from a blank transfer so

signed as above, American shares are non*negotiable.

Municipal Securities.—llie power to borrow money and issue bonds
therefor is not included among the implied powers of a municipal corpora*

tion ; but when a debt has b^ lawfully incurred, a miuiicipal corporatioii
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ifl not prohibited from issuing bonds for its payment. But such a corporation

possesses the incidental or implied power to borrow money and issue bonds
therefor in-order to carry out its express powers, or any affecting its legitimate

objects. Where a statute confers a power to borrow money and fixes the

limit, a municipality cannot exceed that amount. There is an irreconcilable

conflict amongst the authorities as to the power of municipal corporations

to issue bonds, or other commercial paper, having the qualities of negotiable

instruments. But it is easy, and it seems usual, for the State legislatures to

confer the power to issue negotiable bonds. Thus it may be taken that in

the ordinary course, under American law, such bonds are in the commercial

sense negotiable. For precise knowledge, however, as to the legal effect of

any municipal bond in particular, it would be necessary to consult the laws

of the State to which the municipality belongs. Here it may be remarked
that the United States is a union of independent States, each having its own
independent legislature and making its own laws. Bonds which were valid

under the decisions of their own State Court at the time they were issued

will be upheld by the Federal Court, even though the State Court has over-

ruled its earlier decisions and held that they were issued without authority.

Regularly issued, they are not subject to prior equities in the hands of

holders for value who look before maturity and want notice. As against

bond Jide holders for value, payment of interest on such bonds will stop the

corporation from setting up a mere irregularity in their issue. The coupons

usually attached thereto are detachable, and when detached are themselves

negotiable. The holder of a couj^on may sue thereon in his own name, even

though he is not the owner of the bond.

Private Corporations.—The capital stock herein is divided into

shares, which arc received by the subscribers to the corporation, according

to the amount of their resj)ective subscriptions. A share thus represents

the interest which its holder, who is called a stockholder, has in the cor-

J
oration. The number and value of the shares into which the capital is

ivided, the voting power of the stockholders, and many other details,

depend upon the statutory regulations, or, in their absence, the agreement
of the parties forming the corporation. The ownership of shares is attested

by a certificate usually, but not necessarily, under the corporate seal. Ajmrt
from such a certificate, the presence of a party’s name on the stock books
of the company is evidence of ownership. Shares are non-negotiable ; but,

as in the case of railroad shares, stock certificates with a pov^r to transfer

them endorsed thereon in blank, can be dealt in w ith nearly the same im-

punity as bills or notes ; and so, upon the sale of the stock under such an
endorsed power, the latter becomes irrevocable, and makes the certificate

practically negotiable. The general rights of a stockholder are to attend

stockholders’* meetings and to participate in the profits of the business ; to

require that the corporate property and funds shall not be diverted from
their original purposes, and- if the company becomes insolvent to have its

property applied to the payment of its debts. For the invasion of these

rights by tne officer of a company, a stockholder may sue at law or in equity,

according to the nature of the case. All remedies for injury to the property
or rights of such a corporate body must be prosecuted in the name of a

1. E
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company ; all demands against the company must be prosecuted against it

by name. But where the officers and managers of a company, by fraud and
collusion with third pei'sons, are sacrificing, or are about to betray or sacrifice,

the interests of the com|mny, a stockholder may, for such breaches of trust

and conspiracy, call the guilty parties to an account in a court of equity.

The books of a corporation are said to be the common property of all the

stockholder, and are subject to their inspection for proper purposes and at

proper times; the right may be enforced by mandamus. After sliares are

legally fully paid, no further payment can be required from the shareholders.

In some States, however, this rule is partially modified by statute. A suit

for unpaid calls may be brought against a stockholder without notice; when
a receiver has been appointed the call is made by decree of the Court. If a
creditor of a corporation has obtained a judgment against the corporation,

and execution thereon has been returned unsatisfied, he may proceed directly

against stockholders for unpaid calls.

AMORTISATION in Law is an alienation in mortmain ; that is, a

transfer of lands in per})etuity to a corporation or charity. The law gener-

ally on this subject will be found under MORTMAIN.
In Finance its general signification is the redemption, reimbursement,

liquidation, or repayment of debt. In particular it refers to the drawing and
repayment of Government or debenture oonds. The investor in such securities

.should therefore be careful to see whether those he favours are subject to

amortisation, and if so, its jmrticular nature. There are various methods of

amortisation. The bonds may be redeemable at “par**" at a fixed future

date ; or a sinking fund may be created by the borrowers, in order to re-

purchase the stock whenever its price is low ; or the redemption may be by
means of drawings. In regard to the first above-mentioned method of

retlemption, it is important to the investor, especially if the bonds were

purchased at above ‘‘ par,’’ to know at what date the redemption at “par”
will take place. If this will happen within the course of a few vears, the

good interest he is probably receiving will he more than countcrlmlanced by
their deprecnation to “ par,” which will be their rctleemahle value. The investor

can then provide for this contingency by setting aside a small percentage

of the interest he receives as a sinking fund on his own account. For
example, a security paying 4 per cent., redeemable at “ par ” in ten years’ time,

is purchased at lOos. Here, if J j)er cent, of the interest is saved annually,

the depreciation would be made good by the time for ralemption. In the

case of a larger investment, the sinking lund would be created, of course, on
a properly-caloulated basis.

The second method of amortisation, by repurchase in the market, need
not occupy our attention. But it is important that the investor should pay
attention to amortisation by way of reuemption drawings. At the time the

bonds are issued, notice is given as to the number to be drawn at different

periods, and the price of the redemption. At the stated periods, the
requisite numl>er of bonds will accordingly be drawn in a lottery, and the

bonds will then be known as “ drawn bonds.” As all of the bonds issued

are numbered, a list, giving the numbers of the drawn bonds, will be
advertised. 'This list should oe seen by the investor as soon as possiblei
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for, from the time of the drawing, all interest ceases ; and if his bonds are
amongst those drawn, he should present them for payment of the principal

and interest.

Bankers usually undertake the watching of the lists for their customers,
and, for a small me, make the collection. In the case of bonds redeemable
by drawings, the time for amortisation being uncertain, the current market
price of the securities is determined, amongst other things, by that
uncertainty. Accordingly, the holder of such bonds should have no need
himself to provide a sinking fund. See further hereon, under the headings;
ANNUITY ; SINKING FUNDS.

ANALYSIS, by the Government staff for that purpose in the Inland
Revenue department at Somerset House, is available at the request of either

f
arty on the hearing of a prosecution for ADULTERATION (^.r.) under the
bod and Drugs Act. Where the seller or buyer objects to the certiticate

of the district analyst, fertilisers and feeding stuffs may be analysed bv the
chief agricultural chemist appointed by the Board of Agriculture. Distric t

agricultural analysts are appointed and paid by the Icxal authorities to
analyse and certify fertilisers and feeding stuffs on the demand of the
buyer, in accordance with the Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs Act, 189t3, and
the rules made thereunder. Their certificates ai*e evidence of matters
stated therein; but the analyst himself may be recpiii'ed to attend and give
evidence orally. See FERTILISERS AND FOOD STUFFS.

ANCIENT LIGHTS—How Acquired and Preserved.—Every man on
his own land has a right to all the light and air which will come to him ;

and he may erect, even on the extremity of his land, buildings with as many
windows as lu? ])leases. In order to make it lawful for him to appropriate to
himselt the us<i of the light, he does not require any consent from the owner
of the adjoining land. He therefore begins to acquire the right to the
enjoyment of the light by mere occupancy. He having erected his building,
the owner of the adjoining land may afterwards, w ithin twenty years, build
upon his own land, and so obstruct the light which would otherwise pass to
the building of his neighbour. But if the light be suffeml to pass without
interruption during that jx^riod to the building so ei'ected, the owner thercof
is entitled to enjoy the light without obstruction for ever. Windows
enjoying such a right are called ancient lights. The mode in which this
right can be gained is now' regulated by the Prescription Act. By this Act,
when the access and use of light to any dwelling-house or other building
slmll have In'cn actually enjoyed therewith for a full period of twenty years
without interruption, the right thereto shall be deemed absolute and in-
defeasible, any local usage or custom to the contrary notwithstanding, unless
it shall apjwar that the same w'as enjoyed by express consent or agreement
by deed or in writing. This twenty years is the twenty years immediately
befo^ any action which may be brought relating to the light. No inter-
ruption as above is sufficient unless it shall have been submitted to or
arauiesced in for one year after the party interrupted shall have had notice
thereof, and of the person making or authorising the same to be made.

The interruption having to be for a full jxjriod of one year, the net effect
of the Act is to make nineteen years and a fraction a sufficient time in which
to acquire the right. Thus an enjoyment for 19 years and 330 days,
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followed by an interruption of 35 days, just before the commencement
of the action, was held sufficient to establish the right. In the case of

an unlawful interruption, the owner of the ancient lights should first give

notice to the interrupter claiming an abatement. If this notice is not

complied with, an action should be commenced for damages, and the writ

endorsed with a claim for an injunction. Then, within a week or so, and
without waiting for trial of the action, the plaintiff can move the Court for

an interim injunction. When this has been obtained, the whole action will

probably be settled, and no further proceedings and trial be necessary.

Fresh actions may be brought so long as the obstruction continues. It is

doubtful, however, whether a Court would interfere if the interruption had
been allowed to exist for a considerable period of time ; say, six years. The
right to light cannot be acquired over Crown land, as the statute does not

bind the Crown. If the owner of a house and land adjoining sell the house,

he cannot, without express reservation of the right, obstruct the lights by
building on the land. This is an implied right rosulting from the rule of

law that no man can derogate from his own grant. On the same principle,

if the same vendor had sold the land and retained the house, he could not

restrain the purchaser of the land from building thereon, even if its result

was to obstruct the lights of the house.

It is no answer to a claim fbr light, that the window obstructed has no
occasion for it; nor that the business carried on in the room is of such a
nature as to make diminution in light a matter of indifference; nor that the

premises are unoccupied; nor that the windows are ordinarily closed with

shutters. But damage to some extent must be proved in order to sustain

the action and obtain an injunction; and in each case the question of
damage will be considered in relation to the uses to which the darkened
pro|>erty is ordinarily put. It is important to remember that a right to

light cannot be acquired over land in the occupation of the owner of the
windows. Thus the owner of a house may have nad, during fourteen years,

uninterrupted access of light from an adjoining field ; but if he shoulcl then

become and remain tenant of the field for six years, he would not at the end
of that period have acquired his indefeasible right to light. The running of
the twenty years would have been suspended during the tenancy of the field,

and would not be renewed until such tenancy had been given up.

How Lost.—^The right to light may be lost by bricking up the window for

twenty years ; or even by a closing thereof for a shorter time. But in the

latter case there must have been an intention to abandon. Apart from such
cases, the right may be abandoned by express agreement. ITie difficulty

generally arises in cases of reconstructed buildings. If the new windows in

the reconstructed building are absolutely coincident with ancient lights, there

is no difficulty, for the right passes from the old to the new windows.
Where thero is a modem light in a reconstructed building coincident with
an old light there, the right to be protected is not lost by putting other
lights in the new building which are not entitled to protection. Conse-
quently, a neighbour cannot, under the guise of these new lights having
been added, claim to obstruct the windows in respect to which the right to
an ancient light can be claimed. If there are no windows in the new
building which are coincident with the old windows, there will be no light

in the new building that can be considered as a continuation of any ancient
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light. When a window is reconstructed, which has within its area the

entire area of an ancient light entitled to protection, the addition of the

area of the new window, including the area of the old, will not destroy the

right which would have existed if it had been an addition of a window just

by the side of the old one.

In practice it is usual, in cases where buildings are to be erected which in

the ordinary way would obstruct ancient lights, to require, not that the

construction be abandoned, but that it shall ue so modified as to allow a
line of light at forty-five degrees to the ancient lights. A railway company
will not be prevented from obstructing new windows overlooking their lan(i.

EASEMENT.
By Scots law, light is a servitude requiring a grant. There is no such

thing as ancient lights by prescription. If there is no grant, any one can

build as he likes on his own land without reference to, and even so as to

obstruct, any windows overlooking it. In certain towns, however, the

exercise of this right is subject to the supervision of the Dean of Guild.

ANIMALS, Cruelty to.—It is a punishable offence to cruelly beat,

ill-treat, over-drive, over-ride, abuse or torture, or cause or procure such

to be done to any animal. Wild animals, even in captivity, are not included

in the above. Thus cruelty to a tamed caged lion and a wild rabbit kept

for coursing has not in either case been punished. There must be some
evidence against a person charged with cruelty to animals that he was aware

of the cruelty being practised. If a man begins to kill an animal, he must
proceed to kill it outright. It would not be cruelty where the suffering is

inflicted by reason of necessity or with an adequate and reasonable object.

Cropping a dog's ears and dishorning cattle would be cruelty. No one may
use or permit a place to be used for baiting or fighting any bull, bear,

badger, dog, cock, or other kind of animal, wild or domestic. Any one who
has impounded an animal must provide it with sufficient food and water;

and any one who conveys or carries, or causes to be conveyed or carried, any
animal in a vehicle must do so in such manner ais will prevent unneces-

sary pain or suffering. Slaughter-houses must be licensed ; and subject to

penalties, the person engaged in the management thereof must affix his name
over the door ; cut off the mane of a horse directly it is brought in ; kill it

within three days ; feed it properly, and not work it in the meanwhile ; keep

and produce a book of identification; and not obstruct a constable whilst

exercising any of his powers. Ii\jxired animals which cannot be removed
without cruelty, may, if the owner is absent or refuses to consent to its destruc-

tion, be orders by a police constable to be slaughtered, and the expenses may
be recovered from the owner. The constable should first, if a veterinary

surgeon resides within a reasonable distance, obtain a certificate from such a
surgeon. The maliciously killing or maiming of animals, not being cattle,

may be punished by a ni€igistrate ; but of cattle, the offence will be a felony.

It is not such a malicious killing to trap or shoot trespassing dogs or cats ; but
it is an offence to wilfully and unlawfully administer or cause to be administered

poison or injurious suostances to horses, cattle, or other domestic animals,

without reasonable cause or excuse. And see CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
The rights and liabilities in respect to animals are founded on the

same principles as those relating to persons and prop^ty. Neglimnce must
be shown in order to make the owner liable for mischief done oy animals
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usually kept under restraint, but not of a naturally mischievous nature. Or
he must be shown to have a knowledge that the animal in question has a

vicious tendency, or is likely to attack mankind. This is the reason why a

dog is said to be allowed by law to have his first bite. But a first bite is not

necessary if it can be shown that to its owner's knowledge the animal would

probably bite when out of restraint. But the question of negligence has no

place where a usually savage or mischievous species of animal is at fault, such

as a lion or monkey. In such cases the owner keeps the animal at his peril. If

a dog worry sheep, its owner is liable without any evidence of negligence or

knowledge beine necessary. See HORSES ; WILD BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
ANNUITIES Charged on Land.—An annuity charged on land is a right

to share to a defined extent in the profits of land belonging to another. Such
an annuity is technically called an incorporeal hereditament, and is held under
the same tenure and in the same way as land itself. It must be created by
deed, which should be registered at the I^nd Registry, in order to bind the

land upon which the annuity is charged. But an annuity created by a will or
by a marriage settlement need not be registered. If an annuity created by
deed is unregistered, and the land upon which it was charged is sold to a

f

)urchaser who has no notice thereof, the purchaser would be entitled to the

and free from the annuity. In case of non-payment, the annuitant may either

sue the person who in the deed covenants for its payment, or distrain upon the

land. A properly drawn deed should contain full powers and directions for

their execution in case of need. If the annuity is perjXitual, a j)ower to

distrain would under certain circumstances be invalid as offending against the
rule against PERPETUITIES (g-v,). Purchasers of such annuities should be
careful as to this, especially in the case of that form of perixdual annuities

known as fee-farm rents ; and very common in Lancashire and Manchester
and Bristol and Bath, and in the West of England generally. The main
difference between an ordinary personal annuity and one charged on land, is

that the latter affords the land as security for payment, in much the same
way as land is available by distress as security for payment of rent.

The chief forms of annuities not charged on land are consols, or to

give them their full title, consolidated bank annuities ; and annuities granted
by insurance offices. We will deal with the latter first. They are simply
personal annuities with no security other than that afforded by the insurance

companies granting the annuity. In most cases, however, that security is all

that any reasonable man may wish. Before investing in such an annuity,

che intending annuitant may easily decide upon an office, which after investi-

gation will show a more than sufficient security. In the same way, consols

lire personal, but perpetual, annuities. They are granted by the Crown as

interest for money borrowed for national purposes, redeemable upon repay-

ment; and payment of the interest is charged upon the consolidated fund.

The interest is payable half-yearly and is known as a dividend. The right

to the dividends is called stock, or stock in the funds, and the legal incidents

relating thereto are contained in certain Acts now consolidated by the National
Debt Act, 1870. Some practical points in relation to stock may be here set

out. Dividends are paid at and all transfers made in the books of the Bank
of England or of Ireland. The bank may demand evidence of title before
allowing a transfer. A deceased stockholder's interest is transferable by his
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executors or administrators, after the bank has seen and registered the pro-

bate of the will or the letters of administration. It makes no difference

what trusts or bequests there may be in a will relating to the stock, the

executors and administrators alone may transfer. So the bank itself has no
regard to any trusts upon which the persons registered may hold the stock.

Stock so held is known as inscribed stock, and may be converted into bonds
payable to bearer, and transferable by delivery. Persons wishing to prevent

the transfer of stock must do so by the process of DISTRINGAS iq.v.) ;
and

if they wish to take stock in execution of a judgment, it must be by way of a
charging order. EXECUTION.

In the case of inscribed stock, the holder has his whole title thereto in the

inscription of his name upon the books of the bank. It may be dealt with in

any amounts ; such as 1^100 worth, or i?10, or «P33, 5s. Id. worth. A person

who is already a holder of stock may, instead of taking up his dividends, have

them, even though of small amount, inscribed as a further holding of stock.

Cheques for dividends are sent by post to the holder, or to his banker, as he
may direct. A transfer of inscribed stock is by means of inscription on the books
of the banks of the signatures of the transferer and the transferee. A broker

may, however, do this if he has a power of attorney from his client. Bonds
to bearer are very different. Ths bank does not regard who the holder may
be. Attached to the bonds are dividend coupons; it is in exchange for these

that the dividends are paid ; and they may be sent to a banker or broker for

collection. The net effect of the form of a bond to bearer is to make it a
negotiable instrument. It is, in fact, as available for negotiation and trans-

fer as a bank note. Like a bank note, the consequences of its being stolen

or lost may be serious. Its number should therefore be kept. Ami like a
bank note, it can only be dealt in as a whole; if it is ai?100 bond, it cannot,

for example, be broken up into and dealt with as two securities for L’oO each.

Generally, consols have had their interest reduced from per cent, to 21 per

cent, after April 1903, the stock not being redeemable until 1923. In addi-

tion to consols there is also a considerable amount of 2J per cent, annuities,

and minor loans such as the Local Loans Stock, the War Loan, and Ex-
chequer Bonds. The Local Loans Stock is at 3 per cent. ; and the War
Loan is a temporary 2J per cent, stock recleemable in 1910. These latter

minor securities, it need hardly be added, are as valuable as consols

strictly so-called. Sec further hereon: MONEY ARTICLE; STOCK
EXCHANGE.
ANNUITY is the terra applied, in its most general sense, to a fixed sum of

money paid yearly or in certain portions at fixed periods of a year. There irre two
classes of annuities : ceriain^ and life annuities ; the latter of which are those most
popularly known as annuities. We wdll deal first with annuities certain, Such
an annuity is a fixed sum payable yeaily, or at certain periods in a yeai', during

and for a specific time only. Thus the lessor of a house let at j£50 per annum,
and having a residue of ten years of the term to run, would bo in receipt and the

owner of an annuity certain of £50 for ten years. So, too, may a salary be an
annuity certain. Again, where a capitalist lends a sum of money to be repaid

with interest at the expiration of a certain period, by equal annual payments, he
is in effect purchasing by that loan an annuity certain. Intimately bound up
with a consideration of annuities is the subject of interest. If capital could

not earn interest, the value of an annuity certain would be simply the sum
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of the annual payments. Thus, the value of the above-mentioned lease would be
£500—ten times its annual value ; and the value of a life annuity would be found

by simply multiplying the annual payment by the average number of years to

which individuals of the age of the annuitant live. But in the case of the loan

we have instanced there is a question of interest. The sum paid annually is

always the same, but the two elements which compose that sum vary necessarily

at each time of payment. The interest constantly diminishes
;
and the amount

of capital repaid as constantly increases. In the calculation of annuities certain

there are therefore four things to be considered : the capitiil amount of the

annuity
;

the rate of interest
;

the amount of the periodical payments ;
and

lastly, the duration of the time for payment. Any one of these four quantities

can be calculated, if the other three are known. The method of calculation is,

however, except in simple cases, too complicated and tedious for the general

reader unversed in mathematical processes. Accordingly tiibles have been at

various times prepared, in order to afford a facile metliod of solution of all prob-

lems connected with this class of annuities. Such tiibles are based on this

principle : the duration of the annuity and the rate of intertist not varying, the

amounts of the annual payments must be proportionate to the caj»ital sum they

are designed to extinguish. Of these tables, we will refer to and set out selec-

tions from two. Table I, shows the present value or purchivse price of an annuity

of £1 during one, two, three, <ke., years, the interest being compound, at the

rate of 2, 2i, 3, 4, or 5 per cent Table II. gives the amount of an annuity of £1
at the end of one, two, three, dec., years, the interest being compound, at the rate

of 3, 4, 4^, or 5 per cent.

Table I.

Shomng ike present value or purchase-money of an annuity of £1, to continue for
any given number of years^ reckoning compound interest u/ 2, 2J, 3, 4, and

5 per cent.

Years.

2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
16
20
25
30
40
60
60
70

Perpetuity

I 2 per cent.

•9804

1-9416
2*8839

3*8077

4*7135
5*6014
6*4720
7*3256

8*1622

8-9826
12*8493
16*3514

19*5235

22*3965
27*3555
31*4236

34-7609
37*4988

60-0000

24 per cent.

•9756

1*9274
2*8560

3*7620
4*6458
5*5081

6*3404
7*1701

7*9709

8*7521

12*3814
15*5892

18*4244

20*9303
25*1028
28*3623

30-9087

32-8979

400000

3

per cent.

•9709

1*9135
2*8216

3*7171

4

-

5797
5

-

4172
6*2303
7*0197

7*7861

8*5302

11-9379
14*8775

17-4131

19-6004

23-1148
25-7298

27-6766

29-1234
33-3333

4

per cent.

*9615

1*8861

2*7751

3*6299
4*4518

5*2421

6 *<X)21
6*7327

7*4353

8*1109
11*1184

13*5903

15*6221

17*2920
19*7928
21*4822

22*6235

23*3945
25*0000

5

per cent.

•9524

1*8594
2*7232

3*5460

4*3295

5*0757
5*7864

6*4632

7*1078

7*7217

10*3797

12*1262

14*0939

15-3725

17

-

1591
18*2559

18

-

9293
19

-

3427
20

-

0000

Years.

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10
16
20
25

30
40
50
60
70

Peq>etuity
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Table II.

Showing the amount of an annuity of £\ per annum, improved at compound interegt

at 2, 2J, 3, 4, 4|, and 5 per cent.

Yean. per cent. 3 per cent. 4 per cent. 4i per cent.
|

6 i>er cent. Years.

1 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1

2 2-0250 2-0300 2-0400 2*0450 2-0600 2

3 3-0756 3*0909 3-1216 3*1370 3*1625 3
4 4-1525 4-1836 4-2464 4-2781 4*3101 4
5 5*2563 5-3091 5-4163 5-4707 5-5256 5

6 63877 6-4684 6-6329 6-7168 6*8019 6
7 7-6474 7-6624 7*8982 8*0191 8-1420 7

8 8*7361 8-8923 9-2142 9-3809 9-5491 8

9 9*9546 10*1591 10*5827 10-8021 11-0265 9

10 11-2033 11-4638 12-0061 12-2882 12-5778 10

15 17*9319 18.5989 20*0235 20-7840 21*5985 15

20 25*5446 26-8703 29-7780 31*3714 33*0659 20
25 34 1577 36-4592 41*6459 44-5652 47*7270 25

30 43-9027 49*5754 56-0849 61-0070 66-4388 30
40 67*4025 75-4012 95-0255 107-0303 120*7997 40
50 97*4843 112-7968 152*6670 178-5030 209-3479 50
60 135*9915 163-0534 237*9906 289*4999 353-5837 60
70 185-2841 230-5940 364*2904 461-8696 588*5285 70

To illustrate the use of Table I. we will refer to the above example of a lease.

In order to receive its value, interest being at 5 per cent., the lessor should look

in the column headed 5 per cent., and there opposite to 10 in the first column will

be found the value of XI «X7'72 17, wherefore the value of X50 = X386*085 =
X386, Is. 8 ^d. as the value of the le^ise. To illustrate the use of Table II., we will

take the case of an investor or other person who wishes to create a sinking fund

[see AMORTISATION] to provide a sum of, say, XI 087, 5s. 7d. in fifteen years

at 5 per cent, compound interest. Let him look opposite to fifteen years in Table

II., and under 5 per cent, is 21*578, the amount of XI for the given time and rate.

Dividing XI 087, 58. 7d. (reiluced into decimals, 1087*279) by this sum, the

quotient 50*387 — XfiO, 78. 9d. = the annual provision required. Or again, we will

assume A. owes XI 000, and desires to set aside XIO per annum for its repayment

;

in what time will the debt be reptiid, reckoning compound interest at 4 per cent. ?

1000 divided by 10 gives 100. The number in Table II. under 4 per cent
nearest to 100 is 99*826, opposite forty-one years, the required time. It should be

noticed that the above tables and calculations are based upon the assumption that

the payments are annual. If half-yearly or quarterly, their present value would

be somewhat greater than in the former case. This is so, because certain

P
ortions of the annuity are received sooner, affording thereby a gain in interest.

ablea such as the above are sufficient to meet these latter caises. Thus XI 00 per

annum, payable quarterly for ten years, interest being 4 per cent., is equivalent

to an annuity of .€25, payable yearly for forty years, interest being at 1 per cent.

Other equivalent s can be worked out on the same principle.

The method of investment on the principle of annuities certain may be very

profitable. Thus, on reference to the above-mentioned sinking fund, it will be
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found that the sum of £1087, Ss. 7d. has been provided for by an actual out-of-

pocket outlay of only £755, 16s. 3d. Again, to a debtor it is a most advantageous

method of repayment of a loan. Whilst obliging him to lay by out of his income

a small sum, it allows him to insensibly free himself from the debt, by spreading

over a number of years the results of his work and thrift. But capitalists do not

as a rule care for this method. It parcels out their funds and forces them to

receive a succession of small payments, of which the immediate employment is

difficult. And the same difficulty presents itself to any one who proposes obtain-

ing a certain ultimate sum by adopting the method of an annuity certain—the

difficulty of immediate reinvestment, in order to keep the compound interest

constant. This difficulty would have to be airefully grappled with and overcome

;

for annuity tables and calculations based thereon assume a constant and un-

varying yield of compound interest. The bonowing of money and its repayment
by means of the annuity system is, however, becoming more and more general

and popular, especially with regard to mortgages on house property. In this

instance, building and similar societies have led the w^ay for yoai’s. The result

to-day is that owners of estates of small residential properties in eoiu’se of

development are generally in a position, and even anxious, to make arrangements
with intending purchasers for payment of the greater part of the purchase-money
on the principle of an annuity certain. Again, municipal and local government
loans now often take the form of annuities. Life temmts of settled estates

have also power under cei*tain acts, for certain purposes, to raise money upon
mortgage and charge the estates with the repayment thereof by annuities. Of
Annuities there are tw'o principal sub-classes—deferred and reversionary. The
former do not commence until after a coiiAin number of yeai’s, the latter being

such as depend upon the occurrence of some uncertain event, as the death of an
individual, <fcc.

Life annuities present any application of the theory of annuities. A life

annuity is an annuity adculated upon the probable duration of the life of the

person to whom it is payable. The principles on wdiich the calculation of the

value of life annuities depends will bo more fully explained in the articles

PROBABILITY and MORTALITY TABLES. It is sufficient hero to say that

their value depends upon the manner in which it is presumed a largo number of

persons similarly situated with the intending annuitant would die oil successively.

Various tables of such expectations of life have at different times been con-

structed from observations made amongst different classes of lives in various

districts. Some make the mortality greater than others
;
and of course tables

which give a large mortality, give the value of an annuity as smaller than those

which suppose men to live longer. Until recent years the insurance conipanies,

whose business has always depended upon such considerations, have used various

tables, some upon which annuitants would bo rated according to a low expecta-

tion ;
some upon which the expectation would be higher. At present, however,

there are two tables in principal use— the Table of the Institute of

Actuaries, used by most of the insurance offices, and the Government Table. We
will now in Table III. give a selection from the 3 per Cent. Table prepared

by the Institute of Actuaries—a table undoubtedly the most scientific and
precise. The symbol ” stands for Healthy Males, denoting that the Table

has been prepared from observations on such lives, which source of observation

has made it by far the best existing criterion for testing the incidence of mortality.

Other Tables, prepared by the Institute upon similar lines, are the IP (Healthy
Femalesh H**^ (Healthy Males and Females), ^and (Diseased Males and
Females),
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Table III.

Showing the value of an annuity of £\ at certain ages.

next
Birth-

day.

Value of an
Annuity of £1.

Age
next
Birth-
day.

Value of an
Annuity of £1.

,

Ago
1 next
! Birth-

1
day.

Value of an
Annuity of £1.

Ago
next
Birth-
day.

1

Value of an
Annuity of £L

X £ i £

I

£
20 20*043 18*587

i
50 13*896 65 8*418

25 21*038 17*176 55 12*094 70 6*657

30 19*867 15-594 60 10*236 75 5-061

To use this table : suppose the value of an annuity of XI 00 a year on a life

aged 30 is required, interest being at 3 per cent. We find, opposite to 30,

19*867. This number multiplied by 100 = 1986*7 =* X1986, 14s. = the value or

purchase price of such an annuity. This table is calculated upon the lives of

healthy males, for which reason it is distinguished as the Table. Amongst
the older tables is that known as the Carlisle Table. Below in Table IV. we
set out a selection from that table, showing the present value or purchase-money
at 4 per cent, of an annuity of XI on two joint lives.

Table IV.

Age 0 10 20 30 40 50
!

60 70

0 8-9 12*3 11*7 10*9 9*9 8*6 6-6

5
1

16-8 lG-5 15-6 14*4 12*9 10-5 7-8

10 17-0 16-3 15-2 13-8 12*0 9-2 6-5 4 1

15 16*3 15-5
j

14-3 12*9 10*5
,

7-9 5*1 3*0

20 15*6 14-7
i

13-6 11*8 9*0 ' C-4 4*1 2-4

25 14-8 138 i
12-5

1

10-3 7*8 5*0 3*0 2-6

In order to illustrate the use of this table, let for example the two lives be
aged 26 and 65, in which the dilTeronce of age is 30 years. In the al)ove table,

opposite to 25 the younger, and under 30 the difference in age, we find 10*3.

The value of an annuity of X50 on the joint lives is therefore X515. To find the

value of an annuity on the longest of the above two lives, proceed as follows ;

—

Table III,—Annuity at age of 65

„ „ 25 . •

Bum
Table IV.—Joint annuity, 55 and 25 .

Difference

12*09

21*03

33*12

10*3

22*82
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The value, therefore, of an annuity of £1 per annum on the survivor is

£22, 16a T Jd. It is, in principle, the same as if the annuity were payable to

each person on condition that one annuity should be returned during the

duration of the joint lives. The value of an annuity not payable until one of two

persons is dead, and then during the life of the survivor, is found by subtracting

twice the value of the joint annuity, instead of the value itself, from the sum <rf

the values as above. This is so because the annuity is not payable during the

joint lives. The value of an annuity payable to one person upon the previous

death of another, is equivalent to the value of an annuity on the life of the

former less the value of an annuity on their joint lives. Let the ages and table

be as before, the age of the former life being 25. We then have :

—

Table III.—Annuity at age of 25 . . . 21*03

Table IV.—Joint annuity, 25 and 25 . . . 10*3

Difference . 10*73

Whence the value of the required annuity of £1 is £10, Hs. 7]d.

As a suggestive guide to those intending to purchase annuities, we append
in Table V. a characteristic selection of rates ruling in certain insurance offices

for an annuity purchased at the price of £100. The top row of figiu*e8 shows
approximately the highest rates, and the bottom row represents approximately

the lowest. Of course most insurance companies will give a quotation without

reference to their published rates, and this table is subject thereto. It may be
taken, however, that the rates of any company would vary between these two
extremes—probably with a tendency towards the higher rates. The lower rates

appear to be based upon the Actuaries Table
;
the higher to some extent

on the Carlisle Table, which is distinctly favourable to an intending annuitant,

and is consequently being gradually discarded by the companies.

Table V.

In all the preceding tables and illustrations nothing more tlian a merely
suggestive outline has b^n attempted. To attempt more would be to exceed the
limits of this work, and even if possible, would be to some extent superfluous whilst

complete tables of annuities are so easily available in handy form. To set out
complete tables, with the object of general reference, would itself necessitate a
small volume, and to do less would render them useless for that object. The only
reasonable course has therefore been taken, viz. to introduce the subject to the
reader, so that he may learn to appreciate its value and approach the complete
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tables with some knowledge as to their use. In addition to the articles mentioned
in the text, reference should be made to APPORTIONMENT ;

INSURANCE
(LIFE); and INTEREST.

APPEAL may be to the House of Lords from an^ order or judgment
of His Majesty's Court of Appeal in England, or of either division of the

Court of Session in Scotland. The Privy Council entertain appeals from
India and the Colonies and dependencies abroad ; also in ecclesiastical matters

and from judgments and orders under the Naval Prize Act, 1864. The Court
of Appeal is one of the two permanent divisions of the Supreme Court of

Judicature in England. Every appeal must be heard before three judges,

except in certain cases, by consent, before two. Appeal from a final judg-

ment must be brought within three months, and from an interlocutory order

within fourteen days. Generally speaking, appeal lies to the Court of Appeal
in all cases heard in the High Court of Justice, and under the Workmen's
Compensation Act. But there is no appeal from a decision of the Court of

Crown Cases Reserved, or from orders made by consent. Although an appeal

may lie, the Court may decline to hear it, when against the general principles

of the Court to do so, as where judicial discretion has been exercised, or the

stake is too small. To Divisional Courts, appeal is chiefly from judgments
of County Courts and from Petty or Quarter Sessions. Also from decisions

of revising barristers, and proceedings relating to election petitions. Appeals

to Quarter Sessions are usually from Petty Sessions or courts of summary
jurisdiction. Where a person charged before magistrates, and has not pleaded

guilty or admitted the truth of the information or complaint, is adjudged

by a conviction or order to be imprisoned without the option of a fine, he

shall be entitled to appeal to a Court of general or Quarter Sessions. But
there is not this right if the conviction is for failure in payment of money, in

finding sureties, entering into recognizances, or giving any security. In

London, there is a right of apjxnil in every case of summary conviction or

order, before a metroj)olitan police magistrate, in which the penalty inflicted

is more than «I'3, or the imprisonment more than one month. No appeal

usually lies from the dismissal of a charge. There is also an appeal to

Quarter Sessions in licensing matters. By an Act of 1907, a Court of
Oriminal Appeal was established for the purpose of hearing ap^^eals in

criminal cases. See LICENSING.
APPORTIONMENT.—Interest on money lent has always been con-

sidered as accruing due day by day. Accordingly, if a person to whom
interest is piyable dies before the day appointed for payment, his estate is

credited with a projiortion of the interest, when paid, up to the date of his

death. Rents, annuities, dividends, and periodical payments other than
interest wei*e, in the absence of express stipulation, not so apportionable.

In 1870 it was enacted that such periodical payments, with the exception

of annuities grimted by insurance companies, should be apportionable in

respect of time. The apportioned part becomes payable and recoverable

when the whole has become due and pa^^able. In the case of rent, it must
be recovered when due by the successor in title to the deceased, and by him
the apportioned part is payable to the executors or other parties legally

entitlea. It sometimes happens that a property subject to one rent is sold in

portions, each portion being subject as against the vendor to only a certain
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specified proportionate part of the rent. In such cases the purchasers of each
portion, and their respective portions, are each severally liable to the owner of

the rent, who may proceed against them therefor 'personally, or by distress.

It is therefore aiTanged that one of the purchasers shall pay the rent and
collect the contributions from the others. In order to protect themselves

there are cross covenants between the purchasers for indemnity and cross

powers of distress in aid thereof whenever possible
;
purchasers of land should

avoid such a condition of things, and endeavour to obtain a release from the
owner of the rent, so far as relates to other than their respective proportions

thereof.

APPRENTICES.—An apprentice is a person bound by contract to serve

another person in some trade, nusiness, or profession, the latter person being
also bound to instruct him in the mysteries of such trade, business, or pro-

fession. Any such latter person who is snijuris may take ; and any person,

whether an infant, unless under seven, or of age, may be bound as an appren-
tice. The relation of master and apprentice can only be created by formal

instrument, usually by an indenture. A form of indenture is ap[x*nded

hereto, which can be modified to meet the circumstances of most cases. Tlie

stamp duty on an indenture of apprenticeship is ^2s. 6d., whether a premium is

paid or not. Indentures of parish and marine apprentices are exempt from
stamp duty. The instruments of apprenticeship must contain the full con-

sideration fully set out, otherwise they are null and void. A father has no
authority to Gind out his infant child, the child himself being a necessary

party to the indenture. The duties of a master to his apprentice depend to

a large extent upon the covenants contained in the indenture, but he is

bound in every case to instruct or afford instruction to the apprentice in the

trade or business in which the apprentice is bound to him. It the apprentice

is placed with a master to learn his business, and that business consists of

two or more trades, he is entitled to receive instruction in all of them ; and
if the master gives up any one of those trades, the ajiprentice may cease from

serving the master, and the latter will be liable on his covenant. To an
infant apprentice the master stands in loco parentis^ and should have a care

to his moral training, health, and safety ; and in tlie absence of agreement
to the contrary, the master must funiish him with clothes, food, and lodging,

if the apprentice lives with him, and with necessary medical aid.

A master can correct and punish an infant apprentice for misconduct,

and even chastise him ; but this latter is a right that cannot be delegated,

and should not at the present day be asserted. Truant and refractory

apprentices where there is no premium, or where the premium does not
exceed <£*25, may be apprehended and punished. A court of summary juris-

diction, a police court, which has that power, has also jurisdiction to

entertain all kinds of disputes between masters and apprentices; order

apprentices to do their work, pay compensation for absence, and order

security for future performance of their duties. Masters also may be
ordered to pay wages. It is advisable, in a case where the apprentice will

attain full age before the end of his tei-m, that the parent should join in his

indenture. This would be to covenant that the apprentice shall remain in

the service until the end of the term; for the apprentice can leave the

service upon attaining full age. The apprenticeship may be dissolved and
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the indenture cancelled on application to a court 6is above, by either parly,

for misconduct or breach of cluty of the other. So also by the joint-agree-

ment of all the parties to the indentures, or the death of either party. The
apprentice cannot be dismissed on account of occasional misconduct. He
must be guilty of persistent misconduct to justify the cancellation of the

indentures on that ground, and the retention by the master of the premium.
The master cannot substitute another in his place without the consent of

the apprentice, even upon assignment of his business; and he is liable in

damages for a breach of his covenants in the indenture. The master is

entitled to the eamings of his apprentice during the term, and third persons

employing the apprentice must pay the value of his services to the master.

If the apprentice die during the term, his parents are not entitled to the

return of any part of the premium.
In Scots law the instrument creating the apprenticeship may be what is

termed a probative deed. The advantage of this form is that the original

may be deposited and registered in the Sheriffs* Courts; acknowledged copies

and extracts being available for all purposes. After the ages of fourteen in

a boy and twelve in a girl, the intending apprentice is comj)etent, when he
or she has no curators, to enter into an indenture on his or her own behalf.

I. Short form of Indentare
y
the mastery apprenticey and surety being parties.

This Indenture) made the day of one thousand nine hundred and
Between A. B. of kc, (hereinafter called “ the apprentice *’) of the first

part, C. D. of itc. [this 2mrty irill be the father
y
guardiariy or surety

y
as the case may

be] (hereinafter called the surety **) of the second part^ and E. F. of <tc. (herein-

after called ** the master”) of the third part: WitneSSeth that the apprentice of

bis own free will, by and with the consent of the surety, whose consent is acknow-
ledged by his execution hereof, hereby binds himself to the master to serre him
as an aj)prentico for the term of years from the date hereof to learn the art,

trade, or business of a grocer and provision merchant [or otherwise as the case may
tej, during which term the apprentice shall well and truly serve his master, keep
his secrets, and willingly obey his lawful commands; shall do no damage to his

master, and at once give notice of any damage which he sees or knows has been
done or permitte<l to bo done by others

;
shall not waste his master’s goods nor

unlawfully lend them or do any other act w’hereby his master may incur injury

during the Sfiid term
;
shall not buy or sell or absent himself during business

hours without his master's leave, but shall behave himself in all things as a faith-

ful apprentice to his master and all those having authority over him. And in

consideration whereof, and of the sum or premium of £ now paid by the surety

to the master (the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged), the master shall take
and receive the apprentice during the said term and to the best of his power,

knowledge, and ability teach and instruct, or cause to be taught and instructed,

the apprentice in all branches of his art, trade, and business as aforesaid, and in

all things incident or relating thereto, in such manner as the master doth now or

hereafter shall use or practice the same [if the apprentice is an indoor apprentice

proceed as follows to the os/erisA;*], finding unto the apprentice good and sufficient

meat, drink, lodging, medicines, and medical and surgical attendance during the

said term. And paying to the apprentice the sum of per week [or per

annum, as the case may be^ during the fii'St year of the said term, such sum to be
increas^ by an additional sum of for and during each succeeding year
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thereof. And for the true performance of all and every the covenants, either

of the said paiiiies bindeth himself unto the other by these presents. In witneSE
whereof the said pai^ties hereto have hereunto set their hands and seals the day

and year first before written.

Signed, sealed, and delivered (being"

first duly stamped) in the pre-

sence of

G. H.
of <kc.

A. B.

0. D.

E. F.

»

II. Assignment of Indenture of apprenticeship ; to he written on the hack or

in the fold of the original instrument.

This Indenture, made the day of 19— Between the within-

named E. F. of tlie first part, the within-named A. B. of the second part, the

within-named C. D. of the third part, and G. II. of &c. [the new master^ of the

fourth part: WitneSSeth that in consideration of the sum of X paid by E. F.

to G. 11., W’ith the consent of A. B. and C. D. (the receipt whereof is hereby ac-

knowledged), E. F. doth hereby as.sign unto G. II. the within-written indenture

of apprentic<\ship and the benefits and rights of him, E. F., thereunder and now
subsisting, and to subsist until the expiration of the term therein created. And
G. H. agrees to bike A. B. as his apprentice for the remainder of the said term,

subject to all the covenants in the sjiid indenture contained
; And 0 . D. hereby

covenants with G. H. that A. B. shall well and faithfully serve him as his appren-

tice ; And A. B. for himself agrees to ser\"e G. II. as his apprentice during the

residue of the said term and subject to all the covenants aforesaid
; And G. H.

covenants with A. B. and C. D. that he will instruct the apprentice in his trade

or business of
,
and will abide by all the covenants contained in the said

Indenture. In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto

set their hands and seals the day and year first before written.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the"

said E. F., A. B., C, D., and
G. H. in the presence of me

J. K.
of Ac.

E. F.

A. B.

C. D.

G. H.

IIL Very short form of Agreement for apprenticeship; binding as
between master and father.

846 Piccadilly, London.
3rd /Vtruary'VJ—

.

To Mr. John Smith.

Sib,—I hereby agree to take your son Herbert Smith as an apprentice for
three years from the date hereof, to learn the business of a tea merchant, and in
consideration of the sum of £200 paid to me by you, I agree to teach him such
business by the best means in my power, and further agree to pay him a salary of
thirty, fifty, and seventy pounds per annum during the three years. Provided
always that he obeys all commands and gives his services entirely to the business
diiring business hours.—Yours obediently, William Richabdsox.
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APPROPRIATION of pa]nnent8.—The law as to this comes into

operation in a case where a person owes another several debts. Ii he

makes a payment, the question may arise: to which of those debts shall

such payment be appropriated ? The question is often of considerable

importance. To an action by the creditor on one of those debts, the

debtor might be able to successfully set up as a defence the Statute of

Limitations, whci*eas to another debt there would be no defence. Again,

in respect of one debt, there may be a surety. If, therefore, that debt

were paid, the surety would be released ; but if not, the creditor could be

paid his unsecured debt. Briefly, the law is that the debtor has the right

in the first instance to declare in respect to which debt the payment is

made; failing this, the creditor has the right, and in default of either so

doing, the law considers the payment to be made in respect of the debt

earliest in point of date. A creditor may appropriate a payment to a
debt barred by the Statute of Limitations. In Scots law, the same thing

is referred to under the general subject of Indefinite Payments; and
generally the same rules apply as in England. If, however, the creditor'*s

appropriation would be penal to the debtor, as by suffering the legal

of an adjudication to expire, then the payment would be made so as to

prevent such circumstances. There can be no appropriation by a creditor

against a disputed legal or a trust debt. Where a cautioner has been
bound for a debt, equity will divide the payment between the cautioner’s

debt and the others. In sequestration, a dividend might be applied to the

whole debt. And PllESCRIFriON and LIMITATION.
APPROPRIATION of supplies.— The necessity of supplying funds

for the public service does not of itself compel annual parliaments. It is

rather the appropriation of the supplies of the year to their necessary pur-

poses that makes it legally necessary for Parliament to meet every year. The
large proportion of our taxation is now permanent, and the general supply
of funds is therefore assured

; but a|>art from such |3ermanent charges upon
the revenue, as the interest on the national debt and the annuity of the late

Speaker, more than two-thirds of the national liability could not be paid
because of the absence of sj>ecial authority. There uould be no minister or
official having authority to pay the army, the navy, the officers of the

Crown, and most of the other expenses of the public departments. The
result is that proposals by the Committee of Supply for grants from the
Consolidated Eund must be made yearly in Parliament, and uhen adopted
comprised in the Appropriation Act for each year. In order to get the
supplies for the whole year into one bill, the Appropriation Act is reserved

until the close of the session ; and any payments, delay in the making of
which would be inconvenient, are meanwhile authorised by preliminary and
less specific Appropriation Acts which at the end of the session are embodied
in the ^neral Act.

APPROPRIATION of territory is in international law the basis of

acquisition of territory by occupation, and is a mode of accjuisition by
states. Once a state has ajipropriated and occupied territory, its exclusive

right thereto is universally ix'cognised by civilised nations, and in respect of
such right certain rules have become established by usage. Discovery alone
does not constitute a valid occupation. There must follow a notification of

i« r
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the fact to other nations, and of the intention to appropriate. Accordingly,

a discovery which has been concealed from other nations has never been

recognised as a good title to bar them from settling in a territory : it is an
inoperative act. The following upon discovery of a settlement creates a
perfect title in the state appropriating the territory.

APPROPRIATION of water.—Independently of appropriation and user,

all owners of land through or immediately adjoining which there flows a
natural stream of water, have certain rights in such streams and can maintain

actions for infringement of those rights. Such owners (called ‘‘riparian

owners’^) may obtain greater damages the more they appropriate the stream

for use ; though strictly speaking the appropriation does not create any new
Eights. Thus a riparian owner who used the water for a mill would suffer

more than one whose use was merely nominal. Water may also be appropri-

ated for use by collecting it in reservoirs or other receptacles. If water

naturally percolates through the soil to a well in unknown and undefined

streams, the appropriation by the well does not give its owner any cause of

action against another person who, by sinking another well, or otherwise,

drains away the water.

ARBITRAGE is the operation by which the merchant, banker, and the

speculator make a profit out of the differences in price existing at the same
time for the same thing upon different markets. The merchant may deal in

commodities such as cotton or indigo; the banker in money or bills; the

speculator in the same articles as the others, but most generally in stocks

and shares. We will here consider arbitrage first from the point of view of

the banker; secondly, from that of the sjx?culator. In Banking we
necessarily include the operations of the merchant when he has to deal

with the remittance and receipt of money to and from foreign countries.

And it is in banking that we see the national as well as international value

of the system of arbitrage : it protects, to a very large extent, the metallic

circulation of a state against the drainage of gold. Pounds sterling have
their value ujxm the different money marKcts of the world—a value that is

always minutely varying in a decreasing or an increasing degree about the

sterling value, and so varying at the same time. Accordingly, the arbitrageurs,

for so those are called wno engage in this method of business, being in close

telegi*aphic communication with the different markets, buy in the market
where the price is low and sell simultaneously in the market where the price

is high. 'ITie result is a very small rate of profit, and probably very large in

amount because of the big clealing of the arbitrageur. The further result is

the equalisation of price, which in its turn prevents the tendency of the gold
to flow out of the country in which its pnce for the time being had lieen

low. Arbitrage is either single or compound. It is the latter when the
dealings are between more than three places. Simple arbitrage is, however,
of the most general application, there ^ing little speculation on the differ-

ences in prices at more than three places.

We will now deal with a simple arbitrage of exchange. Suppose a
merchant in London wishes to pay a creditor in Paris, bills of exchange on
Paris being at a premium in London ; that is to say, for example, a bill for

J^100 would only yield to the creditor 2518 francs instead of ^22 as it

would at par. lie goes to bis banker or elsewhere for advice. But if lit
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has a proper knowledge of the financial columns of his daily newspaper, he
will look at the money article. There, in the second paragraph, he will find

the rates of discount in all the chief financial centres of the world. We will

assume that he sees there that in London bills on Amsterdam are at a
discount, and that in Amsterdam bills on Paris are at a discount also. He
therefore knows what to do, and becomes an arbitrageur at once. He
instructs his bank to purchase, or goes himself to an exchange bank and

f
urchases a bill on Amsterdam, and therewith obtains an Amsterdam bill on
‘aris, which latter he sends to his creditor in Paris ; thereby remitting to

Paris without having to pay the premium. Such operations are being

conducted continually on a very lar^e scale, and they finish by raising the

price of paper upon Amsterdam in London, of jmper upon Paris in

Amsterdam, and by lowering the price of paper upon Paris in London.

On the Stock Exchange, an arbitrageur, say in London, being cabled

a correspondent in New York that the latter has bought Atchison's at

79f ,
endeavours at once to sell the same amount of the same stock in London

at 80J. Prices on the different exchanges being known to both parties

through the cable, the probability is tliat the arbitrageur is previously

known by liis correspondent to be likely to effect the sale, and so make a
profit of a half per cent. The profit is small in rate, but such dealings are

usually on a very large scale, nie closest attention must also be paid to

the rate of exchange, loss of interest, insurance, transit, &c. ; or by careless-

ness or a mistake in calculation the margin of profit may be swallowed

up. Arbitrage in this form is often carried on between different stock

exchanges in the United Kingdom, the operations being confined to securi-

ties dealt generally in by all the exchanges. Such an arbitrage is called

•‘shunting.'’ It often occurs that the public stock of a state is at a low

price on a foreign exchange, though at home there is an active demand for

it. When such is the case there will be migration home of that stock from
abroad, and a modification of the price. This occurred when Bismarck
started a canumign against the credit of Russia. As the price of Russian
stock was lowered at Berlin, the arbitrageurs in buying immediately large

quantities thereof, and reselling it in Russia, France, and Holland, brought
about the reimportation of the stock into Russia, lowered the exchange of

the rouble, and orought about the exportation of com. See EXCHANGE

;

MONEY ARTICLE; MONEY MARKET.
ARBITRATION is the adjudication Ujx>n a matter in dispute by private

individuals appointed by the parties themselves. This is a mode of settle-

ment of disputes now* very frecjuently resorted to as a means of avoiding the
delay and expense of actions in the regular courts of law. It creates a
peculiarly efficient and satisfactory tribunal for the settlement of such causes

as involve the examination of long and complicated accounts, the considera-

tion of scientific and technical details, and the investigation of personal
affairs of a private nature. But in the case of most other disputes, the
Courts are, apart from a consideration of the personnel of the judges,
undoubtedly the cheajxjst and most expeditious tribunals. It is now possible

to get to trial very speedily in High Court actions, either e.g, by remission

to the County Court, by judgment under Order XIV., by proceeding to
trial without pleadings, or by having the action set down for trial in the
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Short Cause List ACTIONS]. No particular qualifications are required

by law for an arbitrator. In matters of complicated accounts, mercantile

men or public accountants arc usually preferred, whilst in matters relating

to engineering, building, and property the arbitrators usually appointed are

engineers, architects, and surveyors res|)ectively. In other cases, and gener-

ally, it is the more customary practice to appoint barristers, who, being

accustomed to judicial investigation, are able to estimate the evidence

properly, to limit the examination strictly to the issue, and generally in

the conduct of the arbitration, and in making the award, to avoid infor-

malities, for which the latter might afterwards be set aside. The law on
this subject is now digested and codified in the Arbitration Act, 1889. A
dispute may be referred to arbitration either (1) as a reference by consent

out of Court, or (2) as a reference by order of the Court.

A reference by consent out of Court should be made by written agree-

ment to submit some present or future ditferences to arbitration, signed by
both parties, or on their behalf by others having proper authority. This
agreement is termed a submission and all the terms of the arbitration should

be included therein—the matter in disjmte properly defined, the mode of

arbitration, and the powers of the arbitrator. The submission is generally

found in that part of a contract called the arbitration clause. All policies of

assurance, articles of partnership, and other documents of like iinjx)rtance

should be searched therefor. Uidess a contrary intention is expressed in

the submission it will lie irrevocable except by leave of the Court or a judge,

and have the same effect in all respects as if it had been made an order of

the Court. What is here expressed by the Act as being irrevocable is not
really the submission or agreement for arbitration ; but the power of the

arbitrator when once he has been appointed. Again, in the absence of a
contrary intention, the submission will be deemed to include the following pro-

visions, so far as they are applicable to the reference under the submission.

These provisions are more fully set forth in the first schedule to the Act.

(a) If no other mode of reference is provided, the reference shall bo to a single

arbitrator. (6) If the reference is to two arbitrators, the two arbitrators may
appoint an umpire. This may be done in writing at any time within the period

during which they have power to make an aw'ard. {r) The arbitrators shall make
their award in writing, (i.) within three months after entering on the reference,

or after having been called on to act, by notice in writing from any party to the
submission

; or (ii.) on or before any later day to which the arbitrators, by any
writing signed by them, may from time to time enlarge the time for making the
award, {d) If the arbitrators have allowed their time or extended time to expire

without making an award, or have delivered to any party to the submission, or to

the umpire a notice in writing stating that they cannot agree, the umpire may
forthwith enter on the reference in lieu of the arbitrators, {e) The umpire shall

make his award within one month after the original or extended time ap{K)inted

for making the award of the arbitrators has expired ; or on or before any later

day to which the umpire by any writing signed by him may from time to time
enlarge the time for making his award, (y*) The pai-ties to the reference, and all

persons claiming through them respectively, shall, subject to any legal objection,

submit to be examined by the arbitrators or umpire on otith or atFirmation, in

relation to the matter in dispute. They shall also, subject to any legal objection,

produce before the arbitators or umpire all books, papers, and documents in their
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possession or power which may be called for, and do all other things which during

the proceedings on the reference the arbitrators or umpire may requii^e. (g) The
witnesses on the reference shall, if the arbitrators or umpire think fit, be
examined on oath or afiirmation, (A) The award to be made by the arbitrators

or umpire shall be final and binding on the parties and the persons claiming

under them respectively, (i) The costs of the reference and award sliall be in the

discretion of the arbitrators or umpire. They may direct to, and by whom, and in

what manner those costs or any part thereof shall be paid. They may tax or

settle the amount of costs to bo so paid or any part thereof, and may award costs

to be paid as between solicitor and client. The parties may, if they choose,

provide that the reference shall be to an oflicial referee of the Court.

Stay of Legal Proceedings.—If any party to a submission commences

any legal proceedings in any Court against any other party to the sub-

mission, in respect of any matter agreed to be referred, that Court, upon
application being made, will stay proceedings if satisfied that there is no
sufficient reason why the matter should not be referred in accordance with

the submission. The question whether the matters in dispute are or are not

within the submission is one which the Court will decide, unless the parties

have expressly referred that question also to the arbitrator. Inconvenience

and unsuitability are not a sufficient reason ; nor is it that the dispute is one

of law only ; or that the arbitrator is possibly biassed. On the other hand,

charges of fraud, dishonesty, or anything criminal would probably be held

by the Court as too serious to be tried by an arbitrator. So too an

arbitration would not be enforced where the arbitrator had absolutely

prejudged the case. But an arbitrator may even ail indicate on a question

of his own skill. The Court must also be .satisfied, before staving legal

proceedings, that the applicant was at the time when the procecnlings were

commenced, and still remains, ready and willing to do all things necessary to

the projK'r conduct of the arbitration.

Appointment by the Court.—The Court itself will appoint an arbitrator,

umpire, or third arbitrator in the following cases :—((<) Where the sub-

mission provides that the reference shall be to a single arbitrator and the

parties (fo not all agree as to who shall arbitrate, {h) If an appointed

arbitrator refuses to act or is incapable of acting, or dies, and the submission

does not .show that it wtis intended that the vacancy should not be supplied,

and the parties do not su|)ply the vacancy, (c) Where the jmrties or two
arbitrators are at liberty to appoint an umpire or third arbitrator and do
not appoint him. (rf) Where an appointed umpire or third arbitrator

refuses to act, or is incapable of acting, or dies, and the submission does
not show that it was intended that the vacancy should not be supplied, and
the parties or arbitratoi's do not supply the vacancy.

Where by the terms of the submission the reference is to two arbitrators,

one to be appointed by each party, and an arbitrator does not act, the j>arty

appointing him may, unless the submission exjiresses a contrary intention,

appoint a new arbitrator in his place. If such party fails to make such
further appointment, the other jmrty may appoint his own irrbitrator to act
solely in the reference. The Court may, however, set aside such an ap{>oint-

raent.

Powors of Arbitrator. — The arbitrators or umpire acting under e
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submission shall, unless the submission expresses a contrary intention, have
power (a) to administer oaths to, or take the aftinnation of the parties and
witnesses appearing

;
(b) to state an award as to the wliole of the issue or

part thereof m the form of a special case for the opinior. of the Court
;
(c) to

correct in an award any clerical mistake or error arising from any accidental
slip or omission.

Witjiesses may be summoned by subpccna. The time for making the
award may be extended by the Court, and awards may be remitted back by
the Court for reconsideration by tlie arbitrators or umpire.

Misconduct of Arbitrator,—Where an arbitrator or umpire has miscon*
ducted himself the Court may remove him, and in the event of such miscon-
duct, or the arbitration or award having been improperly procured, the Court
may set the awartl aside. Fraud or corruption is misconduct ; though if the
parties agree that the question of fraud on the part of the arbitrator shall
not be raised, the Court will not take notice of it. Kxcessiveand extravagant
charges by an arbitrator made by him as part of his award may amount to
misconduct ; as also might the refusal of a bond fide rccpiest to state a case.
An arbitrator who intentionally decided contrary to law would be guilty of
^oss misconduct ; so also would one who purchased one of the parties’ interest
in the subject-matter of the dispute, without the knowledge of the otlier

arbitrator or umpire. In order that a mistake of law or fact shall be ground
for setting aside an award, it must be shown that the arbitrator has been
corrupt or has exceeded his jurisdiction, or that new material evidence has
been discovered since the award.

Enforcing award,—An award on a submission mav, by leave of the Court
or a judge, be enforced in the same manner as a judgment or order to the
same effect. By this a successful party to an arbitration is placed in as good
a position and can use the same means by execution or otherwise, to obtain
the fruit of his success, as a successful party to regular litigation.

References under Order of Court.—In any cause or matter, other than
a criminal proceeding by the Crown, the Court may order trial before a special
referee or arbitrator respectively agreed on by the parties, or Ixfore an official

referee or officer of the Court. But all the parties interested who are not
under disability must consent; or the cause or matter must reiiuire pro*
longed examination of documents or scientific or local investigation which
cannot in the opinion of the Court lie conveniently made before a jury or
conducted by the Court through its other usual officers

; or the question
in dispute must consist wholly or in part of matters of account. The report
thereon will be equivalent to the verdict of a jury.

Stamp duties OU UWardSi payable in England, Scotland, and Ireland, in
any case in which an amount or value is the matter in dispute.

Where no amount is awarded, or the amount or value awarded
does not exceed • • • • • . £0 0 s

Where the amount or value awarded—
Exceeds jB5 and does not exceed £10 • • . . 0 0 6

H jeio >> £20 . . . . 0 1 0
„ £20 tf ft £30 . 0 1 6
„ £30 tt ft £40 . . . . 0 2. 0
„ £40 n ft £60 ... . 0 2 9
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Exceeds £50 and does not exceed £100 . £0 5 0
„ ^100 yy £200 . 0 10 0

„ £200 £500 . 0 15 0

„ £500 yy yy £750 • 1 0 0

„ £750 y> yy £1000 • 1 5 0

„ £1000 • 1 15 0

] a any other case . • • • . . 1 15 0

Fees of Arbitrators.--The usual fees payable to an su-biti-ator are two
guineas for the first hour, and one guinea for each subsequent hour of the

arbitration. For preparing the award the fee would be from £2 to five guineas

in ordinary cases. Arbitrators who are experts in technical matter generally

require a special fee, according to their professional eminence.

Forms.—The following forms will probably be found of use :

—

I. Clause in an insirumeid referring future disputes to arhitration.

And it is hereby agreed that if any differences shall arise between the paiiiiej^

hereto touching these presents or anything herein contaiiieil, or the construction

hereof or any matter or thing in any way connected with these presents or the

opomtion thereof, then, and in every such case, the matter in difference shall be
referred to two arbitrators, or their umpire, pursuant to the Arbitration AcU
1889, whose decision sliall be final.

II. AppoirUment of an Arbitrator under above clause.

To E. F., of <Sic.

I, the undersigned, A. B., do hereby nominate and appoint you, E. F.,

to be the arbitrator on my behalf of and concerning cerbiin differences

which have arisen and are now pending between 0. D. and myself, under and
incidental to an indenture dated the day of 1902, made between
myself of the one part and C. D. of the other part, and in which indenture it is

provided that such differences shall be referred to two arbitrators or their umpire
as therein mentioned.

Dated this day of 19—

,

{Sigiu'il) A. B,

III. Notice of Vie appoinimerd to the other Party.

Sir,—I hereby give you notice that I have this day apj>ointed E. F., of «fec., to

be arbitrator on my behalf in pursuance of an indenture dated the day of

1902, made between myself of the one part and yourself of the other

r
rt, and as such arbitrator to settle the disputes now pending between us. And
require you within seven days from service upon you hereof to nominate an

arbitrator to act on your behalf in the said disputes, failing which the same will

be referred to E. F. alone.

Dated the day of 19—

,

(Signed) A. B.

IV. Short agreement for submission of differmees to a single arbitrator

(short formy

Agreement made the day of 19— between A. B, of drc. of the

one p^and 0. D. of Sio. of the other part, whereby it is agreed as follows; that
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is to say : !• It is hereby referred to E. F. of <kc. to decide and award concerning

\here set forth specifically the matter in dispute and continue^ and all other matters in

dispute arising out of or incidental to the subject of this reference. 2. E. F. to have

all powers given to arbiti ators by the Arbitration Act, 1889, and to make his award
on or before the day of next. If E. F. shall desire an extension

of time for the award, such extended time shall not exceed calendar months,

3. E. F. to have power to proceed ex parte in the event of either party failing

after reasonable notice to attend before him. 4. This submission shall not be
revoked by the death of either party before the making of the award.

As witness our hands, the day and year first before written.

Witness: {Si(fne(i) A. B,

G. H. of (fee. (Siyned) C. D,

Y. Award.

To &11 to whom these presents shall come I, E. F. of <kc., send greeting.

Whereas by an agreement in writing, dated the day of 190 ,
and

made between A. B. of the one part, and C. D. of the other paiii, the Siiid parties

agreed to refer [Jiere state in detail the matters in dispute^ or as foliates ;] all

matters in difference between them to me, so that I should decide and make my
award thereon. Now knoW ye that I, the Siiid E. F., having heard, examined
and considered the witnesses and evidence of both the siiid parties concerning

the said matters referred to me, do make and publish this my award
;
that is to

say, I hereby award that the said 0. D. has a just and valid claim against A. B.

for £ , and the siiid A. B. has a just and valid claim against C. D. for

£ \a less so that there remains justly duo from the said A. B. to the
said C. D. the sum of £ • And I award that the Kiid sum of £
shall be forthwith paid by A. B. to, and accepted in full Siiti^faction and dis-

charge by C. 1)., and generally as a final end to the Siiid differences in the said

matters, and all demands uj)on, or in respect of the same by either of the said

parties against the other. And I fui-ther award that the Siiid A. B. shall bear
and pay his own costs of and incidental to the arbitration, and shall pay to the
said 0. D. his costs of and incidental to the said arbitration, which I determine
at £ , and shall pay the costs of this my award which I make £

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand this day of 19—

.

Signed in the presence of G. H. of <kc.

E. F.

In Scots law the general rules of arbitration are somewhat similar to
those of England, but as the Arbitration Act, 1889, does not apply to
Scotland, there are a few differences. The procedure is first by a (feed of
submission, then a contract of reference, and finally the decree-arbitral, or
award. The latter contains a clause of registration, and when registered
will be enforced by the Court. By the Arbitration (Scotland) Act, 1894, a
reference to an arbiter not named does not make the reference invalid.

The Act also gives powers to the Court as to appointment of an arbiter,

when a party or both parties have failed to nominate one. It also

authorises the arbiters to devolve on the oversman, or umpire, unless there
is a stipulation to the contrary. If no time has been limited within which
the arbiters are to decide, or there is no power to prorogate, the decision
must be made within a year and a day. In order to cite witnesses, or to
obtain production of documents, before an arbiter, application must be ma^

the Cpurt of Session for a warrant.
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ABOHITEOTS are those whose profession it is to design and superintend

the construction of buildings generally. The architect must be acquainted

with the historical and artistic principles of building; with the cost of

buildings and the means of keeping such cost within limits; with the

strength, durability, and suitability of materials and the methods of their

application ; and also with a considerable part of the law of and incidental to

building oj^erations. The profession is open to all without examination,

the result being that many a so-called architect is to the public a snare and

a delusion. Intending clients should therefore be careful that the architect

whom they may select is (a) generally qualified ; as would l)e, for example,

one who is a member of the Koval Institute of British Architects ; and (6)

specially qualified in the particular class of building intended to be con-

structed. If the first qualification is there, the architect approached would

refuse the work if not within his powers, and advise as to a proffer man.
It is obvious that s{XH!ialism jxrsists very extensively and necessarily in this

profession ; for the architect who builds and restores Early Norman
eccle#>iastical examples, would scarcely be an aj)pro[)riate person in whose
hands to entrust the designing and construction of, for example, a modern
palace of varieties.

Appointment.—There are at least three general ways in which an
architect may be apj>ointed. The building owner, wliom we will call his

principal, may go to him, sketch out generally the idea he has, and give the

architect practically carte blanche authority to prepare plans as near as

wssible to that icloa and proceed with the work. Or, the principal may
approach the architect and require him to submit plans for approval before

any ap}>ointment is made. Or finally, the principal may advertise inviting

competitive plans, and offering the superintendence of the work to the

author of the accejitetl plan, and prizes to certain of those w ho may send in

plans wdiich are not accepted. In the first of the above cases the apjwint-

ment is definite and complete. In the second, the architect may not be

appointed, even though his plans have been accepteil, if such plans w ere sent

in for approval only under “hoj>e” of being employed as the architect.

The principal, on keeping the plans, would only oe liable for reasonable

remuneration for the trouble and exjxnse incurred by their author. In the

last case, and generally in cases of ^vertisement, the successful competitor
would be entitled to engagement in the projxjsetl w ork, provided, of course,

that when he sent in his j)Ians he accom{mnied them w itn a letter definitely

accepting, and in strict compliance with the terms and conditions of the
offer as set out in the advertisement. Assuming now* that the architect is

appointed, what is his legal position ?

Rights and liabilities.—As architect he is the general agent of the

principal
; as such he comes within the general law of that relationship, of

which some account is given under the heading AGENCY. In particular,

he is under an obligation to bring to bear upon the work in hand all

proper and reasonable knowledge and care. And still more particularly

he must also apply to that w^ork a special knowledsre and skill relativemust also apply to that w^ork a special knowledge and skill relative

thereto ; such as an architect, making sjiecial profession of that class of work^
ought naturally to possess. Thus we see tne necessity for engaging an

ip work tp which be is accustomed. Apart from any special
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circumstances of his appointment, the architect's first duty is to obtain

an intimate knowledge of the proposed site; its inherent capabilities or

deficiencies, as the case may be, for the class of building intended to be

erected ; the statutory obligations or district bye-laws, if any, affecting the

site ; its position with I'egard to the obtaining of materials ; and the rights

over it, if any, possessed by third parties, such, for example, as rights of

way, rights of light, &c. The results of such investigation should be
reported to the principal ; and where necessary legal and scientific advice

taicen, and agreements effected. Default in this may entail stoppage of

building, damages, and costs ; and of these the architect may have to bear a
share; not only any claimed by his principal, but also those claimed by a
builder prejudiced thereby. The next duty of the architect is the pre-

paration of the plans. In this he may require the assistance of a quantity

surveyor; but before engaging one, special authority should lie obtained

from the principal. Otherwise, the architect may have to pay for the

surveyor himself and be unable to claim this out-of-pocket from his

principal. These things having been done, and all things arranged con-

formaoly therein to the principaPs instructions, especially as to the cost of the
building, tenders shoula be obtained from builders, and when accepted a
building contract entered into. Here both principal and architect will

seek the aid of the lawyer, and some part of what they may learn from him
respecting this most important element in building, we will inform the

reader under the heading BUILDING CONTRACT. Without express

warranty, none will be implied in the plans, specifications, and quantities

suppliedf by the architect to the builder. And if there be no lack therein

of ordinary professional skill and care, the architect is not liable to his

principal for any damage resulting from mistakes therein. If, however, they
are inaccurate and incomplete as a result of collusion between the architect

and his princiiml, the former would be liable equally with the latter to the
builder in res{)ect of any damage resulting therefrom. As to the architect's

powers to vary and modify the general scheme of the building, these depend
upon the building contract; for apart from that, the principal’s express

authority would be requisite, and tne builder also must be consulted. But
in the case of pet^ details, incidental to the work, the architect has a com-
plete authority, lliere being the legitimate rights of the builder to \ye

considered, as well as those of his principal, the architect must exercise his

powers with the utmost discrimination and justice.

Certificates.—In the matter of giving certificates, the architect fills

almost a judicial position. The building contract determines the mode of
payment of the builder

;
generally, that as certain stages in the construction

nave been airived at, so certain sums, proportionate to the whole payment,
are to be paid to the builder. Tliese sums are only provisional and on
accoimt, and are subject to adjustment on completion of the work. They
are )iayable by the principal to the builder only after he has received a
certificate from the archit^ vouching that the requisite progress in con*
struction has been made. At the completion of the work, the architect
settles the account with a final certificate. He is not bound to inform the
builder in what mode his calculations have been arrived at. In giving this

eertificate he must be satisfied that the work is complete, and tl^t any
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extras were duly authorised and necessary. It is over the extras that are

f
athered most of the disputes between the principal, architect, and builder.

f the architect negligently certifies, either in resi)ect to the quality or

quantity of the work clone, and the money payable, he is liable to compen-
sate his principal for any loss suffered thereby.

The remuneration of the architect is usually by a percentage of 5 per

cent, of the cost of the building. But the law knows nothing of this; and
apart from agreement the arcnitect can only recover a reasonable reward

for his trouble and expense, considered relatively to the importance and
difficulty of the work. To save misunderstanding, as also to save money, an
intending client should be careful to arrange in writing inclusive terms with

the architect before his appointment. See SURVEYOR.
ARBIT.—In the time of our Saxon kings the militarv forces of this

kingdom were in the hands of leaders elected, like the sheriff', by the people

in lull assembly, or folkmote. The kings were hereditary, but these leaders

were elective. It seems universally agreed that King Alfred first settled a
national militia in this kingdom, thereby making soldiers of all his subjects.

But a large independent power still ap|)ears to have been left in the hands
of the elected leaders. Upon the Norman Conquest the feudal law' was
introduced in all its vigour. In consequence thereof all the land in the

kingdom held by tenure in chivalry was aivided into knights’ fees, in number
above sixty thousand; and for every knight’s fee a knight or soldier was
bound to attend the king in his wars for forty days in a year. By this

means the king had, without any ex^)ense, an army of sixty thousand men
always ready at his command. This personal service in process of time
degenerated into |xjcuniary commutations or aids, until at hist tenure by
chivalry was itself alxilished at the restoration of Charles II. In the mean-
time other means were adopted for defence in the case of domestic insurrec-

tions, or of foieign invasion. Thus, under Henry II. and Edward I., every

man according to his estate and degree was requinxl to provide a certain

quantity of arms wherewith to keep the peace. It was then usual for the

kings from time to time to issue to the sheriffs commissions of array, and
•end officers into every county for the purj^ose of mustering and setting into

military order the inhabitants of every district. But it was provided that

no man should be comjxjlled to go out of the kingdom in any case, nor out
of his county except in case of urgent necessity. In the reign of Mary
lieutenants of counties were introduced and sulistituted for the sheriffs; and
ms lord-lieutenants and deputy-lieutenants they exist to the present. The
lieutenants are standing representatives of the Crown to keep the counties

in military order. The question how far they derived authority from the
Crown independently of the will of the ptniple, and the extent of that

authority, became the imnietliate cause of the rupture between Charles I.

and his rarliament. Parliament not only deniecl the prerogative of the
Crown in this resjx'ct, but also seized into its owm hands the entire control

over the militia. At the Restoration the militia was declared, with all the
other forces on sea and land, to be under the sole goveniment and com-
mand of the king, and it was then, and has been several times since, re-

organised, now forming part of the auxiliary forces of tlie Crown. At the
amne time, with parliamentary sanction, regular troops were kept up by the
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kings, increasing, until in the reign of James II. they numbered, with

unauthorised additions, thirty thousand. These troops were sup^sed to be

a personal guard of the sovereign, and wei*e paid out of the kings own civil

list. On the Revolution of 1(J88 it was, however, made an article of the Bill of

Rights, that the raising or keeping of a standing army within the kingdom
in time of peace, unless it be with consent of Parliament, is agapist the law.

But the keeping of standing armies became in time a universal practice,

and even necessity; and for a long time—since, in fact, 1G89, the date of

the first Mutiny Act—it has been judged necessary by our Legislature to

maintain, even in time of jieace, a standing body of troops under the com*
mand of the Crown. The necessity for this is the safety of the empire, the

defence of the realm, and the preservation of the balance of power. There
was thus passed in every year, in time of peace or of war, an Act known as

the Mutiny Act. By this Act the maintenance of a standing army was
authorised during the continuance of the Act, and temporary provision was
made for enlistment, discipline, and regulation. In the year 1879 a code of

military law of a jiermanent character was pissed, called the Army Discipline

and Regulation Act, 1879, which has force tluring the continuance of an
annual Act passed for that purpose, but for no longer period. The Army
Discipline, &c.. Act is subject, when in force, to any provisions sj)ecified in

the annual Act, but it contain-s, generally, provisions as to billeting and
enlistment, and regulations for the government of the army and persons

subject to military law. I'he sovereign is thereby empowered to make
articles of war, erect and convene courts-martial for the trial of offences

against the articles of war and the provisions of the Act. But by no means
is the jurisdiction of the civil tribunals oustetl ; for nothing in the Act
prevents a military man exercising his rights and lx.*ing proceeded against in

the ordinary course of law ; but in the case of offences against a subject, he
may be delivered over to a civil magistrate. But, on the other hand, a
person subject to the regulations of the Act may suffer extreme punishment

—

in many cases death—at the hands of a military tribunal. Sentences of a
court-martial can only be appealed from to the Crown itself, no ordinary
court of law having such appellate jurisdiction. But when acting in exc^ess

of jurisdiction, they may be restrained by the ordinary courts.

From 1869 to 1881 the Annual Acts were known as Mutiny Acts; since

the latter date, as Army Acts. The forces governed by the code of 1879
are the regular and auxiliary forces. Until the Territorial and Reserve

Forces Act, 1907, the regular forces included the regular army, the reserve

forces, and the Royal Marines. The latter, though under the control of the

Admiralty, are subject to the Army Act when not serving on board ship, and
are otherwise treated as soldiers. The auxiliary forces were the militia and
the militia reserve, the yeomanry, and the volunteers. Now nearly the whole
of the volunteer and yeomanry forces have been transferred to the new force,

called the Territorial Force, created liy the above-mentioned Act. This
force is liable to serve in any part of the United Kingdom, but not
elsewhere, though members of the force may volunteer for foreign service.

In general the Army Act applies to the Territorial Force in like manner
as it applies to the militia. The subject of the TERRITORIAL FORCE
is dealt with in the article under that title in the Apjicndix to Vol V. A
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soldier may marry without the consent of the military authorities, but
they will not provide for his family. He is not liable for desertion,

or neglecting to maintain or leaving them chargeable to the poor-law

authorities. But in cases of maintenance and affiliation, deductions may
be made out of his pay. He cannot be arrested or compelled to appear
before any court for a civil debt, damages, or a sum of money under i?30.

He may, however, be sued and execution levied, so long as it does not affect

his person, pay, or military equipment. Nor can he legally tLssign or charge
his pay or j>ension. He may, on actual military service, make an informal

will of his personal property. When on full pay, soldiers are exempt
from service on a jury. Officers on full or half-pay are prohibited from
becoming directors of public or other companies without the consent of
the commander-in-chief. llecruits may purchase their discharge within

three months of enlistment, on payment of d^lO; and apprentices under
twenty-one years may, subject to certain conditions, be claimed by their

masters. For desertion a soldier may be charged before a magistrate and
delivered over to the military authorities.

ARRAIGNMENT is the calling an accused }:)crson to the bar of a
criminal court to answer formally the charge brought against him. He is

called upon l)y name, and recjuired to hold up his hand. The indictment
upon which he is charged is then read to him, ami he is retjuired to plead

thereto, guilty or not guilty. If he plead not guilty, he is without further

form put mxin trial before a jury. If he should refuse to plead at all, he is

taken to have pleaded not guilty.

ARREST may be either in a civil proceeding or for a crime. Tlie word
denotes the apprehending of a man's j>erson with a view^ to his custody by
the law. In civil proceedings a man may l>e arrested by order of the S[>eaker

of the House of C'ommons ; or of a judge for contempt of Court; or by an
order made under the De btors Act for his committal for non-pavmcnt of a
debt. \SiC A1TA( HMFNT; ami article on FRACDCLFAT DEBTORS.]
A j>erson concerned witli business in a court of law, and when going to and
returning theix'froin, is privileged from arrest in civil prtx'cedings. In

criminal matters an arixst is made eitlier by warrant or without warrant.

A W’arrant may l)e granted in certain events by the Speaker of the House
of Commons, a Secretary of State, or a judge of the King's Bench Division.

In onlinary cases, however, the warrant is granted by a magistrate, upon
complaint upon oath of a felony or indictable inixlemeanour having been

committed ; or where an indictment Inis been found against the j>erson

against whom it is issued. The oflk'er who nveives the warrant is bound to

execute it .so far as his own jurisdiction and that of the magistrate extends.

In cases of misdemeanour the offitxr making the anvst mii>t liavc the warrant

in his |K)ssession. In executing it he may make an arrest for an indichible

offence on a Sunday; and at any hour of the day or night. He may also,

upon admittance Iwing demanded and refused, break through both outer

and inner doors into a iiouse. Unless there is a risk of capture or escajie,

the prisoner must not be treated with indignity or handcuired ; and no more
force than is absolutely necesswiry may be used. Subject to exception in the

case of a w^arrant to aiTCst loose, iille, and disorderly jxtsoiis, a general

warrant is void. Thus a warrant is void which authorises the arrest of all
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persons suspected of a crime ; or, for example, of the authors, printers, and
publishers of a libel, without naming them.

Arrests without warrant may and should be made by an officer in the

case of any one committing treason, felony, or a breach of the peace within

his view. He may also arrest upon a reasonable charge or suspicion of such

offences having been committed. Also in the case of vagrants whom he has

good cause to believe are meditating certain offences. Should an officer refuse

to make an aiTest upon a reasonable charge, he may be indicted and fined.

Generally speaking, a private person has the same right and is under the

same obligation to arrest as is an officer. Thus, if he sees a felony com-
mitted he is bound to arrest. He may also arrest any person he finds com-
mitting a felony between the hours of 9 p.m. and o a.m., or any coinage

offence. Also in certain cases of arson, the owner of the property injured, or

his servant or authorised agent, may arrest the oflender. A person to whom
stolen property, or projxirty he may reasonably believe to have been stolen,

is offered for sale, pawn, or safe custcxly, is required to arrest the |>erson

offering and detain the property offered. A private person makes an an'est

at his peril, and may, if he acts indiscreetly, be liable for damages in an
action for FALSE IMPRISONMENT and MALICIOUS PROSECUTION,
wnich see. He is bound to go to the aid of, when required by, an officer who
is attempting an arrest. To resist arrest is unlawful, and in certain cases

specially punishable. If resistance should lead to death or serious injury it

would be indictable. Unless a prisoner's offence is capital and his escape

cannot otherwise be prevented, it is unlawful to shoot or wound him when m
flight.

ARSON is the felonious, unlawful, and malicious setting fire to property.

If to any dockyard, arsenal, or building connected therewith within this

realm, or to one of his Majesty's ships, the punishment under a Statute of
George III. is death. In the case of an offender subject to naval discipline

the punishment is also capital, but the trial is by court-martial. To any
other ship or to the goods on board, with intent to injure the owner of the
ship or goods, the punishment is penal servitude for life or imprisonment;
ana if a male under sixteen, with or without whipping ; while to attempt
the same the punishment may be fourteen years' penal servitude. Arson to

a place of divine worship, a dwelling-house with any person therein, or with
intent to injure or defraud a port, dock, railway station, or other similar or
connected property; a public building, a coal mine or a stack of com,
cultivated vegetable proauce or wood, and certain other similar property,

may involve penal servitude for life. The punishment for an attempt at
arson of the last-mentioned class, or for arson of goods in buildings or of
crops, can be fourteen years' penal servitude ; that for an attempt at arson of
crops or a stack, being a term not exceeding seven years. Persons loitering

at night and suspected of arson may be apprehended, without warrant. It S
not necessary to prove that the person barged with ai-son had any malice

against the owner of the property, and the latter or persons in possession of
the property injured can eaually with other persons be guilty of this crime.
If any person is burnt to aeath in consequence of the commission of arson
the offender may be tried for murder, and if acouitted on such charge he
may be retried on the same facts for the arson. If the fire is the result of
negligence or accident, there is no arson; nor would there be, in any case,
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without some actual ignition or charring, or if the fire were lighted with a

bondfide claim of right.

ARTICLES OP ASSOCIATION.—ITie enactments under which the

system of limited liability companies was inaugurated, now consolidated and

amended by the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, were provisions not

merely for the benefit of the shareholders for the time being in the company,

they were also intended to provide for the interests of those who might become
shareholders in succession to the shareholders for the time being; and for

the benefit of the outside public, and more particularly those who mi^ht be

creditors of companies of this kind. The title-deeds of such companies are

the Memorandum of Association and the Articles of Association. The
former will be dealt with in the article under that heading. With regard to

the Articles, it may be laid down that they play a part subsidiary to the

Memorandum of Association. They accept the latter as the charter of

incorporation of the company ; and so accepting it, the Articles proceed to

define the duties, rights, and powers of the governing body of the company
as between such governing ix)dy themselves and the company at large.

They further set out the mode and form in which the business of the com-
pany is to be carried on, and the mode and form in which changes in the

internal regulations of the company may from time to time be made. The
Companies Act provides that in the case of companies limited by guarantee

or unlimited, the Memorandum of Association must be accompanied by
Articles of Association. But in the case of companies limited by shares,

which is the usual form of a limited company, it is optional whether there

shall be Articles or not. In the absence of Articles of Association, their

place is taken by a model form scheduled to the Act and knowm as Table
A. When there arc Articles of Association, they may exclude the opera-

tion of Table A altogether and themselves set out in detail all the rules

and regulations of the company ; or they may adopt Table A in part as may
be specified and modified. The subscribers to the Memorandum of Associa-

tion are masters of the regulations which, within the limit of the law, they
wish to be comprised in the Articles ; and the latter must also be duly signed
by each of them in the presence of and attested by a witness. The Articles

must be expressed in separate paragraphs, printed, and numl>ered arith-

metically. Upon registration of the company, the Articles of Association
must be filed and stamped (10s.) as a deed.

Where the company has a share capital, the Articles must, if the company
is unlimited, or limited by guarantee, state the amount of share capital

proposed to be registered ; if it has no share capital then the number of
members proposal to be registered must be stated.

It is also provided that, subject to the provisions of the Act, and to the
conditions contained in its Memorandum, a company may, by special resolu-

tion, alter all or awld to its Articles. In the same way may made new
regulations to the exclusion of, or in addition to, all or any of the regula-

tions of the company, even to the extent of altering its capital or its distribu-

tion into shares. Of the internal regulations of the company the members of
it are absolute masters, and provided they pursue the course marked out in

the Companies Act, that is to say, by special resolution, they may alter those
regulations from time to time. And a company cannot contract itself out of
thus right of alteration, though it must always conform to the limitations of
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the memorandum. The latter is, as it were, the area beyond which the action

of the company cannot go ; inside that area the shareholders may make such
regulation for their own government in the Articles as they may think fit.

A company cannot claim and exercise a power under the guise of regulating

its internal affairs, to go beyond the objects or purposes expressed or implied
in the memorandum. If the company should enter into a contract beyond
the powers contained in its memorandum, such a contract is void.

Articles of Association are a contract by the shareholders amongst
themselves, and do not give a right of action to a person not such a
party thereto; and it makes no difference that the person claiming a
contract in the Articles was himself one of the subscribers. Thus, where in

the Articles it was provided that A. should be the solicitor to the company,
it was held that A. had no right of action against the company for non-
employment. nomination in the Articles was merely an authority to the

directors by the ihareholders to appoint such person if they thought fit.

A clause in the Articles providing that the shares of any shareholder who
brought an action against the company should be forfeited on payment to

him of the full market value thereof would be invalid. Nor can the statutory

right of a shareholder to pi-esent a winding-up petition Ikj restricted by the
Articles. A company cannot be prevented from altering its Articles of

Association, and binding its present members by such alteration, although
its prospectus contains repi'esentations contrary to the Articles as altered

;

but after signature and before registration the Articles cannot be altered

without the consent of a subscriber thereto, so as to make such subscriber

liable as a contributory. As we have seen above, the Articles are filed upon
registration of the company. They may Ije insjiected by any one at Somerset
House upon payment of one shilling. A shareholder is entitled to a copy
from the company on payment of a fee not exceeding one shilling. A com-
pany that refuses such a copy is liable to a penalty. This right of public

inspection is a natural consequence of the rule that all persons dealing with

a company, s^hether shareholders or out>ide creditors, are ])resnmed to know
its external position as distinguished from the details of its indoor manage-
ment. See further hereon : TAHLE A ; and COMPANIES : THEIR
FORMATION AND CONSTITUTION.

ARTISANS' DWELLINGS have been made the subject of a consoli-

dating Act, called the Housing of the? Working Classes Act, 1890, which
has now been extended by two further schedules of 1900 and 1908. Un-
healthy areas.—A local authority, on being satisfied of the unheal thiness

of a district, may make a scheme for its improvement. Such unhealthiness

would arise in the case of {a) any houses, courts, or alleys being unfit for

human habitation; or (Jj) the health of the inhabitants or neighbours being

threatened in consequence of the narrowness, closeness, and bad arrangement,

or the bad condition of the streets and houses, or groups of houses, within a
certain area. Also in consequence of the want of light, air, ventilation, or

proper conveniences, or any other sanitary defects therein. The authority

may then, having prepared its scheme, give notice to the owners of the

property, stating that the same is to be taken compulsorily for the purpose

of improvement. When the scheme has been confirmed by tlic Local Govern-
ment Board, the authority may proceed to its execution, including therein

the buying out compulsorily of the owners. Provision of accommodation
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THE WEALTH OF NATIONS
The w’ealth of nation? consists of land, farms,
houses, railways, inerchandiso, cattle, implements,
furniture, factories, bullion, ^:c. &c., and from time
to time a valuation is made of these items of a
country’s wealtli. According to the most recent
valuarions (those collated by Mulhall) the wealth of
nations is as follows :

—

The Wealth ok Twenty Countries.

Country. WealtlL

Taking the
NS'ealth of

Greece as the
Unit of Com-

parison, i.e. £t,
the respective
Wealths are—

United States . .

Millions sterling /
>6,350 73-65

United Kingdom Z1.806 53 *8
France 9.690 43 64
Germany .... S.osa 36.26
Russia (in Europe) . 6 ,4^5 28.94
Austria-Hungary . 4 .5 * a 2a 32
Jtaly 3.160 *4 *3
Spam •,380 ia72
Australasia ... 1,076 4^85
Canada 1,003 4- 5*
Belgium 988 4-45
Holland 880 3 96
Sweden and Norway 790 3
Argentine Republic 616 * 77
Roumania . . 5*9
Denmark .... 506
Switceriand . . . 49s aaa
Portugal ....

1 4 *s t.8s
Bulgaria

1 a96
Greece

1

*** 1.00

Total . . . 70,174 /3 *6.07

The seven great powers of the world are also tht
wealthiest : they occupy the seven leading places in
the alK)ve table, the United States being at the top
with a long lead over any other nation, d he United
Kingdom is second.
Australasia and Canada come next to the seven

great powers, with only Spain intervening.
It is not possible to state the wealth of such coun-

tries as Turkey, China, India, Japan, iSic., as the
necessary facts upon which to base a valuation of

wealth are not known.
'l o compare the wealth of these twenty nations,

' we may conveniently u^bC the wealth of (Ireece (last

j

on the list) ns the unit of measurement. Thus,
taking Greece’s wealth of 222 inilliuns as equal to

the W'calth of the United States is ^{^yj.and that

of the United King lorn is /53. Spain’s health is

£10 a< compared with Greece’^ £1, and after Spain
come a lot of much less w’ealihy nations, from .Aus-

tralasia with ^4.8 lo Greece’s £1, to Bulgaria with
/1.3 to evtry £i of Greece’s wealth, Greece’s
wraith of 222 millions sterling, here used as the unit
of comparison, is not nuieh lai g»*r than the present
cost to England of the war in South Africa, and
lx.‘fore that warisemied it will probably have cost

England as much, or more, than the entire wealth
of Greece. I'hus we may say tluit this \sar ha* cost
England not less than onediftieth pait of lier whole
wealth, 'laking all the twtuity countties as one
whole, their combined ueallii is 316 times as great
as the wealth of Gieece.
The a\erage wealth of these twenty craintries, per

head of population, is /140.
Eight countries, the United Kingdom to Switzer-

land, exceed or equal this average wealth per
head, and these eight countries include three of
the seven Great Powers—the United Kingdom,
France, and the I’nii'd >*tate^.

A Comparison of the Wealth of the Seven Great Powers.
{J’or actual/iguret sec text.)

Wealth per Head op
Population.

Country.

Wealth
IHT lieud
uf P(iI>lilS'

tion.

United Kingdom .... £
285

France »50
Australasia

i *39
United States **4
Demuark sir

Canada *89
HoUand *73
Switzerland *49
Belgium *47
Germany *4*
Argentine '

>34
Spain **9
Sweden and Norway . . . 108
Austria-Hungary .... too

Italy 9S
Greece $3
Roumania 1 M
Bulgaria as
Portugal 82
Russia (in Europe) .... 60

All the sc Countries .... I4f
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A Comparison of the Five Principal Items of th.e Wealth of Nations.
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THE WEALTH OF NATIONS

The Other twelve countries, from Belgium to
|

Russia, are below the average wealth per head of

population. These twelve include four of the Great
Powers—Germany, Austria, Italy, and the very poor
Russia, Russia, a land of princes and peasants, has
only ^6o per head of population, and is last in the list.

Australasia and Canada are both high up in the
list, owing to tb.e value of their land, and the small
populations amongst whom their wealth is shared.

Coming now to the component parts of wealth,

these are as follow :

—

Thk Items Wealth.

The Wealth uf the
Countries.

:!
-1 t^ 4) D

Items.
5

'5

0 5

oj h

*23 - 0

< j)

p
, — ^

Land
Houses
Railways . . . . i

Merchandise . . . i

Cattle, &C. ...
Other Wealth—

|

Miscellaneous

Millions
1,686

' *.490

!
9«S

1 80s

1

39 t

' 5 449

M illious Aliilionv

*5 945 *7.63*
x«,t88 14,678

5,183 6. x68

4,841 5,646

3,83s 4,aa6

16.376 21,835

P. l ent.

*5 *

ao 9
8 8
8 1

1 6 0

3 * *

Total Wealth . xi,8o6 5«,3« 70 . *74 loac

The largest item of wealth is Land, and the only

two exceptions to this fact are the United Kingdom
and the United States, in which two countries the

value of the Houses is greater than that of the Land.
As regards all the countries combined. Land takes

25 per cent, of the whole wealth of nations, and the

value of Houses is 21 per cent.

The value of the Land of these twenty countries

ri7,63i millions] is ^eater than the whole wealth of

the United States [^6,350 millions]. 'I'he value of

all the Houses [14,678 millions] is gicater than ih*

whole wealth of the United Kingdom [)lus Austr.d-

asia plus Canada [1^,885 millions]. 'I ho value of

all the Railway'. [6, 168 millions] is nearly equal to

i the whole wealth of Russia [6,425 millions]. The

;

v.ilue of all the Morchandi'c [5,646 millions] is

greater than the whole wealth of Italy plus Spain

[5,540 millions]. '1 lie value <jf all the Cattle [4,226

! miilions] is not far sliort of the whole wealth of

,
Austria-HunL:arv [4,51 2 millions]. And the value of

' all the Misce laneous Wealth [21,825 millions] is

. greater than the whole wealth cf the United King-
dom plus hr.ince [21,496 milli(.ns].

J. HOLT .St'HOOLlXG.

The iaetho<l of valuing a country’s wc.iUh is too

complex to he stated liere, hut the pnxTs.s ran he kmcI

in Sir Roliert OllTcn’s h.)ok “ The Growth ol Capital.'*
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for the displaced.—Before the scheme will be confirmed, the Board will require

to be satisfied that equally convenient accommodation can be provided for the

working-classes displaced by the scheme. This accommodation must not be
within or in the neighbourhood of the unhealthy area. Regard will be had
to the number of artisans and others of the working-classes dwelling within

the area and being employed within a mile thereof. If twelve or more rate-

payers have complained to the medical officer of the district with regard to

the alleged unhealthiness of an area, and such medical officer has disregarded

the complaint, and representations thereof are made to the Local Government
Board, an inquiry into the complaints may be ordered. Acquisition of land.

—As we have already seen, the local authority may give notice to owners of

unhealthy property oi an intention to purchaise compulsorily. If no agree-

ment can be come to with regard to the compensation or purchase-money,

an assessment thereof may be made by an arbitrator. In making such

assessment due regard must be paid to the nature and condition of the

property, and the probable duration of the buildings in their existing state,

and to the state of repair thereof. But in such an assessment any addition

to or improvement of the property made after the date of advertisement of

the scheme by the local authority shall not be included. The arbitrator may
also take into consideration the fact, where it exists, that any house has
obtained an enhanced rental by reason of being used for illegal purposes, or

of overcrowding, and that such house was in such a defective condition as

to be a nuisance, or unfit for human habitation. Unhealthy dwelling-
houses being unlit for human habitation, and so represented to be, either

by a medical officer of health or four or more neighbouring householders,

may be ordered to be closed and demolished. Certain notices must be first

given to the owner, affording him an opportunity to remedy the defects

and render the house lit for habitation. If the owner does not himself close

and demolish the house, the local authority may do so itself. The owner of

such a house being aggrieved at the notice may appeal to a Court of Quarter
Sessions. In the same way obstructive buildings may be closed and de-

molished. Working-class lodging-houses.—Where a local authority wishes

to purchase existing lodging-houses for the working-classes, or erect upon
any land acquii-ed or appropriated by them, buildings suitable for such
loagiiig-houses, the above Act imiy be adopted by such local authority. It

may then purchase or erect lodging-houses, mamage them itself, and make
bye-laws for the regulation thereof ; and if they are found to be too expensive

to maintain, may sell them. A tenant or occupier of such a lodging-house will

be disqualified to continue as such on receipt of parochial relief, except
temporarily on account of accident or illness. The law on this subject applies
equally to Scotland, Low-rented dwelling-houses.—A very important
provision is included in the Housing and Town Planning Act, 1909. It

IS that in any contract made after the passing of that Act, for letting for

habitation a house, or part of a house, there shall be implied a condition that
the house is, at the commencement of the tenancy, in all repects fit for

human habitation. To come within this provision, the house or part of a
house must be let at a rent not exceeding: in London, ^40; in a borough
or urbah district with a population according to the last census for the time
being of 50,000 or upwards, £^6 ; elsewhere £16- This condition does not
apply, however, where the premises are let for a term of three years or more

L Q
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upon the terms that the lessee put them into a condition reasonably fit for

occupation, and the lease is not determinable at the option of either party
before the expiration of that term. By reason of this provision a tenant
would have a right to sue his landlord for damages in respect of injuries

caused by the premises not being reasonably fit for human habitation.

ASSAULT is a threat by demeanour, or otherwise than by words, to do
a bodily hurt to another, even without actually touching him ; as if one wore

to lift his fist in a threatening manner against another, or strike at him but

miss. Mere words, however, do not amount to an assault. If there is a
touching or laying hold, even very trifling, but accompanied by an angry, in-

solent, or hostile manner, it is a battery. Such is a common assault and bedtery^

the remedy of the party aggrieved being either by proceeding in a police

court or by a civil action for damages. For assaults between husband and
wife see under that title. When the assault occasions actual bodily harm^

that is to say, any hurt or injury calculated to prejudice the health of the

person assaulted, it is a misdemeanour. So also is it a misdemeanour to mi-
lawfully and maliciously wound or inflict any f^rwvous bodily harm upon any
other person, with or without a weapon or instrument ; but if done with

intent to maim or do some other grievous bodily harm it is a felony. An
assault on officers of the High Court in execution of their duty is contempt
of court, and so punishable ; whilst an ass^iult on County Court bailiffs m
execution of their duty is punishable by a fine of Assaults with intent

to commit felony, other than murder and robbery, and on constables in the
execution of their duty, are indictable misdemeanours, though the latter may
be punished summarily by a magistrate.

ASSEMBLY, PUBLIC.—The right of public meeting can hardly be said

to be known to the English constitution. It is notliing moi'e in law than a
special and compound case of the right of an individual to conduct himself

as he will without trespassing upon the conesponding rights of others or

infringing any special law. Accordingly, an assembling of numbers together

and marching in procession through streets is not in itself unlawful. To be
80, the assemblage should be tumultuous, to the disturbance of the public

peace, and against the |>eace of the king. If the assemblage is peaceable and
the disturbance be caused by others outside the assemblage, the persons
composing the assembly would not, for that reason, have committed an
offence. It might probably be otherwise if a disturbing opposition were
the known, necessary, and inevitable consequence of the assembly. An
unlawful assembly has been said to be a disturbance of the peace by persons

barely assembling together with the intention to do a thing which, if it were
executed, would make them rioters, but neither actually executing it nor
making a motion towards its execution. But this seems to be much too
narrow a definition. For any meeting whatever of great numbers of people,

with such circumstances of terror as cannot but endanger the public peace
and raise fears and detraction among the king’s subjects, seems properly to
be called an unlawful asvsembly. This would be the case where a great num-
ber of people, complaining of a common grievance, meet together, armed in

a warlike manner, in order to consult together concerning the best means for
the protection of their interest ; for there no one can foresee what may be
the consequences of such an assembly. The circumstances of terror must
exist in the assembly itself, either in its object or in its mode of carrying it out*
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When the rights of a public assembly are interfered with, either by
another such assembly or private individuals, or even by dispersion by the
police, the only proper vindication is through the coui’ts. Kesistance and
strife with an opposing assembly or individual would mean an affray. Any
resistance at all to the police would be still more illegal. It is illegal advice

for any one to advise a public assembly when the police attempt to disperse

it, to stand shoulder to shoulder, when such advice means refusal to disperse,

and resistance to the police ; even though not a resistance to the extent of

striking. Peaceable citizens are not performing their duty if they stand

shoulder to shoulder, and when the police arrive and order them to disperse,

do not disperse but insist upon remaining. From that moment the assembly

becomes an unlawful assembly, the people comprising it no longer peaceably

sustaining any right or duty. See IIIOT.
ASSESSMENT is the official valuation of property or income for the

purposes of taxation ; the word being also used in the sense of the amount
of tax which has been determined as payable by a certain person. It is

often the case that an elective governing body will point out that during its

term of office there have been no new or higher rates or taxes imjxised

;

although, at the same time, greater results can be shown than had previously

been the rule with the same rating or taxation. Investigation will probably
discover the fact that the proj^rty taxable has been assessed more highly

than before, thus producing the same results as would have been produced
by a new or higher rate, llatepayers should therefore watch the assessment.

In the case of Imperial taxation the land tax is fixed by a statutory rate

on the yearly value of land and hereditaments; inhabited house duty by the
yearly rent the houses are worth. Income-tax is assessed in respect of houses
by the rent or annual value, and in respect of incomes from public offices by
the amount received. [See INCOMK-TAX ; LAND TAX.] In local

taxation the basis is the full rateable value, except in a few specific instances,

such as the lighting and watching rates; and in the case of small tenements,
for which the rates are compounded. The assessment for poor rate is generally

the criterion for the other rates. In the provinces, the rateable value is the
net annual value ; in London, the gross value, subject to certain deductions.

See liATlNd AND LOCAL TAXATION.
ASSESSMENT of Fire Losses is the term applied to the process by

which is ascertained the amount payable under fire policies in respect of
claims for loss by fii*e. The insurance company is generally represented in

such matters by a person retained and paid by it, whose profession is that of
an assessor of claims. Apart from such assessors, who are in the sole

employment of the companies, there are professional assessors who practice

independently, and whose services are available to the public in the same
way as are those of any other professional man. But in ordinary cases the
services of a public assessor are not required. The com))any'’s assessor,

though retained and paid as aforesaid, is nevertheless in a position of trust

between his office and the assureil, and should endeavour to preserve a
conduct of the assessment fair to all parties concerned. But as soon as the

assured introduces into the assessment a public assessor to act on his behalf,

the relationship of trust is at end, and each assessor becomes in effect an
agent solely for his own principal. Assuming a fire to have taken place,

property being destroyed thereby, which is the subject of insuranoei the
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assured should take immediate steps to obtain the indemnity payable by
the insurance company in respect thereof. His first business will be to take

his policy and read it through very carefully. Amongst the points he should

first note are : the time allowed in which notice of the fire must be given to

the company ; the time for delivery of particulars of his claim ; the evidence

required thereof ; if the policy is valued, what are the specific valuations.

Notice of the fire must be given within the time limited by the policy.

Most probably the condition is that this notice is to be given forthwith

;

but even if a few days are permitted, it is most inadvisable not to give the

notice immediately. To delay is to create a circumstance which may give

rise to suspicion in the mind of the assessor, and so perhaps make the

assessment a matter of keen dispute from the beginning to the end. The
notice having been given, the assured should deliver particulars of the
claim. This also must be done within the time fixed by the policy—as a
rule, within fifteen days. There is no evading the obligation to deliver the

particulars of claim, for the condition to do so has been held to be one
precedent to the enforcement of any claim arising out of the policy. Such
was found to be the case by a pawnbroker who had insured in the Norwich
Union Office for <£^150 on his snop, and ^1000 on the pledges. He did not
deliver his particulars, although required by the policy to do so within

three months ; and consequently in an action he brought against the

insurance office, the latter succeeded at the pawnbroker’s cost. And the
rule is the same, even in cases where the claim is for a total loss and for the
full amount of the policy. Particulars of the claim must therefore in all

cases be delivered. And if the time limited for the delivery thereof is

expressed to be of the essence of the contract, to fail to do so within that time
would be to lose all right to indemnity at all. These particulars should be
in writing and drawn with care. It may be that a statutory declaration is

required verifying their tiuth ; in such case, this should be delivered with
the particulars, or the latter drawn in the form of and embodied in a
declaration. Amongst the points in respect to which they should satisfy

the company are :—(a) the fact of the destruction of the property by fire

;

(6) the value of the property so destroyed
;

(c) the parts of it subject to
specific valuation by the policy; (d) the existence or otherwise of other
insurances on the same property ; (e) the amount claimed. Generally, as to

the rights of the assure, reference should be made to the articles, FIRE
INSURANCE and AVERAGE,

But with particular reference to the principles and process of the assess*

ment we will now deal. First, as to destruction by fire. Here there should
be no difficulty in an undoubted case of fire ; but tne policy will probably be
such as to allow destruction by lightning, or by explosion of gas without
burning, to come within the meaning of the term fire. The more important
considerations are those involved in the second and last points just enume-
rated. The rule is that the value that can be recovered in respect of
property the subject of insurance against fire, is the actual value of the
property immediately prior to the fire. Nothing more than this can be
recover^ ; no profits, no exj^enses—not even remuneration for the assured’s

efforts in endeavouring to extinguish the fire. Particulars of the property
destroyed must be set out in items, with full details as to nature and value*
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In support of this value, invoices or any other necessary documents must be
produced. If the property is furniture, the only question remaining will be
its depreciation from cost price through age, wear and tear, which will be
deducted. If a stock-in-trade of manufactured goods, deductions from the
invoice price will ho possible in respect of discounts, length of time in stock,

variation of fashion in its relation to particular goods, and general deprecia-

tion caused by shop-wear. If general merchandise, the criterion of its value

will be the current market-price; and if the stock of a manufacturer, the
value will be the cost of materials, labour, rent, and perhaps interest on
capital. Farming stock is generally valued by the market-price of the day,

less the cost of preparing and taking to market. Goods partially damaged
should be referred to the company, when it will be probably agreed between
the parties that they are to oe sold by auction ; under which circumstance

the value to be claimed in respect thereof will be the difference between their

value calculated as above, and the amount realised by the sale after deduct-

ing the auctioneer’s and his incidental expenses.

We have now seen how, generally^ to estimate the value of the property

insured. Generally as to point (c), it may be stated that the valuation of

an article in the policy does not mean that the company acknowledges its

value as specified. It rests still with the assured to prove the value. Though
a portrait by Reynolds of some pei'son indifferent to the assured may be
easily provecl to be of the specified value, yet a portrait of a relation of the

assured, highly and affectionately regarded as such, but not painted by an
artist of any repute, could be valued at a nominal sum only. And this

would be so, even though specified in the policy at a high value. And in

no case can the over-sufficiency of one item supply the deficiency of another.

Thus any over-sufficiency in the amount of the insurance of the above
portrait could not be set off against the amount, perhaps insufficient, at

which the ordinary furniture has been insured.

But the points (c) and (d) also coming under consideration as average,

the only part of the particulars now> to be dealt with is the amount to be
claimed If the values of all the items in the claim have been fairly arrived

at, including the amounts available for claim under the average clauses,

there should be no difficulty in arriving at the total amount. It should in

fact be merely a sum in compound addition. But human nature being what
it is, there is always an effort, notwithstanding any knowledge as to the

limits of his rights possessed by the assured, to try and get in something as

a solatium to cover an indefinable and really unknown item which may,
perhaps, have been forgotten. Against such an effort, reasonably made, no

one can complain ; and not even the insurance companies are likely to resist

it. But the total amount of the claim must be reasonable. Some policies

have a condition that any attempt at fraud in making an excessive claim, or

any false declaration in supporting it, will forfeit all right of claim there-

under. There is therefore good reason for the assured to be careful in this

respect. Though a mere claim for a larger amount than is ultimately

aHowed is not either an attempt at fraud or an excessive claim, yet, on the

other hand, an unfair, unreasonable, malaJide claim for an excessive amount
is undoubtedly evidence of an attempt to defraud. Efforts, therefore, of

the latter class may end in entire loss of the benefit of the policy. At least
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they may cause the resistance by the company of the claim^ and the conse-

quent delay and expense in litigation to the assured. And referring to

Ktigation suggests the high probability of there being an arbitration clause

in the policy. In cases, therefoi-e, where the company and the assured, or

their assessors, cannot come to terms, recourse should be had to arbitration.

T.Tie assured must be careful to see that he has as his own arbitrator a man
with a good technical knowledge of the property and of its varying values.

The procedure in arbitration will be founa under that head.

It only now remains to point out that in an arbitration respecting a
loss by fire each party has generally to pay his own costs, and half the fees

for the award. The arbitration is precedent to any action at law, and it in

no way affects a plea of fraud afterwards. Thus the company may await

the assured taking up the award, and subsequently taking action thereon,

and may then resist the claim, and base its defence upon any fraud it may
consider the circumstances of the case have disclosed.

Loss of Buildings.—Hitherto our attention has been confined mainly

to the valuation of property in the nature of goods and chattels. But
though the principles thereof apply equally in tlie case of buildings, it will

be convenient to consider some special points relating to the latter. In

1865 an Act was passed with the expressed intention of deterring and
hindering ill-minded persons from wilfully setting their houses or other

buildings on fire, with a view to gaining for themselves the insurance money

;

as a consequence of which the lives and fortunes of many families, continues

the Act, were likely to be lost or endangered. This Act recognised to the

full that the only safe principle of fire insurance was that of mere indemnity,

and that once a profit or any advantage could be obtained as a consequence

of fire, not only would the safety of the pei*son and of pro|)erty be greatly

jeopardised, but the insurance offices themselves would become a source of
public danger. Insurance offices were therefore authorised and required, ujkjii

the I’equest of any person interested in any building which might be burned
down or damaged, to apply the insurance money towards the rebuilding,

reinstating, or repairing of such buildings. This is also to be done if the
insurance offices have a suspicion that the owner or occupier or any other
person who has insured the same has been guilty of fraud, or of wilfully

setting fire to the premises. But in both.these coses the money must be paid

over to the assured, if within sixty days after the adjustment of his claim he
gives a sufficient security to the insurance conjpany that the money will be
laid out in rebuilding, reinstating, or repairing the premises. In view,

therefore, of the strong legal position in which fire insurance companies are
placed, the assured must not be surprised if he is required to furnish the
most detailed particulars of his loss, and verify the value most closely. *llie

indemnity will only be such as will place the assured in the same position as

that he enjoyed immediately prior to the fire; the state of repair, age,
^neral condition, and peculiarities of construction being all carefully taken
into account. If local bye-laws require, upon rebuilding, certain alterations

or improvements in structure or otherwise, the cost and expenses thereof
will not be covered by the policy. In fact, the insurance office will take
every lawful precaution i^ainst the occurrence of a fire becoming a desirable

event to the assured. If the company is going to reinstate, it may use all
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material on the premises. If it is going to pay the money over, it may
deduct therefrom the value of any standing material apparently available

for construction, even though in consequence of bye-laws or other contingen-

cies such material cannot be used, or have any value at all for the purposes

of such construction. And the criterion for the valuation of the material

may even be its availability.

ASSETS is a word derived from the Norman-French assetz^ sufficient, and

is the name given from the point of view of a creditor to a man’s property.

Thus in bankruptcy it has this meaning as against the bankrupt’s liabilities.

In equity it signifies the property of a person deceased, available for the

payments of his debts and legacies.

ASSIZES, otherwise the Courts of Oyer and Terminer and of General

Gaol Delivery, are held at least twice in every year in and for every county of

England, except for that part thereof within the jurisdiction of the Central

Criminal Court. At the assizes the judges sit as royal commissioners, by

virtue of four authorities, viz. the commission of the peace, that of oyer

and terminer, that of gaol delivery, and that of nln prucs. The commission

of the peace is the general commission under which magistrates derive their

authority. But the commission of oyer and terminer gives the judges autho-

rity to try cases of treason, felony, and misdemeanour. And persons may
be tried under this commission whether they are in gaol or at large, but

only after a true bill has been found against them upon indictment at the

same assizes. The commission of general gaol delivery authorises the judges

to try, and deliver every prisoner who shall be found in gaol when they

arrive at the circuit town, whenever or befoi*e whomsoever indicted, or for

whatever crime committed. Sometimes, upon urgent occasions, the Crown
issues a special commission of oyer and terminer and gaol delivery, confined

to those offences which stand in need of immediate inquiry and punishment.

The commission of nisi prius is an authority for the trial of civil actions.

Originally, all civil trials involving questions of fact were tried at West-
minster in some Easter or Michaelmas term by a jury of men belonging to

the county in whicli the cause of action arose ‘‘ unless sooner,” nisi prius^ the

judges of assize should come into that county. But since 1852 there has

not been in civil actions the slightest connection with the nisi prius proviso.

Provincial actions now proceed in the ordinary way in the local District

Registries of the High Court, and upon the approach of an assize are set

down for trial in the circuit town before a local jury. Sec ACTION

;

DISTRICr REGISTRY.
ATTACHMENT OF DEBTS is a mode of enforcing a judgment, whereby

the judgment creditor may obtain payment to himself on account of his

judgment debt, of debts due from third parties to the judgment debtor. In
th© Bdgh Court the creditors proceed by way of garnishee. lie first of all,

having discovered a person who is indebted to his debtor, makes an ex parte
application to the Court for a garnishee onlcr. This application must be
supported by an affidavit sliowing that the applicant has obtained a judg-
ment against his debtor, the amount thereof, and what is still unpaid. It

must also state the name and address of the third jx'rson from whom money
is due to the debtor. The Court will tlicreupon issue an order directed to
the third person, that the latter must pay his debt, or so much as is sufficient
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to satisfy the judgment debt, to the judgment creditor instead of to the

judgment debtor, unless he shall show cause to the Court why he should not

do so. This order nisi must be served upon the third person, who is called

the ‘‘garnishee,” and from the time of service binds all the money of the

debtor in his hands, and even an accruing debt. Then, on the day fixed in

the order, the Court, unless the garnishee shows cause to the contrary, makes

the order absolute, and the judgment creditor may levy an execution upon the

goods of the garnishee for the amount thereof. Payment by the garnishee to

the judgment creditor is a full discharge as against the judgment debtor. Of
course tiie garnishee, if there is a bon& fide dispute as to his liability and he

can make out sl prirnAfacie case, is entitled to the same trial and advantages

that he would nave had as against the judgment debtor. If a judgment
creditor has no actual knowledge of any person being indebted to his judg-

ment debtor, he may take out a summons against the latter and examine him
as to his means and debts due to him, and enforce the production of his books

of account. Unliquidated damages due to a judgment debtor are not avail-

able for attachment; nor money due to a shareholder from a company in its

voluntary winding-up; nor purchase-money payable upon completion of a
sale of real property; nor wages due to a seaman, servant, labourer, or work-

man ; nor the future income of the tenant for life of a trust fund ; nor salary

accruing, but not actually due ; nor the pay or pension of an officer. A
banker may be garnisheed in respect of any balance in his hands to the credit

of the judgment debtor’s account.

In the County Court the principles and practice in garnishee pro-

ceedings are substantially the same as in the High Court. An important
difference, however, is that, instead of an order being issued against the

garnishee, it is a summons, which, though operating to bind moneys in the

same way as the order, specifies a day for the hearing of the matter, when,

in case of dispute, the liability of the garnishee is generally determined
without further proceedings. If the garnishee pays into Court the amount
claimed five clear days before the hearing of the summons, he is not liable

for any costs, ACTION; COUNTY COURT; EXECUTION.
In Scotland, arrestment of debt or movables in a third party’s hands

is enforced by an action of forthcoming. When several creditors have taken
such process, the arrestee may bring an action to have it decided who is

entitled to the fund. By then paying money into Court, or giving security,

he is entitled to his expenses. The ci-editor’s debt may be cither liquidated

or in process of liquiaation at the time of the action, but the action cannot
be brought in respect of a debt not yet due. The wages of workpeople
cannot be arrested, except as to the amount over twenty shillings per week,
except for alimentary debts, and rates and taxes.

ATTORNET-OENBRAL is the name given to the chief ministerial

officer of the Crown, to which he stands in the same relation as any other
attorney or solicitor does to his client. He is legal adviser of the Crown,
the Ministry, and the dm»rtments of the Government ; a member of the
Ministry, though never of the Cabinet. The tenn “ General ” was affixed to
his designation in order, probably, to distinguish him from special attorneys
of the Crown, as, for example, the Master of the Crown Office, whose official

style is ^ Coroner and Attorney for the King.'*' The office is one of great
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dignity and importance, and is filled by barristers of the highest eminence
in their orofession. The chief duties of the Attorney-General are, in addition

to the advisory ones above mentioned : To exhibit informations and conduct

prosecutions on behalf of the Government for high offences against the good
order of the State; to conduct all suits and prosecutions relating to the

public revenue ; to institute and conduct suits for the protection of charitable

endowments; and ^nerally to appear in all legal proceedings and in all

Courts where the interests of the Crown are in question. The Attorney-

General has place and audience at the head of the English Bar, and as such

is absolute arbiter in all questions of etiquette and rights which may be in

question amongst members of that branch of the legal profession. Originally

he was paid by salary and fees, and was allowed to take private practice. At
present, however, the arrangement between the Attomey-Greneral and the

Government is that whilst holding office he shall resign private practice.

His salary and fees amount to about X^17,000 per annum. He is assisted

by a Solicitor-General. In Scotland and Ireland the similar law-officers of

the Crown are: the Lord-Advocate and Solicitor-General for Scotland, and

the Attorney-General and Solicitor-General for Ireland.

AUCTIONS AND AUCTIONEERS —An auction, in Scotland called

a rofip, is a public competitive sale, in which the conductor thereof obliges

himself and nis principal to transfer property to the highest bidder. The
person, without distinction of sex, who conducts such a sale is an auctioneer.

Historical.—Selling by auction is supposed to have originated with the

Romans, who gave it the descriptive name of auctioy an increase, because the

offered property was sold to him who would offer the most for it. At a later

day there came into practice the mode of auction known as ‘‘sale by the

candle.*” This mode was adopted in the case of certain sales by the East
India Company, and is still occasionally followed in out-of-the-way country

districts in the disposition of rents and charitable property. In the case of

such an auction, the goods were open to offers by bidders during such time
as would suffice for the burning of one inch of candle. Another mode of

auction, generally practised at the present day by a certain class of itinemnt

dealers, is called a “Dutch**' auction. Herein there is one and only public

bid, and that by the auctioneer himself, and at a price beyond the value of

the property, the price being then gradually decreased until some one accepts

the offer and becomes the purchaser. The modern method is by way of

increasing bids on the part of the intending purchase's, the one who bids the

highest having his offer accepted by the auctioneer. Licence.—An auctioneer

is oy statute required to take out an annual licence. For this licence a sum
of JPIO is payable, and it expires on the 5th July in every year. It expires

on that date, however long or short a time may have elapsed since it was
taken out. Any person acting as an auctioneer without a licence in full

force is liable to a penalty of X?100. And any person who has w'ords affixed

to his business premises purporting that he is an auctioneer, and has not at

the same time a licence, is liable to a penalty of J?20. The licence is personal

to the auctioneer, and he may carry on his business at several different places.

He may also act as an appraiser and house-agent without further licence;

but he must not trade from town to town as a hawker, or, except in certain

eaaeS) sell excisable goods. During a sale he must expose in a pnolic position
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in the sale-room his full name and address, and produce his licence a)X>n

demand to a revenue officer*

The authority of an auctioneer is conferred upon him by the seller, whose
agent he primarily is. Its extent will be cai*efully regarded. Thus it would

not extend to authorise an auctioneer to sell by private contract, or to

delegate his duties to a clerk. *l'he auctioneer's clerk may, however, be

engaged in merely incidental and subsidiary details. As in any other case

of agency, the authority of an auctioneer may be revoked, unless coupled

with an interest, or where the intervening rights of third parties would
suffer by the revocation. If, as a consequence of a subsequent revocation,

a sale bond Jide advertised by the auctioneer has to be abandoned, a person

who has lost time and expenses in consequence of the advertisement and
subsequent abandonment of the sale cannot recover damages therefor from

the auctioneer. It has been held that such advertising of a sale is a mere
declaration, and does not amount to a contract with any one who might act

upon it ; nor is it a warranty that all the articles advertised will be put up
for sale. The reader might refer to an apparently similar, though essentially

different case, mentioned under the head ADVERTISEMENTS.
Relation of Auctioneer to Seller.—It follows from the above, that an

auctioneer is primarily the agent of the seller. Indeed until the fall of the

hammer he is exclusively such. He must obey his principal's instructions.

When he does not he will be liable in damages. For example, he must not
sell under a certain price fixed by his instructions, nor receive payment by a
bill of exchange, when his instructions are that purchasers are to pay a
deposit at once and the I'eniainder of the purchase-money to the auctioneer

on or before delivery of the goods. Nor can he, unless it is the custom,
receive a cheque instead of cash. If he should do so, it should be with the

greatest caution, and the goods should not be handed over until the cheoue
has been honoured. He must moreover sell the projxjrty himself. He
should account for and pay over all moneys which have actually come into

his hands for goods sold on behalf of his principal. If, having exceetled his

authority, anci in consequence thereof failed to receive money he should have
received, he will be liable to his princi|)al therefor. But he is not liable for

interest upon money in his hands, unless there has been fraud or misconduct

on his part; such as improperly withholding accounts and refusing to |)ay

over the money when demanded, or applying the money to his own use.

He is bound to take the same care of the projxji ty sent to him for sale that

he would take of his own goods, and will he liable for any tlamage caused

by his default or negligence. If goods are wrongfully taken out of his

possession, the auctioneer can maintain an action for their recovery in his

own name. So also can he sue for the unpaid price of goods he has sold ; but
not if he has himself signed as agent for the Duyer. At a sale he may bid

himself for third parties, and j)robably even bid openly, fairly, and in good
faith for himself. Goods of the pnnciiml, when uj>on the auctioneer's

premises at a time when distraint is made to recover rent due from the

auctioneer, are absolutely exempt from distress.

Power qf Auctioneer.—He has no authority, apart from special in-

structions, to warrant the goods he sells ; and if he should do so personally,

he will be liable personally. If he is in possession of the property sold, and
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himself rives delivery of them, he would have an implied authori^ to
receive the price thereof and gi'^® receipts. This would not be so it the
conditions of sale merely provide for payment of the deposit to the
auctioneer; nor when the latter acts as a mere crier or broker for his

principal who retains jxjsscssion of the goods. As soon as the sale has
taken place, the auctioneer's authority has, for the purposes of the sale,

absolutely determined. He cannot then, unless specially authorised, rescind

or vary the contract, or deal with the purchaser in any way as to terms*

The only matter then open between himself and his principal is his re-

muneration and indemnity (if any) for loss incurred in the proper discharge

of his duty.

Aa to }ii8 remuTieration ,—This is either fixed by express contract between the
parties, or it is according to the customary scale of commission, viz. 5 per cent,

upon the amount realised by the sale, together with the expenses of advertising.

If there has been no sale, the commission should be calculate upon the reserve.

In cases of sales under distress for rent and County Court process, the auctioneer’s

remunenition is fixed by statute, and wull be found under the titles BAILIFF
and EXECUTION. As suggestive of the remuneiation which may be reasonably

agreed upon with an auctioneer, the following charges, generally allowed to

auctioneers by the Court in bankruptcy matters, will be of some practical

interest.

Scale I.

For inventory only, of chattel property, and one copy (not exceeding five folios),

10s. Gd. ;
for every additional folio beyond five, and one copy, Is. 6d.

;
for every

half-hour or fraction of half-hour necessarily occupied in going to and from the
premises where the inventory has to be made, if situate more than one mile from
the broker’s ofiice, 2s. Gd.

For inventory and valuation of chattel property :—On the first £100, per

cent.; on the next £i00, IJ per cent.; above up to £10,000, 1 per cent.*,

above £10,000, ^ per cent.
;
and in addition any railway fare or cab hire

actually and reasonably paid.

Scale II.

For sale l:)y private contract based on the valuation, half the above charges

for inventory and valuation.

For sfile by auction, including all expenses except newspaper advertisements,

which the princii>al sl^ouhl stipulate to be previously authorised by liiinself.

Of chattel property not exceeding :—On the first £100, 10 per cent, ;
on the

next £400, 5 per cent.; above up to £1000, 4 per cent.; above £1000,
per cent.

Of estatos, freehold, leasehold, 4rc., including prior valuations, for determining

amount of reserve bids:—On the first £300, 5 percent.; on the next £1600,

2]^ per cent. ; above up to £5000, 1 J
per cent.

;
above £5000, 1 j>er cent.

Now as to the itulcmniitf. If the auctioneer in the projxir performance

of his duty does an act injurious to a third party, such as selling goods

without a title, and suffers damage in consequence, his principal is liable to

indemnify him. But it is necessary that the auctioneer should^ have no

knowledge of the illegal or improper character of the sale; for if he had
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such knowledge, he would be personally liable, jointly with his principal*

So when an auctioneer guarantees the rent in cases where the ^oods are

liable to a distress before the sale can take place, he is entitled to indemnity

from his principal. He has a lien upon the goods entrusted to his care, or

upon the proems after sale, so long as they are in his hands, which may
act as some security for his remuneration and indemnity.

When agent of purchaser.—Immediately upon descent of the hammer,
the auctioneer becomes also the agent of the purchaser to write down the

name of the latter as being the purchaser. His memorandum of the

transaction written contemporaneously will bind both parties under the

STATUTE OF FRAUDS and the SALE OF GOODS ACT; but
reference in the memorandum must be specifically made to the conditions of

sale and the price and description of the property as set out in the par-

ticulars of sale or catalogue. His clerk cannot make a binding memorandum
except with the express assent of the purchaser.

The Auction.

—

Conditions. Every auction sale is subject to conditions

of sale either written or publicly announced. These are only binding upon
a purchaser when they fairly come to his knowledge. Where they have
been printed and circulated before or during the sale, or publicly announced
by the auctioneer, or posted up in the auction-room, a purchaser will gener-

ally be considered to have knowledge of them. The conditions must not be
misleading, and the description of the identity or the character of the
property to be sold should be stated with certainty. When such description

relates to real property it is called the ‘‘particulars of sale,'' and when to personal

effects sold in lots “ a catalogue." Trifling and unimportant variations in

the description of an estate are not fatal to the sale if the description is

substantially correct. They may, however, create a right to compensation.

But if the description is such as to actually deceive the purchaser, even if

such description is neither fraudulent nor wilful, the sale will be void. But
the deception must not be occasioned through the purchaser's own careless-

ness. As a general rule, mere expressions of praise, or declarations as to

value, provided they do not amount to actual misrepresentations or mis-

statement of fact, will not render a sale void. Bidding.—The auctioneer

must, unless with good and sufficient reason, accept all biddings offered.

But infants, lunatics, persons in drink, and other irresfionsiblc |}orsons, as

also persons in a fiduciary position to the property on sale, who make bids
may be ignored. So also may the bid of the vendor if the sale is without
reserve. A sale without reserve means not only that the proj>erty will l^e

E
eremptorily sold, but that neither the vendor nor any one on his liehalf will

id. ^e auctioneer may disclose the amount of the reserve if he thinks
by so doing he will benefit his principal. There may also be a condition of
sale that the vendor or his agent may bid, in which case such bidding would
be lawful. Puffing.—If the owner of property put up for sale wishes that
they should not be sold under a certain price, he should state it before the
auction begins, or he should reserve the right to bid himself, or through an
agent If the property is realty, such a reservation must appear in the
written conditions of sale. Then all the parties to the sale meet on eaual
terms. But it is otherwise if one or more persons arc secretly authorised
by the vendor to make bids with a view only to running up the price. Such
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an act, being secret and unknown to the purchaser, would be a fraud and
imposition upon him. The sale would be void, and the act itself fraudulent.

Such secret bidders are known as puffers, and the above is the regard in which
they have always been held by the Common Law Courts. But the Courts of

Equity, strange to say, regarded them somewhat more leniently, with the
result that there was passed, in 1867, an Act of Parliament which provided
that a reservation of the right to puff must, in sales of real property, be
made as above stated. A vendor is not responsible for sham biddings, made
without his knowledge or that of the auctioneer. If the highest bidder should

conspire with the others to wilfully interfere with the course of the sale, and to

depreciate the property and deter others from bidding, the vendor may refuse

to complete the sale. Knock~ouU .—An agreement between two persons not to

bid against each other is not illegal. Nor is an agreement whereby a number
of persons appoint one of their number to bid for their joint benefit. Such an
agreement may create what is known as a knock-out, when, after the sale, the

projierty bought is put up for sale privately amongst themselves [but see CON-
SPIRACY]. Bids may be revoked before the fall of the hammer. This is so,

because a bid is but an ofier, and does not become a contract until accepted,

which the auctioneer can only do by concluding the sale. A depont is usual

at an auction sale as a guarantee for the fulfilment of the contract. This
deposit is not merely a pledge, but also a payment on account of the purchase-

money. A purchaser cannot elect to forfeit his deposit and avoid the sale.

The terms of the sale usually provide for the time and mode of payment of
the deposit, and where this is so the purchaser cannot safely pay it at any
other time or in any other mode. Where the auctioneer receives the deposit

as agent of the seller, it is his duty to pay it to his principal on demsuid.

But this is not so where it is paid to the auctioneer as a stakeholder until

completion of the contract; only upon such completion or failure thereof the

vendor would be entitled to it. If the vendor refuses, or is unable to perform
the contract, or the contract is rescinded on the ground of fraud or mis-
representation on the part of the vendor or the auctioneer, the purchaser is

entitled to the deposit, and may sue either the vendor or tlie auctioneer

therefor. Where more than one party claims the deposit, the auctioneer

may take out an interpleader summons, upon the hearing of which the Court
will decide to whom it should be paid. i

Oomuletion of Oostract.—A purchaser at auctions occasionally refuses

to comply with the conditions of sale, or to complete the contract, and pay
for and take over the property he has bought. In such a case he would be
liable to the vendor in damages. As a rule, the measure of damages will be

the difTcrence in price on a re-sale, the vendor acting bona Jide and with

reasonable care, together with all the expenses incidental to the breach of

contract. It is usual, therefore, for the property to be re-sold, and then for

the defaulting purchaser to be sued for the difference and the expenses.

Ctonerally.—When an auctioneer receives property to which his principal

has no title, ajid upon selling delivers possession of the same to a purchaser,

he is liable therefor to the true owner. If, after having sold them and
received a deposit on the purchase-money, he has notice of the defect in his

principaPs title, the money in his hands should be paid over to the true

owner, or he may be sued therefor* But be would not oc if the sale had been
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without any other interference on his part than the bringing together of the

vendor and purchaser, between whom alone the sale was effected. Nor would

he be if, without notice and in good faith, the property had been sold after

receipt by him from his princijml, who then hati it in his disjx)sition within

the Factors Act, 1889. See AGENCY.
AUDIT is the term applied to an investigation of accounts, including

therein an examination of their form and substance aiul a scrutiny of the

figures. The object of the audit is to see that the accounts truly represent

the state of affairs purporting to be repiesented by them. The jxjrson who
engages in such investigations is called an auditor. An audit may, in most

cases, be conducted by any private individual, but the practice is to place

such matters in the hands of public accountants who conuune with account-

ancy the profession of an auditor. In certain statutory discs the auditor is

bound to be one who practises the profession publicly. For example, in the

case of building societies, one of the auditors of each society must be a

E
ublic accountant. For Friendly and Industrial Societies the accounts must
e audited, in certain events, by public auditoi*s appointed by the Treasury.

But, as a rule, the statutes which make auditing compulsory do not at the

same time necessitate the em[)loyment of professional auditors. Such is the

case in regard to the auditing of accounts under statutes relating e.g, to

Public Health, Municipal Corjxirations, Sheriffs, Ixjcal Government Bodies,

Educational Authorities, Lunacy, Ilailway Companies, the Oxford and Cam*
bridge Universities, and the Housing of the Working-Classes. With regard
to Companies under the Limited Liability Acts, there is express provision

necessitating the appointment of auditoi*s. Tlie Articles of Association,

however, generally provide for an audit on the lines of the provision suggested

by TABLE A (q-v.). For the provisions of the Acts relating to audits,

reference should be made to the article on DIUEC'rOllS. We will briefly

set out the purjx)rt of the provisions of Table A on this topic, as even if a
company has articles of its own, the provisions thcrtainder w'ould Ix! the same
in general. At the same time these provisions will aflbrd a hint to privata
traders as to the need and method of an audit, and will save separate treat-

ment of this subject for their especial case.

In the first place, the audit must be made once in every year. The
accounts of the com jxiny will then be examined and the correctness of the
balance-sheet ascertained by the auditor. A meinlxT of the company may
be an auditor, but not a director, nor any one who is interested in the
company otherwise than as a member. The auditor should 1x3 supplied with
a copy of the balance-sheet, and it will be his duty tc examine it, together
with the accounts and vouchers relating thereto. He should also have
delivered to him a list of all books kept by the company, and should luive

at all reasonable times access to the b^ks and accounts, If necessary he
may, at the expense of the company, employ accountants or other persons to
assist him in investigating the accounts, and may, in relation to .such accounts,
examine the directors or any other officer of tlic comimny. The auditor will

thereupon make a report to the iiicmix^rs u|K)n the Ixilancc-sheet and accounts.
In every such report his opinion must be given whether the balance-sheet is

a full and fair balance-sheet, containing all necessary particulars. He must
iJso state whether the balance-sheet is properly drawn up, so as to exhibit
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a true and correct view of the state of the company’s affairs. If the auditor

has found it necessary to call for explanation or information from the

directors, he must state whether the same were duly given to him, and
whether they were satisfactory. For the particulars which must be shown
by the BALANCE-SHEET, the reader should refer to the article under

that heading. From the above the shareholder in a company will see what
lies within the duty of the auditor; and the private trader will see, when
he finds it necessary to have his books of account and balance-sheet checked,

the place and method of an auditor with regard thereto.

I)ati68 and Liabilities of an Auditor.—An auditor is an instance of
an agent, and as such comes within the law relating to agents. He must
do his work properly ; if negligent and damage results, he would be liable

to an action. But more than that, an auditor when engaged on behalf of a
company is an officer of the company, and as such may be liable to the

shareholders. But it is no part of an auditor’s duty to give advice, either

to directors or shareholders, as to what they ought to do. Nor has he
anything to do with the prudence or imprudence of making loans with or
without security. Nor w hether the business of a company is being conducted
prudently or imprudently, profitably or unprofitably. Nor whether dividends

are proi)erly or improperly declar^, provided he discharges his own duty
to the shareholders, liis business is to ascertain and state the true financial

position of the company at the time of the audit, and his duty is confined

to tliat. He does this by examining the books of the company. But he
docs not discharge his duty by doing this without inquiry and without taking
any trouble to see that the books themselves show the company’s true

position. He must take reasonable care to ascertain that they do so; for

unless this were so, his audit would be worse than an idle farce. He must
be honest ; that is to siiv, he must not certify what he does not believe to

be true, and he must take reasonable care and skill before he believes that

what he certifies is true. He must check the cash, examine vouchers for

payment, see that bills and securities are in order and safe custody, and even
taKC reasonable pains to ascertain their value and validity.

Such, briefly and generally, is a statement of the duties and liabilities

of an auditor. The legal standard is doubtless a very high one; but
fortunately the profession of auditors and accountants has risen to it, and
even taken uj)on their shoulders a share in the burden of its maintenance.

There is therefore no reason why any man of business should go without an
accurate investigation and determination of his financial position. The only

J
uestion remaining is that of the remuneration of an auditor. This is

[ways a matter of agreement, and its extent depends upon the nature of the

audit. In any case, the general rule is to fix upon one inclusive fee. See

ACCOUN'rANl\ and articles in Supplementary Volumes.

AVERAGE is a term used in cominerc'c to signify a contribution made
by ship freight and goods on board a ship, in proportion to their respective

interests, towards any particular loss or exjxuise sustaificnl for the general

safety of the cargo and ship, in order that the j)articular sufl'erer may not

in the end be a greater loser than the rest of the jxrsons interested in the

•hip and goods on board. Gefwral average is the contribution so made by
all parties towards a loss sustained by one for the benefit of all. Special or
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particiiU^ average denotes any kind of partial loss happening to either

ship or cargo, and does not usually come within the general subject of average*

Qeneral average may denote aii act voluntarily causing a loss, the loss

consequent thereon, or tlie general contribution levied to make the loser's

position no worse than that of the others interested. The master of the ship

IS the only person who can authorise a loss so as to give the loser a right to

general average. And the loss can only be general average in certain cases.

They are, for example, where the act is intentional and not caused by the

power of the elements; where the act is for the general good and not for the

oenefit of individuals ; where the intention is to avert a total loss ; and where

there is no other alternative but to commit the act, if the danger is to be

averted at all. These general average losses may be either by way of sacrifice

of property or exjx?nditure of money, and each class must be borne pro-

portionately by all interested. The question whether the ship itself or its equip-

ments may give rise to a general average loss, is generally one open to much
debate. It may, however, l)e stated as a general rule that where such a loss

is for the general benefit, the use of the ship and the equipments being for

that purpose supplied differently than is usual, an arising loss is general

average. It is not necessary that the judgment of the ship's master should

be bonie out when the facts of the case come to be examined into. He
roust exercise his judgment as to the

i
necessity for the sacrific*e; but it

is enough if he exercise it subject to all the circumstances. If the mast of a
ship is cut away, it should not l)e because of its value as a mast, but because

its condition is judged to be a source of danger to the vessel.

Now as to the ship or its equipment being put to some extraordinary and
more hazardous use than under ordinary circumstances would be proix^r. In

such a case, all loss arising in consequence of extraordinary sacrifices made,

or expenses incurred, for the preservation of the ship and cargo come witliin

general average, and must be borne proportionately by all who are interested.

Sacrifice of goods generally takes tlie form o{Jettison. It may lie constructive,

as in a case where gooils are taken out of the ship and put into floats in order

to lighten her, or float her if aground. Damage incidental to jettison would
also be general average. Expenditure liecomes a general average loss when
necessarily and excraordinanly incurred for the general safety. It may be

incurred in cases of salvage, as where the ship must be taken out of a position

of peril ; or of compromise between belligerents and neutrals ; or of port of

refuge expenses. Oontributions to general average losses.—llie liability

to contnoute does not arise from any contract at all, but from the old

Rhodian laws, and has become incorporated into the law of England as the

law of the ocean. It is not a matter of contract, but in consequence of a
common danger, where natural justice requires that all should contribute for

the loss of prope^ which is sacrificed by one in order that the whole adventure

may be saved. Tne principle upon which it becomes due does not differ from
that upon which claims for recompense for salvage services are founded. In
jettison the rights of those entitle to contribution have their origin in the

fact of a common danger, which threatens to destroy them all ; and those

rights and obligations are mutually perfected wherever the goods of some
ofthe shippers have been advisedly sacrificed, and the property of the others

has been thereby saved. Accordingly, all kinds of merchandise put on board
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for the purposes of traffic are liable to contribute. So also is deck cargo,

and gold, silver, jewels, and precious stones not attached to the persons of

the passengers. But the latter when attached does not contribute. Nor do
passengers^ luggage, seamen’s wages, or provisions.

The general principle by which the amount of contribution may be
ascertained is as follows : The loss to the individual whose goods are sacrificed

for the benefit of tlie rest is to be compensated according to the loss sus-

tained on the one hand and the benefit derived on the other. He must be
placed in the position he would have held if the sacrifice had been made by
another instead of by himself; his property being treated as if it remained

on board the ship and formed part of the adventure until the voyage ends.

TTie contributory value of a ship is lier worth to her ownei*s at the time
and plac*e of adjustment; that of freight, the amount thereof eventually

saveci; and that of goods, their market price at the end of the voyage, less

freight and exjienses. See also ADJUSTMENT; MARINE INSURANCE.
AVERAQE in Fire Insurance is a point now frequently arising in the

course of ad justment of claims in resjject of losses by fire. Until 185^ there

W'as no such thing in fire insuranc*e |X)licies as the average clause. The
companies having been originally formed upon the mutual basis, that is, for

the general benefit of all the assured themselves, questions of average were

not usually expected to arise. But the development of commerce, the increase

in size and constituencies of the insurance offices, and, in particular, the

removal in that year of the legal restrictions of the Stamp Acts, all tended
to change. The result was the insertion in fire policies of the average clause.

But by 1860 the principle of average in cases of loss by fire had been much
extendcnl, with the result that the average clause iUelf was much develoj^ed,

and three more specific clau^es of somewhat similar nature had been added.

These clauses thence I'emained substantially in the same form until 1882,

when most of the companies mlopted in their stead the amended clauses now
generally in use. The first of these clauses is still the one generally known
as the average clause, and is the one w itli w Inch we projx)se to deal. The
other clauses will be considered in the article on CONTRIBUTION. The
average clause now usually apj>earing in fire policies is as follows :

—

It is hereby agreed and declared that whenever a sum insimed is declared to

be subject to average, if the property covered thereby shall at the breaking out

of any fire bo collectively of greater value than such sum insured, then the assured

shall be considered as being bis own insurer for the difference, and shall bear

a rateable share of the loss incurred.

Tlie result of this condition is that the assured, as in the case of marine
insurance, is lumsclf an insurer for the proportion of the value of the pro})erty

exceeding the amount of the insurance. And in such pro}X)rtion is ho liable

to contribute in case of loss. The amount payable to the assured bv the

insurance company may be ascertained by the rule of thrc'e, as follows:—Value

of property covered, : the sum insured, : : damage done, : damage payable.

Thus, if furniture valued at J.^00 is insured in the sum of jtlOO, subject to

the above average condition, the insurance company will, in case of lo&^, he

liable for only one-third of the risk, the other two-thirds being undertaken

1. H
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by the assured. If in such case the damage done by the fire is jPlOO, the as*

sured will receive 6s. 8d. If the same furniture has also been insured for

£100 with another insurance company, subject to the same conditions, he will

receive another <£^33, 6s. 8d. But if the latter insurance had been for jP200,

it would have been sufficient to have completely covered his loss. The object

of such a condition is to prevent under-insurance ; for experience shows owners

of property that a complete loss of the whole of the property insured is very

rare, and that apart from averaging, it is sufficient to insure only a proportion-

ate value of the property. A striking instance of this could be found in the

insurance of farm produce and stock. There, where the projierty would be

distributed in different jiarcels over a very wide ai*ea, it would be almost

impossible for such a fire to occur as would destroy the whole; and that

consequently there would be a sufficient insurance of the whole by limiting

the amount of the policy to the value of the most valuable distinct parcel. In

effect, an insurance of the whole would be obtained by insurance of a part.

Apart from and perhaps without the addition of the above average

clause, the modem form of policy is expressed to be by way of insurance

against loss of the property insured, for example,

... in the several sums : buildings in £500, stock in £500, itc. . . ,

and that the company will make gocnl all such loss or dainjige to an amount not

exceeding in respect of any one of the above items the sum sot opposite thereto,

and not exceeding in the whole £1000.

Here the sum payable upon a loss would be on the principle set out
above, with reference also to trie rules relating to specific insurances contained

in the article ASSESSMENT. There would l)c more difficulty in averaging
when the property is covered by different ])olicies, subject to average, in

different office.s, and relating to different portions of the property. In such

a case the liability of each office would be in the proixirtion in which its

insurance covers the projxirty, the assured him>elf being taken to lie the insurer

of the difference, if any. We will take as an example a warehouse and goods
insured by separate jxilicies as follows: One upon the warehouse and goods
for J^OOO, one on the warehouse alone for c£^30()0, and one on the goods
alone for £^000. Let the value of the warehouse l)e i?5000, and that of the

goods i?5000 also, making the total value £^10,000, whereby £^1000 of the

whole is left uninsured. Proportionately, the insurers of the warehouse and
goods would be liable for three-tenths of the £^10

,
000 ; the insurers of the

warehouse, three-fifths of £5000 ; the insurers of the goods, three-fifths of

JP5000 ; and the owner, as his own insurer, one-tenth of the whole. Out of
the salvage one-tenth part would lx* due to the assured, the rest lx*ing pro-

portionately distributed amongst the companies. Sec EIllE INSURANCE.

B
BABT-FABHIHa, or the retaining or receiving for hire of infants for

the purpose of their maintenance is now regulated for England, Ireland, and
Scotlana by the consolidating Children Act, 1908. In reading this article,

Scotch readers should substitute the sheriff for a justice of the j)eace, the
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procurator-fiscal for the coroner, and an inquiry by the procurator into the

cause of a death for an inquest ; the poorhouse for the workhouse ; and the

parish council for the guanlians. The provisions of the Act do not extend

to the relatives or guardians of any infant retained or received by them for

the purpose of nursing or maintenance; the term relatives'*'’ meaning and

including the parents, grandparents, and uncles or aunts by blood or mar-

riage of such infant ; and in the case of illegitimate infants, the persons who
would be so related if the infant were legitimate. Nor does the Act affect

any person who receives an infant for its nursing or maintenance under a

poor-law authority ; nor any hospital, convalescent home, or institution

established for the protection and care of infants, and conducted in good
faith for leligious or charitable purposes, or boarding-schools at which

efficient elementary education is provided.

Any person, not excepted as above, who retains or receives for hire or

reward one or more infants under the age of seven years, for the purpose of

nursing or maintaining them apart from their parents, or where they have

no parents, for a longer |>eriod than forty-eight hours, must within forty-

eight hours from the undertaking to receive give notice to the local authority.

In the county of London the local authority is the London County Council

;

in other places in England and in Ireland it is the board of guardians ; in

Scotland it is the Parish Council. The notice must state the name, sex, and
date and place of birth of the infants, the name of the person receiving them,
the dwelling within which they are being kept, and the names and addresses

of the persons from whom they are received. Notice must also be given of

any change of such dwelling and of the death of an infant. Male and female
inspectors are appointed for the purpose of inspecting these infants, and the

dwellings in which they are kept; and it is the duty of such an inspector to

satisfy himself that the infanta are proj>erly maintained, and to give any
necessary advice or directions as to their maintenance. Institutions for the
maintenance of children may, at the discretion of the local authority, be
exempted from inspection, if they appear to be so conducted that it is

unnecessary that they should be visited. The local authority has also

power to fix the numlier of infants under seven years of age winch may be
kept in any dwelling.

Should an infant in respect of which the above notices are required

(o) be kept in any house or premises which are overcrow^ded, dangerous,
or insanitary

; or (b) be retained or received by any person who, by reason

of negligence, ignorance, inebriety, immorality, criminal conduct, or other
similar cause, is unfit to have its care, the infant may be removed to a
place of safety, until it can be restored to its relatives or guardians, or be
otherwise lawAilly disposed of. No person who has been convicted of any
offence under the Act, or from wdiose premises an infant has been removed
under the Act, or whose premises are dangerous and from which an infant

has been so removed, may retain or receive an infant for hire or reward. In
the case of the death of any infant who comes under the protection of the
Act, notice thereof must be ^iven to the coroner within twenty-four hours
of the death ; and if there is no certificate of a registered medical practi-

tioner that he has personally attended or examined the child and specifying
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the cause of its death, an inquest will be held. The coroner will requirie

the certificate to satisfy him that there is no ground for holding an
inquest

Policies of life insurance of infants kept for reward are now illegal.

Offences.—Every person guilty of any of the following offences will

be liable to a penalty not exceeding <£^25, or to six months’ imprison-

ment:—(1) omitting to give any of the required notices, or knowingly

and wilfully making or causing or procuring any other person to make any
false statement in any such notice; (2) refusing to allow an inspector, or

other authorised person, to inspect an infant under the protection of the

Act, or the premises in which it is retained or received
; (y) obstructing an

inspector when visiting premises under authority of a warrant
; (4) retaining

or receiving an infent in excess of the number allowed by the local authority

to be received; (5) refusing to comply with an order taking awa^ the

custody of an infant or obstructing an ins{)ector or authorised person in the

execution thereof
; (6) retaining or receiving an infant without lawful sanction

after having had an infant taken away by the local authority, or after

having been convicted for cruelty to children. And see further hereon under
INFANTS.

BAIL.—In the article on bailments it will be seen that when A. deposiU

a chattel with B. for safe custody, such chattel is said to be bailed to B., the

bailee. So when a man being in the custody of the law is handed over by the

police or a magistrate to a private person who undertakes to keep him safely,

and produce him to answer the charge made against him, at a specified date

or place, the man charged is said to be on bail and his private custodian is

called his bailee, or more commonly, his bail. We will here call the bailee a
surety. Where a person is arrested without warrant, and cannot be brought
before the Court within twenty-four hours of the arrest, a superintendent or

inspector of police has authority to let him out on bail. In London, the

constable in charge of the police station has, under like circumstance, in

cases of petty mi^emeanours, a similar authority. If the sureties believe

that the person for whom they are responsible meditates flight from justice,

they may arrest him, take him before a magistrate, deliver him up, and
obtain their own discharge. Or they may apply for a warrant for his arrest,

and when the arrest is effected, they will be discharged. In criminal cases,

as a rule, only householders are accepted as sureties ; not an accomplice, a
married woman, an infant, a prisoner, or the accused’s solicitor. A person
who offers himself as a surety may be required to give infonnation, on oath,

as to his means, and an interval of forty-eight hours may elapse before he
is accepted, and the person charged set at liberty. ITie object of this inter-

val is to aifford the police an opportunity to inquire into the character and
solvency of the proposed surety. It is illegal for any money or security to
be lodged with tne surety as security against the flight of the person charged

;

and any contract in respect thereof would be void and could not be sued upon.
In the case of treason, bail can only be allowed by order of a Secretary of

State or the High Court. In other cases of felony, and certain specified

misdemeanours such as perjury, obtaining by false pretences, riot, and assault
on a^police officer, bail is in the discretion of the magistrate. In cases of the
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unspecified misdemeanours, such as libel, he is bound to allow bail ; though
in these as in the others the magistrate has discretion as to the amount of

the bail to be demanded, and the sufiiciency of the sureties. A demand for

^‘excessive*” bail is prohibited by the Bill of Rights. It is doubtful whether
the High Court can interfere with a magistrate’s discretion to refuse bail on
a remand of the person charged, in consequence of the adjournment of the

hearing; but upon committal for trial, the prisoner has an appeal to that

Court upon refusal to grant bail.

If the person charged should not surrender for trial at the time and place

specified, the surety will be required to forfeit the amount of his bond, and
in case of non-payment it will be recovered in the same way as a fine im-
posed on a conviction. Such a forfeiture is called enforcing a recognisance.

In Scotland all ofiences except treason and murder are bailable by the magis-

trate having jurisdiction to commit for the offence bailed against
;

the

application for bail should be in writing, and appeal lies to the High Court
against the magistrate. In principle, the law and practice is the same as in

England.

BAILIFF of a Sheriff is the officer employed to execute writs and
processes on behalf of the sheriff, and is most commonly found in possession

of a defendant’s goods and chattels, which in default of payment are

to be sold for the benefit of the plaintiff. Such a bailiff is bound to the

sheriff, with sureties, for the proper performance of his duties, and is thus

known as a bound bailiff. Should the bailiff commit any trespass or

wrong whilst about the execution of his office, the sheriff would be liable

therefor.

Of a County Court.
—

^rhe service of summonses and orders and the

execution of warrants and precepts issued out of a County Court are in the
hands of an official called the High-bailiff, by whom are appointed and dis-

missed the assistant-bailiffs. It is the latter who generally come in contact

with the public, the high-bailiff devoting himself to the regulation of their

work and sujKTvision of their actions. But should an assistant-bailiff make
any default or commit any wrong in connection with his duty, the high-

badiff, as well as his assistant, is resjx)nsible thei*efor to the party aggrieved.

Such a default would occur if the bailiff, by neglect, connivance, or omission,

lost the opjwtunity of levying an execution ; and apart from any action in

respect thereof, the party aggrieved would have a right to apply to tl^

County Court judge lor the bailifTs dismissal. Plaintiffs in County Court
actions arc frequently pnt to much trouble and inconvenieiu'e by an uncon-

scionable delay in the service of summonses, the levying of executions, and
the arrest of defendants committeil for non-payment of the judgment debt.

Wherever such delays occur, complaint should be at once made to the

high-bailiff, as a preliminary to an application to the judge if the delays

should continue ; the result of which will be a si)eedy jx^rformance of the

bailifTs duty, and a regretful disinclination on his part to see the half-

crown in the defendant's hand, whilst he is yet unable to see the defendant

himself. Before an action can be brought against a bailiff* for any act

done in obedience to an order of the Court, six days’ notice thereof must
be given. A bailiff who holds a warrant for the possession of a tenement.
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may enter upon the premises at any time between the hours of nine a.m.

and four p,m.

For distraint for rent.—Until the Law of Distress Amendment Act,

1888, any person, however disreputable or irresponsible, was allowed to levy

a distress for rent, extortion and abuse being consecjiiently generally very

much in evidence. But now, no one may act as a bailiff' to levy any distress

for rent unless authorised by a certificate granted by a County Court judge
or registrar. The certificate may be special, so as to apply to a particular

distress or distresses, or it may be a general one. Persons who hold such

certificates and engage in the business of levying distress are now known as

certificated bailiff's. If any one not holding a certificate should levy a
distress, the person so levying, and any person who has authorised him so to

levy, will be deemed to have committed a trespass. A managing director of

a limited company, who distrained in person for rent due to the company,
was held to have ‘‘ acted as a bailiff*,"’ and so committed a trespass through
not being certificated. This was in 1892, but had it occurred after the

coming into force of the amending Act of 1895, that managing director, or

any other person so acting without a certificate, would have been, as tlicy

now are, liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding and
would still be liable in respect of the trespass. A c'ertificate may at any
time be cancelled or declared void by the County Court judge.

A general certificate, which can only be granted by a judge, authorises

the bailiff* to levy at any place in England or Wales. The applicant for a
general or special certificate must either be a person holding a certificate

under the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1883; or a practising solicitor; ora
ratepayer rated on a rateable value of not less than per annum ; or a
person who gives security by way of bond, dejiosit, or guarantee, in the

case of a general certificate to the amount of 2^20, and in the case of a
special certificate to the amount of £o. He must, if the application is for a
general certificate, satisfy the judge that he is resident or has his principal

place of business in the district of the Court ; and must state whether he has

ever been refused a certificate or had a former certificate cancelled. A

f
eneral certificate will—unless previously determined—have efl'ect until the
st of February next after the expiration of twelve months from the granting

thereof, and it may be renewed from time to time for the like period.

Notwithstanding cancellation or expiration by non-renewal, a certificate will

have eff'ect for the purpose of any distress where the bailiff has entered into

possession before the date of the cancellation or expiration. On any
application to cancel a certificate, whether the cancellation l>e ordered or
not, the security may be forfeited in whole or in part, and the amount
forfeited paid to the party aggrieved. If the certificate is cancelled, the
security also will be cancelled, and the deposit, if any, returned ; but if it is

not cancelled and forfeiture has been orders, a fresh security must be found.
The only fees, charges, or expenses to which a bailiff may be entitled in

respect of a distress are set out hereunder ; a table thereof, and a list of the
certified bailiffs in the district, are posted up in every County Court office

;

on request of the tenant the l^ilin levying a distress must produce to him
his certificate and copy of the table; and in case of a dispute as to
amount of fees payable, the registrar will settle it.
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Tabl2 op Fees, Charges, ai^d Expenses.

Scale I. Distresses for Rent where the sum demanded and due exceeds £20.

For levying distress : 3 per cent, on any sum exceeding £20 and not ex*

ceeding £50 ; 2\ per cent, on any sum exceeding £50 and not exceeding £200;
and 1 per cent, on any additional sum.

For man in possession, 58. per day
; to provide his own board in every case.

For advertisements, the sum actually and necessarily paid.

For commission to the auctioneer : on sale by auction, 7^ per cent on the sum
realised not exceeding £100 ; 5 per cent, on the next £200 ; 4 per cent, on the
next £200; and on any sum exceeding £500, 3 per cent, up to £1000, and 2\
per cent, on any sum exceeding £1000. A fraction of £1 to be in all cases

reckoned £1.
Subject to settlement by registrar in case of dispute, reasonable fees, charges,

and expenses where distress is withdrawn or where no sale takes place, and fop

negotiations botw^een landlord and tenant respecting the distress.

For appraisement, ontenant^s written request, whether by one broker or more,
6d. in the pound on the value as appraised, in addition to the amount for the stamp.

Scale II. Distresses fur Rent where the sum demanded and due does

not exceed £20.
For levying distress, Ss.

For man in possession, 4s. 6d. per day ; to provide his own board in every casa
For appraisement, on the tenant^s written request, whether by one broker or

more, 6d. in the pound on the value as appraised, in addition to the amount for

the stamp.

For all expenses of advertisements, if any, 10s.

Catalogues, sale and commission, and delivery. Is. in the pound on the net
produce of the sfilo.

Subject to settlement by the registrar in cases of dispute, for removal at

tenant’s request, the reasonable expenses attending such removal.

Fees to be taken by the Registrar in the following matters;

—

For every application for a general certificate, 5s.
;
for a special certificate,

28. Gd. ; for approving security by lK>nd, 10s. 6d.; for receiving deposit in lieu of

bond, 4s.
;
for taxation, or settloraont of dispute as to amount of chai'ges, whore

required and the rent exceeds £20, 10s.
; in like case where the rent does not

exceed £20, 5s.

BAILMENT has been defined os the delivery ofgoods on a condition,express

or implied, that they shall be restored by the bailee to the bailor, or according

to his directions, as soon as the purpose for which they were bailed shall have
been served. The person who thus delivers property to another is called the

bailor, the person receiving it the bailee, and bailment is created by what
is known as a contract of bail; but the contract itself, as well as the goods
the subject thereof, may be each indifferently referred to as a bailment. This
special form of contract has been the subject of much learned and analytical

hged discussion. The net result of this discussion is found, first, in the defini*

tioQ of a bailment ; secondly, in the determination of its classes or heads ; and
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finally, in the rights and obligations held to attach to the respective classee.

We have already given a definition, and on this point it will be sufficient to
simply illustrate a bailnieiit, by reference to the case of a pledge of, a
watch with a pawnbroker in the ordinary way of his business.

The Classes of Bailments may be taken as five in number—(i.) Deposit,
(ii.) Mandate, (iii.) For use, (iv.) Pledge, and (v.) Locatum. Before proceed-
ing to the separate discussion of these different classes, it will be convenient
to describe the nature of the contract generally. In the first place, the defini-

tion will be seen to include an obligation on the part of the bailee to deliver up
the thing bailed at a certain time. From this it follows that the bailee must
keep it safely, and would be responsible in case of loss or damage. And it is

because of this obligation, and the need for definite principles in ascertaining
its nature and extent, that definition and classification are, in this subject, so
necessary. Justice cannot require that in every conceivable set of circum-
stances the bailee shall be answerable for the damage or loss of the property.
On the contrary, the nature of the bailment is an essential factor in the
question, so that responsibility shall be proportionate to and consistent with
its nature. The ascertainment of this responsibility thus becomes, in every
particular bailment, the problem involving the principal difficulty.

The first thing to be considered, therefore, is the nature of the bailment i

is it such as to require an indulgent, an indifferent, or a rigorous test of re-
sponsibility ? If the test is indifferent to either indulgence or rigour, then it

will be that afforded by the care which every person of common prudence, and
capable of governing a family and conducting business, takes of his own con-
cerns. Such care is average, and is called ordinary care ; and its omission is

ordinary neglect. Indulgence or rigour in the test requires a care either less

or more than this, but precise definition applicable to every case would be
impossible. There are infinite shades of fault or neglect, from the slightest
inattention to the most reprehensible supineness or stupidity; a want of ex-
ti^mely great care may oe an extremely little fault, ancl a want of the
slightest attention may be so great a fault as to almost change its nature and
become a breach of trust, and even a deviation from common honesty. We
have laid down the test for ordinary neglect; the other must lie one side or
other of that, from fraud to accicfent. Where, precisely between ordinary
neglect and either fraud or accident, may lie any conduct in question, is im-
material, for the law takes no notice of meeting lines, nice discriminations,
and elusive quantities ; the distinction must therefore \ye general. Accord-

if the test be indulgent, neglect should be gross ; if rigorous, it need
only be a slight neglect. Having in view our definition of ordinary care, we
can, as varying about that, define slight and gross neglect. The former is

the omission of that diligence which very circumspect and thoughtful per-
sons use in securing their own property ; the latter being the want of that
care which every man of common sense, however inattentive he may naturally
be, takes of his own property. We will now consider each class of bailment
in the order set out above, first, however, drawing attention to an all-important
point, viz. that of payment or reward. What advantage accrues to the
rarties to the bailment ?—is, for example, the owner of the horse to be paid
for the loan of his horse, or is it lent free of charge ? Is the plate depo^^
by Jones with his friend Smith intended to be merely kept in safe custody
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by Smith or used by him ; and does either party pay anything to the other

in respect of the deposit ? As these questions may be answered, so may vary

the nature of the bailment. If the bailment is for the benefit of the bailor

alone, as in the cases of deposit and mandate, the bailee is responsible for only

gross neglect ; if for the benefit of the bailee alone, as in the case of a bail-

ment for use, the bailee will be answerable for slight neglect ; whilst if for the

mutual benefit of bailor and bailee, as in the cases of pledge and locatura, the

bailee is responsible for ordinary neglect.

Deposit is a bailment for no particular purpose, without reward to the

bailee. Such a case would arise where the owner of goods leaves them, merely

for his own convenience, with another person, there being no particular

agreement between them either as to safe custody, safe re-delivery, or a
reward. Deposits on such lines as these are of everyday occurrence, as well

in the private affairs of life as in business. The bailee would not be answer-

able if, for example, the goods were stolen without his fault ; nor would even
an ordinary neglect make him liable, for if he keeps the goods with ordinary

care, he has fulfilled the trust imposed upon him. The bailee is therefore

not responsible for the thefts, or other misdeeds, of wrongdoers, which he is

not, nor cannot be, sufficiently armed against. Nor would he be responsible

for the consequences of an accident, e.g^, fire, over which he could have no
control. A gentleman one evening went into a well-known West End restaur-

ant for the purpose of dining, his overcoat being there removed by a waiter,

and without any directions hung upon a peg. The overcoat disappeared,

and its owner was able to i*ecover its value trom the restaurant-keeper on the

ground that the custody of the overcoat having been spontaneously solicited

and accepted, its unexplained disappearance alone was sufficient evidence of

a lack of proper care. On the other hand, an author sent unsolicited a
manuscript play to a celebrated theatrical manager. The latter lost it, but
was held not to be responsible for mere carelessness apart from wilful negli-

gence. The author had therefore to liear the loss himself.

But the degi'ee of care must be regulated by the nature of the property

bailed. Thus, if A. sends his horse to B.,a mere gratuitous bailee, who turns

the horse after dark into a dangerous |>asture, to which it was unaccustomed,
though the place might l>e perfectly safe to his own cattle, yet dangerous to

the horse, B. would be liable to A. for any injury resulting to the animal from
such incautious conduct. The bailee may not sell or pawn the proj:)erty

bailed, so as to affect the rights and interests of the bailor. Nor should he
use it, unless it is of such a nature as would require use for its preservation.

Thus the bailee should use a horse so as at least to give it proper exercise.

If property is taken away or injuiXHl by a thin! jmrty the bailee may main-

tain an action against him, or prosecute him in the same way as the absolute

owner might. If projK'rty belongs to several joint-owners who concurrently

deposit it with the bailee on their joint account, the hiilee should not give

it up except with the consent of all }mrties. But it would only be the

parties to the deposit whose consent would he reouired ; not that of any
others of whose relation to the proj)erty the bailee oecame aware only after

he had received the deposit.

Mandate is a case of bailment where the property is deposited for a
particular purpose, but without reward. It differs from mere deposit, in
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that the latter imposes an obligation upon the bailee of custody only ;
whilst

the class of bailment we are now considering imposes upon the bailee the

additional obligation of doing something. To the lawyer the word bailment,

and especially the class of mandate, at once suggests the case of Coggs v.

Bernard. In this case Bcmai'd had assumed without pay to safely remove

several casks of brandy from one cellar, and lay them down safely in another,

but he unfortunately managed the business so negligently that one of the

casks was staved. Coggs obtained a verdict for damages, but on appeal it

was urged that Bernard was not liable since there was no agreement

to recompense him for his pains, and that moreover it was not within his

ordinary ousiness to do such work. But Ikrnard was unable to get the

Court to i*elieve him of his liability on those grounds; he obtained instead

the doubtful honour of being party to a leading case, and a famous judgment
by Lord Holt ; and for two hundred years he has held a place in the memory
of lawyers wherever the common law of England has taken root. Such a
bailee is considered to have engagetl himself to use a degree of diligence and
attention adequate to the jierformance of his undertaking, and he is obliged

to exert himself bond Jide to the utmost of his usual ability in proportion

to the necessities of the business in hand. And he must neither do anything,

however minute, by which the bailor may sustain damage; nor omit any-

thing, however inconsiderable, which the nature of the act requires to be

done. Where a person undertakes, without reward, to perform a particular

sendee, and whose situation is not such as implies skill or knowledge in the

particular transaction, he is not responsible for loss when he has acted bond
jide^ and exercised the same care which he takes of his own affairs. If a
medical practitioner attend a patient out of charity and without reward,

he will be as much liable for the result of any negligent treatment as if the

patient had been a paying one. Should a person improperly meddle with
goods casually left in his possession, he may incur an additional degree of
responsibility on account oi such interference.

For use arises where the property is bailed to be used by the bailee

without reward, as where a man lends his guest an umbrella to go through
the rain with. In such ca.se the lx)rrower is responsible for any loss or
damage occasioned by his own neglect; also if he uses the property in a
manner not warranted by the terms of the loan

;
or if, facilibited by some

neglect on his part, there is a robbery of the proj^erty. The bailor or lender

is under an obligation to disclose to the bailee any defects in things bailed

of which he is aware. Accordingly, if the bailor lent a gun which he knew
would be used and which he also knew would probably burst, he would be
liable in case of anv injury resulting to the bailee in consequence of the gun
bursting. Where The loan is for a use in which the lender has a common
interest with the borrower, the bailee can be responsible for no more than
ordinary neglect. For example, if A. and B. invite some friends common to
both to an entertainment, prepared at their joint expense, for which purpose
B. lends a service of plate to his companion, who undertakes the whole
management of the feast, A. is obliged to take only ordinary care of the
plate. Generally speaking, a hirer who pays for the use of the thing hired
may lend or let it ; out a person who, as m the case we are now considering,

does not pay cannot lend or let, but must be prepared at all times to
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return it to the owner in as good condition as received, fair wear and tear

excepted. It is hardly necessary to add that he cannot dispose of or pawn
it ; a borrower of a book may not relend it.

The next kind of bailment enumerated above is that of pledge, but all

discussion of this will be found under that title, to which reference should

be made. The fifth and last kind is that called locatum, as where the thing

is let on hire, or is bailed for work and labour to be bestowed on it, or to be

carried from place to place, lliis leads to three subdivisions, viz. hiring in

the everyday sense of the word ; letting for work, &c.; and carriage. Leaving

carriage for separate consideration, we will now briefly discuss the other two.

Hire.—By this bailment the hirer obtains a temporary qualified property

in the thing hired, and the owner acquires an absolute property in the price

of the hiring. It has Ix^en said that the hirer of gooas is bound to use the

utmost diligence; but it is now fully understood that a hirer is not bound
to exercise more than ordinary diligence and care over the thing let to hire,

such as a prudent man would use if it were his own. Nor would he be liable

if the thing hired were destroyed by an accidental fire. For example, if A.
hire a horse, he is bound to nde it as moderately, and feed and treat as well

and carefully as any man of discretion would ride, feed, and treat his own
horse. If through his negligence or misconduct, as by immoderately riding

the horse, or badly feeding it, or treating it as though it were ill, imprudently
giving it medicine himself, and not obtaining veterinary assistance, or leaving

the door of the stable oi>en at night, any injury or loss should result there-

from, he will be answerable therefor.

But if A. should hire a carriage and horse, and the owner send with them
his coachman, A. is discharged from all attention to the horse, and is only

obliiced to take care of the inside of the carriage whilst he remains in iL

And the hirer’s responsibility extends to the negligence of his servants while

acting in the course of their employment. So the hirer of a carriage is not
liable to the owner for injuries thereto sustained while the hirer’s coachman
is driving it outside the course of his employment. It is the act of the

servant which is the act of the master that involves the latter in a liability

therefor. If a house be let verbally, with no other stipulation than for the

rent, the tenant is Ixiund to use the same diligence in preserving from injury

the fixtures and other portions of the property that every {x^rson w^ould

use if the house were his own; in default the tenant would be liable for

damage.

For work or care occurs where the bailment is to have IalK)ur or care

bestowed upon it with reward to the bailee. It does not matter whether the

reward be by money or some other atlvantage to the Imilee, whether one

that is obviously adequate or the contmry, or one the value of which cannot

be readily ascertained. Thus the waterman may give the use of his boat in

return for a fixed sum ; a sportsman may lend to another his hunter in

exchange for the loan of some dogs; or Jacob may, as he did in fact,

undertake the care of Laban’s flocks and herds for no less reward than the

latter’s younger daughter, whom he loved so passionately that seven years

were in his eyes like a few days ; in each case the bailee is equally bound to

exercise such a vigilance ana care as should be observed by every prudent

man with regard to his own property. So acting, the bailee would not be
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answerable for a theft, unless it could be shown that the bailee had used

greater precautions to secure his own property than he used with regard to

the property bailed. Thus, a watch was delivered to a watchmaker for

repair, who locked it up in a drawer in the shop. The watch was stolen by
a youth who slept in the shop with the sole object of protecting the place

from theft; but the watchmaker had to recoup the owner of the watch,

because other watches had been placed in a more secure place.

Sights of action.—In cases of pledge and locatum, where the property

bailed is taken out of the possession of the bailee, only he can take pro-

ceedings for its recovery ; but in the other kinds of bailments, proceedings

may be taken by either the bailor or bailee, but should damages be recovered

by either, the other will be deprived of his right to sue. In this connection

reference may l>e made to a recent case where a horse had been sent by its

owner to an auctioneer for sale, but with liberty to the auctioneer to use it

until sold. While the auctioneer was driving the horse in his own carriage,

both horse and carriage sustained damage through the negligence of a
tramcar driver. He sued the tramway company, and was allowed damages
in respect of the carriage. As to the horse he failed, for it was held that in

the absence of negligence on his own part, he was under no liability to his

bailor for any injuries sustained to the horse. iSVe CARlilERS ; HIRE-
PURCHASE SYSTEM; INNS AND INNKEEPERS; PAWNBROKERS;
WAREHOUSEMAN.

BAKEHOUSE is a place in which bread, biscuits, or confectionery are

baked, from the baking or selling of which a profit is derived ; but if steam,

water, or other mechanical power is used therein it becomes a factory, and as

such is subject to the general provisions of the Factory Acts. When the
bakehouse is a place from whicn the things baked are sold retail and not
wholesale, the sanitary provisions of the Factory Acts, which apply specially

to retail bakehouses, are enforced by the medical officer of health of tne local

district authority and not by inspectors under the Factory Acts. We will

here confine our attention to retail bakehouses, the wholesale being, amongst
other places, the subject of the article on FACTORIES. Persons above the

age of sixteen may be employed in bakehouses between the houi’s of five a.m.

and seven p.m., but are subj^ to the regulations under the Factory Acts re-

lating to the employment of what are termed male young persons. The
bakehouse must oe lime-washed, painted, and wash^ in its interior at
certain specified times ; must not be used as a sleeping-place, nor may any
place on the same level therewith and forming part of the same building,

unless it is separated entirely by a partition extending from floor to ceiling,

and unless there is also an external glazed window with an area of at least

nine superficial feet, of which area at least half may be opened for ventila*

tion ; nor may it be a place underground unless it was so in use on Ist Janu-
ary 1896. To contravene these regulations is to render the owner or occupier
liable to penalties. See also BREAD.

BALAKOE-SESSET of a bank.—^The study of the statement issued

every year or half-year by a bank is of great practical interest, showing as
it does the strength and stability of the bank, and the policy of the directors

with regard to the management of the resources committed to their charge.
And these resources are in many cases absolutely vast, amounting to any
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figure up to and about fifty millions; all of which represents a lai^ part
of the substance of the bank's customers, and at the same time impresses the
public with an appearance of magnificent strength which induces an ever-
increasing respect and confidence. Yet the amount of money entrusted to
the safe custody of a bank is by no means a sure test of that bank's stability

;

it is in fact, considered alone, no test at all. The true test, from the
customer's point of view, is ultimately the relation between that amount
and the sum it preserves available as a source for the immediate repayment
thereof; such available sum being termed the bank's reserves. 'Ihese
periodical statements are the balance-sheets, and a perusal of all those
issued would disclose, in addition to the fact that such large sums belonging
to the public are left in the hands of the banks, the still more startling fact
that there is a universal absence of any fixed rule as to the proportion of
capital, cash, or investments, that should be held against liabilities to the
public. The following is an illustration of the balance-sheet of a bank :

—

Liabilities.

Capital paid up .

Current-account balances
Deposits

Other liabilities, drafts,

of credit, <fec. .

Acceptances
Reserve fund
Rebate on bills not due
Profit and loss .

letters

Balance brought forward .

Ket profits for the half-year

£
Assets,

Cash in hand and at Bank of
England.....

Money at call and short notice ,

Investments

—

Consols ....
British Colonial stock . •

Foreign stock

Railways ....
Docks, <kc. <kc. . . ,

Other securities . , . ,

Bills discounted

—

Three months and under •

Exceeding three months .

Loans and advances , . ,

Liabilities of customers on accept-
ances

Bank freehold and leasehold pro-
mises, furniture, and fittings •

Other assets ....

£

Profit and Loss Account,

Interest accrued and paid
Current expenses
Salaries and rent
Rebate on bills not due
Dividend .

Bank premises account
Balance carried forward

Having already indicated that the crucial test of the bank's stability is

to be found in the relation of its reserve to the liabilities, we will proceed
to show how it may be applied—first, however, referring once for all to the
profit and loss account merely to point out that this simply shows how the
profits are to be applied, it not materially affecting our consideration of the

£ Balance brought from last ac-

count £
Gross profits for half-year, pro-

vision having been made for

bad and doubtful debts .
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main question. To return to the capital account, attention should be paid

to the item Reserve Fund^ this being the amount laid by out of the profits

as some set-off against liabilities. But this, though a part of the general

reserve, is not the real reserve of which we are speaking; in fact, when used as

capital in the business, as its position in the balance-sheet would indicate,

it becomes, for working purposes, really a further liability of the bank—

a

deposit by the shareholaers as a contribution towards both capital and a
resource in time of need. The policy of building up a reserve fund is a sound
one, and should be encouraged as much as possible by both shareholder and
customer. Though proportionately to its accretion it for the time being

reduces dividends, it ultimately becomes a dividend-earning capital increasing

the paid up working capital—a very desirable end in these days of banks

working upon a minimum of capital, and shareholders generally fearful of a
call ; it also increases the whole working resources of the bank.

And now for the liabilities. From the point of view of customers, these

may be described as the total amount of the customers’ money employed in

the business, and in the above balance-sheet will be comprised in the items:

current-account balances, deposits, drafts, &c., in circulation, and acceptances.

Of these the two first are the most important, and call for little or no ex-

planation. Practically all of us have a drawing or current banking account,

and some time or other it is our happy lot to be in credit with the bank.
When this occurs, then for the time being there is a current-account balance
against the bank: deposits occur where money is left sj)ecifically with the

bank at interest; drafts in circulation are drafts at a short date, or on
demand, drawn by provincial banks on their London agents, or by branch
banks on the he^-office; acceptances are liabilities the bank has incurred

on behalf of its customers against a deposit of securities. Such are the
liabilities of the bank, in respect of which repayment may be demanded.
Deposits, which should always be separated from current-account balances

in a boiia fide balance-sheet, are subject to a varying period of notice before

repayment; drafts and letters of cr^it may be cashed very quickly, or in the

latter case drawn on spasmodically
;
acceptances mature day by day, and

provision is always made for them. Fortunately the current-account

customer, who more than any other may have a bank at his mercy, is on
the average a solid and satisfied man, whose disposition would be to assist

rather than to involve his bank at a time of panic. But business is business,

and the other side of the balance-sheet must oe carefully examined.
The first two items should always be kept distinct; there is a vast

difference between the first, where cash is actually in hand available for

immediate use; and the second, where, though at call or short notice, it

is probably in the hands of the billbroker or stockbroker, who, in a time of
financial stress, may be as hard pushed for cash as the bank that wants it

back. The first item is the real and genuine cash reserve—the only one the
nature of which can compare with the reserve always kept by the Bank of
England. The reserve fund would probably be useless for its purpose at a
time of stress, it being invested in the same manner as the rest of the bank’s
working resources; but some banks only invest the reserve fund in consols—
there tne case is different, though not so loved by the dividend-hunting
shareholday*
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The next item, investments^ concludes the list of assets which are easily

realised and available in time of need—the sum of which may be termed the
bankas liouid assets. The first and best investment is consols, but unfortu-

nately, though naturally, the price is high, the interest low, and a bank
exists primarily to make as much profit as possible, the result being as small

an investment as possible in English Government Stock. The next class,

which is also not a very profitable one, includes Indian Government Stocks,

Colonial Government Stocks, Corporation Stocks, and English Railway
Debenture Stocks. After this come foreign government bonds and dock
and water debentures and stocks; then ordinary mining and industrial

debentures and shares, with land, houses, and rent charges. No balance-

sheet can in any way assume to afford a conclusive satisfaction that does

not set out in detail its investments according to their class, with the

respective amounts represented by each; many banks do this, but a great

many do not. Investment in mines and industrials are generally bad when
considered from the point of view of their availability as liquid assets ; they
are bad also because of their constant fluctuation in value. Real estate is

also bad, for nothing, especially when represented by large parcels, sells so

poorly at a forced sale ; it tends, moreover, to accumulate in the hands of
a bank doing a local business, and the more it accumulates and its area is

concentrated, the less is it available for realisation ; and yet again, a question

of title often unexpectedly turns up, forcing the bank cither to forego the
security at an absolute sacrifice, or to hold its hand for years with a view to

settlement by time. But there is one thing always absent in this part of the
balance-sheet. The bank may give many reasons why it is not there, but a
reason is impossible that can conclusively satisfy the inquirer. What is the
basis for the valuation of the investments This is a very serious question
when they total up to a sum amounting to millions. It may be that the
valuation is based upon the price paid, or the money lent; or it may be upon
the actual market-value at the time of making up the balance-sheet; or it

may be a value struck between the two. Whatever the principle of the

valuation may be, the auditoi*s seem invariably to keep it quiet. The neces-

sity, even the justice of satisfaction upon this point must be obvious. If, in

a long list of investments repi'esenting twenty millions, there has been an all-

i*ouna ilepi’eciation of value of 10 per cent., and the value has been plaiced at

the money paid or lent, there is an undisclosed loss of about two millions.

Where a bank has involved itself very largely in the finances of some great

brewery whose shares have depreciated 50 per cent., what steps does it take

to disclose the fact to those whose money it uses ? And the same question

may arise where the bank has extensively financed building operations in a
locality where building has been an utter failui*e, and pro}>erty is unsaleable

at any reasonable price ; so, too, in many other similar circumstances.

Proportion qf assets to liabilities ,—Such criticism as the above becomes
particularly pertinent when we see how small a propoition is maintained

oetween the total liquid assets and the liabilities. In view of the growing

public affection for the mammoth joint-stock l)anks, it is curious to note

that the highest proportion is that of a well-known private firm of City
bankers, whose balance-sheet for June 1900 shows a pro|>ortion of nearly 62
per cent.

; the four best joint-stock banks from that point of view in Decern*
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her 1900 decreasing from a lower figure than the above to 49*19 per oent^
whilst the rank and file of such banks go down so low as 17*18. And these

are the total liquid assets made up of the three different classes of assets

already considered in detail—the 62 per cent, total including about 21 per
cent, of cash in hand, and about 41 per cent, of investments; the 49*19 per
cent, example, 18*48 per cent, of cash in hand, 16 per cent, of money at call,

14*71 per cent, of investments; whilst the 17*18per cent, bank is so low as to

have no cash in hand at all, 8*94 per cent, oi money at call, and 8*24 per

cent, of investments. In this connection it is instructive to refer to the

article on the BANK RETURN and note how the Bank of England is

adversely criticised when its reserve of actual gold and bullion in hand is so

low as 48 1 per cent. How necessary is it, therefore, that an eye should be
kept upon the Investment item in a bank's balance-sheet, when that item
represents the most considerable part of an already too low reserve.

The items bills and advances should always he kept distinct ; the bills first,

being a better security and generally met at maturity, and the advances
second, the repayments of which are not usually so prompt; but on no
account should these two items be included amongst the former so as to im-
properly swell the amount of liquid assets. The liability of customers on
acceptances, the subject of the next item, is the corresponding entry to the
acceptances referred to on the other side of the balance-sheet. As to the

bank premises, little need be said except that their value would be doubtful
if they became vacant in consequence of the bank being forced to give up
possession as a result of failure, but in any case part of the profits ought to

De applied to their account by way of sinking fund or otherwise.

But there is one item we have left until the hist; that of the capital

paid up. Of course, if the bank is working at a loss, or loses heavily as

a consequence of a run or a financial crisis, this will soon go, but in the
meanwhile it is a valuable pi*ovision for the customer. More valuable,

however, is the uncalled capital which does not appear in the balance-sheet

itself, though it is probably mentioned in the heading. It has already been
refen^ to in the article on BANK SHARES as a reason why the small

capitalist should avoid them. To the bank customer it is a solid guarantee
against loss, and its amount is always easily ascertainable. One bank, with a
total capital of nearly sixteen millions, has nearly thirteen uncalled; another,

with a capital of fourteen millions, has over eleven uncalled ; and in much the
same proportion is the uncalled to the paid-up capital in all the leading banks.

Of companies and private traders.-—The preparation of an annual
balance-sheet and its circulation among the shareholders is made compulsory
in the case of a company, other than a private company, having a share capital,

by the Companies Act, 1908. It is not in the same way compulsory in the

case of private traders, but apart from the desire which every man of business

should nave to know accurately his financial position, it is necessary for such
a trader to keep proper books, and inferentially to prepare a balance-sheet

;

not to do this would be to render himself amenable to the bankruptcy laws.

It is, moreover, of considerable advantage to him if he should wish to make
arrangements for an overdraft with his banker ; the latter being accustomed
to place great faith upon the balance-sheet of a customer whom they know
to oe personally of good business character. In case of making any postf*
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nuptial marriage settlement, or any voluntary settlement or disposition^ of

his property, such as by way of gift, his balance-sheet for the time being

will DC valuable evidence that he was in a position to make such a settlement

or disposition of his property. Again, on the sale of his business, or when
taking in a partner, the balance-sheet would be the central point of in-

vestigation. On the previous page we set out a suggestive form of balance-

sheet applicable to the business of a limited company ; this being equally

useful to a private trader, the only material variation being in item I., whicn

in his case would not be so complicated.

The compulsory balance-sheet of a company must be completed within

seven days after the fourteenth day after ^e annual first or only ordinary

general meeting, and, duly signed by the manager or secretary, must be

forwarded to the registrar of companies. It must be audited by tlie coni-

pany'^s auditors, contain a summary of the share capital, liabilities, and assets,

giving such particulars as will disclose the general nature of those liabilities

and assets, and how the values of the fixed assets have been arrived at. But
this balance-sheet neeil not include a statement of profit and loss. A penalty

of £5 per day is incurreil by default. In a balance-sheet the capital

account represents all the money invested in the business otherwise than by
way of temporary loan. The reser\^e fund depends upon the nature of the

business ; ii it is one in which there is little proj)erty, plant, or stock, and
depends mainly upon dealings in a stock that goes in and out at very short

intervals, as in the case of a cof!*ee-shop, or upon j)ersonal efforts, the reserve

fund should aim at reaching the same amount as the aipital originally

invested. There are, of course, businesses in which such a reserve fund would
not be needed ; but in every case thei’e is depreciation in buildings, plant, <wr

stock to be guarded against. The principles upon which such a fund may
be built up will be found in the articles on SINKING FUNDS, AMORTF-
SxVTION, and ANNUITIES. Bad and doubtful debts should also come
within the scheme of a reserve ; and income-tax is a liability which should be
accounted for before the final balance is struck. The principles of criticism

of a balance-sheet are the same in all classes of undei-taaings, and this second
part of our topic may be very well considered in the light of the criticism

already made in the case of the balance-sheet of a bank. Reference should also

be made, on the whole subject, in acldition to the articles relating to banking,
to those on AUDIT; BOOK-KEEPING; and PROFIT AND LOSS.

BALLOT is a method of voting at an election., the object aimed at being
absolute secrecy, so that voters may be protected against intimidation and
wrongful influence. ITiis method is adopted in parliamentary, county
council, municipal, school board, and di.strict and parish council elections.

The vote of each elector is recorded upon a separate paper called a ballot-

paper, which contains the names and descriptions of the candidates for

election* The ballot-paper is required to have a number printed on the
back and a counterfoil attached to it with the same number printed on
the face ; there must be also an official mark appearing on both sides. The
ballot-paper, duly marked, is delivered to the votei in the polling-station,

his number on the voters’ register having been marked on the counterfoil.

Every person whose name appears on the register is entitled to a ballot-

paper and to vote thereon, unless the retumiug-officer is satisfied that he is
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not really the same person as the one on the register, or that he has pre-
viously voted at the same election, or in case he refuses to take oath or
affirmation. If a voter is unable, through blindness or other physical defect,

to vote in the prescribed manner, or being a Jew and the election is taking
place on a Saturday, or he objects on religious grounds to vote in such pre-

scribed manner, or if he makes a declaration that he cannot read, the pre-

siding officer at the polling-station must, in the presence of the agents of the

candidates, mark the ballot-paper on the voter‘‘s behalf and according to his

directions. Should a returning-officer wrongfully refuse to allow an elector

to vote, the latter will have an action against him for damages.
To vote, the elector having obtained his ballot-paper, should secretly, in

one of the compartments at the polling-station provided for the purpose, place

a cross on the right-hand side opposite the name of each candidate for whom
he votes; and if in so doing the ballot-pajier is inadvertently spoilt, another

one may be obtained from the presiding officer. The cross should be placed

as nearly as possible in the required position, in order that there may be no
uncertainty as to the candidate it is intended to refer to. Should there be
such an uncertainty; or should votes be recorded against more candidates'

names than the voter is entitled to vote for ; or should anything be written

or marked on it by which the voter may be identified ; or should the ballot-

paper be without the necessary official mark ; such ballot-paper and the votes

recorded thereon, or intended to be, will be void and not counted. After

having marked his ballot-paper the voter should fold it up so as to conceal

his vote, and in the presence of the presiding officer, after having shown him
the official mark at the back, place it in the ballot-box. All the officers,

clerks, and agents in attendance at the polling-station are under the strictest

obligation to maintain the secrecy of the ballot ; so also are those engaged in

the counting. Nor may any such person interfere with the voter, or attempt
in any way to obtain iniormation as to the vote he has given or intends to give.

A person who commits or attempts to commit any of the following offences

is liable to punishment : a returning-officer or an officer or clerk in attendance

at a polling-station, to two years' imprisonment, with or without hard labour

;

any other person to six months. These offences are :—(a) To forge, counter-

feit, fraudulently deface or fraudulently destroy any ballot-paper or the official

mark thereon
; (6) to supply, without authority, any ballot-paper to any per-

son
; (c) to fraudulently place into any ballot-box any paper except the ballot-

paper he is authoriseil by law so to do
;
(d) to fraudulently take any ballot-

paper out of the i>ol ling-station ; and (c) without due authority to destroy,

take, open, or otherwise interfere with any ballot-box or packet of ballot-

papers in use for the time being for the purposes of the election. See also

COIlRUPl' PRACTICES.
BANK-BOOKS as evidence.—Where a party to an action finds it

necessary to give in evidence the state of a banking account or other entries in

the books of a bank, all that will be required from him will be the production

by an officer of the bank of correct copies of the entries material to the case.

By this means the great inconvenience attending the production of the

original books is avoided. A party to litigation may also obtain an order

allowing him to inspect and take copies of such entries.

BAmK HOLZDATS.-^ln England and Ireland, Easter Monday, th«
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Monday in Whitsun week, the first Monday in August, and the 26th
December if a week day, or if a Sunday the 27th, are the four statutory

bank holidays, and in Ireland the 17th March also. In Scotland they are

New Year's Day, Christmas Day (or the following Mondays if these fall on
Sundays), Good Friday, and the first Mondays of May and August. By
Order in Council other and additional days may be appointed. These
holidays are kept as such in all banks, the Customs ana Inland Revenue
offices and bonaed warehouses. Bills and notes payable on such days, and
notices, presentations, and forwardings thereof are payable, given, or made,
as the case may be, on the following d'\y; and no payment or act may be
compelled to be made or done on a statJtory bank holiday, which cannot be
compelled on a Christmas Day or a Good Friday. SUNDAY; DAYS
OF GRACE, nii^ also be referred to hereon.

BANK NOTE.—A bank note is a bill of exchange or promissory note

issued by the banker for the payment of money to the bearer on demand. Bank
notes for less than £5 are forbidden in England ; so also is it forbidden to cir-

culate in Englantl, Ireland, or Scotland, English notes of less than that amount.
Except when tendered by the Bank of England itself or its branches, notes of

that bank are legal tender for all sums above i?5, and so would the notes of

a county bank be a good tender if not objected to at the time of tender.

Bank notes are not goods, nor securities, nor documents for debts ; they are,

in fact, as much money as sovereigns themselves ai*e, or any other current

coin that is used in ordinary payments as money or cash. They pass by a
will which bequeaths all the testator's money or cash

;
on payment of them,

whenever a receipt is required, the receipts are always given as for money, not
as for securities or notes. As in the case of money stolen, the true owner
cannot recovei' a bank note after it has been paid away into currency fairly

and honestly uj)on a valuable and bond Jide transaction. The holder of a
bank note has, when presenting it for payment at the bank by which it was
Issued, a right in the first instance to refuse to say how he came by it; but
on the other hand the bank, upon sufficient reason, has a right to suspend
payment until it is ascertained that the party tendering it for payment is un-
contamiiiated with theft or fraud. Such a case might arise wnere notice liad

been received of the theft or loss of the note, but it would lie upon the bank
to fix the theft or fraud, or guilty knowledge thereof, upon the holder. The
preservation of a bank note in Its perfect state is a matter of the utmost im-
portance, and accordingly it is protected against alteration or mutilation in

a way no other instrument is protected; thus the alteration of a note by
erasing the number and substituting another would be such a material altera-*

tion as to make it void. But in the case of notes other than those of the
Bank of England, the alteration, if not apparent, would not prejudice the
title thereto of a bond fide holder for value. We will now deal with some
special asp^ts of our subject.

Lost Notes.—Where the holder of a Bank of England note has lost it,

the proper course for him to take is to notify his loss to the Bank of England,
and to get another note of equal value from the bank upon giving a good
indemnity.

Halves of Notes.—The proper^ in the halves of bank notes sent in pay-
ment of a debt due to the receiver itom a third person, with an intention on
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the part of both sender and receiver that the other halves are to follow, re-

mains in the sender until he sends the second halves ; the payment being
until then incomplete and conditional. It is accordingly open to the sender,

at any time before sending the second halves, to withdraw from the transac-

tion, and redemand the first halves from the receiver, who is liable to €Ui

action for refusing to return them. A bank is bound to pay on the produc-

tion of the half of a bank note, either with or without an indemnity from the

holder.

Presentation of Notes and Pa3rment.—If the payee of a bank note

does not promptly present it for payment or put it into circulation, he cannot
recover i^ value from the person from whom ne received it, if the bank should

stop payment. It may be an advantage when taking a note other than one
issuea by the Bank of England, to obtain the endorsement of the party from
whom it is received, the effect of which would be to make him liable in case

the bank by which it is payable stopped payment before presentation. A
party who hands over such a note, without endorsing it, is not liable thereon

;

he only warrants that the note is what it purports to be, that he has a right

to transfer it, and that at the time of transfer he is not aware of any fact

which renders it valueless. Indorsement would not be necessary in order to

make the party transferring it liable, where it could be shown that the pay-

ment was conditional upon the notes being honoured. Such a condition

would exist in a case w here the note is cashed merely to oblige the payer, or
is given in payment of a debt.

Stolen Notes.—It occasionally happens that a person finds himself in

possession of a bank note w hich has been lost or stolen, and which, on that
account, for the time being the bank refuses to pay. What is his position ?

The answ er is very much the same as if the note had been a lost or stolen

chattel. If he had found it himself he would have a right to it against all the
world except the true owner, but if having so found it and made such efforts

to find the ow ner as any honest man should and would make, he w ill certainly

not object to the bank refusing payment when at the same time it can satisfy

him that the ow ner has been found. There, in fact, is the end of the matter.

But if the holder of the note has himself received it from another, who or whose
predecessors in title had stolen it, the question is slightly more involved

; and
to determine it in the holder’s favour it will be necessary for him to have
obtained the note in such a manner as to satisfy both of the follow ing two
conditions. The first is that he took the note l)ona Jidc

;

the second, that he
gave value for it. Total no.i-compliance with either of these conditions w ill

render the note valueless in his hands. But w hether a varying degree of non-

compliance of eitlier or both will have the same effect w ill depend upon the

circumstances of the case. The second condition is often a test of the first;

the payment of a grossly inadequate sum in exchange for a note is pregnant

evidence of a guilty knowledge. But the mere deduction of discount at or-

dinary market rates, when cai^ing a Bank of England note abroad, would

hardly be such evidence. Having once, however, fully and thoroughly estab-

lished the fact that adequate value had been given for the note, it w ill not be
enough, in order to successfully resist payment to the holder, to show that

there was carelessness, negligence, or foolishness in not suspecting that there

was anything wrong al^ut the note. On the contrary, it would be necessary to
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show that the person who gave value for the bill had noticed that there wag
something wrong about it when he took it, even though he did not know
what the particular wrong might be. If a jicrson, knowing that a note was
in the hands of a man who would not be likely to have a right to it, should

happen to think that, perhaps, the man had stolen it, when, if he had known
the real truth, he would have found, not that the man had stolen it, but that

he had obtained it by false pretences, that would not make any difference if

he knew there w€is something wrong about the note and took it. If he takes

it in that way he takes it at his peril.

If he were honestly blundering and careless, having for examjile forgotten

the particulars of an advertisement relating to the note, and so cashed it

when he ought not to have done so, still he would be entitled to payment.
But if the facts and circumstances are such that the jury, or whoever has to

try the Question, came to the conclusion that he was not honestly blundering

and careless, but that he must have had a suspicion that there was something
wrong, and that he refrained from asking questions, not because he was an
honest blunderer or a stupid man, but because he thought in his own secret

mind—I suspect there is something wrong, and if I ask (juestions and make
further inquiry it will no longer be my suspecting it, but my knowing it,

and then I shall not be able to recover—that would be dishonesty, and the

holder would not be bond fide^ and would not be entitled to payment. See

BILLS OF EXCHANGE; CHEQUE.
BANK OF ENGLAND.—This institution was projected in 1694, by

William Patterson, a Scotsman. ITie whole of the capital, amounting to

jPl,200,000, was to be lent to the Government, who gave the bank its

sanction and support, with the result that within ten days from the date of

the opening of the bank the capital was fully subscrilied. In July 1694,
the bank received its first charter, which was to continue for eleven yeans

certain, or until a year's notice after the 1st August 1705. Since then there

have been numerous further and supplementary charters until, in the year

1844, was passed the Bank of England Charter Act, which remains to this

day the sanction and protection of the bank; and during this jxjriod the loan

to the Government periodically incretised until, in 1844, it reached the
amount of .PI 1,015,000, at which figure it still reinaiiis. So soon as two
years after its establishment, the bank l>ccame financially involvttl, and was
obliged to even susjxjnd payment of its notes. The Government, however,
came to its assistance, and the above state of affairs was not repeatctl until

1797. In that year the Bank Restriction Act was passed, which reijuired

the bank to temporarily suspend payment of its notes in gold. This Act
was as much an act of justice by the Government as the result of necessity,

for the difficulties of the bank were, and have generally been, the result of
the financial operations of the Government. In 1819 a Bill was {mssed,

commonly known as Peers Bill, which provided for the gradual resumption
of cash payments. This Act provided that the Bank Restriction Act should
continue in force until the Ist February 1820, after which, by certain gradual
steps, an absolute payment in specie should be arrived at on the 1st May
18^ ; the bank, however, anticipated this latter date by two years.

In 1832, a committee of the House of Commons was appointed to report

upon the expediency of renewing the charter of the bank, and into the
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mtem on which the banks of issue in England and Wales were conducted.

The report of this committee contained the opinions of the highest authorities

in questions of political and financial science, as well as the experience of

practical men, and it authoritatively established the principles of sound
oanking. It was with this report before Parliament that the charter was
renewed for ten years from 1834, and the Bank Charter Act of 1844 subse-

quently passed. By the Bank Charter Act the issuing and banking functions

of the Bank of England were separated, its issue of notes strictly limited,

and a different system of account and staff of officers allocated to each

department. 'Fhe bank could issue notes on a fixed amount of securities to

the value of jP14,000,000—being the before-mentioned Government loan of

jPll,015,000 and certain other securities incidental to the lapsed note-issue

of other banks amounting to nearly i?3,000,000. The next point of im-

portance in the Act is the absolute prohibition of any new bank with a

E
ower to issue notes, and the limitation of the issues of all then existing

anks of issue to an average of the circulation of each bank for the twelve

weeks preceding the 12th April 1844. It was further provided that joint-

stock banks in London might accept bills for any period, instead of such bills

being confined to dates of not less than three months. By the Bank Act,

1892, provision was made for the grant of a supplementary charter to regulate

the internal affairs of the bank.

Since 1844 there have been a very considerable series of lapses in the note-

issues of other banks, and by this means the authorised circulation of the

Bank of England has increased from X^l 4,000,000 to nearly jP18,000,000.

The note-issue above the amount authorised is required to be backed by
certain reserves, as to which reference should be made to the article on the

BANK RETURN, and a statement of affairs is required by the Bank Act
to be published every week. The bank has not an absolute monopoly in the

issue of notes. Any other bank which on the 6th May 1844 was lawfully

issuing its own notes, and has done so continuously since then, may continue

80 to do, but its issue is limited to the average amount of its issues in

October 1844.

The Bank of England is managed by a governor, a sub-governor, and
twenty-four directors; it fixes the rate of interest [see BANK-RATE],
and takes charge of the moneys of the Government; it holds the cash-reserves

of the other banks of the country, and hsLS practically assumed the position

of protector of our financial system. As sucn it moves the bank-rate, cir-

culates gold or withdraws it from circulation, lends money to the public, and
by these means or others aids the money-market and general credit in times

of panic and crisis. As a private l3anK, it opens accounts with the public

;

gives out cheques in books
;
|x?rmits cheques to be drawn upon it for any

amount not less than £5
;
jmys bills payable at it, with or without advice

by the customer, according to its arrangement with the latter ; takes in boxes

for safe custody without requiring to know their contents; and receives

dividends by power of attorney.

The bank manages the banking business relating to the National Debt,

and it holds the funds paid into court. Unless a person can show that he

has a bond Jide interest in some unclaimed stock, the bank is not bound to
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show to him its register of stockholders. See also BANKER AND
CUSTOMER; BANK NOTE.
BANK BATE is the name given to the price at which the Bank of

England states its willingness to grant loans. This price varies from tim«
to time according to periodical financial conditions, and is generally some*
what higher than the market value of money for the time being. Though
the published rate is a minimum rate, yet under certain conditions the bank
will discount bills below it. Large borrowers of money avoid the bank if

they can possibly do so, because it only lends at the bank rate for a period
of seven days, and reserves the right to state for what period the loan shall

be made. ^

The main reasons for the position of financial dictator to which
the bank has attained are found in the privilege it possesses in the issue

of notes; in its being the depository of the Government funds; in the
London banks keeping accounts with it; and in its practice of lending
capital to outsiders, that is, to those who do not keep an account there.
The reason for variation in the rate is found in the almost automatic
operation of the supply of, and demand for, gold. If, money being scarce,
there is a great demand for it, the ultimate source of supply, viz. the bank,
is bound to put up the rate ; and this is done not only for the sake of profit,
but equally and ^rhaps more particularly in order to protect its own stock
of gold and bullion—the reserves upon which our whole commercial system
practically depend. But in times of panic and commercial crises the bank
has always readily come to the rescue, with the result that its responsibility
over the money market is something no longer to be talked about, but rather
to be considered and encouraged as a necessity to the commercial system.
Thus ip 187^73 an enormous amount of bills were created with a view to
withdrawing gold from England to assist in the payment of the French
indemnity to Germany. The bank recognised the danger which might arise
from this being carried to too great an extent, crippiling thereby the
ordinwy business of the country, and it rapidly raised the rate of discount.
In 1872 there were seventeen changes, and in 1873 twenty-four changes in
the rate ; the latter itself varying from 3 to 12 per cent. This was not
done with a view to making large profits, but with a view to keeping the
public from encroaching unduly upon the reserves, and telling them that it
WM a class of business the bank would do everything in its power to keep
within reasonable bounds. Before raising the rate, the bank has often to
teke precautions that it shall be effective. This is done by borrowing largely
m the money market and so limiting its supplies, and preventing undue
competition from the outside.

The caiMes of fluctuation in the rate are many and varied ; the varieties
themselves interact upon one another, and are, moreover, always increasing.
A few may be enumerated. Since our trade is conducted, as a whole, upon
credit, active trade means increase in the capital required and a higher rate

;

when trade is depressed, the rate decreases. When there is a great difference
between the values of imports and exports the balance must be finally paid
in gold, and the rate rises ; but if large sums are returning to England as
repayments of loans, or for interest, the rate decreases. Add to these few
instances the above-mentioned necessity to retain the gold reserves as against
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the bankas own liabilities, and it will be readily seen how strong, corapli*

cated, and ever-working are the forces concentrated upon the bank rate. To
raise the rate is to attract gold from abroad and to replenish our stock ; to

lower it is to make capital susceptible to foreign attraction. In fact the

causes of fluctuation are all affected by, and dependent upon, the reserve. At
the time of writing the bank rate is 3 per cent. If the reader will turn to

the article on the BANK RETURN, he will find that at the same time the

reserve is considered to be in jeopardy, and the bank is urged to raise its

rate. At the corresponding period in the year lO^jO the rate was 4 per cent.,

the high amount thereof being accounted for by the reserve being low
,
and

the bank weak owing to a considerable withdrawal of gold for export. In

1899, at the same period of the year, the rate reached the high figure of 5 per

cent. This was a memorable w eek in the history of the money market. The
reserve was about a fifth less in amount than in 1901 ; the rate was raised

from to per cent, on Tuesday, and on Thursday a further advance was
made to 5 per cent. Official rates were put up all over the Continent;

the markets were quite disorganised, and Consols momentarily touched 101 J.

This was the time of crisis in South Africa. And so we could proceed with
this subject did the limits of space allow; but sufficient has been said to

show the reader how to watch the bank rate and understand generally its

causes and efiects. But before concluding, reference should be made to some
more special effects of the bank rate. A high rate restricts trade, stops

speculation, and postpones the issue of Government loans, both home and
foreign. Low rates have the contrary effect, giving an opportunity, amongst
other things, to the speculator on the Stock Exchange to carry over his

purchases or sales. Again, the rate determines the interest allowed by the

banks for money on deposit, the London banks generally allowing li per

cent, below bank rate, unless the latter is very low. The day after the bank
rate is fixed, the London banks and discount houses advertise in the daily

papers their deposit rates. See BANK OF ENGLAND.
BANK RETURN.—Weekly, in the money article of every newspaper

having any pretension to importance, there is published an analysis of the

weekly return or report of the Bank of England. The publication of the

return itself by the bank is not optional, but under the Rink Act of 1844
is compulsory, not only in its nature, but in the details to be shown. As
will be seen on reference to the article on the BANK OF ENGLAND, the
business of the bank is divided into two departments, namely that of issue,

which deals only with the issue of notes, and that of banking, which deals

with the same matters as other banking establishments; and under the same
two separate headings is the weekly return divided and made up. The
analysis contained in the money article takes within its general view each

item of the whole return, but to tw'o in particular—those which show^ the

reserve—is special attention and criticism mainly directed. The other items

have their own importance, and indeed a very far-reaching importance, but
the information they convey is of an extremely general character, the neces-

sary result of the multifarious and complicate business of the bank. On
the other hand, the items showing the reserve are definite and precise ; there is

not, and there cannot be, any ambiguity as to the significance of those figures

and as to their meaning. Upon the state of the reserve depend the rates by
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which money throughout the country will be more or less regulated, and
conseouentially the value of money in this country, th« flow thereof in or

out 01 the country, the profits in dealings upon the Stock Exchange, the

profits of trade, and the prices of commodities. No wonder, therefore, that

an especial regard is paid to the reserve; and that at times of financial

tension even anxious anticipations are made of the coming return, and the

prospects of a possible maintenance or change in the current bank rate.

The return is made up by the bank to every Wednesday, and u copy posted

up outside the bank early on the following Thursday afternoon. A small

crowd are awaiting it, ana immediately it is so posted, examine and copy it

;

it is at once published in certain of the leading evening papers, and on
Friday morning appears at the head of the market intelligence in the

morning papers, prefaced, as we have already seen, by examination and criti-

cism at the commencement of the money article. The following is, in round
figures, a reproduction of a typical return, and a perusal thereof will be of

assistance in understanding this article :

—

BANK OF ENGLAND—Weekly Account.

An account pursuant to the Act 7th and ^ih Victoria
^
rap. 32,yhr the

week ending on Wednesday
^
October 2, 19—.

Issue Department.

Notes issued • • . £53,850,000 Government debt . . £11,015,000
Other securities . . 6,760,000
Gold coin and bullion . 36,081,000

£53,856,000 £53,856,000

Banking Department.

Proprietora* capital . £14,553,000 Government securities . £18,022,000
Rest .... 3,791,000 Other securities . . 27,158,000

Public deposits . . 10,874,000 Notes .... 23,309,000

Other deposits . . 41,204,000 Gold and silver coin . 2,077,000
Seven-day and other bills 144,000

£70,566,000 £70,566,000

Before proceeding to consider the reserve, there are seven out of the thirteen

items set out in the banking department of the return which may be con-

veniently explained. The item Proprietors’ Capital, i?l4,633,000, represents

the amount of Bank of England stock held by the stockholders in, or in

other words the proprietors of, the bank ; this of course has to be included

in the liabilities of the bank as against its assets, which are set out in the
other column. The next item. Rest, represents the amount which the bank
always holds in reserve for the payment of dividends to the proprietors, and
which is never allowed to go below three millions, the surplus above that sum
being the amount actually paid every half-year as dividends. This reserve

is not the one held against the liabilities of the bank to the public, to which
we have already alluded, and propose later on to consider more carefully. A
.stockholder in the bank has, accordingly, in the retum an opportunity to
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forecast the amount of dividend which he will in due course receive. The
item Public Deposits represents the national money on deposit by the

Government with the bank. This amount varies from time to time ; increas-

ing as taxes and payments on account of Government loans are received by
the Treasury, decreasing as payments are made to contractors and othei-s,

and dividends on Government loans paid to the public. Thus, omitting the

00,000's, in the corresponding week of 1891, this item was represented by 4,8

;

in 1898, by 8,2; in 1899, by 10,6; in 1900, by 6,3; and 1901, as above, by
10,9. By a comparison over these years it would seem that the Public

Deposits were, during the week now claiming our attention, in a very satis-

factory state. But this week was one of the very many weeks of the Boer
war, and the item did not in any way lead the financial expert to believe

that the Government had begun to save money. On the contrary, adverse

criticism prevailed. The public deposit was certainly comparatively large

in amount, and showed a decline of only i?9000 from the amount of the

previous week
;
yet this w'«s so, notwithstanding the fact that the disburse-

ments of the Imjxirial exchequer during the last nine days of September had
exceeded its receipts by no less than i?4,600,000 ! It would appear, conse-

quently, that some of the cheques sent out at the end of September had not
on Wednesday evening been presented for payment; and inferentially it

would appear that, like many of its patriotic supporters, the Government had
in fact either ovenlrawn its account, or left arrangements for a further credit

until very late in the day. And thus may even the politician find something
to interest him in the bank return, and the victim of impecuniosity some-
thing by w'ay of consolation.

We will now turn to the item Other Deposits, i^41,204,000, which
represents the money deposited by other banks and by private customers-

The latter do not count for much, but the remaining portion of this Item
comes ultimately from the public as represented by the customers of the
other banks. In the money article the item is generally termed the market's

supply of cash,” and in connection herewith it should be noticed that the

Public Deposits and the Other Deposits have a considerably important re-

lationship to one another. When dividends on public funds are paid, the

source thereof, the Public Deposits, shrinks, whilst the resources of the

public, as i*epresented by Other DejX)sits, are duly increased. On the other

hand, when income-tax is generally payable, a converse result may be
recognised. In the amount of Government securities, which figures first on
the credit side of the return, is found the investments for the time being of

the bank in Government stock, or in bills given by the Government to

secure overdrafts. In the above return there is an incix^ase in these securities

of i?l ,339,000 over the amount held in the previous week ; this may indicate

that the Government had been borrowing to meet its liabilities for the time

being, or that the bank had paid further instillments in respect of its oivn

holdings of Government stock, or that it had bought Consols in the open

market, or that more than one of these operations liad come into play.

The item Other Securities, in the same department, aftbixls an index to

the state of the money market—generally referred to in the money article as
** the market." When money is scarce in the market, borrow ers have to go to

the bank with their securities, and the more they go the higher the bank rate
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will go also. An increase in Other Securities will tell the reader that money
is scarce ; a decrease, that it is becoming more plentiful. The market never

cares to go to the bank for its supplies, and, on the other hand, the bank has

no desire to find funds for competing institutions. In the above return

there is an increase of i?l,700,000 in Other Securities beyond the amount
for the previous week. This was partly due to the outflow of cash to the

country to meet the requirements of quarter day, the slowness with which

the money disbursed by the Government came into the market, and the

calling-in of outstanding cash by the executors of the late Baron Hirsch to

provide succession and other duties, amounting to c£^l,200,000, payable in

respect of his estate. The amount borrowed because of these matters, to-

gether with such disbursements to the public by the Government as did come
to hand, enabled the market to meet its outflow of cash, at the same time

adding an increase during the week of over i?400,000 to the Other
Deposits. The last item on the liabilities side of the return refers to short

bills which have been issued by the bank itself, and which are called Bank*

Post Bills.

We now return to the all-important subject of the reserve. The bank
is authorised to issue notes to the amount of P17,775,000, representing what
is called its ‘‘authorised note-issue.**’ There is, however, both a reason and,

in fact, a reserve, for this issue. In the year 1844, at the time of the Bank
Act, the Government owed the bank the sum of oCll,015,100, and to this

day is still indebted to the bank in re8[)ect of the same debt. This debt

of the Government became both a consideration for the monopoly in the

issue of notes granted to the Bank of England, and at the same time a
guarantee by way of reserve for the due honouring by the bank of notes to

that amount. In addition to this, the bank has the right to take over the

lapsed power of other banks to issue notes, and up to the present the amount
represented thereby, and provided for in the first jmrt of the return by Other
Securities, is jC^6,759,900—a very seldom changing quantity, but one that

has nevertheless increased by nearly four millions since the date of the Act.
These two sums added together make up the amount of the authorised note-

issue. But it will be seen that the amount of notes actually issued is

X^53,856,000, or i;*36,081 ,000 in excess of the authorised issue. By the
Bank Act the bank is under a necessity to provide for this excess by a
backing of gold coin and bullion, and the fact that this provision is in exist-

ence appears in the third item on the credit side of the issue department
in the return. But when we come to examine the banking department in

the return, it will be seen that the bank has actually in hand, as set out in

the last but one item, notes to the amount of .£*23,309,000, and in the lewt

item gold and silver coin to the amount of ^2,077,000. ITiese two items
amount together to jP25,386,000, and since the whole of the note-issue is

already provided for as appears in the account of the issue department, it

follows that the bank has that sum for the time being available against its

liabilities other than those in respect of its note-isrue; such sum is the
reserve. And this reserve may be needed ; for many occasions may cause
either an augmentation or a depletion of its stock of gold coin and bullion.

Gold may be reciuired for export to the United States in the autumn, when
rates are high tnere in consequence of the money required for the h^est;
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and it may return when by ordinary commercial events, or by arbitral
operations, rates are such in England as to make it unprofitable for the gold

to be kept in the United States. In the return befoi'e us the reserve is

625,000 less than that of the previous week, a shrinkage which caused

one of the soundest financial authorities to draw attention to the fact that

the bank was losmg strength.

Every afternoon the bank posts on its walls a statement showing the

amount of gold sent and received from abroad during the day, and generally

also the place to which it has gone or whence it has come. Knowing from
the return the variations in the note circulation, and the increase or decrease

of and from the stock of gold, the daily statements of the exports and imports

of gold, it is only a matter of calculation to discover the payments and receipt

of gold to and from the country. Accordingly, we find that the above
shrinkage was caused by the export of «£^636,000 in gold, the circulation of

jP843,0W of gold into the country, and an increase of «sPl,146,000 in the

note circulation, the total loss of gold being <£1,146,000. In the following

week there may be a further outflow of gold into the country ; but, on the

other hand, notes may return, and but little gold be withdrawn for abroad.

Banks are supposed to keep a reserve equal to one-fourth of the deposits of
the public, such reserve being often referred to as the “ legal minimum.'*' But
the directors of the Bank of England endeavour to preserve a ratio of 40
per cent. It will be seen that the proportion of reserve to liabilities, as

represented by the public and other dejx)sits in the above returns, is 48| |X'r

cent., which is a decrease from 54^V l^^e previous return ; but this is in

fair comparison with the bank’s own standard of reserve, and with the 44|
at the same period of the previous year. But the monetary conditions at

and about the period of the return were such as ought not to have permitted
the bank to reduce its reserve to the extent shown above; thus the outcry

of the financial authorities. Apart from the possible outflow of gold into

the country, there were anticipated shipments of gold to Egypt and South
America, and possible autumnal exports to the United States; and with it

all the fact that the foreign exchanges were adverse to this country, and
an unusual amount of foreign money employed here. To regain an^ keep
its strength, the bank would be compelled to take measures to protect its

gold. Aloreover, notwithstanding its then hard-up condition, the Govern-
ment in the following week would be required, as the financial authorities are

careful to point out, to meet the (juarter’s instalment on its debt and other

outstanding payments amounting to jP5,l 60,000 ; to do which, it was antici-

pated that it would have to borrow some three or four millions, although the

amount required to be borrowed was somewhat reduced by the fortunate

payment of duties in respect of Baron Ilirscirs estate. Again, it was fore-

casted that the Government would find it necessaiy to borrow £10,000,000
from the bank and the National Debt Commissioners before the followiiig

January. All these facts, therefore, gave reason for dismay at the compara-

tively small reserve, and the |)088ibility of the Government borrowing heavily

from the bank, and absorbing funds which are regarded as the reserves of

the whole banking community. And so we see the value of a knowledge of

the technique of the bank return and the scope of the money article. See

BANKER AND CUSTOMER; BANK RATE; MONEY ARTICLE.
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BANK SHARES are not for the speculator in differences, nor are they

for the small capitalist. The first class are met by an Act known as

Leemans’ Act, which requires the delivery of all bank shares sold on the

Stock Exchange. The result is that a purchaser of such shares must take

them up, and is unable to have them carried over from account to account,

and to realise a profit in case of a rise without having actually paid for and

taken delivery of them. So it is impossible to become a ‘‘bear*” on such

shares, unless the operator is in a position to deliver upon sale. They are

also of little value to the small capitalist as an investment, on account of the

large liability generally attaching to them in respect of uncalled capital

;

moreover, the directors of the bank whose shares are proposed to be trans-

ferred may exercise their right to refuse acceptance of the purchaser where

he does not appear to be of appropriate financial position. Some persons

who have a great faith in the bank at which they are customers, are often

desirous of strengthening their connection therewith by becoming share-

holders. To these it should be pointed out that from the point of view of

having a security readily available for borrowing purposes in case of need,

such shares would be useless when tendered as a security to their own bank,

for the reason that banks do not deal in, or lend money upon, their own
shares. To the substantial capitalist, bank shares have deservedly a con-

siderable attraction. In face, however, of the increasing competition between

the banks, it may be safely said that the already well-established banks have
now reached the high water-mark in the matter of dividends ; but there still

continues, and most probably will persist, a chamcteristic periodical fluctuation

in the prices of their shares. This fluctuation results from the periodic

changes in the state of trade. When trade is bad, the profits of a bank
are proportionately small ; that is the time to purchase its shares, for the

price is low. On the other hand, when trade is good, the profits increase

and the price of shares rises; that is the time to sell. If we take the last

ten years for a criterion, it will be found that the bank dividends steadily

decreased from the first of those years to the fifth, and from the sixth as

steadily increased to the tenth year, when the dividends all round were
approximately the same as in the first year. If therefore the investor, instead

of dealing on the strength of the short-period fluctuations, were to reserve his

capital and attention for the cyclic fluctuation of the long period, his profits

would probably be much larger
; but, after all, life is short, and profits may

be small if they are only quick.

But in the question of investment there always enters the necessary

factor of the essential financial soundness of the bank in which the invest-

ment is proposed. It would be impossible here to go into details with
regard to stability of every bank; and to make a selection of one would
appear invidious. It rests with us, therefore, as our only alternative, to
direct attention to the balance-sheet of the bank in view. What are its

liabilities, its investments and their nature, and its quickly available reserve ?

This subject is considered in some detail in the article on BALANCE-
SHEET OF A Bank, to which the reader should refer. In the meanwhile
it seems imnossible to refrain from interjecting the opinion that most of the
banks conduct their business on the smallest reserve possible, seemingly
content to run all risk of an emergency, a run, or a crisis, and relymg
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apparently upon the general assistance which might be given by the Bank
of England and the other banks, and upon the uncalled capital, which the

investor would probably be sorry to have to part with under such circum*

stances. See also the various articles relating to banks and banking.

BANKER AND CUSTOMER—The Business Relationship.—The
whole system of modem trade is based upon credit ; and the branch of trade

more dependent than any other upon credit is that of banking. The first

general impression is that a bank is the one modern institution standing

upon a cash foundation as distinguished from one of credit ; consideration,

however, will show that the money lent and dealt in so extensively by’\a

modern bank is that of other people—its customers. Only a very small ^

portion thereof belongs to the bank itself, for the main effort of every

hanking institution is to conduct the largest possible business upon the

least possible capital. As a moneyed concern, a oank is merely the conduit-

pipe between the man who has capital available for investment and the other

man who requires more money. A glance at some figures readily proves

this. Thus, the ratio of paid-up capital to liabilities to the public was at

the end of 1900, in the case of Lloyd’s Bank, 5*54 per cent.; that of the

Union Bank of London, 9*26 per cent. ; Parr’s Bank, 5*97 per cent. ; the

London and County, 4 41 per cent. ; and the Capital and Counties, 4*7 per

cent. ! In early times baiming w as chiefly concerned in the issue of notes

;

in later times the deposit of money became an important item in the
business. To-day, the business of a bank may be roughly classed as follows:

(1) issuing notes; (2) receiving deposits at interest; (3) keeping current

accounts for customers; (4) discounting bills of exchange; (5) advancing
money to customers upon security; (6) acting as agents for other banks.
With the first and last classes of business we need not here deal ; the first

is discussed under the heiulings of BANK NOTES and BANK-RETURN,
the last is a subject which can have but little practical interest for the
general reader. Our immediate subject, therefore, resolves itself into a
consideration of the dealings between banker and customer with reference

to an account between them.

To open a hankiiiff account an intending customer requires two things

:

money in his hand, and an introduction to the bank from some pei'son

known to it, vouching for his position and respectability. The money may
be done without, if the customer has a security and w ishes to open a debit

account; but an introduction or good references are requirea by every
respectable bank in every case. If the intending customer is already, or has

been previously, a customer at another bank, his pass-book wdth that bank
should be produced. The customer having been accepted, the only thing
remaining is to proceed with his business and open an account.

Deposit account ,—It may be that the customer does not require a cur-

rent account, that is to say, one into which he will periodically make pay-

ments, and from which he will draw' by cheque as required, but desires to

deposit his money with the bank at interest. After signifying his intention

to that effect he will be required to write hit signature in the signature-book,

and after paying to the banker the money he will receive a receipt known as

a deposit receipt. In London he should get interest at a rate 1 J per cent,

below bank rate ; that is, if the bank rate is 5 per cent, he will obtain 8}.
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But in provincial towns, where there is competition between the banks, a
higher rate may be obtained ; a depositor should therefore try to get the
highest rate he can—not less, in any event, than that allowed for the time
being by the Post-Office Savings Bank. Upon receiving his deposit receipt the
customer should be careful to note that the date and the amount deposited, in

figures and 4n writing, are both correctly stated ; if possible, he should get

inserted tnerein the rate of interest to be allowed. Before the deposit has
been nriade it should have been well understood what notice is required for

withdrawal ; this will appear on the receipt, and is usually seven or fourteen

c^’s. But, when m]uired, a bank is generally willing to repay the deposit

without insisting upon the requisite notice. Should the deposit be by more
than one person all the names will appear on the receipt, and the money will

not be paid over except upon the signatures of them all ; it would, where

desired, oe convenient to have the receipt made out payable upon the signa-

ture of a certain one only. If the depositor dies, the money can be withdrawn
by the executor or administrator upon production of the probate or letters of

administration. Care should be taxen, where money is on deposit, to present

the receipt every six months in order to have the interest calculated and
added to the principal. The bank will not allow such a calculation and addi-

tion if left to themselves, so that if the depositor wishes to gain the advantage
between compound and simple interest he should be careful not to overlook this.

The interest may be taken out without the principal. So any part of the prin-

cipal may be withdrawn. In the North of England many of the banks issue

pass-books to depositors and allow them to withdraw by cheques. This is an
advantage which every depositor should endeavour to obtain from his bank, as

by this means the calculation of interest is made in the pass-book by the bank
itself and placed to capital every six months. Depositors should never be too

secretive with regard to a deposit, for if one should die and the receipt were

overlooked or lost, and consequently no demand ever made for repayment, the

bank would never think of communicating with the deceased’s representatives;

and thus another unclaimed deposit may be added to those which, at the end
of six years, become in effect the bank’s own property.

Credit account ,—Having become a customer, the only thing necessary,

upon signing the signature-book, is to pay money into the account, after

which the account may be freely operated on by payments in and with-

drawals out by cheque. The law with regard to the appropriation of

payments will be considered below, but it will be convenient to relegate all

discussion about CHEQUES, from their practical as well as their legal aspect,

to the article under that title. There are a few points to be considered.

Either a separate receipt or the pass-book should be taken away after the
opening of the account ; it may be that death may ensue, and as a conse-

quence another unclaimed balance may go into the bank’s coffers. If the

account is one in which there will be an average monthly credit balance

of 00 or more, the customer should insist both upon the account being
worked without charge and upon interest for that balance ; the usual charge

for working an account is | per cent, upon the withdrawals, no charge being
made for clearing cheques; and the bank will also state a minimum balance
the keeping of which will permit them to work the account without charge

at alL Upon opening the accounts, executors, trustees, or partners should
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state their position to the bank, and the signature to be used should be
agreed upon and maintained throughout all transactions.

Overdrqfis are generally manipulated by the banks in the following way.

The customer borrows a certain sum from the bank, which is debited with
interest to an account called the loan account; the whole of this sum is

then placed to the credit of his current account. The result of this method
is that the customer has to pay interest on the whole sum borrowed, even

though the necessities of his case may require most of it to lie to his credit

in the current account, which in its turn may be the subject of rather high
charges. This system may, in some cases, make borrowing from the bank
rather expensive, but on the whole it is probably the cheapest and best way
available to the average man. The tollowing securities are named ap-

proximately in the order of their value:—Consols, Colonial Government
stock, municipal bonds, railway debentures, good industrial stocks and shares,

real property, other industrial stocks and shares, personal securities, and life

policies. On any of such securities overdrafts may be obtained, in the first

four cases to a sum very close to their price for the time being, and at the

lowest rate of interest the bank would be willing to do business upon at all.

The industrials, both good and bad, depend for their value as a security,

quite apart from their intrinsic value, upon the general state of the market
and its pros}>ects. Real estate, though a large part of the securities upon
which banks make advances, is only available as such up to two-thii*ds of its

value, nor do banks care to retain such securities so long as they would those

of the first class. But it would be possible, and a very convenient course,

for a customer in good credit, who wished an advance on real property
repayable by instalments, to obtain it from his bank—the costs would he
considerably less than those of a mortgage in the usual way ; the bank would
accept repayments of capital before they became due, which private capitalists

do not care to do; and there would be none of the irritating detail of a
mortgage with a building society. Overdrafts are also made upon good
person^ security, such as the guarantee of responsible sureties, together,

in some cases, with the deposit of a policy of insurance. The latter alone

would be a good security up to a margin of its surrender value. In this

connection it would be well to refer to the account of the cash-credits

system set out in the article on BANKING, SCOTCH. This method could
be pressed upon the attention of the banker, and with a good customer
would pi-obably be adopted. See further hereon under INTEREST.

Discounting Bills is a subject that need not detain us. If they are good
trade bills they will be taken by the bank and discounted without hesitation

;

if on the other hand they are bills offered by a customer whose occupation or

position is one that is not in the ordinary course connected with bills, they

will be looked upon with suspicion; and if obviously accommodation bills,

they will probably be declined altogether. Instead of to discount accom-
modation bills with his banker, the customer should propose an overdraft and
offer the persons who would join in a bill as sureties. It should be mentioned

that discounting bills is a characteristic and essentially legitimate operation

in all sound modern banking.

Generally ,—A customer may pay into any branch of his own bank, €Uid

his payment will be accepted and in due course credited to his account ; if in

I. K
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the locality of a branch he may arrange to draw cheques up to a specified

amount for payment at such branch ; if going abroad his bank will furnish

him with letters of credit ; he may deposit his valuables for safe custody

;

periodical payments such as club subscriptions and rent will be made on his

Dehalf at the specified times by his bank upon his general authority so to do

;

and the bank will make an inquiry and report to him as to the position of

any person with whom he proposes doing business. The bank will also cash

coupons and buy and sell stoclcs and shares. In the former case they should

be paid into the account seven days before maturity; in both cases the

customer should see that he is credited with the full amount and that the

charge for commission is debited separately.

The legal relationship.—Generally .—The relation between a banker and
a customer who pays money into the bank is the ordinary relation of debtor

and creditor, not that of trustee and what is termed in law cestui que trusty or

beneficiary under a trust; but to that ordinary relation an obligation is

imposed on the part of the banker to honour the customer'^s drafts so far as

his assets permit. This obligation has arisen from custom. Upon bank-
ruptcy the customer has merely a right of proof in respect of any money to his

credit. The mere fact of a customer's account being guaranteed by a surety

does not prevent the banker suing him for the debit balance in the same way
as for an ordinary debt. Where there have been many and complicated

transactions between the bank and its customer, and there is a dispute as to

the items or the balance, the customer may sue the bank for an account. If

money is deposited with a banker and remains in the latter's hands for six years

without any payment by him of the principal or allowance of interest, the
customer would be barred by the Statute of Limitations from suing for its

recovery. A bank need not pay bills accepted payable there by a customer
even if the latter is in sufficient credit. It must keep the customer's affairs

secret, unless it has reasonable ground for disclosing them, as when called as a
witness. In connection with the article ATTACHMENT, it should be borne
in mind by debtors that directly a bank receives a garnishee order nisi it

may refuse to honour cheques, even if the garnishee is only in respect of a
much smaller sum than the amount to the customer's credit. It is a dan-
gerous thing, therefore, for a debtor to allow his creditor to garnishee his

bank. The law does not imply, from the mere existence of a trade partner-

ship, that one partner has authority to bind the firm by opening a oanking
account on its behalf and in his own name ; nor, where a firm keep severiu

accounts at a bank, each partner having a right to draw cheques and have
individual accounts at the same bank, is the bank under any obligation to
inquire into thc^ropriety of any transfer of funds which may be made from and
between the different accounts. Upon the death of one partner the survivors

have a right to draw cheques upon the partnership account. The acting

member of a firm may assent to the transfer of its account from one banker
to the other without the express assent of the others ; but the bankers to

which the account is transferred would have no further rights over it than
the former banker. If a bank allows an executor to overdraw, knowing that
it is the executorship account which is being overdrawn, and the money is

misapplied, the bank cannot recover against the estate. Where money is

paid into a bank on the joint account of persons not partners in trade, the
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banker is not discharged by payment to one without the authority of the
other. To transfer money on deposit to a current account is, in effect, to

open a fresh account, and would discharge the liability of a retiring partner.

A banker is not bound, on payment-in of a cheque, to inform the payee that
the drawer has no effects, even where both parties to the cheque are customers

of the same bank. He would be liable if he paid a cheque in which the

drawer’s signature was forged, but not where the indorsement is a forgery.

Should a bank cash a customer’s cheque, and then discover that it had no
assets of his, it cannot recover the money back from the person to whom
it has been paid. And this rule would apply directly the money has been

handed over the counter ; even if the customer were the party so receiving

the money, it could not be taken back, but only sued for.

Interest and commission ,—Bankers generally take accounts with their

customers by charging interest on advances in a separate column up to the

day of lodgment made, deducting the latter from the principal, and so on
until the end of six months or a year, when what is termed a “ rest is made.
The first item in the next account is made up of the balance of principal

and interest. Rests made at the end of three months would not be sustained

in law ; but after an acquiescence in accounts half-yearly or annually furnished,

an agreement that the balance of principal and interest shall bear interest

will be presumed. Where an account is kept at compound interest, and the

customer dies, the final balance at his death, in the absence of contract,

carries no interest ; and it is the same where the balance is in the customer’s

favour, and the banker dies, or ceases to carry on business, or becomes
bankrupt. If a banker take a mortgage from his customer as security for

an overdraft, the relationship of banker and customer is at an end in respect

of that transaction, and gives place to the relationship of mortgagee and
mortgagor, with all the incidental rights and obligation incidental thereto

;

compound interest would cease, and the whole transaction would be subject

to the usual principles.

Securities ,—Bankers may pledge bills deposited with them by a customer,

even though the latter is in credit, provided the parties receiving the bills

are unacquainted with that fiict ; and so far as the necessary demands of the

customer require, they may negotiate them without his express authority.

Subject to special agreement against the exercise of the power, and to circum-

stances obviously opposed thereto, a banker has an absolute power to dispose

of indorsed bills of exchange dejx>sited with him by a customer. A banker’s

deposit note is not such a security for money as will pass under a bequest

in a will of all bonds, promissory notes, and other securities for money ”

;

nor is it a negotiable instrument capable of passing by indorsement like a
bill of exchange. Where a bank accepts a deposit for a special purpose, as,

for example, for shares in a company, it must use it for that purpose only.

If, in respect of a certain security, the customer should assert that it was
intended to cover a particular debt only, and the bank contends that it was

intended to secure the balance of a current account, it will lie upon the bank

to prove its contention ; whoever asserts that a security is intended for such

a balance, is under an obligation to prove his part of the case first. If,

without there being negligence on the part of tne person benefiting under

the trust, a trustee gives a trust property to a bsmk as security, the bank can
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take no interest in it as against the beneficiary. Where securities are

deposited with a bank for safe custodjr and are stolen by a clerk, the bank
would not be liable therefor unless it had acted with gross negligence;

nothing short of knowledge or reasonable rounds of suspicion by the bank
that the clerk was unfit to be trusted, would render the bank liable.

Appropriation and set-off,—In an ordinary banking account the first

item of the debit side is discharged by the first item of the credit side.

This principle applies to dealings between a company and its bankers, so

that 111 a case where a former shareholder had transferred his share, he

was held to be exonerated from contributing to the company’s debt to

its bankers if, before the w inding-up, sufficient money had b^n paid to the

bank to cancel the amount due to the bank when the shai’eholder re-

linq^uished his holding. Where a customer made a payment to a country

banxer, with instructions to remit a part thereof, amounting to X^oOO, to a
London banker, and the country banker, instead of so remitting, directed a
bill-broker to remit certain other money to the London banker, and the

country banker next day stopped payment—it was held that the i:^500 was
appropriated, and the customer was entitled to recover it back in full, as

against the other creditoi-s of the country banker. This case illustrates, at

the same time, the duty of a banker to apply money according to the

paii:icular purpose for which it is deposited with him. Where a deut is due
to the banker and a former partner, and not to the banker alone, the latter

cannot appropriate thereto a payment by a customer. So where money was

paid into a bank for the express purpose of taking up a particular bill then
lying there for payment, and the bank clerk said at the time that he could
not give up the bill until he had seen his principal, it was held that the

money could only be used for the above purpose, and not applied by the

bank to the general account of the party who paid in the money. It

sometimes happens that a man has a number of cheques in the hands of his

creditors and no money at the bank, and only sufficient in his possession to

provide for two or three of them. Under such circumstances, if he is

anxious that certain of those cheques should be honoured in preference to the
others, he should pay into the bank the money he has, and on the paving-in
slip make an appropriate memorandum as follows:—‘‘To provide tor the
following cheques specially: J. Jones, £9,0; R. Roberts, £15; and F.

Graham, <i£?15.” If the bank accepts the payment with a special direction

in this fonn, it will be bound to prefer and honour the cheejues so specially

mentioned, even if it has a debit balance against the customer, and is anxiously

awaiting an opportunity to recoup itself. Upon the death of a surety a
bank usually closes the account and opens a new one, thereby preventing
future payments-in to go to the credit of the secured account. If a customer
keeps several separate accounts at his banker’s, upon some of which he may
be indebted to the banker, and upon others the banker may be indebted to
him, should either party sue the other, the latter would be entitled to set-oif

his credit in other accounts against the debt due to the fonner.

Lien.—^The general lien of a banker is |>art of what is known as the law
merchant, and as such is always recognised in the courts of law. It is the
right of a banker to hold any securities or property belonging to bia

customer, and which have come into the hands of the banker in the ordinary
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wEy of business, as a security for the repayment of any debt due to him
from the customer. The debt may be any general balance that may be due.

But the security on property must be received under such circumstances

as would bring it within the above general rule ; for example, there could be
no lien on deeds casually left in the bank after the banker had refused to

lend money on them as a security, or where the securities had been deposited

with him lor a special purpose. Nor would a banker have a general lien on
boxes containing securities deposited with him for safe custody, nor a right

to retain or open them ; nor on trust deeds fraudulently deposited by a

trustee. But he would have a lien on negotiable securities taken by him in

good faith and under such circumstances as would give rise to no suspicion.

A banker who has discounted bills for a customer would have no lien on
that customer's cash balance during the currency of the bills. A lien would
be abandoned by the return of the security or property to the customer ; and
it is always limited in its extent by the extent of the customer's right thereto.

Tnist-mo)iei/s .—If a trustee pays trust-money into a bank without in

any way ear-marking it as such, the bank would still be indebted to the trust

therefor, except for such part of it as had been paid out in the ordinary

course to the trustee's order. The bank is in no way under an obligation to

see that the trustee spends the money properly, even if the money is the

subject of a specific trust account ; but if the bank is cognisant of an intended

misapplication, it should and may refuse to honour the trustee's cheque.

Where a trustee mixes the trust-money with his owm, as between him and
the beneficiaries under the trust, all sums he has drawn for his own use will

be considered to have been drawn out of his own moneys in pi'eference to the

truht-money.
Prm-bwk ,—Entries in a pass-book are only primafaexe evidence against

a banker; that is to say, he may explain them, or give evidence, modifying
or extending their effect, provided the customer has not been made to change
his position in conseijuence of such entries. To enter the new’ title in the

pass-book, upon a change in the banking firm, is to give the customer notice

of the assignment to the new firm of the securities given to the old firm. If

the book has been sent to the customer in the ordinary course, it is evidence

against him as to the entries contained therein.

Branch banks are considered as one, for the purpose of the bank con-

solidating accounts kept at different branches, but they are separate for

notices of dishonour and payment of cheques. See also CliEQUES ; BIIXS
OF EXCHANGE.

BANKING, Scotch.—The issue of bank notes in Scotland is regulated

by an Act of 1845, founded upon the same principles as the English Act of

1844, which serves as a charter for the Bank of IJngland. But the Act of

1845 did not create an exclusively privileged bank ; for since the seventeenth

century banks in Scotland had been freely founded, and had multiplied

exceedingly without the aid of State privilege, but as a result of private

enterprise. In 1695, however, by an Act of the Scotch Parliament, an ex-

clusive privilege of banking in Gotland had been granted to the Bank of

Scotlona. This monopoly was limited by the same Act to the duration of

a period of twenty-one years ; since the expiration of which all banks have

enjoyed equal rights of tianking, and, subject to the Act of 1845, an unlimited
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right to issue notes. The leading provisions of the latter Act may be briefly

enumerated. All existing banks wnich then issued notes had reserved to them
the sole right to issue in the future, thus practically preventing the creation

of new banks in Scotland. The banks were allowed to issue notes without

the security of a reserve of ^old, or otherwise, up to an aggregate amount of

-P3,087,209 ; each bank to issue only up to its own proportionate part of

that aggregate , as determined by a process set out in the Act. All notes

issued ^yond the fixed limit w^ere required to be provided for by the issuing-

bank, such provision to be a reserve of coin representing the excess. Banks

amalgamating are allowed to retain the aggregate fixed issue of the separate

banks ; the circulation of i?l notes is allowed ; Bank of England notes are

not legal tender in Scotland. The banks must make a return of the amount
of notes in circulation, and if notes are issued in excess of the authorised

circulation without reserve against such excess, there is a forfeiture of the

amount not covered by gold ; and the Government reserves the right to

inspect the books of the bank in order to verify the returns.

The Scotch banks of issue w ere, at the time of the Act, nineteen in number,
but since then there has lieen a reduction in numlicr through amalgamations
and failures. There has also since been substituted for the unlimited liability

of the shareholders, which was formerly the rule, with a few exceptions, the

system of incorporation with limited liability. Now the banks are ten in

number, and allowing for the preservation of the right to issue in cases of

amalgamations and for the loss thereof in cases of failure, the pi*esent aggregate

authorised circulation of notes amounts to «t^2,G76,350. As illustrating the

increasing importance of the bank note in the system of Scotch banking, it

should be observ’ed that fifty years after the Act, that is in 1895, the cir-

culation of notes had reached the sum of 1^6,938,879, there thus being

an excess of the authorised issue amounting to 1^4^,262,529, against which
would be held in reserve an equal amount in gold. The development of

Scotch banking has always been on characteristic lines. In the first place its

origin was earlier than that of banking in any other modern country ; whilst,

in the second place, the nature of its oi)erations has been peculiarly adapted
to the wants and means of the small and thrifty capitalist—a class absolutely

overlooked and disregarded in English banking almost to the present time.

All this is very obvious upon the consideration of two compansons; one of
which is that a few years ago there was in England one banking-office to
every 8915 inhabitants ; in Scotland one to every 4260. The other is that,

at aiK)ut the same period, there was in England one bank share in the hands
of each 416 persons ; in Gotland, one in each 253. From these comparisons
we may say, generally, that in Scotland there are twi(»e as many jxjople,

proportionately, as in England who deal with a bank, and nearly twice as

many who are shareholders in banks, 'llius the banks and the people are, in

Scotland, in close touch one with the other; the people, though customers,
being at the same time proprietors, or at the least having such an interest in

the banks^ stability and property as to develop confidence and prevent general
runs in times of panic an(l commercial disaster. The banking o])eration8,

which have always been characteristic to Scotland, arc found in the issue of
bank notes, and the systems of interest on current accounts, of deposits^ and
of cash credits.
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Bank notes we have already dealt with generally, and it only remains to
point out a few incidents relating thereto. The result of the Act of 1845 in
restricting the issue of bank notes to the banks already then in existence was
in efFwt to grant to them a monopoly of banking. With bank notes an
essential feature of banking, it would be impossible for any new bank, unable
to issue them, to compete successfully with its older rivals. Not only would
the new bank be on the face of it incomplete in its functions in the view of
the public, but it would also be seriously handicapped by the absence of
any right to obtain such credit for its necessary operations as is afforded
to the existing banks by their uncovered note-issue within the statutory
limits. But discussion of the why and wherefore of the monopoly is needless
in face of the fact that no other banks do exist than those within the
privileged circle.

Int6re8t on current accounts has always been a prominent feature in

Scotch banking. The rate was fixed by the banks in 1863, and continued
until 1898, for daily balances from li to 4 per cent., and for minimum
balances from 2 to 4+ per cent.

Deposits.—All banking establishments in Scotland take in de}K)sits and
allow interest upon very small sums lodged w ith them ; a fact w hich may
account for the very small number of savings banks in that part of the king-

dom. The interest allowed varies according to the current market rate. In

a House of Commons report of 1822, it w'as stated that the aggregate amount
of the sums on deposit was then about «i?21 ,000,000. In 1865 the amount had
risen to i?57,140,000 ; and in 1894 to jK)3,489,068. These large and increasing

deposits show most clearly the prudence, thrift, and industry of the Scotch

people ; a great part of the depositors belonging to the labouring, fishing,

and small trading classes of the community, from w hich, mainly by means of

the deposit system, have arisen many of the most thriving and flourishing

farmers, traders, and manufacturers. In Scotland, a few' years ago, the cash

deposits amounted to XDO per head of the adult male population : a far

greater projx)rtion than in England or Ireland.

Cash credit is another i^culiar system of Scotch banking which was

introduced so far back as the year 172^. The nature of the system consists

in the bank giving ci'edit on loan to the extent of a sum agreed upon, to any

individual or firm that can give two or more persons of undoubted financial

position as joint and several sureties on a l)ond for the repayment on demand
of the sum credited, with interest. The sui'eties have a right to insjx^ct the

bank books in order to see that the account is in strict accordance with the

bond. Whoever obtains such a cretlit may employ the amount in his

business, paying interest only upon the sum actually us<xl, and having interest

allowed rrom the day of repayment of any part of the loan. These loans,

when advanced in the notes of the bank, are to the advantage of the bank

in the call produced by these ci'edits for the issue of notes. x\part fi'om this,

the credits afford an opportunity for the profitable employment of part of

the bank's deposits. Cash credits are e(]ually advantageous to traders,

supplying, as they do, additional capital for the use of which interest is

payable only in proportion to the amount employed. But to make the

system as advantageous and secure as possible to the bank, it is necessai’y

tnat the credits should be frequently operated ujK)n ; for if the bank should
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find that they are used as dead loans yielding interest only, or that the

operations of the borrower are infi'equent, so that the amount of notes or

money called for is inconsiderable, an end will speedily be put to the credit.

Here, too, is a point in Scotch banking to which the English reader may
usefully pay attention, and endeavour to obtain the same advantages from
his own bank.

BANKRUPTCY is in England the subject of, and regulated by, the

Bankruptcy Acts, 1885-1890, of which the Act of 1883 is the principal;

and the Bankruptcy Rules which have been made thereunder. The term is

applied to the distribution of the property of an insolvent i)erson among his

creditors with a view to the complete discharge thereby of the insolvent.

Who may become bankrupt, and how.—Generally speaking, all persons

capable of making binding contracts may be the subjects of bankruptcy
proceedings, except married women w ithout separate property and not carry-

ing on trade separately from a husband. Thus, foreigners ordinarily residing

or having a dwelling-house or place of business in England, convicts, |>eers,

persons already undischarged bankrupts, and partnership firms may be pro-

ceeded against in bankruptcy. But a limited company should be proceeded
against by w’ay of winding up. In order that a man may make liimself a
bankrupt, all that is necessary is for him to present a [)etition to the Court,

the procedure relating to which will be found in the article PETITION.
But for a man to l>e liable to be made bankrupt by another, it is necessary

that such other i>erson should be his creditor in resjxjct of a debt which he
can prove uj)on oath; and that he himself should within the preceding three

months have committed an ACT OF BANKHLT^rCV. Only under such
circumstances can a creditor force his debtor into bankruptcy, upon pre-

sentiition of a petition to the Court. The debtor may, however, as

an exceptional proceeding, l^e made a banknipt upon the hearing of a
judgment summons.

The Court.—Bankruptcy in the London Bankruptcy District is within

the jurisdiction of the High Court of Justice; outside that district it is

within that of the County Courts. The London Bankruptcy District in-

cludes the city of London and all parts of the nietro|K)li8 and other places

situate within the district of any of certain County Courts. Such County
Courts are—Bloomsbury, Bow, Brompton, Clerkenwell, Marylebone, Shore-
ditch, Westminster, and Whitechapel in Middlesex, and Lambeth and
Southwark in Surrey. The rules determining the jurisdiction of the above
Courts in particular cases, as also those relating to the nature of the debt
upon which intending bankruptcy proceedings may rest, are set out in our
separate consideration of the petition. We will here assume that the act

of bankruptcy has been committed, that the creditor's debt is available for

a petition, and that the latter is in course of presentation.

It can never be too late for the consideration of a man^s financial position

so long as the irrevocable steps have not been taken and his pro[)erty seized

and sold. Bankruptcy is capable either of being a benefit or an injury to the
bankrupt. Ifhe is insolvent, it is for their benefit that his creditors should have
his property enually distributed amongst them, and it is for his own benefit

that he shoulci be released from all further claims. It may be an injuryt

if he has a profitable business or a lucrative position or profession, th^ valiia
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which, present and future, depends upon his preserving an appearance

of solvency.

By committing the act of bankruptcy and allowing a receiving order

to be made against him upon the hearing of the petition, and suffering

a subsequent adjudication of bankruptcy, all his property will be realised

for the purpose of distribution amongst his cretlitoi-s. Such realisations

of property often produce very little, and never the full value. Bankruptcy,

moreover, apart from its sentimental effect, entails disabilities professional

and social, and most probably a diminution of the power of earning money
in the case of salaried persons and those engaged in jxirsonal anti professional

occupations. Bankruptcy may involve, therefore, a very material ruin to

the person concerned ; a ruin out of which only the most ingenious and
determined may hope to emerge without serious loss of jx>sition, property,

and self-respect. Wherefore special attention should be given to the subjects

of ACrS OF BANKRFF'rCY {qx\) and of the petition. And no less

attention should lx; paid to the snbsecjuent proceedings, especuilly the possi-

bilities of a comjwsition or a scheme of arrangement, the proposal and accept-

ance of either of which may at the last moment prevent a bankruptcy
adjudication and its inevitable results. And still later lies the possibility

of annulment. Whilst this view of the subject has occupied our attention,

we will assume that the creditors'* {xjtition has been granted.

The Receiving Order.—Upon the presentation of a j^etition by the
debtor himself, the Court will make a receiving order forthwith. The Court
will also do so in the case of a creditor's |>etitioii upon being satisfied

with the proofs required. The effect of a receiving order is not to divest

the debtor of his projierty ; its ojieration being simply its protection.

Except as afforded by the bankruptcy procedure no creditors to whom the

debtor is indebted in respect of any debt provable in bankruptcy has there-

after any remedy against the projierty or jx^rson of the debtor in respect of

such debt; nor may he commence any action or other legal proceedings

except by leave of the Court. Legal proceedings that may be then pending
against the debtor may be continued unless they are stayed in terms by
the receiving order; and secured creditoi's may pix)ceed to I'ealise their

securities. But executions already levied must be withdraw n ; no committal

order will be made on a judgment summons; and if any w*arrants for arrest

are out against the debtor in respect of debt, such warrants cannot be exe-
cuted. But a person in prison for rates cannot be dischargt'd because of a
receiving order. Notice of the order is advertised in the Ixnuhji Gazitic^

and the production of the latter pa{>er containing such advertisement is

conclusive evidence that the order lias been duly made, and as to its date.

Shown to a bailiff, his hand will be stayed. Unless the estate is to lie

administered in a summary manner, advertisements that the receiving order

has been made are inserted in such local papers as the Board of Trade
may diiwt; but in default of such direction, the official receiver makes
the selection of the papers in which the notice is to be advertised. A
sealed copy of the oraer must be served iqion the debtor. The Court may
amend the receiving order, and will annul or rescind it where a majority of

the creditors in nundxir and value are resident in Scotland or Ireland. To
obtain annulment or rescission for this reason, application must be made
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to the Court, and notice of the intended application, together with copies

of affidavits in support thereof, served upon the official receiver at least

seven days before the day fixed for the hearing of the application. A
receiving order made against a firm is of the same effect as if it had been

made against each one of the persons who, at its date, was a partner in the

firm. After the receiving order has been made, the Court may from time

to time order that for such time, not exceeding three months, as the Court
may think fit the debtor’s letters shall be re-directed and delivered through
the Post-Office to the official receiver, or the trustee of the debtor’s estate,

or otherwise as the Court may direct.

Merely because a receiving onler has been made, the debtor is neither

divested of his property, as we have already seen, nor is he made a bankrupt.

As a plaintiff he may sue, even without giving security for costs; but
whatever he may recover by his action must be handed over to the official

receiver for the benefit of his creditors.

Statement of affairs.—A receiving oi-der having been made, the debtor
will receive a circular from the official receiver drawing attention to certain

provisions of the Bankruptcy Act and Rules, and in particular requiring a
statement of the debtor’s affairs. Such a statement of affairs should be
made out and submitted to the official receiver. It must lie verified by
affidavit, and show the particulars of the debtor's assets, debts, and liabilities,

with the names, addresses, and occupations of his creditors. The securities

held by the creditors should be described, w ith the dates when they were
given ; also such further or other infonnation w ill have to l>e furnished as

the official receiver may from time to time require. The statement of affairs

is required to be submitted within the following times, namely—(i.) If the
receiving order is made on the petition of the debtor, within three days
from the date of the order; (ii.) if the order is made on the petition oi a
creditor, within seven days from the date of the order. But the Court may
in either case, for special reasons, extend the time. If the debtor should fail

without reasonable excuse to furnish his statement, the Court may, on the

^plication of the official receiver, or of any creditor, atljudge him bankrupt.
Every debtor will be furnished by the official receiver w ith instructions for

the preparation of his statement. It should be made out in duplicate, one
copy of which must be sworn to. It is evidence against the debtor on a
criminal charge.

If the debtor cannot himself properly prepare the statement, the official

receiver will provide him with competent assistance, the remuneration for

which will be a prior claim upon the estate. In partnership cases, each
member of the firm must submit a statement of his own separate afl’airs, in

addition to the statement relating to the affairs of the partnership. The
statement may, at all reasonable times, be inspected at the office of the
official receiver, and copies taken thereof, by any person who states himself
in writing to a creilitor of the debtor. This may equally be done by an
agent of a creditor; but it will be a punishable contempt of Court for any
person to untruthfully state himself to be a creditor.

As soon as convenient after the receiving order has been made, the
official receiver will reouire the attendance at his offices of the debtor. The
latter will be then asked a series of questions relating to his affairs, the
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scope and ingenuity of which will probably astonish him. These questions

follow an official precedent, printed and circulated by the Board of Trade
under the provisions of Bankruptcy Rule 347. Apart from sub-questions

and queries incidental to main questions, they number more than fifty—too

many to allow of insertion in so necessarily a brief article as the present. A
copy may, however, be seen in any standard work on Bankruptcy Law, and
reference should be made thereto by any person who has in front of him the

possibility of his own bankruptcy and this incidental ordeal. A perusal

thereof will show him how absolutely futile will be all attempts to hoodwink
the Court or his creditors with regard to his estate and his aealings with it.

His occupations, places of business and of residence, partnerships, and books
of account during the previous six years will have to be disclosed. So also

all mortgages, charges, pledges, deposits, and assignments of any part of his

estate ; when first he became aware of his insolvency, and the expectation

he then had of paying his debts ; his household and personal expenditure,

and his income during the preceding three years; and any settlement he may
have maile during the preceding ten years, the dates and particulars thereoi,

and his financial position at the time of so making. In addition to these

matters, and amongst many others, the debtor will be narrowly cross-

examined as to his projx^rty, whether in possession, reversion, remainder, or
in exjK‘ctancy. This catechism will be gone through privately with the
official receiver, who will take down all the answers and require the debtor's

signature thereto.

If the answers are unsatisfactory, or there is reason to believe that the
debtor is endeavouring to evade discovery of his property, the Court may, at

any time after the receiving order has l)een imule, cause further investigation

to be made. For this purpose it may summon the debtor, or his wife, or any
person known or susjiected to have in his possession any of the estate or

effects belonging to the debtor, or supposed to he indebted to the debtor, or
any jx^rson whom the Court may deem capable of giving information respect-

ing the debtor, his dealings, or pro|)erty. Any such person may be required

to produce any document in liis custody or jx)wer relating to the debtor, his

dealings, or property. He will be examined upon oath, and if when ex-

amined he admits that he is indebted to the debtor, or admits that he has in

his possession any projxrty belonging to the debtor, the Court may order

him to pay the amount mlmitted, or deliver up the projxrty belonging to

the debtor, to the official receiver, or trustee. Any person so summoned,
who refuses to apjxar before the Court, may be arrested ; but if too ill to

attend, he may be examined at his own residence.

Proof of debts.—Demands in the nature of unliquidated damages arising

otherwise than by contract, promise, or breach of trust, are not provable in

Imnkruptcy ; nor are debts incurred after an act of l)ankruptcy w ith a creditor

having notice of such act of bankruptcy. But with these exceptions, all

debts and liabilities, present or future, certain or contingent, to which the

debtor is subject at the date of the receiving order ; or to which he may
become subject before his discharge by reason of any obligation incurred

before the date of the receiving onier, are debts provable in bankruptcy.

Where the debt does not bear a certain value, because of its being subject to

any contingency or for any other reason, its value is to be estimated by the
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trustee ; from whose estimate there is an appeal to the Court. If, however^
the Court should decide that the value of the debt is incapable of being fairly

estimated, the debt will be one not provable in the bankruptcy. A liability

which may be proved in bankruptcy is distinguished from a debt. It in-

cludes any compensation for work or labour done, any obligation or possi-

bility of an obligation to pay money or money’s worth on the breach of any
expi-ess or irapli^ covenant, contract, agreement, or undertaking, whether the
breach does or does not occur, or is or is not likely to occur, or capable of

occurring before tlie discharge of the debtor. Generally, it includes any
express or implied engagement, agreement, or undertaking, to pay, or

capable of resulting in the payment of money or money’s worth, whether
the payment is as respects amount fixed or unliquidated ; as respects time,

present or future, certain or dependent upon any one or more contingencies;

as to motle of valuation, capable of being ascertained by fixed rules, or as

matter of opinion.

Mutual credit arid set-off.—An account will l)e taken in cases where there

have been mutual credits, mutual debts, or other mutual dealings between a
debtor against whom a receiving order has l)een meule and any other person
proving or claiming to prove a debt under such receiving order. The account
will have in view the ultimate amount due from one party to the other in

respect of such mutual dealings ; the sum due from one party being set ofi*

against any sum due from the other party, the balance of the account, and no
more, to be claimed or paid on either side resj>ectively. But a person will not
be entitled to claim the benefit of any set-off against the projKTty of a debtor
in any case w here he had, at the time of giving cretlit to the debtor, notice of
an act of bankruptcy committed by the debtor, and available against him.

Debts having priority .—The following debts are payable in full, and
foiihw ith, unless the nroi)erty of the debtor is insufficient to satisfy them all,

in which case they will abate equally amongst themselves, (a) All parochial

or other local rates due from the debtor at the date of the receiving order,

and having l)ecoine due and payable within twelve months next before that

time ; and all assessed taxes, land-tax, property- or income-tax assessed on
the debtor up to the 5th April next l^fore the date of the receiving order,

and not exceeding in the whole one year’s assessments. (6) All the wages or

salary of any clerk or servant in respect of services rendered to the debtor
during four months before the date of the receiving order, but not exceeding
^^50 ; and (c) All the wages of any labourer or workman not exceeding

whether payable for time or for piece-work, in respect of services rendered to

the debtor during two months before the date of the receiving order. If any
money has been paid by an apprentice or articled clerk to a bankrupt as a
premium, the trustee may pay such sum as he may think reasonable, out of
the bankrupt’s projxjrty, to or for the use of the apprentice or clerk ; but
regard should be had to the amount of the premium, to the length of time
actually served, and to the other circumstances of the case.

ITie landloi^, or other person to whom any rent is due from the Imnkruptf
may at any time, either beiore or after the commencement of the bankruptcy^
distrain upon the goods of the bankrupt for the rent due. This power U
subject to the limitation that^ if the distress be levied after the commence*
ment of the bankruptcy, it shall be available only for six months’ rent accrued
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due prior to the date of the order of ad judication ; but the landlord or other per-

son to whom the rent may be due from the bankrupt may prove under the bank-
ruptcy for the surplus due for which the distress may not have been available.

Proof in ordinaru cwtes ,—Every creditor is recjuired to prove his debt
as soon as possible after the making of a receiving order. The debt may be
proved by delivering or sending through the post in a prepaid letter to the

official receiver, or, if a trustee has been appointed, to the trustee an affidavit

verifying the debt; an available form or affidavit, which requires a shilling

stamp to be affixed by the creditor, being sent to the creditor by the official

receiver, with notice of the debtor’s statement of affairs and of the first

meeting of creditors. The affidavit must be made by the creditor himself,

or by some authorised person on his behalf
;
when, if made by such an

authorised person, it should state his authority and means of knowledge. A
statement of account, showing particulars of the debt, should be either

contained in or referred to by the affidavit, the vouchers, if any, being specified

by which the debt can be substantiated. The affidavit should state w hether

the creditor is or is not secured. A creilitor who has lodged a proof is

entitled to see and examine the proofs of other creditors before the first

meeting, and at all reasonable times. A creditor, when proving his debt,

must deduct therefrom all trade discounts; but he need not deduct any
discount, not exceeding 5 |x?r cent, on the net amount of his claim, w hich
may have been merely an agreed allowance for payment in cash.

Proof by secured creditors .—A secured creditor may either surrender his

security to the debtor’s estate and prove for his debt as unsecured, or he may
realise his security and prove for the balance, or he may submit to valua-

tion and prove for any balance. In case of realisation, the creditor must
deduct the net amount realised in order to find the balance for which he may
prove. In case of surrender of security the w hole debt is available for proof.

A secured creditor who does not either realise or surrender his security is re-

quired, before he may rank for dividend, to state in his proof the particulars

of his security, the date w hen it w as given, and the value at which ne assesses

it, he being then entitled to receive a dividend only in resj>ect of the balance

due to him after deducting the value so assessed. In order that a creditor

may not make too low an assessment, it is provided, in cases of valuation by
the creditor, that the official receiver or trustee may at any time redeem it

upon payment to the creditor of Wie assessed value. Moreover, if the official

receiver or trustee is dissatisfied wdththe value at which a security is assessed,

he may reejuire that the prowrty comprised in any security so valued he offered

for sale at such times and on such terms and conditions as may be agreed

upon with th^ creditor, or in default of such agreement, as the Court may
direct. If the sale be by public auction the creditor, or the trustee on behalf

of the estate, may bid or purchase. But the cretlitor has the right at any
time, by notice in writing, to require the official itjceiver or trustee to elect

whether he will or will not exercise his power of redeeming the security or

requiring it to he realised. Should the ti'ustee not, within six months after

receiving the notice, signify in wTiting to the creditor his election to exercise

the power, he w ill not be entitled to exercise it ; and the equity of retlemption,

or any other inter^t in the property comprised in the securitv which is vested

in the official receiver or trusteei will vest in the creditor, the amount of his
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debt being reduced by the amount at which the security has been valued.

Subject to the possibilities in the event of the creditor’s valuation being

thus accepted, no creditor shall in any case receive moi-e than twenty

shillings in the pound and interest.

Where a creditor has valued his security as above, he may at any time

amend the valuation and proof on showing to the satisfaction of the trustee

or the Court that the valuation and proof were made bona Jide on a mistaken

estimate, or that the security has diminished or increased in value since its

previous valuation. But unless the trustee will allow the proposed amend-
ment without application to the Court, it must be made at the cost of the

creditor, and upon such terms as the Court may direct. The valuation having

been amended, the creditor must forthwith repay any surplus dividend re-

ceived by him in excess of that to which he would have been entitled on the

amended valuation ; or, as the case may be, he will be entitled to be paid any
dividend which he may have failed to receive because of the inaccuracy of

the original valuation.

Proof in special cases,— If the debtor was at the date of the receiving

order liable in respect of distinct contracts as a member of two or more dis-

tinct firms, or as a sole contractor, and also as a member of a firm, proof

may be made, in respect of such contracts, against the proj>erties respectively

liable on the contracts. And this is so, although the firms are in w'hole or

in part composed of the same individuals ; or the sole contractor is also one
of the joint contractors. In the case of perioilical payments, such as rent,

or other payments falling due at stated jieriods, and when the receiving

order is made at any other time than one of those periods, the creditor may
prove for a proportionate mrt up to the date of the order, as if the rent

or payment grew due from day to day. On any debt payable at a certain

time, or otherwise, whereon interest is not reserved, or agreed for, and
which is overdue at the date of the receiving order, the creditor may
prove for interest at 4 per cent, from the time the debt was payable

to the date of the order. A creditor may prove for a debt not payable
when the debtor committed an act of bankruptcy, as if it were payable
forthwith; dividends therefor being received e(|ually with the other credi-

tors, except that the debt will be subject to the deduction of a rebate

of interest of 4 per cent, from the date of the declaration of the dividend
to the time when the debt in the ordinary course would have l)ecome
payable.

Admission or rejection of proofs,—The trustee is required to examine
every proof and the grounds of the debt; and in writing admit or reject

it, in whole or in part, or require further evidence in support of it. if he
rejects a proof, he must state in writing to the creditor the grounds of the
rejection. Where the tru.stee considers that a proof has been improperly
admitted, the Court may, after notice to the creditor who made the prooi,

expunge the proof or reduce its amount. If a creditor is dissatisfied with
any decision of the trustee in respect of a proof, he may apply to the
Court to reverse or vary it. Generally, in all matters relating to proof of
debts, the official receiver has all the rights and powers of a trustee until

the latter has been appointed. A ** harsh and unconscionable transaction,'*

within the Moneylenders Act, may be re*opened.
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First and other meetings of creditors.—As soon as possible after the

making of a receiving order against a debtor, there must be held a general

meeting of his creditors, known as the first meeting of creditors. This meet-
ing is held for the purpose of considering any proposal for a composition

which the debtor may put forward ; or any scheme of arrangement that

may be suggested; or whether the debtor shall be adjudged bankrupt; and
generally as to the mode of dealing with the debtor's property.

The first meeting should be summoned by the official receiver for a day
not later than fourteen days after the date of the receiving order ; and not

less than seven days' notice of the time and place thereof must be advertised

in the London Gazette. Notice must also be sent to the creditors, together with

a summary of the debtor's statement of affairs, including the causes of his failure,

and any observations thereon which the official receiver may think fit to

make ; out the proceedings at the first meeting will not be invalidated because

any such notice or summary may not have been sent or received before the

meeting. The chairman of the first meeting w ill be the official receiver, or

some person nominated by him ; but at subsequent meetings the chairman
will be appointed by resolution of the meeting. No person is entitled to vote

as a creditor at the first or any other meeting of creditors until he has duly

proved a debt provable in bankruptcy to be due to him from the debtor, and
the proof has been duly lodged before the time appointed for the meeting;
nor can a creditor vote at any such meeting in respect of any unliquidated or
contingent debt, or any debt the value of which is not ascertained.

Secured creditors .—For the purpose of voting, a secured creditor must,

unless he surrenders his security, have stated in his proof the particulars of

his security, the date when it was given, and the value at which he assesses

it ; he then being entitled to vote only in respect of any balance remaining
due to him, after deducting the value of his security. If he should vote in

respect of his whole debt he w ill l)e deemed to have surrendered his security,

unless he can sati>fy the Court that his omission to value arose through
inadvertence. This jK)wcr of voting is a limited one in respect of debts on,

or secured by, current bills of exchange or promissory notes held by him.
'llius, he can only vote in such cases if he is w illing to treat the liability to him
thereon of every {^rson who is liable thereon antecedently to the debtor, and
against whom a receiving order has not been made, as a security in his hands

;

being consequently willing to estimate the value thereof, and for the purjx)ses

of voting, but not for the purjx)ses of dividend, to deduct it from his proof.

The trustee, or the official rec'eiver, may require the creditor to give up a
security for the l>cncfit of the creditors generally on payment of the value

estimated, with an addition thereto of a bonus of 20 per cent. ; but such

a requisition must be made within twenty-eight days after the proof estimat-

ing the value of such a security has been made use of in voting at any meeting.

Partnerships .—If a receiving order is made against one partner of a firm,

any creditor to whom that partner is justly indebted with the other partners

of the firm, or any of them, may prove his debt for the purpose of voting at

any meeting of the ci*editors, and will be entitled to vote.

Rejection qf proqfs.
—^The chairman of a meeting has powder to admit or

reject a proof for the purpose of voting, but his decision is subject to reversal

by the Court. If he is m doubt whether the proof of a creditor should be
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admitted or rejected, he is required to mark the proof as objected to, but
must allow the creditor to vote, subject to the vote being declared invalid in

the event of the objection being sustained.

Proxies.—A cr^itor may vote either in person or by proxy. He may
give a general proxy, or voting-letter, to his manager or clerk, or any other

person in his regular employment ; but in such case the instrument of proxy

shall state the relation in which the person to act thereunder stands to the

creditor. A minor may not hokl a proxy. The official receiver may also

receive a general proxy. The following is the usual form of proxy :

—

(Title of Proceedings.)

I, of ,
a creditor in the above matter for the sum

of £ , hereby request the official receiver for the said estate to record

my vote — — the acceptance of the proposal as set forth in the repoi’t
against

of the official receiver hereto annexed,
against

amendment thereof
or for

which shall, in the opinion of the official receiver, be calculated to benefit the
general body of the creditors.

Dat^ this day of 19—

,

”ar }
>'

A similar form to the above is usually sent to the creditors, together
with the notice of the meeting, and it may be modified to meet a case where
a person other than , the official receiver is intende<l to he appointed. A
proxy cannot be used unless it is deposited with the official receiver or trustee

before the meeting at which it is to be used.

No solicitation may be used by, or on behalf of, a trustee or receiver in

obtaining proxies, or in procuring the trusteeship or receivei*ship, except by
the direction of a meeting of creditors. In cases of such solicitation, the

Court has power to order that no remuneration shall \ye allowed to the
person by whom or on whose behalf the solicitation has been exercised, not-

withstanding any resolution of the committee of inspection or of the creditors

to the contrary. No person acting either under a general or special proxy
may vote in favour of any resolution which would directly or indirectly place

himself, his partner or employer, in a position to receive any remuneration
out of the estate of the debtor otherwise than as a creditor rateable with the
other creditors. But where any person holds special proxies to vote for

the appointment of himself as trustee he may use such proxies, and vote

accordingly.

Quorum and adjournment.—The chairman may, with the consent of the
meeting, adjourn the meeting from time to time, and from place to place.

The meeting will not be competent to act for any purpose, except the
election of a chairman, the proving of debts, and the adjournment of the
meeting, unless there are present, or represented at the meeting, at least

three creditors, or all the creditors if their number does not exceed three.

The chairman should cause minutes of the proceedings at the meeting to be
drawn up, and entered in a book to be xept for that purpose, and these
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MORTALITY IN DIFFERENT TRADES

The last Supplement lo the Annual Reports of the

Registrar-General contains an exhaubiive analysis

by Dr, Tathara of the mortality of males engaged
^

in certain occupations in England. This imporiarU
j

matter has now been scientifically treated: crude

death-rates in this or that occupation, rj'rived at

'

without consideration of the ages of the men
j

employed, have rightly been ignored as wholly
j

misleading, and all the results which follow have

'

been based on a due consideration of the number of
j

men entployed in each trade and upon their ages.

The facts relate to males aged 25-65 years, these

years representing the mam working p>eriod of life,

and also marking the period of life during which the

effects of occupation are most conspicuous.
The occupations with the highest mortality are as

follow; the adjusted death-rate for all males (aL,'ed

C5-65) being taken at 100, the adjusted comparative
mortality-figure lor each occupation is :

—

Occupation.
Gunparative
mortality-
figure.

Districts)

ay or Go

iici South

cr, or fitter

*03
*97
>83
181

*78
> 7*

> 7 *

168

16s
1&4
158

*53
* 5*

*49
*43
* 4 *

*39
*38

*37
*35
* 3^
* 3 *

* 3 *

*30
128

»»3
*“3

laa
III

lao
120
X18

**5

»*4
*14
ita
zis

XIO
xio
XIO

X09
X09

109
107
X06
X06
106

104
lOI

Districts) is more than twice as high as the standajnd
rate of 100; the mortality among drapers (the last on
this list) is only just over the standard— loi to loa

In many instances, the nature of tlie trade
suggests reasons for a high mortality, but not in all

instances. For example, tlie high moriality among
musicians is possibly due not to the nature of their

occupation, but to the fact that persons of inferior

health m.iy follow this calling
; musicians usually

die of phthisis.

The occupatiens with the low'est mortality are as
follow; the adjusted deaih-raie for all males (aged

25-65) being taken at 100, the adjusted comparative
mortality- figure for each occupation is :

—

Occupation.

Farmer, &c. (in Agricultural Districts)

Innkeeper Cm Industrial Districts)
Inn or hotel servant (m London)
Dock labourer
File maker . .

Lead worker .

Inn or hotel servant (all)

Potter ....
Innkeeper (in London) .

Costerironger, hawker .

Innkeeper (all).

Inn or hotel servant (in Industrial
Coalheaver
Cutler, scissors maker .

Glass manufacture .

brewer • • . .

Tin miner....
Manufacturing chemist

.

Copper worker
Wool, sUk, &c,, dyer
Seaman ....
Slater, tiler

C*iiinney sweep
Lead miner
Nail, anchor, chain, &c. ,

maker
Carman, earner
Copper miner .

G insmith ....
Messe:ii:^;:T, porter not Rail',

men ) .

5''neral labourer
Musician, mus.c master .

Bir^e.nan •

nc w'orker
Ston#*. slate qua-rler
Coach, can so. v .

Coal miner (m Monnioutlir,lii
Wales) ...

Cotton. &: ,
ma.nufactnre

Plumber, painter, gla-zier

Hatter ....
Hairdresser
Butcher ....
Prijiter ....
Wood turner, cooper
Plasterer, whitewasher, panerhanger
Engine, machine, boiler-male--
Law clerk
MilksclJer, chee:»tnongor
Bookoinder
Rail >vay platelayer and labourer .

Coich, carriage, maker.
Draper ....
The de.ityi-rst' in each, of these fifty occufxitions is !

alx^/vc the comrnoM g lugc of 100, which here repre- •

sents liie normal de.T.ih-ratc for all men in England,
end Wales nt the ages 25-65.

j

'^hc niortahiy among innkeepers (in Industrial^

Clergyman
Gardener .

Farmer, grazier (all)

Schoolmaster .

Agricultural labourer
Grocer
Hosiery manufacture
Lace manufacture .

Shipwright
Coal miner fin Derbyshire and Notts)
Brick, tile burner .

Tanner ....
Domestic indoor servant
Sawyer ....
Ironstone miner
Coal miner (m Durham and

land) .

Wheelwright .

Artist, engraver, &c.
Railway official, clerk
Carpenter, joiner .

Coal merenant

.

Ironmonger
Railway engine driver
Barrister, solicitor ,

Railway guard, &c.
i*ublisher , . •

Corn miller
Fisherman
Carpet rug maiiufacture
Maltster ....
Tallow soap manufacture
Paper manufacture.
Coal miner (in West Ridmg).
Blacksmith
Commercial clerk .

Shoe and bootmaker
Baker, confectioner
Silk, satin, manufacture
Saddler, harness maker.
Locksmith, bcllhanger, gasfitter .

Chemist, druggint .

Rope, twine, cordmaker.
Coal miner (all)

Watch, clockmaker
Fruiterer greengrocer .

Commercial traveller
Fishmonger, poulterer .

Physician, surgren, &c.

.

General snopkeeper

The dealh-rmc of each of i!.'- .e fifty

Ixd&w ihecorniTion gauge of icx>, win
throughout as a mca ure for romjianng the compara-
tive mortality in diffcri'ot trades or occujxiti. .ns.

The farmer stands at the head of the list, with a
mortality that is only onc-half of the normal
mortality for all m- ii of Ins age in England nnd
Wales. The fanner's mortality is just onc-quartcr
of that of the innkeejicr in Industrial Disiricifi, The
Clergy are nearly a.s well placed as the farmers, nnd
the garacner and the schoolmaster have a very low

Noithumbcr-

Cornparstir?
mortality-
figure.

5*

53
55
58
ftO

: U
70
7 *

7 *

73
74

:

77
77

78

2
81
8 t

8a
8a

83
84
84
87

90
90

9 *

9 *

9»

9*
9*
9*

9*

9*
93
93
94
94
95
98
98

97
97

y occupations {§

li lias U'.'M used
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The CompAratIve Mortality In f^e Tvrrlvi* Worst Occupations, and In the Twelve Best Occupations,
co!»tr..Mcd >MUi tiio Mortality of AU Males o: i.ic s.unc s. [Sff

mortality. The male <lom?stic servant (inioor) has a ' solicitors arc all al>out 20 points under the normwJ
low mortality, ;(>, as compared \Mlh the 11 >rinal 100.

J

10a Ccnniuereial cU'*ks arc 8 points N'lowthc 100.
Coal miners, ns a \^lu>le, liavc a c<niipar.'Hi\ c

I
.and coinniorcjal travellers have 4 joints in their

mortality h^jure of 04. 6 points Ndow the normal.
1
f.ivour. P«x:iors' mortality is 3 points below the

Only tho c in Monntonthshire and South W'ales
]

normal loa
have a high figure, 114 jkt loa Artists, barristers*

| J. HOLT SCHOOLING.
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minutes must be signed either by himself or by the chairman of the next
meeting. If, within half-an-hour fi-om the time appointed for the meeting,

three creditors—the number composing a quorum—arc not present or repre-

sented, the meeting must be adjourned, to the same day in the following week,

at the same time and place, or to such other day as the chairman may appoint

;

but the interval of the adjournment must not be less than seven or more than
twenty-one days.

Bimness aiid procedure ,—At a meeting of creditors the wishes of the

meeting are expressed by passing resolutions, which may be either ordinary

or s|)ecial. An ordinary resolution is one decided upon and passed by the

votes of a majority in value of the creditors present or represented by proxy.

A special resolution is one decided upon and passed by the votes of a majority

in number and three-fourths in value of such present or represented creditors.

By ordinary resolution, the creditors may resolve to adjudge the debtor a
bankrupt, and they may appoint some fit person, whether a creditor or not,

to the office of trustee of the bankrupt’s proj)erty. As to the duties and

E
osition generally of a person filling this important position, see under the

eading TRUSTEE Ix\ BANKRUPTCY.
By special resolution, the creditors may accept a proposal by the debtor

for a composition, or a scheme for the arrangement of his affairs.

Committee of Inspection.—A committee under this name, formed for

the purpose of su[x?rintending the trustee's administration of the bankrupt's

property, may be appointed at either the first or any subsequent meeting of

creditors. The appointment is made by way of ordinary resolution, voted

upon only by creditors fully qualified to vote. Any creditor, whether qualified

to vote or not, may be a member of the committee ; but if not qualified, a
creditor so appointed cannot act until he has proved his debt, and the proof
has been admitted. The number of the committee may not be more than
five nor less than three. Membership may be resigned by notice in writing;

or will be vacated if the meml)er becomes bankrupt, or compounds or arranges

with his creditors, or is absent from five consecutive meetings of the com-
mittee ; or may be rescinded by an ordinary resolution at any meeting of

creditors, of which seven days’ notice has been given, stating the object of the

meeting. In case of vacancy, the tinistec will at once call a meeting, by
which the vacancy may be filled up, though meanwhile the committee may
continue to act, so long as its membership is not reduced below two. In the

absence of a committee, the Board of Trade, or the official I'eceiver, may
exercise its functions.

The duties the committee are, as we have already seen, to superintend

the administration by the trustee of the debtor's estate. To do this, it may
give directions to the trustee, who must follow them, and in certain cases

the trustee cannot act in any way without the jiermission of the committee

;

it should reejuire, once in every three months at le«ist, the pixiduction by the

trustee of his cash-book, audit it, and give a certificate of such audit ; it

must hold a meeting at least once a month, and attend any meeting thereof

which a single meniber may take upon himself to summon. The committee
acts by a majority of its members present in meeting, but cannot ac't unless

such a majority is present. Its acts may be reviewed by the creditors in

general meeting ; as also, if necessary, by the official receiver and the Board
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of Trade. No member may make any profit, directly or indirectly, out of
any transaction incidental to the bankruptcy ; nor may he, except by leave

of the Court, directly or indirectly become the purchaser of any part of

the estate.

The public examination of the debtor is held by the Court as soon as

possible after the expiration of the time for the submission of the debtor’s

statement of affairs. Notice of the time and place is given to all the

creditors and to the debtor ; the latter being liable to arrest if he should

fail to attend. At the examination, which will be in open Court, the whole

of the debtor’s conduct, dealings, and property will be rigorously inquired

into ; this being the time when any discrepancies in the debtor’s statement

of affairs, and his answers on an earlier occasion to the questions put to him
by the official receiver, will be publicly gone into in the light afforded by
the independent investigations of the official receiver and the trustee. The
debtor must disclose all his affairs. He will be examined upon oath, and
may be questioned by the Court, the official receiver, the trustee, by any
creditor who has delivered a proof, and by any such creditor’s representative

duly authorised in writing. All questions which are allowed by the Court
to be put must be answered by the debtor—he cannot claim privilege;

answers to them must be given, even if they tend to incriminate nim ; the

answers will be taken down in writing and afterwards read over to the

debtor, who must sign them ; and these may be read by his creditors at all

reasonable times. In the case of frauds by agents, bankers, or factors, it is

provided that a statement or admission made by any person, in any com-
pulsory examination before a Court in any bankruptcy matter, shall not be
admissible as evidence against that person in any proceedings in respect of

such frauds. When the Court is of opinion that the debtor’s affairs have
been sufficiently investigated, the public examination may be concluded; but
this will not be done until after the day appointeil for the first meeting of

creditors, or even until such meeting has 13^0 held. Until the conclusion

of the public examination, the debtor cannot apply for his discharge; nor
will the Court approve of any proposal for a composition or for a scheme of
arrangement. Should the debtor fail to disclose his affairs, or to attend the

f

)ublic examination, or any adjournment thereof, no good cause being shown
or such failure, the Court may adjouni the examination sine die. If the
affairs of the debtor do not make his arrest worth w hile, his })enalty for such
failure is the consequent inability to obtain his discharge or other advantages
obtainable after the conclusion of the public examination. And should he
at any time afterwards desire to get through with his examination, he will

probably have to personally pay the expenses of the notice thereof to the
creditors and of the gazetting.

Acyudication of bankruptcy.—At the time of making a receiving order,

or at any time thereafter, the Court may, on the application of the debtor
himself, atljudge him bankrupt. Such application may lx? made orally and
without notice. But where creditors apply for an adjudication, certain

conditions must be fulfilled. A debtor will then, after a receiving order has
been made, be adjudged bankrupt in any of the following circumstances—(a)

when a quorum of creditors do not attend at the time and place appointed
for the first meeting, or one adjournment thereof; (6) where the official
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receiver satisfies the Court that the debtor has absconded, or that the debtor
does not intend to propose a composition or scheme ;

or (c) where a com-
position or scheme is not accepted by the creditors at the first meeting, or

one adjournment thereof ; or (d) where the public examination of the debtor
is adjourned sine die^ and the debtor has not previously been adjudged
bankrupt ; or (e) where the debtor has made default in payment of any
instalment in pursuance of a composition or scheme. Notice of the adjudica-

tion is advertised and gazetted in like manner to the receiving order. The
effect of the adjudication is to cause all the property of the debtor to vest in

the official receiver or trustee, and to become divisible amongst his creditors.

Property of' a bankrupt .—The property so vested as the result of an
adjudication will pass from official receiver to trustee and from trustee to

trustee, and vest in them for the time being during continuance of office

without any conveyance, assignment, or transfer whatever. But the

following proiierty is excluded from that which passes upon adjudication

for the benefit of the creditors:—(i.) Property held by the bankrupt in

trust for any person, (ii.) The tools of his trade and the necessary wearing
apparel and bedding of himself, his wife and children, to a value, inclusive of

tools, apparel, and bedding, not exceeding £20 in the whole. It comprises,

however, the following :

—

(i.) All such property as may belong to or be vested in the bankrupt at

the commencement of the bankruptcy, or may be acquired by or devolve on
him before his discharge.

(ii.) The capacity to exercise and to take proceedings for exercising all

such pow ers in or over or in respect of property as might have been exercised

by the bankrupt for his own benefit at the commencement of his bank-
ruptcy, or before his discharge, except the right of nomination to a vacant

ecclesiastical benefice.

(iii.) All goods being, at the commencement of the bankruptcy, in the
possession, order, or disposition of the bankrupt, in his trade or business, by
the con.sent and permission of the true ow ner, under such circumstances that

he is the reputed ow ner thereof
:
provided that things in action other than

debts due or growing due to the bankrupt in the course of his trade or
business, shall not be deemed goods within the meaning of the Bankruptcy
Acts. For an explanation hereof the reader should refer to the article on
Uic ORDER AND DISPOSITION CLAUSE. The word property includes

money, goods, things in action [see CHOSE IN ACTION], land, and every

description of pro|Xjrty, whether real or jiersonal, and whether situate in

England or elsewhere ; also obligations, easements, and every description of

estate, interest, and profit present or futui'e, vested or contingent, arising out

of or incident to property as above defined. But though adjudicated a
bankrupt, the debtor nas, until the trustee interferes, a good title to all

property acquired after the bankruptcy. Until such an interference, all

transactions by a bankrupt after his bankruptcy, w ith any person dealing

with him bond Jide and for value, in respec’t of his after-acquired property,

whether with or without the knowledge of his bankruptcy, are valid against

the trustee.s. The bondJidcs of the bankrupt is immaterial.

DisquaUJications qf a bankrupt—When adjudged bankrupt, a debtor

cannot (i.) sit or vote in the House of Lords, or on any committee thereof,
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or be elected thereto as a peer of Scotland or Ireland
;

(ii.) be elected to, or

sit or vote in, the House of Commons ;
(iii.) be appointed, or act as, a police

of the peace
;

(iv.) be elected, or hold office as mayor, alderman, or councillor;

or (v.) as guardian of the poor, overseer, member of a sanitary authority,

school board, highway l)oaitl, burial board, or select vestry; or (vi.) as

member of a county council. If a person whilst holding the positions iv., v.,

and vi. is adjudged bankrupt, his office will thereupon become vacant.

None of these disqualifications shall exceed a period ot five years from the

date of any discharge which may be granted. They are, moreover, removed,

and cease when the adjudication is annulled; so also where the debtor

obtains his discharge with a certificate to the effect that his bankruptcy was

caused by misfortune, without any misconduct on his part.

Annulment ofadjudication,—Where, in the opinion of the Court, a debtor

ought not to have b^n adjudged bankrupt, or where it is proved to the satis-

faction of the Court that the debts of the bankrupt are paid in full, the Court
may, on the application of any person interested, annul the adjudication. Any
debt disputed by a debtor will be considered as paid in full for the purpose

of annulment, if the debtor enters into a bond, in such sum and with such

sureties as the Court approves, to pay the amount to be recovered in any
proceeding for the recovery of or concerning the debt, with costs. If a

creditor cannot be found, the debt will be deemed paid in full, if the amount
thereof is paid into Court. In the case of an annulment, all dispositions of

property and payments of money made as a result of the bankruptcy will be

valid; but unless otherwise ordered, all the property of the ciebtor shall

revert to him for all his estate or interest theroin. An annulment will also

remove all tlie disqualifications involved in the Imnkruptcy. In annulling
an adjudication the Court has regard to the good of the community as well

as to the interests of the creditors.

Compositions and schemes of arrangements.—On the adoption
hereof by the creditors an adjudication of bankruptcy may be avoided,

and the receiving order discharged. It is therefore necessary that special

attention should be paid to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Acts on this

subject. Compositions and schemes of aiTangement may be proposed either

before adjudication or after; but in any case the proposal must come from
the debtor. The terms themselves are readily understoocl by a business man,
and do not require special definition. It is sufficient to say that any aiTange-
ment would come within the meaning of the terms whereby less than SOs. in

the £ is proposed to be paid by the debtor to all his creditors in full satis-

faction and discharge of their claims; or whereby the full amount of such
claims or any agreed proportion thereof is with a like object projiosed to be
paid in some time or manner other than forthwith in cash. Should a debtor
intend to make such a proposal, it should be submitted within four days
from the delivery of his statement of affairs. The proposal must be in
writing signed by the debtor, embodying the terms of the composition or
scheme which he is desirous of submitting for the consideration of his

creditors, and setting out particulars of any sureties or securities proposed.
It should be lodged with the official receiver within the above-mentioned period.
The official receiver will thereupon hold a meeting of creditors before the
public examination is concluded, and send each creditor, before the meetings
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a copy of the proposal, together with his, the official receiver’s, report thereon.

The proposal will be considered duly accepted by the creditors, if at the
meeting a majority in number, and three-fourths in value, of all the creditors

who have proved their debts pass a resolution of acceptance ; but it will not
be finally oinding until it has been approved by the Court. At the meeting
the debtor may amend the proposal, if such amendment is, in the opinion of

the official receiver, calculated to benefit the general body of the creditors.

After the conclusion of the public examination, the debtor or the official

receiver may apply to the Court for its approval of the proposal ; notice of

the appliciition must be given to each creditor who has proved who mav,
even though he has voted at the meeting accepting the proposal, oppose its

approval by the Court. In any ca.se, the Court will, lx?fore approving, hear

a report of the official receiver as to the terms thereof, and as to the conduct
of the debtor, and any objections which may l)e made by any creditor. Nor
will it approve the proixjsal if, in its opinion, the terms thereof are not
reasonable ; or are not calculated to benefit the general body of the creditors

;

or provision is not made for payment in priority to other debts of all debts
directed to \ye so paid in the distribution of the property of a bankrupt ; or
where the debtor has so acted as to require the Court to refuse his discharge.

In the latter case, before approval can be obtained, the pro{K)sal must provide

reasonable security for payment of not less than 7s. 6a. in the pouna on all

the unsecured debts provable against the debtor’s estate. Though such a
proposal, when duly approved by the Court, is binding upon all the creditors,

yet it does not release the debtor from any liability under a judgment against

him in an action for seduction, or under an affiliation order, or under a
judgment against him as a co-resiK>ndent in a matrimonial cause, except

so far as the Court expressly orders in resj>ect of such liability. The
provisions of a conqx)sition or scheme may he enforced by the Court on
application by any })erson interested, ana any disobedience of an order

of the Court made on the application will be punishable as a contempt
of Court; and a composition or scheme may be annulled if it appears

that it cannot be worked out satisfiictorily to the interests of the cretlitors,

or that the debtor is in default in payment thereunder, or that it was
obtained by fraud.

Dividends.—Although, as we have already seen, a creditor is not entitled

to share in the distribution of a bankrupt s estate until he has proved his

debt, yet in the calculation and distribution of a dividend it is obligatory

upon a trustee to make provision for provable debtsappearing in the debtors

statement to be due to creditors residing at a distance and who have not

had an opportunity to send in their proofs. In like manner provi.sion must
be made tor unascertained or di.sput^ claims, and for the costs and exjienses

of the bankruptcy. Subject to such provisions, all money realised and in

hand must be distributed to the creditors pro rata ; regaid being had, how-
ever, to claims which are required to be paid in full. The first dividend,

if any, must be declared and distributetl within four months after the con-

clusion of the first meeting of creditors; subsequent dividends at intervals

of not more than six months. There is no remeily against a trustee personally

for not making' sufficient provision for a reserve in civses wdiere he could not

possibly have known tliat thei'e w*ouId be any deficiency in realising a secured
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creditor’s security. So long as there are any undivided assets available for dis-

tribution in the bankruptcy, a creditor may come in and prove his claim. A
dividend in the hands of an official receiver or trustee cannot be garnished

;

nor does any action lie against the trustee for a dividend. But in the latter

case the Court may compel the trustee to pay a dividend, even after his

release, provided he has available funds in hand.

Discharge of the bankrupt.—^The debtor having had a receiving order

made against him, duly filed his statement of affairs, relinquished his pro|)erty

to the official receiver or a trustee, passe<l his public examination, possibly

made a proposal for a composition or scheme, submitted to the investigations

of meetings of his creditors, been adjudicated a bankru))t, and had his pro-

perty realised and distributed amongst his creditoi's, desires now but one

thing, and that is his discharge. Until this is obtained he is what is termed
an undischarged bankrupt, and as such is liable to imprisonment if he should

obtain credit with any pei*son to the amount of £^^20 or more without disclos-

ing the fact of his bankruptcy, and that he has not been dischargetl therefrom.

The offence is committed even if there was no intent to defraud, or if the
credit was not stipulated for. IVIerely receiving and keeping such an amount
of goods, though sent in execution of an order for goods below would
be sufficient to bring the undischarged bankrupt within the reach of the law'.

This position, therefore, amounts in fact to a prohibition from trading on
his own account. Moreover, until he receives his discharge the disqualifica-

tions enumerated above continue in full force ; and to make the discharge

immediately available, it should be accompanied by a certificate of conduct.

We will now describe the conditions of discharge. At any time after

being adjudged bankrupt the debtor may, notwithstanding he Inis Ixjeri

convicted under the Imnkruptcy laws, apply to the Court for his discharge.

The application can only be heard after the conclusion of the public examina-
tion and in ojien Court. The discharge may bo absolute, or suspended for

a specified time, or subject to conditions as to earnings or income which

may afterwards become due to the bankrupt, or as to his after-acquired

property ;
or it may be refused. In deciding as to the course to lx? adopted,

the Court will take into consideration the report of the official receiver as to

the bankrupt’s conduct and affairs both before and during the proceedings of

the bankruptcy, and any mitigating circumstances. The Court may also put
such questions to the official receiver and to the debtor, and hear other evi-

dence; and if the discharge is granted, the debtor may be required to give

any assistance yet necessary in the winding-up of his e^tate.

Facts determinm^ qtiesiion ofdischarge .—llie Court will absolutely refuse

the discharge in all cases where the bankrupt has committed any misde-

meanour under the Debtors Act or under the principal Bankruptcy Act, or

any felony or misdemeanour connected with his bankru[)tcy, unless for special

reasons the Court otherwise determines. The misdemeanours under the

Debtors Act will be found in an article under the title of that Act, to which

the reatler should refer. For the present attention should be paid to the

following twelve sets of circumstances, which have an important bearing on
the question of discharge, as will subsequently be seen :

—

(i.) Where the bankrupt’s assets are not of the value of ten shillings in

the pound on the amount of his unsecured liabilities, the Court not being
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satisfied that the fact of such disproportionate value has arisen from circum-
stances for which he cannot justly be held responsible

:

(ii.) Where the bankrupt has omitted to keep such books of account as

are usual and proper in the business carried on by him, and such as sufficiently

disclose his business transactions and financial position within the three years

immediately preceding his bankruptcy

:

(iii.) Where the bankrupt has continued to trade after knowing him-
self to be insolvent:

(iv.) Where the bankrupt has contracted any debt provable in the

bankruptcy without having at the time of contrau^ting it any reasonable or

probable ground of expectation (proof whereof shall lie on him) of being
able to pay it

:

(v.) Where the bankrupt has failed to account satisfactorily for any loss

of assets or for any deficiency of assets to meet his liabilities

:

(vi.) Where the bankrupt has brought on, or contributed to, his bank-
ruptcy by rash and hazardous speculations, or by unjustifiable extravagance

in living, or by gambling, or by culpable neglect of his business affairs :

(vii.) Where the bankrupt has put any of his creditors to unnecessary

expense by a frivolous or vexatious defence to any action properly brought
against him

:

(viii.) Where the bankrupt has within three months preceding the date

of the receiving order incurred unjustifiable ex{>ense by bringing a frivolous

or vexatious action

:

(ix.) Where the bankrupt has wuthin three months preceding the date of

the receiving order, when unable to pay his debts as they became due, given

an undue preference to any of his creditors:

(x.) Where the bankrupt has within three months preceding the date of

the receiving order incurred liabilities wdth a view* of making his assets equal

to ten shillings in the pound on the amount of his unsecured liabilities

:

(xi.) Where the bankrupt has on any previous occasion been adjudged
bankrupt, or matle a composition or arrangement w ith his creditors

;

(xii.) Where the bauKrupt has been guilty of any fraud or fraudulent

breach of trust.

Then, on proof of any of such facts, the Court may either (a) refuse the

discharge; or (6) suspend the discharge for a period of not less than two
years ; or (r) suspend the discharge until a dividend of not less than ten

shillings in the pound has been paid to the creditors; or {d) require the

bankrupt, as a condition of his discharge, to consent to judgment being

entered against him by the official receiver or trustee for any balance, or part

of any balance, of the debts provable under the bankruptcy which is not

satisfied at the date of the disenarge, such balance or jmrt thereof to be paid

out of the future earnings or after-acquired property of the bankrupt, in such

manner and subject to such conditions as the Court may diixx:t; but

execution will not be issued on the judgment without leave of the Court,

which leave may he given on proof that the Imnkrupt has since his discharge

acquired property or income available towaixls payment of his debts. But
if at any time after the expiration of two years from the date of any oriler

so made, the bankrupt satisfies the Court that there is no reasonable

probability of his being in a position to comply with the terms of the order,
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the Court may modify the order in such manner and upon such conditions as

it may think fit.

Punishment of debtor.—If, after a bankruptcy notice has been issued

or a bankruptcy {)etition presented, it appears that tne debtor has absconded,

or is about to abscond, he may be arrested and his papers and goods seized.

So also, if after the presentation of a petition he is about to remove his

goods, or conceal or destroy his goods or documents ; or removes any goods

in his possession above the value of £5 without leave; or fails to attend any

examination without good cause. If it appears that the debtor has l>een

guilty of any misdemeanour in bankruptcy, the Court may commit him for

trial ; and it' he has been guilty of any criminal offence he may be prosecuted,

even though he has obtained his discharge, or a composition or scheme has

been proposed or accepted. Though the official receiver does not ask for a

prosecution, the Court must nevertheless consider whether a prosecution is

necessary.

It is a punishable felony for any person, in respect to whose estate a

receiving order has been made, after, or within four months before the

presentation of a petition, with intent to defraud, to quit or attempt to quit

England, and take with him property to the anuMint of at least JL’20, which

ought to be divided among nis creditors. There are a number of other

offenc'es constituted by the Debtors Act, and relating maiidy to bankrupts,

the commission of any of which is a criminal offence.

Generallyi and for further information on this subject and matters

incidental thereto, reference should lie made, in addition to articles mentioned
above, to those on FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES; UNDUE PRE-
FERENCE; and with regard to bankruptcies in which the projxjrty of the

debtor does not exceed jL^300, to SMALL BANKRUUrClES. It will now
be sufficient to conclude with a few short jioints. There must \ye an
indebtedness of at the least to BUpjx>rt a bankruptcy petition.

Proceedings in bankruptcy will not be permitted for the inequitable and
collateral purpose of extortion or exercising pressure over a deotor; nor in

any case where they constitute an abuse of the process of the Court. An
action for damages is maintainable against one w ho maliciously and falsely

takes bankruptcy proceedings. Bankruptcy usually terminates the contracts

of agency, master, and apprentice, and partnership; but not those of hiring,

purchase, and sale; nor does it abate an action, or revoke a submission to
arbitraMon.

BANKRUPTOY, SCOTCH.—Bankruptcy in Scotland means public
insolvency, and stands midway betw'een a private insolvency and sequestra-
tion, by which latter a debtor is divested of his property for the benefit of
his creditors. Tlie technical term is notour bankniptcy, and it is constituted

(a) by sequestration, or by an adjudication of bankruptcy in England or
Ireland ; (b) by insolvency, with a duly executed charge for payment followed
by imprisonment, absconding, or execution ; or with a sale of any of the
debtors effects under a poinding or a seejuestration for rent; or with his

retiring to sanctuary for twenty-four hours, or making application for the
benefit of cessio bfmorum. Strict proof of inability of the clcDtor to meet his

obligations as they arise is not always re<juired
;

it being sufficient if his

actions are such as to give rise to an inference of insolvency. Notoor
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bankruptcy is not the same thing as English bankruptcy proper ; it refers

to the position of the debtor before he has been sequestrated. Sequestration

would be the Scotch equivalent of the English bankruptcy, the term bank-

ruptcy in Scotland being applicable in England to the position of a person

who has committed an act of bankruptcy. After notour bankruptcy, the

creditors are in principle the true owners of the debtor’s property, and from
this it follows as an effect of notour bankruptcy, that the debtor must
abstain from any act that can affect the preference of his creditors ; he can-

not effectually do any deed to alter their condition and to confer preferences

on his friends. Not even can he establish any equality between them.

The debtor may, however, make in his ordinary course of business necessary

and proper payments in cash in res|^ect of debts due at the time ; so, too, he

may carry tnrough transactions in the ordinary course of his trade, so long as

there is no collusion and no notice to the creditor of his insolvency ; and
also he may pay new debts, the result of new transactions, where the price

paid is a just one, give conveyances for full value, and fair security for money
borrowed. A second effect of notour bankruptcy is that of the equalisation

of dili^nces and par i passu ranking of creditors. A further most important
effect IS the right of creditors to petition for sequestration. This may be
done within four months after the constitution in any particular of notour

bankruptcy; but the debtor must have a personal residence or carry on
business in Scotland. From this it will be seen that the notour bankrupt,
and his dealings with his property and creditors, are subject to similar

principles and effects as are uie insolvent debtor and his dealings in England.

See SEQUESTRATION.
BANNS OF HEABRIAOE, or a registrar’s certificate, are a necessary

precedent to lawful maiTiage according to the rites of the Church of England.
They must be published in an audible manner according to the form in the

rubric, upon three several, not necessarily consecutive, Sundays precetling

the marriage ; morning service, immediately after the second lesson, is the

appointed time, but if there is no morning service, the evening service may
be substituted. The clergyman may require seven days’ notice in writing,

and the publication must be in the full names of the parties, by w hich they

are generally known ; the banns are in foi'ce for thi'ce months after the hist

publication. In Scotland, the banns are proclaimed at the commencement
of divine service, and though three successive Sundays are required by strict

law, proclamation on two or even one Sunday would be sufficient.

BARBED WIRE means any wire with spikes or jagged projections ; and

its use for fences in roads, streets, lanes, and other thoroughfares is prohibitetl

in the United Kingdom by the Barbed Wire Act^ 1893. Where there is on

any land adjoining a thoroughfare, a fence made with barbed wire, or in

which barbed wire has been placed so that it may probably be injurious to

persons or animals law fully using such thoroughfare, such fence w ill l>e deemed
a nuisance. The local authority may {jive notice to the occiqiier of land

requiring him to abate the nuisance within a time not less than one month nor

more than six months after the date of the notice. If the occupier does not

comply with such notire, the local authority may apjily to a court of summary
juri^iction; which court, if satisfied that the fence is probably injurious as

above mentioned, will direct Uie occupier to abate the nuisance; in default of
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his so doing, the local authority may itself do whatever it deems necessary^
and charge the occupier with the expenses. Unless the local authority is

itself the oflTender, in which case a ratepayer may take the above proceed-
ing, it would seem that such proceedings can be taken by the local authority
only.

Apart from statute, a person who uses barbed wire does so at his own
peril ; but if the injury is to a mere trespasser and the wire is entirely on such
person’s own land, there would be no liability. Where S. was lawfully passing
along a public footpath, and the wind blew his coat against an adjoining
barbkl fence belonging to W., the latter was held liable for the damage done
to the coat, on the ground that the fence was dangerous and a nuisance.

Bi^^TRY.—Common barratry is the offence of frequently exciting

and stirring up suits and quarrels between his Majesty’s subjects, either at
law or otherwise. The offence is a misdemeanour, punishable by fine and
imprisonment, and it should be distinguished from an offence bearing to it a
near relation, and called maintenance. The latter occurs where any one
officiously intermeddles in a suit that in no way concerns him, by maintaining
or assisting either party with money or otherwise, to prosecute or defend it

;

it being an offence against public justice, keeping alive strife and contention,
and per\’erting the remedial process of the law into an engine of oppression.
A man may, however, maintain the suit of his near relative, servant, or poor
neighbour, out of charity and comjmssion, with impunity ; but otherwise the
punishment is fine or imprisonment. Also closely allied hereto is the offence
of champertVy which is a kind of maintenance and is punished in the same
manner, and consists of a bargain with a plaintiff or defendant by which, in
case of success, the subject of the litigation is to l)e divided between them,
the “ champertor ” agreeing to carry on the suit at his own ex{x?nse. Such a
bargain cannot be enforceci in law, it coming under the head of illegal con-
tracts, and is therefore void.

Ill marine insurance the term barratry may be defined as including
every wrongful act wilfully committed by the master or crew with intent to
defraud the owner, or, as the case may be, the charterer. It is essential that
the wrongful act should be done with criminal or fraudulent intention, and
not as a result of merely gross ignorance, mistake, or misapprehension of
instructions. To sail out of port without paying port dues, whereby the ship
and goods become liable to forfeiture; to wilfully break through a blockatle,
though for the owner’s benefit, and to engage in smuggling, are all instances
of barratry on the part of the master. Shipowners are liable to the owners
of the cargo for damage resulting from barratry, unlc.ss there is an express
exemption therefrom in the contract. The exception of “danger of the seas
and fire” introduced into a bill of lading does not extend to except a liability
for barratiT.

BASTARD is the term applied to an illegitimate child
; one not bom in

lawful wedlock, or one, though so born, who has been declared illegitimate
by legal process. From the earliest period the English law has l)een peculiarly
strict on the subject of legitimacy, and so far back as the thirteenth century,
when it was desired to introduce the rule of the canon law, whereby illegiti-

mate children are le^timated by the subsojjuent marriage of their parents^
the barons assembled at Merton made their celebrated declaration ** t^t
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they would not consent to change the laws of England hitherto used and
approved.*^ In those days the fact of birth after marriage was conclusive of

legitimacy ; but to-day the fact of birth during marriage, or within a com-
petent time after the husband's death, is only a strong presumption of
legitimacy, which may be rebutted by satisfactory evidence to the contrary

;

if, however, the husband and wife are living apart, the presumption will be
that the child is illegitimate, though that presumption may also be repelled.

The effect of illegitimacy upon a child is found in certain disabilities under
which he labours. These disabilities are few in number, and are chiefly

confined to the cases of inheritance and succession ; they commence with the

legal fiction that he is Jilius nulUus^ a son of nobody. From this it results

that he cannot be an heir-at-law; nor can he be next-of-kin to any other

than those to whom he is related other than as a descendant ; nor can he be

born the possessor of a surname, though he may acquire one by reputation.

Thus he is not the heir-at-law to any of his reputed or natural ancestors

;

nor is he entitled to a share in the distribution of the personal property of

his parents, if they die intestate, or of any collateral ancestor. Such a child

can only take under a will where he is distinctly and specifically described

;

not if he is referred to under the general description of child, son, or daughter,

for such a description is presumed to include legitimate children only. If he

die without a wife, issue, or will, his projXTty reverts to the Crown, though
the latter will usually, upon pro{>er application being made, resign a portion

of the estate in favour of his natural relations. If he have property, the

Court will aj)jK)int a guardian over him. lie may marry without consent,

but is req^uired to do so without the table of affinity, as if he had been bom
in wedlocK ; he is thus capable of incest. The father of an iliegitimatc child

has very little, if any, parental authority; its mother being alone entitled as

of right to its custody, though in law she is strictly only a stranger to the

child; but in deciding as to the party to have its custody, the Court will

primarily consider the child's welfare. The father can, however, in addition

to or in substitution for the mother, be made liable for its support by the

poor-law authorities, as also he can by the mother in AFFILIATION
proceedings. If the mother should marry, then her husband is liable for the

support of her illegitimate children; and, at the instance of the poor-law

authorities, the putative father is liable although the husband is able to

maintain them.

In Scotland the law diflers considerably from the English. The duties

of the parents of jUii nidlhus comprehend both maintenance and education,

and come under the term aliment. The mother is entitled to the custody of

the ba.startl during infancy, after which the father may take its rearing into

his own hand. To determine its father for the purnosc of awarding aliment,

there must be in the first place some evidence of his parentiige other than

that offered by the mother; after this has been supplied, the mother may
give evidence in corroboration or completion. In deciding the amount
payable by the father, the circumstances of the mother must also be taken

into account, as the law requires both of them to contribute to the alimenL

A child may be legitimatecl per snlmqunis vmtrmonium^ which is by the

subsequent marriage of the parents, providai the marriage would have been

lawful at the time of the birth ; tne result of such legitimation being to
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entitle the child to all the rights and privileges in Scotland of lawful issue.

But such a child could not succeed as heir-at-law to real estate in England,
the descent of that class of property being regulated by the law of the place

in which it is situated.

BATHING.—It is an indictable offence for a man to undress himself on
the beach and to bathe in the sea near inhabited houses from which he may
be distinctly seen, although the houses may have been recently erected, and
till then it may have been usual for men to bathe in great numbers at the
place in question. The same would apply to bathing in rivers. There is

no common law right for all persons to bathe upon the sea-shore, and to pass

over it for that purpose upon foot, or with or in bathing machines, even

though it be Crown property. It may be that the owners of adjoining

land and houses, and the inhabitants of adjacent villages, have in many
cases such a right ; but it must always be exercised so as not to become a
public nuisance.

BAY OR BOW WINDOW.—In London, where the street is not leas

than forty feet wide, these windows may be erected to private dwelling-houses,

provided they are placed on private land, and not on the public way ; where

the street is not so wide the consent of the county council must lye first

obtained. Outside London, their erection is subject to the control of the

local town or urban district councils. If the house is held on a lease or

freehold grant which prohibits the erection of buildings projecting in its

front or rear, such a window cannot \>e erected.

BEARER SEOURimS are those documents of title which pass from
hand to hand by mere delivery, the formalities of assignment or indorsement

not being required. Examples are a bill of exchange, or a debenture,

expressed to be payable to bearer.

BEER—BEER HOUSES—BEER-RETAILERS.~ In early times in

England ale and bread were considered to be ecmally victuals or absolute

necessaries of life, and from the reign of Henry III. to that of Henry VIII,

laws were made regulating the price and quality of these commodities, not

relatively to some indifferent standards, but relatively to one another. But
this interde|)endence was bound in time to Income extremely inconvenient,

and consequently, in the twenty-third year of the latter reign, brewers were
allowed to fix the price of beer without regard to the price of bread, though
subject to the discretion of justices and mayors, ancf to the [>alate of tiie

ale-conner.

Adulteration.—^rhe ale-conner held an office of the highest antiquity,

his duty being to examine and assay beer and ale and take care that they
were of good quality and wholesome, and sold at the prices fixed by the laws

and regulations for the time being in force. These laws or regulations were
called Mstzes. The ale-conner has persisted until the present day; he is

found still occupying a sinecure office in an occasional manor, or under some
ancient corporation. But in the old days he was an official with important
duties, and was to be found in almost every town and parish throughout the
country. To-day, beer can apparently be made of any substance, chemical
or otherwise, so long as it is not injurious to health. Most of the prosecu-

tions which have b^ taken in respect of adulterated beer have been the
result of a too great proportion of salt in the beer. And these were almost
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the only prosecutions, until recently the discovery of arsenic in beer gave
rise to another ground for proceeding. The special statute la\7 on the subject
now in force is as follows;—‘‘A dealer in or retailer of beer shall not
adulterate or dilute beer, or add any matter or thing thereto (except finings

for the purpose of clarification), and any beer found to be adulterated or
diluted or mixed with any other matter or thing (except finings) in the
possession of a dealer in or retailer of beer shall be forfeited, and he shall

incur a fine of 50.'’ There is a similar enactment with regard to brewers.

There is an implied warranty under the SALE OF GOODS Act, on the

sale of beer by retail by description, that the beer is of a merchantable

quality.

Licensing.—It was in the reign of Henry VII. that restrictions were placed

upon the sale of beer ; until then any one who pleased might brew and sell ale

and beer and keep an alehouse, the only restriction being the one he shared

with his fellow-traders, that he should so conduct his business as not to create

a public nuisance. But it w^ould seem that such a business could not be so con-

ducted without becoming a public danger. Accordingly a statute of Edward
VL placed the alehouses directly under the control of the local magistrates,

and so inaugurated the licensing system which is with us to this day. And
probably the jealousy with which that system has been preserved is as much
due to the presence tnrough all these years of a watchful temperance party,

as to a careful police. The temperance party, considered as an opposing force

to the licensed trade, can hardly be said to be of modern growth. If there

was not a party so-called there were certainly its elements, present too, in high

places. Thus in the year 1635 we find the Lord Keeper Coventry, in his

charge to the judges previously to the circuits, inveighing against the licensed

houses in the strongest terms. He says : I acc^ount alehouses and tippling-

houscs the gixatest pests in the kin^om. I give it to you in charge to take

a course that none be })ennitted unless they l)e licensed ; and, for the licensed

alehouses, let them be but a few, and in fit places ; if they be in private

corners and ill places, they become the dens of thieves—they are the public

stages of drunkenness ana disorder ; in market-towns, or in great places or

roads, where travellers come, they are necessary ... let care be taken in the

choice of alehouse keeixu's, that an alehouse be not apjx>inted to be the liveli-

hood of a great family ; one or two is enough to draw' drink and serve the

|)eople in an alehouse ; but if six, eight, ten, or tw elve must be maintained by
alehouse keeping, it cannot choose but be an exceeding disorder, and the

family, by this means, is unfit for any other good work or employment. In

many places they swarm by default of the justices of the peace, that set up
too many; but if the justices will not obey your charge herein, certify their

default and names, and I assure you they shall be discharged. I once did

discharge two justices for setting im one alehouse, and shall be glad to do the

like again upon the same occasion.’’

Until the i*eign of George II. little change was maile in the method of

licenMng and the regulation of alehouses; but in that reign, what with the

itartling and extraordinary increase of spirit-drinking amongst the lowest

classes, and with the necessity which had arisen for arrangements by which

the excise duties might be coHected with facility and cerbiinty, the legislature

found it expedient to seriously approach this important subject. Accordingly,
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two Acts were passed, the latter of which continued as the authority for licens-

ing beerhouses until the nineteenth century ; then after one or two Acts of

slight importance there was passed in 1828 a general Act regulating the grant-

ing of licences and repealing all former statutes on the subject. This latter

Act, as amended and supplemented by subsequent Acts, ending with the

Licensing Act of 1902, is now the authority for licensing beerhouses. A beer

retailer is not necessarily an innkeeper.

Applications for Licences.—Except in certain cases, a licence known as

a justice’^s certificate must be first obtained from the local justices, and then

the excise licence must be taken out—the latter will not be granted until the

former has been obtained. The licence duties payable by a beer retailer

are now defined by the Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, and will be found
in the article on LIQUOR LICENCES in the Appendix to Vol. IV.

The certificates are in force for a whole year from the date of granting,

which date is, in Middlesex, Surrey, and London, the 5th day of April,

and elsewhere the 10th day of October; but of course a temporary or
occasional licence would continue in force only so long as the magistrate’s

order. The cases which are excepted from the necessity of first obtaining a
justice’s licence or certificate are—(a) Dealers in beer, not being brewers, who
sell at one time to be consumed off* the premises, strong beer only in casks

containing not less than four and a half gallons, or in not less than two dozen
reputed quart bottles; (h) Proprietors of theatres dulj’ licensed for stage plays.

Generally, in other cases, the justice’s certificate or licence is a necessary pre-

liminary to obtaining the excise licence. Wholesale dealers of beer, as above,
may sell at any time, even within prohibited hours

;
provided they sell not

less than the minimum total quantity in one transaction, the beer may be put
up in any size of bottle, small or large, that may be desired. The bar of a
theatre cannot be kept open beyond the closing hours of the place in which
the theatre is situated.

In order to obtain a justice’s licence, application must be made to the
magistrates either (a) at the general annual licensing meeting and its

adjournment
; (5) before the confirriing authority

;
(c) at a special transfer

sessions ; or (d) at Petty Sessions. The general annual meeting is known as
the Brewster Sessions, and due notice of its date and place is given to the
public. By the Licensing Act of 1902 this meeting is held, in every licensing

district, within the first fourteen days of the month of February in each year;
and every adjournment thereof is held within one month of its date. An
intending applicant for a licence must give written notice of his intention,

and serve the same on one of the overseers of the place in which his premises
are situate, and on the superintendent of the police of the district, at least
twenty-one days before making the application. If his premises have never
before been so licensed, he must also affix a written notice upon the principal
door, or one of the doors, of the church or chapel of the parish in which his
premises are situate. This must be done within twenty-eight days before
the application, and the notice must be maintained during two consecutive
Sundays. The notice must also be advertised in a local paper not more than
four and not Jess tlian two weeks before the proposed application.

Closing hours in London are : on Saturday night from midnight until

1 p.M. on the following Sunday, and then from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. ; on Sunday
night from 11 p.m. until 5 a.m. on the following morning; and on all other
days from 12.30 a.m. until 5 a.m. on the same morning. Elsewhere, generally,
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in a place with a population of not less than a thousand, the closing hours
are: on Saturday night from 11 p.m. until 1^.30 p.m. on the following

Sunday; on Sunday from 10 p.m. until 6 a.m. on the following morning;
on other days from 11 p.m. until 6 a.m. on the following day. In other cases

the hours are : on Saturdays from 10 p.m. until 12.30 p.m. on the following

Sunday; on Sunday from 10 p.m. until 6 a.m. on the following day; and on
other days from 10 p.m. until 6 a.m. on the following day. In Wales the

premises must be closed during the whole of Sunday. See also INN-
KEEPER; LICENSING.

BEGGARS—BEGGING LETTER.—To go about, as a general practice

of life, gathering or collecting alms is to become a rogue and vagabond and
liable to punishment. To obtain money by sending or delivering a lying
begging letter is to obtain money by false pretences ; whilst to attempt so

to do, or to obtain charity of any description, under any false or fraudulent
pretence, including an untrue begging letter, is also to become a rogue
and vagabond, and on a second conviction to become liable to be dealt

with and punished as an incorrigible rogue. See FALSE PRETENCES
AND CHEATING.

BETTING AND BETTING-HOUSES.—It appears that about the

year 1853 the legislature became rather suddenly aware of a widespread

E
ractice of betting, with the result that in the same year was passed the

letting Act, 1853. The preamble to the Act shows the view taken by the

Legislature both of the nature of betting and of its effects ; setting forth, as

it does, that a kind of gaming had then of late sprung up, tending to the

injury and demoralisation of improvident persons, by the opening of places

called betting-houses or offices, and the receiving of money in advance by
the owners or occupiers of such houses or offices, or by other persons on their

behalf, on their promises to ])ay money on events of horse-races and the

like contingencies. The Act then proceeds to provide for the suppression of
betting-houses, and, subject to certain modifications, its operations extend to

Scotland. In the first place, no house, office, room, or other place may be

used by any person, whether owner, occupier, manager, or agent, for the pur-

pose of conducting, in any way, the business of betting with persons resorting

thereto. Nor may such a place be used by such a person for the receipt of

money or any valuable on account of any betting transaction relating to any
horse or other race, fight, game, sport, or exercise. A place so kept becomes
a common nuisance and contrary to the law, and is, moreover, a common
j^aming-house, subject to the law relating thei'eto. Any such person as

before mentioned is liable, on summary conviction, to a fine of i?100 and
costs, or imprisonment with hard labour for six months. Such a person, more-
over, who receives a deposit on account of a bet, or gives any acknowledg-

ment, note, security, or draft in respect of such receipt will, on summary
conviction, be liable to a fine of X^50 and costs, or tlmee months' imprisonment
with hard labour.

In this connection it should be noticed that any money or valuable

received by such a person as aforesaid as a deposit or consideration for a bet

may, or its value may, be recovered from such person by the party from
whom it w'8ua received. The above provisions do not extend to the stakes or

deposit to be paid to the winner of any race, or lawful sport, game, or exer-

ciae« or to the owner of any horse engaged in any If a complaint or
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information has been laid in respect of a betting offence, and with which the
complainant has failed or neglected to proceed with due diligence, the
magistrates may authorise any other person to proceed on the same com-
plaint. A special search-warrant may be grantea by a magistrate.

Many points arising out of the j&etting Act have b^n at various times
judicially considered. For example, as to the person liable, it has been held
that no liability attaches to persons who are not in control aiid occwpaiAxm
of the place which is alleged to be the betting establishment ; thus a race-
course company would not be liable in respect of the temporary betting
establishment thereon of a betting man. Nor would a pei*son who carried
on and managed a lawful business of his own, taking no snare or part in the
illegal business of a betting-house carried on in the same place ; but the
owner or occupier of that place would be liable if he knowingly and wilfully

permitted the betting business to be carried on there. A ‘‘house, office, room,
or other place includes for the purposes of the Act any place which is

sufficiently definite as a locality for the time being of a betting business

;

accordingly a stool covered by a large umbrella, a certain spot wuth a loose
wooden box, a piece of vacant ground to which the public have free access,
and an archway leading from a street to a private yard in w’hich were some

f
rivate houses, have all been held to come within the meaning of the Act.
‘ayment of a bet already made and lost w^ould not be betting, and a book-

maker could safely use the bar of a public-house, or any other place for
receiving such payment. To promote a sweepstake on a horse-race w'ould
not j5e an offence within the Act ; nor would merely walking about a field

making bets, but not exercising the business of a bookmaker on a particular
piece of ground ; but to do so within a certain definite enclosure on a race-
course would constitute an offence. As we have seen above, the company
owning the racecourse, and knowing of and permitting such a user of the
enclosure as has been last mentioned, would not be liable under the Act—
a decision having the high authority of the House of Lords, but otherwise
incomprehensible in view of the other cases. The result of the decision is to
make it difficult to decide when the owmer or occupier of premises used for
legitimate business is liable in respect of a betting business conducted therein
to his own knowledge and with his consent. The safest course by far is for
the man with a respectable business to have nothing to do with a betting
business, and not to permit it to be conducted on his premises Members of
a hona jide club may ^t amongst themselves

; so also may betting be carried
on privately in a private house amongst the owner’s friends and hona fide
guests. Betting in streets or public places, or in any open place to which
the public are permitted to have access, including a railway carriage, is

punishable under the Street Betting Act, 1873. And bye-laws, under the
Municipal Corporations Act, 1882, and the Local Government Act, 1888, are
made against the frequenting of streets and public places for the purposes of
betting. ADVERTISEMENTS; GAMING.

BIOTCLES, tricycles, and velocipedes, and other similar machines, are
subject to the following regulations :—(l) During the period between one
hour after sunset and one hour before sunrise, every person being or riding
on such a machine shall carry attached thereto a lamp, which shall be so
constructed and placed as to exhibit a light in the direction in which he is

proceeding, and so lighted and kept lighted as to afford adequate means of
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signalling his approach and position ; and (2) upon overtaking any cart or
carriage^ or any horse, mule, or other beast of burden, or any foot-passenger,

bein^ on or proceeding along the carriage-way, every such person shall,

within a reasonable distance from and before passing such cart or carriage,

horse, mule, or other beast of burden, or such foot-passenger, by sounding a

bell, whistle, or otherwise, give audible and sufficient warnmg of his approach.

A rider committing merely a breach of these regulations cannot be arrested

without a warrant; he can only be summoned, when he may be fined forty

shillings, and in default of payment or distress, imprisonea without hard

labour. Sunset and sunrise mean the actual times thereof at the place and
on the day when the breach of regulations is alleged to have occurred. It

should be borne in mind that the foot-passenger has the primary use of a

highway, even in that part of it devoted to carriage and horse traffic ; conse-

quently* a cyclist may not ride down a foot-passenger who maybe impeding
his prepress, even in the case of wilful obstruction.

jBIOrAMY is a felony punishable by j^enal servitude or imprisonment.
Whoever, being married, marries any other person during the life of the

former husband or wife, whether the secend marriage takes place in England
or Ireland, or elsewhere, is guilty of the crime. But a person not a subject

of his Majesty, ho contracts a second marriage elsewhere than in England
or Ireland, could not be convicted of bigamy. Nor could a jx?rson be con-

victed for marrying a second time whose husband or wife has Ixien continually

absent from such i^erson for the space of seven years then last past, and was
not known by such person to have been living within that time. A divorced

person, or one w hose former marriage has been declared void by sentence of
any court of competent jurisdiction, does not incur the penalties of bigamy
upon marrying a second time. It w ill lie upon the prosecution to prove the

first marriage ; but if the accused can prove that this marriage w as

absolutely void at the time of its celebration he will escape conviction.

Marriage with a deceased wife’s sister was, until recently, a familiar

instance of an absolutely void niarriage, even though it may have been
solemnised in a country where such marriages were valid. The subse-

quent marriage must also be proved, for it is that second marriage which
constitutes the ofteuce : and it should l>e noticed that it is not even so much
the second marriage in fact, as going through the form of a second marriage.
TTius, in a well known ca.se, the prisoner, during the life of his w ife, went
through the ceremony of marriage with his niece, w ith whom, because the
parties were wdthin the prohibited degrees of affinity, valid marriage was
impossible, apart from the fact of the existing first marriage; it was never-
theless held that the second marriage was bigamous, and the prisoner was
accordingly convicted. It must not, however, be understood that every

fantastic form of marriage to which parties might think proj^er to resort,

or a marriage ceremony performed by an unauthorised person, or in an
unauthorised place, woulci constitute a bigamous second marriage. It is

suflicient, said Chief Justice Cockburn, that where a person already bound
by an existing inan*iage goes through a form of marriage known to, and
recognised by, the law as capable of producing a valid marriage ; for the

purpose of a pretended and fictitious marriage, the case is not the less

bigamous by reason of any special circumstances which, independently of
the bigamous character of the marriage, may constitute a legsd disability in

h M
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the particular parties, or make the form of marriage resorted to inapplicable

to their individual case.

The prosecution must also prove that the first husband or wife was alive

at the time of the solemnisation of the second marriage ; and if that fact is

not proved conclusively, it will be sufficient if such facts are proved as will

satisfy tlie jury as a strong, almost irresistible inference therefrom, that he

or she was in fact so alive. The first wife cannot give evidence either for or

against her husband so as to prove any part of the case, but the second wife

may. The only defences to a charge of bigamy, apart from denial of alleged

facts, have been now all referred to. It will, however, be useful to refer to

the case of Reg v. Tohon. There the prisoner was convicted of bigamy by
reason that she went through the ceremony of mamage within seven years

after she had been deserted by her husband, the jury finding, however, as a
fact that at the time of the second marriage she, in good faith and on
reasonable grounds, believed lier husband to be dead. That finding of the

jury saved her, and as a consequence the conviction was quashed, for it is a
good defence to an indictment for bigamy that the jury is satisfied that the

accused at the time of contracting the bigamous marriage bond fide believed,

and had reasonable grounds for the belief, that his or her ite or husband
was dead ; and this is so, even when the wife or husband has l)een continually

absent from the accused for seven years, or such j)eriod had not elaj>sed at

the time of the second marriage since the accused last knew of his or her wife

or husband being alive. The result is that if one of a married couple has

disappeared under such circumstances as would satisfy the Court of Pro-
bate, or an jnsurance company, that he or slie had died, the survivor is

entitled to re-marry: but great caution should be exercised before taking

such a step.

BILL OF COSTS is the name given to the detailc'd statement of his

charges rendered by a solicitor to his client; and it would include such a
statement rendered to a party other than his client who is maile liable there-

for under a judgment or order of Court. The matters in which a client may
incur costs to a solicitor may be either contentious or non-con tentious.
First, then, as to COUteiltioUS matters. In such cases the charges in respect

of the different items, as well as the items claimable themselves, are regulated

on different scales. Thus, the costs in an action in which a sum of over

i?1000 has been recovered will be more liberally allowed than those in an
action where the amount is only something over 1^30, and the latter will in

their turn be on a higher scale than where the amount recovered is under
.P20. Again, the scale of costs in respect of an action in the High Court
is higher than the scale for County Court actions; each of these Courts
having sliding scales also. Speaking generally, tlie usual allowance for a
letter is 3s. 6d. ; for an attenciance, us. 8d. ; for drawing documents, Is. per
folio of seventy-two words; copying, 4d. per folio; but not every letter

written may be allowed by the Court, either in a bill as between solicitor and
client, or in one as hetzvecn party and party^ nor would every attendance, or

document prepared or drawn ; the test would be whether the item in question
was a reasonable and necessary one, Tliere is a distinction between a bill

as between solicitor and client and one as between party and party. The
latter occurs where a party to an action has been ordered to pay tne costs
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of the other side; this bill being taxed as a matter of course, and is payable

directly afterwards unless it is otherwise ordered. A party and party bill

is, moreover, confined absolutely to services performed in the action as

between the solicitor and the other side, and does not include services by
the solicitor to or for his own client, the consequence being that the latter

finds that although the party has been ordered to pay the costs, there are

yet further costs which he himself must pay to his solicitor. Sometimes,

however, a party to an action is ordered to pay the costs of the other side

to be taxed as between solicitor and client; in such a case, the other

As between solicitor and client .—This bill should give credit for any costs

received by the solicitor in respect of a party and party bill. It must be

delivered with all the charges separately made in items, and must distinguish

payments out of pocket from profit costs ; it must be signed at the foot

tliereof by the solicitor rendering the bill, and should also bear the date of

its delivery. It will be sufiicient if it is sent to the client through the post

in the ordinary way. The solicitor cannot sue for it until one month has

ex|)irc?d from the date of delivery; during which period the client has a right

to have it taxed. It may, however, be taxed at any time within a year from

delivery
; and if more than one-sixth is taxed off’, the solicitor will have to

pay the costs of the taxation. Ordinary out-ofpocket payments are in-

cluded in the amount of the bill for the purpose of arriving at this one-sixth.

To obtain taxation of such a bill, all that is necessary is to take out a

summons in the High Court; and by taking out a similar summons, a

solicitor who refuses altogether to deliver a bill will be forced to do so and
to submit to its taxation; should the result of the taxation be such that

money is found payable to the client, the solicitor may be imprisoned if he
makes default in payment. Even if the client has entered into a written

agreement for payment to the solicitor of a specific remuneration, such agree-

ment is ojKui to review by the Court where the circumstances of the case

render it unjust, and the solicitor may, notwithstanding the agreement, be

ordered to deliver a bill and submit to its taxation.

Non*COntentious matters,—The bills should be in items, delivered

and signed in the same way as in contentious matters, but the items may
be each comprisc'd of a lump sum upon the scales presently to be referred

to. The rules and practice relating to taxation are also the same; and
so, too, are they as to special agreements for remuneratijii. Such an agree-

ment is valid only when signecl by the jx?rson to be bound thereby, or by
his agent. The agreement may provide for remuneration to such amount
and in such manner as the solicitor and client may think fit, either by a

gross sum, or by commission or percentage, or by salary and otherwise.

The agreement may be sued u]X)n, and imj>eached or set aside if the Court
thinks fit. If, upon taxation, the solicitor relies u)>on an agi'eement which
the client suggests is unfair or unreasonable, the Court, upon just cause

being shown, will cancel and set it aside, or reduce tlie amount payable

thereunder.
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Sales
y
purchases^ and mortgages.—^The following is the scale applicable

hereto :

—

For the first

£iooa

For the
second and
third £100a

For the
fourth
and each

subsequent
£1000 up to

£10,000.

For each
subsequent
£1000 up to
£100,000.

Per £100. Per £100. Per £10a Per £l0a

Vendor’s solicitor, for negotiating a sale

of property by private contract .

Vendor’s solicitor, for conducting a sale

of property by public auction, includ-

ing the conditions of sale

—

d. t. d. «. d. f. d.

20 0 20 0 10 0 5 0

When the property is sold

When the property is not sold, then
20 0 10 0 5 0 2 6

on the reserve price

N,B,—A minimum charge of £5
to be made whether a sale

is effected or not.

Vendor’s solicitor, for deducing title to

freehold, copyhold, or leasehold pro-

perty, and perusing and completing
conveyance, including preparation of

contract, or conditions of sale, if any .

Purchaser’s solicitor, for negotiating a
purchase of property by private con-

10 0 5 0 2 6 1 3

30 0 20 0 10 0 5 0

tract • ••••••
Purchaser’s solicitor, for investigating

title to freehold, copyhold, or leasehold

property, and preparing and complet-
ing conveyance, including perusal and

20 0 20 0 10 0 5 0

completion of contract, if any
Mortgagor’s solicitor, for deducing title

to heebold, copyhold, or leasehold pro-

perty, perusing mortgage, and com-

80 0 20 0

i

10 0 6 0

pleting
Mortgagee’s solicitor, for negotiating

30 0
1

10 0 5 0

loan ..••••«
Mortgagee’s solicitor, for investigating

title to freehold, copyhold, or leasehold
property, and preparing and complet-

20 0 20 0 5 0 2 6

ing mortgage. . , . . . 30 0 20 0 10 0 5 0

The vendor^’s or mortgagor's solicitor is entitled to an extra £2^ 10s. for
procuring execution and acknowledgment of deed by a married woman.
Where a solicitor is concerned for both mortgagor and mortgagee, he is

entitled to charge the mortgagee'^s solicitor’s charges, and in acldition one-
half only of those which would be allowed to the mortgagor’s solicitor up to
£5000, and on any excess above £5000 one-fourth thereof. Fractions of
£100 under £50 are to be reckoned as £50; but fractions of £100 above
£50 are to be reckoned as £100. Where the remuneration under the above
scale would amount to less than £5, the remuneration shall be £5 ; but in

respeot to transactions under £100, the remuneration for vendor, purchaser^
mortgagor, or mortgagee is to be £3.
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Leases at a rack rent .—^The following is the scale of charges for leases, or

agreements for leases, at rack rent; but this would not include a mining lease,

or a lease for building purposes, or an agreement for the Si^me, which are

provided for in the suosequent scales :

—

Lessor's solicitor for preparing^ settling, and completing lease, and counter-

part :

—

Where the rent does not exceed £100 (
I

less 111 any case than £;).

j

JB7, I Os. in respect of the first £100 of

< rent, and £2, 10s. in respect of each

( subsequent £100 of rent.

'£7, 10s. in respect of the first £100 of

rent, £2, 10s. in respect of each £100
of rent up to £500, and £ 1 in respect

of every subsequent £100.
Lessee’s solicitor for perusing draft

J
One-half of the amount payable to the

lessor’s solicitor.

Where the rent exceeds £100 and does

not exceed £500

Wliere the rent exceeds £500

and completing .

BtiMing U’oscs^ t^r.
—

'ITie following is the scale of charges relating to

conveyances in fee, or for any other freehold estate reserving rent, or build-

ing leases reserving rent, or other long leases not at rack rent (except mining
leases), or agreements for the same respectively :

—

Vendor’s or lessor’s solicitor for preparing, settling, and completing convey-

ance and duplicate, or lease and counterpart :

—

Amount of Annual Kont.

Where it dtxjs not exceed

Where it exceeds £5 and does not exceed

Where it exceeds £50 and does not exceed

Where it exceeds

Amount of Remuneration.

£5

60

150

150

£5.
(The same payment as on a rent of £5, and also

t 20 per Cent, on the excess beyond £5.

(

The same payment as on a rent of £50» and
10 per cent, on the excels beyond £50.

I The same payment as on a rent of £150, and

r 5 i>er cent, on the excess beyond £150.

W^here a varying rent is payable, the amount of annual rout is to mean the

largest amount of annual rent.

Purchaser’s or lessee’s solicitor for ( One-half of the amount payable to the

perusing draft and completing . (
vendor’s or lesvsor’s solicitor.

With regard to lx)th of the two lost preceding scales, it may be noticed

that a short lease not a rack rent does not appear to lie included. \\'hcre a

solicitor is concerned for both vendor and purchaser, or lessor and lessee, his

charge should be the vcndor‘’s or les.sor'*s solicitor\s charges, together with

one^half of that of the purchaser’s or lessee’s solicitor. If a conveyance or

lease is partly in consideration of a money payment or premium, and partly

of a rent, then, in addition to the above remuneration in resj^ t of the rent,

the solicitor may charge a further sum equal to the remuneration on a

purchase at a price equal to such money payment or premium. Fractions of

^5 are reckoned as Jt^5.
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Other matters.—For drawing, perusing deeds, wills, and other documents*

not included within the above scales, the fees charged must be fair and
reasonable, having regard to the care and labour required, the number and
lengths of the papers to le perused, and the other circumstances of the case.

In ordinary cases, a solicitor may charge : for drawing, 2s. per folio of

seventy-two words; engrossing, 8d. per folio; fair copying, 4d. per folio;

perusing. Is. per folio; and for each attendance, 10s. In respect of the

abstract of title, the fee is 6s. 8d. for drawing each brief sheet of eight folios;

and for a fair copy of the same 3s. 4d. For journeys from home, in ordinary

cases, for every day of not less than seven hours employed on business or in

travelling, 5 guineas ; but where a less time than seven hours is so employed,

15s. per hour.

BILL OF EXCHAN673.— The law relating to bills of exchange has

been summed up in, and codified by, the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882, for

Scotland as well as the other parts of the United Kingdom. As the subject

is somewhat technical, attention should l)e paid to the following interpreta-

tion of temis. So far as the context allows, the word “acceptance’’ will

mean an acceptance completed by delivery or notification ;
“ action ” will

include counter-claim ana set-off; “banker,” a body of persons, whether

incorporated or not, who carry on the business of banking; “ bankrupt,” any
person whose estate is vested in a trustee or assignee under the law for the

time being in force relating to bankruptcy; “ bearer” will niean the person

in possession of a bill or note \{hich is payable to bearer; “bill,” a bill of

exchange, and “note,” a promissibry note; “delivery,” transfer of possession,

actual or constructive, from one j^erson to another ;
“ holder,” the payee or

endorsee of a bill or note w ho is in possession of it, or the bearer thereof

;

“endorsement,” an endorsement Icompleted by delivery; “issue,” the first

delivery of a bill or note, complefte in form, to a |)crson who takes it as a
holder; “ value,” a valuable consk^eration ; and “ person” will include a body
of persons whether incorfX)rated oi/ not.

Form and Interpretation—P^efinUions.—A bill of exchange is an un-

conditional order in writing, addrejssed by one person to aitother, signed by
the person giving it, requiring the jperson to whom it is addressed to jMiy on
demand or at a fixed or determinal >Ie future time a sum certain in money to,

or to the order of, a specified |)ersoii», or to bearer. Any other form of instru-

ment is not a bill; nor is an order o pay out of a particular fund. But it

would be a bill where there is an uinqualified order to pay, coupled with (a)

an indication of a particular fund qmt of which the drawee is to reimburse
himself or a particular account to be idebited with the amount, or (6) a state-

ment of the transaction which gaveirise to the bill. A bill is not invalid

because it is undated ; or does not specify the value given, or that any value

has been given therefor; or does notispccify the place where it is drawn or

payable. .

Inland ami Foreign Bills.—An inliind bill is one which is, or purports to

be, either both drawn and payable with in the British Islands, or drawn within
the British Islands upon some person k*esident therein. Any other bill is a
foreign bill. Unless the contrary appeairs on the face of the bill, the holder

may treat it a.s an inland bill, llie Is^nds of Man, Guernsey, Jersey, Sark,

and those adjacent to any of them, a* re within the British Islands for thii
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purpose. The following is the usual form of an inland bill, with the accepb*

ance written across its face :

—

£100 *0:0. Due : 4lh May 19—. 503 Cheapside, London,

\8t February 19—

.

Three months after date pay to me (or to some third party
j
E. F.), or order, the

sum of one hundred pounds, value received.

(Signed) A. B. (the drawer).

To C. D. (the acceptor),

414 High Street, Bath.

The following is the usual form of a foreign bill, which differs from an inland

bill in that, to provide agiiinst risk in transmission, it is usrally drawn in

sets, each bill being transmitted by a different conveyance :

—

£100 sterling. First Paris,

February 19—

.

At si-xty days after sight of this our first of exchange (second and third of

same tenor and date being unpaid) pay to our order (or to C. D., or order) the sum
of one hundred pounds sterling, for value as advised by

To C. D. (Signed) A. B.

Parties to bill,—A bill may he drawn payable to, or to the order of, the

drawer or the drawee. Where in a bill the drawer and drawee are the same
person, or where the drawee is a fictitious person or one not having capacity to

contract, the holder may treat the instrument, at his option, either as a bill or

a promissory note. The drawee must be named or otherwise in a bill with
reasonable certainty ; and a bill may be addressed to two or more drawees
whether partners or not; but an order addressed to two drawees in the alterna-

tive, or to two or more drawees in succession, w ould not be a bill of exchange.

So where a bill is not payable to bearer, the payee must be named or indicated

with reasonable certainty. A bill may be made payable to two or more
payees jointly, or be made j)ayablc in the alternative to one of two, or one of

some of several payees. It may also be made payable to the holder of an
office for the time being ; but if the payee is a fictitious or non-existing

person, the bill may be treated as payable to bearer.

Negotiability,—When a bill contains words prohibiting transfer, or indi-

cating an intention that it should not he transferable, it is valid as between

the parties thereto, but is not negotiable. A negotiable bill may be made
payable either to order or to bearer. The usual method is to write across

the face of the bill the words “not negotiable."^ A bill is piyable to bearer

when it is expressed so to be, or on which the only or last indorsement is an
indorsement in blank. A bill is payable to order when expressecl so to be,

or when expressed to he payable to a particular jierson, and does not contain

words prohibiting transfer, or indicating an intention that it should not be

transferable. Where a bill, either originally or by indoi-sement, is payable to

the order of a specified person, and not to him or his order, it is nevertheless

payable to him or his order, at his option.

How and when payable,—A bill may bo made for a sum payable : with

faterest ;
by stated instalments ; by such instalments w ith a proviso that upon
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default in payment of any instalment the whole shall become due, according

to a rate of exchange indicated by the bill, or to be ascertained according to

directions contained therein. In case of discrepancy between the words and
figures as to the sum payable, the words will determine the amount. If Pay-

able, with interest, the same runs from the date of the bill, or if undated, from

the date of its issue. A bill payable on demand is one either (a) payable on
demand, or at sight, or on presentation ; or (6) in which no time for pay-

ment is expressed. A bill accepted or indorsed when overdue is, as regards

the acceptor or any indorser when so overdue, a bill payable on demand. An
instrument payable on a contingency is not a bill, nor does it become so upon
the happening of the event ; a bill may, however, be jmyablc at a fixed period

after date or sight, or on or at a fixed jxjriod after the occurrence of a specified

event which is certain to happen, though the time of happening may be un-

certain. If a bill is undated, the holder may insert the true date of issue or

acceptance ; and if the holder in good faith and by mistake inserts a wrong
date, and in every case where a wrong date is inserted, if the bill subsequently

comes into the hands of a holder in due course, it will be payable as if the

date so inserted had been the true date. The date on a bill is deemed to be
the true date, but evidence may be given to show' that another date is the true

one ; a bill may be ante-dated, post-dated, or dated on a Sunday. Three
days, called days of grace, are adcied to the date on w hich a bill, not one pay-

able on demand, is payable, and the last of these days is the one on which

it becomes really due and payable. Where the last day is either Sunday,
Christmas Day, Good Fridav, or a day aj)pointed by Iloyal Proclamation as a
public fast or thanksgiving day, the bill l)ecomes due and payable on the pre-

ceding day ; but where such last day is any other bank holiday, or when the

last day is a Sunday and the second day of grace is a bank holiday, the bill is

due and payable on the succeeding business day. To calculate the time of

payment of a bill payable at a future determinable tinie, the day from wliich

the time is to begin to run is excluded, and the day of payment included

;

the term “ month ” always meaning a calendar month when determining the

time of payment of any bill. Where a bill is payable at a fixed period after

sight, the time l)egins to run from the date of the acceptance if the bill be

accepted, and from the date of noting or protest if the bill be noted or pro-

tested for non-acce})tance, or for non-delivery.

Case of need and optional stipulations,—llie drawer or any indorser of a

bill may insert therein the name of a person to whom the holder may resort

in case the bill is dishonoured. Such a person is called the referee in case of

need ; but the holder has the absolute option of resorting to him, or not doing
so. Hie drawer or any indorser may insert in a bill an express stipulation

ifl) negativing or limiting his own liability to the holder, or (6) waiving as

regards himself some or all of the holder^’s duties.

Acceptance,—The necessary conditions of a valid acceptance are—(a), it

must be written on the bill and be .signed by the drawee, whose mere signature

without additional words is sufficient; and (ft), it mu.st not express that the
drawee will perfonn his promise by any other means than the payment of
money. The bill may he accepted before signature by the drawer, or whilst

otherwise incomplete, and when overdue, or even after dishonour. When a
bill payable after sight is dishonoured by non-acceptance, and the drawee
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subsequently accepts it, the holder, in the absence of any different agreement,

is entitled to have the bill accepted as of the date of first presentment to the

drawee for acceptance. Acceptance may be either ‘‘general,**’ that is to say,

without qualification to the order of the drawer ; or “ qualified,” as when in

express terms the effect of the bill as drawn is varied. Tlie following are

instances of qualified acceptance : conditional^ payment by the acceptor

is made dependent on the fulfilment of a condition therein stated
;
partial^

where part only of the amount of the bill is accepted payable ; locals where
the acceptance is to pay at a particular specified place only, and not elsewhere

—the omission of the last four words would make the acceptance general

;

qualified as to time ; and the acceptance of some one or more of the drawees,

but not of all. The words: “Accepted. John Smith,” and “Accepted.

Payable at Lloyd’s Bank, London. John Smith,” constitute general accept-

ances. The following are instances of qualified acceptances :
“ Accepted.

Payable at Lloyd’s Bank only and not elsewhere. John Smith ;

” “ Accepted
for oP50 only. John Smith;” “ Accepted. Payable by monthly instalments

of £20 each. John Smith;” “Accepted on condition of a tlirce months’
renewal. Jolm Smith.” In the case of a bill drawn payable after sight, the

acceptance should state the dates, thus: “Accepted. 4th March 1901.

Payable at Lloyd’s Bank. Due 7th June 1901. John Smith.”

Incomplete instruments,—\Vhere a simple signature on a blank stamped
paper is delivered by the signer in order that it may be converted into a bill,

it operates as a primafacie authority to fill it up as a complete bill for any
amount the stamps will cover, using the signature for that of the drawer, or

the acceptor, or an indorser ; and, in like manner, when a bill is wanting in

any material particular, the person in possession of it has aprimafacie autho-
rity to fill up the omission in any way he thinks fit. In order that any such

instrument w hen completed may be enforceable against any person who became
a partjr thereto jirior to its completion, it must be filled up within a reason-

able time, and strictly in accortlance with the authority given ; reasonable

time for this purpose is a question of fact. But if any such instrument after

completion is negotiated to a holder in due course it shall be valid and
effectual for all purposes in his hands, and he may enforce it as if it had been
filled up within a reasonable time and strictly in accordance with the

authority given.

Delivery,—Every contract on a bill, whether it be tlie di'awer’s, the
acceptor's, or an indorser’s, is incomplete and revocable, until delivery of the

instrument in order to give effect thereto. But wherc an acceptance is

written on a bill, and the drawee gives notice to, or according to the direc-

tions of the person entitled to the bill that he has accepted it, the accepbince

then becomes complete and irrcvoaible. As between immediate parties, and
as reganls a remote party other than a holder in due course, the delivery

(a) in order to be effectual must be made either by or under the authority of
the party drawing, accepting, or indorsing, as the case mayl)e; or (6) may be
shown to have been conditional or for a special purpose only, and not for the

purpose of transferring the property in the bill. But if the bill be in the

Hands of a holder, in due course a valid delivery of the bill by all parties

prior to him, so as to make them liable to him, is conclusively presumed.

VVTiere a bill is no longer in the possession of a jmrty who has signed it as
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drawer, acceptor, or indorser, a valid and unconditional delivery by him is

presumed until the contrary is proved.

Capacity and authority of parties.—A party having capacity to con-

tract may incur liability as a party to a bill ; if, for example, a minor is

party to a bill, he would not be liable to the holder, but the latter may sue

the other parties, if any, thereto. No person, not having signed a bill, is

liable thereon ; but where a person signs in a trade or assumed name, he is

liable thereon as if he had signed in his own name ; and the signature of the

name of a firm is equivalent to the signature by the person signing of the

names of all the partners in that firm. A forged or unauthorised signature

is absolutely inoperative ; but an unauthorised signature may be subsequently

ratified. Signature by procuration is notice that the agent has only a limited

authority to sign, and the principal is only bound by such signature if the

agent in so signing was acting within the actual limits of his authority.

Where a person signs, and adds words to his signature indicating that he

signs on behalf of a principal, or in a representative character, he is not

personally liable; but the mere addition to his signature of words describing

him as an agent, or as fdling a representative character, does not exempt him
from personal liability. In determining whether a signature on a bill is that

of the principal or that of an agent by whose hand it was written, the

construction most favourable to the validity of the instrument will be
adopted.

Negotiation.—A bill is negotiated when it is transferred from one person

to another in such a manner as to constitute the transferee the holder of the

bill. A bill payable to bearer is negotiated by delivery ; one to order, by
indorsement of the holder together with delivery. A bill is not a negotiable

instrument unless it is payable to bearer; or being payable to order, until it

has been indorsed by the drawer. Wliere the holder of a bill payable to his

order transfers it for value without indorsing it, the transfer gives the

transferee such title as the transferor had in the bill, and the transferee

in addition acquires the right to have the transferor'*s indorsement. Where
any |>erson is under obligation to indorse a bill in a rejjresentative capacity,

he may indorse the bill in such terms as to negative present liability.

Iiidorsement ,—An indorsement in order to o[)erate as a negotiation must
comply with the following conditions :—(1) It must be written on the bill

itself and be signed by the indorser; his simple signature being sufficient.

An indorsement written on an allonge, or on a copy of a bill issued or

negotiated in a country where copies are recognised, is deemed to be written

on the bill itself. (2) It must be an indorsement of the entire bill; neither

an indorsement of part only of the amount payable, nor one to two or more
persons severally^ would operate as a valid negotiation. (3) Where a bill is

payable to the order of two or more payees or indorsees, who are not
partners, all must indorse, unless the one indorsing has authority to indorse

for the others. (4) Where the name of a payee or indo)*see is wrongly
designated or miss|>elt, it may be indorsed as therein described, with the
optional addition of the correct signature. (5) Where there are more
than one indorsement, each is deemed to have been made in the order
appearing on the bill, until the contrary is proved. (6) The indorsement
may be blank, special, or restrictive;; but if conditional, the condition
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may be absolutely disregarded. An indorsement in blank specifies no
indorsee, and a bill so indorsed becomes payable to bearer, while a special

indorsement specifies the person to whom, or to whose order, the bill is pay-

able, and such an indorsee comes under the same rules as the payee of a bill.

Where there is an indorsement in blank, any holder may convert it into

a special indorsement by writing above the indorser'^s signature a direction

to pay the bill to or to the order of himself or some other person.

Restrictive indorsement ,—Such is an indorsement which prohibits the

further negotiation of the bill, or expresses that it is a mere authority to

deal w'ith the bill as thereby directed, and not a transfer of the ownership

thereof. Thus, a bill indorsed ‘‘Pay D. onlv,’** or “Pay D. for the account
of X.,^’ or “Pay D., or order, for collection,’’ 'would be restrictive. As a
result of such an indorsement the indorsee acquires the right to receive

payment of the bill and to sue thereon, but he has no power to transfer his

rights as indorsee unless lie is expressly authorised so to do. Where a
restrictive indorsement authorises further transfer, all subsequent indorsees

take the bill with the same rights and subject to the same liabilities as the

first indorsee under the lestrictive indorsement. An indorser may append to

his signature the words sans rccours^ by doing which he escapes liability on
the bill.

Overdue or dishonoured hill.—Where a bill is negotiable in its origin it

continues so to be until it has Ixien {a) restrictively indorsed, or {b) discharged

by payment or otherwise. An overdue bill can only be negotiated subject

to any defect of title affecting it at its maturity, and thenceforward no person

who takes it can acquire or give a better title than that which the person

from whom he took it had. A bill payable on demand would be overdue if

it had been in circulation for an unreasonable length of time. Except where
the indorsement bears date after maturity, every negotiation is prima facie

deemed to have been effected before the bill was overdue. Where a bill which
is not overdue has been dishonoured, any jx^i-son who takes it with notice of

the dishonour takes it subject to any defect of title attaching thereto at the

time of dishonour, but this rule would not affect the rights of a holder in due
course. ^Vhere a bill is negotiated back to the drawer, or to a prior indoi'ser,

or to the acceptor, such party may reissue and further negotiate it, but he
is not entitled to enforce payment of the bill against any intervening jwty
to whom he was previously liable.

General duties of the holder—Presentment^for acceptance .—Where a bill

is payable after sight, presentment lor acceptance is necessary in order to

fix maturity. AVhere presentment for acceptance is expressly stipulated for,

or where the bill is drawn payable elsewhere than at the residence or place

of business of the drawee, it must be presented for acce{)tance before it can

be presented for payment; in no other case is presentment for acceptance

necessary. Delay in presentment for acceptance before presentment for

payment is excused where the bill is payable elsewhere than at the place of

business or residence of the dra\yee, and the holder has used reasonable

diligence. A bill payable after sight must be presented for acceptance, or

negotiated, within a reasonable tiine, otherwise tlie drawer and prior indorsers

are discharged. A bill is duly presented for acceptance which is presented

in accordance with the following rililes:— (a) The presentment must be made
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by or on behalf of the holdiiT to the drawee, or to some person authorised to

accept or refuse acceptanedf on his behalf at a reasonable hour on a business

day and before the bill is ioverdue; {b) where a bill is addressed to two or
more drawees, who are not pYirtners, presentment must be made to them all,

unless one has authority to aeVeept for all, then presentment may be made to

him only ; (c) where the dralwee is dead, presentment may be made to his

personal representative ; (d) iV here the drawee is bankrupt, presentment may
be made to him or to his tirustee; (e) where authorised by agreement or

asage, a presentment througln the post-office is sufficient. It is usual to

S

>resent during ordinary busii^ ess hours, and in London to call for it on the

ollowing day. Presentment iln accordance with these rules is excused, and
a bill may be treated as difshonoured by non-acceptance

—

{a) where the

drawee is dead or bankrupt, wr is a fictitious person, or a person not having
capacity to contract by bill;\(^) where, after the exercise of reasonable

diligence, such presentment Citnnot be effected; (c) wlicre, although the

presentment has been iiTegular,\ acceptance has been refused on some other

ground. Presentment is not excused because the holder has reason to believe

that the bill will be dishonoured thereon.

When a bill is duly presented for acceptance and is not accepted within

the customary time, the person (presenting it must treat it as dishonoured

;

and if he do not, the holder loses nis right of recourse against the drawer and
indorsers. A bill is dishonoured by non-acceptance («) when acceptance is

refused, or cannot be obtained, upc»>n due presentment; or {h) when present-

ment is excused and the bill is not aiccepted ; and when a bill is dishonoured
by non-acceptance, the holder has an^. immediate right of recourse against the
drawer and indorsers, no presentment for payment being necessary. The
holder may refuse a qualified accejAtance, and, in default of obtaining the
acceptance unqualified, may treat the bill as dislionoured. Where a qualified

acceptance is taken, and the draweh* or an indorser has not expressly or

impliedly authorised the holders to uake a qualified acceptance, or does not
subsequently assent thereto, such dmwer or indorser is discharged from his

liability on the bill ; but this would ijiot l:>e so in the case of a partial accept-

ance whereof due notice has Ixjcn ^ven. Where a foreign bill has been
partially accepted, it must be protestcKl as to the balance. If the drawer or

indorser of a bill receives notice of a qmalified acceptance, and does not within

a reasonable time express his dissent to! the holder, he will be deemed to have
assented thereto. I

Presentmentfor payment,—Presentilient is dispensed with in the following

cases :

—

{a) Where, after the exercise lof reasonable diligence it cannot be
effected—though the fact that the holiler has reason to believe that the bill

will, on presentment, be dishonoured, (\loes not dispense with the necessity

for presentment ; (6) where the drawee ^s a fictitious person
;

(c) as regards
the drawer, where the drawee or accept^ir is not bound, as between himself

and the drawer, to accept or pay the bi’JI, and the drawer has no reason to

believe that the bill would be paid if presented ; (d) as regards an indorser,

where the bill was accepted or made for ‘»the accommodation of that indorser,

and he has no reason to expect that the jbill would be paid if presented ; {e)

by waiver of presentment, express or immlied. Save when the case comes
within the above rules, if a bill be not duly presented the drawer and
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indorsers will be discharged. The following are the rules for due present-

ment:—(1) Where the bill is not payable on demand, presentment must be

made on the day it falls due. (2) Where the bill is payable on demand,
presentment must be made within a reasonable time after its issue in order

to render the drawer liable, and within a reasonable time after its indorse-

ment, in order to render the indorser liable. In determining what is a
reasonable time, regard must be had to the nature of the bill, the usage of

trade with regard to similar bills, and the facts of the particular case. (3)
Presentment must be made by the holder, or by some person authorised to

receive payment on his behalf, at a reasonable hour on a business day, at the

projxjr place, as hereinafter defined, either to the person designated by the

oil! as payer, or to some j>erson authorised to pay or refuse payment on his

behalf, if, with the exercise of reasonable diligence, such person can there be

found. (4) A bill is presented at the proper place :—(a) Where a place of

payment is specified in the bill, and the bill is there presented
;
{h) w here

no place of payment is sj^ecified, but the address of the drawee or acceptor

is given in the bill, and the bill is there presented; (c) where no place of

payment is s})ecified and no address given, and the bill is presentea at the

drawee*'s or acceptor’s place of business if known, and if not, at his ordinary

residence if known; (d) in any other case if presented to the drawee or

acceptor wherever he can be found, or if presented at his last known place of

business or residence. (5) Where a bill is presented at the proper place,

and after the exercise of reasonable diligence no person authorised to pay or

refuse payment can be found there, no further presentment to the drawee or

acceptor is required, (6) Where a bill is draw n upon or accepted by two
or more persons who are not partners, and no place of payment is specified,

presentment must be made to them all. (7) Where the drawer or acceptor

of a bill is dead, and no place of payment is specified, presentment must be
made to a j)ersonal reprcsenbitive, if such there be, and w ith the exercise of

reasonable diligence he can be found. (8) Where authorised by agreement
or usage a presentment through the post-office is sufficient. Delay in making
presentment for payment is excused \*ffien the delay is caused by circum-
stances beyond the control of the holdei*, and not imputable to his default,

misconduct, or negligence. When tire cause of delay ceases to operate,

presentment must be made w ith reasoiKable diligence.

Dishonour.—A bill is dishonoured
j
by non-payment («) when it is duly

presented for payment and payment Is refused or cannot be obtained, or

(6) when presentment is excused an*d the bill is overdue and unpaid.

Generally speaking, when a bill is disl onoured by non-payment, an immediate
right of recourse against the drawer and indorsers accrues to the holder.

And so, generally, when a bill has L»een dishonoured by non-acccptance or

non-payment, notice of dishonour iriust 1x3 given to the draw^er and each
indorser, and any drawer or indorsij^r to whom such notice is not given is

discharged. But where a bill is dii^honoured by non-acceptance, and notice

of dishonour is not given, the rigl/its of a holier in due course subsequent

to the omission will not be prejucficed by the omission. And where it is

dishonoured by non-acceptance, an Id due notice of dishonour is given, it will

not be necessary to give notice of a subsequent dishonour by non-payment
unless the bill snail in the meantim e have been accepted.
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Notice of dishonour^ in order to be valid and effectual, must be given in

accordance with the following rules :—(1) The notice must be given by or on

behalf of the holder, or by or on behalf of an indorser who, at the time of

giving it, is himself liable on the bill. (2) The notice may be given by an

agent either in his own name or in the name of any party entitled to give

notice, whether that party be his principal or not. (3) Where the notice is

f

riven by or on behalf of the holder, it enures for the benefit of all subsequent

lolders and all prior indorsers who have a right of recourse against the party

to whom it is given. (4) Where notice is given by or on behalf of an in-

dorser entitled to give notice as hereinbefore set out, it enures for the benefit

of the holder, and all indorsers subsequent to the party to whom notice is

given. (5) The notice may be given in writing or uy personal communica-
tion, and may be given in any terms which sufficiently identify the bill, and
intimate that the bill has lieen dishonoured by non-acceptance or non-pay-

ment. (6) The return of a dishonoured bill to the drawer or an indorser is,

in point of form, a sufficient notice of dishonour. (7) A written notice need

not be signed, and an insufficient written notice may be supplemente{l and
validated by verbal communication. A misdescription of the bill will not

vitiate the notice unless the party to whom the notice is given is in fact

misled thereby. (8) AVhere notice of dishonour is recpiired to be given to

any person, it may be given either to the party himself or to his agent in that

behalf. (9) Where the drawer or indorser is dead, and the party giving

notice knows it, the notice must be given to a personal representative if such

there be, and with the exercise of reasonable diligence he can be found. (10)
Where the drawer or indorser is bankrupt, notice may be given either to the

party himself or to the trustee. (11) Where there are two or more drawers

or indorsers who are not partners, notice must be given to each of them,
unless one of them has authority to receive such notice for the others. (12)
The notice may be given as soon as the bill is dishonoured ; but must be
given within a reasonable time thereafter. In the absence of special circum-

stances, notice is not deemed to hav^ been given within a reasonable time
unless (a) where the person giving and the person to receive notice reside

in the same place, the notice is given- or sent off in time to reach the latter

on the day after the dishonour of the| bill
;
{h) where the person giving and

the person to receive notice reside in (^iflerent places, the notice is sent oft* on
the day after the dishonour of the billL if there be a post at a convenient hour
on that day, and if there be no such post on that day, then by the next post

thereafter. (13) Where a bill when dlishonoured is in the hands of an agent,

he may either himself give notice to tli''. parties liable on the bill, or he may
give notice to his principal. If he give potice to his principal, he must do so

within the same time as if he were the hlolder, and the principal upon receipt

of such notice has himself the same time I for giving notice as if the agent had
been an independent holder. (14) Wmere a party to a bill receives due
notice of dishonour, he has after the receipt of such notice the same period of
time for giving notice to antecedent parties that the holder has after the
dishonour. (15) Where a notice of dishepnour is duly addressed and posted,
the sender is deemed to have given due n4>tice of dishonour, notwithstanding
any miscarriage by the post-office.

Delay in giving notice of dishonour is* excused where the delay is cau^^
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by circumstances beyond the control of the party giving notice, and not im-

putable to his default, misconduct, or negligence. When the cause of delay

ceases to operate, the notice must be given with reasonable diligence. Notice

of dishonour is dispensed with—(a) When, after the exercise of reasonable

diligence, proper notice cannot be given to, or does not reach, the drawer or

indorser sought to be charged : {h) By waiver, express or implied. Notice

of dishonour may be waived before the time of giving notice has arrived, or

after the omission to give due notice
:

(c) As regards the drawer in the

following cases, namely, (1) where drawer and drawee are the same person;

(2) where the drawee is a fictitious person or a person not having capacity to

contract
; (3) where the drawer is the person to whom the bill is presented

for payment
; (4) where the drawee or acceptor is as between himself and the

drawer under no obligation to accept or pay the bill
; (5) where the drawer

has countermanded payment : (d) As regards the indorser in the following

cases, namely, (1) where the drawee is a fictitious person or a person not

having capacity to contract, and the indorser was aveare of the fact at the

time he indorsed the bill
; (2) where the indorser is the j^erson to whom the

bill is presented for payment
; (3) where the bill was accepted or made for

his accommodation.
Notin and pi'otcst ,—It is not obligatory to note or protest a dishonoured

inland bill; but if a dishonoured foreign bill is not protested, the drawer
and indorsers are discharged. Tlie protest and noting should be on the day
of dishonour, and the holder may cause a bill to be protested “ for better

security"*’ before it matures, where the acceptor has become bankrupt, or

insolvent, or has suspended payment. The protest must l>e made at the

place where the bill is dishonoured. But when a bill is presented through
the post-oflice, and returned by post dishonoured, it may be protested at the

place to which it is returned, and on the day of its return if received during
business hours, and if not received during business hours, then not later than
the next business day. And when a bill drawn payable at the place of

business or residence of some person other than the drawee has been dis-

honoured by non-acceptance, it mu>t be protested for non-payment at the

place where it is payable, and no further presentment for payment to, or

demand on, the drawee is necessary. The protest must contain a copy of

the bill, and be signed by the notary, and specify (a) the person at whose
request the bill is protested

;
{h) the place and date of protest, the cause or

reason for protesting the bill, the demand made, and the answer given, if any,

or the fact that the drawee or acceptor could not be found. Where a bill is

lost or destroyed, or is wrongly detained from the person entitled to hold it,

protest may may be made on a copy or written particulars thereof. Protest

18 dispensed witli by any circumstance which would dispense with notice of

dishonour. Delay in noting or protesting is excused when the delay is caused

by circumstances beyond the control of the holder, and not imputable to his

default, misconduct, or negligence. AVhen the cause of delay ceases to operate,

the bill must be noted or protested with reason ible diligence. Where a bill

is required to l>e protested within a specified time, or before some further

proceeding is taken, it is sufficient that the bill has been noted for protest

before the expiration of the specified time or the taking of the proceeding;

aud the formal protest may be extended at any time thereafter as of the date
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of the noting. Should a dishonoured bill be required to be protested, and
the services of a notary cannot be obtained at the place where the bill is

dishonoured, any householder or substantial resident of the place may, in the

P
resence of two witnesses, give a certificate, signed by them, attesting the

ishonour of the bill, and the certificate w ill in all respects operate as if it

were a formal protest of the bill. The following form is sufficient, and may
be used with any necessary modifications :

—

Know all men that I, A. B. \]iouseholder\ of in the county of

,
in the United Kingdom, at the request of C. D., there being

no notary public available, did on the day of 19 ,
at

demand payment [or acceptance] of the bill of exchange, here-

imder wTitten, from E. F., to wdiich demand he made answ’er [state aiiswery if

anfj], wherefore I now, in the presence of G. H. and J. K., do protest the said

bill of exchange.
(Signed) A. B.

J K }

N.B.

—

The bill itself should he annexed^ or a copy of the hill and all that is

written thereon should he underuritien.

Duties of holder as regards drawee or acceptor,—In order to render the

acceptor liable, it is not necessary to present for payment when the bill is

accepted generally. When by the terms of a qualified acceptance present-

ment for payment is required, the acceptor, in the absence of an express

stipulation to that effect, is not discharged by the omission to present the
bill for payment on the day that it matures. In order to render an acceptor

liable it is neither necessary to give notice of dishonour or to protest. Where
the holder of a bill presents it for payment, he must exhibit it to the person

from whom he demands payment, and when paid must deliver it up to the

parU paying.

Liabilities of parties.—A bill, of itself, does not operate as an assignment
of funds in the hands of the drawee available for the payment thereof, and the

drawee of a bill who docs not accept is not liable in the instrument. The case

would be different in Scotland, for there, if the drawee of a bill has in his

hands funds available for the payment thereof, such bill operates as an assign-

ment of the sum for w hich it is drawn in favour of the holder, from the time
when the bill is presented to the drawee.

LiaJAUty ofacceptor.—The acceptor of a bill, by accepting it, (1) engages
to pay it according to the tenor of his acceptance; (2) is precluded from
denying to a holder in due course (a) the existence of the drawer, the

genuineness of his signature, and his capacity and authority to draw the bill

;

(6) in the case of a bill payable to drawer’s order, the then capacity of the
drawer to indorse, but not the genuineness or validity of his indorsement-,

(c) in the case of a bill payable to the order of a third party, the existence of

the payee and his then capacity to indorse, but not the genuineness or validity

of his indorsement.

Liability drawer or %i\d(yi\ser.
—

^The drawer of a bill, by drawing it, fa)

engages that on due presentment it shall be accepted and paid according to its

tenor, and that if it be dishonoured he will compensate the holder or any
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indorser who is compelled to pay it, provided that the requisite proceeding
on dishonour are duly taken

; (6) is precluded from- denying to the holder in

due course the existence of the payee and his then capacity to indorse. The
indorser of a bill, by indorsing it, (a) engages that on due presentment it

shall be accepted and paid according to its tenor, and that if it be dishonoured

he will compensate the holder or a subsequent indorser who is compelled to

pay it, provided that the requisite proceedings on dishonour be duly taken ;

Ip) is precluded from denying to a holder in due course the genuineness and
regularity in all respect of the drawer’s signature and all previous indorse-

ments; (c) is precluded from denying to his immediate or a subsequent

indorsee that the bill was at the time of his indorsement a valid and subsisting

bill, and that he had then a good title thereto.

Stranger mgning bill,—Where a person signs a bill otherwise than as

drawer or acceptor, he thereby incurs the liabilities of an indorser to a holder

in due course.

The sum payable on dishonour is the amount of the bill, interest, and the

expenses of protest and noting; this is recoverable as liquidated damages and
may be the subject of a specially indorsed writ in the High Court, or of a
special bill of exchange summons for speedy recovery issued in the County
Court. If the bill has been dishonoured abroad, the amount of re-exchange

and interest thereon may be recovered instead of the above. If justice

require it, the Court may refuse to allow interest wholly or in part, even
though the rate is expressed in the bill itself.

Tran^eror by delivery and transferee,—Where the holder of a bill payable
to bearer negotiates it by delivery without indorsing it, he is called a ‘HVans-
feror by delivery ”

; he is not liable thereon. But such a transferor w^an’ants

to his immediate transferee being a holder for value that the bill is what it

purports to be, that he has a right to transfer it, and that at the time of the

transfer he is not aware of any fact which rendei*s it valueless.

Discharge of Bill .—Payment in due course,—A bill is discharged by pay-

ment in due course by or on behalf of the drawer or acceptor. Payment in

due course ” means payment made at or after the maturity of the bill, to the

holder thereof, in good faith and without notice that his title to the bill is

defective. When the bill is paid by the drawer or an indorser it is not dis-

charged ; but (a) where a bill payable to, or to the order of, a thiixl party is

paid by the drawer, the drawer may enforce payment thereof against the

acceptor, but may not reissue the bill
;
{b) where.a bill is paid by an indorser,

or wnere a bill payable to drawer’s order is paid by the drawer, the party

paying it is remitted to his former rights as regards the acceptor or antecedent

parties, and he may, if he thinks fit, strike out his own and subsequent

indorsements, and again negotiate the bill. Where an accommodation bill is

paid in due course by the party accommodated the bill is discharged.

Banker vayhig--^orgcd indorseviait ,—When a bill payable to order on
demand is arawn on a banker, and the latter pajs it in good faith and in the

ordinary course of business, the banker would not be liable in case the indorse-

ment has been forged or made without authority.

Acceptor holding at maturity ,— Waiver,—If the acceptor is the holder of

the bill in liis own right at or after maturity, is discharged. When the

holder of a bill at or after its maturity absolutely and unconditionally

I. M
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renounces his rights against the acceptor, the bill is discharged. The renun*

ciation must be in writing, unless the bill is delivered up to the acceptor*

The liabilities of any party to a bill may in like manner be renounced by the

holder before, at, or after its maturity ; but all waiver by renunciation is

without prejudice to the rights of a holder in due course without notice of the

renunciation.

Cancellation ,—Intentional apparent cancellation by the holder or his agent
discharges the bill, and any party liable thereon is also discharged. In such

a case any indorser who would have had a right of recourse against the party

whose signature is cancelled is also discharged. Unintentional, mistaken, or

unauthorised cancellation is inoperative ; and upon whoever claims the advan*
tage of an apparent, but disputed cancellation, lies the burden of proof of

effective cancellation.

Alteration,—Material alteration without the assent of all parties liable on a
bill, avoids the latter except as against a party who has himself made, autho-

rised, or assented thereto, and subsequent indorsers. But where a bill has

been materially altered, the alteration not being apparent, and the bill is in

the hands of a holder in due course, such holder may avail himself of the bill

as if it had not been altered, and may enforce payment of it according to its

original tenor. In particular the following alterations are material, namely,
any alteration of the date, the sum payable, the time of payment, the place

of payment, and where a bill has been accepted generally, tne addition of a
place of payment without the acceptor's assent.

Acceptance and payment for honour.—Acceptancefor honour.—Where
a bill has been protested for dishonour by non-acceptance, or protested for

better security, and is not overdue, any person, not being a piirty already

liable thereon, may, with the consent of the holder, intervene, and accept the

bill supra protest, for the honour of any party liable thereon, or for the
honour of the person for whose account the bill is drawn. A bill may be
accepted for honour for part only of the sum for which it is drawn. Such
an acceptance in order to be valid must—(a) be written on the bill, and
indicate that it is an acceptance for honour ; (Jb) be signed by the acceptor

for honour. Where such an acceptance does not expressly state for whose
honour it is made, it is deemed to be an acceptance for the honour of the

drawer. Where a bill payable after sight is accepted for honour its maturity
is calculated from the date of the noting for non-acceptance, and not from
the date of the acceptance for honour. The acceptor tor honour, by accept-

engages to pay the bill on due presentment, according to the tenor of
his acceptance, if it is not paid by the drawee, provided it has been duly
presented for payment, and protested for non-payment, and that he receives

notice of these facts. He is liable to the holder and to all parties to the
bill subsequent to the party for whose honour he has accepted. Where a
disbonourra bill has b^n accepted for honour, or contains a reference in

case of need, it must be proterted for non-payment before it is presented

for payment to the acceptor for honour, or referee in case of need. Where
the address of the acceptor for honour is in the same place where the bill is

protested for non-payment, the bill must be presented to him not later tluui

the day following its matunty; and where the address of the acceptor for

honour is in some place othtrr than the place where it was protested for non-^
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payment, the bill must be forwarded not later than the day following its

maturity for presentment to him. Delay is excused under the same circum*

stances as delay in presentment for payment or non-presentment for payment.
There must be a protest upon dishonour by acceptor for honour.

Payment for honour.—Where a bill has been protested for non-payment,

any person may intervene and pay it supra protest for the honour of any
party liable thereon, or for the honour of the person for whose account the

oill IS drawn. Where two or more persons offer to pay a bill for the honour
of different parties, the person whose payment will discharge most parties to

the bill shall have the preference. Payment for honour must be attested by
a notarial act of honour. Where a bill has been paid for honour, all parties

subsequent to the party for whose honour it is paid are discharged, but the

payer for honour is subrogated for, and success to both the rights and
duties of, the holder as regards the party for whose honour he pays, and all

parties liable to that party. The payer for honour is entitlecl to delivery

of the bill and the protest on payment of the amount and of the notarial

expenses ; if the holder should not on demand deliver them up, he will be
liable to the payer for honour in damages. Where the holder refuses to

receive payment supra protest, he will lose his right of recourse against any
parW who would have been discharged by such payment.

Lost instruments.—Where a bill has been lost before it is overdue, the

holder who has lost it may compel the drawer to give him a duplicate bill

against an indemnity. In any action or proceeding on a bill, the Court may
Older that the loss of the instrument shall not be set up, provided an indemnity
is given against the claims of other persons upon the instrument in question.

Bill in a set.—Where a bill is drawn in a set, each part of the set being

numbered, and co!itaining a reference to the other parts, the whole of the
parts constitute one bill. Where the holder of a set indorses two or more
parts to different jxirsons, he is liable on every such part, and every indorser

subsequent to him is liable on the part he has himself indorsed as if the said

parts were separate bills. Where two or more parts of a set are negotiated

to different holders in due course, the holder whose title first accrues is

as between such holdei's deemetl the true ow ner of the bill ; but this rule

will not affect the rights of a j^rson who in due course accepts or pays the

part first presente<l to him. The acceptance may be written on any part^

and it must be written on one part only. If the drawee accepts more than

one part, and such at'cepted parts get into the hands of different holders in

due course, he is liable on every such part as if it were a separate bill.

When the acceptor pays without requiring the ptiri bearing his acceptance

to Imj ciplivei*ed up to him, and that part at maturity is outstanding in the

hands of a holder in due course, he is liable to the holder thereof. But
subject to the prccetling rules, where one pait of a bill drawn in a set is

discharged by payment or otherwise, the whole bill is discharged.

Oonflict of laws.—Where a bill drawn in one country is negotiated,

accepted, or payable in another, the rights, duties, and liabilities of the
parties thereto are determined as follows:—<1) The validity of a bill as

regards reouisites in fonn is determined by the law of the place of issue,

and the validity as regards requisites in form of the supervening contracts,

•uch as acceptance or indorsement, or acceptance supra protest, is determined
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by the law of the place where such contract was made. But where a bill is

issued out of the United Kingdom, it is not invalid by reason only that it is

not stamped in accordance with the law of the place of issue. Also, where a
bill issu^ out of the United Kingdom conforms, as regards requisites in

form, to the law of the United Kingdom, it may, for the purpose of enforcing

payment thereof, be treated as valid as between all persons who negotiate,

hold, or become parties to it in the United Kingdom. (2) Generally speak*

ing, the interpretation of the drawing, indorsement, acceptance, or acceptance

supra protest of a bill, is determined by the law of the place where such

contract is made ; but where an inland bill is indorsed in a foreign country

the indorsement will, as regards the payer, be interpreted according to the

law of the United Kingdom. (3) The duties of the holder with resj^ct to

presentment for acceptance or payment, and the necessity for or sufficiency

of a protest or notice of dishonour, or otherwise, are determined by the law
of the place where the act is done or the bill is dishonoured. (4) Where a
bill is drawn out of but payable in the United Kingdom, and the sum
payable is not expressed in the currency of the United Kingdom, the amount
will, in the absence of some express stipulation, be calculated according to

the rate of exchange for sight drafts at the place of payment on the day the

bill is payable. (5) Where a bill is drawn in one country and is payable in

another, the due date thereof is determined according to the law of the place

where it is payable.

Evidence in Scotland.—In any judicial proceeding in Scotland, any
fact relating to a bill of exchange, bank cheque, or promissory note, whicn
is relevant to any c|uestion of liability thereon, may be proved by parole

evidence. But nothing is to affect the existing law and practice whereby
the party who is, according to the tenor of any bill or exchange, bank
cheque, or promissory note, debtor to the holder in the amount thereof, may
be required, as a condition of obtaining a sist of diligence, or susj)ension of a
charge, or threatened charge, to make such consignation, or to find such

caution as the Court before whom the cause is depending may require. The
above, however, does not apply to any case where the bill of exchange, bank
cheque, or promissory note has undergone the sesennial prescription.

Stamps.—All bills must be written on paper stamped before execution
with the appropriate impressed stamp. Alter execution a bill cannot be
stamped. Any person who Issues, indorses, transfers, negotiates, presents

for payment, or pays any bill liable to duty, and not being duly stamped,
incurs a penalty of i?10. The person taking or receiving such a bill not
duly stamped, either in payment or as security, is barred from recovering

thereon, or making it in any way available.

The stamp duty where the amount or value of the money for which the
bill is drawn does not exceed X5

Exceeds £5 and does not exceed £10
,, 10 ,f 25

„ 25 ,1 50
50 „ 75
75 „ 100

100 for every £100, and also for any fractional

{part of £100 ct such amount or value

ft

ft

£0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

1

2

3

6
9
0

0 1 0
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If the bill is payable on demand, the duty is fixed for all amounts
at the sum of one penny, which may be denoted by an adhesive stamp,

to be cancelled bv the party by whom the bill is payable. See further

hereon: ACCOMMODATION BILL; CHEQUE; PROMISSORY NOTE;
USANCE.

BILL OP LADING.—A bill of lading is the written evidence of a contract

for the carriage and delivery of goods sent by sea for a certain freight, the
contract being in legal language a contract of BAILMENT. In its usual

form there is an undertaking to deliver to the order or assigns of the shipper.

By delivery of the goods on board, the shipmaster acquires a sjxjcial property
to support that j)ossession of them which he holds in the right of another,
and to enable him to jxjrforin his undertaking; the gener^d property re-

maining with the shij)per of goods until he has disposed of them by some
act siillicient in law to transfer his property therein. The transfer is by a
mere indorsement of the bill of lading in the same way as a bill of exchange
is indorsed, this being, in effect, simply a direction for the delivery of the
goods. A bill of ladling luis l>een the usual instrument in cases of carriage of
goods by sea for over two hundred years, and during this time has continued
to generally preserve its original and rather quaint and archaic language.

Tliere are, however, different modern forms in use in various countries and
ports, and even amongst large shipping companies, such as the Peninsular
and Orienhil Steam Navigation Company, whose form, by their courteous
permission, we reproduce. Attempts are now being made to obtain the
international adoption of a specified form. The following is according to

the old usual form :

—

N.B.—SHIPPED, in good onler and well-conditioned, by A. B., merchant,
in ahd upon tlie good ship called dn/o, whereof C. D. is master, now in the river

rharnea and bound for Dublin, the goods following, viz., twelve cases of champagne,
marked and numl>ered as per margin, to be delivere(i in the like good order and
condition, at Dublin aforesiiid, the act of Goil, the King’s enemies, fire, and all

and every other dangers and accidents of the seas, rivers, and navigation, of

whatever nature and kind s<^>ever, exceptetl, unto the said A. B. or his assigns, he
or they paying for the siiid goods at the rate of five shillings per piece freight,

with primage and avenige accustomed. In witness whereof 1, the said master of

the said ship, have alfirmed to three bills of ladings of this tenor and date ;
any

one of which bills being accomplished, the other two are to be void.

C. D., Master.

London, this 14th day of October 1910.

A bill of lading is required to be stamped with a sixj>enny stamp l>efore

signature, a jN?nalty of £50 being im[X)sed in case of stamping afterwards.

It is usually* made out in sets of three, one being marked origin4d^ and the

others dujdicaie^ or one being marked firsts and the others accordingly. One
copy is delivered to the master of the ^ip, another forwarded to the consignee.

A glance at the alxjve-inentioned forms will show that a bill of lading has

three characteristics—first, it is a receipt for goods ; secondly, a contract for

their carriage, and generally a symbol of property. As a receipt for goods,

its production, in case the ship were lost and the cargo insured, would be

required by the underwriters as evidence that the goods had actually been

•hipped, and also as evidence ofownership in the party claiming the insurance.
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A bill of lading in the hands of a consignee, or indorsee for valuable con*

sideration, representing as it does that certain goods have been shipped on
board a vessel, will be conclusive evidence of such shiimient as against the

master or other jktsou signing the same, notwithstaiuling that such goods,

or some part thereof, may not have been ship{XM:l. But if the holder of the

bill of lading at the time of receiving is aware that the gocxls have not l)een

actually shipped, the master will not he liable, nor will he be, where the

misrepresentation in the bill was caused by the fraud of the shipjx'r, the

holder, or some person under whom the holder claims.

As a contract of carriage it will be noticed that the bill of lading

provides that the goods shall be delivered in the same order and condition

as received—they must, in fact, be carried safely ; but this is subject to the

exception with regaixl to the act of God and other dangers. Such a bill of

lading as either of those reproduced in this article would l)e called a “clean
bill, as it acknowledges that the goods have l>een received in good order and
well-conditioned; the effect of which being that the master must so deliver

them even if their actual order and condition when shij)|X'd were very different.

To escape such a liability, in case through some ovei-sight goods in had
condition should be acknowledged as in gooti condition, there is generally

added in the marrin, or at the foot of the bill, the memorandum :
“ Weight,

contents, and value unknown"”; in the Peninsular and Oriental form this

appears as the first condition. It is usual to consign the goods under a
private and distinctive mark, by which means neither the consignor nor the

consignee run any risk of other persons at the place of delivery know ing with
whom the business is being done. ^Phus a trader in the midst of competition

is able to obtain his go<^s without his competitors knowing from whom he
obtains them ; and, on the other hand, a wholesale dealer, who is not over-

scrupulous and has agreed to supply only one person in the same place, is

enabled to supply others as well. The primage inentioneil in the fonns refers

to a small percentage on the amount of the freight, or a fixed sum on certain

packages, and is theoretically the perquisite of the ina.ster of the ship, average

being a charge divided between the owners of the ship and of the cargo for

small expenses necessariljr but extraordinarily incuned for the general Ixjnefit.

llie duty of the master is to deliver the goods to the person who first presents

to him the bill of lading. Should one of the documents of the set get into

improper hands, the master, if he acts bonA incurs no resjwnsibility in

delivering the goods; but he would be liable therefor to the true owner if

he acted collusively or negligently. Technical terms occurring in either of

these bills of lading, and having any general importance, will lie found ex-
plained on reference to their appropriate headings; whilst the law generally

as to carriage will be found under tne heading of CAIIHIEK.
As a 8]rinbol of property.—We have already seen the bill of lading may

be transferred by indorsement. This indorsement may Ik* in blank—not
specifying the particular person to whom it is transferred, and thereby giving

tne ownership of the property to the holder of the bill for the time being;
or it may be special—that is to say, specifying the particular {icrson to whom
the ownership of the goods has hem transferred, llie reason for this method
of transfer is obvious. A cargo at sea while in the hands of the carrier is

necessarily incapable of physi^^ delivery; during which period of transit

and voyage, the bill of lading is universally recognised as its symbol, and
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the indorsement and the delivery of the bill operates as a symbolical delivery

of the cargo. Property in the goods passes by such indorsement and delivery

of the bill of lading wherever it is the intention of the parties that the pro-
perty shall {)ass, just as under similar circumstances the property would pass
by an actual delivery of the goods. And for the purpose of passing such
property in the goods, and completing the title of the indorsee to full pos-

session thereof, the bill of lading, until complete delivery has been made to
some one rightfully claiming under it, remains in force as a symbol, and
carries with it not only the full ownership of the goods, but also all rights

created by the contract of carriage between the shipper and the shipowner.

It is the key which in the hands of a rightful owner is intended to unlock the
door of the warehouse, floating or fixed, in which the goods may chance to

be. Those who propose purchasing goods comprised in a bill of lading, or
lending money on its security, should bear in mind that the common law
rule is that a transferee of a bill of lading, even though bond fide and for

valuable consideration, can only get as good, or beid title, as the case may be,

as has the transferor ; this is an important difference between a bill of
exchange and a bill of lading. But there may be some exception to this

rule under the Factors Act. By that Act, where a mercantile agent is,

with the consent of the true owner in possession of the bill of lading, any
sale, pledge, or other disposition of the goods mcule by him when acting in

the ordinary course of business as a mercantile agent, will, subject to the

general provisions of the Act, be as valid as if he were expressly authorised

by the owner of the goods to make such disposition ; but the person taking
the same must act in good faith, and not have had at the time of the disposi-

tion any notice that the person making the disposition had not authority to

make tne same. For the meaning of the term ‘‘mercantile agent'' eee

FACTOR; and generally hereon see CARRIER; CHARTER-PARTY.
BILL OF SALE of a ship.—Every transfer of a British ship is required

to be by way of a bill of sale, that is to say in the form specified in the Mer-
chant Shipping Act, and of which a copy is reproduced in this work. The
document must be under seal, attested by a witness and registered by the
registrar of the port at which the ship is registered. The peculiar character-

istics of shi[)8, their ownership, transfer, and mortgage, will be discussed in

the article on SHIPS.
A bill of sale of goods and chattels may be either absolute or conditional

;

the fonncr of which will be first considered.

Absolute : of goods and chattels.
—^The party who, being the owner of

goods and chattels, transfers or assigns them to another, is called the grantor

;

the other ^)arty is called the grantee. Wherever the grantor continues in

the possession of the property at the time of and after the transfer or assign-

ment, the document of transfer is called a bill of sale ;
w hen the transfer or

assignment is absolute, the bill of sale is called absolute : when conditional,

as where the property is to re-vest in the grantor upon the happening of

some event, as the repayment of money lent, the bill of sale is called

conditional. Broadly speaking, where a bill of sale is given by way of

security for payment of money, it is a conditional one ; if given otherwise

than such a security, it is absolute. Absolute bills of sale may be given in

any form the parties desire ; thus the following may be absolute bills of sale:

assignments, transfers, declarations of trust without transfer, inventories of
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goods with receipt thereto attax^hed, or receipts for the'purchase-moneys of

goods. 'ITie following are not bills of sale : assignments for the benefit of
creditors, ante-nuptial marriage settlements, transfers of goods in the ordinary

course of business. Nor are : bills of lading, warehouse-keepers'* certificates,

warrants or orders for the delivery of goods, or any other documents used in

the ordinary course of business as proof of the possession or control of goods;

or authorising, either by indorsement or delivery, the possessor of such docu-

ment to transfer or receive goods thereby specified.

Necessary requirements.—In respect to documents which are absolute bills

of sale, it is provided that they should be duly attested, registered within

seven days, and duly set forth the consideration. We will deal with these

three requisites in their order; and first with the attestation. The execution

of the bill of sale must be attested by a solicitor, and the attestation is required

to state that before execution, the effect of the bill of sale had been explained

to the grantor by the attesting solicitor. Registration is to be made in the
central office of the Royal Courts of Justice within seven clear days after the

making or giving of the bill of sale. A true copy of the bill is filed, and upon
application for registration it must be accompanietl by an affidavit. The
copy must include everything contained in the hill of sale—schedules, inven-

tories, and attestations; and the affidavit must state the time when the bill of

sale was made and of its execution and attestation, also the residence and
occupation of the grantor and of every attesting witness. Registration, to be
effective, is to be renewed once at least in every five years. The consideration

must be truly stated in the bill of sale; that is to say, the latter must state clearly

and accurately the value or advantage which passed to the grantor from the

grantee and for which the bill of sale was given.

The effect ofnon-compliance with the above requisites is to render the bill

of sale fraudulent and void as against the trustee in a subsecjiient bankruptcy
of the grantor, or under an assignment for the benefit of his creditors; and
also as against the sheriff’ or other persons levying executions, and execution

creditors. But as between grantor and grantee the bill of sale is good not-

withstanding such non-compliance.

Conditional : of goods and chattels.—Reference should be made to that

part of our topic dealt with in the division devoted to absolute bills of sale in

order to discover the difference between aljsolute and conditional bills of sale.

It will, neverthele.s8, bear repetition to state that a conditional bill of sale is

one given by the grantor as a security for the payment of money. It is

absolutely necessary that it shouldl be in the form prescribed by the Bills of

Sale Act (1878) Amendment Act 1882; but the Act does not apply to any
debentures issued by any mortgage, loan, or other inconjorated company, and
secured upon the capital stock or goods, chattels, and effects of such company.
We now set out a bill of sale, which may be adapted to a ca.se where tne
repayment of the money secured is to he by instalments; this is a form, when
so adapted, somewhat more extensive than that actually set out in the Act,

but it 18 one which has already stood the test of judicial criticism, and pro*

nounced valid ; the necessity for a form providing for repayment by instal-

ments was apparently overlooked by the legislature.

Thii indontlira, made the first day of April one thousand nine hundred and
ten. Between John Smith of 14 Orahame Road, in the City of Oxbridge in the
Ooiinty of Lincoln, stockbroker’s clerk (hereinafter called ^*tho grantor^), of the
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one part, and James Gordon^ of 169 Lower Baker Street, in the county of London,
private inquiry agent (hereinafter called “the grantee^'), of the other part:

Wit]l6886th that in consideration of the sum of Thirty-six pounds now paid to

the grantor by the grantee (tne receipt whereof the grantor hereby acknowledges)
[or, if such is the case : that in consideration of the sum of Thirty-six pounds now
owing from the grantor to the grantee], the grantor doth hereby assign unto the

grantee, his executors, administrators, and assigns : All and singular the several

chattels and things specifically described in the schedule hereunto annexed by
way of security for the payment of the sum of Thirty-six pounds and interest

thereon at the rate of Twelve pounds per cent, per annum : And the grantor doth
further agree and declare that ho will pay to the grantee the principal sum afore-

said, together with the interest then due, on the first day of October next, and
if the said principal sum is not paid on that day, then will pay interest thereon,

or on so much thereof as shall for the time being remain owing, after the rate

aforesaid half-yearly on the first day of April and the first day of October [6>r, if

such is the case

:

And the grantor hereby agrees and declares that he will pay to

tlie grantee the said principal sum of Thirty-six jK>unds by ec|ual monthly instal-

ments, Three pounds each, tlie first instalment to be paid on the first day of May
next, and the remaining instilments to be paid on the first day of every subsequent

calendar month, until the whole principal money shall be paid, and also will on
the same monthly days respectively pay to the grantee the interest then due on
the principal sum for the time being remaining unpaid : Provided always that

if any monthly instilment shall be in arrerir fourteen days, the whole of the

principal money then remaining unpaid shall become payable immediately] : Aud
the grantor doth also agree with the grantee that he will, at all times during the

continuance of this security, keep the said chattels and things insured against loss

or damage by fire in the sum of Forty |>ounds at least in the Old World Insurance

Office, or in some other insumnee ofiico to be approved of by the gnint-ee, his

executors, administrators, or assigns : And also duly and regularly pay the rent,

rates and taxes payable by him in respect of the sjiid messujige or dw elling-house,

and also will produce to the grantee, his executors, admini.strators, or assigns,

upon demand in writing, the last receipt for such rent, rates or taxes, and the
policy of such insurance as aforesaid, and the receipt for the last premium payable

in respect thereof, unless he shall have a reasonable excuse for not doing so

:

Provided always that the chattels hereby assigned shall not l>e liable to seizure

or to be taken possession of by the grantee for any cause other than thovse specified

in section 7 of the Bills of Sale Act (1878) Amendment Act, 1882. In witness
whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set theii' hands and seals

the day and year first before wTitten.

The SCHEDULE alx)ve referred to.

One Broadwood grand piano in walnut. No. 350,187; one gilt overmantel;

dining-room table in mahogany, three insertions
;
six walnut dining-room chairs

in green morocco, stuffed backs.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the]

al>ove-named John Smith, in the JOHN SMITH. (tj
presence of me,

George Herbert Jones,

16 Forest Road,
Oxbridge,

Chartered Accountant.
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Statutory requisites ,—It will be convenient to go through the above bill

of sale point by point, beginning with the date. It is necessary that the

true date of the execution of the document be given, but an error, ob-

viously a mistake, will not be material if it can be corrected from the affidavit.

The parties, namely, the gi*antor and grantee, should be correctly described

with their proper names, addresses, and ocemmtions; that is to say, they

must be so described as to render outside evidence unnecessary for their

identification. The next point is the consideration

;

and in respect to this,

truth and accuracy in the statement of it is most necessary, careful note

being taken, however, of the fact that every bill of sale given in consideration

of any sum under £30 will be void. No other general rule for stating the

consideration can be given than that it should be so stated that it contains

on the face of it substantially the whole transaction. Thus, if it is money,
then the whole amount passing should appear; if a past debt, then the fact

thereof, and of the agreement to give the bill of sale; if a past debt and
a present advance, the two elements should be carefully distinguished. The
application of the money need not be stated ; but in order to evade the rule

that the consideration must be at least £30,, it w ill be no good to j)ay over

that sum with one hand, and take part of it back with the other—such
evasions as these, suggested in infinite variety as they may Ik? by an infinite

number of diffei'ent circumstances, will do nothing but render the bill of sale

void. Take one example where the evasion was ap|)arently absolutely

bond Jide in intent; a Ibill of sale, stating the consideration as “money
now paid,'’ was executed three days before the money was handed over to

the grantor, it having been at the time of execution on deposit at a bank
under notice, but with the full intention on the part of the depositor

that it should ultimately be j>aid to the grantor; this bill of sale was
held to be void as there was no “ money now paid,” only an agreement
to lend.

The pronerty iransferred is the next part of the bill of sale to which we
come. It aoes not need a bill of sale to mortgage a house, which is not a
chattel ; or a chattel the pos.session of which is delivered to the lender, as

in the case of a pledge with a pawnbroker. But the grantor retaining

possession, a mortgage of goods and chattels (y.r.) must Ik? by way of bill

of sale. As against creditors, or any one other than the grantor, the bill of

sale will be void in respect of any chattels it affects to mortgage, of which
the grantor was not the true owner at the time of the execution of the bill

of sale; the assignment must therefore not l>c expressed so as to include

future or after-acquired property. Every bill of sale must have annexed
to it or written thereon a schedule containing an inventory specifically

describing the chattels comprised in the bill ot sale; non-compliance witn
this rule will render it void, except as against the grantor, in respect of
any chattels not so specifically described. Care must be taken that the
description is absolutely specific, so that the identity of the chattels mort-
gaged can be ascertained without reasonable doubt; in the absence of such
description the bill of sale will be void in respect of such insufficiently

described chattels. The description may be specific in general, though not
so in particular: thus “all the silver coffee-pots now in my house” would be
sufficient, without a particular description of each coffee-pot ; but ^ twenty*
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one milch cows'” would not be sufficient in the absence of anything to show
that they were the only cows on the premises.

The. conditwn for vayment .—Ine sum payable, both principal and
interest, must be clearly and definitely stated ; and, in addition, the rate

of the interest should be sj^ecified. An agi'eed lump sum as interest or bonus
would invalidate the bill of sale; the rate itself must be stated, although
not necessarily in terms of percentage—thus “one shilling in the pound per

month*” would l)e sufficient. The time for payment must also oe definite

and certain—on demand, or a specified time after demand, would be a worse
than useless stipulation. A bill of sale cannot, consequently, be given as an
indemnity to a surety, for the latter cannot know with certainty when the

need for the indemnity will arise.

Power of seizure and sale,—Chattels assigned under a bill of sale are

liable to be seized or taken possession of by the grantee for only certain

causes. They are the following:—(1) If the grantor shall make cfefault in

payment of the sum or sums of money secured by the bill of sale at the time
therein provided for payment, or in the performance of any covenant or

agreement contained therein and necessary for maintaining the security.

The covenants referred to would be those such as for insurance, payment of
rent, or otherwise

; (2) if the grantor shall become a bankrupt, or suffer the
goods, or any of them, to be distrained for rent, rates, or taxes; (3) if the

grantor shall fraudulently remove or suffer the goods, or any of them, to be
removed from the premises

; (4') if the grantor shall not, without reasonable

excuse, upon demand in writing by the grantee, produce to him his last

receipts for rent, rates, and taxes; (5) if execution shall have been levied

against the goods of the grantor under any judgment at law. But the
grantor may, within five days from the seizure or taking possession of any
chattels on account of any of the above-mentioned causes, apply to the High
Court, and if the Court is satisfied that by payment of money or otherwise

the said cause of seizure no longer exists, it may restrain the grantee from
removing or selling the chattels, or may make such other order as may seem
just. Goods and chattels so seized must remain on the premises where
seized or taken possession of, and must not be removed or sold until after

the expiration of five clear days from the day they were seized or taken

possession of. A bill of sale does not protect any property against rent,

taxes, or poor and parochial rates.

Attestation nee<l not l>e by a solicitor ; but the witness must give his

proper description, address, and occupation.

Registration is necessary, and is effected in the same wav as in the case

of an absolute bill of sale. Without registration it w'ould be void. It is

most important that the proj>er name, address, and occupation of the

grantor and the attesting witness are given. There must l>e no doubt

possible as to the identity of either, or the address or occupation; as to

the latter, such expressions as “gentleman,'*’ “clerk,” &c., ai'e useless, and
will only lead to the avoidance of the bill of sale. Registration must, if

necessary, be renewed. Upon the discharge of the grantor from his liability

under tne bill of sale, he is entitled to obtain from the grantee a consent

that satisfaction may be registered, and u]xm the consent being filed,

together with an affidavit by a witness to the signature thereof, the satisfao
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tion will be entered in the central office^ and this will be as extensively

advertised as was the bill of sale itself vhen registered. Any person may
search at the central office and obtain an official copy of any bill of sale;

it may be an advantage to a creditor to do this when he finds an execution

blocked by a bill of sale about the bona Jides of which he has his doubts: a

large number of bills of sale are created merely to keep out creditors.

Stamps and fees .

—
^The stamps on absolute bills of sale are on the same

scale €is those on conveyances ; and on conditional, as on mortgages. The
following are the fees:—On filing a bill of sale and affidavit where the

consideration (including further advances) does not exceed cf^lOO, 6s.; above
^^100 and not exceeding 10s. ; above <£^00, £1 ; affidavit of re-regis-

tration, 10s. ; fiat of satisfaction, 5s. ; request for search and certificate, 5a.

See also hereon: ACT OF BANKRUPTCY; BANKRUriCY ; DE-
FEASANCE; FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE; HIRING AGREE-
MENT; POSSESSION; REPUTED OWNERSHIP.

BILL OF SIGHT.—Wlien the importer of any goods from want of

information as to their precise description, quantity, and value, is unable

to make the requisite particular entry, he may on subscribing a declaration

before the appropriate Customs’ officer, make an entry by bill of sight. The
declaration sets out that the importer has not received sufficient invoice, bill

of lading, or other advice, from whence the quality, quantity, or value of the

goods can be ascei’tained. This bill of sight is a mere provisional authority

for the landing of the goods for examination by the importer or his agent in

the presence of the proper officer of the Customs, and the imix)rter is recjuired

within three days after the landing, and before delivery of the goods, to con-

vert the bill of sight into a perfect entry. This is done by indorsing upon
it the full particulars of the goods, as in the case of a perfect entry in the first

instance, whether for payment of duty, delivery duty free, or for the ware-

house. If the importer should not within three days complete the entry of

goods delivered by bill of sight, the goods will be conveyed to the King’s

warehouse. And, if the entry is not completed and the duties with the

charges of removal and warehouse rent are not paid, within a month after

the landing of the goods, they may be sold for the pavment thereof.

BILL OF STORE.—Whatever may have been the origin of this term,

and however inexpressive it may be of the purposes for which it is used,

it has acquired a distinct legal signification, and the name is retained as a
designation familiar to the mercantile world. By the law regulating the

Customs, reimported British goods are, as regards duty and the general

conditions of their admission into the United Kingdom, dealt with as foreign

goods. ITiey may, however, be entered as British provided the reimporta-
tion is within five years after their exportation, and the Commissioners
of Customs are satisfied that they are British goods returned. In such
case the entry is called a Bill of Store, and should be made in accordance
with the prescribed form. All foreign goods on reimportation into the
United Kingdom, whether they have paid duty on their first importation or
not, are liable to the same duties, rmes, regulations, and restrictions as iif

then imported for the first time.

BILlrBBOHEB*—^There are two persistent facts in our modem com-
merdal system : the one is that manufiurturers, traders, and the mercantile
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community generally, working as they do to a very large extent upon credit,

eagerly avail themselves of the medium of bills of exchange in order to obtain

and extend their credit ; the other is that the banks, which are the reposi-

tories of so much of the uninvested capital of the public, seek means for its

profitable investment, and at the same time for the creation of a reserve, and
find such means in bills. There is thus created on the one hand a great

supply of bills, and on the other, a great demand for them, the bill-broker

forming the link between the supply and the demand. He must not be
confounded with the money-lender, or the ordinary bill-discounter; he is

rather a banker. The banks, in effect, invest with him large sums of money
upon the security of a never-ceasing supply of bills, payment of which he
personally guarantees, and the best class of merchants furnish him with the

oills. The banks leave all responsibility of selection of the bills to the

broker, it being sufficient for tnem that he carries on a well-established

business, and that his name is indorsed on the bills. It is therefore an
essential part of the bill-broker’s business that he should have an intimate

knowledge of the financial worth and credit of the names on the bills he
discounts. For a bill to be dishonoured would be for him to pay ; and it

is a perfect illustration of the remarkable financial stability of the commercial
classes generally that the bill-broker can exist. His rate of discount is about
the market rate only, and the total amount of bills he deals in would be at

times enormous
;
yet the average of dishonoured bills of this class is such that

he can not only keep solvent, but even make large profits. For dealings in

foreign bills, see FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
BILLETING. APPENDIX.
BILLIARDS.—No person, unless he is a licensed victualler, may keep a

billiard or bagatelle table for public play, unless he holds a licence therefor;

such licence is annual, and must be applied for fiom the magistrates in the
same way as a liquor licence, and the holder is reguired to print up outside

his premises, in a conspicuous manner, the words, licensed for billiards.’’

To so keep a table without licence, or having a licence not to duly print up
the above words, is to render the offender liable to a penalty of «P10, or
imprisonment with hard labour. A public billiard-room must be closed

between the hours of 1 a.m. and 8 a.m., and all day on Sundays, Christmas
Day, and Good Friday; nor, subject to penalties, may gaming, drunkenness,
disorder, or the consumption of excisable liguors, be permitted therein, A
licensed victualler does not require a special billiard licence, but he must not

permit his customers, guests or friends, to play during closing time ; nor, at

any time and between any persons, may any money be staked on the game.
The keeper of a beerhouse only may permit his lodgers or friends to play
during closing time.

BfiLL-STIOKINO.—As will be seen on reference to the article on
Advertisements, it is a punishable offence to stick up bills of an indecent

nature; moreover, within the Metropolitan Police District, a penalty of

forty shillings is incurinni by posting a bill upon any building, wall, fence,

or gate, without the consent of the owner, and a person so doing witliin the

view of a constable may be there and then arrested by the latter ; outside

that district the nuisance is dealt with, if at all, by local Acts. Apart from
any statutory enactment, such bill-sticking constitutes a trespass, and the

OTOuder may be sued for damages. When buildings are l^ing erected.
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altered, or demolished, so that a hoarding is necessary, the question may
arise as to whether the right to post bills thereon has vested in the building

owner or in the contractor ; as this right may be valuable, attention should

be paid to it in the contract. See ADVERTISEMEN'rS.
oIBTH, CONOEALMENT OF.—Any person who, upon the deliveiy

by a woman of a child, endeavours to conceal its birth, by any secret dis-

position of the dead body of the child, whether such child died before, at, or

after its birth, is guilty of a misdemeanour, and liable to two years' im-

prisonment. Actual concealment from view is not necessary, if the body is

placed w ith that intent, and where it ia unlikely to be discovered.

BIRTHS AND DEATHS REaiSTRATION—Births.—In the case of

every child bom alive it is the duty of the father and mother of the child, and
in default of the father and mother, of the occupier of the house in which, to

his knowledge, the child is born, and of each person present at the birth, and
of the person having charge of the child, to give to the local registrar of births,

particulars concerning such birth, and in the presence of the registrar to sign

the register. The particulars include : when bom, name (if anyV sex, name
and surname of father, name and maiden surname of mother, ranlc or profes-

sion of father ; and they must be given within forty-two days from the date

of birth. No fee is payable to the registrar ; but a penalty of forty shilling

is incurred by omission to register. After the expiration of three months
registration can be made only after certain formalities and declarations have
been made and gone through. In the case of an illegitimate child, no person

will, as father of such child, be required to give information concerning its

birth; nor will the name of any person be registered as father of the child,

unless at the joint request of the mother, ana of the person acknowledging

himself to be its father, who in such case must sign the register together w ith

the mother.
Apart from registration it is now necessary, under pain of penalties, in

localities where the Notification of Births Act, 1907, has lieen adopted, to

give notice within thirty-six hours to the local medical officer of health of
the occurrence of the birth of a child.

Deaths.—Where a person dies in a house, the parties required to give

information to the local registrar are the nearest relatives of the deceased
present at the death, or in attendance during the last illness of the deceased ;

and in default of such relatives, the obligation falls upon every other relative

dwelling or being in the same sub-district as the det'eased. If there are no
such relatives, the information must be given by the occupier of the house in

which, to his knowledge, the death took place; and in default, by each inmate
of such house, and by the person causing the body of the deceased to be buried.

Five days is the time within which the information is to be given, and the
penalty for not doing so is forty shillings. To wilfully give false information
to the registrar concerning birth or deaths or to make any false certificate or
declaration, or any false statement with intent to have the same entered in the
raster, is to incur a penalty of <£^10.

Evidence of birth.—It is sometimes necessary to prove in a court of law
the age of a particular person. Thus the defendant in an action may have set

up the defence of infancy. The certificate of registration of his birth is of
little value for this purpose, and can just as easily be dispensed with, for the
proper way to prove the fact is by a witness, such as a parent or elder sister,
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for example, who was present at his birth and can give the date thereof from
his or her own knowledge. If, however, such a witness is not available, the
registration certificate should be produced, and a witness adduced who can
identify the person referred to in the certificate as the same person as the de-
fendant. A certificate of baptism is really more valuable than one of birth,

for to obtain the former the child itself was bound to be produced, whilst in

the latter C6ise, the registration is made upon the mere information of a casual

caller at the registrar‘‘8 office.

BLACKLEG is the epithet applied to a man who either refuses to join a
trade-union, or when employees are out on strike enters into the service of the

employer who is an object of, or a party to, the strike. The word would not
in itself sustain an action for libel or slander, unless it could be shown that

special damage had resulted from its use. In another connection the word
signifies a cheater at cards, and could give rise to an action, provided the
bystanders or others in whose presence it was used understood its meaning in

that sense.

BLACK LIST —This is a term applied to lists of names published in

trade or other journals, for the purpose of warning their readers or the public

against dealings with the persons mentioned. Such a list may appear in

various forms. It may be prac tically the sole contents of a journal or gazette,

devoted to the publication of the names of those who have been adjudicated

bankrupts, or have made arrangements with their creditors, or have granted
bills or sale on their personal effects, or against whom judgments have been
entered ; or it may be a list of j)crsons similarly situated but limited to those

who are connected with a certain trade, such list being inserted in, and
taking up only a small jwrtion of a journal devoted to the interests of that

particular trade. Though the publiaxtion of such lists is of the greatest

oenefit to traders, and indeed to the solvent class of the community generally,

it is obviously, on the other hand, a great disadvantage and a distinct pre-

judice to those w hose names have the misfortune to be included therein. The
first and very natural impression upon recognising a name in such a list, is

that the owner is in financial difficulties—the general character of the list

comj:)els this imi)ression. And yet it is possible for a person to appear
therein whose solvency and credit may be undoubted ; for example, we read

that A. luis given a bill of sale, and that B. is the subject of a County Court
judgment. If the true facts of the case were known, it might appear that

the bill of wile was an absolute one, and represented an ordinary and hona

Jide sale of chattels only, excci)t that tlie chattels were for good reasons to

remain in the possession of A. lor a certain period ; and it might also apj)ear

that B. had really been defending bond fide an outrageous claim for damans
for personal injuries, which, as a result of his defence, had been materially

reduced, the judgment appearing in the register because the plaintiff had
delayed taxation of costs, until when the defendant had in his turn delayed

satisfaction. But nevertheless the stigma of appearing in the list w ill remain

;

and consequently when the appearance there is absolutely unwarranted, there

arises a serious and proper question as to the legal jx)sition of the party

injured. It becomes, in fact, a question of libel, and it is as a branch of the

law of libel that w'e propose dealing with it here. Assuming a person to be

aggrieved upon finding his name and address set out in such a list, and he

sues the pumisher for damages, w^hat are the defences mainly available to the
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latter? Grenerally speaking, they would be three in number; it could be
pleaded that the entry w8is true in substance and in fact, or that it was a
true extract from an official register open to public inspection ; or that the

list and the journal in which it wets published was privileged. For the
defendant to sustain either of these pleas would be for the plaintiff to fail in

his action. We will consider these defences in order.

Truth*—At the head of a list of judgments there will probably appear
the following words, or words to like effect :

“ No distinction is made in the

re^ster between actions for debt, or damages, or properly disputed cases,

neither is it known which of the judgments remain unpaid at the present

time, and it is probable that a large proportion of them have been settled

between the parties or paid. It may also be observed that some of the
judgments registered are against defendants in a representative capacity.’’

This being so, no action will lie in the case of a mistaken entry unless it can
be proved that, although the entry was in the register, the publisher knew
that at the time of such entry the judgment was satisfied, and that the

publisher republished it himself maliciously. The essence of a libel is that

it should be defamatory, but in a case where such a headnote as the above
exists, the insertion in tne list cannot be alleged to suggest that the defendant
was insolvent, and a person to whom credit ought not to be given. But the

case would be different if the publisher had made a mistake, fathering the

identity of the debtor upon the wrong man. So would it be in the case of a
list of meetings of creditors, if the publisher inserted such a wrong name for

the debtor as to suggest another person.

Extract from official register.—This is a defence of privilege. It is

directed by the law that a register shall be kept of certain classes of judg-
ments, acts of law, and deeds, and that such register is to be open to public

inspection. UTius there are, for example, registers ofjudgments, oankruptcies,

bills of sale, and deeds of arrangement. TLlie legislature has enacted that

people may look at the registers, obviously not for the purpose of mere
curiosity, but that they may act on the information thereby obtained; so

that any tradesman who is considering whether he shall give credit to a
person may inspect the registers and see whether there are judgments, or

other prejudicial transactions against him therein recorded. That being so,

the publisher of such a list is only doing for the public what they may do
for themselves, and is only giving that information to the public and to

tradesmen which the legislature has thought it right they should have.

Therefore the publication of such a list is privileged, and an action will not
lie for it, unless the privilege has been abused. If the publication has been
from an indirect motive, for the purpose of extorting money, or if there

were any actual malice, if the publication were to gratify a feeling of

revenge, then, no doubt, the privilege would be rebutted ; but so long as

the publication is bona Jide ana without actual malice, it is not actionable.

rrivilege.—If a report were made to a subscriber by a trade protection

agency as to the credit of a specified person, such report, though false,

would be privileged if made witnout malice. And it would appear, on the
principle of the cases, that a circular list would be equally privileged, though
sent unsolicited by the agency to its subscriliers. Where a person—and it

should be equally true of a society—is so situated that it becomes right in

the interests of society that he should tell to a third person certain facts

;
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then if he^ bond jide^ and without malice, does tell them, it is a privileged

communication. This doctrine would not, however, apply in the case of a
public trade journal, for example, in which is includra a black list, where
certain statements contained in such list are untrue and are not founded
upon some ofRcial public record.

Of trade-unions.—Lists of employers are occasionally published by
trades-unions for the purpose of keeping their members out of such
employers’ shops. Strictly s{)eaking, such a list is not libellous, but its

puDlication, or the publication of any other document of the same nature,

would be restrained by the Court where it contained statements injurious

to trade, and where the Court is satisfied on the evidence before it that such
sUtements are false. See LIBEL ; COMBINATIONS.

Licensed Victuallers are not now allowed, by reason of the Licensing
Act, 1903, to serve persons with intoxicating liquors who, within the previous
three years, have oeen convicted as habitual drunkards and placed by the
magistrate on the “black list.’’

BLACKMAIL.—Whosoever sends, delivers, or utters, or directly or in-

directly causes to be received, knowing the contents thereof, any letter or
writing accusing or threatening to accuse any other person of certain crimes,

with a view^ to extort or gain by means of such letter or writing any money
or valuable thing from any person, is guilty of a felony, and liable to penal
servitude for life. The above-mentioned crimes are : any crime punishable

with death or penal servitude for not less than seven years; any assault with

intent to commit a rajxi ; and any attempt to commit a rape or an infamous
crime. To send such a letter demanding money or property with menaces

;

or to demand money or pro|>erty in any other way, with menaces or by force,

are also felonies. A mere reijuest, such as asking charity, without imposing
any conditions and without menace, would not constitute the crime. But it

is immaterial whether the accusation of the crime is true or not, so long
as the demand for the money has actually been made, together with the

accusation or threat to accuse ; the guilty intent, however, must be proved,

and in order to prove it, other letters received by the prosecutor from the
alleged blackmailer u})on the same subject may be given in evidence.

BLANK TRANSFER.—It is a common practice, ujxm the occasion of a
temporary loan, for the borrower to deposit with the lender a transfer of any
shares he may possess as a security for payment, the transfer being duly
signed and executed by him, but a space or blank left for the lender’s name
to be inserted. I'he object and intention of this operation is to permit the

lender, in default of the agreed payment, to insert his own name, or that

of his nominee, in the blarik space, and so become absolute transferee and
owner of the shares; the latter in the meanwhile remaining untransferixd,

and the borrower continuing to retain his position of shardiolder, with its

attendant rights and obligations. But such a document is not, in fact, a
transfer, but only an agreement to transfer; though if the lende: were to fill in

his name and then re-transfer to a bond jide purchaser for value, who had no
notice of the real natmx' of the transaction, such purchaser would have a
good title as against the borrower, in case he had not been dealt with fairly

By Uxe lender. More than that, he has a good title as against the true

owner of the shares, if the latter, or any one through whom he claims, has
executed the transfer; even if the borrpw^er had not dealt honestly with the

h Q
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shares. Being only an agreement to transfer, the lender has no legal right

to fill his name into the transfer when the stipulated event has happenea as

agreed between him and the borrower. He must either obtain a newly-

executed transfer from the borrower, or apply to the Court for power to

realise his security. Should he insert his name in the transfer and so

become a shareholder in the stead of the borrower, or re-transfer to a
purchaser, he does it at his own risk.

The importance of all legal points relating to the transfer of shares is

obvious, when it is remembered that neither on the certificate nor on the

register of shareholders would any mention be made, or notice taken of the

fact, when it is so, that the holder of the shares is a trustee, or has otherwise

oni^ a limited property in them.
In a well-known case, a trustee was the registered holder of a sum of

stock of a company, which stock was part of the trust fund. He deposited

with a bank, as security for an advance, the stock certificate, a loan note
undertaking to execute a proper assignment when required, and a blank

transfer executed by himself. This transfer was not stamped, and was
expressed to be on consideration of 5s. The bank, who had no knowledge
of the trust, subsequently inserted its own name in the blank transfer and
executed it; but the deed was not re-delivered or re-executed by the

borrow'er, nor executed in his presence, nor by his authority under seal.

The transfer was duly registercel by the company, of which met the l)ank

informed the borrower. It was held by the Court of Appeal that the

transfer u'as not the deed of the borrowery and did yiot pass the legfd title

to the stock; and, therefore, although the bank W6is not tainted with
knowledge of the breach of trust, its title had to l>e postponed to the

prior equitable title of the persons interested under the trust. In this case,

the fact that the blank transfer was not stamped and did not state the true

consideration, did not in itself invalidate the transfer, as the special Act
regulating the particular company had not made those incidents essential to

the validity of the transfer. That the transfer was a blank one was the

determining fact.

The preceding remarks have had in view a transfer required to be by
deed or under seal, the usual form of transfer of shares in a company.
Shares, bonds, debentures, and other securities passing merely by delivery,

and known as bearer securities, being negotiable, do not come under the
above rules ; nor would a transfer by signature only, and not under seal.

See TRANSFER OF SHARES.
BLASPHEBIT.—In 1842, in summing up to the jury at the conclusion of a

trial for blasphemy, Mr. Justice Erskine read the following from Archdeacon
Paley :

^ Serious arguments are fair on all sides : Christianity is but ill-defended

by refusing audience or toleration to the objections of unbelievers. But whilst

we would have freedom of inquiry restraint by no laws but those of decency,
we are entitled to demand, on behalf of a religion that holds forth to mankind
assurances of immortality, that its credit be assailed by no other weapons tlian

those of soljer discussion and legitimate reasoning.’’ xlie learned jud^ con-
tinued : Our law has adopted that as its rule, and men are not permitted to
make use of indecent language in reference to God and the Christian religion

without rendering themselves liable to punishment.’’ And subsequently, in

sentencing the prisoner, his lordship declared that the arm of the law is not
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stretched out to protect the character of the Almighty ; we do not assume
to be the protectors of our God, but to protect the people from indecent

language.’’ Though other judges have laid it down that blasphemy consists

in the character of the matter published, and not in the manner in which it Ls

stated ; and that, conse(|uently, to merely say ‘‘ there is no God” is primafacu
blasphemy

;
yet the only safe and practical rule is that which dej>ends on the

sobriety, reverence, and seriousness with which the teaching or believing, how-
ever erroneous, are maintained. In fact, to quote the late Lord Coleridge

from a judgment which practically settles the law : If the decencies of con-
troversy are oliserved, even the fundamentals of religion may be attacked

without a person being guilty of blasphemous libel.'’

BLEACHING AND DYEING.—This industry is often carried on by
the aid of such processes as would bring the factory within the statutory

regulations relating to ALKALI WORKS and chemical process; reference

should accordingly be made to the articles under these titles. In the process

of Turkey-red dyeing young persons and women may be employed on Satur-

days beyond the hours generally prescribed by the Factory Acts ; so also may
they be employed in the same work at any time in order to prevent damage
arising from sjwntaneous combustion, or in the case of oi:>en-air bleaching,

from any extraordinary atmospheric influence. Apart from these exceptions,

the works and conditions of employment are regulated by the general provi-

sions of the FACTORY ACT’S (7.1^.) with regaid to non-textile factories.

BLOCKADE.—This is a term in international law, and signifies the act,

in time of war, of investing a town or a seaport in order that nothing may
enter therein in the shape of men, arms, munitions, or articles of sustenance.

A bloc’ka<le is applied cither to towns which are too effectively defended to be
taken by siege, or to seaports whose commerce it is sought to interrupt. The
right to blockade the strong places, seaports, and parts of the seashore of a
people against whom the bloc^a^lcrs are prosecuting a war, has been at all

times enforcetl, and is recognised by all civilised nations. The declaration of

a blockade I>eing an act of sovereign [>ower, it is bound to emanate from the

government itself, or from some authority to which the right to make such a
declaration has been expressly delegated. Tlie commander of a fleet or the
commander-in-chief of an army has not generally power to establish a blockade,

nor to extend to a neighbouring place one which is already existing against

another place and has l>een regularly declared; but in the case 01 war-like

operations at a great distance from the centre of government, such officials

would be probably held to impliedly }>ossess the necessary power. Blockade

is a means of enforcing submission of the enemy without destroying it, but
from a commercial point of view it is the gravest step that international law
allows to be taken against neutrals. In effect it weighs more heavily upon
neutrals than u{>on the blockaded belligerent. Inteniational law prohibits

neutrals from holding communication or engaging in commerce with a block-

aded place. Accoixiingly, the inoflensive neutral ship bearing only neutral

merchandise is placed, w lien it violates a blockade, absolutely upon the same
footing as an enemy ship, or a ship bearing contraband of war for the

benefit of the enemy. Though contraband of war includes only certain classes

of merchandise, the number of which tends always to be restricted, yet the

prohibition resulting from a blockade is applied to goods and merchandi^ of
every class and nature,
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la order that a blockade may produce the required effect upon the rights

of neutrals, it is necessary that it should be real or effective ; that is to say, it

must be maintained by a force sufficient to really and effectively prevent access

from the sea, or surrounding country, as the case may be, to the enemy.
Moreover, to make it acquire a genuine and legitimate character, public

notification must be made of the blockade. Notification may be either of

three kinds. The first consists in the commander of the blockading force

signifying the commencement of the blockade to the authorities of the places

whose communications with the enemy he intends to cut off* ; the second is the

official notification communicated to the neutral governments through the

usual diplomatic channels ; the third is the special notice given on the spot by
the blockading commander, as occasion requires. A blockade automatically

ceases so soon as it becomes ineffective; it also ceases upon the blockading

force withdrawing and giving notice thereof, as it always should, to the neutiiu

governments. In case of a violation of blockade, ships guilty thereof, together

with the cargo, may be seized, and even corporal punishment and death inflicted

upon those implicated in the offence ; but the owners of the cargo are entitled

to relief if they can rebut the presumption that the violation was intended for

their benefit. A ship that attempts to go into a blockailed j>ort ; or to come
out of it with a cargo laden after the comment*ement of the blockade ; or to

start on a voyage with the intention of entering the port; or to place itself

so near thereto as to be in a condition to enter unobserved, woukl lie guilty

of violation.

Pacific blockade is the name given to those aggressive acts, evitlently

and intentionally hostile, which are manifested in a time of {xjace, by
stationing a more or less considerable naval force before a certain jx>rt, and
temporarily prohibiting commerce with that port. The practice of pacific

blockades has not yet been reduced to uniform rules, and Inis only received a
conventional sanction ; but it may be safely assumed that any private neutral

ship attempting to violate the blockade would be seized ajul confiscated,

together with all the private property on board. See CONTRABAND;
NEUTRALITY.

BOARD OP AGRICULTURE.—This Board was established by Act of
Parliament in 1889. Amongst its duties are the collection and prejwiration

of statistics relating to amculture and forestry, and the insjxjction of certain

schools in which agriculture and forestry are subjects oi learning. ITie

Board has also power to make orders for prescribing and regulating the

muzzlinj^ of dogs, and the keeping of dogs under control ; and also for

prescribing and regulating the seizure, detention, and slaughter of stray dogs,

and dogs not muzried or under control. Amongst the duties transferred to

the Board are those relating to contagious diseases amongst animals ; and to

tithe rent charges, the enclosure of commons, allotments, land drainage and
improvement, and agricultural holdings.

BOARD OP TRADE—History and Constitution.—By the Harbour
Transfer Act, 1862, it is enacted for the purjxises of that Act that “ the tem
‘ Board of Trade ’ sliall be taken to mean the Lords of the Committee of
Privy Council for the time being appointed for the consideration of matters
relating to trade and foreign plantations.^ llie reader will probably at
first sight conclude that this interpretation of the term is a special one, and
is in no way indicative of the Board of Trade as it exists and is known
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to-day. But though the interpretation is mainly for the purposes of the Act,
it is interesting and instructive as being probably the first statutory or

legislative recognition of a body bearing that name ; and what is perhaps
more imporbint, being a very succinct and correct definition. The Board of

Trade exists in the eye of the public as a great and important Government
department presided over by a presideiit, and as such coming under Govern-
ment control. It is, however, in the eye of the law a committee, now more
or less hypothetical, of the Privy Council, appointed to consider all matters

relating to trade and foreign plantations—the latter term representing what
are now known as the colonies—and is a continuation and development of the

older Committee of Council for Trade. Being thus a committee of the

Council, its president has no more exclusive authority than any other member
of the committee, which includes to this day, amongst others, as members
specially apjx)inted to advise on matters of trade, the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, the Bishop of London, and the first Lord of the Admiralty. The
institution of the Board of Trade is peculiarly illustrative of the character-

istic constitution of our country. The above-mentioned three magnates,
with a number of others, such as the Speaker of the House of Commons, are

constitutionally equally entitled with the president to do the work done by
the Board of Trade—but as a matter of fact they never interfere ; although,

there being no quorum recpiired, any one of them might do the work, and
attempt to usurj) the j)osition of the president, which he himself has been
able to maintain only through that same absence of quorum. But
throughout the whole of our constitution these theoretical rights would
avail their assertor very little, in view of the statutory and customary checks

that have from time to time sprung into existence, many of which are unknowii
or forgotten. The president is a Cabinet Minister, and is sworn into the

Privy Council as President of the Committee of Council for Trade. The
committee was founded in 1782, and was itself the successor of the older

Commissioners of Trade and Plantations.

In 1832 was established the Statistical department; in 1850 that for

Railways ; in 1850 the Marine, which in 1866 was divided into Marine,
Financial, and Harlx)ur ; in 1883 the Bankruptcy ; and in 1886 the

Fisheries. During this devehipment of the functions of the Board of
Trade there has been a corresponding change in the nature of its oj^erations.

As we have alreatly seen, the Board originated as a merely consulttitive and
advisory committee of the Privy Council, and so it continued until 1840.

In that year, coincident with the introduction of the railway system, was

granted to the Board of Trade its power to settle and approve bye-law s, and

to administer certain branches of the laws relating to trade and commercial

enterprise ; thcreu|X)n, as these powers increasecl, its consultative and advisory

function gradually deci'cased until, when its last client, the Foreign Office,

established for itself a consulting dejmrtment, it altogether ceased in 1872.

From that date it has centred its efforts in the administnition of the law' and

of trade regulations, and has merged its consultitive and advisory function*

into its own stitistical and commercial department, for its owni use.

Its Departments.—Commercial^ Lahoury and Statistical—This depart-

ment prepares, amongst other things, stetistics, accounts, returns and

abstracts of shipping, labour, railways, emigrations, tariffs, wages, the

condition of labour, trades-unions, and strikes. It also edits the Board
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of TracU JotmiaJ and Labour Gazette^ wherein appears certain of the

information accjuired by the department, as well as trade notices of public

importance, such as tarift*s, and post-office and quarantine notices. The
Railway department has very extensive duties. It overlooks and approves
all the works of railways before they are opened to the public, holds

inquiries into the causes of accidents, approves bye-laws, and grants

certain certificates under private Railway Acts. Canals, steam tram-
ways, electric lighting, the patent office, and registration of joint-stock

companies are also within this department. So also is the regulation of the

rates and traffic of railways and canals. The Marine department enrols

apprentices, engages and discharges seamen, examines offices of the mercantile

marine, and grants certificates. It supervises the accommodation of seamen,
their food, health, and discipline. It surveys and gives or refuses certificates

as to the tonnage and construction of ships, cables, and anchors ; regulates

lights, signals, and codes; supervises all life-saving associations and apparatus,

investigates wrecks, and inquires into charges of misconduct against officers;

and generally advises and instructs in all marine matters the consuls, colonial

officers, as well as, if necessary, the government offices. The Harbour deixirt^

ment watches the foreshores belonging to the Crown, and naviga])le harbours
and channels; enforces the Pilotage Acts, regulates the shipment of ex-

plosives, and settles bye-laws; controls the lighthouse funds; registers ships;

and examines and reports upon private bills as to their effect on naviga-

tion. The Finance department has charge of the funds and accounts of the

Board of Trade and of certain other offices ; and the Fisheries department

deals with matters relating to inland and sea fisheries, protects and pi*eserves

them, and has a care that foreign treaties are carried out. The Bankruptcy
department retains the staff of official receivers, and su|)erintends them and
their work. This department has also control over liquidators of insolvent

companies, and trustelw in bankruptcy and under private deeds of arrange-

ment.
BOABDINO-HOUSE.—An agreement for board and lodging need not

be in writing, and a boarder or lodger is entitled to the use of all the ncc^es-

sary conveniences of a dwelling-house. Where a lump sum is paid for the l>oard

and lodging, and the boarder has no exclusive occupation of any particular

room, or part thereof, the boarding-house keei)er cannot distrain for arrears

of payment of such lump sum ; but it would be otherwise if the Imarder had
suen an exclusive occupation as aforesaid, and a certain portion of the total

sum payable by him was paid and appropriated specifically in res|K?ct of the

rent thereof. A boarding-house keeper differs from an innkeeix?r, in that

the former keeps a house which is private and closed to the free entry of the
public, receives guests who will make a more or less permanent stay, charges

usually by the week or month, and makes a separate contract with every

person received ; whilst the latter keeps a house into which the public have
a free right of entry, receives guests as a rule for n temporary sojourn,

char^ usually by the night, and without making any special contract,

provides board and lodging for all-comers at a reasonable price. Accordingly,
the rights and liabilities as between a boarding-house keeper and his lodgers

differ from those as between an innkeeper and his guests ; for example, the
boarding-house keeper has not, like the innkeeper, a lien upon the goods of
his lodgers in respect of any moneys due and in arrear, and should he attempt
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to detain the goods for such a reason the lodger may obtain an order from

a magistrate for their delivery to him.

There is a fallacy in the suggestion that because a boarding or lodging-

house keeper does not come under the full liability of an innkeeper, he is

exempt from all obligation to take care of his lodger^’s goods. The instance

in Calye's case of a man “lodged with another who is not an innholder,

upon request, if he be robbed in his house by the servants of him who
lodged him or any other he shall not answer for it,*” does not establish it,

and is not inconsistent with a duty to take ordinary care. 'ITie object of

the illustration is merely to show that a guest lodging with another is not

entitled to the same degree of protection as he would be entitled to in an

inn. But the instance confers no immunity upon lodging-house keepers

from such liability as would otherwise arise from their receiving into their

charge for reward a guest and his baggage. Nor does there seem any

reason in principle why they should be so exempt. The general control

of the house must be in the keeper. By the nature of the arrangement

itself the custody of the lodger’s effects must be in him when the lodger is

not ill his room, and the consideration paid ought as a matter of business

to secure some protection to the lodger where the ordinary conditions to

which he is expected to conform put it out of his own power to look after

his effects himself. There is no re6ison why there should be a presumption

of immunity in his case from the common duty of a person accepting a

charge to exercise at least ordinary care; a fortiori where he undertakes

it for reward. The guest and baggage are both in a house of which he

has the control, and his obligations to both of them arise in the same

way out of the relation itself. The onus lies on those who affirm there

is no duty (per Master of the Rolls in Scarborough v. Cosgrove^ following

Dansey v. Richardson), And see BAILMENT; LODGER.
BOILER EXPLOSION.—Notice hereof must, under a penalty, be given

to the Board of Trade within twenty-four hours. A boiler reejuiring such
a notice would include any closed vessel useii for generating steam, or for

heating water or other liquids, or into which steam is admitt^ for heating,

steaming, boiling, or other similar purposes, as well as a pipe conveying

steam from a boiler outside to an engine inside a coal-mine ; but boilers used

exclusively for domestic purposes, or to heat non-residential business premises,

or used in the King’s service, are not boilei's such as would require notic'e to

be ^ven in case of their explosion.

RONA fide.—This expression is as frequently used by the layman as

^ the lawyer, and by both it is used with very much the same meaning.

The literal translation of the phrase is “in good faith,'’ and it was originally

used in Roman law in the opposite sense to niala fidcy “in bad faith,*” or to

‘‘ fraud.” The expression frequently appears in Acts of Parliament,

E
nerally meaning that the acts referred to must not be done to evade the

nw. In the customary legal sense, as used in regard to contracts and other

transactions not coming strictly under the denomination of contract, it is
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used accoixling to its literal meaning, as opposed to, and implying the at>8eiioe

of all dishonesty, fraud, deceit, wilful misrepresentation, or suppression of the

truth. Speaking broadly, it may be said to be a necessary element in all

contracts ; and in some, e,g. contracts of insurance or guarantee, not only

must there be a bare good faith, but even the strictest good faith. A bonk

fide traveller would be a man who is actually a “traveller,*” the law taking

no cognisance of the object of the journey ; and it is the same when the

expression is used in conjunction with such words as occupation, or parishioner,

the addition of bona Jide being mere surplusage. Bond Jide mistakes, pur-

chases, and payments mean respectively: genuine mistakes of law or fact,

not erroneous views thereof deliberately adopted after consideration
;
genuine

purchasers, who are not merely donees taking gifts, or others taking advan-
tages with paying value, or proportionate value therefor, under the form of

purchases ; and genuine payments which are not made with the intention

of being reclaimed, or with some secret arrangement as to their return or

application to objects not apparent on the face of the actual transaction.

For bond Jule^ in connection with BILLS OF EXCHANGE, see that title

as well as HOLDER FOR VALUE. Reference inav also be made to

DECEIT; FRAUD; MISREPRESENTATION; UBERRIMA FIDES.
BONDED WABEHOXJSE.— These warehouses are established for the

storage of goods which are liable to customs or excise duties. When a
merchant imports such goods he takes advantage of this system in order
to delay payment of the duties until they have been sold, or are otherwise

required to \ye dealt with by him. If he paid duty on all the unsold goods
which he might import, that payment would often necessitate the sinking

until sale of a large amount oi capital ; he therefore warehouses the goods
and enters into a bond that they shall not l^e removed until the duty has
been paid. While the goods are so warehoused they are said to l>e In j^nd.
The proprietor of the warehouse is also required to enter into a bond—thus
the name, bonded warehouse. He is not only responsible to the owner for

the safe custody of the goods, but he is also responsible to the Crown for the

duties to which they are subject. But this resjwnsibility is in effect materi-

ally diminished by the great care taken by the Crown as to the i)osition and
construction of the warehouses, the preservation of the goods stored therein,

and as to their removal.

Before any building can be used as a warehouse, it must be approved by
the Crown, and a bond must be given with one or more sufficient sureties for

J^*3000, or even a larger amount. The penalty of the bond is only i?1000 in

the case of a bottling warehouse. Nor is the privilege of keeping a l)onded

warehouse accorded to an applicant as a matter of course, for he is required

to satisfy the authorities that such a warehouse is nece&sary and is desii^ by
the local merchants. Certain officers of the Crown are also responsible for

the security of the warehouse, and to this end all locks, doors, and windows
are placed under their supreme control. Neither the owner of the goods, or
even the warehouse keeper, may by himself, or by any person in his employ,
open or gain access to a warehouse except in the presence of an officer arting
in the execution of his duty. The warehouses are bound to be numbeiwa
and distinguished, and their contents arranged in a manner convenient for
inspection ; and books must be kept which show precisely the daily reoripts
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and deliveries of goods, and all dealings therewith, and these are checked by
the officers. It is impossible to even rack wine (pour the contents of one
cask into another) without due permission, and a supervision and record of

the operation. Goods are delivered into the warehouse on the authority of

a document called a warrant, and they are taken out by a ‘‘ pennit,'*’ which

is obtained from the collector of the duty after its payment. Carriei-s also

are licensed, and known as bonded carmen, who alone m^ remove goods

subject to duty ; they are always accompanied by an officer. See CUS-
TOMS ; IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION.

BONDS—OeneraUy.—A bond or obligation is a deed whereby a person

obliges himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators, to pay to another
person a certain sum of money; the party binding himself is called the

obligor, and the obligee is the person to whom the money is to be paid.

Bonds are generally subject to a condition—for example, that on payment
of the sum mentioned therein, or in the event of the obligor performing a
certain act, or refraining from doing certain things, the bond shall be void;

and the obligor, in such bond, subjects himself to payment of the sum
mentioned therein as a penalty in case the condition is not duly performed.

This instrument is distinguishable from an INDENTURE (7.1’ j by its being
obligatory only on the obligor, and requiring only one seal, expressive of

the assent of the party intended to be bound by it. The fii*st part of the

document is the bond proper, and the second part is the condition. The
statute of limitations does not run as against a bond until twenty years after

the right to sue thereon has accrued ; had the terms thereof l>een embodied
in an ortlinary agreement, the statute w^ould have commenced to run six years

after. There may be more than one obligor, and the obligation may be
joint, or joint ami several. The sum inserted in the bond as a penalty to

secure the performance of the condition is usually double the amount of the

sum intended to be secui'ed by the instrument; but in case the forfeiture has

accrued by reason of non-payment of money, only the actual sum owing and
interest may be recovered, and w hen by reason of any other non-performance
of the condition, only the actual damages sustained. The obligor has not

the option of paying the penalty and continuing to break the terms of the

condition. Thus, if the condition of the bond is that the obligor should not
engage in a certain trade in a certain locality during a certain period, the

bond shall be void, the obligor cannot pay the penalty, and engage in the

trade in the specified locality and time. Should he do so, the Court will not

only make him jmy the j>enalty, but will also restrain him from committing

the breach of the condition.

Foreign and Oovemment.—Coupon l>onds of United States municipal

and business corporations are there negotiable, as also are the coupons, which

may be detached and sued on separately after the bond has been satisfied.

By the English, os well as by the American law, .such bonds are held to be

analogous to promissory notes and negotiable in the same way ; a bond fide

holder for value thereof is unaffected by want of title in the vendor, and is

presumed to act in good faith ; even gross negligence alone would not prove

nuda Jidea, Such a l)ond cannot, at its inception, be made payable to some

certain obligee or bearer like a bill or note ; but after it is complete it may
be transferred by indorsement so as to become payable to bearer. The term
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bond is also applied to certain securities issued by foreign governments and
commercial corporations ; these ai’e either of a like nature to our own govern-

ment securities or, in the case of commercial bonds, to what in England are

known as debentures. There are many classes of these bonds—payable to

order, or to bearer ; redeemable at a fixed date, or by drawing, and so on.

So also in England the Government have issued Excheouer bonds.

English

—

Official—Jiulicial.—The object of an official bond is to secure

indemnity against the misuse of an official position. It is generally entered

into by the intending officer, together w ith one or more sui'eties as may be
required, all of which obligors would be jointly and severally liable for any
misconduct of the oflBcer provided for in the bond. There have now been

established guarantee and trust companies which, in consideration of a

premium, will enter into such a bond as surety, thus i*elieving the principal

obligor from the necessity of asking the favour from a private friend. These
bonds are generally of a continuing character, wherein they differ from those

required in the coui*se of judicial proceedings. The latter are more definite

in their terms, conditions, and ojx?ration, and are usually made for the

particular occasion. Thus, for example, an administrator is reejuired by the

Court to give a bond for his due administmtion of the estate alxiut to be

committed to his hands. The obligee in such a bond is the judge for the

time being of the Proliate Division, and the obligor is joined by one or inoi-e

surety or sureties, who must be responsible persons. One surety is sufficient

where the estate does not exceed M50y and w here a husband administers his

wife's estate. Where a married woman is administratrix, her husband may
be a surety for her. Occasionally, the sureties have to ‘‘ justify"; that is to

say, they each make an affidavit that they are severally solvent to the amount
of half the penalty of the bond. The j)enalty is ecjual in amount to double
the gross value of the jHjrsonal pro[)crty of the decease<l, and the gross

annual value of the real property. Where there is a difficulty in finding

so few a number of sureties e(|ual to the amount of the penalty, the Court
may allow a greater numlxir than two. The sureties cannot claim to be
discharged from their bond, and others substitutetl for them. Should the

administrator fail in the perfonnance of his duty, the sureties will l>e liable,

and the Court will assign the Ixinefitof the bond to some party, in order that

he may take legal proceedings on the Court's behalf.

Stamps.—There is a 5s. stamp payable on an a/1ministration bond in England
or Ireland, or on a confirmation of testament in Scotlainl. But (1) a bond given
by the widow, mother, child, father, brother, or sister of any common si^aman,

marine, or soldier, dying in the King's service; and (2) a lK)nd given by any
person where the estate to be administered does not excee<l XI 00 in value, do not
require this stamp. An annuity bond securing payment for the term of life, or
any other indefinite period, is liable to a stamp duty of 2s. Gd. for every X5, and
also for any fractional part thereof, of the annuity or sum pcricxlically payable.

But where the annuity is for a definite and certain period, so that the total amount
ultimately payable can be ascertained, the duty will be ad valorem the same as in

the case et a bond for the total amount—this will be 2s. 6d. per cent.

BOOK DEBTS, like any other legal choses in action, may be the subject
of an assignment. But the assignment must be absolute, and not by way of
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charge only. The assignee takes the debts subject to any equities affecting

the assignor; that is to say, if, for example, the debtor has a set-off or
counter-claim against his original creditor, tne assignee takes the debt subject

thereto. The assignment is required to be in writing, and notice thereof

must be given to the debtor. Until such notice is given the assignment is

not complete. The following is a convenient form of an assignment of book
debts, the stamp required being the same as that on a conveyance:

—

This Indenture, made the fourteenth day of October one thousand nine
hundred and one, Between John Jones, of 3 Cricklade Terrace, in the City of

Salisbury, grocer (hereinafter allied ** the vendor **), of the one part, and Robert
Holmes, of 17 Pretoria Road, in the same city, clerk (hereinafter called ‘‘the

purchaser ’*), of the other part : Whereas the vendor hath for some time past
carried on the business of a grocer at No. 3 Cricklade Terrace aforesaid, and in

the course of such business the persons whose names and descriptions appear in

the first column of the schedule hereto have become and now are indebt^ to the
vendor in the sums set out in the second column of the said schedule against their

names respectively : And whereas the purchaser hath agreed with the vendor
for the purchase of the said debts for the sum of One hundred pounds, and the
vendor hath delivered to the purchaser the bocks of account relating to the
said debts, setting forth the amounts and particulars thereof : Now In-
denture witnesseth that in considemtion of the premises, and of the sum of

One hundred pounds to the vendor, paid by the purchaser on or before the
execution hereof (the rcx'eipt whereof is hereby acknowledge<l), the vendor, as
beneficial owner, hereby assigns unto the purchaser: All those the books and
other debts now duo and owing to him on account of his said trade from the
persons mentioned in the first column of the schedule hereto, the amounts of

which debts are sot out in the second column against the names of such persons
respectively : To hold the same unto the piu*chaser absolutely

; And the vendor
hereby irrevocably ap{)oints the purchaser his attorney for him, and in his name
or otherwise to sue for, recover, and receive and give effectual discharges for the
debts hereby assigned

: And in addition to the covenants for title implied by law,
the vendor hereby covenants with the purchaser that the said debts are correctly

Ktated and set forth in the stiid books of account so as aforesaid delivered by the
vendor to the purchaser. In witness whereof the sjiid parties to these presents
have hereunto set their hamls an<l seals the day and year first before written.

The Schedule.

Henry Savage, 11 Royal Crescent, Taunton.

John Hichanls, The Royal Oak, Bridgewater.

£72 16 3

41 2 6

Signed, st»aled,and delivere^l by the'

alwvo-named John Jones, in the

prosence of,

Man' Jones,

3 CrickWle Terraco, Salisbury.

JOHN JONES.

It i» not always necessary or convenient to use so formal a document as

the above; for debts may be effectively, though only €H|uitably, assigned by

mere appropriation. Thus A. owes B* JPlOO, and is being pressed for pay-
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ment, but A., iiiough he has not that amount of money by him, is a creditor
of C. for a similar sum. A. accordingly writes a document in the following
terras, and hands it to B. :

—

21th October 1901.

To Mr. C.,—I hereby order and request you to pay to Mr. B., of <kc., the sum
of £100 out of moneys due or to become due from you to me, and bis receipt for

the same shall be a good discharge.

B. retains this document, but at once writes C. a letter to the following
etfect :

—

I hereby give you notice that, by a memorandum in writing, dated the 27th
day of Octobw 1901, Mr. A., of A:c,, ordered and reque-sted you to pay me the
sum of £100 out of moneys due or to become due from you to him, and iny receipt
for the same shall be a good discharge.

Upon receipt by C. of this letter from B., the i?100 may only be paid to
the latter; should C., in the face of the notice, pay the money to A., or to
any person other than B., he would have to pay it over again to B. TLlie

disadvantage of an equitable assignment is that in case of legal procewlings
against C. it is necessary to join A. as co-plaintiH* with B.

Ordinary book debts are barred, in England, after six years; in Scotland
after three .Vcc LIMITATION OF ACFIONS; PUESCKimON.
^ BOOK-KEEPING is tlje art of keeping accounts. In some form or otiier
this art has been practised since the beginnings of commerce ; for wherever
there is trade there also must be its records. The accounts, which are the sub-
ject of book-keeping, are those of financial transactions, not neccss/»rilv of cash
transactions in the strict sense. At first, doubtless, Ijcfore credit had l)ecome
so all-pervading a factor in commercial life as it is to-day, the transactions
the subject of b^k-keeping were limiteil to those based on ca.*<h. The essential
principles of book-keeping are very simple; but in practice the tlctails are often
complicated and diversified. Not only would this be the result of the nature of
the business dealt with, but just as frequently the consequence of personal in-

clination. In a business of the simplest character, the system of book-keeping
be either absolutely simple, or, on the other hand, profoundly intricate;

and the latter is not by any means necessarily the better method of the two.
Again, the simplest system of book-keeping may, either through ignorance or
carelessness, become in fact most intricate and unintelligible. It will he the
object of this article to outline the subject in such a way ns to tvach the busi-
ness man, or the private individual, how to keep his accounts w ith some degree
of accuracy and judgment. To do more than this would Iw iiiijmssihle with-
in the limits imposed upon the subject.

Before ping further into the subject it will amply remy the delay to
pause and draw attention to a few very important }M)ints. In'thc first place,
business being carried on as it is mainly upon credit, the immediate ol»ject of
book-keeping is to record credit transactions, in other worils, transfers of
accounts, v^en we talk of crwlit, we do so in the widest sense : a so-called^h transaction, whereby goods in course of transit by sea, the title to which
is represented^ by the bill of lading, are sold upon payment by cheque of the
agreed price, is in fact a double credit transaction, or a mutual transfer
two separate and independent account*. Both the bill of lading and tht
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cheaue may be themselves subsequently passed on again in the same manner
by their new owners, who in their turn may have made a profit or loss on the
transaction without having touched either goods or money. Or without even
bills of lading or cheques, goods may be sold and bought as cash transactions

—-simply b^ entries in books of account. In fact, the nearer we go to the
centre of hnance, and the larger quantities of goods and amounts of money
we deal with, the less likely are any transactions to be effected other than by
means of such entries. At the bottom of our whole commercial system is its

characteristic feature of book-keeping—a feature made up of individual and
independent entries of accounts, but yet so entirely the same in principle and
accuracy as never to dr€tg, but always to hasten the wheels of commerce. To
be a business man, therefore, and indeed to do any business at all upon
proper lines, it is necessary to keep a systematic set of accounts. The nearer

one may be to [)erfection i/i this respect, the nearer w ill there be a harmonious
relationship with the commercial world and successful business operations;

but, on the other hand, failure alone is the inevitable end to the business man
without system in the keeping of his accounts.

The next point to which attention should be paid is the objective of all

book-keeping. This is The Balance. Any system of book-keeping should

have in vie>v as its supreme end the production of a balance-sheet showing the

relation of assets to liabilities, and tne balance thereof to profit or loss, as the
case may l>e. Upon first consideration it would seem that the real object of

book-keeping would be to set out the relative positions of debtor and creditor

in the various transactions of the business ; but in spite of first impressions the

fact must he insisted uj>on that the ultimate object is the general balance-sheet

of the business. It is liecause this is so, that quite apart from the particular

necessity of circumstances, the debtor and cr^itor accounts arising in the

course of business should be accurately and intelligibly shown. Such accounts

are after all subsidiary in the eyes of the proprietor to the final account, w hich

discloses his own position. But nevertheless, though subsidiary, and though
not the final object of the book-keeping, they are yet absolutely necessary both
in themselves and in the relation to the final ooject. These accounts must
all themselves have balanc*e8 as an objective leading up to the final general

balance. Let the book-keejier grasp the necessity and utility of balances, and
it is almost possible for him to arrange for himself, without further knowledge,

a sufficiently effective and accurate system of accounts. But let him l>e

reganlless of the principle of a balance and his most simple system will be

really complex and absolutely unintelligible to any one but himself.

Every one has at sonic lime or another had dealings w ith a business man,
so-called, who if nHpiired to furnish his customer with a statement of account

has to turn back ihmugh many pages and past many and varieil items and

entries in order to find those for which he seeks; and even when these are

found they ai'o i*enderi'd with hesitation and diffidence, the unfortunate “man
of business being doubtful whether he has included too many or too few.

Such a man, having a business of a simple nature, a retentive meniory, and

the good fortune to occasionally happen upon a pi-ofitable sp^ulation, may
live and die well-to-do in this world's gt-unls, but i^cnerally his chief certain

place of resort is the Bankruptcy Court and its purlieus.

Again, and also in connection with Uic topic of the Balance, the necessity
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for neatness and accuracy sliould be emphasised. Neatness in the rough
waste-books in which first entries are made is, j^rhaps, not always possible,

but accuracy is, and it must be insisted upon. It happens very frequently

in the course of litigation, that there is some dispute as to the date upon
which a payment was made, or goods oixlered or delivered, or as to the

amount of the payment, or the quantity or description of the goixls. In

such cases, and in many others of a similar nature, the first entry may
become a fact pf the greatest value. The e\idence l>efore the Coui*t on the

disputed fact may be verbal on both sides, there being no documentary
proofs in existence. But the person who made the entry, and made it at

the actual time of the occurrence or immediately afterwards, is allowed to

take liis entry into the witness-box and refi*esh his memory therewith. The
entry is not itself evidence against the other side, but when the judge and
jury see its existence and hear the witnesses'* evidence that it was made by
him at the time, it is highly probable that that jK^i-soirs statement as to

the facts in dispute will be accepted as the true one. Such an entry may
even be evidence as against the other side. This would be the case where
it was made by a person, since dead, in the onlinary course of his employ-
ment, and against the interest of the jx^rson so making it. Thus, A. sues B.

for £50 balanc*e of a debt of £60 incurred more than six years liefore com-
mencement of the proceedings, the jPlO payment on account having lK*en made
within the six years. B. sets up the statute of limitations by way of ilefence,

alleging that the debt ts barred Ixjcause more than six years have elapsetl si ne'e

it had been incurretl ; and as to the J.40 alleged to have been paid on account,

which if proved would take the case out of the o|»iTation of the statute, and
80 enable A. to recover, says that he did not in I act |)ay the X^IO. A. has

therefore got to prove that he received the X^IO from B. on the sj)ccified

date on account of the aforesaid debt; but C., who at the time had been

A.’s collector, is dead. Now if the i?10 apjjears in the collector's cash-book
credited to B., and necessarily charged against himself to lie accounte<l for

to his employer, there would be an entry by C. against his interest. All A.
has to do, therefore, is to prove that C. is since dead, and that the entry

was made at the time of the alleged {xiyinent in the course of C.'s ordinary

employment, and the will be taken as pi*oved to have bcx;n [mid at the
alleged time by B. The latter will accordingly fail in hi.s defence of tlie

statute of limitations, and A. will recover the £50y the result of a carcjfui

entry in the collector'^s book. And even an entry made by the party himself

in his own shop books may itself lie evidence in taking accounts in Thancery
(Order xxxiii. R.S.C.); and, probably, in a common law action, if made
within one year before action brought (7 Jac. I. c. revivified and made
perpetual by 26 & 27 Viet c. 125).

All the relevant books of account of a litigant may be insjiected by the
other side prior to the hearing of the case, and, on notice, must be produced
at the trial. This is to see that the books suntxirt the case rat.se<l by their

owner. Should he tell one talc himself and nis books another, it is most
probable that the latter will be believed. Should the books be irregularly

and doubtfully kept, their owner will be ex])oscd to an extremely critical

and suggestive cross-examination, with the probable result tliat both he
and his books will be disbelieved, and that his op|K>iient will gain the
day. And the entries may frequently have a most important bearing on the
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case* Should the case of the defendant be that he is a part surety for the
owner's real debtor, and that certain payments made by the debtor in respect

of his debt were in fact appropriated by the owner himself to the items for

which he was such surety, the owner, in order to win his case, must produce

books which show conclusively in his favour the order in which payments by
the debtor had been appropriated. Entries out of chronological order, in

doubtful ))osition8, and made evidently at different times, will all count in

favour of the defendant. See APPROPRIATION OF PAYMENTS.
The chief books absolutely necessary for a small trader conducting a

business of a simple nature would l>e as follows :—Journal, Debtor's Ledger,

Kought Ledger, and Cash-book. ITiese books will each be refeired to sepa-

rately in special articles. For the present purpose it will be sufficient to

allude to them generall\\

The Joumcd coukl l>e one book so-named, or two—a sales and cash

journal and a bought and paid jounial. In the first should be entered all

the ordei*s taken, and also all cash paid by the customer. Each day should

be headed separately with its own date, and the entries should be made as

and when e^ich of the sales and payments are made. The entries may be
made either directly into the journal, or first of all into a rough zcaste-oook.

Where there are a numlx^r of jxrsons continually taking orders and payments,

the best course is for each of such persons to have two waste-books for him-
self—one, No. 1, for Mondays, Weclnesdays, and Fridays; the other. No. 2,

for Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. Ry means of this system the waste-

books can be fair copied into the journal on the following day. When
orders are sent out, they should be entered in a delivery-book^ and the carter

should obtain the signature of the j^erson to w'hom they are delivered,

whether he l>e the customer himself, or a carrier through whom delivery is

to be made. If the customer pays the carriage, the carrier is in law his

agent, and consequently delivery to the carrier is good delivery to the

customer. The advantage of this appears in many ways. Should, for example,

the goods lie lost or injured in transit, the damage falls ujxin the customer;

should it be necessiiry to sue the customer who lives in Scotland while the

seller lives in England, the action will lie in England, as deliven^ of the

goods was effectetl to the customer in England, and the same rule would
apply where seller and customer live in different parts of the country, and
the seller wishes to sue in the County Court in his own neighbourhood

;

should, again, delivery of the goods be disputed, it will he sufficient for the

seller to prove receipt thereof by the carrier. The delivery-book is, there-

fore, a valuable adjunct to eftective book-keeping.

At the time of consigning goods, an invoice should be forwarded. This

should clearly state the quantity, price, and description of the goods, the

channel of delivery, and the tenns of jmymcnt. To merely state on the

invoice that interest will be charged if the price is not paid at a certain date

is not to cast a legal liability on the purenaser to pay it. lie must either

expressly accept the condition, or it must he made to him under such circum-

stances as to raise an implication that he has accepted it. In ciise of a dis-

pute, the fact of not having sent an invoice would weigh heavily against the

teller. And here the copy letierd)ook should be noticed. In business trans-

actions all correspondence should be on record. Press copies of letters
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sent should be taken, and the originals of those received preserved. In order
to put in evidence a copy letter, notice must first be given to the other side

to prodnce the original ; failing such production the copy will be evidence.

It is not really sufficient to preserve the originals of those received, having
first toi*n off the fly-leaves or other parts not written on. The law requires pro-

duction of the whole paper of a written document, and the opposite side might
object that only part is in evidence. The principle of the Bought and Paid
Journal is the same as the journal we have just considered ; it relates instead

to purchases by the business man, and payments in respect thereof. Invoices

when received should be checked with uie goods, and either filed or pasted in

a book. Such a book is generally called a Guard Book.
Debtor’s Ledger.—Every entry in the journal must find its way into

the ledger. To so in its turn enter up the ledger is called posting. Each
customer has an account opened for him with his name at the head. On
the debit side is entered the date and amount of the entry in the journal,

the folio, or page of the latter, and usually the words “To Goods."” ITxe

items of the journal entry are not usually carried into the ledger. On the
credit side are placed all payments, with the date and folio of the journal
from which they are taken. Every quarter or half-year, as the case may be,

the account is ruled off and a balance struck and carrie<l down, and with
this balance is the new quarter or half-year commenced. When the balance
is thus struck, it is the rule to send to the customer a statement showing how
the balance is arrived at; and in the case of complicated accounts it would
be well to obtain from the custonier an acknowledgment that he has ex-
amined the account and finds the balance correct as stated. Such an
acknowledgment would constitute an A(XX)UNT S'FATED, the advantages
of which to the creditor a[)[x?ar in the article under that title. In the same
way would the bought ledger be posted up, and balanced from time to time.
The balances should then l>e taken out and totalled ; for these are necessary
for the preparation of the general balance-sheet.

In conjunction with these ledgers should be mentioned the Bill-books,

Empties ledgers, Stock-books, and impersonal ledgers. The latter will be

separately treated in a special article which should be read together with

the article on DOUBLE ENTRY. The Bill-books should be : one for

the entry of bills of exchange taken as payment by the business, and another

for bills given in payment. The main object of these books is to show what
bills are running, and when they are due for presentation and payment. In

the debtor’s ledger they have probably been credited to the customer as

cash, so it will be in the bill-book that they must be watched. Even if dis-

honoured, they would not necessitate alteration in the ledger, for they can

be sued upon by themselves without reference to the account which gave rise

to them.
The Empties ledgers are in some trades of almost equal importance with

the ordinary ledger. TLlius a firm of brewers and wine merchants would keep

very elaborate accounts of the casks, bottles, cases, syphons, &c., sent to their

customers. The numliers and marks on each article would be noted, and in

case of nou-retum, certain fixed charges would be made. A similar book
would be kept for empties received and returnable. The Stock-book is an«

other book which may be usefully kept by every trader. Accounts can b0
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opened for certain goods or classes of goods, and debit and credit entries

posted to them as in the case of the ordinary ledgers. But whether such a
l^k is kept in this form or not, it is necessary that there should be a stock-

book to show the results of the periodical stock-takings, and from which the

general balance-sheet may be supplied with the requisite balances in respect

to stock.

The Oaeh-book is the last chief book of account we shall refer to. This

is the jounial devoted to the payment and receipt of cash. It is in fact a
ledger in which cash is regarded as goods, a customer, or any other subject of

a l^ger account. But with a system of single entry book-keeping in a small

and not complex business it presents little need for explanation. It should,

however, be supplemented by a petty cash-book. The keeper of this book
should have a certain sum of money deposited with him sufficient to last a
particular time. It should be chccKcd regularly with the cash in hand, and
when the balance is running down, the sfune amount should be again supplied.

By this method there is a certain automatic check preserved against unusual

expenditure.

From the above, and with reference to the special articles on the

JOURNAL, DEBTOR’S LEDGER, BOUGHT LEDGER, and CASH-
BOOK, and the many other articles on the subject in the Supplementary
Volumes ; and having before him those books ruled as sold by the stationer,

the reader should have no difficulty in commencing a system of single

entry book-keeping; he should be in a jHisition to make out a satisfactory

balance-sheet. Before attempting book-keeping by double entry, he should
thoroughly grasp its principles as set out in the article on that subject;

but whether he does this or not, there need be no further excuse to vainly
strive to make a waste day-book serve the purpose of a proper set of
books.

BOOKS AND PRINTS.—It is a misdemeanour to print and publish, or
expose for sale, or to the public view, any indecent writing or print, or to
puDlicly exhibit the same. That there was no intention to corrupt public
morals is no defence. Tlie magistrates may issue a warrant authorising a
search for, and tlic seizure of, any such obscene books or prints kept in any
shop or other place for the purpose of sale or distribution, or published for

the purposes of gain. The occupier of tlie shop or other place may be
summoned to show cause why the articles should not be destroyed, and if

the magistrates are sixtisfied that they are obscene, they will be destroyed.

At the time of writing, a bookseller, having been indicted for and con-

victed of the above misdemeanour, has l)een imprisoned for eighteen months,
and, in addition, fined i?50. See COPYRIGHT.

BOTTOMRY and RESPONDENTIA.—Bottomry, in maiitiine law, is

the pledge of a ship as security for the repayment of money advanced to an
owner for the pur|X)se of enabling him to carry on the voyage. The contract

is usually in the form of a bond, calleii a Bottomry bond. The term
bottomry is derived from a Low German word, signifying the keel or bottom
of a ship, and by a not unusual development in sense has come to mean the

ship itself ; thus, trade is often spoken of as being carried on in foreign

heitoms^ The conditions of a bottomry bond are that, if the ship is lost ou
the voyage^ the lender loses the whole of his money ; but if it readies port^

l. F
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both the ship itself and the borrower personally become liable for the money
lent and the agreed interest* As tne nature of the bond is to make the

lender a co-adventurer with the owner on the success of an undertaking

advantageous to the public, and as the lender usually comes to the financiid

rescue of the ship at a critical and doubtful time, the contract of bottomry
has never been subject to the laws directed against usury ; consequently the

interest on such a bond has been, and is still generally, at a higher rate

than that obtaining in less speculative adventures.

It is by a bottomry bond that the master of a ship borrows money when
he is abroad, and hais a real and pressing necessity to repair the vessel or to

procure things essential to the prosecution of his voyage; the pressing

necessity is the only recognised authority for his so doing. Should tncre be

no such necessity, the owner would not be liable on the bond, and accordingly

the master should be careful that the necessity really exists. Where several

of these bonds are given for the same ship at different times, the last bond
in point of time has priority of satisfaction, for the reason that it is given in

order to preserve the security available for the earlier bonds. When the

security for the loan includes the cargo as well as the ship, the transaction is

called respondentia^ but it is subject to the same rules of law as a bottomry
bond. A bottomry bond may also be given on the security of the freight

;

but the cargo must not be the only subject of the pledge. Nor may the

master give a bond unless it is impossible to obtain the necessary advance on
the pei’sonal security of the owner alone.

0OUQHT and sold notes.—A broker who buys and sells on com-
mission puts the bargain and its terms into writing and forwards a bought
note to the buyer and a ^ sold note ” to the seller. These notes are supposed
to be copies 01 entries alreatly made in the books of the broker, though in

practice the entries are often made after the notes have been sent off, or

omitted altogether. ITie object of the notes is to determine definitely the

terms and conditions of the sale or purchase, to im|X)se a liability in respect

thereof upon the broker’s principal ; they are accordingly also called “ contract

notes.’’ The following is the form of a ‘‘ bought” contract note as generally

used by a stockbroker :

—

4 Throgmorton Street, K.O.,
22nd July 1910.

We beg to advise you that we have this day bought on your account, subject to

the rules of the Stock Exchange, as under : for settlement 31st July 1901.

100 shai'es Anglo-Russian Petroleum,

Commission, 6d. per share

Stamp on tiunsfer ....
Registration

Contract stamp

£250 0 0
2 10 0
1 5 0
0 2 6
0 1 0

£253 18 6

The stamp duty is set out in the article on STAMP DUTIES.
As set out above, it shows that the broker has bought certain shares at
the price mentioned, that he charges 1% 10s. as commission for his

services and one shilling for the contract stamp, and that £^1, 5s. will
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be the value of the stamp required to be impressed upon the transfer, and
28, 6d, the fee payable to the company for registration of the transfer. It

further states that the next settlement day for transactions of this descrip-

tion is the Slst July 1910, by which time the broker should receive from his

principal the total sum mentioned, so that be may be in a position to pay

for and take delivery of the shares. A “ sold note would be in the same

form as the above, except that a person who sells would not have to pay for

the stamp on the transfer, or the tee for its registration.

The following is the form of a contract note generally used by a merchant,

the word prompt meaning the date for payment, when the goods will be

tendered and the purchase should be completed.

Holmes, Ganthony t Co.,

Produce Merchants and Brokers.

14 Great 8t. Helens, B.O.,

12ik October 19—

.

To Messrs. Smith <k Parrish.

We have this day bought of [or sold to] you on customary terms and conditions,

as under :

—

Quantay Description Price

Delivery Discount Packing and mark
Prompt payment

We aie, Gentlemen,
Your obedient servants,*

Holmes, Ganthoxy k Co.

If the above note had been sent out by a broker, it would contain the words
^ on account of our principals,**" instead of the words ‘‘ customary "" to ‘‘ con-

ditions,"" and the principals would probably be named.
Should a stockbroker not make and transmit to his principal a contract

note, duly stamped, he will be liable to a penalty of <P20, and be unable to

recover his commission. But should he not send a contract note at all, he may
recover his commission though liable to the penalty.

A contract cannot be enforced if the principal countermands the authority

of tlie broker after an agreement to buy or sell, but before the contract note is

made out. If a sold note is signed by the broker who is acting for both buyer
and seller, the document becomes a memorandum sufficiently signed by the
party to be charged, or by his duly authorised agent, to satisfy the statutes

that require in certain cases a signed contract. Should the broker sign the

contract note merely as a broker, and without disclosing his principals, he
cannot himself sue thereon ; cases similar to this often arise w hen dealing w ith an
outside broker, who though posing as a broker, in fact is really a principal.

Where a broker is authorise by one man to sell goods, and by another to

buy the same goods, he may, by entering in his books a memorandum of the

sale thei*cof by one to the other, create a binding contract between his two
principals. In a sale between brokers, the bought and sold notes were not

exchanged, and there was no evidence that the seller had notice of the con-

tract, but the seller having partly performed, it was held that the contract

was binding. Should a broker omit to enter and sign any contract in his
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book, but sends bought and sold notes to the buyer and seller which vary

materially* no binding contract would be constituted, but it would be other-

wise if the bought and sold notes substantially agreed with each other. Nor
would any valid contract arise if a broker employed both by seller and pur-

chaser, though having negotiated the sale, had by mistake delivered to the

several pai*ties bought and sold notes diffei'ently describing the goods. Should,

in the City of Loudon, goods be sold by a broker to oe paid by a bill of

exchange, the vendor has the right, within a reasonable time,r.^. within two
or three days, if not satisfied with the sufficiency of the purchaser to annul the

contract. But the vendor must intimate his dissent as soon as he has had an
opportunity to inquire into the solvency of the purchaser.

BOUGHT I^OER.—This is one of the most important books that a

trader keeps, being as it is a summary of the purchases he has made and hi?

payments and credits in resjiect thereof. An account should be opened for

every person or firm from whom purchases are made, and unless the account is

certain to be a very limited one, there should be exclusively devoted to it at

least one whole page. At the head of the account should be written in bold

charactei-s the name and address of the person or firm, and also a note made
as to the terms of payment, e.g. ‘‘ 5 per cent, at one month.” The name,
together with the folio, should be duly indexed. Only the totals are required

to be entered in this ledger, such as By Goods,” To Cash,” To empties

returned,” &c. ; and care should be taken that no entry is made in this ledger

except from one of the subsidiary books, such as the bought journal or the
cash-book. The principle of posting up this ledger is the opposite to that of

the sales ledger, as the items in the cash-book here go to tne debtor side of

the accounts, and those in the journal to the credit side. At the quarterly

or half-yearly balancing, the accounts should be ruled off’ in red ink, and the

balances carried down. It will be found convenient to post into this ledger

all the sundry trade expenses which are not strictly the subjects of credit

luxrounts ; this may be done either by opening separate accounts for such

expenses as carriage, for example, or by opening a general sundiy creditors’

account, or by opening accounts of botn these classes, accortling as the neces-

sities or the convenience of the business demand. Below we set out some
specimen pages of a bought ledger, the first being an account unbalanced,

tne secona an account balanced with the balance carried down ; the initials

C.B./43 and B.J./110, mean, .with the figures, “Cash-book, folio 43,” and
“Bought journal, folio 110” respectively, and indicate that the items have
been posted from these books and pages. See BOOK-KEEPING.

I>r. Rlchaxd Clothier k Co., Leeds. 6 per cent, at a month. Or,

1901
Feb. 3 To Cash C.B./43 47 10

To Discoont 2 10
June 27 ToCaeb O.B./97 95 0

1901
Jan. 3 By Goods

1

B.J./ is; 60 0 0
Apl. 13 96 0
Ang. 7 By da B.J./209 42 0
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Dr. The Airedaile Bpinnlng Company, Ltd. Or.

1901 1901
Mar. 26 To Cash C.B./91 ; 120 0 0 Jan. 7 By Goods B.J./ 12 69 17 6

To Empties B.J./10 1 0 0 Feb. 13 By do. B.J./115 8 3 0^

'

„ 27 By do. B.J./130 43 18 0
6 6 9 Uar. 2 By do B.J./209 14 8 3

126 6 9 126 6 9

1

!

1

By balance 5 6 9

BREACH OF PROMISE .—This is the name given to an action for

damages for breach of a contract of marriage. It is therefore, strictly

speaking, an action founded upon contract, but nevertheless it partakes so

much of the nature of a personal action aa to be within the doctrine of actio

personalia moritur aim persona (q.v.). Action may be brought, however, by

the personal representatives of a deceased party, when damage has been

8j)ecially sustained by the property of the deceased as the contemplated result

of the action of the parties at the time of the promise. Either the man or

woman may bring an action for breach of promise.

The contract and its breach.—An infant cannot make such a promise

as will render him liable to an action in case of breach, nor can he ratify it

upon attaining his majority ; he must make another promise. Nor can a
married man, if the woman knows of his marriage at the time of the promise.

The promise need not Ikj in writing, but it must be coiToborated in some
material particular ; the presentation of an engagement ring, an introduction

to the plaintiirs family in the character of a betrothed, a remaining silent

when charged with the promise, are instances of what may be corroborative

facts. A mere promise without acquiescence by the other party, an offer

without acceptance, would not constitute a contract. Marriage is apparently

not so imjxjrtant an undertaking os effecting an insurance ; for in such a case

complete openness and candour is of the essence of the contract. In marriage

a promise may be unwittingly made to a latly just released from a lunatic

asylum, or from prison, or to one suffering from an incurable disease ; if the

offer is accepted, the promiser must go through with the marriage, or run the

risk of an action. But though this is the case, the promisee may not induce

the promise by false and fraudulent misrepresentations; to do so would be to

open a door for the escape of the promiser. A lady of doubtful antecedents

should remain silent, unless they have reference to her unchastity, for such

an antecedent undisclosed to and not otherwise known by the promiser would

release him from his engagement. After the promise has been made, the

lady must continue to have a care for her moral character, but her subscejuent

health is a matter of indifference. On the other liand, it is no defence to an

action that the defendant is too ill to marry—so ill even that marriage

would mean death ; but if such a defence weixi established, the damages would
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be probably very light. If no date has been agreed upon for the marriage,

one party may require the other to fulfil the promise, and to maiTy within

a reasonable time.

Dama^^S ai*e generally a rough estimate of what the plaintiff has

financially suffered through the promise not being performed. If the de-

fendant IS a lady, whether she is rich or poor, it is doubtful whether a jury

would award the plaintiff very substantial damages ; but if the circumstances

showed that he had really suffered serious damage, there is no reason why
he should not recover some recompense. But almost invariably the plaintiff

is a lady, and the law considering that marriage is itself an advancement and
advant^e to her, damages to some extent must always be awarded. Riches

and social position of the defendant constitute an important item in her

favour; but against this the defendant may show that he is in bad health,

much older than the plaintiff, has dissolute habits, a bad character, and rough
and brutal manners—these facts, in their turn, tell against heavy damages.

Again, the plaintiff may prove seduction by the defendant, or the defendant

may allege that the plaintiff is an immodest woman ; to fail to prove either

of these allegations would probably increase the damages against the party

preferring them. The defendant may also state that he is willing to marry
the plaintiff, and if the jury believe him, and that the willingness is bona Jide^

it will probably diminish the damages.

BREAD.—Tlie manufacture of bread is regulated in London and within

ten miles of the Royal Exchange by the Bread Act, 1822, and in other parts

of England and Scotland by the Bread Act, 1886, the provisions of both
Acts being practically identical. The Sale of Food and Drugs Acts, 1875
to 1899, which are set out in the article ADULTERATION, have also

reference to bread, its manufacture and adulteration. Bread made of flour

or meal of wheat, barley, rye, oats, buckwheat, Indian corn, jieas, beans, rice,

or potatoes may be made with any common salt, pure water, eggs, milk,

barm, leaven, potato or other yea.st, and mixed in such proportions as the

baker may think fit, but with no other ingi-cdient or matter whatsoever.

Any baker, or person who makes bread for sale, or his servant, who should

make bread by any other mixture than the al)ove is liable to a penalty of

iPlO, and the fact of the conviction will be published at his exj^ense in the

local papers. A penalty of <£^20 will be forfeited by any [lerson who, in

grinding or selling any com, meal, or flour, mixes therewith any ingredient

not the real and genuine produce of the corn or flour so ground or sold.

Bread made or sold, or exposed for sale when made, wholly or partially of

peas, or beans, or potatoes, or of any sort of coni or grain other tnan wheat,

18 required to be marked with a large Roman M ; for non-compliance here-

with the penalty is ten shillinj^ for every pound weight of bread so made,
sold, or exposed for sale. But this mark is not required when only potato
yeast is usra in the making of wheaten bread, llie magistrates may direct

a search of the premises of millers, bakers, and others, and if any ingredient

for adulteration, or any adulterated flour or bread is found, the same may be
seized and disposed of; the offenders will be penalised, and they will also be
punished in case of obstruction to the search, or of opposition to any other

execution of the provisions of the Bread Act. All complaints under the Act
must be made within forty-eight hours after the offence has been committed.
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Except in the cases of French or fancy bread, or rolls, all bi-ead is

required to be sold by weight ; the avoirdupois weight of sixteen ounces to

the pound, and a beam and scales, with proper weights, or other sufficient

balance, must be fixed in a conspicuous part of the shop, on or near the
counter, so that all bread there sold may oe weighed in the presence of the
purchaser. Similar scales and weights should carried in every cart or

carriage in which bread is carried or sent out for delivery ; and, upon request
so to do, the bread must be weighed in the presence of tne person purchasing
or receiving it. Non-compliance with any of the above provisions as to

weights and weighing would subject the offender to penalties.

Where a customer asks a baker for bread by weight, the baker, whether
he gives him ordinary bread or fancy bread, is bound to serve him with it as

bread sold by weight, and which has been weighed. If the baker has only
fancy bread, he should so inform the customer. The understood weight of
a quartern loaf is four pounds ; it is not sufficient that the loaf weighed this

before baking, if when sold it weighed less. Mere superiority in the quality

of bread will not class it with fancy bread, as distinguished from ordinary;
there must also be a dissimilarity in size, shape, and appearance from ordinary
household bre6td. But merely making in separate loaves, baking so as to be
crusty all over, and differing from ordinary bread only in the manner of

baking, will not constitute French or fancy bread, even if the particular

bread is known in the trade as French or fancy.

If a servant or journeyman has, through wilful misconduct, caused his

master to incur any penalty, the master may complain to the magistrates,

who will punish the servant or journeyman. After the hour of half-past one
in the afternoon of Sunday, a baker may not bake or sell bread, or bake
meat or pies, or in any way exercise his trade, except only to prepare for his

next day'‘8 baking; so far as it is an authorisation to bake on Sunday, this

regulation does not extend to Scotland. A miller or baker may not act ais a
justice in respect of any of the above offences.

Prosecutions for adulteration may be under the old Bread Acts or the

Food and Drugs Acts. The latter would probably be the Acts preferred by
the prosecution, as the penalties thereunder are severer than those inflicted

by the older Acts, and it is not necessary to prove ^viilty knowledge on the

part of the offender or his servants in order to obtain a conviction. Proof
of such knowled^ would lie upon the prosecution when proceeding under the

Bread Acts; indeed, a leading case on the doctrine of ‘‘guilty knowled^’”
arose out of a prosecution in respect of bread adulterated with alum, but

this was in the year 1814, some time before the Bread Acts. But the case is

interesting, as it was held, and the holding is still adhered to, that the use of

alum in the manufacture of bread is a noxious adulteration, and that a man
who made and sold such bread could be criminally resi>onsible for any injuries

to health resulting from the eating thereof. Apart, however, from this case,

alum cannot be lawfully used in the manufacture of bread, for, as will be

seen above, it is not one of the ingredients permitted by the Bread Acts.

But technical opinion differs to-dajr as to the injurious effect of the use of

alum ; it is, however, agreed that its use enables the baker to substitute

inferior flour for good. See BAKEHOUSE.
BBEAKINQ OPEN DOOR•—In a celebrated case reported three hundred
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years ago by Sir Edward Coke, we read ‘‘ that the house of every one is to him
as his castle and fortress, as well for his defence against injury and violence as

for his repose.^ Nor was this new law even then, for by an old statute of

the reign of Richai'd II., which not only remains unrepealed, but is recogni^d

as fully to-day as ever, it was enacted as follows: “And also the king

enjoinetb that none from henceforth make entry into any lands and

tenements but in case where entry is given by law, and in such case not

with strong hand nor with multitude of people, but only in lawful, |)eaceable,

and easy manner. And if any man from henceforth do to the contrary and

thereof be duly convicted, he shall be punished by imprisonment of his body,

and thereof be ransomed at the Ling's will." This statute has been held to

prohibit any person giving to another leave and licence to break and enter

into his dwelling-house. If therefore a lease, for example, or a hire-purchase

agreement, contains an express condition that in certain events the house

may be forcibly entered, such condition is null and void ; should any person

act under its assumed authority, he may in certain events be liable for damages.

Except in execution of criminal process, and then only after admittance has

been required and refused, the only way to effect an entry into a dwelling-

house is by an oi)en outer door. A bailiff* for rent may, however, climb over

a wall, but should the distress be preceded by a forcible entry, it will be void

and illegal, and he will be a trespasser. But should the off'ender be a sheriff

or bailiff of a Court attempting to execute a civil process, the execution

would not be void, but the offender would be liable for damages and to
punishment by the Court of which he is an officer. See DISTRESS

:

EXECUTION.
BfiEWEB*—To brew beer, ale, porter, spruce Ix^er, black beer, Berlin

white beer, or any other description of beer, or any liquor which is made or
sold as a description of beer, or as a substitute for beer, such as a concoction
of herbs, sugar, and water, and which contains more than 2 jx^r cent, of proof
spirit, is to come within the legal definition of a brewer. If a person does
not brew for sale, and the annual value of the house he occupies and actually

resides in does not exceed jLTO, the beer brewed by him is not charged witn
duty ; but he will be required to give such partioulars of his brewing as the

Inland Revenue authorities may require, which particulars should be entered
in the forms hereinafter mentioned. If the premises are below £8 in annual
value no licence is required, unless the beer is brewed for consumption by
farm labourers ; but if above X^IO and not exceeding c(7l5, an annual licence is

required which carries a duty of 9s. Beer so brewed can only be used for the
brewer's own domestic use, or for comsumption by farm labourers employed
by him in the actual course of their labour or employment, llie brewing
may be either on the private brewer’s own premises or on premises gratui-
tously lent to him by a brewer who publicly carries on a business as such.
Should the private brewer brew otherwise than in accordance with the above
regulations, or should he sell, or offer for sale, any beer brewed by him, he
will incur a penalty of £10. Moreover, any excise officer may at any reason-
able time enter and inspect any premises used by the private brewer for the
purposes of brewing, and examine the vessels and utensils used by him.
Where the private brewer occupies a house exceeding X^15 in annual valuer
he will be r^uired to pay the same beer duty as a brewer for sale. So he
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will if he is a farmer who brews for his labourers and occupies a house exceed-

ing^lO in annual value. The annual licence duty is 98. where the annual value

of the premises exceeds X^IO but does not exceed £15, Before commencing
to brew, the private brewer, whose brew will be subject to duty, must obtain

from an Inland Revenue officer a certain prescribed form. This must be
then filled up and produced on demand

;
and in the meanwhile the entries

in it are not to be cancelled, obliterated, or altered. The entries are intended
to show the quantity of malt, com, and sugar intended to be used in the

brewing, and they must be absolutely correct.

A brewer for sale, as he is called in distinction from a private

brewer, is required to take out an annual £1 licence, which expires on the

30th September in each year ; by brewing without such licence he will incur a
penalty of i?100, and will forfeit all his beer, materials, and utensils. In
addition to this annual licence there is an excise duty on beer. This beer

duty is calculated according to the specific gravity of the worts of the beer,

bein^ at present 7s. 9d. upon every thirty-six gallons of worts of a specific

gravity of 1055"^. The duty is payable immediately upon its being charged
to the brewer, and must be paid before the fifteenth day of the following

month; and should default be made in its payment, the Inland Revenue
authorities will distrain therefor, and sell any beer, materials, and utensils

that may be necessary to provide for its payment. In order to afford the

authorities adequate facility to obtain a knowledge of the amount and quality

of the brewings, the brewer is required to keep on his premises all the

necessary scales and weights, to give every assistance to, and provide every

convenience for, the officers of excise to gauge and measure the brewings
and to take the accounts. In fact, from the time of commencing his business,

when he has to supply full details of all his premises and plant, and of their

positions and purposes, until he ceases brewing altogether, all his appliances

and operations must be disclosed to the excise officers. His rooms and
utensils are required to be specified, marked and numbered; the position

of the ve.ssels maintained witnout alteration, so as to afford facilities for

gauging or measuring; his books must show the hounj and dates of the
brewings, the quantities of malt, corn, and sugar to be used, and the hour
when the worts will be drawn off the grains into the mash tubs; and the

true original gravity before fermentation is also to be duly entered. This
is only an outline of the very detailed regulation of the brewery’s business, but

should he omit compliance in any respect he would incur very heavy penalties.

The officers are continually paying visits to the brewery awaiting the mash-
ings, watching that the brewing-book is duly entered up, and checking the

quantity of materials used ; so important are their duties that an attempt

at their bribe^ would result in a fine of ^^500. See BEER ; LICENSING.
BRIBER X is the offence of giving or offering and taking a bribe, recom-

pense, or reward as the consideration for, or inducement to, the neglect or

perversion of an official duty or^public act. The English law distinguishes

Detween three main classes of bribery—namely, that of a magistrate, that

of a public ministerial officer, and tnat having reference to the giving or
procuring of votes.

Since the Revolution of 1688, bribery of the first class^—judicial bribery

—has been altogether unknown in England, and at the present day it is the
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last offence that even the most malignant detractor would venture to impute
to any one of our iudges. But before that time the state of affairs was very

different. Even that supreme philosopher and wisest of Englishmen, Lord
Bacon, was chai'ged with and ultimately confessed the commission of this

offence, alleging in extenuation that it was a general vice of the age. And
yet he himself on an earlier occasion, as Loi-d Chancellor, addressed the

following caution to a newly-appointed judge: “that his hands and the

hands of those about him should be clean and uncorrupt from gifts and from
serving of turns, be they great or small.*” In the fourteenth century one
Sir William Thoi*pe, Chief Justice of England, having confessed to a remewk-
able amount of judicial corruption, w^as condemned to be hanged, and all

his goods forfeited to the Crown; he was, however, immediately pardoned,

and for centuries afterwards the corruption of the judges was notorious and
unquestionable.

Bribery of the second class, that of a public ministerial officer, is a mis-

demeanour at common law in the person who takes, and also in him who
offers the bribe. A clerk to the agent for French prisoners of war at

Porchester Castle, who had taken money for procuring the exchange of

certain prisoners out of their turn, was indicted for bribery and severely

punishea ; and a criminal information was granted by Lord Mansfield against

a person who offered the First Lord of the Treasury a sum of money for a
public appointment in the Colonies. Bribery with reference to particular

classes oi public officers has been dealt with by several Acts of Parliament.

Of such officers may be mentioned customs' officers, and also commissioners,

collectors, officers, and other persons employed in relation to the Inland

Revenue. Connected herewitn is the offence of bribing a juryman, or

attempting to influence him as to his verdict ; such an offence may be the

subject of criminal proceedings. So also is it a misdemeanour, botn on the

part of the person who offers or gives the bril)e and the person who solicits

or receives it, to bribe members, officers, or servants of corjx)ration8, councils,

boards, commissions, and other public bodies, with a view to their doing or

forbearing to do anything in respect of any matter, actual or proposed, in

which the public body is concerned.

The third class of bribery, so far as it relates to parliamentary and
municipal elections, has always been an offence at common law. Only
prosecutions under statute are recorded in parliamentary instances, but in

respect of municipal elections there is a recorded case in which a criminal

information was granted against a man for promising money to a member
of the corporation of Tiverton to induce him to vote for a particular person

at the election of a mayor. This part of the subject is considered unaer the
title CORRUPT PRACllCES.

BRITISH PHARMACOPOEIA.—This is the name given to a book pub*
lished under statutory authority by the General Medical Council. It contains

a list of medicines and compounds, and the manner of preparing them, together

with the weights and measures by which they are to oe prepared and mixed.
All medicines and compounds contained therein are to be prepared and mixed
only in accordance witn the authorised formularies; to do otherwise, except
in the case ofa medicine manufactured under letters patent, is to incur heavy
panalties. A legally qualified medical practitioner wno has passed an examf*
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nation in pharmacy in order to qualify for his diploma, and also a veterinary

surgeon in respect of medicines to be used by him in his practice, may prepare

and mix a^ medicine of the B.P. without reference co its formularies.

BROKlfiR—Generally.—Though brokers are often mentioned in the

statute law, and many regulations have been enacted respecting them, the law

does not seem to have defined what the precise character ofa broker is. From
the general current of judicial decisions, as well as from now well recognised

mercantile usages, a broker may be shortly defined as one employed merely in

the negotiation of commercial contracts. He is not entrusted with the posses-

sion of goods, and does not act in his own name. His business has always
consisted in negotiating exchanges, or in buying and selling stocks and goods

;

but for at least a century the term has include persons who act as agents to

buy, sell, and charter ships, and effect policies of insurance. Strictly speaking,

the negotiations of a broker are private; not like those of an auctioneer, who
is not a broker, and whose negotiations are public. The man who buys and
sells second-hand furniture on his own account, though popularly so called, is

not in fact a broker. A broker is a ‘‘ mercantile agent^' within the meaning
of the Factors Act, but not being entrusted as a broker w ith possession, derives

no authority from that Act to sell or pledge his principal's goods. Generally

speaking, the authority of a broker to bind his principal rests upon the same
basis and is governed fiy the same rules as the authority of an agent, but when
dealing with a broker, it should be remembered that there may be some custom
or usage in his special trade extending or limiting the more generally implied

authority of an ordinary agent. As insbinces of such special cases, London
stockbrokers, I^iverpool insurance brokers, and Irish provision brokers may be
mentioned. But the principal w ould not be affected by an unreasonable custom,

or by one which would w ithout his know ledge change the intrinsic character

of the contemplated contract.

A broker may sign a contract on behalf of his principal, but his clerk cannot.

He may sell on credit where it is customary to do so; but not otherwise,

as in the case of stocks and shares w hich are not sold on credit. Although
his principal may be known to the other parties, yet an insurance broker may
receive payments on his behalf ; no other class of broker can do this, so as to

give a sufficient receipt to the party paying, unless, of course, he has a special

authority from his principal to receive the money. He has no authority to

contract in his ow n name, nor to cancel or alter a contract w ithout the consent

of his princijml, nor can he sell his own goods to his principal without tlie

latter's knowledge. Like an agent, a broker must obey his principals instruc-

tions, do things necessary and customary in relation to the matter in hand,

and in his turn he is entitled to indemnity and remuneration frem his principal.

When acting for a foreign principal, a hreker cannot pledge his principal's

credit, and dl pei*sons who cleal w ith a broker under suen circumstances must
be content to give cmlit to him alone.

A broker cannot recover any commission or remunemtion in respect of

illeml contracts. Thus, if a broker of the class that usually designates

itmf ‘‘matrimonial agents" negotiates a marriage, he cannot recover any

fee or reward whatsoever for his trouble in the matter ; and this notwith-

standing that the party from whom payment is claimed has given him a

duly signed commission note. In fact, if either party has paid the com-
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mission, or any part of it, the marriage-broker may be sued for its recovery.

The same thing applies to gaming contracts. See also AGENT ; PAWN-*
BROKER; STOCKBROKER.

Insurance brokers are those whose business it is to effect insurances and
to negotiate between tlie insurers and the assured. Until recent years an
insurance broker's business was almost entirely identified with marine
insurance, with the result that the great body of the law on the subject has

been laid down in cases relating to marine insurance brokage. To-day there

exist many insurance brokers whose business is devoted to the negotiation

of insurance against fire and other non-maritime risks. Tlie law, however,

as it has now been laid down during the last century, may lie taken as

generally applicable to all classes of insurance brokers as distinguished from
merely insurance agents. In marine insurance the insurers are known as

underw riters, and this term w e shall retain w hile ti*eating of brokers of this

class. By usage of trade, insurance brokers are invested with powers and
liabilities unknown to any other class. This is the result of the peculiar charac-

teristics of the insurance broker's duties. He is not only an agent, but to

a large extent a principal. In practice he keeps two accounts with the

underwritei*s, callea the credit account and the cash account. When the slip

for any particular policy is signed, it is arranged between the broker and the

underwriter whether the premium is to go into the credit account or the cash

account. In either case the broker becomes debtor to the underwriter for

the premium at once ; but the time and manner of the payment are different

in tne two cases. If the premium goes into the credit account, it is not
payable until the end of the year. If before the end of the year any claim

arising on one of the policies in the credit account is adjusted by the broker

and the underwriter, the broker on the ocljustment has credit in the account
against the underwriter for the amount of the loss thus adjusted, if the

account is good for that amount; and at the end of the year, and not until

then, the balance of the account, and the balance only, is due in cash from
the broker to the underwriter, under a discount of 12 per cent. If the
premium, instead of going into the credit account, goes into the cosh account,

the custom is the same, except that the account is settled, and the balance is

due in cash at the end of each month instead of the end of the year, and the

balance is paid under a small discount.

An insurance broker may contract with the underwriter in his own name,
and where the policy is not under seal he may so contract either with or
without naming nis principal. An action on a policy made by the broker
may be brought either by the broker himself or by his principal. ITie broker
may himself, without special authority, adjust the losses and receive from the
underwriter payment therefor in money. But should he be the agent of the
underwriter, he has no right to pay losses. Notwithstanding the custom of
trade in the matter of accounts between broker and underwriter, and in the
absence of the assurecBs knowledge of it, the broker may not allow the under*
writer to set olF any debt due to him by the broker. Even if the broker is

acting upon a del credere commission, he does not thereby become a principal

debtor so as to be able, or be required, to pay a loss to the insured and
afterwards recover it from the underwriter, fsor has the broker any implied
authority to arbitrate in the case of a disputed loss. It is also his duty Doth
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to see that the insurance covers the risk and that the underwriter is a
responsible person.

Like many other mercantile agents, the broker has a lien for his general

balance upon any policy of insurance in his hands which has been procured
by him for his principal, and also upon any money received by him upon
such policy ; but this lien extends only over matters relating to insurance

brokerage, not to matters outside this relation. Sub-agents have, in the
same way, a particular lien for premiums and commissions in relation to the
policy. Should the broker‘‘3 principal be acting as agent for another, of
which fact the broker has no notice at the time, the lien attaches, notwith-

standing his principaPs agency, and notwithstanding a subsequent disclosure

of the real principal ; but should the broker have such notice, the lien will

be limited to the necessary out-of-pocket charges.

A shipbroker is a person whose business it is to negotiate and effect

charter-parties. His remuneration is by way of commission, usually 5 per
cent, upon the agreed or estimated fi*eight, but in the absence of agreement,
or of a customary rate, it w ill be at a rate reasonable under the circumstances.

Since his business is not only to negotiate, but to effect a charter-party, it

follows that he does not acquire any right to remuneration unless and until

a binding charter-party is concluded, and this is the rule, except upon proof
of custom of trade to the contrary, wdmtever may be the cause preventing the

conclusion of the charter-party. The earning of the freight is a matter of no
importance to the broker, for his remuneration does not, apart from special

agreement, depend upon it. Apart from custom, the cliarter-party must be
the direct result of the broker'‘s intervention in order to entitle mm to his

remuneration ; and in a case where the negotiations pass through a number
of brokers'* hands, the first introducing broker would receive the commission,
provided he did all things necessary to introduce the principals to each other,

such, for instance, as mentioning the names and identifying the transaction.

A charter-party effected through a broker has often a clause in its margin to

the effect that a certain commission is due to the broker in respect thereof,

but this clause would not give to the broker any right of action against the

ship for his renmneration. The charterer might take such an action, how-
ever, on behalf of the broker. The charter-party when signed is usually

retained by the broker, and certified copies are given by him when required.

Should a snipbroker undertake to get a ship chartered on certain terms and
fail so to do, he would he liable to her ow ner.

BROTHEL.—legislation on this subject appears to have been first

brought about in England by the Bishop of Winchester, in consequence

of disturbances in certain disorderly houses kept in Southwark, at the end

of the fourteenth century. The houses were said to have been interfered

with by Wat Tyler, witli the result that he was killed by Sir W. Wahvorth.

A brothel may be defined as a disorderly house, or part thereof, to which

men and women i*csort for the purjmses of indiscriminate intercourse. Keej>-

ing such a place is a public nuisance, for which tlie kce])er may be indicted at

common law. He, or any other concenied in any w ay in the keeping or the

management of the place, are also liable to summary conviction by magis-

trates. The lessor or landlord, or his agent, who lets a house or any part

thereof^ knowing that the premises will be us^ as a brothel, is liable to con*
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viction under the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1885. The receipt of a
rent higher them that usually paid for similar houses would be evidence of

guilty knowledge by the landlord. At common law any person may prose-

cute in respect of a brothel. Contracts to let a house for use as a brothel, or

knowingly to supply it with furniture, are void. Any woman detained in a
brothel may, for the purposes of escape, take any clothing or apparel neces-

sary for her departure.

BUDGET.—This is the name commonly given to the annual account of the

national finances rendered by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, or it might be by
the First Lord of the Treasury, to a committee of ways and means of the House
of Commons. TTie speech or statement by which this account is introduced or

explained is looked forward to with great interest by different classes ; if the

revenue is in a flourishing condition and a surplus exists, all parties are

anxious to learn how their interests may be affected by a reduction of taxes;

and the public interest is probably even greater when the revenue is known
to be overdrawn and an increase is anticipated. llTie speech usually includes

an outline of the financial policy of the Government, an account of the

general commercial condition of the country, and in particular an examina-
tion of any commercial interests which are proposea to be affected. 'ITie

national balance-sheet is made up to the 5th April in every year, and upon
the results of the balance-sheet in hand will dej)end the requirements of the

treasury for the ensuing year. Whether taxation is to be increased or

decrea^, criticism is usually equally keen, and the minister in charge of the

budget is equally bound not only to state definitely the proposed alterations,

but also to defend them in principle and in detail. To reduce one tax is to

raise the inquiry why another has not been reduced in its stead ; to create or

increase another is to attract a general criticism from those interested, the

standpoints of the critics being mmost as varied as the number of the critics

themselves—at least as vari^ as the number of interests they represent.

The speech is concluded by the minister moving resolutions for the adoption
of the committee which will carry out the projx)sals of the Government.
These resolutions, when aftei*wards reported to the House, form the ground-
work of bills for finally accomplishing the financial objects proposed by the
minister.

BUILDEB-^BXJILDING CONTRACT.—A builder is one who builds

houses for sale, on land purchased or leased by him for that pur|>osc, or one
who builds for other persons by hire or contract. Whether building for him-
self or for an employer, a builder needs to pay careful heed to certain branches

of the law. If building for hire or other remuneration, it is important that

the agreement therefor should cover all things necessary for his protection, smd
be valid and precise. Three things must be carefully looked for in a building

contract: remuneration, the architect, and arbitration ; neither one of these

should be omitted, and not one expressed; contrary to the builder's wishes.

But whether building for himself or another, the builder must have strict

regard to the Public Health Acts, the local Building Acts, and the regulations

m^e thereunder. In London, for example, his building operations will be
governed primarily by the London Building Acts. These Acts would require
a moderately-sized bixik for their mere reprint. Not only will the London
Building Acts necessitate the builder's attention, but there are also the Public
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Health (London) Acts, and the many important unrepealed and still subsisting

sections of the various MetropolisManagement Acts, together with the bye-laws

and regulations of the London County Council made under all these Acts. In

fact no builder should on any account venture to carry on his business without

some trade manual containing details of the provisions of the general and
local laws affecting his operations. And in building elsewhere than in London
it is eaually necessary to obtain copies of all local Acts and regulations ; to

know the restrictions imposed by the local authorities as well as those by the

general law. And in addition to all this, the builder must have some know-
ledge of the law relating to his liability for injuries to his workmen under the

Employers' Liability and the Workmen's Compensation Acts ; to the Truck
Acts and the payment of wages ; to notices of accidents ; and to leases, land-

lord and tenant, fixtures, rights to light and air, and to documents of title to

land such as conveyances and mortgages. Knowing all this, there would be

very little else for him to learn other than that which should be known by every

other man of business.

The first thing for a builder to consider is the contract, or the document
which sets out the terms of his employment. This need not always be in

writing ; nor need it, if in writing, be necessarily technical and complicated
—it is sufficient if it clearly expresses the agreement between the parties.

Unless the j)eriod of the building ojierations will extend over a year, either by
the necessity of the work itself or by the mere intention of the parties, the

contract need not be in writing. In all other cases a written contract is

essential ; one, too, that is signed by the person intended to be made liable

thereunder, w hich is nifiule before action is brought upon it, that describes and
identifies the contracting parties, and that sets out clearly the terms of the
agreement. Care must be taken that the contract satisfies these conditions.

A corporation or company should execute the contract with its seal.

A fruitful source of dispute and dissatisfaction is the question of payment
for materials supplied, and w ork done extra " to the contract. A builder

should only put in extras when he has received a written authority from his

employer or architect to do so. In the absence of such an authority, not only

may he lie unable to successfully claim payment therefor, but he may possibly

be sued by the employer for putting the extras in, notwithstanding the fact

that the employer may retain and take the benefit of them. It is never safe,

except in very clear cases, for the builder to do extra work upon the faith of

the contract being read as impliedly authorising them. Thus, w here a builder

contracted to build and complete a house according to a specification, and
the sjiecification, though mentioning the scantling of joists for the floors,

rafters, and rid^ and wall plates, made no mention ot the flooring, it was
held that the builder could not charge the flooring as an extra. The contract

and specifications must be read together, and only those things which are a

reasonable and necessary inference therefrom can be charged for as extras.

Should the contract require a written authoritv from the architect for extras,

a verbal authority therefor from the employer liimself w ill not be sufficient.

An arbitration clause should be present in every builder's contract. With-
out it, he is practically helpless when dealing w ith an architect upon whom he

depends for his certificates and his payments, and whom he finds it impossible

to satisfy by reasonable means. The clause regulating payment is most
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important. Usually, 20 to 25 per cent, is deducted from all pajnments on
account, until the total amount deducted is reasonably sufficient as security to

the employers ; tlie larger the amount of the contract, the less should be pro^

portionately the total amount retained as a deduction for security.

Short Form of Building Contract,

Agreement made the 9th day of July 1910. Between FITZROY MILD-
MAY, of 83 Portman Square, in the County of London, Esquire (hereinafter

called ‘^the owner’’), of the one part, and HENRY MASON, of 12 Queen-

Victoria Street, in the City of London, Builder and Contractor (hereinafter called
** the builder ”), of the other part.

Witnesseth that, in consideration of the sum of Five thousand pounds, to

be paid to the builder by the owmer, at the times and in the manner hereinafter

set forth, the builder will, upon the plot of land known as Betty Harding’s Meadow,
in the parish of Combmartin, in the county of Devon, and which is more particu-

larly delineated in the map or plan thereof indorsed hereon, execute and complete
the works shown upon the drawings and specification attached hereto, and marked
“A ” and “ B ” respectively, and signed by tlie parties hereto.

1. The builder shall be put in possession of the site on the 10th day of July

1910, whereupon he shall forthwith begin the works, and shall complete the same
(except painting and papering, or such other work as the architect may deem it

desimble to delay) by the 10th day of July 1911, subject, nevertheless, to the

provisions of clause 12.

2. The builder is to provide all things needful for the due execution of the

works, according to the drawings and specifications taken together in their true

meaning, and according to the meaning reasonably to be inferred tlierefrom, and
if there shall be any discrepancy between the drawings and specification, the same
shall be referred to the architect, whose decision shall be final and followed.

3. The builder shall execute the works according to the directions and to the
reasonable satisfaction of the architect, in accordance with the said drawings and
specification, and in accordance with such further drawings and directions in

explanation thereof as may from time to time be furnished by the architect. If

such further drawings or directions are in the opinion of the builder in excess of

the works contemplated by this contract, he shall before proceeding with such

extra work give notice in WTiting to this effect to the architect. In the event of

disagreement between the architect and builder hereon the builder shall, if

required, proceed with the extra work, and the question in dispute, and the
amount of extra remuneration, if any, shall be referred to an arbitrator.

4. The builder shall set out the works, and during their progress amend at

his own costs any errors arising thereout, unless the architect shall not so require.

And all materials and workmanship shall be to the satisfaction of the architect and
of the respective kinds described in the specification.

6. The builder shall conform to all statutes and all regulations and bye-laws of

any authority which shall have the effect of law, and which shall relate to the
works, and shall duly give all notices and pay all fees thereby required.

6. The builder will keep a foreman constantly on the works, and any directions

given by the architect to such foreman shall be held to have been given to the
builder, who will also, on request of the architect, immediately dismiss and not
re-employ any person employed thereon who, in the opinion of the architecti is

inoompetent or misconducts himself.

7« The architect shall at all reasonable times have access to the werks, and to
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Any workshop of the builder or other places where any part of the works is being

executed.

8. The clerk of the works shall be under the absolute control of the architect,

and he shall be afforded every fjicility for examining the works and materials.

9. The architect shall have full power to order the removal from the works of

any materials which in his opinion are not in accordance with the specification,

the substitution of proper materials, and the removal and proper re-execution of any
part of the works not executed in accordance with the drawings and specification,

and the builder shall comply with such order at his own cost. In default, the

owner may employ and pay other persons to execute the same, and all costs thereof

shall be paid by the builder, and shall be recoverable from him by the owner, or

deducted from any moneys due, or to become due, to the builder.

10. When authorised by the architect, or in consequence of any notice, or

otherwise, under Clause 5, the builder may vary or omit from the drawings or

specification, but not otherwise, in which latter event no claim for extras shall

be allowe<l.

11. If the builder unreasonably fails to complete the works by the date named
in clause 1, or within any duly extended time, the builder shall pay or allow to the

owner the sum of 'Iwenty pounds per week as liquidated damages for every week,
or part of a week, during which he shall be in .such default, and such damages may
be deducted from any moneys due to him by the owner.

12. If the architect decides that the w^orks have been delayed by reason of any
inclement weather, or of his own instructions in consequence of disputes with
adjoining owners, or by the woiks or delay of other persons employed by the
owner or architect and not referred to in the specification, or by reason of extras

or variations duly authorised, or by reason of any combination of workmen, strike,

or lock-out affecting any of the building trades, or in consequence of causes beyond
the control of the builder, the architect shall make a fair and reasonable extension

of time for completion in re.spect thereof. In case of such strike or look-out, the
builder shall forthwith give notice thereof to the architect.

1 3. Any defects, shrinkage, or otlier faults which may appear within thi'ee months
after the completion of the work arising out of defective or improper materials or

workmanship shall, upon the directions of the architect and within such reasonable

time as he shall spe^dfy, be amendod and made good by the builder at his own cost,

unless the architect .shall decide that he ought to be paid for the .same; and in

default the owner may recover from the builder the costs of making good the
works, or be deducted by the owner from any moneys due or that may become due
to the builder.

14. The builder shall not, without the consent of the architect, assign this

agreement or sub-let any portion of the works.

15. The builder shall permit the execution of extra work by any other work-
men or tradesmen whom the owner may employ.

16. The builder shall be re.'^pon.sible for all damage to property, and for

injuries cau.sed by the works or w’orkmen to persons, animals, or things, and shall

indemnify the owmer therefrom, and also in respect of any claims for injuries

made by any person in the employ of the builder, and he shall also be responsible
for all injuries caused to the w^orks by inclemency of weather, and shall make good
all damage thereby caused, and thoroughly reinstate and complete the w’hole of the
works.

17. The builder is to insure and keep insured the wwks against loss or damage
by fire, in an office to be approved by the owner in the joint names of the owner and
builder, for the full value of the wnrks executed, and u^>on request shall deposit with
the architect the policies and receipts for the premiums for such insurance, and ii>

^ u
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default the owner may effect the insurance and deduct the premium paid from
any moneys due or which may become due to the builder. All moneys received

under any such policies are to be applied towards the rebuilding or repai'ution of

the works destroyed or iniured.

18. The builder shall be entitled, under certificates issued to him by the

architect and within three days from the date of each such certificate, to pay-

ment by the owner from time to time by instalments, when in the opinion of

the architect work to the value of Two hundred pounds (or less at the reasonable

discretion of the architect) has been executed in accordance with these presents, at

the rate of seventy-five per cent, of the value of work so executed until the balance

retained in hand amounts to the sum of Five hundred pounds, after which time the

instalments shall be up to the full value of the work subsequently executed. The
builder shall also be entitled, under the certificate to be issued by the architect, to

receive payment of Three hundred pounds, being a pai t of the said sum of Five
hundred pounds, when the works are practically conipletod

;
and in like manner to

payment of the balance within a further period of one month, or as scx)n after the
expii'ation of such period of one month as the works shall have been finally

completed, and all defects made good according to the true intent an<l meaning
hereof whichever shall last happen. The architect shall issue his certificates in

accordance with this clause, and such certificiites shall be con^idered conclusive

evidence as to the sufficiency or otherwise of any work or materials to which they

relate respectively.

19. The architect shall be Mr. John Holmes, of 15 Adelphi Terrace, and in

the event of his ceasing to so act the owner shall appoint whomsoever he may
think fit to act in his place, provided that he shall not so appoint any person to

whom the builder has an objection sufficient and reasonable to the satisfaction of

arbitrators to be appointed under clause 20.

20. Provided that, in case any dispute or <lifference shall arise between the

owner, or the architect on his behalf, ami the builder, either during the progress

or after the determination or abandonment of the woi ks, or tifter breach of this

conti'act as to the construction hereof, or as to any matter or thing arising there-

under, except as to the matters specifically left to the sole discretion of the

architect, or as to the withholding by the .architec^t of any certificate to which the

builder may claim to be entitled, then such dispute or difference shall be and is

hereby refeiTe^i to the arbitration and final decision of two impartial persons, one

to be chosen by each party, and the award of such arbitrators shall be final and
binding on both pailies, and the equivalent to a certificate of the architect and
the builder shall be |)aid accordingly. The submission shall be deemed to be a
submission to arbitration within the meaning of the Arbitration Act, 1889.

As witness the hands of the said pai-ties,

Siraed by the said Fitzroy F. Mildmay.
Slildmay and Henry Mason Henry 'Mason.
in the presence of me,

John Foulkes,
15 George Street, W.C.,

&>licitor.

BUILDINQ SOCIETIES.—Hiis is the term now ajiplicd to sodictles

formed for the purpose of raising by the subscription of the members a stock

or fund for making advances to members out of the funds of the society,

upon security of freehold, copyhold, or leasehold estate by way of mortage*
The difference between building societies and joint-stock companies is round
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in their respective leading ideas; that of the former being membership, that

of the latter, capital. In the building society the capital is never fixed ; the

number of shares is always indefinite, and the share nas no permanence; the

capital is constantly increasing by the addition of new shares, or decreasing

by the withdrawal of old ones. Its membership, says the Report of a Royal
Commission, remains always open, it knows no share jobbing, fattens no
brokers, and needs no settling day on the Stock Exchange. Building

societies arc, in fact, an investnient peculiarly available to small capitalists.

The shares may be purchased by instalments of from £\ upwards, and are

held by investors and borrowers alike, and the profits of the society go to all

the shareholders.

Building societies, as such, have not necessarily any concern with building

operations. A case, however, that came before the Courts in the year 1812,

would show that in those days the term was more descriptive of the
objects of such societies than it is at present, for in that society the object

was really to build for its members. There was then no statute law regulat-

ing building societies, and it was even doubtful whether the societies were

legal ; but this case having established their legality, the result was an
immediate Increase in their number—an increase which has been maintained
until the present day. In 1836 was passed the first statute regulating

building societies, but this Act was rej^aled by the Act of 1874, which was
itself the result of a Royal Commission issued in 1871 to inquire into

and report upon the state of the law as to both friendly and building

societies.

I'he Act of 1874 is now the principal Act affecting building societies,

but it must be read with a number of subsequent amending Acts, end-

ing with the Building Societies Act, 1894. Apart from these Acts,

building societies may be formed under the provisions of the Industrial

Friendly Societies Acts, such societies operating upon somewhat differ-

ent lines. The term ‘‘Co-operative,'' when forming part of the title

of a building society, is not necessarily indicative of its real method of

working, for a society with such a name may be formed under the Build-

ing Societies Acts as well as under those more applicable to co-oiwative
societies.

There are also building societies still in existence which were established

and certified prior to the year 1836. These societies now form an un-

important class, and not being incorporated under the Building Societies

Acts, are known as uuhicorjyoraicd sockiks. Except in mattere of detail,

they are governed by the same statutory requirements as other building

societies. The original form of building society would be known to-day as a

terminating society, as distinguished from the other class comprising the

permanent societies. The modern building society has no concern with

actual building, and merely makes advances, upon security, to its members
according to its rules.

A terminating society has l>een defined by Act of Parliament as a
socie^ which by its rules is to terminate at a fixed date, or when a result

specified in its rules is attained. In such a society the members subscribe

monthly sums, w^hich are accumulated until the fund is sufficient to give a
stipdated sum to each member, and then the whole is divided among them.
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Take, for example, a society in which the sum to be raised for each member
is jPlOO. If this were all it would be a very simple transaction, mere
accumulation, and the only auestion would be, how to invest sums subscribed

to the greatest advantage. But this is not all
; one main object is to enable

members to obtain their *£^100 by anticipation on their allowing a large

discount. For this purpose, when a sufficient sum is in the hands of the

treasurer, the members who desire to get their shares in advance, bid by a

sort of auction the sum which they are ready to allow as discount, and the

highest bidder obtains the advance. Thus, it at the end of the year a sum
of .£500 is in the hands of the treasurer arising from the monthly sub-

scriptions, and the holder of ten shares is willing to allow a discount of

50 per cent, fno one offering more), the i?500 is, or may be, advanced to

him, being <£50 in satisfaction of each of his £100 shares. For this

accommodation he is bound to pay monthly, until a fund is raised sufficient

to give £100 per share to all the other smembers, not only the original

monthly subscription, but also a monthly uni called “redemption money.**’

The amount of the monthly subscriptions and redemption money is hxed by
the rules of each society—say, the monthly subscription on each share is

8s. 6d., and the monthly redemption money 3s. 6il., so that the monthly pay-

ment of each member who has not received his share in advance is 8s. 6ci.,

and the similar payment by those who have been advanced, 12s.

If, after such an advance as the above, no further advance were made,
the natural course of the society would be that the members, other than the

holder of the ten shares, would continue their monthlv subscriptions, and
the owner of the ten shares w^ould continue his monthly subscription and
redemption money, until the fund thus raised should be sufficient to pay

£100 per share to every member other than the holder of the ten satisfied

shares. Thus, if there W'ere one hundred shares, and at the end of the first

year there was £500 in hand, the condition of each shareholder, before any
advance had been made, would lie that he would be bound to pjiy Ss. 6(1.

per month, say £5 per annum, until hy the payments and the £500 in hand
the requisite amount, that is, £10,000, being X^lOO for each £100 share,

should have been raised by accumulation. After the advance, the condition

of every shareholder, other than the holder of the ten advanced shares, is

that he is to contribute his monthly payments until they, together with the

monthly payments and redemjition money contributed by the holder of the

advanced shares, are sufficient to realise not £10,000, but X^OOO, that is,

£100 for each share other than the ten shares of the advanced meml)er,

wTiose shares will have been already satisfied by the £500. He los(is his

interest in the £500 advanced to the holder of the ten shares; but, on the

other hand, the sum to be raised is only £9000 instead of £10,000, and the

monthly contribution is increased by the amount of the redemption money
paid by the member who has received his ten shares in advance. Further
advances are made from time to time, as funds are accunudated, and as

members are inclined to give high discount in order to obtain payment of
their shares by anticipation, the gain to the society arising mainly from the
high rate of discount which members in want of money are reoily to give.

In fact, the whole scheme is but an elaborate contrivance for enabling
persons having sums for which they have no immediate want, to lend them
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to others at a very high rate of interest. In order to secure the due payment
of the monthly subscriptions and redemption money by the members who
have received their shares in advance, they are obliged to give satisfactory

real security to the trustees of the society.

A member of such a society may withdraw UT)on the terms laid down in

the rules. The principle of these terms is that ne is to pay a small sum by
way of fine or jx?nalty, if he withdraws at any early date after the formation
of the society ; but if he withdraws after having been a member, and so

having paid his subscriptions for several years, then upon withdrawing he
is to receive back the full amount of the subscriptions, and also to take,

if the society thinks fit, a further sum, to be from time to time fixed by
them, by way of bonus upon what are called the profits of the society. It

is obvious tnat this is an arrangement which may, if the calculations are

properly nnwle, be carried into effect without injury to the society. When
the member withdraws, the society thenceforth loses the benefit of his

monthly subscriptions; but then the other members are relieved from the

obligation of making up the X^lOO to which, on the above lines, he would
eventually become entitled. If the member upon withdrawing merely took
back the amount of his subscriptions, the society would clearly benefit to the

extent of the interest made by means of those subscriptions previous to the

member withdrawing; and it is plain that out of the inteixst so realised

an allowance may be made to the withdrawing member, still leaving to the

society some benefit from his pa.st contributions. The sums subscribed by
a member who withdraws have contributed to make up the fund out of
which the shares of those membei-s who have been advanced (that is, have
taken a smaller sum at once, allowing a large discount, in lieu of the full sum
of Id 00) have been made good ; they, therefore, enable the society to obtain

a larger monthly j)ayment, that is, 12s. instead of 8s. 6d. upon each share,

and to reduce, on favourable terms, the number of shares eventually to be
j)rovided for. This is, in truth, substantially an investment at a high rate

of interest ; and the benefits thereby accruing may not inaptly be designated

by the mime of “profits.'” \\'hat is the precise amount of benefit which
from tluse difierent cau.NCs may have reMilte<l to the society from the sub-

scriptions of each member would be a very difficult j^roblein to solve,

'rhougti an absolutely accurate solution may be j)erhaps impossible, yet in

a rough way the amount payable as profit to a withdrawing mend)er may be

ascertiiincd. AVliere an advanced member desires to withdraw, the fair

course would l>e for the society to ascertain, as nearly as may be, tire period

of time during which the monthly payments will have to be continued, and
allow such a member to I'elieve himself from the obligation of continuing his

monthly pajments on paying down at once a sum equivalent to their pi*esent

value, dnus, if the monthly payment is 12s., and it is ascertained that the

jwiyments must j)robahly continue to be made for twelve years, it would

seem to ho a reasonable arrangement that the advanceti member, who
was liable to pay 12s, jier montli for twelve years, should l>e free from his

liability on laying dowui at once a sum whicli an actuary would say is

equivalent, in present money, to such continued prospective payments.

But this principle is not always the one upon which a society bases its plan

of redemption.
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Anoiher form of terminating society much in vogue until the last few

years was that known as a Stair-Bowkett Society, the leading features of

which were that the advances to members, or “appropriations” as they

were called by such societies, were made by ballot, and the fortunate re-

cipient had not to pay any discount or increase his subscriptions. The Act
oi 1894 has, however, prevented the subsequent establishment of societies

of this nature, or indeed any society in which the principle of chance or lot

is adopted.

A permanent society is one which, by its rules, has no fixed date whereon

to terminate, nor any determining result to be attained. Such a society is

much simpler, safer, and more equitable than a terminating society. The
essential cnara-cteristics of a permanent society, and its advantages in relation

to terminating societies are so clearly and succinctly set forth in the last

edition of Davis's Laic of Building' Societies^ that we cannot do better than
take a short extract from that worlc :

—

“ In this form of society (the |>ermanent society) the amount of each share

is specified, but no limit is placed on the number to be issued. The investing

members make their payments, either in one sum, when the share is said to

be ‘paid up,’ or by periodical or other sums, the interest in either case

being allowed to accumulate until the share has reached the full value pre-

scribed by the rules, or else paid out yearly to the member, as he may prefer.

Members who obtain advances from the society are deemetl to hold shares

equal to the amount of their loans. Repayment is generally made by fixed

instalments spread over a specified number of years : the insUilments being

made up of principal and interest, and sometimes, in addition, of a sum
charged as a premium on the loan.

“Practically most of the best societies discharge the functions of land

mortgage banks. On the one hand they receive money in such a variety

of ways as to meet the requirements of all classes of investors, and at a rate

of interest higher than the ordinary savings banks ; on the other hand they

lend money out on mortgages, sometimes obtaining a higher rate of interest,

it is true, than ordinary mortgages, but granting facilities for repayment
which private mortgages could not afford.

“ l1ie great difference between [)ernianent and terminating societies consists

in this, that whereas in the latter a person must either become a member at

the time the society is established, or else pay a large amount of back sub-

scriptions, in the former he may become a meml>er at any time, without

making any such payment. Again, the former class offers many advantages

to both investing and borrowing members, which a terminating society cannot
offer. In a permanent society, the investors can always ascertain the exact

length of time during which they will have to pay their subscriptions
; and

it is always comparatively easy to ascertain the amount to which any invest-

ing member, who may wish to withdraw, is entitled ; whilst in a terminating

society the members will be unable to calculate with any degree of c'ertainty

how long the society will exist, and, consecjuently, how long they will be
required to subscribe, and it will be absolutely necessary to impose fines on
those meml)ers who do not pay their contributions regularly. But it is to

the borrowing member that trie permanent system holds out the greatest

inducements, for it enables him to extend his repayments over any fixed
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number of years, at his own choice ; and to feel, when he mortgages it, that

he can redeem it at any time, on payment of a sum easily calculated. The
objection which exists in terminating societies to allow the borrowers to

share in the profits docs not apply to permanent societies, and the borrowers
often share the surplus funds equally with the investors.*”

Statutory provisions.—The Building Societies Acts apply to Scotland

and Ireland as well as England, but they do not apply to the Isle of Man or

to the Channel Islands. Before a building society may commence business it

must be registered by the registrar of friendly societies and obtain a certificate

of incorporation. At the same time it will be required to draw up and settle

its rules, which must be approved and certified by the registrar. These rules

usually follow a common form, and contain all regulations as to the management
of the society and its powers, and the powers of its officers. They are too volu-

minous to set out here, but a few items may be noticed. 'I'hey must set forth

the name and chief office of the society ; the manner in which its funds are to be
raised ; the terms of issue of unadvanced subscription shares ; the manner of

payment and withdrawal of contributions, together with certain tables of

principal and interest ; the terms of payment and withdrawal of paid-up
shares ; the conditions upon which advances are made ; the terms for re-

demption of mortgages ; the manner in which losses are to be ascertained

and provided for ; the manner in which membership is to cease • how the
funds of the society are to be applied and invested ; how the rules may be
altered or added to ; whether the society is terminating or permanent ; and
when and how it may be dissolved. In addition to this they must regulate

the appointment of officers ; the calling of and procedure at meetings ; the

audits and the custody of and manner of using the seal ; and the settlement

of disputes by reference or arbitration. The rules constitute a contract be-

tween, and binding upon, the society and its members. The law is explicit

in many matters without regard to the rules. Thus the directors will be

treated as trustees in respect of any money of the society which comes into

their hands, or is under their control. The liability of a member on a share

upon which no advance has been made is limited to the amount actually paid

or in anx*ar ; on a share upon which an advance has been made, to the

amount payable thereon under any mortgage or other security, or as the

rules may provide. Ten members, of not less than tw’elve months'* standing

each, may require an inspection and report on the books of the society by an

accountant or actuary. An inspector may be appointed to inquire into the

affairs of the society, or a sjiecial meeting of the society may be called uj)on

the requisition of one-tenth of the members, or of one hundred members in

case the society consists of more than one thousand. The next-of-kin of an

intestate meml^er or depositor may w ithdraw' the amount due to the deceased,

up to jP50, w ithout letters of administration.

The follow ing arc some special provisions: An officer of a building society

must on demand {a) give in his account for examination and allowance as

the directors or committee of 'management may require; (i) pay over all

moneys in his possession
;

(c) deliver up all the property of the society in his

hands or custody to any person the society may apjioint ; in case of neglect

or refusal the society may sue on the bond which the law’ insists upon being

given by him on his appointment, or apply to tlie County Court for a summai^
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order. No officer of a society* such as its director, secretary, surveyor, or

solicitor, luay reiicive a gift, coumiissiou, or benefit whatsoever, for or in con-

nection with any loan made by the society. Both the donor and the recipient

thereof will be punished ; the first by the magistrates fining him or in

default of payment six months'* imprisonment ; the latter by the magistrates

ordering him to pay to the society double the amount of the gift, or in default

six months’ imprisonment. If any person by false misrepresentation or imposi-

tion {a) obtains possession of money or eftects of a society, or {b) having the

same in his possession, ^\ilhholds or misapplies the same, hf ma^^ be fined

and costs, and ordered to deliver up and repay the misappropriated pro|)erty

and money respectively. Should he not comply with tiie onler, he may l)e

imprisoned for three uionths.

Disputes between a society and its members must be settled according to

the rules, either (1) by arbitration (i2), the registrar, or (5) the C'ounty ('ourt.

But an advanced member is entitled to recourse to the ordinary courts of law.

Thus if a j:)erson who is simply a mortgagor to the society has a dispute with

it as to the construction or the terms of the mortgage, the ordinary tribunals

of the country are available to him. U|H)n payment of all moneys secured by
a mortgage, the society may indorse uj)on or annex to the document cither a
reconveyance or a receipt. If this is done under st al according to the form

E
rescribed by the rules, the “ legal estate’’ is therein' vested in the jXTson

est entitled to it ; and even if the receipt is given under a mistake, the

society can never afterwards claim that any balance still remains due. See
AMORTISATION ; ANNUITY.

How to obtftin &1I &dysixice.—Wlien application is made to a permanent
society of good standing, the advance should he ohtiined without delay. We will

give .some practical dirocthuis and information, and will sot out the most favourable

terms vrliich a bonower can obtiin; they are not ide:d or theoretical terms, hut
8uch as should bo insiste<l up<^u

;
and the intending hoi rowi'r should, by comparing

the prospectuses of the difTerent lending societies, have no diHiculty in finding the

societies which will readily give them to him. But whatevt r the t**rrns are, it is

mo.st important that the reputation and stability of the society should ho beyond
dispute. The interest should not be more than 4 A per cent, on tho hakince of the

advance as brought forward each year, and it should commence from the date of the

execution of the mortgage. In addition, a premium charge* of £\ ju^rcont. per Jinnum
maybe reasonably made on tho amount of tho advance during tin* early yeais of the

mortgage. When the money is borrowed for ten years or less, the premium ig

usually charged each your for three years ; when tho loan is for over ten years, the

premium may be charged for four years. This premium is included in tlio monthly
repayments as shown below in Table II. Tho reason for charging tho premium is

that experience has proved tl»at if a Ixarower makes default, and so throws the pro-

perty upon the hands of tho society, it is generally in tho eai ly stages r^f the mort-
gage. During that perio<l, therefore, tho premium is charged. A ftcr a few years the
re]:)ayment.s Lave re<luced the amount owing to a sum which gcuiorally makes the
security so goo^l as to bo practically free from risk. The amount of the monthly re-

payment is regulated by tlie peritxl for which tho advance is taken, and in Table I.

will be found extracts from a typical s«ilo of su(;h re])ayrmuits. Tlie borrower
may, however, pay off at his option more than the sti]»u luted sum at any time,

whereby he reduces the charge for interest, shortens the term, an<l conse(|uontly

releases the property at an earlier j>eriod.
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Table I.

Showing monthly repaymimU for an advance of £100^ including principal^

intcrcsty and premium.

Number o( Yean
for which the

Advance U taken.

Monthly
liepayments.

i| Number of Years
1; for which the

y
Aiivance is taken.

Monthly
Eepayments.

6 £1 13 3 12 £0 18 11

7 1 i) 1 14 0 16 11

13 1 1 8
!

15 0 16 1

Table IL

lUuMralniff the xcay in ichich a horroiccr gi^adually reduces the amount owing
by him to the society. (From the talks (^' the Temperance Permanent
Budding Society .

)

When Advance of is taken for 10 years.

Apportioned.

Aepayments of £1, Is. 8<1. per
Month, during

1
i

Owli^

For For Commission

,

For
In terest or Premium,

j

PrlnciptL

1 £ i. d. £ 8 . (f. £ 9. d. £ 8 . d. £ 8. d.

l8t rear 13 0 0 4 10 0 1 0 0 7 10 0 92 10 0
2nd 13 0 0 4 3 3 1 0 0 7 16 9 84 13 3
3rd 13 0 0 3 16 2 1 0 0 8 3 10 76 9 5
4th 13 0 0 3 8 10 9 11 2 GG 18 3
5th 13 0 0 3 0 3 9 19 9 56 18 6

Gth 13 0 0 2 11 3 10 8 9 46 9 9
7th *1 13 0 0 2 1 10 10 18 2 36 11 7

8th 13 0 0 1 12 0 11 8 0 24 3 7

9th 13 0 0 1 1 9 11 18 3 12 5 4
10th tt 12 16 4 0 u 0 12 5 4

129 16 4 26 16 4 3 0 0 100 0 0

Having liunlo his a|)j»li(’ati()n for the advance, the borrower will very properly

be required to pay a survey fee. A repuhihle society only prex'oeds so fur as to

take this fee and make the sui vey, when on the face of the particulars furnished

with the Hi»plication the property ofTere<l as security appears likely to be accepteil

and the advance granted. If the property is within live inih'S of tlie society’s

office the survey fi'o should not bo higher tlian : If the amount applied for does

not exceed £500, £1, Is. Od.
;
exceedvS £500 but not £1000, £'2, 2s. Cd. ;

exceeds

£1000 but not £2000, £3, 3s. Od. ;
exceeds £2000 hut not £3000, £i, 4s. Od.

; ex-

ceeding £3000, for eacli additiou.al £1000, or fraction thereof, £1, Is. Od. Should

the pi'Operty bi‘ situate bcyoinl such five miles, only an additional reasonable fee

for dwelling and like expenses should be paid. The survey having been made
and tlie society having accepted the security, the borrower will bo recpiired to bike

up enough shares in the society to make up tlie amount of the advance, and to pay

a nominal entrance foe of, say, Is. on every such shai'c. Thus, if the shares ai-e
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JB50 each, and the advance X500, the borrower would have to take ten shares, and

pay lOs. The only thing now remaining is for the solicitor to the society to

investigate the title to the property, prepare the necessary documents and obtain

their execution. The society will then pay the money to the borrower. Apart

from the charges for registration where necessary, and any other out-of-pocket

expenses, such as stamp duties, the solicitor’s charges should be as follows : For

an advance not exceeding £500, £3, 3s. Od. ;
exceeding £500 and not exceeding

£1000, £4, 4s. Od. ;
exceeding £1000 and not exceeding £1500, £5, 5s. Od. ; each

additional £500, or fraction of £500, £1, Is. Od.

BUBOLABY INSURANCE.—^l"his class of insurance, since its institution

some twenty-one years ago, has made rapid progress in the favour of house-

holders and men of business. In principle it is the same as insurance against fire,

being merely an indemnity against loss, though the loss is limited to that sus-

tained through burglary ; the law applicable thereto is accordingly the same
as under contmcts of fire insurance. The following proviso, very usual in

policies of burglary insurance, calls for notice :

—

Provided always that this policy shall not extend to cover loss or damage
where any member of the assured's hou.sehold or of his business staff or any other

inmate of the premises is concerned as principal or accessory.

There is nothing in this proviso but what is right, for it would be mani-
festly against the public interest to insure property so as to make the character

of his dependents a matter of no inijxirtance to the owner; should he wish

insurance against them it is found in GUAKANTKK INSURANCE. A
proviso is also usually made by the insurance company, before accepting a
risk, that the sum assured is not le.ss than one-third of the total value of the

property proposed to be covered, lliis is on the same principle as the

apportionment and averaging of risks in fire insurance, and is referred to under
the headings ASSESSMENT of Fire Losses ; AVERAGE, Fire.

BURIAL.—TTie duty to bury the remains of a deceased i>erson is cast

upon his executor; but should the deceased die in the house of another and
without known relative.s, the householder is under a common law liability to

provide for his burial. TTic parish, however, would undertake the burial of

a pauper. ITie legal place of burial is the churchyard of the pari.sh in which
the death took place ; and in the case of deaths at sea, the churchyard of the

parish into which the body has been cast. All persons tlying in England are

entitled to Christian burial according to the rites of the Established Church,
unless they are unbaptized or excommunicated persons, or have committed
felo de se. Suicides, i,e. those who have been guilty ofJelo de se^ were origin-

ally buried at cross-roads with a stake driven through their bodies; now they

may be buried in consecrated ground, but a minister of the Church cannot
be compelled to conduct their burial according to the usual rites. Until
recently. Nonconformists and others not members of the Established Church
were bound to be buried with the rites of that Church if buried in conse-

crated pound; but now, upon previous notice being duly given to the
Established minister connected with such burial pound, the burial may take
place without such rites, and with any religious ceremony decided upon by
the representatives of the deceased. See CREMATION.

Business : trade.—

B

usiness is a word of large and indefinite import,
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and it has accordingly received many definitions. Thus it is called, generally,

an employment, a transaction of affairs, an object M’hich engages care, a
something required to be done. More particularly it is defined as that which
occupies the time, and attention, and labour of men, for the purpose of profit

or improvement. Again, ‘‘ business is a particular occupation, as agriculture,

trade, mechanics, art, or profession, and when used in connection with par-

ticular employments it admits of the plural, that is, businesses.*” It is

accordingly a word of extensive use and indefinite signification, and is

undoubtecfly used as such when appearing in any Act of Parliament. The
word is, moreover, of more extensive signification than ‘‘ trade.*” The earlier

Bankruptcy Acts, which only applied to persons engaged in trade, were held

not to embrace farmers; but it was never doubted the farming was a
‘‘business,” though not a “trade.” Nor, strictly speaking, is banking a

trade, yet it would be for the purpose of excluding a clergyman from its

pursuit. There are many things which in common coWoquial English would
not be called a business when carried on by a single jxjrson, which would be

so called when carried on by a number of j)ersons. For instance, a man who
is the owner of oflices, that is, of a house divided into several floors and used

for commercial purj)oses, would not be said to carry on a business merely
because he let the oflices as such ; but suppose a company w^as formed for the

purpose of buying a building, to be divided into offices, and to be let out,

should w e not say, if that w as the object of the com])any, that the company
w'as carrying on business for the purj)ose of letting offices ? The same may
be said as regards a single individual buying and selling land, with this

addition, that he may make it a business, and then it is a question of
continuity. A man occasionally buys and sells land, as many landowners do,

and nobody w ould siiy he was a land-jobber, or dealer in land ; but if a man
maile it his {mrticular business to buy and sell land to obtain profit, he would
be designated as a land-jobl>cr or dealer in land.

It often becomes a question of considerable importance w hether or no an
individual is engagt d in business or trade. For example, a married woman
can only be made bankrupt when she is engageil in trade. A clergyman
may not by himself engage in trade; but he may earn his living as a school-

master, or as a farmer of his own glebe, although the calling of a schoolmaster

is a public trade or business within the meaning of a covenant, w liicli prohibits

“a public trade or business” being carried on upon certain premises. Keep-
ing a lodging-house w ould apparently not be a breach of a covenant not to

carry on a tnule or business ujx)n certain pi'emises, but such premises could

not be used as a {my-hospital, as a branch mr the out-patients of a hospital,

or as a home for working girls.

butcher.—

A

butcher must carry on his business subject to the

provisions of the Adulteration Acts, Public Health Acts, and the Weighls
and Measures Acts ; but otherwise, unless he deals in horse-flesh or in caFs-

meat, when he must observe the provisions of c*ertain special Acts, and usually

finds a hawker’s licence necessary, he is not subject to any special Acts of
practical important'e. lake the rest of the public, he must so conduct
nis business as not to be the cause of a public nuisance ; he would be
liable to indictment therefor, even if caused by his servants without his

knowledge and contrary to his general orders. Like the Imker, he must be
careful os to the quality of the goods he sells, for he is responsible therefor

;
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if his meat is, to his knowledge merely, unfit for human food he may be

indicted, and should any person suffer injury to health or die as a consequence

of the bad quality of his meat, the butcher would be criminally liable. Un-
sound meat must be neither exposed, sold, or even possessed. Should any

of his cattle be overdriven, or meet with an accident in the street, so that

it is necessary to kill them there, he may do so ; but to slaughter them in

the street, or even to dress his meat there, so as to cause a nuisance or

annovance to the public, is a punishable offence. See CxV'UrLK ; CAU^rLE
SALESMEN ; HOUSE-FLESH.

butter has been defined by the Margarine Act, 18S7, as “ the substance

usually known as butter, made exclusively from milk or cream, or lK>th, with

or without salt or other preservative, and with or without the addition of

colouring matter."' By the same Act it is iirovided that any substances

Sorting to be butter, \\hich are exposed for sale, and are not properly
ed margarine, will be presumed to be exposed for sale as butter, and

will be dealt with iis such. Tlie importation of adulterated or inijMjverished

butt(T is prohibited, unless it is contained in packages or cases conspicuously

marked with a name or description indicating that the butter has been sc

adulterated or impoverished. The owner, consignor, consignee, agent, or

broker, who is in possession of or in anywise entitled to the custody or

control of any adulterated or impoverished butter imported without regard
to the above regulation, is liable on summary conviction to fines ranging
from jC'^0 for the first offence to oFlOO for the third and every subsequent
offence ; and the Commissioners of Customs will co-operate with the Boanl
of Agricultuix; in preventing such importation. The latter Board may make
regulations for determining what deficiency in any of the normal constituents

of genuine butter, or what addition of extraneous matter or proportion of

water, should raise a presumption that any particular sample of butter is not
genuine. To the time of writing no such regulations have been niade, and
each case has therefore to stand on its own merits, without refei*ence to any
official criterion.

For the purposes of an intending prosecution for the adulteratioil of

butter, any officer authorised to take samples may do so without going
through the form of purchase necessary in the case of other articles of food

;

but in every other rcs{K*ct the procedure is the same as that provided by the

Sale of Food and Drugs Act [,^ee ADULTERATION]. In view of the
extensive litigation now proceeding on the subject of butter and its adultera-

tion, and the conflicting decisions given by various courts throughout the
country, it is impossible to take any particular case as an authoritative guide

;

in fact, as the general judicial opinion is now expressed, the oidy butter that

stands a chance of being held to be genuine is that which is so from the point
of view of the coinmonsense, practical, and bona fide dairyman and consumer.
But the dealer in butter should pay special attention to the defence referre<l

to in the article on adulteration—that he has bought the butter in the same
state as sold, and with a warranty. And in this connection he should also

note that in the document, an invoice, upon which he relies as a
warranty, express words of wananty need not Imj nseil ; but the document
must have been given at the time of his purchase, and must form part of
the actual contract of sale, and there must, moreover, be clear evidence that
the butter was actually sold to him under that document itself.
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BYE-LAWS.—An order, rule, or regulation made by an authority

subordinate to Parliament is called a bye-law. Within its prescribed limits,

and with respect to persons upon whom it may lawfully operate, a bye-law

has the same eflcct as has an Act of Parliament. It is not an agreement,

but a law binding upon all persons to whom it applies, whether they agree

to l>e bound by it or not. There are tliree s])ecial conditions to a valid

bye-law : that it docs not trespass the limits imposed by the enabling power;
that it is, in the case of a bye-law dej^)ending upon a statute, duly confirmed

by the appropriate authority ; that even, though so confirmed, it is reason-

able in itself and not contrary to the general law of the country. The power
enabling the promulgation of a bye-law is to be found either in custom,

charter, or statute. Bye-laws founded upon custom are exhibited in the

regulations of a guild in rcsjxa't of its own trade, or of a borough or manor.

Those upon charter are found in the regulations adopted by a corj)oration

created by the charter; and those upon statute in the regulations imposed
by a corporation, authority, or company dependent upon a particular Act of

Parliament. Tlie orders and rules imposed by the British South Africa

Company, both in Rhodesia for the proper government thereof, and else-

where for the regulation of the internal administration of the conjpany'’s

affairs, are instances of bve-laws dependent uj)on charter : all that company's
rules and regulations must be strictly within the scope of its auihorityas
defined by the charter.

Bye-laws are most usually met with by the public in the regulations

immsed by local authorities, sucli as county, town, and district councils,

anci in the regulations adopted by railway, train, and dock companies. Here
the bye-laws must be confirmed by the Local Government Board, tlie Board
of Tragic, or other superior authority, as the case may be, and until so

confirmed they have no effect. And as has already been pointed out, though
duly confirmed they must be reasonable and not against tlie law. Before
confirmation, the public have always an opportunity to inspect the proposed
bye-laws, and oppose them if necessary. The articles of tissociation of a
limited company arc a further instance of a code of bye-laws. In this case

the bye-laws may be said to depend both upon statute and charter; tlie

former being the Comiianies Acts, which have set out the general law of the

country relating to such companies, and the latter being the memorandum
authorised by statute, and at the same time limiting the powers and ojieration

of the company, and consc(juently the extent and scope of the articles.

o
OAB .—The law recognises a cab only by the name of a hackney-carriage,

which means a carriage jmblicly plying for hire by intending passengci-s

therein. It is not a stage carriage, as the passengei's ai'e not charged separate

fares for their scats. Cabs are regulated in London by special Acts, and
in towns outside the metropolis by police regulations and bye-laws under

the Public Health Act, 1875. An intending cab proprietor must have his

eab certified by the lot'al police authority as fit for public use ; have a plate

thereon indicating such certification; provide the cab with a check-string;
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mark on the cab the fact that it is licensed, and the number of persons it is

licensed to carr^ ; exhibit a table of fares ; carry a lighted lamp in certain

hours, and not obstruct the light or ventilation or annoy passengers by
fixing notices or advertisements on the cab. A passenger will always find

the number of the cab inside. The driver himself must also be licensed, and
wear a badge with a number ; if he has a dispute with the cab proprietor

about wages or alleged neglect, it is to be settled by a magistrate. The
proprietor keeps the dri verb's licence, but must return it upon the termination

of the employment ; should he deface it by writing a oad character upon
it the di'iver may obtain compensation through a magistrate or damages in

an action at law. Though the driver hires the cab and does not receive

wages, the proprietor will still be liable for damages for any injuries caused

by the driver in the course of his employment ; so also would he be liable to

the driver if the latter sustained injuries through the bad condition of horse
or cab. Damages up to may be claimed in summary proceedings

before a magistrate, by a person injured through wanton or furious driving,

or carelessness or wilful misbehaviour of the driver.

If a cab is actually standing in a public place (other than a railway

station) ready for and awaiting hire, the driver is bound to take any pas-

senger to any place within the limits prescribed by the local authorities.

Should the pissenger and driver have a dispute as to the proper fare payable,

the driver must drive to the nearest police station, and if the passenger is

found to be in the wrong he will be reauired to pay for the journey to the

station. The fare is not payable until completion of the journey, but the

driver may demand a reasonable sum as deposit ; he must not demand more
than the proper or agreed fare. Where a passenger wrongfully refuses to

pay the fare ; or hires a cab knowing, or having reason to believe, that he
cannot pay the fare, or with intent to avoid payment ; or fraudulently

endeavours to avoid payment ; or refuses to pay and also refuses to give

his address ; or gives a false address with intent to deceive, he may be im-

prisoned and required to compensate the driver. Should the proprietor or

driver make default in compliance with the requirements of the law, he will be
liable to various penalties and legal proceedings. The provisions of the London
Cab and Stage Carriage Act, 1907, relative to taximeter cabs and the abolition

of the privileged cab system will be found in the article CAB in the Api)endix.

OARTNET.—The Privy Council was formerly the adviser of the Icing in

all weighty matters of state. Affairs were debated and determined in his

presence, subject, however, to his pleasure. This body was, probably, too

numerous for the despatch of executive business, and accordingly certain

members would be selected by the king for more private advice, as persons

in whom he had greater confidence than the rest. ‘‘The king can do no
wrong” has always been, and still is, a constitutional doctrine of first import-

ance; but that his ministers may do wrong has always been, and still is, a
well recognised possibility. The king has therefore no responsibility, for he

acts only through and by his ministers, and it is ujx)n them that all respon-

sibility rests. It was the selec'jon of special members of the council that

gave birth to a separate class of ministers, and at the same time to the

Cabinet as now constituted. The period when the change became decidedly

marked was in the reign of Charles I., though no formal constitutional

change had yet been made; and in the reign ot William III. the distinction
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of the Cabinet from the Privy Council, and the exclusion of the latter from
all business of state, became fully established. The I’rivy Council is, even

now, occasionally assembled to deliberate on public affairs, but only those

councillors attend who are summoned. All proclamations and orders still

issue from the Privy Council, never from the Cabinet as such ; for to this

day the law knows nothing of its existence.

The terms Ministry, Cabinet, Government, are generally used in a more
or less synonymous sense. The term Government may perhaps have a

doubtful significance: is it composed of all the ministers, or of only such as

are memlK*rs of the Cabinet.^ Strictly speaking it includes the members of

the Cabinet only. The Ministry, on the other hand, includes not only the

members of the C’abinet, but certain of their subordinates, such as the various

parliamentary Secretaries of State. At the present moment the Cabinet is

composed of the following Ministers : The Lord Chancellor, Lord President

of Council, Lonl Privy Seal, Chancellor of the Lxchetjner, the Secrebiries of

State for the Home, Foreign, (’olonial, War, and Iiulian Departments, and
for Scotland, the First Lord of the Admiralty, First Lord of the Treasury,

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, Lonl Chancellor of Ireland, President of the

Hoard of Trade, Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, President of the

Local Government Board, President of the Board of Agriculture, and the

(commissioner of \Vorks. But the heads of other public departments may
be called upon to take a scat in the (’abinet; thus in the last administration

the Postmaster General was a (\ibinet Minister, as also was the Chief

Secretiiry for Ireland. A Lord Chief Justice has also had a seat in the

Cabinet, as well as the (’onmiander-in-(’hief, and the Master of the Mint;
even a statesman without any office has l)een a Cabinet Minister. The
number of Cabinet Ministers is as variable as the olliccs they may fill. The
D^Israeli Ministry of 1871 included only twelve Cabinet Ministers, while the

present one has nineteen.

We have already mentioncxl that the Cabinet, as such, has no legal

existence ; it therefore remains only to point out that, consistent to the hvst

with its technical inconsistencies, its chief has a designation, or as such fills

an office, ecpially unknown to the law. There was until very recently no
.such office as that of Prime Minister; he usually held an office such as

that of First Ix)rd of the JVeasurv, and was known as Prime Minister

because he luul been selecteil by the king to form a mini.strw and be responsible

to the king therefor. The Prime Minister is accordingly the chief of the

ministry, and often history gives his name to the administration he directs.

Now the Prime Minister has s{>ecific rank as Premier, taking precedenc'e

next after the Archbishop of Canterbury. The Cabinet having had its

origin in arbitrary selection by the king, is naturally subject to dismissal at

the king’s hands. The king may accordingly dismiss his ministei's if they
do not |K)ssess his confidence anil he is dissatisfied with their policy. But
this is a strongly fettered |)ower and a stej) not lightly to be hazarded, for

if a ministry is supported by a majority of the House of Commons, the power
is practically non-existent and a change would be useless, as the measures
of a new ministry, of different principles, could not be carried out in opposi-
tion to the opinions of a majority of the Commons, and the functions of
government would be jmralyseil. A ministry may, therefore, retain their

posts in spite of the well-known dislike of the King. He may dissolv!
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parliament and ap{)eal to the country, and in this way may gain his object

:

but he also may be foiled in the attempt. If the Cabinet resigns from

inability to carry their measures, or arc dismissed, the king sends for some
leader opposed to the late ministei's and authorises him to form a new
Cabinet. This individual would select from those who are friendly to his

policy, and so himself a})point members of the new Cabinet and become the

new IVime Minister.

CAU on shares.—This term may be used in thi'ee different significa-

tions; it may be the subject-matter of an OPTION {q-v,\ or it may be the

demand for contribution made upon the shareholders by the liquidator of a

company in process of winding up [this form of call will be dealt with under
the title CONTRIBUTOKIES] ; or finally, it may be the demand made upon
the shareholders by the directors of a company for the payment of the

balance, or part thereof, of the amount due from them upon their shares. It

is this last form of call which is now engaging our attention.

In the prospectus of every company introduced to the notice of the public

a particular prominence is given to the terms of payment upon whicn the

shares are offered. It is very rarely indeed that a company requires the

whole nominal amount of the shares to be paid up forthw ith upon allotment.

The usual formula to be found at the head of a prosf)ectus, immediatel
below^ the title of the company, would run somewhat as follows :

—

Capital, XI 20,000, divided into 120,000 shares of XI each, payable as

follows :

—

2s. 6d. on application, 2s. Gd. on allotment, 5s. two months after allot-

ment, and the balance when called for.

The meaning of this announcement is that an applicant for shares must
enclose 2s. 6d. with his application in respect of each share he applies for,

and that he must pay to the company another 2s. 6d. forthwith upon his

receipt of the letter of allotment. Two months after allotment he will

receive notice to pay the further 5s., and this he must do. And later he
may receive a “calP" or ‘‘calls’^ for the balance. The inference intended

to be drawn from such an announcement is that the com})dny is going to
carry on so profitable a business as not to be likely to require more
capital than naif the nominal amount, namely, i?60,000, to be found
by its shareholders as a provision for working purposes; the balance
of capital uncalled being intended to remain outstanding as a reserve

against possible developments of the business and unforeseen contin-

gencies. But unfortunately the imagination of a prospectus writer is, as
a rule, so optimistic, and at the same time so unreliable, as to make it

dangerous for an intending investor to draw the desired inference and to

rely upon it. The probability is that very soon after payment of the

instalment due at the two months the directors will find it necessary to make
a call

^ upon the shareholders for perhaps the w hole of the balance of the
price of the shares. When that balance has l^een paid the shares are known
as “paid up until then they are only “partly paid,'" with the result that
the shareholders may be liable to a call for the balance at any time. With
many companies ofgood standing the liability to such a call is a very remote
one; indeed, all the shares of certain classes of companies are invariably

unpaid to the extent of a very high percentage of their nominal value.

Such classes of companies include hanlis and insurance offices, and tbefe
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The armies of the six great Powers of Europe, ! range of practical necessity that we may have
with their areas and populations, are as follow ;— simultaneously to carry on important wars in two

The Army figures include all auxiliary forces, and
the army of the British Empire includes the native
Indian army, and represents the whole military

force of the Empire at its maximum strength, in-

cluding the Territorial army and all Reserves under
Mr. Haldane s scheme.

'Fhe army of the British Empire is not only the
smallest in actual numbers, but it is also by far

the smallest relatively to the area and population
which have to be protected, the comparative results
being

Italy comes out best as regards the degree of
military protection of au'ea and population : but this

is over-stated, for the reason that the official return

of the Italian army includes all the large Territorial

Militia of Italy, which makes up nearly two-lhirds
of Italy's army.
The very small degree of military protection of

area and population possessed by the British Empire
is strikingly shown by the above comparative results

;

on the average, loo British soldiers have to protect

11^ square miles of British land, and 40,000 British

citizens. Nor can we rightly attach no weight to

the above results on the score that our vast and
j

diffused empire does not need military protection,
'

when we are faced by the fact that we had to send
a quarter of a million of soldiers to South Africa to

‘

protect our Colonies there. It is wholly within the

The Military Guard-Work of each Power. Namely,
the Number of Square Miles of Area per loe
Soldiers.^ The Cofonicn, etc., of each Power are
included in the Area to l^e guarded.

parts of the Empire, and with this fx>ssibility always
present one cannot look at the alwvc comparisons
without some uneasiness. The widespread and still
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The Military Gliard>Work of each Power. Namely,
the Number of Persons per loo Soldiers. The
too soldiers are represented by the tiny black circles.

The Colonial, etc., population of each Power U in*

eluded in the population to be guarded.

growing conviction that all parts ot* the British

Empire are equally entitled to receive Imperial

defence against aggression, however far from the

centre of the Empire the attacked colony may be,

causes our need for adequate military forces to be
not less strong than Germany’s need for military

defence, despite the fact that geographically the

German Empire is so very much more centralised

than the British Empire. The very diffusencss of

the British Empire appears, indeed, to render

necessary a greater degree of military tlefence than

is net^ded by a more centralised Power— not a less

degree : unless we wish some day to follow Italy’s

example in Abyssinia, in 1896, and abandon terri-

tory through inability to hold it by the force of our

military arm.
To some extent, and in seme circumstances, the

strength of the British Navy would
j
artly conipens<iie

the weakness of the army. But the Navy is not now

^

up to the “ Two-Power ” criterion of strength which

was instituted many years ago, and Bniibh naval

power certainly does not adequately make up the

gieat deficiency in military strength \\hich has been

stated in the alxjve table, from \\h:ch 1 extract the

following comparison between the British Empire,

France, and Germany :

—

Degree of Military Defenxe per ioo

Soldiers.

Square miles 1 N 0 of.

of .Area.
j

Persons.

British Empire .... 1x89 40,000
France *83 3»8oo
Germany

i

*.467

The amount of guard-work to be done by the

British Empire’s army is out of all preporti' n to that

which has to be done by the armies of France and
Germany, and our stronger navy does not nearly

make up the difference.

We have to be;\r in mind that the British Enq ire

is really an inter-continental Power, wltose general

relations and interests touch those of otlur nations

throughout the world to an immensely greater degree

than obtains in connection with any other Power.

British interests outside the United Kingdom are

much more vital than French interests outside

France, or than German interests ouisid.e Germany,

or than American interests outside the United States.

For this re;ison, our f>ro rata degree of defence

should be greater, not less, tiian the degree of de-

fence possessed by Powers whose outside interests

are not so vital as our outside interests. Moreover,

we do not always recognise the fact that, during the

last fifty years only, wc have done more fighting, and
1 on a bigger scale, than any other nation. We may

j

again have to fight in India, possibly in North

j

America, in South Africa—on a big scale in each

place—and I repeat that there is no other Power

whose interests can possibly entail such numerous

and important wars as our interests have entailed

and may again entail upon us.

J. HOLT SCHOOLING.
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shareholders need have little apprehension of calls, though at the same time
they should not hold such shares except in proportion to their means to

meet the calls if, and when, made. Partly-paid shares, because of this

liability, have always a lower price; but in many cases their price is

maintained at almost as high a figure, in proportion to the amount paid up,

as if such amount paid up represented their nominal value.

It is to the Articles of Association of a company that the shareholders

should look for the regulations as to calls. If there are no articles, Table A
should be consulted. Generally, however, ^it may be laid down that the

directors alone have the ri^ht to make a call, and even to receive payment
thereof by instalments. 'Ihe call will be taken to have been made at the

time when the resolution of the directors was passed which authorised it to

be made. When so made the call becomes a aebt, and the shareholder may
be sued therefor ; it is, how^evcr, usual for a reasonable time to be given for

payment, interest being payable during the period of non-payment after the

time so limited. The director have no right to abstain from enforcing pay-

ment; to do so would be to commit a breach of their duty to the company.
Should it othcrw ise be impossible to obtain payment, notice may be given to

the shareholder that unless the call is paid within a certain time his shares

will be forfeited, whereby he wdll lose the benefit of the instalments he has

already paid, and will cease to be a shareholder in the company. But this

power of forfeiture must be used for the benefit of the company—to enforce

payment of calls, and not to aid shareholders to withdraw' from the company
ana escape their obligations. After forfeiture the shares become the property
of the company, the directors of which, it is usually provided, may sell,

re-allot, and otlverw ise dispose of the same in such manner as they think fit

;

and the shareholder may still be sued for the calls due and ow ing at the date

of the forfeiture. The shareholder cannot abandon his shares in order it

avoid payment of calls. See C’OMPANIES; SHARES.
CANALS.—Canal companies are bound to make adequate provision for

the receipt and forwarding of traffic without unreasonable delay ; they must
not give any undue preference to any pei*son or company w ith regaixi to their

traffic. Where canals arc in communication one with another, each canal

company must afford tho others all necessary facilities for receiving and for-

warding their traffic over its own canal. A book of rates must be kept by
every canal company show ing every rate charged for the carriage of traffic

other than passengers, whether under s|XH:ial contract or otherwise, and in-

cluding tables of distances, and distinguishing the different mrts of the rate.

This book must be kept at all the wharves of the canal ami be open to public

inspection, so that all jx^rsons may know the rates charged, and how' made
up, so much for conveyance, and so much for working expenses. A canal

company is liable in damages for the neglect or default of its servants in the

carnage of animals or goods ; but no greater damages can be obtained in

respect of animals than as follows: for a hoi'se i?50 ; for neat cattle, per

head, i^l5; and for sheep or t)igs, jku’ head, .T2, unless the sender has pre-

viously declared a greater value. This liability of a canal company does not

prevent it, by w’^ay of precaution against risk, making any just and reasonable

conditions as to the receiving, forwarding, and delivery of traffic. The whole

question of canals has recently been the subject of a Canal Commission,

whose Report, issued in 1909, makes certain interesting I'ecommendations.

I. K
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« Canal companies are subject to the Railway Commission, and it is to these

commissioners that any person should apply when the companies fail to comply
with the regulations. Thus if the rates charged are too excessive, or undue
preference is given to any particular class or person, an application may be

made to the commissioners for readjustment of the rates, or disallowance of

the agreement alleged to be an undue preference. See CARRIERS.
CANDIDATE.—The Corrupt and Illegal Practices Prevention Act, 1883,

defines a candidate as

—

Any person elected to serve in Parliament, and any person who is nominated
as a candidate, or is declared by himself or by others to be a candidate, on or after

tlie day of issue of the writ, or after the dissolution or vacancy in consequence of

which such writ has been issued.

As will be seen elsewhere, it is most important to know whether a candi-

dature does in fact exist, and if so, when it commenced ; for with the com-
mencement of the candidature the election itself may be said to coinmenc*e.

Statute law does not say when an election begins, and some judges have said

that one cannot go behind the appointment of an election agent and start

from an earlier date. But notwithstanding such an ojnnion it is entirely a
matter of sound judgment to say how far one may go back, and how far one

may not. When the candidate himself comes— the moment he comes in

bodily shape—within the constituency, saying, “ I am your candidate ! he

cannot be heard to say that the election has not begun. He takes up tho

position, not of saying ‘‘I will be your candidate when I am aske(v

whenever it may be, but he comes and begins from that time the fight of the

election.

But it is impossible to lay down any definite rule as to when the conduct

of an election begins, or to deal with it otherwise than as a question of fact,

in which the general political history of the period and the conduct of the

individual candidate are alike to be taken into account. It would be un-

reasonable to assume that a gentleman resident in the district, who has

shown an active interest in party politics in the jiast, and who has been

invited to become a candidate, is to be taken to have assumed the responsi-

bilities of candidature because he continues to be an active worker in support

of the principles he has always supported. As soon, however, as he begins

to hold meetings in the constituency to advance his candidatuix'—in other
words, as soon as he begins to take measures to promote his election

—

the election commences. See COHRUrr PRACTICES; BRIBING;
CANVASSING.

CANVASSING.—When canva.ssing for votes at an election, care should
be taken not to offer to the voter any bribe, inducement, or threat ; and it is

advisable that, in order to meet any possible future suggestion, the canvas-
sing should be done by two or more canvassers at the same time, one of
whom should be a responsible person. A paid election clerk may canvass,

but only apart from his duties as such, and as a voluntary addition to his

work.

CAPITAL OF A COMPANY.—Capital may be defined in general
terms as saved wealth devoted to the creation of more wealth. Such is

the capital with which a trader carries on his business, whether the trader
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is an individual owning his own business or a group of shareholders in a
joint-stock company. Capital may consist of land, houses, furniture, re-

versionary interests— in fact, anything which possesses value; but of what-
ever it may consist, there is always j)resent one characteristic—it may be
expressed in terms of money. The result is that capital is always spoken of
as being represented by so many pounds, shillings, or pence, as the case may
be. We will here give special attention to the subject of the capital of a
company limited by shares, and in passing would point out that such capital

falls well within the above definition.

Capital generally.—A number of persons, each of whom has saved
some money, are desirous of making more; they see in the pursuit of a
certain traae or business an opportunity to satisfy their desire, accordingly
they join together and each contributes something to a general fund of
capital wherewith to carry on the proposed business. In other words, they
form themselves into a company, incorporate it with limited liability, and
become shareholders therein, each proportionately to the amount of his con-
tribution of aipital. The total amount of their contributions should, in an
ideal company, exactly correspond with its actual capital. But there is

always some difference between reality and the ideal, especially in matters
involving complicated business interests and methods of finance ever attended
by contingencies, both foreseen and unforeseen. Consequently the capital

of a company may apj)ear in different forms and nature, and under various

distinctive names; and thus we have, r.^., nominal, paid-up, uncalled,

working, fixed, and circulating capital. We will now deal with these

examples. In this article companies limited by shares are alone dealt with.

Nominal .—No company can be incorporated under the Companies Acts
unless its memorandum states the amount of its capital, and it is upon that

figure that the registration duties are assessed and payable. This capital is

called the company’s nominal capital, and its amount may be fixed after

reasonable calculation as to the needs of the com])any, or merely in accord-

ance with the caprice of the promoter, or even with a view to a misleading

effect U[>ou the public. Wq will refer to and dismiss first the two latter

possible methods of fixing the nominal capital, and they may be conveniently

discussed together. An inqx^cunious promoter desires to establish a banking

company at the least jx)ssible cost to himself, and yet having such an appear-

ance of solidity and wealth as to attract the deposits of the public. He
may accordingly fix the nominal capital at i?2,00(),000, and divide it into

2,000,000 shares of £l each ; and to do this requires only a few strokes of a

pen and the payment of increased duty. But of this great capital there may
very easily be only seven shares issued, one to each of the subscribei's to the

memorandum and articles, and even these shares may only be partly paid

for; the result of this o]>eration is that the bank, with its nominal capital of

jP2,000,000, has in fact only issued seven shares of £l etich, for which it has

only received a jmrt payment of, say, 10s. on each—in all .I'd, 10s. And
though the capital issued is only JT! and the amount thei-eof paid up is only

half of that sum, yet wherever the prospectuses and advertisements of that

bank go, there the public will have phiced most prominently before it the fact

that the nominal capital of the bank is i^2,0(K),000. And a great many
people will believe that the bank has really got that large sum behind it, and
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will deposit money on the faith of that belief. Such things as this have been
done, and are being done to this day, v^ith the result that a confiding public

is always losing its money, and unscrupulous so-called hnanciers are taking it.

If the oixlinary investing public only knew that the nominal capital need not
necessarily represent anything more valuable than the ink with which it is

so boldly printed, move hard-earned money would be saved and less thrown
away for rogues to squander.

But, fortunately, in most cases the question of nominal capital is one that

is approached by business men in a business-like way. Whether it is the

nominal capital of a large public comiiany or that of a small private

company, the question is the same, and its answer is found by the same
process. For one thing the promoter does not wish to unnecessarily add to

the amount of the registmtion duty, and accoixlingly from that point of view

he desires to fix the amount of the nominal capital at as rcasomrble a figure

as possible. Suppose the company to be formed for the purpose of purchas-

ing an existent ousiness, the price to be paid therefor being X^10,000, of

which i?5000 is to be paid in cash and J.^5000 in shares, and the company
will also require to keep in hand a sum of i?2000 to work upon. Many
possible methods may be suggested as to the capitalisation of this company,
out we will deal with two only.

Let the company be formed with a nominal capital of i?8000, ana let it

raise the JpoOOO to complete the purchase and the XmOOO for its own use by
the issue of «t7000 in debentures. Here the i^7000 necessary cash will be
raised without reference to the capital, as such, of the company, though its

repayment w ill be a charge on the assets ; 5000 shares iiifiy then be issued

and allotted to the vendor of the business, and the comjmny will have on
hand 8000 shares for future issue in case of need. The 5000 shares will lie

the capital issued, and the whole 8(XX) will constitute its nominal capital

;

but if it should turn out to Ixi impos.'^ible to get purchasers of the 8000 shares

when needed, that part of the nominal capital will l>e practically worthless.

If, how^ever, the company, before desiring to issue the 8000 shares, had been
jiaying very high dividends, and there was a prosjxjct of its continuing so to

do, that difference between the issued and the nominal capital might even be
greater in value than its figures—jt^8000.

Another method would be to fonn the company with a nominal capibil

of, say, X^15,000, divided into 15,000 shares of each. Of this capital

«L5000 would be issued and allotted to the vendor, and 1^7000 issued against

subscription3 to that amount; out of the i^T'OOO so obtained, the i^^SOOO

balance of purchase money could be jiaid and the X^5;!000 money needed kept
in hand. The advantage of this method would lie in the absence of deben-
tures and the consequent higher value of the shares—including those un-

issued. Once the necessary issue of shares is provided for, any additional

share capital kept in hand for later issue, if needful, must be an arbitrary

amount; and since the nominal capital may always include the latter, it too
must be an arbitrary amount, and would not itself, apart from sj)ccial informa-

tion as to the finances of the company, afford any criterion of the company's
stability or solidity.

Paid-up.—^The discussion of the nominal capital has undoubtedly necessi-

tated such refmrence to the other forms of capital as to make further special
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comment thereon but a matter of detail. Paid-up capital consists of all the
money which has been actually paid by shareholders in respect of the shares

they hold. Though shares which have been properly issued as fully paid up,

in accordance with a duly filed agreement, would be included in the paid-up
capital, the latter term docs not necessarily imply that all the shares issued

are fully paid up.

Uncalled.—This part of the capital is represented by the balance of the
amount of the shares not paid by their holders, and which would be payable
to the company upon a call being made therefor. Uncalled capital may
often be a valuable asset of the company, and it is accordingly very irequently

made security by mortgage for a loan. A company has not, however, any
general implied powder to create such a mortgage. There must either be an
express or implied jxiwer so to do in the memorandum, or there must be a
like power to that efiect in the articles, with nothing to the contrary in the
memorandum.

ITorA/njg capital has already been sutticiently referred to in connection
with the nominal capital. There is not very much difficulty in deciding as

to the amount thereof when the company is taking over an already existent

business; but in the case of ia company formed to develop a new' business or
to exploit a new venture, the question of the working capital is an important
and difficult one. In all such comj>i\nies the investor should see that the
working capital is adequate, and in some reasonable projiortion to the pur-
cha.se money, 'lliis is esj>ecially innKirtant in companies intending to develop
mining and like properties, for in such cases it is not at all unusual to find a
com|)any w ith XM 520,000 nominal capital, out of which X^80,000 is paid in pur-
chase money, and only sulficient shares have been taken up to provide £2000
or X^3000 for working exjienses. Such companies are soon found to be under-
going the process of li(|uidation. See PROSPECTUS.

Fired ami ciradatiii^.— The distinction between fixed and circulating

capital is very imjwrlant. It is not necessary to make gooil out of the

income of a company any loss or depreciation of its fixed cajntal ; but it

is so necessary in resjKrt of circulating capital. Fixed capital would include

even so wasting an asset as a lejisehoKl quarry, or 'ne horses of a delivery van.

Circulating capital would include such a merchantable asset as stone already

quarried and available for sale, or a piece of merchandise such as the above-
mentioned vans could carry. See hereon PROFIT AND LOSS.

Reduction, re-organisation, and increase of capital.—In general a

reduction of capital rcciuires the sanction of the Court. An increase does

not, but certain notices must, under pain of iwnalties, be given to the

llegiatrar of companies. Uc-organisation, such iis by consolitiating shares

of different classes, or divhling shares into shares of different ch\sses, requires

a special resolution confirmed by order of the ('ourt. On a pi'oposal to

reduce, the creditor have a right to object, and objecting creditors who
should be settled with must be .settled l>cfore the Court will make the

order. So, in applying for a confirmation there must be no concealment

fh>in the Court of the names of creditors. The order may make it a term

that the worcls and reduced be added to the w ord “ limited "" in the name
of the company, and also that the retvsons for the reduction shall be pub-

lished. Sanction is not rcciuircd where the company can effect reduction

by accepting a surrender of shares, or by forfeiture thereof for non-payment
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of calls, or by devoting an accumulation of profit to the all-round amortisa-

tion of fully-paid shai*es, or by cancelling shares which have not been taken

or agi'eed to be taken. Should the articles not contain any power to i*educe,

two special resolutions must he passed, one to authorise the reduction, and
the other to effect it.

No special power is necessary to authorise an increase of capita],

but it is sometimes found convenient to vest in the directors an absolute

power and discretion in the matter. See CALLS; COMPANIES; CON-
TRIBUTORIES ; SHARES.

CARDS.—There is a duty of three shillings per dozen packs upon playing-

cards imported into the United Kingdom. Such cards are sold in the

United Kingdom subject to the same restrictions as those not made abroad.

A maker in the United Kingdom requires an annual licence of .£^1, and must
pay a stamp duty of threepence per pack of fifty-two cards. The following

are not subject to the stamp duty: Imported duty-paid cards; toy cards not

longer than 1 J in. and wider than 1 J in. ; cards resold after use to a licensed

maker, unless they are resold by him. Any person, other than a maker, may
sell playing-cards without a licence; but cards so sold must have the duty
denoted on the wrappers. Cards made in the United Kingdom can only l>e

sold in separate packs, enclosed in wrappers printed with the maker’s name
and showing the stamp, and so securely fastened as to make ojxjning imjioH-

sible without destruction of the wrapjx^rs. The seller must cancel the makePs
name before delivering the cards, unless he sells w holesiile with a view to

selling again, and not for use.

CARRIERS.—A person who publicly carries on the trade of a carrier is

in law known as a common carrier. Such would l)e one who undertakes to

carry from place to place, for hire, the goods of any person w ho employs him.
The caiTving of goods is essential to the character of a common carrier ; if

he conveyed passengers only, he would not be one ; nor if he limited his

carrying to a particular employer. Railway companies, barge owners,

railway forwarding and collecting agents, and those w ho ow n and carry on
business by any other means for the public conveyance of goods, are all

common carriers to the extent that they carry goods generally. It has been
laid down that in order to constitute a person a common carrier his trade

must be plied from and to fixed termini; and consistently wdth this view, a
town carman who did not so ply, but only undertook casual jol>s, htis been
held not to be a common carrier. It w ould not, how ever, be very safe to rely

upon this ruling, for once it is established that the person in question publicly

professes to carry, and does in fact actually carry for the public generally,

suchperson would undoubtedly be considerckl in law' as a common carrier.

Eus rij^hts.—In discussing the legal position of carriers, it would almost
seem that such a division as his ‘‘rights’^ could be safely disregarded.

Certainly the public attention is mainly directed towards his liabilities.

Nevertheless he has some rights, and though unobtrusive ones, they are

certainly very important. In the first place the carrier is entitled to his hire

or remuneration. Apart from agreement, this must l)e reasonable and just,

and a carrier not the subject of special statutory regulation, as is a railway

company, has within reason the common-law right to charge one person more
or less than another. He may also require the goods to be delivered to him
and his hire paid before their carriage; and may make reasonable and just
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conditions as to the terms ofconveyance ; and may enter into a special contract,
which must be reasonable and just, limiting his common-law liability. If,

on goods being tendered to him for conveyance, they have an appearance
suggesting that it is necessary he should know their nature, he may decline

to carry them if such information is refused. He may also increase his

charges if the goods are of a nature susceptible to damage. But perhaps his

most valuable right is that of lien : he may refuse to deliver up the goods
until his charges have been paid. His lien is a particular Hen—not general.

See LIEN.
^

For whom he is agent.—It is often of great importance to know for

whom the carrier is agent. Is he the agent of the consignor—the person who
is forwarding the goods ; or of the consignee—the person to whom the goods
are sent ? In questions \\hich may arise between seller and buyer, in matters
incidental to the j)osition of creditor and debtor, and also in connection with
claims upon the ciirrier for damages, the position of the carrier in relation to
consignor and consignee is often a very material fact. A trader at Brighton,
for example, orders go(xls from a manufacturer in London to be delivered per
a specified carrier, the trader paying for the carriage. In this case the manu-
facturer has made a suflicient delivery of the goods to the trader when he has
delivered them at the receiving office in London of the specified carrier, with
the necessiiry directions ; and any loss or damage of the goods in transit will

not prejudice the manufacturer's delivery. The rule would be the same
wherever the consignee pays the carriage, even although the carrier is not
snecified ; but delivery in the latter case must be to an appropriate carrier.

Generally speaking, the party who pays the carriage is the carrier's princijml.

Again, on the facts of the above illustrative case, if the trailer fails to pay
for the goods, and the manufacturer finds it necessary to sue for their price,

tlie manufacturer will naturally wInIi to sue in a London court, where he
will sustain less inconvenience and loss of time than if he had to prot‘ced in a
Brighton court. But the London court will require that some material part

of the contract of sale has been jx'rformed within its jurisdiction before it

will entertain the case; the delivery to the debtor's agent, the carrier, within

the jurisdiction, will meet the requirement of the court.

Subject to the several exceptions in cases whcix? gtK)ds are mei'ely sent for

approval ; or forwarded under the circumstances in the above illustrative

case ; or the consignee is agent of the consignor ; or the carrier has expressly

made himself liable to the consignor in consideration of the latter having

become responsible for the price of the carriage ; or, sj>eaking generally,

where the consignor has himself employed the carrier and taken upon himself

the risk of the goods ;—subject to these exceptions, the general rule is that

where goods forwanleil to the purchiiser are lost through the carrier's default,

the consignee is the person who shouhl sue the carrier. Apart from special

contract it is the owner of the goods to whom the carrier is in general liable.

His liability.—^The liability of a carrier is an extensive subject for dis-

cussion. He is what is knowm as an insurer of the goods entrusted to his

care ; he insures the owner against all loss or damage. At common law he

is responsible for every injury sustained by them by any means whatsoever,

except only the act of*God, or the king's enemies. If goods are tendered to

him for conveyance he is bound to accept them upon payment of his reason-

able hire ; he cannot decline them simply because they are of a nature w hich

will demand special care ; but he can decline to carry them if they are of a
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kind demanding exceptional and extraordinary care, or of a kind he is unable

to caiTy, or which he does not profess to carry, or is not in the habit of

carrying, or if his carriage is already full. He must deliver the goods at the

consignee'^s address. A carrier may enter into a special contract with his

employer. Such contracts became very usual about the beginning of the last

century, when the inci'ease in manufactures and the improving means of

locomotion led naturally to an increase in the quantity of goods sent from
one part of the country to another. And a large proportion of this traffic,

perhaps the most valuable, was composed of small parcels having great

intrinsic value. Carriers then had no statutory protection whatever; the

only method by which they could insure any degree of safety against dis-

proportionately heavy liabilities was by increasing their charges, and at the

same time defining by contract the exact degree of responsibility they would
assume. The railway companies, safe in their monopoly, went so far as to

impose conditions most irksome and unreasonable, and were able, in conse-

quence of the disinclination of the public for litigation, to continue doing so

until they were checked by statutory provision. The fact of a special con-

tract may be inferred from the circumstances of the case. Thus where a
carrier gives a notice or writes a letter to the consignor imposing conditions,

and the goods are sent without objecting to the terms of the notice or letter.

And also where the receipt for the goods has c'ertain terms endorsed on its back.

No statute has prohibited s[x?cial contracts l>etween common carriers and
their employers generally ; but for all practical purjioses it will Ixj sufficient

to confine our attention to the statute law on the subject. It will l>e notiml
that the statutes have special reference to the carriage of articles, which
though small in bulk may be great in value.

Land carriers generally.—By the Land Carriers Act of 1831 :

—

No common carrier by laud for hire is liable for loss or injury to any gold or
silver coin, gold or silver in a manufactured or unmanufacturefl state, prcHuous

stones, jewellery, watches, clocks, timepieces, trinkets, bills, bank-notes, orders,

notes, or securities for payment of money, stamps, maps, wTitings, titlo-deo<l8,

paintings, engravings, pictures, gold or silver plate, or j)luttsl article, glass, china, silks

(manufacture<i or unmanufactured, wrought up or not wrought up with other

materials), furs, or laco (“ other than machine-made la(!0 ''—Act of 1 8G5), when the
value exceeds the sum of XlO, unless at the time of delivery the value and nature
of the article has been expressly declared, and the incrca.sed charges, or an
engagement to pay the same, accepted by the person receiving the parcel.

The ciirrier may demand for such parcels an increased rate of charge, wdiieh is

to be notified by a notice affixed in liis office, and customers are bound by such
notice, without further proof of the notice having come to their knowdodge. The
carrier cannot, however, limit by meh a notice his responsibility in respect of any
articles other than those enumerates! alx)vo.

TTie above would apply in any mode of delivery to a carrier—whether to
himself personally, or to a servant, or at his receiving office, or anywhere
else where the carrier or his servant may receive the goods. If the carrier

does not affix the notice in the manner mentioned above, he cannot claim
an extra rate of carriage; but the consimor is still under an obligation

to declare the nature and value of the goods in order to burden the carrier

with full responsibility therefor. Carriers are responsible for loss occasioned
by the felonious acts of their own servants, or of any person actually and
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properly engaged in the performance of the transit and delivery of the

carrier's goods ; and it is no defence for the carrier to show that he himself

had exercised every care. This would be a good defence, however, where
the carrier's servant had merely, boJid Jide^ lost the goods, or delayed their

delivery.

A railway company^ in addition to a liability as above, is liable, under the

Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1854, for the loss of or for any injury done
to any horses, cattle, or other animals, or to any articles, goods, or things, in

the receiving, forwarding, or delivering thereof, occasioned by the neglect or

default of such company or its servants, notwithstanding any notice, condi-

tion, or declaration made and given by such company contrary thereto, or in

any way limiting such liability. Any such notic*e, condition, or declaration

is null and void.

But nothing is to prevent a company making coiulitions with respect to the

receiving, forwarding, and delivering of any of the above-mention^ animals,

articles, goods, or things which a judge, before whom any question relating

thereto is tried, may deem just and reasonable. Nor can any greater

damages be recovered for the loss of, or for any injury done to, any of such
animals l>eyond the following sums: a horse, i?50; neat cattle, per head,

i.^15; sheep or pigs, per head, 1^2; unless the person delivering them to the

company has, at the time of delivery, declared them to \ye of higher
value; in which case the company may require an extra rate of carriage

according only to a duly published scale. The proof of the value in such cases

lies upon the person making a claim. Any special contract in order to be
binding must be signed by the consignor himself, or by the person delivering

the projKTty to the company.
The above Act does not prejudice in any way the rights of railway

companies as common carriers under the Act of 1881. It will be noticed

that in the second part of the Act of 1854, there is a reference to condi-

tions ’’ which a company may make; this word is really synonymous with the

*S|)ecial contract" referred to at the end of our abstract of the Act. Before

this statute every c^ise in which a sj^cial limited liability was substituted for

the general common law obligation of the carrier, whether by notice acqui-

esced in, or by a document signed by the employer, was one of sjx^cial con-

tract, and the statute is to be construed with reference to that state of the

law. No merely general notice given by a railway company is valid in law,

for the purpose of limiting its common law liability os a carrier. It can be

limited only by such conditions as a t'ourt determines to be just and reason-

able ; but with this proviso, that any such condition must be embodied in a
special contract in w riting IxJtween the company and the consignor, or person

(lelivering the goods, ana duly signed by either of the latter. And should

sucli a contract have the effect of relieving the company from responsibility

however caused, including tlierefoi’e gross negligence and even fraud or dis-

honesty on the part of the company's servants it would be void and of no

effect. A company cannot thei'efore relieve itself from liability for its own
gross negligence or misconduct. Nor can any contnict absolve it from
responsibility for loss or non-delivery of goods by reast>n of insufficient or

improper packing ; nor from liability for delay. No rules of general appli-

cation can be given for determining the validity or otherwise of a company's

conditions; each cose must depend upon its own particular circumstances;
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to use a legal expression, but one readily understood, it is a mixed Question

of law and fact. At the end of this article will be found some of tne con-

ditions most usually imposed by railway companies in respect of the carriage

of goods.

Prrferential rates -—Railway companies may not give preferential rates of

carriage, or delay the forwarding of goods, or in any way show any partiality,

80 as to prefer or prejudice any person or firm. Should they do so, the

person aggrieved should make complaint to the Railway Commission, which
will make such order as it may deem just.

Through booki)igs .—By the Regulation of Railways Act, 1868, a company
which has “booked through’" any animals, luggage, or goods from place to

place, partly by railway and partly by sea, or partly by canal and partly by
sea, may impose a condition exempting it from any liability for loss or

dama^ arising from the act of Gocl, the king’s enemies, fire, accidents from
machinery, boilers, and steam, and all and every other dangers and accidents

of the seas, rivers, and navigation. Such a condition will be considered to

be incorporated in the contract for the through carriage, if it be written

legibly on the receipt or freight note, and published in a conspicuous position

in the booking-office.

(Generally.—A carrier must deliver the goods by or within the stipulated

time; if there is no such stipulation, it must be within a reasonable time.

Should he make default in this resj^ect he will be liable to an action for

damages; and railway companies generally make a stipulation that claims

for damages for loss must be made within three days from delivery, or for

delay within three days from the time delivery sliould have been mane. The
fact of a claim being made only after such a limited period would not
necessarily destroy the claimant’s right of action. Upon delivery the con-

signee should sign for the goods and add the word “ unexamined,” if such is

the case, in order to preserve his rights until he has had an opportunity to

examine the goods ; but to omit this would not prevent a proper claim suc-

ceeding. As soon as the goods have arrived at the end of the transit, the

carrier must keep them for a reasonable time for the convenience of the
owner; and during this time he has the same responsibility for them as when
they were on transit. After the expiration of that time he is only liable for

the goods as an ordinary depositee. The carrier is under no obligation to

give notice to the consignor, if the consignee, after tender, refuses to accept

delivery, but he must act generally in the matter as would a reasonable man.
He may, after reasonable attempts to effect delivery, return the goods to the
consignor.

Special conditions of railway companies.—Each railway system has its

own special conditiona Here it will be sufficient to set out as briefly as possible

those conditions which are imposed, with slight variation, by every railway
company. In the first place there are two general statutory provisions which
should be noticed, and a third provision which is usually found, w'ith little or no
variation, in the special act of each railway company. These three provisions are
as follows :

—

(1) No person shall be entitled to carry, or to require a railway company to
carry upon a railway, any aquafortis, oil of vitriol, gunpowder, lucifer matches, or
any other goods which in the judgment of the company may be of a dangerous
nature, and if any person send by the railway any such goods without distinctly
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marking their nature on the outside of the package containing the same, or other-

wise giving notice in writing to the book-keeper or other servant of the company
with whom the same are left at the time of so sending, he shall forfeit to the

company j02O for every such offence
;
and it shall be lawful for the company tc

refuse to take any parcel that they may suspect to contain goods of a dangerous
nature, or require the same to be opened to ascertain the fact. (2) Any person

failing to give an account of or to produce the way-bill or bill of l^ing of any
carriage or goods upon a railway to the collector demanding the same, or giving a
false account, or unloading or taking off any part of such goods at any other place

than that mentioned in such account with intent to avoid payment, is liable to a
penalty of £10 for every ton of goods, or for any parcel not exceeding 1 cwt., in

addition to the toll. (3) The owner of any goods permitting the same to remain
beyond the space of fourteen days, and neglecting to remove such goods from a
railway company's wharves or warehouses within twenty-four hours after notice

has been given, thereby subjects himself to a charge payable to the company not
exceeding 2s. 6d. per ton per day.

Passenger train conveyance .—It is now usual for railway companies serving

agricultural districts to undertake the carriage and delivery of farm and
market produce, per passenger train, at specially low rates. The maximum
weight of each parcel is fixed at 60 lbs., and in consideration of the special con-

venience of this delivery and of the low rates charged, the carriage is ahvays at the

owner’s risk
;
which means that the company would be liable only in case of gross

negligence. Cleneral parcels are also carried by passenger train. Light packages,

frail or very bulky in proportion to tlieir weight, such as picture fmmes, light

furniture packed, cases of stuffed birds and animals, bottles of medicine in

packages, ])arcels contiiining glass, china, porcelain, pasteboard, boxes of light

millinery or feathers, marble clocks packed in cases, or violins packed, are charged

50 per cent, more than the ordinary rates when carrie^i at the company’s risk, and

25 per cent, more at the owner’s risk. Certain articles, such as statuary, musical

and .scientific instruments, and lamps, are only conveyed at the owmer’s risk.

Explosive goods are not carried at all by passenger train.

hmiraw'e .—^’Ihe goods which are enumerated in the Act of 1831 are divided

by railway companies into four classes. It wdll be useful to here set out these

goods as so arranged. Class I. comprises: Stamps, maps, silks, or goods mixed
with silk, where silk is more than 30 per cent, of the value, furs, clocks, time-

pieces, plated articles, coins (gold and silver), manufactured and unmanufactured
gold and silver, jewellery (not containing precious stones) from or to manufac-

turers or factors, watches, gold and silver plate, handmade lace, engravings, trin-

kets, bank-notes, title-deeds, writings, bills of exchange, orders, notes, or securities

for payment of English or foreign money, and platinum. Class II. comprises

:

Glass of all kinds, except as named in Class lY china from manufacturers or factors,

set or unset precious stones, jewellery not from or to manufacturers or factors.

Jewellery containing precious stones from or to manufacturers. Class III. in-

cludes only pictures and paintings. Class IV. comprises : Glass (stained, silvered,

and bent), plate glass in plates each exceeding in size 30 ft. superficial, and china

other than from manufacturers or factors. To insure against loss or damage to

such goods, an insurance charge is ptiyable which, taking Class I. as the normal
rate, is in Class II. about twice, in Clas.s III. about five times, and in Class IV.
about ten times the rate for Class I. Goods exceeiling £500 in value are usually

the subject of special arrangement; and in all cases the company reserves tha

right of inspecting, before effecting any insurance, all goods delivered to it for in-

surance, in order to ascertain that the articles are in accordance with the declara-

tion, and are in good condition and well packed. The company also usually
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reserves the right of sending a representative to be present at the unpacking of
such insured goods.

Cattle ,

—

Railway companies always decline to be considered common carriers

of horses, cattle, dogs, small quadrupeds, poultry, or other birds. A company will

therefore only receive, forward, and deliver them upon certain conditions. One
is that the company will not be responsible for loss, damage, or delay thereof,

except upon proof that the same was occa.sioned by neglect or default on the part

of the company or its servants. The company also declines in any case to be re-

sponsible for loss of market, or any other special damages whatever. In case,

however, of a company unreasonably delaying delivery, the claimant would have
little difficulty in getting a judge or jury to infer therefrom that the delay was in

fact caused by neglect or default on the part of the company or its servants ; this

inference having been drawn, the company would be as much liable for damages
for breach of its contract as would any other person. See BAILMENTS

;

RAILWAY PASSENGERS’ LUGGAGE; DANGEROUS GOODS.

CABBTINO OVEB is the term applied to the arrangement by which
parties to a Stock Exchange bargain defer payment or delivery, by continuing

the transaction into the next account. As a rule, Stock Exchange bargains

are done for a fortnightly SEIM^LEMENT (y.r.) ; and whether the purchase

or sale, the subject of the bargain, is intended as an investment and to be
absolutely completetl, or whether it is merely a means of siwculation in fall

or rise of prices, the bargain is only expected to be concliKied on the settle-

ment day. But probably the greater part of these bargains are the subject

of speculation only—the si>eculator not intending to complete by paying
outright for the shares he nas bought and take them off the market, or by
delivering the shares he has sold and receive the price, as the case may be.

It often happens that the intention alone has little to do with the matter,

for the speculator may not be financially in a position to pay for the shares

he has bought, or may not actually possess the shares he has sold and is ex-

pected to deliver. His real idea was, in the first case, tliat the price of the

shares he had bought would rise liefore the next settlement ; and that there-

fore he could sell the same quantity and so Imlance his obligations, and at

the same time receive the profit comprised in the difference l)etween the price

at which he had bought and that at which he sold—a speculation of this

kind is called a bull. In the second case, we meet the hear^ whose method of

operation is the reverse of that of the bull. The bear .sells shares the price

of which he thinks w ill fall, in the expectation that in such an event he will

be able to buy a balancing quantity at a lower figure than that at which he
had sold, and so make a profit. Both bulls and boars arc known as specula-

tors in differences ; they may not have the money wherewith to pay for shares

they have bought, or tne shares wherewith to make delivery of those which
they have sold. Their great hope is a rise or fall, as the case may be, in the
price of the subject of their bargain before the next settlement, so that they

m^ then profitably close their respective transaction.s with the receipt of
di^rences in price. But it often hap|x?n8 that prices do not change, or tliat

they move in a direction contrary to that expected. Thus the bull may be
confronted with falling, and the b^r with rising prices.

Whenever prices remain stationary, or move in the unexpected direction*

the speculator finds himself to some extent out of pocket. If prices have not
changed, his loss is limited to the broker's comiii].Hsion and the other inci«

dental expenses of the transaction ; but if the prices have taken a contrary
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turn he also loses the difference. It is here that the carrying over becomes
to the speculator an important feature in Stock Exchange practice. If he is

a bull,’’ and cannot afford and does not wish to pay the full price of the
shares he has bought and to take delivery of them, or take tnem off the
market as it is called, his broker expects him to at least pay to him the
difference and the exj>enses, whereupon the broker will arrange a carry-over.

To do this he finds a third party who is willing to provide the money for

taking the shares ofl* the market, and to hold them on behalf of the specu-

lator until the next following settlement, upon the understanding that the

speculator then relieves him of them at the sum so provided. For this

accommodation the third party requires remuneration in the shape of
interest or a percentage upon the money he has found. Such remunem-
tion is called a contango^ and is charged by the broker to his client the

speculator. Carrying-over on these terms may be repeated on subsequent
settlements, but if the shares dealt in are of a highly speculative nature and
are being made the subject of general bulling operations, the rates for

contango will rise, and eventually the broker may deem it wise to refuse to

can-y over, and will close the account. The speculator will then be required
to pay the final difference.

In the case of a ‘‘bear'’ carry-over, the above operation is reversed, the

speculator having to find a third party who will lend him, until the ensuing

settlement, the shares lie has contracted to sell. The remuneration for this

loan is known as backnarJation^ and, like the contango, its rate may vary

from time to time, and w ith regard to the particular shares being dealt in.

And here too, according to the movements of prices, the “ bear " may ulti-

mately find the difference in his favour or against him. See also COVER;
STOCK EXCHANGE.

OATOHINQ AND UNDERHAND BARGAINS.— Ihe recent contro-

versy over the unconscionable and usurious practices of a certain class of

money-lenders and the legislation follow ing thereon has apparently allowed

the public to infer that, apart fnim sjiecial legislation, the borrow er of money
is always at the mercy of the lender—that the courts will always, apart from
the limited provisions of the Money Lenders Act, enforce every contract

connected with such a transiiction. But this is not the fact, esi>ecially in

cases of dealings by money-lenders with exj>ectant heirs and reversioners, and
others in a similar position. Such contracts, indeed, are not encouraged by
the law, for they generally proceed from excessive prodigality on the one

hand and extortion on the other, which are so disasti*ous in their conse-

quences as to make it the duty of a court, if it can, to restrain them. Ajmrt
from these jxirticular instances, a court of equity has an undoubted jurisdic-

tion to relieve against every sjKJcies of fraud.

Fraud may be of several kinds: actual, arising from plain facU of

imposition ; appai'ent, from the intrinsic nature and subject of the bargain

itself, where it is one which no man in his senses, and not under delusion,

would make on the one hand, and which no honest and fair man would

accept on the other ; and presumptive, where one \yerson bikes surreptitious

advantage of the weakness or necessity of another. Thei*e is a further kind

of fraud which may be inferi-ed by the Court itself, from the nature and

circumstances of the transaction, as being an imposition and deceit on other

persons not parties to the fraudulent agreement. Thus, where a debtor
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enters into a deed of composition with his creditors for, say, 10s. in the
pound, all the creditors being required to execute it within a certain period,

if the debtor privately agrees with one creditor to induce him to sign the

deed, that he will pay, or secure a greater sum in respect of his particular

debt—in this there is no particular deceit on the debtor who is party

thereto, but it tends to deceit of the other creditors, who relied on an equal

composition and did it out of compassion to the debtor. The Court will

relieve against all such underhand bargains. Particular persons, in

contracts, must not only transact bondJide between themselves, but must not
transact mala fide in respect of other persons who stand in such a relation to

either as to be affected by the contract or the consequences of it ; and as the

rest of mankind, beside the party contracting, are concerned, such relief may
be said to be dictated by public utility.

A further head of fraud on which the Court grants relief is that which
infects catching bargains with heirs, reversioners, or expectants on the life

of another, &c. These are generally mixed cases, compounded of all or

several species of fraud, there being sometimes proof of actual fraud, which is

always decisive. There is always fraud presumed or inferred from the cir-

cumstances or conditions of the parties contracting—weakness on one side,

usury on the other, or extortion or advantage taken of that weakness.

There is always an appearance of fraud from the nature of the bargain,

appearing merely from its intrinsic unconscionableness. To set aside the

purchase of an interest in possession as distinguished from one in reversion

or expectancy, there must be an inequality so strong, gross, and manifest that

it must be impossible to state it to a man of common sense w ithout producing
an exclamation at the inequality of it. But with regard to interests in

expectancy or reversion the mere inadequacy of price is a sufficient ground
for rescinding contracts or dealings therein. Such cases would arise where a
reversioner has mortgaged his reversion, or granted an annuity for an un-
reasonable and inadequate price. In order to obtain relief it is not necessary

for the reversioner to be of comparatively tender age, or that he did not

understand the nature of the transaction, or w'as in linancial distress at the

time. Should the purchaser of a reversion at an inadequate price resell it for

its true value the reversioner may recover, notwithstanding the re-sale, where
the subsequent purchaser knew at the time of purchase of the under value

on the original sale.

Valuation.—The Courts do not admit that any reversionary interest is

incapable of valuation ; and if the contingency is very remote, no deduction

should be made in respect thereof in estimating the value. There is no legal

necessity to sell a reversion by auction only ; it is sufficient if the price is a
fair one as calculated at the time of the sale. In calculating the value of a
reversionary interest, the valuation should not be based solely upon actuarial

tables, which are usually too general to be of value in isolated individual cases.

The proper method is a valuation by a surveyor, or auctioneer, who not only
has in view the results of average mortality tables, but also pays particular

attention to the nature, position, and other characteristic incidents of the
proper^ the subject of the reversion. See llEVERSIONS.

QKTTLEm—CATTLE SALESBIEN—Importation of cattle.—Imported
cattle are required to be landed at a foreign animals wharf. Before such
cattle can be landed a request in writing, in the prescribed form, is required
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to be made by the importer or his agent, setting forth the number of

animals of each kind it is intended to land. Upon this the animals may be

landed, and having been inspected by the officers the latter will, the same
evening, send the request and a certificate to the authorities. Any animals

shipped in a compartment of a vessel which has not been duly cleansed and
disinfected, after having been used for the importation of foreign animals,

are liable to forfeiture. Animals brought from certain countries, scheduled

from time to time by the authorities, may not be landed. At present only

cattle from North America may be imported alive, and such cattle when
imported must be killed within ten days. Other importation of meat is in

the shape of chilled and frozen carcases, chiefly from the Argentine. The fol-

lowing are the conditions to which is subject the landing of foreign animals :

—

(1) That the vessel in which they are imported has not, within twenty-

eight days before taking them on board, haa on board any animal exported

or carried coastwise from a port or place in any scheduled country. (2)

That the vessel has not, within twenty-one days before taking on board any
animal imported or at any time since taking them on board, entered or been
in any port or place in any scheduled country. (3) That the animals

importeci have not, while on board the vessel, been in contact with any
animal exported or carried coastwise from any port or place in any scheduled

country.

After the landing of such animals, the vessels, movable gangways,’ and
other apparatus are recjuired to be disinfected. If it appears to a principal

officer of customs that any disease may be introduced through any foreign

animal, horse, ass, mule, or carcase, the same may be seized and detained

;

and if the circumstances require it, be slaughtered or destroyed, or delivered

to the owner upon any conditions the authorities may think fit to impose.

In case of such a detention, the owner may be required to pay the expenses

thereof. To contravene any of the regulations made in respect of the im-

portation of foreign animals is to commit a punishable offence.

Salesmen are persons who make it their business to sell cattle on behalf

of others, either as factors, commission agents, or auctioneers ; they are

mercantile agents within the meaning of the Factors Acts, and as such have
an implied authority to sell. An auctioneer may not sell cattle at a mart
where cattle are habitually or periodically sold, unless such mart has all the

weighing facilities usually provided at a regular market or fair. He must
make the same returns when selling at a mart as he is required to make
when selling at a market or fair. These provisions are contained in the

Markets and Fairs (Weighing of Cattle) Act, 1891, and their breach subjects

the auctioneer to a penalty of cF20. Except for use by themselves and
family, cattle salesmen are prohibited by statute from buying on their

own account in London or on the road to London, or selling in London on
their own account any live cattle, sheep, or swine. See also ANIMALS

;

BUTCHERS ; CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
CAVEAT EMPTOR.—Upon the si\le and purchase of goods the

ordinary rule of law hsis always been that conditions and warranties are not

implied. If the buyer wants an express guarantee or warranty as to quality

or otherwise, he must ask for it, and see that it is duly given to him. The
rule is, therefore, cax^cat emptor—let the buyer beware. As in many other

rules of law, there are in this case many important exceptions which have
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developed during many years of litigation, but are now digested in the Sale
of Goods Act, 1893.

Title to goods.—In a contract of sale there ai*e the following implied
condition and warranties, unless the circumstances of the contract are such as

to show a different intention. (1) A condition on the part of the seller: (a)

in the case of a sale that he has a right to sell the gooas
; (6) in the cftse of

an agi'eement to sell, that he will have a right to sell the goods at the time
when the property is to pass. (2) A warranty that the buyer shall have and
enjoy quiet possession of the goods. (3) A waiTanty that the goods are free

from any charge or encumbrance in favour of any third party, not declared or

known to the buyer before or at the time when the contract is made.
Sale by description.—Where there is a contract for the sale of goods by

description, thei*e is an implied condition that the goods shall correspond with

the description. If the sale is by sample, as well as by description, it is not
sufficient that the bulk of the goods corresponds with the sample if the goods
do not also correspond with the description.

Conditions as to quality.—Consistently with the maxim at the head of

this article, there is generally no implied warranty or condition as to the

quality or fitness, for any particular purpose, of goods supplied under a
contract of sale. There are only two classes of exceptions to this rule, the

first of which is created by special statutes, as, for example, in the case of

CHAIN (q*v») cables, the seller of which is by special statute held to warrant
their quality and fitness, whether he actually does so in fact or not. The
second class is created by the Sale of Goods Act, which contains the following

exceptions to the rule: (1) Where the buyer, expressly or by implication,

makes known to the seller the particular purpose for which the goods are

required, so as to show that the buyer relies on the seller's skill or judgment,
and the goods are of a description which it is hi the course of the seller's

business to supply (whether he is the manufacturer or not), there is an implied

condition that the goods shall be reasonably fit for such purpose. But in the

case of a contract for the sale of a specified article under its patent or other

trade name, there is no implied condition as to its fitness for any particular

purpose. (2) Where goods are bought by description from a seller who deals

in goods of that description (whether he is the manufacturer or not\ there is

an implied condition that the goods are of merchantable quality ; but if the

buyer has examined the goods there will be no implied condition as regards

defects which the examination ought to have revealed. (3) An implied

warranty or condition as to quality or fitness for a particular purpose may be
annexed by the usage of trade. (4) An express warranty or condition will

not negative a warranty or condition implied by the Sale of Goods Act unless

inconsistent therewith. See SALE OF GOODS; SAMPLES.
CHAINS used as cables upon British ships are required to pass a test

fixed by statute, and to be properly stamped. It is a misdemeanour to sell or

buy such a chain cable not tested and stamped, and by statute any contract

for sale impliedly includes a warranty that the cable has been properly

tested and stamped. A marine store dealer is not allowed to cut up or unlay

a cable, or similar article, exceeding five fathoms in length. He may do so,

however, if he has the written permit of a local receiver or magistrate, which
may be obtained by the dealer upon his making a declaration stating the

quality and description of the cable, the name and description of the person
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from whom he has obtained it, and that he acquired it honestly and believing

that the person from whom he bought it had an honest title to it. To cut
up and unlay a cable without such a permit, or having obtained the permit
to do 80 without having previously advertised the fact that he had received

the permit, is to render himself liable to heavy penalties.

OHAMBERS OP COMMEROE are voluntary aissociations formed to

promote and protect general trade interests, as distinguished from trades of a
particular class. In the United Kingdom they exist in all the important
centres of commerce, and these local chambers are usually in federation with
a general Association of Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom.
TTie local chambers are also in touch with local societies connected with
particular trades, and these societies are often directly affiliated with the

local chambers. Not only do the Chambers of Commerce act as a medium
for intercourse between commercial men and for the general promotion and
protection of their interests, but the Government itself takes advantage of

their existence in ortler to obtain, as w^ell as to disseminate, useful commercial
intelligence and advice. Chambers of Commerce are available for arbitration

in mercantile disputes; they discuss commercial law and suggest reforms;

promote commercial and technical education ; and collect and distribute

statistical and commercial information.

Glasgow w as the liinst city to establish a Chamber of Commerce
;
this w^as

in 1773, and since then their formation has become a matter of course wher-
ever there is a locality wdth trade interests of any extent to promote or

protect. In France the Chambers of Commerce are not voluntary associa-

tions in the same sense as are the English ; they are rather departments of
government activi^.

OHANOELLOa.— The Txyrd Chancellor occupies the oldest and most
dignified of the lay offices of State ; to kill him is high treason. By virtue

of his office, he is the king’s principal legal adviser, and a privy councillor;

speaker, by prescription, of the House of Lords, whether he be a peer or

not; head of the profession of the law, and a member of the Court of

Appeal. He has also a seat in the Cabinet, and usually takes an active part

in political life. His title is Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain, and
he ranks above all dukes not of the blood royal, and next to the Archbishop
of Canterbury. He is appointed by the delivery of the Great Seal into

his custody, and may be dismissed by its resumption. Being, however,

attached to a iioliticaf party, he would resign therewith. He is conservator

and justice of the peace throughout England by prescription; is visitor in

the king’s right of all hospitals and colleges of royal foundation; and patron

of all Crown livings under the value of a year, according to the valua-

tion made in the reign of Henry VII. He appoints all the judges of the

High Court, except the I^ord Chief Justice, and appoints and removes all

justices of the peace, though at the recommendation of lord-lieutenants of

counties. He issues writs for summoning parliaments, and transacts all

business connected with the custody and use of the great seiil ; is entrusted

with care of infants and their property; and has jurisdiction over lunatics

and idiots. His salary is J^lOjOOO a year.

jTA^ Chamellor qfa Diocese is vicar-general to the bishop, holds his courts,

and directs and assists him in matters of ecclesiastical law. He has a freehold

in his office, and is not necessarily an ecclesicistic.
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The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster presides either in person or by
deputy in the Court of the Duchy in all matters of equity relating to lands

held of the king as Duke of Lancaster.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer holds the seal of the Exchequer, and
with that dignity combines the office of Under-Treasurer, the functions of

Lord High Treasurer being now executed by the Lords Commissioners of

the Treasury. He is the responsible finance minister of the Crown, and
always a member of the Cabinet. Originally he discharged judicial func-

tions, and at a later period sat in the Court of Exchequer. At the

present day his only appearance in Court is ceremonial, as when the sheriffs

are nominated.

CHANCERY DIVISION.—This is the title of one of the divisions of

the High Court of Justice, as established by the Judicature Acts. This
division is the successor of the former Court of Chancery, which administered
equity, as technically distinguished from law ; now, strictly speaking, there

is no such court, its modern representative being but a division of the High
Court. The exclusive statutory jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery has

been preserved by the Judicature Acts, but the matters assigned by them to

the new Chancery Division arc not co-extensive with the old equity jurisdic-

tion. On the other hand, almost any common law action am now lie

brought in the Chancery Division. The aim of the Judicature Acts was to

abolish all distinction between la\v and etjuity, and to make the High Court,

and its divisions, the court of both equally. So far as that particular aim is

concerned the Act may be said to have failed, for the Chancery Division is

to-day, in the subject-matter of the causes it deals with, almost as exclusively

a court of equity as was its predecessor.

^rhe following are the causes and matters peculiarly within the cognisance

of this division : The administration of the estates of decea.Ncd persons
; the

dissolution .of partnerships and the taking of partnershij) accounts; the

redemption and foreclosure of mortgages; the raising of portions or other

charges on land ; the sale and distribution of the proceeds of property,

subject to any lien or charge ; the execution of trusts, charibd^Ie or
private ; the rectification, or setting aside, or cancellation of deeds or
other written instruments; the specific performance of contracts between

vendors and purchasers of real estates, including contracts for leases; the
partition or sale of real estates; the wardship of infants, and the care of

infants’ estates.

TLTie practice of the Court is practically the same as that of the King’s

Bench Division [see ACTION], but, as a necessity of the character of the
actions with which it deals, it has an extensive and comprehensive procedui*e

in chambers adapted for the working out of its judgments. By this njeans,

for example, after decreeing the dissolution of a partnership, it will adjust

the accounts between the paHners in the chambers of the judge.

OHABAOTEB, false.—It is a punishable offence to falsely personate a
master, or his wife, relation, agent, or servant, and either personally or in

writing to give any false, forged, or counterfeit character to any person

offering himself to be hired as a servant. So, also, to knowingly and wilfully

pretencl, or falsely assert in writing, that any servant has been hired for any
other period than the true period he shall have been hired ; or that any
servant was discharged or left his service at any ofher time than that at
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which he actually left ; or that any servant has not been hired or employed
in any previous service. It is also a punishable offence for any person who
offers himself as a servant to assert or pretend that he has served in any
service in which he has not actually served ; or to tender a false, forged, or

counterfeit certificate of character ; or to alter any word, date, or thing
contained in any certificate given by any former msister.

OHARaiNQ ORDER .—This is a means by which a judgment creditor

may enforce payment of his debt out of property belonging to the

debtor which is not available for the ordinary processes of execution.

Where any person, against whom there is in force a judgment of the High
Court, has any Government stock, funds, or annuities, or any stock or shares

of and in any public company in England, or is interested in the interest or

dividends thereof, a judge or the High Court may order such stock, &c., or

interest and dividends, to be charged with payment of the amount due on the

judgment. It does not matter whether the stock, &c., is standing in the

debtor’s name in his own right, or whether it is in the name of a trustee on
his behalf, or of the Paymaster-General ; it is sufficient if it is in fact the

property, in possession, reversion, or contingent, of the debtor. After the

creditor has obtained the charging order he stands in the same position, and
has the same rights and remedies in respect to the stock, &c., as if the debtor

himself had created the charge, except for the postponement of their en-

forcement, as will be presently referred to.

The application for a charging order may be made by the creditor

without notice thereof to the debtor ; this is to prevent the debtor disposing

of the property in anticipation of the order and with a view to defeat the

efforts of the creditor. Upon this application, an order nui is made, which
should be served upon the debtor, and notice thereof given to the Bank of

England or company whose stocks or shares are the object of it. The Bank
of England, or the company, as the case may be, cannot then permit a

transfer of the stocks or shares. ITpon a day fixed by the Court, the debtor

will be required to appear and show cause why the order nisi shoUid not

be made absolute. Ii he does show good cause, the order nisi will be

discharged, and the stocks or shares released ; but if he does not, the

order will be made absolute and final. The creditor having thus got the

charging order must wait six months before he can proceed to realise

the shares, and this he can do only by a separate action. He can, how-
eve, in the meanwhile obtain a STOP-ORDEE upon any dividends

which may become due.

A solicitor may obtain a charge for his taxed costs upon any prej^erty

which has been recovered or preserved through his instrumentality. The
costs must be in respect of, or incidental to, the action in which the property

has been so recovered or preserved, and the oixicr must be made by the judge

who has cognisance of the action.

Partners.— Where a creditor obtains judgment against a person who is

a member of a partnership firm, he may obtain a charging order against that

person's interest in the partnership property. The judgment where this is

needed would be one against the partner in his private capacity, and not as

a partner. See EXECUTION; AITACHMENT; DISTRINGAS.
OHARTER-PABTY.—This is the name given to an agreement whereby
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the shipowner agrees to place an entire ship, or a part of it, at the disposal

of a merchant for the conveyance of goods. The shipowner binds himself

thereby to convey the goods to a specified place for a certain sum of money,
which the merchant agrees to pay as freight for their carriage. The mer-

chant is under such circumstances called the charterer; the goods, the subject

of the contract, are known as a cargo. Generally speaking, the ship con-

tinues to remain in the possession and under the control of its owner, the

charterer merely acquiring a right to place his goods in the vessel and to

have them conveyed according to the terms of the charter-party. A charter-

party may, however, amount to a complete letting of the ship, so as to make
the ship in effect the exclusive vessel of the charterer, and to oust the owner
from all power and control thereover. The charter-party itself must contain

the particular terms under which the ship is let. It is, however, not unusual

to have bills of lading as well as a charter-party, the object of which is to

provide the charterer with a more available means of dealing with his cargo

during the course of its conveyance. Where such is the case, and the

charter-party itself refers to the hills of lading, both the charter-party and
the bills of lading may be read together in order to discover the exact terms

of the contract between the shipowner and the charterer. A charter-party

should be stamped 6d. ; this duty may be denoted by an adhesive stamp,

which should be cancelled by the person whose last execution makes the

contract binding. Should it not be stamped before execution, a stamp will

be impressed thereon by the Inland Revenue authorities within a month
from the date of execution, but certain penalties may be re(]uired. A
charter-party may be by deed, but this is not necessary ; if it is by deed

executed by the master of the ship, and not by the owners, who are not
parties to it, the latter cannot bring an action upon it, though they

would be liable to an action by the charterers for any breach of the duties

generally as shipowners, and not inconsistent with the tern)s of the charter-

party.

the loading of the cargo.—Cargo is a term which varies in its meaning
according to the document in which it appears ; but unless there is something
in the context to give it a different signification it means, in a charter-party,

the entire load of the ship which carries it. The charter-party states the

port or ports of destination of the cargo, and the freight to be paid therefor,

which may be either a gross sum or so much per ton, or so much for each
tub, cask, or other package as the case may be, of the goods comprising the

cargo. If the agreement is not to pay a certain sum for the entire ship, or

a certain portion of it, but to pay so much j^er ton, the charterer usually

covenants to load a fixed amount or a full cargo. It is immaterial whether
the charterer loads with his own goods or those of others. Where the

charterer has agreed to pay a certain sum for the whole or a speoified part

of tlie ship, that sum will be payable even although he has not supplied

enough for a full cargo. But if he has undertaken to funiish the latter and
to pay a certain sum jier ton or package, he will in like manner he bound to

pay for as many tons or packages as the ship, or part hired, was capable ol

containing, even althougn he has not been aole to put on lK)ard any lading

at all. It is well known that the actual burden or which a ship is capable

generally exceeds that at which she is registered ; consequently, if the char*
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terer enters into a contract to supply a full cargo for a ship, the burden
registered being that referred to in the contract and being less than the
actual accommodation of the ship, he cannot insist upon limiting the amount
of the cargo he is to supply to the amount referred to as the ship’s burden.
But if the agreement to supply a full cargo is followed by such words as
“ say about 1000 tons,” this would measure the quantity which the shipowner
is bound to accept.

And the shipowner is himself under some most important obligations.

These are generally expressed in the charter-party, or some of them may be
implied by law. The ship must be ready for loading, and at the appointed
place, at the time specified ; but a charterer should remember that in the

absence of express stipulation, he is liable for not producing a cargo, though
not personally in fault in not doing so. It is clearly established that where
there is a contract to carry goods in a ship there is, in the absence of any
stipulation to the contrary, an implied engagement on the part of the owner
that the ship is reasonably fit for the purposes of such carriage. But this

condition of seaworthiness extends only to the fitness of the ship at the

commencement of tlie voyage; if it is to be extended further it must be
done by express stipulation in the charter-party. There was held to be a
breach of the condition for fitness where a merchant shipped cattle on board
the owner’s ship, which had on her previous voyage carried cattle suffering

from foot and mouth disease, as a consequence of which the merchant’s

cattle were infected ; and the merchant was awarded the full value of the

cattle, notwithstanding the fact that the contract of carriage had limited the

shipowner’s liability in re^ct of cattle to <£^5 per head.

Transit of cargo.—During transit, the cargo of a ship is liable to

various contingencies unknown in carriage by land. It may happen that

through war, or otherwise, the ship is unable to land the cargo at the port

of consignment, but it is found necessary to land and sell it elsewhere. Or
the ship may meet with such stress of weather as to require a sacrifice of the

cargo or some part of it. Where the parties have entered into a contract by
which freight is made payable in one event only, viz. that of delivery of the

cargo according to the terms of the contract, the owner would not be en-

titled to recover freight if no such delivery has been made ; he should have

provided in the contract for the emergency which has arisen. Such a pro^

vision is now always made in a charter-party or bill of lading. By a certain

charter-party the freight was made payable upon the delivery of the

cargo at the port of destination, but the shipowner was held not to

be entitled to the freight under the following circumstances. The ship

meeting with sea damage from heavy weather, the captain at an inter-

mediate port justifiably sold jmrt of the cargo to raise tunds for the neces-

sary repairs, the cargo so sold fetching more than it would have done if

carried to the port of destination, and the proceeds of the sale w ere paid

over to the charterer.

In such cases os the last, the general position of the owner of the cargo

is discussed in the article on AVERAGE. The position of purchasers of

cargo so sold is worth notice. The cases in which nave been considered the

rignts of the purchasers of cixrgo from the captain, w ere for a long time only

those where the cargo had b^n on shoi'e. The rule then laid down, and
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now generally applied, is that the captain becomes agent for sale of the

cargo, that is, has authority to sell so as to bind the owners of the goods

though they were entrusted to him for a different purpose, namely,

carriage to their port of destination. But this agency only arises where
there is a necessity, and it lies on those who claim a title to the cargo, as

f

iurchsisers from the captain, to prove that this necessity clearly existed,

t is not sufficient merely to prove that the captain thought he was doing the

best for all concerned, or even that the course adopted was, so far as can be

ascertained, the best for all concerned. The principle is that the captain is

authorised by the owners only to convey the goods to the port of discharge,

and that nothing but necessity can authorise him to adopt any other course

of action.

Purchasers of cargo from a captain cannot justify the sale unless it is

established that the master used all reasonable efforts to have the goods

conveyed to their destination, and that he could not by any means avail-

able to him carry the goods, or procure the goods to bo carried, to their

destination as merchantable articles, or could not do so without an
expenditure clearly exceeding their value after their arrival at their

destination.

Delivery.—A captain would be justified in reasonably putting back for

the purpose of ascertaining whether a war had been declared, and would be

guilty of no improper deviation or delay in so doing ; if he did not proceed

to the port of destination in consequence of war having been declared,

delivery at the port to which he had put back would be sufficient delivery,

although not in accordance with the terms of the charter-party. Should the

captain receive credible information that if he continued in the direct coui*se

of his voyage his ship would be exposed to some imminent peril, he is justi-

fied in pausing and deviating from (the direct course, and taking any steps

that a prudent man would take for tlie purpose of avoiding the danger. In

such cases the shipowner would not be liable in damages for breach of

contract.

There is a very frequent stipulation in a contract of affreightment, by
which one party is held liable to the other in case the former delays the

ship, when unloading, beyond a certain number of days known as lay-

days. Such a liability is one for DEMURRAGE ((/.r.). Delivery is com-
plete when the shipowner has brought the ship to the place of delivery, and
placed the cargo on the rail of the ship in such a position that the charterer

can take it.

If the consignee does not take delivery of a cargo of imjxirted goods
within the time mentioned in the contract of caniage, or if no time men-
tioned, within seventy-two hours, excluding Sundays and holidays, from the
time that the ship is reported, the captain is bound by statute to land and
warehouse them. If he has any lien thereon he must give written notice
thereof when warehousing, and the goods will not be delivered up until the
lien is discharged, or a deposit made sufficient to cover the lien claimed. If

the goods are not taken out of the warehouse within ninety days they may
be sold by public auction, and the proceeds applied to the expenses and the
discharge of the lien. See AFFREIGimVlENT ; BILL OF LADING:
CARRIERS.
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2^ « 08

Form o/ Charter-Party,

f^ONDON, 19—
Charter-Party.

It is this day lautiLally agreed between of the good ship
or Vessel called the Tons Register, or thereabouts, now

and of London, Merchant That the said Ship
being tight, staunch and strong, and every way fitted for the present
Voyage, shall, with all convenient speed, sail and proceed to

or so near thereunto as she may safely get, and there load from the fac-

tors of the Cliarteiers, a full and complete Cargo of or other
Grain or Goods, which the said Merchant bind themselves to ship, not
exceeding what she can reasonably stow and caiTV over and above her

Tackle, Apparel, Provision, and Furniture; and being so loaded shall

therewith prcxjeed to or so near thereunto as slie may safely

get, and deliver the sa,me on being paid Freight at the rate of

or other Grain or Goods in proportion, in full of Port Charges as cus-

tomary. The act of God, perils of the sea, fire on board, in hulk, or

craft, or on shore, barratry of the Master and Crew, enemies, pirates,

and thieves, arrests and restraints of princes, rulers and people, collisions,

stranding, and other accidents of navigation excepted, even when occa-

sioned by negligence, default or error in judgment of the Pilot, Master,

Mariners, or other servants of the Shipowners. Not answerable for any
loss or damage arising from explosion, or any latent defect in the hull,

not resulting from want of due diligence by the Owners of the Ship, or

any of them, or by the Ship’s Husband or Manager. The Ship has liberty

to c^ill in any ports in any order, to sail without Pilots, to tow and assist

Vessels in distress, and to deviate for the purpose of saving life or

property. The Freight to be paid on unloading and right delivery of the

Cargo in Cash. The Captain to have a lien on the Cargo for all Freight,

Dead Freight, and Demurrage, in consideration of which Charterer’s

liability to cease on the Cargo being shipped, provided it is w’orth the

stipulated Freight. Days are to be allowed the said Merchant
(if the ship is not sooner despatched) for loiiding the said Ship and
di.scharging. And all days on Demurrage over and above the said

laying days. Pounds per day. Cash for the disbursements of

the Vessel to be advanced at the port of loading, if required, free of

Interest or Commission, but subject to Insurance. The Cargo to be

bix)ught to anil tiiken from alongside at Merchants’ ri.sk and expense.

Penalty for non-performance of this Agreement—estimated amount
of Freight.

CHATTELS is a term the significance of which must be understood by
every one who would wish to intelligently appreciate almost any legal refer-

ence. The word is for ever in use, and generally conjointly with the word
goods’’'—goods and chattels; the latter word being the modern repre-

sentative of the word ‘‘ cattle." S|xjaking generally, chattels are the personal

estate of a man, as distinguished from his real estate. To define real estate

is comparatively easy, and since a nuin's whole estate can only be divided

into real and personal, chattels may be taken as all his property other than his
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realty. The latter, or real estate, comprises, according to the Wills Act:
manors, advowsons, messuages, lands, tithes, rents, and hereditaments, whether

freehold, customary freehold, tenant-right, customary or copyhold, or of any
other tenure, and whether corporeal, incorporeal, or personal, and any undi-

vided share thereof, and any estate, right, or interest (other than a chattel

interest) therein. The phrase other than a chattel interest’' is taken by
lawyers to refer to property held on lease for years. Bearing in mind the

fact that a leasehold propeily is not real estate, we may take it that

all property other than that just enumerated is personal or chattel

property. Except leasehold property, it may be said that all jiersonal

estate is movable; and the words immovable and movable are used in

many systems of law, other than the English, to connote as nearly as pos-

sible what we call real and personal res^iectively. The word chattrf is

said to come from a French word signifying goods. This derivation is

probably incorrect ; but it is as useful in its way as the true one, as its

etymological history through the French language affords the best oppor-

tunity to grasp its real meaning. In the law of Normandy a chattel is

described as a mere movable, but at the same time it is set in opposition to

a fief or feud ; so that not only goods, but whatever was not a feud, were

accounted chattels, llius is explained the apparent inconsistency of a
leasehold term of 999 years being a mere chattel, whilst a tenure for a single

life is real estate. Leases were originally of rare occurrence, and accordingly

the feudal system, upon which our land holding and law^s are based, took no
regard thereof.

The law distributes chattels into two kinds: chattels real and chattels

personal. A leasehold interest is an instance of the former ; a piano of the

latter. A chattel real can be alienated, e.g. by purchase or mortgage, only

by deed; a chattel personal merely by delivery of possession, except in

certain exceptional cases, as for example where a bill of sale is required.

Real estate, upon the de^ith of its owner intestate, devolves upon his heir;

chattels, l>oth real and personal, are divided among his next-of-kin. Again,
the rule of succession in such a case may differ ; for example, if a Frenchman
domiciled in France die leaving land and chattels in this country, the succes-

sion to the land will be regulated according to the law of the country in

which the land is situate—England, whilst the succession to the chattels will

be regulated according to the law of the country of his domicile*—France.

Sec CHOSE IN ACTION.
CHEAP TRAINS.—A railway company is bound to afford a proportion-

ate amount of accommodation for passengers who pay fares not exceeding
the rate of one penny a mile ; and also to provide sufficient workmen’s trains,

at reasonable fares, at times between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m., for workmen going
to and returning from their work, llie Board of Trade is invested by the
Cheap Trains Act, 1883, with supervisory powers in this matter, and if the
Board should certify that a railway company is not providing the proper
accommodation, the company will thereafter lose a certain remission of
passenger duty, the benefit of which it would otherwise enjoy. The matter
may be brought before the Railway Commission, which has power, where it

deems such an order proper, to require the railway company to provide
additional trains.
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OHEATmO is an offence somewhat akin to obtaining goods or money by
false pretences. It may be either a private or public cheat or fraud, and is

an indictable misdemeanour at common law. Certain forms of cheating may,
however, be punished upon summary conviction. In cases where a cheat or

fraud against private individuals is charged, there are two conditions

precedent to the offence—(1) that the act has been completed ; and (2) that

there has been injury to the individual. Instances of private cheats, or

cheats against individuals, are where a man, in the course of his business,

fraudulently sells a spurious article as genuine; where he sells goods by false

weights ; and where, for example, he sells a picture the signature to which is

forged, and which has not been painted by the artist whose signature is

represented. In private cheats, the fact of injury to the individual cheated

is an essential ingredient in the offence, for without such an injury a mere
naked lie might constitute an offence. In cases where the cheat is public,

very different considerations apply. Such cheats have been defined as levelled

against the public justice of the kingdom, and it is immaterial that the

act complained of has been abortive and of no effect. ITius a person who
makes a false affidavit is guilty of a public cheat, and it would be absurd to

make the guilt of such j^rson depend upon^the subsequent ^use of the false

affidavit, he being equally guilty of perjury, though no use is afterwards

made of it. The real offence is the doing of some act which has a tendency

and is intended to pervert the administration of public justice. A man who
tampered with certain samples of wheat which had been taken for the

purpose of an intended arbitration, has been held to have been guilty of a

n:aud or cheat at common law^, and this although the arbitration was aban-

doned and the samples never used. See DECEIT.
OHEmST AND DRUaOIST.—This term, and now also the term

Pharmacist, are applied by statute to those persons (a) who, at any
time before the 31st July 1868, carried on in Great Britain the

business of a chemist and druggist, in the keeping of open shop for

the comj)ounding of the prescriptions of duly qualified medical practi-

tioners ; or (h) who before the same date were assistants in such a business,

and have since been duly registered according to the provisions of the
Pharmacy Acts; or (c) wdio have been duly registered under the Acts,

without regartl to whether they were or were not in business or assistants

before the above date. A woman may qualify as a chemist and druggist.

In 1852 the legislature found it exjiedient for the safety of the public that

persons exercising the business of chemists in Great Britain should possess a
practical knowledge of pharmaceutical and general chemistry and other

oranches of useful knowledge. At that time there was in existence a society

of chemists and druggists called “The Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain,"” which had been incor|>orated by royal charter in 1843, the object of

which society was the advancement of chemistry and pharmacy, and the

promotion of a uniform system of educating those who desii’ed to practise

the business of chemists and druggists. To this society, then, did Parliament

hand over the examination as to their skill and knowledge of all persons

who might in future desire to assume the title of, and engage in the business

of, legally recognised chemists ; and to further this end, the society was
empowered to keep a register of all pei'sons it found to be sufficiently qualified,
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and additional powers were granted to it for regulating the qualifications of

such persons. The first statute on the subject is the Pharmacy Act, 1852.

This was followed by an amending and extending Act of 1868, by others of

1869 and 1898, and now by a final Act of 1908.

There is nothing in any of these Acts to prevent any person, who so

desires, from carrying on, without registration, the business of a chemist and
druggist, and, as such, selling drugs not containing poison, so long as he does

not describe or hold himself out as a pharmaceutical chemist, pharmaceutist,

pharmacist, dispensing chemist and druggist, chemist or druggist, or a
member of the Pharmaceutical Society ; and does not sell, or keep open shop

to retail, dispense, or compound poisons. Should he unlawfully assume either

of these titles, or use, assume, or exhibit any name, title, or sign implying
that he is a person registered by the Pharmaceutical Society, or that he is a

member of that society, he will l>e liable to a penalty of five pounds; so also

if, being unregistered, he retails, disjxinses, or compounds poisons. The Acts
are chiefly concerned with regulating the constitution of the society and the

keeping of the register. They also provide for the examination of persons

who desire to become chemists, give power to the Pharmaceutical Society to

make bye-laws, and require the society to register those who obtain certifi-

cates of proficiency after examination. The bye-laws regulating the examina-
tions can always be obtained free of charge from its oilices. The usual

method of becoming a duly qualified chemist is for a lad to pass a public

examination in general knowledge, and subsequently to be apprenticed to a

chemist. During his apprenticeship, or after he has served a certain perioil

of time, the society will examine him in his technical subjects, anti if found

S
roficieiit, a>vard him a certifiaite, and place his name on the register. In

anuary in every year the society must publish this register
; it is knowui

as the Register of Pharmaceutical Chemists and Chemihts and Druggists.

An actually practising and registered chemist is exempt from serving on
juries or inquests. A shop in v^hich only medicines and surgical appliances

are sold is not subject to the Shop Hours Act,

The Acts do not extend to or interfere with the business of any legally

qualified apothecary, or veterinary surgeon; nor with the making or dealing

in patent medicines, nor with the business of wholesale dealers w^hen supply-

ing poisons in the ordinary course of wholesale dealing. Upon the decease

of any chemist actually in business at the time of his death, the executor,

administrator, or trustee of his estate may continue to carry on the business

if and so long only as it is hema fide conducted by a duly qualified and regis-

tered chemist and druggist, and his name and qualification is conspicuously
exhibited in the premises. Registration by the Pharmaceutical Society does
not entitle any person so registered to practise medicine or surgery, or any
branch thereof; nor to prescrilxi drugs as an apothecary. See BRITISH
PHARMACOPCEIA; POISONS.

CHEQUES.—A cheque is one of the most remarkable instances to be
found in recent times of the efficacy of usage of trade. Within the last

half century the practice of banking, with the exception of that of the Bank
of England, has undergone an entire change. Instead of the banker issuing
his own notes in return for the money of the customer de|)osited with him,
he now gives credit in account to the depositor, and leaves it to the latter to
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draw upon him, to bearer or order, by what is called a cheque. Upon this

state of things the older general course of dealing between bankers and their

customers gradually attached incidents previously unknown, and these by the
diK^isions of the Courts, and ultimately by the codifying Act of 1882, have
become fixed law. Thus while an ordinary drawee, although in possession of

funds of the drawer, is not bound to accept, unless by his own agreement or

consent, the banker, if he has funds, is bound to pay on presentation of a
cheque on demand. Even admission of funds is not sufficient to bind an
ordinary drawee, while it is sufficient with a banker ; and money deposited

with a banker is not only money lent, but the banker is bound to repay it

when called for by the draft of the customer. Beyond this even, a custom
has gi’own up among bankers themselves of marking cheques as good for the
purposes of clearance, by which they become bound to one another. Where,
therefore, a person is required to make a payment in cash, his cheque for the

amount will be taken as cash by the payee, when it is marked good by the
banker upon whom it is drawn.

A cheque is defined by statute as a bill of exchange drawn on a banker
payable on demand ;

in practice it is known as an order drawn by a cus-

tomer upon his banker for the payment upon demand of a certain sum to a

person therein named who is called the payee. The banker'^s customer, w'ho

draws the cheque, is called the drawer. If the banker has in his possession

sufficient assets of the drawer to meet the cheque, he is bound to pay it upon

S
resentation, unless he has received notice of the drawer's death, or the

rawer has countermanded payment. Death of a partner would not stop

payment of cheques drawn by him in his firnrs name, nor of a treasurer in

resjxict of cheques signed by him officially. A drawer would desire to

countermand payment of the cheque when, subsequently to his having parted

with it, circumstances have arisen which render it expedient that the payee

should not obtain the cash. This is called stopping payment, and the

drawer should write the following letter to the bank :

—

Newport, 2nd Ajiril 1910.

To the Manager,
National Provincial Bank of England, Newport.

Sir,—Kindly refuse to pay, upon presentation, a cheque for XoO drawn by me
in favour of John King, dated 1st April 1910, and oblige.—Yours truly,

R. Thompson.

Should the bank pay the cheque notwithstanding this notice, it will be

liable to the drawer for the amount thereof.

Presentment for pajrment.—Where a cheque is not pi'esented for pay-

ment within a reasonable time of its issue, and the drawer had the right at

the time of such presentment as between him and the banker to have the

che<iue paid, and suffei's actual damage through the delay, he is discharged

to the extent of such damage ; that is to say, to the extent to which the

drawer is a creditor of the banker to a larger amount than he would have

been had the cheque been paid. To determine what is such a I'casonable

time, regard must be had to the nature of the cheque, the usage of trade and

of bankers, and the facts of the particular case. Twelve months would cer-

tainly be an unreasonable time to hold a checiue without pi'esenting it, and
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upon presentation it would probably be refused ; but the drawer is personally

liable upon tlie cheque for six years from its date. Where a crosi^ cheque

is received from a pei*son whose financial state is doubtful, and the payee is

desirous of knowing at once the probable fate of the cheque when presented,

he should request his bank to send the cheaue direct to the paying bank, and
not through the clearing house. His bank can arrange to hear at once by
telegram from tiie paying bank whether the cheque is honoured. The holder

of a cheoue, as to whicn the drawer is discharged as before mentioned, will

be a creditor in lieu of the drawer, of the banker to the extent of the dis-

charge, and will be entitled to recover the amount from him.

tossed cheques.—A cheque is crossed generally where it bears across

its face an addition of (a) the words “ and comjmny,’' or any abbreviation

thereof between two parallel transverse lines, either w ith or without the words
‘‘not negotiable’’; or (d) two parallel transverse lines simply, either with or

without the words “ not negotiable.” It is crossed sj)ecially to the banker
named, where it bears across its face an addition of the name of a banker,

either with or without the words “ not negotiable.” The drawer may cross

his cheque generally or specially. The holder may cross a cheque generally

or specially when he receives it uncrossed ; specially, when he receives it

crossed generally ; in either case he may add the w ords “ not negotiable.”

The effect of marking a cheque “not negotiable” is to make it of such a
character that the holder cannot give a better title to the cheque than that

which he himself has. Thus, if A. gives to B. a cheque for JU500y marked
“ not negotiable,” and A. subsequently discovers that B. has obtained the

cheque from him by fraud, A. should at once countennand its payment. If,

then, B. passes the cheque on to C., who gives B. the for it, C. will have
no claim against A., when subsequently C. finds that he cannot cash the cheejue

when presented at A.’s bank. C. should have been more careful before parting

with his money, for the cheque being marked “ not negotiable,” he was bound
to take it from B. tainted, as it was, with B.’s fraud on A. Though he may
not have known of B.’s conduct, yet the words “not negotiable” operated as

a notice from A. that all persons who took the cheque would do so sulnect to

any disputes or otherwise between A. and B. in resjxjct thereof. In like

manner, any holder of a cheque may mark it “ not negotiable ” before

parting with it, and so preserve any rights he may have. The crossing of a
cheque may not be altered or added to otherwise than as above, except in

certain cases by the banker.

The banker\9 duties and rights thereon ,—Where a cheque is crossed

specially to more than one banker (other than an agent for collection),

tne banker upon whom it is drawn must refuse payment thereof. Should
he pay such a cheque, or pay one crossed generally otherwise than to a
banker, or one crossed specially otherwise than to the banker named or his

agent, he is liable to the true owner of the cheque for any loss caused by the
payment of the cheque. But the banker incurs no liability where, in good
faith and without negligence, he pays such a cheque which has, without his

knowledge, been obliterated, alter^, or added to. Where a banker on
whom a crossed cheque is drawn, in good faith and without negligence,
duly pays it according to the crossing, the banker and drawer of the cneque
have the same rights as if payment h^ been made to the true owner of the
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cheque personally ; it is immaterial whether the true owner has lost the
checme or it has been stolen from him.

uOnerally.—Should the banker by some mistake, or otherwise, dishonour
a cheque of his customer when it is in proper form, and he has sufficient

assets of the customer wherewith to meet it, tne customer is entitled to bring
an action against the banker fo^ damages

;
and it is no answer by the

banker to such an action that the customer has not, in fact, sustained any
Actual damage. Should a banker cash his customer’s cheque, and then
discover that he has no assets of the customer, the banker cannot demand
the customer to hand it back, once the money has passed ; indeed, there is a
case that the banker cannot even sue the customer therefor, but such case

was decided only upon a technical question of form of claim—the only
question for the banker to decide is the form of action, and if he is well

advised he will be able to recover the money. All cheques should be drawn
upon the form provided by the banker ; this tends to prevent forgery, and at

the same time is more convenient to the customer, as the counterfoils in the

cheque-book may be made a useful means of record. But there is nothing

to prevent a cheque being drawn upon an ordinary sheet of paper if the

customer so dcsii-cs, though in that case the signature should be written

across a penny postage stamp. If the cheque is undated, the holder may
insert what he believes to be the true date, and there is nothing to prevent a

banker cashing a ])ost-dated cheque upon its presentation before the date

thereon. Where the words and figures on a cneque dificr, the banker may
refuse to cash it, and may return it with the answer, “ Words and figures

differ,” but he should not do this if the difference is immaterial or the

intention obvious ; thus, wherc Fifty-five three shillings and ninepence

ap)K*ars in writing, and the figures are i?55, 3s. 9d., tne banker should

cash the cheejue according to the figures. To guard against possible

fraudulent alteration or forgery, the drawer of a cheque should either write

across the top of cheque, or impress with a puncturing stamp, the words

under ten jiounds,” or other appropriate remark ; such a precaution w ould

prevent a che(jiie for eight pounds being altered into one for eighty.

The following are some fonns of indorsement of cheques:

—

his

Robert x Johnson
mark.

Witness,

Arthur Robinson,

12 Grove Hill, Worcester.

J)

James Ford, D.D.

>)

pro R. Neville tfe Co
James Richards.

i)

Hilda Graham,
nee Morrison*

per pro The Havana Trust, Ltdi

James Muria,
Secretary ,

I

For self and Co-executor of

Autuur Reid, deceased ,

G. F. Harley.

Mrs. Btj^nk’s Trustees.

William Blackford
Edmund G. Myers.

Pay to the order of Mary Rowe.

G. F. Hutchings.
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In example (1) there is the form proper to be adopted in the caae of an
illiterate payee—he should mark tne cross himself in the presence of the

attesting witness. (2) is the signature of the Rev. Dr. Ford ;
and (3) and (6)

are the indorsement of a private firm and of a registered company respectively.

In these two last instances the bank, if it thought advisable, could delay

payment until it was satisfied that the party signing as agent had in fact the

authority to do so. Number (4) is the indorsement of a lady who has

received a cheque made payable to her in her maiden name ; if the cheque

had been payable to her as Mrs. John Graham, she should indorse it as

follows: Hilaa Graham, wife of John Graham. One of several executors

or administrators may sign to bind the others ; a fact which explains example

(6), but makes it necessary to remark that all of a body of trustees must sign

as in example (7). In example (8) we have an indorsement which has

restricted the further negotiation of the cheque, for the time being, in favour

ofa specified person ; if the payee, G. F. Hutchings, had only signed his name,
the cheque would have been absolutely negotiable, and capable of transfer

by merle delivery. The expressions R/D, N/S, and “ eftects not cleared

mean, when marked by a bank upon a cheque, as to the first two that the

payee has not sufficient funds wherewith to meet the cheque, and as to the

last that the payee has himself paid some cheques in to the credit of his

account, but until they are cleared his bank does not know whether he will

be in a position to meet the cheque marked. See BANKER AND
CUSTOMER ; BILL OF EXCHANGE.

CHIMNEY.—Should a chimney catch fire in London, the occupier of the

house is liable to a penalty of 20s., which may be recovei*ed in a court of

summary jurisdiction. It is no answer to the proceedings that he has not
been guilty of any neglect ; but he may, in his turn, summarily recover

the penalty he has paid from any person through whose neglect or wilful

default the fire has oeen occasioned. In towns outside London the penalty
is only 10s., but is not recoverable if the occupier can show the fire did not in

any way arise from carelessness, neglect, or omission, on his own part or of his

servant. Chimneys should not be cleaned by setting fire to the soot therein

;

for if the chimney should catch fire therefrom, the person who lights the fire

or causes it to be lighted will be liable to a penalty of jL^5.

CHIMNEY-SWEEPER is a person whose trade it is to cleanse foul

chimneys from soot. In order to lawfully carry on his business, he must
obtain from the police authorities, at the station nearest his residence, a
certificate authorising him so to do. The certificate is renewable annually,

and may be used for districts other than that for which it was originally

granted, upon being indorsed by the police of the other districts. The
certificate is only issued upon payment of a fee of 28. 6d., is not
capable of being assigned, must be produced on demand, and may be taken
away by a magistrate upon conviction of the chimney-sweeper of any offence

created by the statutes which regulate his business. For a chimney-sweeper
to knock at houses from door to door, ring a bell, use a noisy instrument, cr
ring the door bell of a house to ask for custom to the annoyance of any in-

habitant thereof, is to incur a penalty of 20s. He must give his name and
address, if demanded, to any person for whom he acts, or may offer to act, a4(

a chimney-sweeper
; so must ne to any constable or magistrate.
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Until 1840 the actual sweepers were generally boys of very tender age,

who were taught to climb the flues, and who, from the cruelties often practised

upon them by their masters, were for half a century before that date the

objects of particular care by the legislature. But an Act of 1840 is the one
which dealt most practically with the evil, and this Act, together with three

later ones, now regulates the business. We have already dealt with so much
of those regulations as affect the masters, it is now the turn of the serv^ants.

No child under tlie age of sixteen years may be bound an apprentice to

a chimney-sweep ; any indenture in defiance of the law is void. Any person

who compels, or knowingly allows, any young person under the age of twenty-

one to ascend or descend a chimney is liable to a penalty of <i?10. Nor,

under the same [)enalty, may a child under ten be employed in any work
connected with the trade, excej)t at the master’s house or place of business

;

nor may the master bring a young person under sixteen, in his employment
or under his control, to a jilace where he is going to sweep a chimney or clear

a flue.

CHOSES in action and in possession.—The word chose means “ thing,”

and a thing may be either in the possession of its owner, or out of his pos-

session. A sum of money actually in the possession of its owner is a chose

in possession ; but when that money is deposited in a bank, or lent to

another person, the money itself goes out of the possession of the owner,

who then only has a rx^ht to its possession—the money so on deposit or lent

would be called a chose in action. Shares, patents, coj^yrights, consols,

stocks, and debts may be given as examples of cnoses in action.

This class of projxjrty is capable of absolute assignment by writing under
the hand of the assignor; but in order to make the assignment effective

express notice thereof in writing must be given to the debtor, trustee, or

other {)erson from whom the assignor would have been entitled to claim the

chose in action the subject of the assignment. Without such notice there is

no effective assignment, and the assignee has no legal or other remedies in

respect of the chose intended to be assigned. There is a form of assignment

of debts under the heading BOOK DEBTS, and the reader should note the

necessity for notice to the debtor therein pointed out. At common law
choses in action were not capable of assignment, the above provision there-

for being introduced by the Judicature Act of 1873; but this Act reserves

to the debtor, or other person liable in respect of a chose in action, any
rights or claims he might have against the assignor, and allows him to set

them oft* against any claim made upon him by the assignee under the assign-

ment. If, thei'efore, a debtor has a defence or a set-off, or cross claim, or

counter claim against his creditor, he may set it up against any claim made
upon him by his creditor’s assignee.

All that part of a bankrupt’s proj^erty which consists of choses in action

will pass to his trustee without assignment. Except debts due or growdng
due to the bankrupt in the course of his trade or business, his choses in

action are not within the ORDER AND DISPOSITION (j.r.) clause of the

Bankruptcy Act.

OINfiMATOOEAPH ENTERTAINMENTS. Sec APPENDIX.
OXBOULAR NOTES.—In order, when travelling abroad, to obviate the

necessity of carrying large sums of money, or of being put to the incon-

venience and delay of writing home to one's bankers for further remittances, it
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is a usual practice to cai-ry circular notes. These notes may be obtained

from a baxmer to the total amount required, and will be divided up into

smaller separate amounts to suit the convenience of the customer; thus^

instead of one note for jPlOO, ten of £10 each may be obtained, eadh

addressed to an agent of the banker in the foreign town at which the customer

will be probably, for the time being, staying. Supjx)se the customer intends

proceeding from London to Rouen, Paris, Zurich, Strasburg, Brussels, and
thence home, and desires to obtain £20 at each place. He will approach his

banker on the subject, and in i*eturn for a payment of jPIOO and a small

charge, the banker will hand him five circular notes, each of which, probably

written in French, will be addressed to an agent of the banker in one of the

above towns, and will direct the agent to pay to the customer the sum of

twenty pounds, free of any charge, against the customer’s signature to a seven

days’ draft upon the banker, a form of which will appear on the back of the

note. TTie banker will also hand the customer a general letter of indication

which will contain an example of the customer’s signature.

Thus furnished, the customer may proceed on his travels, but should be
careful to keep separate the circular notes and the letter of indication, so

that a theft of one may not include a theft of the other, and a consequent
facility for forgery by the thief. Hotelkeepers and othei*s will, as a rule,

readily accept a circular note; but when not so negotiated, the customer
should present his circular notes to the ^propriate agents and at the same
time produce the letter of indication. Tne agent, after seeing the signature

made in his presence and in accordance with the example in the letter of

indication, will pay the money ; he will probably try to make a charge, but
the payee should object to that. Any circular notes not requir^, and
cashed, should be handed back to the issuing banker, who will refund the

mon^. See LETTERS OF CREDIT.
OLEARINQ HOUSE—Banking.—^'Lhe London Clearing House is the

name given to an institution in London to which are attachea all the leading

London bankers. Such bankers are known as clearing bankers, and in addi-

tion to their own business they generally act as agents for those banks who
do not belong to the Clearing House. Many of the large provincial towns
have their own clearing houses for local purposes. The London Clearing

House was first established by the private bankers in 1770, and the joint-

stock banks were admitted in the year 1854. To state it briefly, the object

of the Clearing House is to establish a centre at which the various banks
may exchange their bills and cheques and settle the differences in money or

balances representing money. TTie Bank of England is the ultimate banker
of all the English banks, and all those banks connected with the Clecudng

House are bound to have accounts there, the Clearing House becoming Ih

effect a clerical assistant to the Bank of England.
The principle upon which tlie operations of the Cleaidng House are based

is that of set-off*—the reduction of all the transactions of the banks, one witjh

another, to a final account and balance. TTie object is to minimise as much
as possible the actual use of money, and to make entries in account equi»

valent to the exchange of coin. TTiat this is not only a possible, but even
the most practical system, will be appreciated upon the consideration of a
simple case. Suppose a monopolist Dank to have fifty customers, each ol
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which is actively operating his account and freely paying away crossed

cheques to other persons, including the rest of the customers and also people

who are bound to negotiate with customers of the bank the cheques they have
received and which they wish cashed. These cheques are paid into the bank
day by day, but the bank would not go to the bullion store, and from time to

time allocate to each customer a varying amount thereof according to the

monetary effect of the" cheques ; on the contrary, since the whole of the

operation ultimately subsists between and affects the bank and its customers

only, the bank confines its attention to the ledgers, and leaving the bullion

alone, merely varies as occasion requires the different customers’ balances.

These balances will represent the jX)sition of each customer with regard to the

bank—whether he is entitled to take money from the bank or whether he
must pay in. Extend the example to the London Clearing House, which
may be taken to be banker for all the other banks. 'ITiese latter attend

there, and each presents its parcels of cheques—one parcel payable by one
bank or* banks for which it is agent, another parcel payable by another, and
so on. The result is a mutual presentation by the clearing bankers of cheques

upon one another, and all that remains is for accounts to be taken and
balances to be struck. The balances are given to the banks to which they
respectively belong in the form of transfer tickets which are taken to the

Bank of England, and are the authority for the adjustment there of the

accounts of its clearing-banker cu&tomcrs.

By this means, without the interchange of a single coin, large sums of

money, 200 or 300 millions, will change hands in the course of a w^eek, and
represent the ultimate transaction of the main financial movement of the

country. In London there are three clearings every day—one in the moniing
for bills, another at noon for country cheques, and the third in the afternoon

for bills and cheques. If Smith, whose bank is at Liverpool, pays Jones,

whose bank is at Norwich, by sending to him a cheque, the method according

to which that cheque is dealt with would be as follows. The Norw ich banker
does not post it direct to the Idverpool banker, but sends it to his London
agents, who present it through the Clearing House to the London agents of

the Liver|K)ol bank, to which bank it is forwarded by the next post. The
result would be that if the cheque were paid into the Norwich bank on a
Tuesday, it would not be presented at Smith’s bank until Thui-sday. If,

therefore, Jones desircs the checpie to be presented without delay, he should

require his bank to clear it direct to Liverpool, and not through the London
Clearing House. Somctinies a day is of gi*eat importiince in the matter of a

chemie,

Itailway.—The railway Clearing House was established in the middle of

the last century to settle and adjust the receipts arising from railway traffic

within, or partly wdthin, the United Kingdom, and pissing over more than

one railway, booked or invoiced at throughout rates of fai*es. From a small

b^inning in 1842, w hen its staff consisted of only four clerks, its operations

have 80 extended that it is now located in an immense building near Euston

Station in London, and employs the services of over two thousand persons.

Before its establishment, the traveller whose journey necessitated his passing

over different lines belonging to various companies, w'as requii*ed to take a

tredi ticket in resj)ect of each different line he passed over. To obviate this

1. T
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inconvenience, which also occurred in the case of consignment of goods, the

companies began to book the public over the various lines with one booking,

and endeavoured to safeguai-d their mutual interests by making these

through bookings the subject of separate accounts against each other. This
system failed, however, as the peculiar nature of the services which one

company might render to another made it difficult to arrive at a beisis for

their repi'esentatioa in an agi’eed sum of money; and beyond this, the

principle and methods of keeping the accounts would differ in the case of

each company. To meet this position was the Clearing House established,

and it is now directed by a committee of delegates appointed by the com-
panies which are parties to the clearing system.

The whole of the accounts in i*espect of through bookings, and of mutual
dealings of a like nature, are now m^e up for the purposes of clearance by
the Clearing House itself, the main object, as in other clearing systems, being

the elucidation of a balance as between the various companies. Should any
dispute arise as to the accounts, the committee's decision is conclusive, and
binding upon the companies concerned. The Clearing House also acts as a
centre for the mutual consideration by the railway com|)anies of any matters
affecting their interests. Not only does it exist to settle accounts and
disputes as l)etween its members, but also to look after the interests and
maintain the rights of railway companies generally. It su})ervise8 the

arrangements for j)assenger traffic, classifies the goods traffic, deals with the

rules and regulations for the working of railways, and most usefully to the

public, has made itself, with its extensive machinery, the responsible means for

the recoveiT of lost luggage.

Stock Exchange.—The operations of the Clearing House are confined

in Stock Exchange business to tmnsactions in certain stocks only, and limited

also to bargains transacted with members of the Stock Exchange who use

the Clearing House, llesides this limitation, the system is a purely volun-

tary one, and a broker or jobl>er may decline to avail himself of its advan-
tages. In practice the stocks most usually the subject of clearance are those

of a speculative and active nature, the result being that probably the

greatest proportion of Stock Exchange transactions pass through the Clearing

House, as it is in such stocks that most dealings are effected, llie principle

of Stock ExchanOT clearance is the same as that of clearance in banking and
railways. The object is to obviate the necessity for multitudinous deliveries

of stocks and shares and payments in resj)cct thereof ; and as all these

deliveries and payments are to and by the members of a limited circle, the

object is effected by taking an account of the transactions, striking a balance,

and making the latter the subject for delivery or payment as the case may
be. The Clearing House itself has no concern with the actual stocks oV

with money, it only deals with balance-sheets and tickets. The latter show
the result of the balances, and the person who is found to be required to
deliver stock is given a ticket showing the separate amounts of the stock into

which his balance has been divided, and indicating the person or persons to

whom delivery of the balance must be made. iTiose whose balance is in

favour of their receiving stock, have given to them a corresponding ticket.

Delivery of stock is accordingly in due course made, and payment paiee»

therefor at the same time.
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CLUBS.—Clubs are generally either ‘‘proprietary ” or “members..’’ In the
former case the club premises and furnishing belongs to a proprietor who allows

the members of the club to have the use thereof in return for their entrance

fees and subscriptions ; in the latter case, the members are themselves the
proprietors of the club. A club is merely a voluntary association, as distin-

guished from a partnership or joint-stock company
;

it is, however, convenient

m many cases to register the club as a joint-stock company with the liability

of its members limited by guarantee—the capital of such a company is

furnished by the entrance fees and subscriptions. We will here deal with
voluntary clubs, those other than proprietary.

Generally.—As between the memhers, tne rules of the club are binding
upon them and furnish in fact the constitution of the club; whether the
acts of a managing body of a club, such as the committee, are within the

powers conferred ujx)n it by the rules may be the subject of a decision of the

Court, and if the acts are beyond its powers, the Court will restrain them.
Every member, if afforded reasonable opportunity to see the rules, will be
presumed by the law to be acquainted with them. A member who is not in

arrear with his subscriptions, and owes no duty to the club, may resign at

any time, and it is immaterial whether or no his resignation is accepted.

Should any part of the niembei*s of a club wrongfully possess themselves of

its assets, any member may take proceedings against them in respect thereof

on behalf ot the meml>ei*s generally, and the other members need not join

him as plaintiffs in the action.

LiahiUty of members.—A club-book, kept regularly open in the club-

room, has been received as evidence of articles delivered to the membei*s,

though the servants who made the entries were not proved dead or their

absence accounted for. The members of a club, merely as such, are not

liable for debt incurred by the committee for work done or goods supplied to

the club, for the committee has no authority to pledge the personal credit of

the members ; nor would the committee have such an authority even where
the rules expressly confer upon it the management and regulation of all the

club’s concerns. Nor would the committee itself be liable as a whole unless

the dealing on credit was in furtheranc'e of the common object and purposes

of the club, or except as to those members of the committee who were

personally privy to the contract. It would be upon the creditor to affirma-

tively prove both or either, as the case might be, of these two latter excep-

tions. The creditor can always sue those who have personally given him
ordei-8, or contracted with him in respect of goods for a club, and he need

not trouble to sue any other parties who might be liable. If any individual

members of a club, with the consent and approval of the club generally,

incur a liability for the benefit of the club, they arc entitled to a lien on the

club’s projx?rty as security for repayment.

Expulsion of members.—The Court will only interferc in such a question

in the case of a member’s club, for its jurisdiction is based upon the aggrieved

member’s right of proj^rty, of which he has none in a proprietary club. The
social character of a club is its most distinctive feature ; and if the requisite

majority of its members, in the bond fide exercise of a discretion given to

them by its regulations, exj^els a member from the club, the Court will not

consider whether that discretion was rightly or wrongly exercised, and will
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not go into the circumstances of the case further than is necessary to satisfy

itself that there was not a merely capricious or an arbitrary exercise of the

discretion. It will interfere where the rules are contrary to natural justice^

or what has been done is contrary to the rules, or where there has been

inalaJides or malice in arriving at the decision. T^at a decision is unreason*

able may be strong evidence of malice, but it is not conclusive, and may be

rebutted by evidence of bona Jides

;

and apparently even an erroneous but

bondJide decision, in accordance with the rules of the club, will be conclusive.

As to the registration of Clubs, see LICENSING.
COAL.—All coal must be sold by weight only, except where, by the

written consent of the purchaser, it is sold by boat-load or by waggons or

tubs delivered from the colliery into tlie purchaser’s works. And there was
good I'eason for the legislatui'e enforcing the sale of coal by weight. Formerly

it was sold by measure, tlie standard mcasurc being a boll, and it is curious

to observe the sort of abuse to which this practice gave rise. If one piece of

coal, measuring exactly a cubic yaixl (nearly equal to 5 bolls), is broken

into pieces of a moderate size, it will measure bolls ; if broken very small

it will measure 9 bolls. This shows that the nro[X)rtion of the weight to the

measure depends uix)n the size of the coals ; uierefore, accounting by weight

is the most rational method. The coaldealer accordingly bought only large

coal, but as he re-sold by measure, he was careful to break it into smaller

pieces. In fact, the greater the number of dealers through whose hands the

coal passed to the consumer, the more frequently was it broken up, the

biwkage alone often being the sole source of a dealer’s profit

Where any quantity of coal exceeding two hundi*edweight is delivered by
vehicle to a purchaser, the seller must deliver with it, or by hand or by jxist

before unloving any |>art thereof, a ticket according to the form set out
below’. The quantity delivered must not be less than that stated in the

ticket. Where morc than tw o hundredweight of coal is conveyed; for

delivery or sale in a vehicle (not supplied by the purchaser) in bulk, the

seller must first ascertain the weights of both vehicle and coiil by a w^eighing-

machine stamped by the inspector of weights and measures. This must also

be done w ith regard to the vehicle as often as the local authority may require.

The ticket in such Gise should contain the correct weight of the vehicle as

well as the coal, and of the animal drawing it, if it were weighed also, ITie

person in charge of such a vehicle must not make any false .statement as to

the weight of the vehicle, or wilfully do any act by which either the seller or

the purchaser of the coal may l)e defrauded. No seller of coal may deliver

a less quantity of coal than is agreed to l>e sold.

Proper weighing-machines should be kept at the place where coal is sold

by retail, and the coal weighed before sale or delivei^. An inspector may at

any time require coal exposed for sale on a vehicle or in a shop to be weighed
with the macliines there kept ; by this he will test the ficcuracy of the weights,

and the truth of the representations implied by the parcels in which the coal

is packed. The seller must not keep coal in parcels which do not contain
the full amount of their represented weights.

Any seller, purchaser, person in charge of a vehicle for coal, or inspector,

may require any coal or vehicle for Uie carriage of coal in bulk to be weighed
or re-weighed by any weighing-machine stamped by an inspector of weights
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and measures. But (a) no seller or person in charge of a vehicle is bound to
carry coal for this purpose farther than half a mile

; (6) where such coal or
vehicle has been weighed or re-weighed at the instance of a purchaser, and the
weights have been found to be correct, the purchaser must pay the reasonable
costs actually incurred of and inciden^l to the weighing or re-weighing.

Only the provision that coal must be sold by weight applies in Scotland.

In England, oye-laws may be made by local authorities respecting the local

sale oi coal, and these bye-laws may regulate the sale in quantities not
exceeding two hundredweight ; decide upon the form of weighing-machine to

be carried in vehicles
;
prescribe the distance which coal may he carried for

weighing or re-weighing ; and fix the fees of w^eighing and the penalties.

These latter are incurred on the omission or neglect of any of the above
requirements, and may amount, for each offence, to the sum of five

pounds.

WEIGHT TICKET

or Consignment Note on delivery of Coal over Two Hundredweight.

Mr. A. B. [here insert name of the huyer\
Toni. Cwti. Lbik

Take notice that you are to receive herewith of coal

[When sold in sacks, add ']

—

In sacks, eiich contiiining cwt.

[When sold in hulk, add]—
Weiglit of coal and vehicle

Tare weiglit of vehicle

Net W'cight of coal herewith

delivered to purchaser

C. D. [Ju re insert the name of the seller].

E. F. [here insert the name of the person

in charge of the vchitdc].

Where coal is delivered by means of a vehicle, the seller must deliver or send

by post or otherwise to the purchaser or his servant, before any part of the coal is

unloiided, a ticket or note in this form.

Any seller of coal who doliv’ers a less quantity than is sbited in this ticket or

note is liable to a fine.

Any person atUiuling on a vehicle used for the delivery of coal who, liaving

receiveil a ticket or note for delivery to the purcha^ser, refuses or neglcn ts to

deliver it to the purchaser or his servant, is liable to a fine.

OOASTINa TRADE includes all trade by sea from one part of the

United Kingdom to another, ships thus enga^ being known as coasting

ships* No goods may be carrietl coastwise except such as are laden for that

pur{X>sc at some port or place in the United Kingdom. The master of a

coasting ship is liaolc to a penalty of £100 if when at sea, or over the sea,

he should take in or put out any goods ; nor may he touch at any plare over

the sea, or deviate from his voyage, unless forced by unavoidable circum-

stances, and if he should touch at any place over the sea. he must declare tlie
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fact at the first port of his arrival in the United Kingclonj. He is also penalised

if, without proper permission, he should ship or unship goods on a Sunday,

or eny other day not in the presence of an officer of the customs. So too if

he should fail to keep a cargo-book, which must include an account and
description of all the goods on board, the names and description of the ship,

the master, the port to which she belongs and to which she is bound, the

shippers and consignees, the dates of delivery of ^oods, and of departure and
arrival at lading and discharging ports respectively. Before the ship can

depart from the port of lading an account in duplicate must be fumished to

the proper officer, one copy of which will be returned to the master and serve

as a pass for the goods ; this pass is called a transire. General transires may
be obtained subject to certain regulations, and such transires may be issued

locally for periods not exceeding twelve months.

A large variety of goods may be carried without transires, only the keep-

ing of a cargo-book being required. Amongst these goods are : Fish, and
the appliances for carrying on the business of a sea fisherman, ashes, coal

and soap, bricks, chalk, clay, chimney-pots of clay, draining tiles and pipes of

clay, gravel, granite, hay, iron ore, fresh meat, pebbles, lime, straw, sand,

slates, and British stone and timber. Clearance or transire will not In?

gi‘anted to ships when boats and life-buoys are not provided or kept fit and
ready for use. Coasting trade between any places in the estuary of the

Thames, writhin the ports of I^ndon, Rochester, Faversham, and Colchester,

to the westward of an imaginary line drawn from Reculver Towers to Colne

Point in the Port of Colchester, is deemed a trade by sea, and the ship is not

a coasting ship. The arrival and departure of coasting vessels trading w holly

within the above limits need not be recorded in the official coasting statistics,

and transfers and clearances for such vessels are not required. Customs
officers are expected to frequently rummage coasting ships, and to exercise

special vigilance over the traffic between English and Irish ports for the
purpose of detecting suspicious packages or cases which may be supposed to

contain arms or explosives.

OODIGIL is a testamentary document altering or modifying a will. It

may however take effect without a will, even if its language implies that a
will exists. A codicil ratifying a will amounts to a republication of that

will, and both ought to be considered together as one will. The addition of

a codicil sets up everything in the will not altered by the codicil ; and
though the codicil has no date, yet if it apj^ears to have been executed sub-

sequently to an act which might amount to a revocation, it will owrate as a
republication of the will. To revive or republish a revoked will, a codicil

must refer to it in such terms as show an intention to revive the will ; for the

will cannot be revived by mere implication, as for example by referring by
date only to a revoked will, or by merely annexing a duly executed codicil of

later date to a former will. A codicil must be witnessed in the same way
as a will. To revoke a will which has revoked a former one, is to revive the

first will, but this rule would not extend to a case where a substituted legacy

has been formerly revoked. Thus where an executor was given by will a legacy

of £100^ and subsec|uently by codicil a gift of -PSOO was substituted therefor,

this latter gift was in its turn revoked, out it was held that the prior gift of

the ^100 had not been set up again. See WILL*
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Short form of a Codicil.

This is ft codicil to the last will and testament of me, Josiah Albert
Williams, of 16 Gloucester Gate, Higbgate, in the County of London, Gentle-
man, which will bears date the fourteenth day of July, one thousand nine

hundred and one \Jiere state succinctly and specifically the changes desired to he

made in the dispositions of the will and also set out any additional gifts^ and
conclude i\ And in all other respects I confirm my said will. In witness
whereof 1 have hereunto set my hand this ninth day of October, one thousand
nine hundred and ten.

Siraed by the above-named Josiah Albert^

^

Williams in the presence of us, both

being present at the same time, who in

his presence and in the presence of each I

other have hereunto subscribed our names
|

as witnesses.
^

Ambrose Ramsay,
15 Clifford Road, Norwood, S.E.,

Merchant.

A. F. Bennetts,

11 New Square, W.O.,
Solicitor.

J. ALBERT WILLIAMS.

COINAGE.—The coinage of money in England is regulated by certain

statutes, of which the first and principal is an Act of 1870. Generalfy

speaking, the power to coin money is an exclusive prerogative of sovereignty,

and though in Great Britain Parliament has taken into its own hands the

practical exercise of this prerogative, yet it has expressly reserved to the

Crown important and extensive rights. Thus, by royal proclamation, the

Crown with the advice of the Privy Council may, for example, determine

the weight, denomination, dimension, and design of any coin ; call in coins

of any date or denomination ; direct certain coins to be legal tender up to

certain amounts ; direct the currency in British dominions of foreign coin

;

direct the establishment of any branch of the mint in any British possession,

and impose a charge for the coinage of gold thereat ; and regulate any

matters relative to the coinage and the mint within the prerogative of the

Crown, and revoke or alter any proclamation previously made. In the

United Kingdom the currency is a gold one, and is based upon the sovereign,

which is worth its free value. Silver and bronze coins are merely tokens

representing fractions of the sovereign, and they have not themselves an

intrinsic value equal to their denomination.

Prohibitions .—No piece of gold, silver, copper, or bronze, or of any metal

or mixed metal, of any value whatever, may be made or issued as a coin

except by the mint ; nor even as a token for money, or as purjxirting that

the holder thereof may demand any value which may be cfenoted thereon.

The penalty for contravention hereof is Every contract must be made
in the currency—that is to say, no contract, sale, payment, bill, note,

instrument., or security for money, may be made, executed, or entered into

except according to the coins which are current and legal tender at the time

thereof. Such contracts and dealings include every transaction, matter, and
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thing whatever relating to money, or involving the payment of or the lia-

bility to pay any money. But contracts and dealings may be entered into

and made according to the currency of a British possession or a foreign state.

Certain mM coin to be defaced.—Should any gold coin be below the
current wei^it, or be called in by any proclamation, every person who has
such coin tendered to him in payment is required to cut, break, or deface it,

and the person tendering it will be required to bear the loss. Should the

payee so cut, break, or deface without proper cause, he will be bound to

receive and keep the coin in payment according to its denomination ; and in

case of dispute, the matter may be referred to a magistrate. Fair wear of

gold coin is limited to three grains, and any pre-Victorian gold coin not
diminished more than that weight will be exchanged by the authorities at

its face value. If the diminished weight is more than three grains, it will

only be so exchanged upon proof by the person offering it that it has not
been illegally dealt with.

Tender .—Provided the coins have not been called in by proclamation, or

are not defaced or of light weight, a tender thereof will be a legal tender of

payment of money—(a) In the case of gold coins for a payment of any
amount; {h) in the case of silver coins for a payment of an amount not
exceeding 4()s., but for no greater amount

;
(c) in the case of bronze coins for

a payment of an amount not exceeding Is., but for no greater amount.
Coin having a name or word stamped thereon is thereby so defaced as not to

be legal tender.

Present currency .—Except pre-Victorian coinage, all gold coins minted in

London or Australia are now current and legal tender in the United
Kingdom. Silver coins coined in or before the year 181G are not current

and legal tender; nor are copjjer coins coined prior to 1861.

Generally.—Any person may take not less than i?10,00() in value of gold
bullion to the mint, which will be assayed and coined, and delivei'ed to him
without charge for the assay and coinage, or for waste in coinage ; and the

mint authorities may not show preference to any such person, but must deal

with him in priority according to the time at which ne brings the bullion.

If the bullion so brought is not of sufficient fineness, the mint may refuse to

accept it ; but if it is finer than the sbindard fineness, the authorities will

give to the person bringing it such additional amount of coin as is pro-

portionate to its superior fineness. For offences against the coinage see

MINT, and for related subjects, PYX, TRIAL OF THE; MONETARY
UNIONS.

OOLLEOTINQ SOCIETIES. See APPENDIX.
COMBINATION IN TRADE is found in its main examples in joint-

stock companies, co-operative societies, and partnerships. Apart from these,

however, are those trade combinations, the object of whim is either the

control of the production of certain commodities with a view to obtaining a
monopoly, or the restriction in the buying and selling prices of commodities

so as to maintain profits, or a monopoly of carriage anci traffic. In all cases

of combination, care has to be taken that the objects for which they are

created are not illegal, as being in restraint of trade and against public

policy. In some cases, as in dealings with public stocks, an equal care must
be taken not to come within the purview oi the criminal law. The control

of production and distribution may be effected by combinations known as
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Pools, Syndicates, or Trusts ; but very frec^uently a particular combination
exists under the form of an ordinary trading company. General forms of
combination are not always necessary, for special agreements are often used,

as where wholesale firms restrict their customers not to sell except under
certain conditions, e,g, over the counter to bond fule retail purchasers, or

only at a certain specified price. In order to enforce freedom of trade, the

law will not punish those who make a perfectly honest agreement with a
belief that it is fairly recjuired for their protection. Suppose that in a small

town there are two shops, sufficient for the wants of the neighbourhood,
making only a small profit. They are threatened with a third. The two
shopkeepers agree to warn the intending shopkeeper that if he comes they
will lower prices, and can afford it longer than he. May they be indicted

for conspiracy.^ They certainly have conspii*ed. If he, being warned, does

not set up his shop, has he a cause of action ? He might be able to prove

that he has suffered damage ; that alone would not be sufficient for him to

succeed. Would a shipowner who had intended to send his ship to Shanghai,

but had desisted owing to a combination amongst other shipowners to lower

their freights to such a figure as would prevent the merchants using his ship,

be entitled to maintain an action against such combination.'^ If he would be
so entitled, why not every shipowner who could say he had a ship fit for the

trade, but was deterred from using it ? To draw a line between fair and
unfair competition, between what is reasonable and unreasonable, would pass

the power of any Court.

Whatever one trader may do in respect of competition, may be done
with ccjual lawfulness by a body or set of traders. If the rule were otherwise,

a large capitalist could do what a number of small capitalists, combining
together, could not do, and thus a blow would be struck at the very jjrinciple

of co-o|)cration and joint-stock enterprise. If the combination were in

restraint of trade, it would be illegal, and the result would be that the

agreements between the parties lo it could not be enforced. This fact alone

would prevent the continued existence of a combination in restraint of trade,

for none of the parties to it could sue each other. But they would not be
necessarily committing any crime, even if parties to an illegal combination;

for agreements which are merely void and unenforceable would hardly be

the basis of a crime. There is a great difference between illegality in agree-

ment and a criminal illegality.

For a combination to be in restraint of trade, its objects would be

required to be against public policy. Public policy has been said by a

learned judge to he an unruly horse, and one dangerous to ride; and accord-

ingly it is a question which judges hesitate to decide. As one of their

number has well said, they are more trusted as interpreters of the law than

as expounders of what is calletl public policy. In these cases of public policy,

there is never sufficient evidence as to the effect and consequences of the

action complained of. To exclude others from a trade may be, in general,

beneficial for a time to the public; but whenever a monopoly is likely to

arise, with a consequent rise in prices, competition naturally arises also. See

RESTRAINT OF TRADE.
OOMMEROIAL COURT.—This Court has not, as such, been expressly

established by statute; it owes its origin to the right of the judges of the
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King’s Bench Division of the High Court of Justice to decide among them-
selves as to the mode of disposing of the business in their courts. The
jud^, finding that the commercial litigation of the country could be best

dealt with in a special court, decided in 1895 to establish what is now known
as the Commercial Court, for the trial of commercial causes. Such causes

are those arising out of the ordinary transactions of merchants and traders

;

amongst others, those relating to the construction of mercantile documents,

export or import of merchandise, affreightment, insurance, banking, mercan-

tile agency, and mercantile usages. The object w^as to settle disputes of a
commercial nature in the shortest possible time, and at the same time to

devote to their trial judges especially skilled in commercial law. The court

has been a great success and much appreciated by the commercial community.
Both time and expense are savecl, for directly after appearance by the

defendant, the judge will make such an order as he thinks fit for the speedy

determination of the question really in controversy between the parties.

More that that, the solicitors in such actions are practically put upon their

honour to facilitate in every way a skilful and candid conduct of the pro-

ceedings, and to respond to any reforms designed to lead to despatch and
prevent useless expense. See ACTriON.

COMMERCIAL INTELLiaENCE OFFICE is the name given to a
sub-department of the Board of Trade, established in 1899, for the purpose

of collecting commercial information and disseminating it among the trading

and manufacturing classes. Tlie information is collected by the Board of

Trade itself, and from the various departments of the Public Service,

the Colonial Agents-General, the Chambers of Commerce, and other

organisations.

Most important to the manufacturer, and the importer and exporter, are

the reports of the Foreign Office. Tliese are in “ Annual ” and “ Miscel-

laneous"’ series, and are received from the diplomatic and consular agents

abroad. They contain a general annual review of commerce, industry,

agriculture, and shipping at the place of residence of the consul, and of the

country to which the diplomatic officer is accredited. The reports are care-

fully edited at the Foreign Office, and are published, with a complete subjective

index at the commencement of each paper, as soon as possiole after their

receipt. ITie time which elapses from the date of receipt to their actual

issue to the public varies, according to circumstances, from ten days to one
month. The Foreign Office also procures from the diplomatic and consular

seiwices, as circumstances render necessary, special reports with regard to

particular subjects, such as detailed accounts of special industries in foreign

countries, openings for British trade, bounties on shipping, regulations con-

cerning commercial travellers, and the like ; these are similarly edited,

indexed, and published for general information. A complete subjective

index to the whole of these reports is published annually. In the same
way are published copies of all commercial treaties and conventions as they

are concluded by the Government, and copies of such correspondence

relating to commercial negotiations with foreign powers as are laid before

Parliament.

The Board of Trade also places at the disposal of the public all its reports

and returns. And from the Colonial Office come copies of all the annual
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reports received from the various Crown colonies upon the finances, trade,

&c.f of those colonies. A large amount of commercial information is derived

from the offices of the High Commissioner for Canada, and the agents-

general for the Australasian and South African colonies. Apart from this,

these colonial representatives answer questions and invite correspondence

on commercial subjects, and are active in disseminating such inmrmation
as opportunity may offer.

All, or most, of the reports are, immediately on publication, sent

gratuitously to every chamber of commerce in the United Kingdom, and to

some exchanges and sale-rooms. Those who desire commercial information,

and have not at hand the means of otherwise obtaining it, should address

themselves to this office. The catalogue of published reports and papers

may be obtained through any bookseller, the cost of the reports themselves

being very low—from a halfpenny upwards. Not only is the information

they contain most valuable, but as reading matter merely they are equally

interesting ; but in any case the Board of Trade Journal should be consulted,

as therein nmy be found most of the collected information which will be

generally useful to the public. This journal is issued weekly at the

price of Sd.

At the office, which is situate at 73 Basinghall Street, London, E.C., there

is an inquiry-room, where copies of official publications, directories, and other
works of reference may be consulted by the public. The following are, in

some detail, the subjects upon which information is usually sought :—Com-
mercial statistics; matters relating to foreign and colonial tariffs; excise and
consumption duties

;
port, harbour, and tonnage dues, and other charges on

shipping ; customs regulations ; consular fees ; forms of certificates of origin

;

regulations concerning commercial travellers; trading licences; foreign and
colonial contracts open to tender ; foreign and colonial bounties ; lists of

firms engaged in particular lines of business in diftei*ent localities,

&c. &c.

COMMERCIAL LAW.—There is not in England any branch of the law

specially separated from the rest, and known as commercial law. Nor is

tnere, as in France for example, in addition to a commercial code, a court

specially established to administer such law. There is, of course, the COM-
MERCIAL COURT {q-v.)y but that is rather the court of one of the judges

ofthe King's Bench Division of the High Court,who, for the convenience of busi-

ness in the division, has confined his attention for the time being to certain

classes of commercial litigation. So far from commercial business being con-

fined to one court, it is in fact distributed among nearly ail. Bankruptcy

has its own court, partnerships and companies are largely dealt with in the

Chancery Division, and shipping is partly provided for in the Admiralty

Court. But, generally speaking, the King's Bench Division is the court for

the dis}x>sal of commercial cases.

Commercial law itself has not in recent times been dealt with as a whole

by any legal writer. This is probably because of its extent, and because of

the great variety of legal systems which go to make it up. The laws of

navigation, of war, of contract, of patents, for example, each properly contain

in themselves the necessity for exclusively separate treatment. Roman I^w,

International Law, the mediaeval maritime law of Europe, all enter into the
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composition of our commercial law. And to these must be added the com*
mou law, some equi^, the custom of merchants, judicial decisions, and statu*

tory enactments. There is, however, a tendency towards a commercial code

;

indeed the tendency is itself a series of legislative contributions to a general

codification. The result of this is that the law on many important branches

of commercial activity is in effect already codified, and available for intelli-

gent study by the mercantile community ; instances may be found in the

Bills of Exchange, Partnership, Factors, Sale of Goods, and the Merchant
Shipping Acts, in each of which will be found an intelligible statement of the

law on the subject dealt with.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER.—There is not any law especially appli-

cable to commercial travellers as a class, the nature of their employment bring-

ing them within the general law relating to MASTER AND SERVANT {q*v.).

As, however, a commercial traveller may be employed by several distinct

persons, frequently receives his remuneration either wholly or in part in the

form of a commission, and appears to arrange the detail of his employment
w ith very little reference to his principals, there has apparently arisen an idea

that the traveller is on a somewhat different footing to an ordinary employee.

But this is not the case. Even where a commercial traveller is only paid a
commission by his employer, and is at liberty to receive orders for others,

he is still the servant of the employer. The independent occupation most
similar to that of a traveller is a commission agent, and it is often a nice

point to determine to which class a person may belong. If there is an
agreement in writing, which there should always be if the employment is

intended to be for a year or more certain, the Court will look to that for

the terms of the employment, but will always take into consideration any
custom of the particular trade which may be established. The chief point to

decide will be whether the relationship of master and servant really in fact

exists—whether the traveller is under orders to go about his employment
here, there, and when ; or whether, as in the case of a commission agent, he
may go where and when he pleases.

The conditions of the employment must be gathered from the agi*eement
between the parties. Apart from special agreement, a commercial traveller is

only entitled to one month’s notice of dismissal. Where P. agreed to act as

the representative of J., at a salary ofi?150 a year, and the agreement con-
tained a proviso that if at the end of the year P. had done sufficient business,

his salary would be raised to j£?180, it was held that there was nothing in the
agreement to exclude a usage to terminate it by either party giving a month’s
notice. If, therefore, the traveller wishes to be assured of a certain term of
employment, the term must be clearly expressed in the agreement. Indeed
the courts would appear to lean against an extensive construction of the term
of employment. Thus, where an agreement was expressed to be binding
between the parties for twelve months certain from the date thereof, and to
continue from time to time until three months’ notice in writing was given by
either party to determine it, the Court held the agreement to be binding for

twelve months certain, and no more. Commercial travellers selling and
seeking orders for goods, to or from dealers in such goods who buy to sell

again, need not take out a hawker’s licence. AVhen taking an order for

goods of the value of jPIO or upwards, it would be advisable to obtain
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signature of the customer to the memorandum of the order entered by the

traveller in his order-book. Such a signature is necessary in order to make
the order binding upon the customer ; though should the latter pay some-

thing in earnest to bind the contract, or in part payment, or accept and
receive the goods, the order will be enforceable. But these are not necessary

conditions to the validity of an order for goods under .£^10 in value. Goods
may be sold by description, for a particular purpose, or by sample. The law

relating to such sales is of considerable importance to the traveller as well as

to his employer; it will be dealt with under the titles CAVEAT EMPTOR ;

SALE OF GOODS ; and SAMPLES. Reference should also be made to

FOREIGN COMMERCIAL TRAVELLING.

An a^eement made the day of 19—, Between A. B. & Co. of

Ac. (hereinafter called “the employers*^) of the one part and C. D. of Ac.

(hereinafter called “ the traveller ”) of the other part, Whereby it is agreed as

follows

1. The traveller shall enter into the service of the employers for the pur-

pose of soliciting orders for all goods sold by them, and the employers agree to

employ the traveller for such purpose upon the terms and conditions herein

contained.

2. The said engagement as a traveller slnill be for the term of three years

from the date hereof (provided the fii-m of A. B. A Co. shall so long last), but

determinable as hereinafter mentioned.
3. There shall be paid to the ti'aveller by way of remuneration for such

services as aforesaid the sum of tln^ee pounds per w*eek, payable w’eekly on
Saturday in each week.

4. There shall also be paid and allowed to the traveller in addition to such

salary as aforesiiid a reasonable sum for his expenses connected with his travelling

for the employers as shall be from time to time determined upon by them at their

absolute discretion.

5. There shall be paid to the traveller in addition to the salary mentioned in

clause 4 hereof a commission of one per cent, upon all orders obtained by him or

through his instrumentality in repect of all goods now dealt in by the employers

and upon all new goods of every kind and description dealt in by the employers,

during the continuation of this agreement, but such commission shall not be
payable on any orders given by the firms mentioned in the schedule hereto unless

the employers shall in their absolute and uncontrolled discretion think fit to give

any remuneration to the traveller in respect of such orders given by such firms.

Provided that if the employers shall at any time give any sucdi la^t-inentioned

remuneration, the fact thereof shall not create any precedent or give rise to any
claim by the tiuveller in respect of any orders given by such firms. Provided

also that the traveller shall not be entitled to any commission upon any goods
supplied to any customers of the employers in or about London unless he intro-

duces and obtains orders therefrom for any goods not at present supplied to such

firms, in which event he shall be entitled to commission upon all new orders so

obtained.

6. The traveller shall represent the employers at such place or places whenever
and wherever he may be required, and he shall devote his whole time and
attention to their business, and shall not at any time during the continuance of

his employment either directly or indii*ectly carry on or represent, or be concerned
in carrying on in any manner whatsoever, a similar trade or business or anything
of a like nature to that canded on by the employers

;
nor shall he ti'avel for or
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represent in any manner whatsoever any other firm carrying on a business of a
similar nature or at all.

7. The traveller shall keep an order-book and record therein all orders received

by him, and shall produce the same whenever required.

8. The traveller shall not collect any accounts whatever unless he shall be
expressly authorised and requested in writing by the employers so to do.

9. Upon the termination of this agreement all books of account, papers, price-

lists, and documents of every description used by the traveller in connection with
the business shall be handed over by him to the employers and become their

absolute property.

10. Upon the termination of this agreement, whether by affluxion of time or

otherwise, the traveller shall not for a period of thi^ee years then next ensuing
carry on or represent either directly or indirectly, or be concerned in directly or

indirectly either by himself or in partnership with any person or persons, company
or companies, or in any other manner whatsoever, any trade or business of the

same or a similar nature to that now carried on, or hereafter during the con-

tinuance of this agreement to be carried on, by the employers anywhere within the

British Isles or within a hundred miles of wherever he shall have represented the

employers, under a penalty of £500, which sum shall be recoverable as liquidated

damages.
11. If at any time during the continuance of this agreement the traveller

shall not in all respects perform the obligations on his part herein contained, the

same and the employment hereunder shall immediately cease and determine, any-

thing else herein contained to the conti*ary notwithstanding.

As Witll6S3 the hands of the said parties,

The Schedule above referred to.

Johns Brown, Leeds; Smith, Eobinson & Co., Birmingham, &c.

/ Qt • 7\ { A.. B» & Ook

E. F.

COMMON EMPLOYMENT.—This is the terni applied to the doctrine

of the common law, that there is no implied contract by a master to indem-
nify his servant against any injury happening in the course of his employ-
ment, or even not to expose his servant to any extraordinary risks. In effect,

this rule holds that a servant upon accepting an employment undertakes all

risks incidental thereto. The doctrine had its effective origin in 1837, but
within recent years there has grown up an increasing opposition to its spirit.

This opposition made itself first felt in the EMPLOYERS’ LlijLBILlTY
(g.r.) Act of 1880, which imposed upon the master a liability in certain events

for injuries sustained by his servant in the course of his employment ; and in

1897 the WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION {n.v.) Act, and ultimately the

Act of 1906, imposed still more extensive liabilities upon the master.

Indeed, the combined effect of the above Acts almost neutralises this doctrine

in practice, and even extends to servants greater and more practical advan-
tages than those they would have had under the common law, had there

been no doctrine of common employment. But the doctrine remains in fact,

and where a case of injury does not come within the above Acts, it may be
applied to exclude the servant from relief.
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OOBKMON LAW.—In England the Common Law is said to be that body
of customs, rules, and maxims which have acquired their binding power and
the force of laws in consequence of long usage, recognised by judicial decision,

and not by reason of statutes now extant. The word common is used in the

sense of general, and means that the law to which the word is applied is

universal throughout the country, and not confined to any particular locality.

Thus the general rule that a freehold estate descends to the heir is common
law, as distinguished from the local rule (in Kent) that such an estate

descends to all the sons equally. Again, common law is said to be lex non
scripta (unwritten law), as distinguished from statute or written law—lex

ecripta. The term is also used very generally by lawyers to denote a certain

part or branch of the whole law of England, to distinguish it from other parts.

So used, it suggests that the common law is the one indigenous general law of

the country, and would not be confined to the unwritten law. In this sense

it stands opposed to equity, or the law as originally exclusively administered

in the Court of Chancery; to the law administered in Admiralty, which may
be said to be largely based upon a development of the Roman Civil Law

;

and to the law administered in the probate and ecclesiastical courts, which is

based on the Canon Law. Used in such a sense as this, the common law is now
composed of more statute or written law than any of the divisions of law

from which it is distinguished.

Sir Matthew Hale has said that the origin of the common law of Englandas
** as undiscoverable as the head of the Nile.’’ Of course the head of the Nile is

not to-day so great a mystery as it was in the days of that eminent judge ;

but his comparison seems very pertinent in the light of modern learning.

For all practical purposes the origin of the common law of England is now
fairly well elucidated, and it is probably to be found in a growth of peculiar

customs introduced into this country during its early political vicissitudes,

such, for example, as at the times of the settlement of the Saxons, Danes, and
Normans; this growth finding root in the customs of the country then found

here, and which it probably shared in common with all Aryan peoples who
had only arrived at a certain stage of culture. Even the Roman Law
may have had some influence on the common law when this country was
occupied by Rome ; the common law was certainly considex’ably influenced

by it during the firet few centuries after the Norman Conquest, as well as

some one to two centuries ago, when commercial law was in the making by
the judges.

Except as used in the above-mentioned sense, as opposed to equity, the

civil law, and the canon law, it is doubtful whether there is any practical

value in clinging with reverent respect to the term common law. There can

be no absolute definition or description of it, there has been no continuity in

its rules and provisions. The jury was once witness to the fact, to-day it is

the judge of the fact upon the evidence of other witnesses ; at one time the

common-law judges would base their whole judgments on the Roman Law
appropriate to the question before them, to-day, except by way of illustration,

reference to the Roman Law would be impossible in a court of common law

;

at one time goods and chattels were almost absolutely disregarded as the

subjects of contract or wrongs by the unwritten common law, while to-day

contracts and wrongs in respect thereof almost exclusively occupy the atteu-
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tion of our common-law judges, who to some extent generally apply to them
the provisions of a written or statute law.

OOMMON LODOINQ-HOnSE.—Such a place may be described as a
house, or part thereof, where persons of the poorer classes are received for
gain, and in which they use one or more rooms in common with the rest of
the inmates, who are not members of one family, whether for eating or sleep-

ing. The common room is an essential characteristic of a common lodging-
house. These houses are subject to statutory regulation such as is contained
in the Towns Improvement Clauses Act, the Public Health Acts, and in

London the Common Lodging-Houses Acts. In London they are under the
management of the London County Council, and in the provinces, of the local

borough, urban, or district council ; but whether in London or in the country
the regulations are in most respects similar. The fact that a house is kept
for charitable purposes and not for purposes of gain does not prevent it from
being a common lodging-house ; and no distinction can be djaun between a
case where a small charge for admittance is made, though not for the purpose
of making a profit, and one where no payment at all is made.

Every keeper of a common lodging-house must be registered by the local

authority, and the house is required to be first inspected and approved. Ulie

words i-egistered common lodging-house*^ must, if i*equired % the autho-
rity, be affixed and kept undefaced and legible in a conspicuous place outside

the house. Officers of the authority, and in London the police as well, are

entitled to free entry at any time ; the house must be kept in such condition

as to whitewashing, the water supply, and otherwise as the authorities may
determine : and if vagrants and beggars are taken in, a full list thereof, if

required, must be furnished every morning as to those using the house during

the preceding night. Before registering a person as a common lodging-house

keejjer the local authority are entitled to siitisfy themselves as to his char-

acter and fitness for the position. See also article in APPENDIX.
COMPANIES: THEIR FORMATION AND CONSTITUTION.—The

companies with which it is proposed to deal in this article are those formerly

formed under the Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900, of which statutes the Act of

1862 was the chief, and those now formed under the repealing and consolidat-

ing Act of 1908. It is unlawful to trade in co-partnership where the number
of the partners exceeds twenty (or ten for a banking company); unless the

co-partnership is registered under the Act. A co-partnership so registered

may, under the provisions of the Companies Act, be unlimited in its liability,

or its liability may be limited either (a) by its shares, or (6) by guarantee;

but, in no case where the company is a public one, may its partners or

members be less in number than seven. A company may also be registered

with the liability of its directors unlimited. VVhere the company to be

formed will be a ‘‘private*” company it may consist of only two or more
members. There is no restriction or regulation as to the minimum propor-

tion of shares which may be held by each member, the consequence being

that a public company may be registered and will be valid which has its

capital divided into, say 500,000 shares, of which six are held by the same
number of persons and the remaining 4^,994 are held by one member alone.

And it is very necessary that the number of members of a public company
should never at any time be allowed to go below seven, even if a share apiece

has to be given to a few nominees or dependants for the sole purpose of
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keeping up the statutory number. To go below the number is to give power
to the registrar to strike the company off* the register as defunct. Moreover,
should such a company carry on business when the number of its members is

less than seven for a period six months after the number has been so reduced,

each person who is a member of the company during the time that it so carries

on business after the period of six months, and is cognisant of the fact that

it is so carrying on business with fewer than seven members, will be person-

ally liable for the payment of the whole debts of the company contracted

during such time, and may be sued for the same, without any other member
of the company being joined in the action.

Limited Liability.—There is little practical value in staying to discuss the
merits of a registration with unlimited liability ; the real interest of the public

centres in companies having their liability limited. As above mentioned, there

are two forms of limited liability—that by guarantee, and that by shares.

The former of these two exists where, the capital not being divided into shares,

its members instead guarantee certain proportions thereof. A company limited

by guarantee is seldom to be found amongst business companies, except amongst
such as are of a mutual character, as e,g, mutual insurance societies. In fact

the method of limitation of liability by guarantee is of little value to a trad-

ing company requiring the usual facilities for credit, and it is accordingly
adopted by those companies, or rather societies, such as chambers ofcommerce
and law societies, which require little or no credit, and have not the primary
object of making profit for their members. All limited companies, whether
public or private, or whether by guarantee or by shares, must affix at the end
of their title the word “ limited,*” and always use it, or an easily understood
abbreviation. Any notice or other act of a company omitting this word
limited is invalid, and may lead to serious consequences. But the Board

of Trade has power, where a company is not formed for the purpose of profit

but for the auvancement of some object of general public utility, to permit
it to omit the affix limited from its title.

The advantages offered to the trader by the system of limited liability

are many and obvious. It is true that the arm-chair critic may, as the
result of a superficial consideration of them, object that for the most part

they afford an o})portunity for the individual to sink his identity in that of

a mere abstraction, and thereby to escape his proper personal liabilities.

Whether this be so or not, it is sufficient that the law stands as it does; and
notwithstanding any occasional opportunities it may offer for ‘‘ immoral
commercial enterprise, the system of limited liability at the same time affords,

on the whole, undoubted and most necessary advantages ajid facilities to

trade and commerce generally. The law is aware of tliis, and accordingly

the system is maintained to-day on practically the same principles as it was

introduced in 1862. To properly appreciate the advantages of “limited

liability,*^ tlie business man must not overlook tlie fact that a “one-man
company as it is called, is as legal a fonii of company as any other. The
one-man element mav legally extend to such a length that in the above-

mentioned supposititious company with half a million capital, the owner of

the 499,994 shares may even have the remaining six shares in his own pos-

session and power as pledges or otherwise. And the recently introduced

“private” company only strengthens the position of the one-man company.
If the company meets with financial disaster it may be wound up, and
I. u
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he individually will escape the odium and inconvenient personal results of
bankruptcy. Does the company require further capital, it may be obtained
by debentures duly i*egistered. Again, by turning his business into a com-
pany the business has become in itself a legal person subject to but few of

the contingencies usually attendant upon the natural person ; it can live as

long as desired by the pei-sons from time to time interested in it. Had it

been an ordinary partnership, the death of a partner would have necessitated

new arrangements of capital and partnership. Moreover, the shares of the

company may be freely dealt with by way of sale, mortgage, or otherwise

—

partners cannot sell or mortgage their shares in a partnership. So also,

shares in the company may be disposed of by will.

The Formation of a Company.—It would be of very little practical

use to the general reader to set forth here the methoils of flotation of a com-

pany as adopted by the professional company promoter when he desires to

obtain for his venture the financial support of the general public. For one
thing, the chief function of the promoter is to obtain capital by means of a
public issue, while a private company u prohibited from inviting the public to

subscribe. It will, on the other hand, be of some interest to show how a com-
pany may be formed under certain circumstances which may arise at any
time in the ordinary course of an average business career. There are two of

such circumstances that may be [)rofitably referred to. The first is where a
business, already a going concern, is about to Ik* turne<l into a limiteil com-
pany, the actual proprietary remaining the same. The second is where a

limited company is to be formed, having capital provided for it bv several

persons upon terms already agreed, and which company is intended to take

over either an already existing business, or to create and develop a new busi-

ness altogether. Until recently all limited companies were, strictly speaking,

public companies. Now the class of ‘‘ private’’ company has been introduced,

and into a company of such class the business now to be considered can most
conveniently be transformed. A private company is essentially one which
does not issue a prospectus. 'I’hough the formation of all companies—both
public and private—follows practically the same lines, there are certain

additional incidents in the promotion of a public company. These, however,

need not detain us in thi.s article, but reference may be made to such other
articles as PROSPECTUS and UNDERWRITING.

A Private Company is one which by its articles (a) restricts the right to

transfer its shares ; (b) limits the number of its members (exclusive of persons

who are in the employment of the company) to fifty; and (c) prohibits any
invitation to the public to subscribe for any shares or debentures of the

company. Moreover, a private company need not obtain a certificate entitling

it to commence bu.siness, or make returns to allotments, or file a balance-sheet,

or forward and file a report for the statutory meeting, or furnish reports to

preference shareholders or debenture holders. It may pay a commission for

subscribing or underwriting its shares. I^t it be assiimea that the business

intended to be transferred to a company is an alreaxly existent and working
printing and publishing establishment owned entirely by one pei*son ; and the
company is to be called “ The John Bull Printing and Publishing Company,
Limited.” The first thing to be done by the owner will be to prepare a com-
plete balance-sheet of the business. This having been done, attention should
oe paid to the two very important items—(a) total net assets, not including
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goodwill as such ; and (6) net annual profit. Let (a) be £5000^ and (6) jPlOOO.

With these two items before him, the owner may approach the very important

question of the capital of the intended company ; and he must be careful, on

tne one hand, not to saddle the company with too heavy a capital, and on

the other hand not to depreciate the value of his business by making it

too small. The nominal capital should be fixed at such a sum as will leave

a margin of unissued shares after acquiring the business, which will be avail-

able for issue in the future if deemed expedient. The part of the nominal

capital actually issued should be limitea to such a sum as will make the

dividends payable thereon reasonable and satisfactory to any one who may in

course of time become, by purchase, a shareholder. For the shares to yield

10 per cent, would be very reasonable from all points of view; and perhaps

he will be wise if, having regard to the nature of the business, he fixes the

nominal capital and the part thereof to be issued relatively to such a desired

result. But he must first make provision for the cx]:)enses of a general but
occasional supervision of the business, such as directors generally give. As
he himself is at present the sole owner, and so wdll take all the profits, he
might fix the toUil directors’ fees at i?150 per annum, which would allow for

supervision by others when he himself has retired. The net profit available

for dividend will stand, therefore, at X^850, which capitalised at 10 'per

cent, shows o£’8500. This latter figure can, therefore, be reasonably fixed

as the amount of the part of the capital to lie actually issued ; and the busi-

ness can be valued thereat, namely, -f^5000 for plant, stock, and other assets,

and jE^3500 for goodwill. The nominal capital could be fixed at csP10,000,

which will leave a margin of^1500 for further issue. In the estimate w e have
just made it is assumed that there will be sufficient floating cash, or realisable

assets, in the business as transferred to the company, to provide for working
capital. If further working capital is needed, it may be obtained by issuing

the unissued shares, or u}X)n debentures; the latter plan will give security to

the person who finds the further capital.

A^eement for Sale .—The next step will be to prepare an agreement for

the s^e of the business to tl>e company. The agreement will follow the form
set out in illustration of this article. It will be noticed in particular that the
owner, whom we have therein called John Bull, agrees to sell the business to

one John Smith, who enters into the agreement on his part solely os a trustee

for the intended company—as, in fact, a conduit pij^e for the conveyance of
the business to the company when formed—and consequently is not supposed
or expected to incur any personal obligation in the matter. John Smith is

therefore merely a nominal purchaser, and it is not only convenient but very

usual to find him among the clerks or other dejx?ndants of the vendor. The
agreement recites, amongst other things, that the nominal capital of the
company is to be i!;T0,0(K), divided into 10,000 shares of each, and that

the price to be paid for the business is J?8500, payable in fully-paid shares

to that amount. It is advisable for the agreement to sjXH:ify the number of

the shares it is intended to allot to the vendor in satisfaction of the purchase
price, also to fix an early convenient date for the completion of the purchase.
This latter need only be about a week ahead, so long as sufficient time is

given for filing the agreement and registering the company in the meantime.
Nor should the Agreement fail to provide for the dischar^ of John Smith
from any liability thereunder, or to provide for its being filled before any of
tibe fully-paid shares are allotted to tne vendor in accordance therewith.
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It is most essential that the agreement should be filed within one month
after allotment of the shares. To allot fully paid shares without so filing the

agreement therefor would be to hand shares over to the vendor for which he
might be liable in cash to the amount of their face value, notwithstanding
the fact that they are expresseil to be fully paid, and have l^en allotted for a
good consideration. Any future transfereee of these shares would also hold

them subject to the same liability if, when he took them, he knew the agree-

ment relating to them had not been filed ; but any hond-jide purchaser thereof

who had no such knowledge would hold the shares as fully paid up and with-

out any liability, and so would any further transferee of those shares who
derived his title thereto through the above-mentioned bond-fide purchaser, even
though such further transferee himself knew of the non-filling of the agreement.

The allottee of fully-paid shares should himself see tnat the agreement
is duly filed, but as the duty should lie primarily upon the company,
it will be wise to notice this duty in the agreement itself. If the allottee

finds that the company has omitted to file the agreement, he may jn-oceed to

have the omission supplied by either of two means. One method is to apply
to the company to cancel his shares and strike his name in resjiect thereof

out of the share register, with a view to subsequently filing the agreement
and allotting him a new set of shares in lieu or those cancelled. This the

eompany may lawfully do, but it is necessary that the whole of the details of
the cancellation and re-allotment, and of all the proceedings incidental thereto,

are clearly and fully set out in the minute-book of the conn>any; it would
be the best plan ?or the allottee's letter of request to be pasted in the
minute-book, and the directors' resolution thereon to recite in detail all the

facts leading up thereto. Such an allottee has, however, other means of

rectification open to him ; he may apply to the Court setting out all the

facts, and the Court, if satisfied as to the justice of the application, and as

to the solvency of the company, will order the share register of the comimny
to be rectified by striking out the name of the allottee with a view' to the

agreement being filed ana the shares reissued.

Memorandum and Articles ,—The above having been duly executed, it

remains to pi*epare the Memorandum and Articles of Association. l*'nch of

these documents are discussed in separate articles, and it will be sufiloient

here to refer to a few points in their relation to a private company such as

the one we are assuming to be in process of formation. Since the acquisition

of the business by the intended company is the real object of the latter**8

existence, it follows that a fii-st place must be given to that object when
constituting the comjiany. Accordingly, the Memorandum of Association

should provide that acquisition as its first object. It should do this in the

terms of Clause 3 (a) of the memorandum set out at the end of this article;

and it will be in this that our memorandum mainly differs from that of a
public company. In the latter case the directors have a much wider dis-

cretion whether they will or not purchase a business which the company has
been floated to acquire. In the case of a private company it is not intraded
that they shall have any discretion whatsoever in this respect. Apart from
this point the memorandum does not require further discussion in this

article.

In the case of the Articles of Association there is need for a greater
particularity in preparing it for a private company. It may, for exampteii
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be thought desirable to restrict the free transfer of shares, so as to prevent

the introduction of undesirable shareholders or to confer upon the share*

holders a right to the first offer of any shares of which a memoer may desire

to dispose ; or to provide that only persons approved by the directors may
be permitted to hold shares. Again, where employees are allowed to hold
shares as a condition for office in the company, and one retires, or misconducts
himself so that it is necessary to discharge him, it may be expedient to have
an article which gives the directoi^s power to demand the sale to them of his

shares at an agreed price* So, too, shareholders may be restrained from
entering into a business in competition with the company, or even from doing
so within a certain time from their having retired from membership.

And the provisions with regard to the directors—their apix)intmejt,

term and conditions of service, i*emuneration and dismissal, or retirement,

are of the utmost importance to the owner of the original business, and must
var^ in detail in almost every case. Invariably, however, these particular

articles are different to those of a public company; the managing director

has often gi'anted to him an unlimited and absolute power of management.
He cannot bei compulsorily retired under the usual circumstances ; he may
have an unfettered liberty to engage in what other business he likes, or he
may be tied hand and foot to the business of the company. And so,

throughout the Articles of Association, those of a private company may
differ materially from those of a public company ; and they differ generally

in the two extremes : First, in the most imjx>rtant and general individual

powers of the directors, which are usually extended in the private and
limited in the public company; and secondly, in the details of the company'^s

regulations, which are usually expressly defined in the private, but merged in

general provision in the j)ublic company. But notwithstanding this, the
general tenor of the articles of both public and private companies is the
tame.

Registration ,—^The Memorandum and Articles of Association having now
been settled, and each having been subscribed in duplicate by two persons,

they must be taken to Somerset House and filed in the Companies'* Registry
there. It will be here that all other documents will be filed that are required

so to be, where the public may inspect them. At the time of filing the

memorandum and articles it is necessary to file a statutory declaration that

all the requirements of the Comjmnies Acts incidental to the formation of

the company have been duly complied with, and a special form of application

to register. This declaration must be made by the solicitor, if any, who has

had in hand the work of the formation of the company, or by a dii'ector of

the con^ny named as such by the articles, or by the secretary of the com-
pany. Particulars are also filed as to the offices of the company and its

secretary ; such offices are always known as the company's registered offices.

On registration of a “ public " company there are certain other requisites.

Incorporation*—About a week after registration and filing, the authorities

at Somerset House will have ready for delivery the certificate of incorporation.

When this has been obtained, the company may be said to have become a
living legal personage as from the date of its incorporation as mentioned in

the certificate, and it may thenceforth proceed to carry out its objects.

Once registered, once born, the company cannot be got rid of in any
othor way than by process of winding*up, or by being struck off the register
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as defunct in consequence of its membership having fallen below the legal

minimum, or its not having kept up its returns to the authorities ; no
circumstances attaching to a company, however disgraceful, or in abuse or

fraud of the law, can give to any authority the power of putting an end to

its existence. The registrai' may, however, withhold a certificate of incor-

poration where a company has been formed for an unlawful purpose, or

for objects not authorised by the Acts. But the certificate when granted is

conclusive evidence that all the requisitions of the Companies Acts in res|)ect

of registration and of matters precedent and incidental thereto have been

•omplied with, and that the company has been authorised to be, and is duly

rostered. And it is only re^isonable that the ceilificate should be conclu-

sive, for when once the memorandum and articles are registered, and the

company is held out to the world as a company undertaking business, willing

to receive shareholders and ready to contract engagements, then it would be
of the most disastrous consequences if, after all that has been done, any
person might go back and enter into an examination (it might be years after

the company had commenced trade) of the circumstances attending the

original registration and the regularity of the execution of those documents.
The first thing to be done after incoiqwration wdl be for the directors to

hold a meeting, and pass a resolution adopting the agreement for sale and
allotting the shai’es payable thereunder—not forgetting to file the agreement
within the prescribea time. The company will then carry on the business as

its proprietor in the stead of its former owner ; and the latter, though he still

may be in fact the almost absolute owner of the company and all its property,

will be in law a separate and distinct personage therefrom. Formerly, when
conducting the business personally, if he wished to put more capital therein he
could only do so without security ; now% if further capital is required, he may
personally lend it to the company upon the security of mortgage debentures
over the whole of the company's property, and so constitute himself a prior

and a secured creditor. The result of this |X)sition would be that, in case

of financial disaster, he would rank before the trade creditors both in point of

E
reference for payment and in point of security— the assets of the company
eing charged with the prior payment of his debt.

The Company at work.—The company having now been duly formed, the

original owner of the business now being the managing director of the com-
pany, it is necessary that he should know something of the many regulations

imposed by statute for the conduct of the company's business. Hut notwith-

standing the very general powers and authority with which he may have been

entrusted, there is one official of the company who represents it in the flesh

to the outside world—the secn'ctary. In the case of our imaginary company
he may be merely the old managing or chief clerk under a more dignified

name ; but he may be, and very often is, a public accountant well versed in

company proc*edure who has undertaken the secretarial duties of this com-
pany. But whoever he may be, the secretary is the official who should be
the chief authority amongst the officers of the company, in all questions

relating to its formal management and administration. He must know
what books must be kept, what meetings of directors and shareholders are
required by law, the difierent classes of meeting, the nature of resolutions and
th^ various kinds, what registers are to be Ic^t, and what accounts and
documents are required to be filed at Somerset House. Many other things
too he must be a^^uainted with, the knowledge of which is a practical know-
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ledge of the constitution and formal working of a conypany
;
particulars of

all this will be found in the article on the SECRETARY OF A COM-
PANY. The directors, too, will find further information relating to their

office under the heading of DIRECTORS ; whilst the ordinary shareholder,

who has bought shares in a company on the strength of a PROSPECTUS,
will find the law relating thereto under that title, and under CALLS;
CAPITAL; PROMOTERS; and SHARES. Other articles that may be

consulted are ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION; BALANCE-SHEET;
CONTRIBUTORIES; CORPORATION DEBENTURES; DIVIDENDS;
MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION; RECONSTRUCTION; and
WINDING-UP. To understand the Articles of Association appended
hereto, they should be read together with TABLE A.

Powers and Liabilities of a Company.—It has already been stated

that an incorporated company is in law a person; and it follows that it

should have the same rights and be subject to the same obligations. But as

a company is a fictitious and created person, it also follows that under some
circumstances its rights and obligations may necessarily be either more limited

or extensive than those of a natural person. A corporation, which is the
general title that includes a company incorporated under the Acts we have
been considering, has from time immemorial been said the law to have no
soul; here is at once a startling difference well recognised by the law, and
the logeial infei'ences to be drawn therefrom might very reasonably make the
legal position of a company very different to that which it to-day occupies

in the sight of the law. And attempts have at times been strenuously made
to force the judicial authorities to adopt a legal attitude consistent with
logical inference. In the matter of crime, it has been urged that a company
can incur no criminal responsibility, because it has no ‘‘ mind"” to be cajmble

of a guilty intent, which generally spe^iking is a necessary ingiedient hi every

criminal offence ; and on similar grounds it has been urged that a company
cannot be liable for any private wrong, in respect of which the law requires

proof of express malice on the part of the wTong-doer as a necessary condi-

tion before the person wronged can obtain damages.
And yet in face of the first contention, a company may be criminally

indicted and fined for a breach of duty imposed by the law' ; and in resjiect

of many crimes and offences, either by the common law or by sjiecial statutory

provision, directors and oftirers of the conumny may be called upon to per-

sonally stand a criminal trial. With regard to the second contention, it is

now well settled that a company is liable in damages for malicious prosecu-

tion and for libel. Generally in respect of torts, it would he liable for

assault and battery, nuisance, fraud, negligence, and trespass. As a con-

tracting party, a coinpiny iiniy enter into agreements as freely as a natural

person, subject to two main limitations: (1) Except where the contract is in

respect of an everyday and oidinary transaction of its ordinaiT business, all

contracts entered into by a comparw must have its seal duly affixed thereto;

the seal is the legal signature of a comjian^. (2) Its contracts must be

within its powers. These powers are contiined in the memorandum of

association; but speaking generally, it may be said that a company may enter

into any contract which is a necessary incident in the carrying into eRect of

the objects and powers contained in the memorandum, even if the subject of

the particular contract in question is not referred to therein.
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A company may act through an agents and is accordingly liable for and
bound by his acts. It may also be mund by acquiescence and conduct, for

although it may not have eyes of its own wherewith to see, it has agents who
should have. Upon most trading companies the law confers an implied

power to borrow money, and to make, accept, indorse, or issue bills of
exchange; but it would always be wise to look at the memorandum of

association before entering into such a transaction with a company. In fact

the reader may be here usefully advised to request to be furnished with a
copy thereof before he engages with a company in any business of an

important character ; if it will not give him a copy, he may see it at Somerset

House, though if the registered oflice of the company is in Scotland or

Ireland, or the company is a mining company conducting its operations in

Cornwall or Devon, search should fe made at the Companies Registration

Offices at Edinburgh, Dublin, or Truro resj)ectively, as the case may be.

Bills of Exchange ,—Particular care must be taken in the matter of bills

of exchange and cheques, ITie most impoi*tant points are that the word
‘‘ limited’* must never be omitted from the termination of the company's

name, and that the latter is always correctly stated ; failure in either of

these details will entail personal liability uj)on the directors in respect of the

bill, not to mention certain penalties. So, too, the dii'ectors or others sign-

ing the bill must be careful to let it clearly appear that they are signing

merely ‘‘for" or “on account of" the company, and not so as to incur

personal liability thereon. Any person duly autborised so to do may si^n

a bill or cheque on behalf of a company; sometimes the company affixes its

seal. We now append a few examples of bills, a cheque, and a promissory
note.

I, ACCEPTA>X*ES BY A COMPANY.
(a) Under seal,

X500 : 0 : 0 London, li/A Soxtmhtr 1910.

Three months after date pay to my order the sum of Five hundred pounds,
value received.

To John Bull, Limited, John Ford.
3 Fenchurch Place, E.C.

(b) By Directors, and drawn by a Company per its Secretary,

£500 : 0 : 0. London, 14th November 1910,

Three months after date pay to our order the sum of Five hundred pounds,
value received.

To John Bull, Limited, for John Jones «k Co., Limited.
3 Fenchurch Place, E.C. John Jones, Secretary.

II. CHEQUE.
London, 14<A November 1910.

To The National Pbovincial Bank of England, Limited,
Bishopsgate Street

Pay to Mr. John Smith or order the sum of Five hundred pounds.
for John Jones Co., Limited.

H. B. Habwood, Managing Diredar.
£500 : 0 : 0 John Jones, Secretary.
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III. PROMISSORY NOTE.

Under seal,

£500 ; 0 J 0. London, liA NovemJber 1910.

John Jones & Co., Limited, hereby promises to pay to Mr. John Bichardson

or order the sum of Five hundred pounds on the 31st day of December 1910 for

value received.

As witness the common seal of the said company the 14th day of November
1910.

© H. B. Habwood, Managing Director.

John Jones, Secretary.

Execution of a deed.—The following is a short form of conveyance of a
freehold house, which shows the formal parts of a deed where a company is a

party thereto.

THIS INDENTURE, made the fourth day of October one thousand nine hun-

dred and ten. Between The Italian Ware Syndicate, Limited (hereinafter called

“the vendor”), whose registered office is at 15 Threadneedle Street in the city of

London, of the one part, and 0. D. of «kc. (hereinafter called “ the purchaser ”) of

the other part, WitneSSOth that in consideration of the sum of one thousand

pounds to the vendor paid by the purchaser on or before the execution hereof

(the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledge<l), the vendor as beneficial owner hereby

conveys unto the pui'cliaser All that (Jiere describe the property)^ To hold the same
unto and to the use of the purchaser in fee simple, IN WITNESS whereof the

said company hath hereunto affixed its common seal and the said C. D. set hia

hand and seal the day and year first before written.

Seal of the said company duly'

affixed by and in the pre-

sence of

Pietro Salviati, *

Managing Director.

0. Colonna,

Secretary.
^

Si^ed, sealed, and delivered!

by the said 0. D. in the pro- ^
sence of

E. F. of &c.

^

Cost of formation of a Company.—^These may be taken to be com-

{

>riscd of four sets of expenses. The first is the expense, so far as it may be
bund necessary, of the assistance of an accountant in preparing a statement

of affairs of the business prior to the formation of the company. Tlie second

is made up of the costs of legal assistance in preparing the necessary agree-

ments and the memorandum and articles of association, and advising generally

in the matter. The third is the expense of printing the memorandum and
articles, the share certificates, and the necessary special l)ooks; whilst the

fourth consists of the stamp duties on the agi'eements and deeds, and the fees

payable to Gk)vemment. The first three sets will vary according to the

nature of the business and any special complications incidental thereto—
their total may be comparatively small or the reverse ; in any event estimates
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should be obtained before the matter is proceeded with. The official fees

payable on registration of a company limited by shares are a duty of 6s.

per £100 of the nominal capital without any limit, and registration fees in

addition, on the following scale :

—

£ s. d*

For registration, where the nominal capital does not exceed X2000 2 0 0
For registration, where the nominal capital exceeds £2000, the

above fee of £2, with the following additional fees, regulated

according to the amount of the nominal capital
:
(that is to say)

For every £1000 of nominal capital, or part of £ s. d.

£1000, after the first £2000, up to £5000 .1 0 0
For every £1000 of nominal capital, or part of

£1000, after the first £5000, up to £100,000 0 6 0
For every £1000 of nominal capital, or part of

£1000, after the fii’st £100,000 • • .010
Pot registering any document required or authorised to be regis-

tei'ed, other than the memorandum of association • . . 0 6 0
For registering a record of any fact authorised or required to be

recced »060
The articles require a 10s. deed stamp, and also for registration. 0 5 0

The Companies {Consolidation) Ad^ 1908.

MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION

OP

THE JOHN BULL PRINllNG AND PUBLISHING
COMPANY, LIMITED.

1st The name of the Company is **Ths John Bull Priktino and Pobushino
OoMPAXY, Limited.”

2ni The Registered Office of the Company will be situate in England.

3rd. The objects for which the Company is established are :

—

(a.) To adopt and carry into effect without modification an agreement dated
the 16th day of November 1909, made between John Bull of the

one part and John Smith (as trustee for the Company) of the other

part, for the purchase of the business now carried on by the said

John Bull at Hadley, in the County of Essex, and the leasehold

messuages therein mentioned, and to carry on the said business as

heretofore carried on, and generally to carry on the business of

stationers, printers, typefounders, lithographers, stereotypers, die-

sinkers, bookbinders, advertising and general agents, designers,

draughtomen, ink manufacturers, booksellers, paper manufacturers,

dealers in paper and in the material used in the manufacture of

paper, engineers, cabinet-makers, and of dealers in or manufacturers
of any o&er articles or things of a character commonly made, sold,

or dealt in by the foregoing, or any of them, or connect^ therewith.
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(b.) To establish, purchase, or otherwise acquire, print, and publish news-
papers, journals, magazines, books, and other publications in the

United Kingdom or abroad, and to carry on the business of news-
paper and magazine proprietors, and any business in combination
therewith that may in the opinion of the Directors seem calculated

to benefit the Company.

(a) To apply for, purchase, or otherwise acquire any patents, copyrights,

licences, concessions, and the like, or any secret or other informa-

tion as to any invention, matter, or tiling which may seem capable

of being used for any of the purposes of the Company, or the acqui-

sition of which may seem calculated to benefit this Company, and to

use, develop, or grant licences in respect of or otherwise turn to

account the property, rights, or information so acquired.

(d.) To establish and carry on works, or agencies, in any part of the United
Kingdom or abroad for the manufacture or sale of all or any of the

aforesaid articles or otherwise for the purposes or benefit of the

Company.
(e.) To acquire and undertake the whole or any part of the business,

property, and liabilities of any person, association, or company
carrying on any business which this Company is authorised to

carry on, or possessed of property suitable for the purposes of this

Company.

(p.) To carry on any other business which may seem to the Company
capable of being conveniently carried on in connection with the

above, or calculated, directly or indirectly, to increase the value

of any of the Company’s property, or otherwise to benefit the

Company.
(o.) To enter into partnership or into any ari'angements for sharing profits,

co-operation, or otherwise, with any person, association, or company,
engaged in, or about to engage in any business or ti-ansaction which
this Company is authorise<l to engage in, or any business or transac-

tion capable of being conducted so as directly or indirectly to benefit

this Company
;
and to lend money to, guarantee the contracts of, or

otherwise assist any such person, association, or company, and to take

or otherwise acquire shares and securities of any such person, associa-

tion, or company
;
and to sell, hold, or otherwise deal with the

same.

(h.) To sell the undertjxking of the Company, or any part thereof, for such

consideration as the Company may think fit, and in particular for

shares, debentimes, or any other security of a company, or other-

wise.

(I.) To promote any other company or companies for the purpose of

acquiring all or any of the properties and liabilities of this Com-
pany, or for any other purpose which may seem beneficial to this

Company.
(J.) To purch/use, take on lease, or in exchange, hire, or otherwise acquire,

any real or personal property, and any right.s or privileges which the

Company may think necessary for its business, and in pai'tic\ilar any
land, buildings, easements, patents, licences, machinery, and stock-

in-trade, and to pay for the same either in cash or fully or partly

paid shares, or in debentures of the Comjmny, or by a royalty or

otherwise.
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(k.) To lend money to such persons, associations, or others, on such terms
as may seem expedient, and in particular to customers and others

having dealings with the Company, and to guarantee the perform*

ance of contracts by any such persons, associations, or others.

(l.) To borrow or raise money by the issue of debentures charged upon all

or any of the Coinpany^s property, both present and future, including

its uncalled capital, and by bills of exchange and other securities,

charged, if need be, upon such propei’ty.

(m.) To remunerate any person for services rendered in connection with the

placing of any of the shares in the Company's capital, or any deben*

tures or other securities of the Company, or in or about the promo*

tion of the Company, or the conduct of its business.

(w.) To make, accept, indorse, and execute cheques, bills of exchange, and
other negotiable instruments.

(o.) To sell, improve, manage, develop, lease, mortgage, dispose of, turn to

account, or otherwise deal with all or any part of the property of the

Company.

(p.) To do all such things as are incidental or conducive to the attainment of

the above objects or any of them.

4th. The liability of the members is limited.

5th. The capital of the Company is £10,000, divided into 10,000 shares of £1
each, with power to increase such capital

Wb, the several persons whose names and addresses are subscribed, are

desirous of being formed into a Company in pursuance of this

Memorandum of Association, and we respectively agree to take the
number of shares in the capital of the Company set opposite our

respective names.

Names, Addresses, and Description of Snbscribera

Number of

Preferred Shares
taken by each
Subscriber.

JoHB Bull, Hadley, Essex, Printer and Publisher .... One.
JoHH Bull, the younger, Hadley, Essex, Joamallst .... One.
/Richard Clarkson, 12 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C., Solicitor

Arthur Hbnry Gillett, 15 Wilton Street, Hornsey, N., Solicitor’s

One.

Clerk One.
John Smith, 9 Grove Park, Hadley, Essex, Clerk ....
Edward Gkobqr Hutchings, 4 Warwick Place, W.C., Solicitor’s

One.

Clerk One.
^Smilt Edith Bull, Hadley, Essex, Married Woman • • . • One.

Dated this 17th day of November 1909.

Witness to the above Signatures,

Aktbub Gxo. Balfoub,
12 lincoln’s Inn Tidds,

London, W.O.,
SoliGUor^
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The Companies {Consolidation) Ad^ 1908.

ARTICLES OP ASSOCIATION

OF

THE JOHN BULL PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
COMPANY, LIMITED.

1. Subject as hereinafter provided the regulations contained in the table

marked A, in the first schedule to the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908
(hereinafter called Table A), shall apply to this Company.

2. The Directors shall forthwith adopt and carry into effect the agreement
dated the 16th day of November 1909, and made between John Bull of the one
part and John Jones on behalf of the Company of the other part, mentioned in

the Memorandum of Association of the Company.

3. The shares shall be under the control of the Directors, who may allot or

otherwise dispose of the same to such persons on such terms and conditions and at

times as the Directors think fit, subject nevertheless to the stipulations contained
in the sjiid agreement with reference to the shares to be allotted in pursuance
thereof.

4. The following provisions shall have effect, namely

—

(a) Tho number of members for the time being of the Company (ex-

clusive of persons who are for the time being in the employment
of the Company) is not to exceed fifty, but where two or more
persons hold one or more shares in the Company jointly, they
shall, for the purposes of this paragraph, be treated as a single

member.
{b) Any invitation to the public to subscribe for any shares or debentures

or debenture stock of the Company is hereby prohibited.

5. The Directors may decline to register any transfer of shares upon which

the Company has a lien, or in the ca,se of shares not fully paid up, or where the

Dii’ectors are not of opinion that it is desirable to admit the proposed transferee

to membership.

6. A fee not exceeding 2s. 6d, may be charged for each transfer,

7. The quorum of a General Meeting shall be three members personally

present.

8. The number of the Directors shall not be less than two nor more than six.

9. The persons hereinafter named shall be the first Directors, that is to say

:

John Bull, of Hadley, Essex, and John Bull, the younger, of the sjime place.

10. The Dli’ectors shall have })Ow:er to appoint any other persons to be

Directors at any time before the Ordinary General Meeting to be held in the

year 1910, but so that the total number of Directors shall not at any time exceed

the maximum number fixed as above, and so that no such appointment shall be

effective unless two-thiids of the Directors concur therein.
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11. The minimum remuneration of the Directors shall be £1, Is. each for

every attendance at a meeting of Directors, or such other sum as the Company in

General Meeting may from time to time determine.

12. The Directors may from time to time appoint one or more of their body

to be Managing Director or Managing Directors of the Company, either for a

fixed term or without any limitation as to the period for which he or they is or

are to hold such office, and may from time to time remove or dismiss him or them
from office and appoint another or others in his or their place or places.

13. A Managing Director shall not, while he continues to hold that office, be
subject to retirement by rotation, and he shall not be taken into account in deter-

mining the rotation of retirement of Directors, but he shall, subject to the

provisions of any contract between him and the Company, be subject to the same
provisions as to resignation and removal as the other Directors of the Company,
and if he ceases to hold the office of Director from any cause he shall, ipso facto

^

and immediately, cease to be a Managing Director.

14. The remuneration of a Managing Director shall from time to time be
fixed by the Directors, and may be by way of salary, or commission, or

participation in profits, or by any or all of those modes.

15. The Directors may from time to time entrust to and confer upon a
Managing Director for the time being such of the powers exercisable under these

presents by the Directors as they may think fit, and may confer such powers for

such time, and to be exercised for such objects and purposes, and upon such terms
and conditions, and with such restrictions, as they think expedient

;
and they

may confer such powers, either collaterally with, or to the exclusion of, and
in substitution for, all or any of the powers of the Directors in that behalf

;
and

may from time to time revoke, withdraw, alter, or vary all or any of such

powers.

16. The said John Bull shall be the 6rst Managing Director, and he shall not

be removed except for gross incompetence or misconduct.

17. The said John Bull, the younger, shall be employed by the Directors as

Editor of the newspaper, The Essex People^s Guardian^ and shall not be removed
except for gross incompetence or misconduct.

18. A meeting of Directors for the time being at which a quorum is present
shall be competent to exercise all or any of the authorities, powers, and discretions

by or under regulations of the Company for the time being vested in or exercis-

able by the Directors generally.

19. No Director shall be disqualified by his office from contracting with the
Company either as vendor, purchaser, or otherwise, nor shall any such contract or
arrangement, or any contract or arrangement entered into by or on behalf of the
Company in which any Director shall be in any way interested, be avoided

; nor
shall any Director so contracting or being so interested, be liable to account to the
Company for any profit realised by any such contract or arrangement by reason of

such Director holding that office, or of the fiduciary relation thereby established,

but the nature of his interest must be disclosed by him at the meeting of the
Directors at which the contract or arrangement is determined on, if his in-

terest then exists, or in any other case at the first meeting of the Directors
after the acquisition of his interest. Provided nevertheless that no Director
shall, as a Director, vote in respect of any contract or arrangement in
which he is so interested as aforesaid, and if he do so vote his vote shall not be
counted.
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20. Subject as aforesaid, the profits of the Company shall be divisible among
the members in proportion to the amount paid up on the shares held by them
respectively. Provided nevertheless that where capital is paid up in advance of

calls, upon the footing that the same shall carry interest, such capital shall not,

whilst carrying interest, confer a right to participate in profits.

21. The Company in General Meeting may declare a dividend to be paid to
the members according to their rights and interests in the profits.

22. The Directors may from time to time pay to the members such interim
dividends as in their judgment the position of the Company justifies.

23. If any casual vacancy occurs in the office of auditor the Directors may fill

it up.

24. Every member whose registered place of address is not in the United
Kingdom may from time to time notify in writing to the Company some place
in England which shall be regarded as his place of abode for the purpos< s of

Table A.

25. Any notice, if served by post, shall be deemed to be served on the day
following that on which it is posted, and Clause 95 shall be modified accord-
ingly.

26. If the Company shall be wound up, and the surplus assets shall be
insufficient to repay the whole of the paid-up capital, such surplus assets shall be
distributed so that, as nearly as may be, the losses shall be borne by the members
in proportion to the capital paid up, or which ought to have been paid up, on the
shares held by them respectively at the commencement of the winding-up. But
this clause is to be without prejudice to the rights of the holders of shares issued

upon special conditions.

Names, Addresses, and Description of Subscribers.

John Bull, Hadley, Essex, Printer and Publisher,

John Bull, the younger, Hadley, Essex, Journalist.

, t TRichard Clarkson, 12 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C., Solicitor.

I
Arthur Henry Gillett, 15 Wilton Street, Hornsey, N., Solicitor’s defk.

|< John Smith, 9 Grove Park, Hadley, Essex, Clerk,

•®|
I
Edward George Hutchings, 4 Warwick Place, W.C., Solicitor’s Clerk.

f LEmily Edith Bull, Hadley, Essex, Married Woman.

Dated this 17th day of November 1909.

Witness to the above Signatures,

Arthur Oeo. Balfour,
12 Lincoln’s Inn Fields,

London,
Solieilor
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OOHPENSATION is a term used to describe the recompense awarded
to am individual in return for some right or property he has oeen forced by
statute to give up to another. The common law has never allowed the

rights or property of any one to be at the mercy of a covetous and more
powerful neighbour. It has been apparently so careful of the rights of the

individual, as to regard with extreme jealousy and distrust any operations

against them on the part of the monopolist, the capitalist, or the merely
socially-powerful. Not even the general good of the community has been
allowed to weigh against the property rights of the individual. The
maintenance of such a principle of law was no doubt beneficial, and even
necessary, in those days of our history wdiich preceded modern civilisation*

But since the development of modern trade, and the introduction of modern
scientific methods and facilities, there has grown up such an intricate con-

dition of both opposing and co-operating individual rights, as to make the

hard and fast application of this principle of the older law an impossibility

and even an injustice.

The Question of compensation has always usually arisen in connection

with such undertakings of a public nature as railways, water -works,
harbours, docks, and the improvement of towns, in which cases the under-
takings would have been impossible had there been no power conferred

upon the promoters under which they could compulsorily effect purchases

oi property. Until 1845 the practice was to confer such powers in the

private or other Act of Pailiarnent by which the undertakings w'ere authorised.

But in this practice was involved two serious disadvantages. For one thing
the insertion in each Act of a large number of special clauses led to a great
additional expense ; for another, there was always considerable contention of

a similar nature in the settling of the clauses in every Act—attempts being
made to either extend or limit the sco|^ of the clauses commonly inserted.

Accordingly, to remedy this evil and to supply one general authority as to
the practice in compulsorily taking over private property and giving

compensation therefor, there was p^sed the Act known as The l^nds
Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845. This Act is to-day the leading general

statute which governs this subject. In addition thereto, however, there

have been enacted, amongst othei*s, the Railways Clauses Consolidation Act,

1845; the Water-works Clauses Act, 1847; the Markets and Fairs Clauses

Act, 1847; the Harbours, Docks, and Piers Clauses Act, 1847; and the
Towns Improvement Clauses Act, 1847.

When, therefore, the owner or tenant of any property has been approached
by the promoters of a public undertaking who have a power of compulsory
acquisition, he should refer to those of the above or simnar Acts which would
be appropriate to his particular case. The first step by the promoters is

generally the service of a notice to treat. But this notice to treat gives no
rights to the promoters beyond that of entering upon the property to survey

it. To acquire any further rights they must pay a deposit. But after a
notice to treat no onerous interests can be created ; nor can interests be charged
to the prejudice of the promoters. Where the promoters give notice as to the
whole of the property, there need not be very much difficulty in settling the
price and compensation. It is when the promoters only desire to acquire some
portion thereof that difficulties arise. In connection with this, the owner of
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the property should remember that, as a rule, the empowering Act confers

upon him an important right, viz. that he shall not at any time be required to
sell or convey to the promoters of the undertaking a part only of any house,
or other building or manufactory, if he is willing and able to sell and, convey
the whole thereof. If he desires to take advantage of this right, he should be
careful to reply to the notice to treat with what is called a counter-notice.

The compensation may be ascertained, as a rule, either by the magistrates, a
surveyor appointed by the magistrates, an arbitrator, or a jury. The magis-
trates are the proper tribunal where the claimant has no greater interest in the
property than a year. Generally speaking, the claimant has his choice whether
ne will submit his claim to an arbitrator or to a jury. See LANDS CLAUSES.

OONOlIilATION.— In order to prevent and settle disputes between
employers and workmen by conciliation or arbitration, provision is made by
the Conciliation Act, 1896, for the establishment of Boards of Conciliation.

Such a board would be an association or body authorised by an agreement in

writing made between employers and workmen to deal with disputes of the

above character. A board of conciliation should be registered with the
Board of Trade, which keeps a register of boards of conciliation, and enters

therein the name and principal office of each registered board. Any regis-

tered conciliation board is entitled to have its name removed from the register

on sending to the Board of Trade a written application to that effect ; but
the Board of Trade may remove from the register, w ithout application, the
name of a conciliation board which has ceased to exist or act. Every regis-

tered conciliation board is required to furnish such returns, reports of its pro-

ceedings, and other documents as the Board of Trade may reasonably require.

If it appears to the Board of Trade that in any district or trade adequate
means do not exist for having disputes submitted to a conciliation board for

the district or trade, they may appoint any person or persons to inquire into

the conditions of the district or trade, and to confer with the employers and
employed. And if the Board of Trade think fit they may confer with any
local authority or body as to the expediency of establishing a conciliation

board for the district or trade.

Powers of Board of Trade cls to Trade Disputes ,—Where a difference

exists or is apprehended between an employer, or any class of employers, and
workmen, or between difterent classes of workmen, the Board of Tmde may,
if they think fit, exercise all or any of the following powers, namely : (a)

Inquire into the causes and circumstances of the diTCrence
; (6) take such

steps as to the Board may seem expedient for the purpose of enabling the

parties to the difference to meet together, by themselves or their representa-

tives, under the presidency of a chairman mutually agreed upon or nominated
by the Board of Trade or by some other person or body, with a view to the

amicable settlement of the diftei’ence
;

(r) on the application of employers or

workmen intei*ested, and after taking into consideration the existence and
adequacy of means available for consideration in the district or trade, and
the circumstances of the case, the Board may appoint a person or persons to

act as conciliator or as a board of conciliation
;
(d) on the application of both

parties to the difference, the Board may appoint an arbitrator. If any person

li 80 appointed to act as conciliator, he must inquire into the causes and cir-

cumstimoes of the difference bv communication with the oarties, and otherwise

I.
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must endeavour to bring about a settlement of the difference, and must
report his proceedings to the Board of Trade. If a settlement of the

difference is effected either by conciliation or by arbitration, a memorandum
of the terms thereof is required to be drawn up and signed by the parties

or their representatives, and a copy thereof ddivered to and kept oy the

Board of Trade.

Arbitration .—^The Arbitration Act, 1889, does not apply to the settlement

by arbitration of any difference or dispute to which the Conciliation Act,

1896, applies. Any arbitration proce^ings under the latter Act are to be

conducted in accordance with such of the provisions of that Act, or such of

the regulations of any conciliation board, or under such other rules and
regulations as may be mutually agreed ujK)n by the parties to the difference

or dispute.

CONFLICT OF LAWS.—Under this title are usually considered the

rules which regulate the rights and obligations of private individuals when
they are affected by the separate internal laws of distinct countries having

independent jurisdictions. The rules of this class which are observed by the

English Courts are a part of English law ; and in like manner, similar rules

in Scotland, France, Russia, or any other country, would be part of the

municipal’’ or internal law of either of those or any other country re-

spectively. These rules are also known under the title of Private Inter-

national Law
; but the objection to that title lies in the fact that international

law is a body of law to which states are subject, and consequently ‘‘private”

international law should mean a body of law more extensive than, and
superior to, the territorial limits of any one state, and one to which individual

members of a state are subject, in addition to the laws of their own state.

For this reason “ the law relating to the conflict of laws” is a more appro-

priate designation than is “ private international law
”

The circumstances under which the rules relating to the conflict of laws

come into operation are, in cases of disputes between individuals, incidental

to which are differences between the internal laws of various countries, which
internal laws disagree, not because the countries are in dispute one with the
other, but generally because the legislators of each country have taken the

internal situation solely into consideration, and have overlooked the existence

of the other countries. In questions relating to the conflict of laws, it is not
necessary that the particular countries in question should be foreign to eacli

other, in the sense that they are each under different independent sovereigns.

It is sufficient if they are distinct countries or areas, having each its own
peculiar law and jurisdiction. Thus, for example, the laws in Scotland,

England, India, Cape Colony, and Canada may be different from one another,

and yet each of these countries is a part of the same kingdom and empire.

So there may be a conflict between tne laws of the various United States

of America, and yet each of these States is a part of a supreme federation.

The rules have regard chiefly to contracts, rights and remedies, and to

marriages, divorces, wills, successions, and judgments. The principal rule

is that each civilised nation is to give efficacy to the laws of another country,
unless its own laws or the general principles of justice are thereby invaded.
On the basis of this rule the English courts will enforce any rights duly
acquired in any civilised country, provided its enforcement is not inconsistent
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with any English statute intended to neutralise this rule, or with the policy

of our law, or the maintenance of our institutions, or does not trespass upon
the authority of a foreign sovereign.

As to contracts.—Relating to land.—^^ITie general principle of the law

is, that the laws of the place where landed or “immovable” property is

situate exclusively govern, with regard to the rights of the parties, the modes
of transfer and the solemnities which should accompany them. This is

called the doctrine of the lex slim. If for example a contract relating to

land situate in France is in question, according to this doctrine the contract

will be governed by the law* of France ; and an English court w ill require

evidence of that law in order to decide any dispute in respect of that contract.

Thus the “capacity^ of the parties to the contract will be determined by
the law of France ; so also w ill the formalities required in a contract of that

nature—that it should be in writing, by deed, or a notarial act, according as

the law of France may be. The law of France does not recognise as valid

a transfer of freehold property according to the form of an English convey-

ance; accordingly the English courts would, consistently with that law, hold
a transfer of freeholds situate in France to be invalid if made in the English
form only.

Relating to movable'^ propertij .—Contracts relating to movable pro-

perty are governed, as a rule, by the lex loci contractus—the law' of the

place where the contract, or a material part thereof, is made. If the law
of that place forbids a certain contract to be made, or if the contract is void

on the ground of immorality, the contract would be void all over the world,

and no civilised country could be called upon to enforce it. Though the

law of the country where a contract is made, or is to be performed, furnishes

the rules for expounding the nature and extent of its obligations, yet the law

of the country where it is sought to enforce its performance governs all ques-

tions as to the remedy and mode of proceeding. In ambiguous contracts the

domicile of the parties, the place of execution, the purpose, and the various

provisions and expressions of the instrument, are all points material to be
considered in the construction of the contract. A deed in the Scotch form
made between parties, some of whom were domiciled in Scotland and othere

in England, was construed by the courts according to the Scotch law', so far

as it affected the Scotch parties, and according to the English law, so far as

it affected the English parties. Where a contract is made in one country,

to be performed wholly or partly in another country, the rule is, that the

law of the country where the contract is made governs as to the nature of

the obligation and the interpretation of it, if the parties to the contract are

either subjects of a power there ruling, or as temporary residents owe that

power a temporary allegiance—in either case they must be understood to

submit to the law there prevailing, and agree to its action on their contract.

A reference to foreign law' in any English contract would not incorporate

that law, but would only affect the interpretation of the contract.

Should the law of a foreign country in w hich a contract is made require

rc^stration thereof, the English courts w ill not regard the absence of com-
pliance with that requirement, unless the fomgn law' has made registration

essential to the validity of the contract. The English courts will not take

any notice of the revenue laws (those that impose stamp duties) of foreign
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states ; but if the foreign law renders a contract void unless stamped, that
contract cannot be sued upon in England. If a plaintiff sues in an English
court in respect of a foreign contract, he must suomit to the English laws of

limitation of actions; it is therefore conceivable that the claim may be
maintainable by an action in the foreign country, but baiTcd in Englfiuid by
the statutes of limitation. If a debt or liability arising in a foreign country
is discharged by the laws of that country, such discharge would be a com-
plete answer to an action in respect thereof in an English court. This
would not, however, be the case if the debt or liability arose in England, and
the discharge was effected under a foreign law, as for example by a dis-

charge under the banJcniptcy laws of the United States. But by special

statutory provisions, a discharge from any debt or liability in an English,

Irish, or Scotch bankruptcy is effectual throughout the British dominions.

Torts.—By this term is meant wrongs arising inde|KJiulently of contract.

A foreigner resident abroad may maintain an action in England for a libel

concerning him published here. An action may be brought in England in

respect of an assault or other tort committed by one English subject upon
another in a foreign country, provided the law of that country would itself

give compensation or damages in respect of such wrongs. But the English

courts will not enterbiin an action for damages for trespass to land in a
foreign country when the action is founded upon a disputed claim of title to

the land. Generally speaking, an action in respect of a tort committed in a
foreign country can only be brought in an English court if the action com-
plained of is wrongful both in the foreign country and at home.

Marriage.—The capacity of parties to a contract depends upon the law
of their domicile. In a contract of marriage this is a most imjwrtant point

in the consideration of its validity; and after that comes the question

whether the form of the celebration of the marriage w as sufficient. Formality
will be satisfied if the celebration is in accordance with the form lawful in the

country of the celebration, or in accordance with the English common law in

a country where there is no local form, or in accordance with the provisions

of the requirements of the Foreign Marriage Act, 1892.

Divorco.—The English courts have jurisdiction to entertain suits for

divorce, and to dissolve marriages, in all cases where the parties to the pro-

ceedings have a domicile in England at the time of the commencement thereof.

And even this domicile is not an essential if the parties submit to the jurisdic-

tion. In this connection it should be remembered that the domicile of the

wife is the same as that of the husband. The English courts do not recog-

nise the authority of a foreign tribunal, so far as regards the consequences m
England, to divorce English subjects mamed under English law^, unless the

parties were bond Jide domiciled within the jurisdiction of the tribunal at the

time the divorce was decreed, and there was no collusion. By the parties

merely staying within that jurisdiction for such a time as would render them
amenable to the foreign tribunal, for the sole purpose of founding a jurisdic-

tion, a bond fide domicile w ould not be acquired. The English courbt recog-

nise as valid the decree of a competent Christian tribunal dissolving a
marriage betw^een a domiciled native in the country where the tribunal na»

jurisdiction, and an Englishw'oman, when the divorce has not been obtained

through collusion or fraud. And this would be so, even if the marriage had
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been solemnised in England, and had been dissolved for a cause which would
not have been sufficient to obtain a divorce in England.

Wills and Succession.—In respect of realty, or immovables, it follows

from the rule that this class of property is governed by the law of the place

in which it is situate, that a will in order to pass real estate, and in order that

the deceased shall not be regarded by the English law as having died

intestate in respect thereof, must comply with the requirements of the local

law, and be executed in accordance therewith. As to movable property, it

is sufficient if the will is in accordance with the law of the place in which the
testator is domiciled at the time of its execution. And a subsequent change
of domicile will not recjuire the execution of a new' will. With regard to
wills of movables, the Wills Act, 1861, should be referred to; this is set

out in the article on WILLS. In the case of an intestacy, the deceased’s

real estate will descend to his heirs in accordance with the law of England,
or otherwise in accordance w ith the law of the place in which the property is

situate. But the personal estate will pass to those persons who are entitled

to it according to the law of the place of domicile of the deceased.

Oeuerally.—Crimes are local ; accordingly no country has any regard to
crimes committed outside its jurisdiction. But this doctrine of the “extra-
territoriality” of crime is, in England, excluded in cases of murder, man-
slaughter, bigamy, offences committed on a British ship on the high seas or
even in foreign tenntorial waters, and offences committed in any ship in

British territorial waters, lliough ships are movables, they are yet con-

sidered, for many purposes, as a part of British territory when on the high
seas. See MARRIAGE.

CONSANGUINITY is the term applied to relationship by blood, as

distinguished from AFFINITY, or relationship by marriage. Marriaige is

essential, however, to legal consanguinity, for without mamage no legal

relationship can be created, as in the case of a bastard. But marriage would
not be essential if considering the subject from the point of view of the legal

capacity of parties to a mamage—for a bastard can come within the pro-

hibited degrees equally with a person boni in lawful wedlock ; or from that

of the criminal and divorce law'—^for bastardy does not in itself prevent

incest. In addition to the question of legal capacity for marriage, con-

sanguinity is an essential element in the determination of questions of

descent, or succession to real property. Persons between whom there sub-

sists the relationship of consanguinity are also known as kin or kindred, and
they may be of two kinds—lineal or collateral. Lineal kindred exists where

the relationship is in a direct descending or ascending line, as that l^etween

grandfather, father, son, grandson; and collateral, where it subsists only

through the medium of a common ancestor, as in the case of first cousins

who have a mutual grandfather.

The degrees of collateral consanguinity are computed according to the

rules of the Canon Law', thase of affinity according to the Roman Law.
According to the Canon Law the reckoning begins at the common ancestor

and is carried downwards to the person whose degree of consanguinity it

is desired to ascertain, counting each generation as a degree. The degree

of consanguinity in which each of the parties stand to one another is the

degree in which they stand to the common ancestor, if they are removed
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from the common ancestor by the same number of degrees ; if they are not,

their degree is that in which the more remote of them stands to the common
ancestor. Two brothers would according to this be related in the first

degree, for only one can be counted from the father of each of them.

Uncle and nephew would be related in the second degree, for the nephew

is two degrees removed from the common ancestor—namely, his own
grandfather.

In the above cases, if the computation were one to ascertain degrees of

affinity, for the purpose of discovering the next-of-kin amongst whom an

intestate's personal estate is to he distributed, it would be made according

to the Roman Law, and the results would be different. Thus, the uncle and
his nephew would be placed in the third degree of consanguinity, for by the

Roman Law all degrees are counted upwards from one given person to the

common ancestor, and downwards from that common ancestor to the person

whose degree of relationship to the first person it is the object to establish.

By this calculation the nephew is two degrees to his grandfather, and one
more from his grandfather to his uncle.

CONSIONOIENT NOTE.—This is the name applied in commercial

practice to at least two different documents, though each of these have

sufficiently the same object in common to make the term equally applicable

in both cases. The first is a letter written to the merchant or manufacturer

from whom goods have been ordered, and which the purchaser has been
advised are ready for delivery. The object of the letter is to give the vendor
instructions to whom, where, and how the goods should be sent.

Of more practical importance are the consignment notes by which goods
are forwarded a general carrier, such as a railway company. Such a con-

signment note IS a document written or filled up by the sender of goods,

giving particulars of the packages and their destination. When dealing

with goods of a very ordinary character— those having no exceptional

fragility, value, or danger—there is not usually any requirement on the

part of the carrier that any particular form should be used. But printed

forms may always be obtainea, and their use is a convenience both to the
sender and the carrier. When, however, the goods are of particular value,

coming within the limits of liability imposed upon carriers by Act of Parlia-

ment, or are of a character specially dangerous, or liable to damage, the
carrier requires them to be forwarded with a special consignment note.

'Ihese special notes may vary according to the nature of the goods being
forward^, and usually contain declarations made by the sender appropriate
to the circumstances of the case and, as in the instances of inflammable
liquids or explosives, in accordance with the requirements of special statutes.

Consignment notes would also be of a special nature where the goods for-

warded are not properly protected by packing, when the sender, in considera-

tion of that fact, and of the consequent saving to him of the cost of packing,
and of the reduced weight of the consignment, agrees to relieve the carrier

for all liability for loss or injury thereto, except upon proof that such loss

or injury has arisen from wilful misconduct on the part of the carrier's

servants.

When the goods have arrived at their destination, the carrier sends, when
necessary, an advice thereof to the consignee, and asks for instructions as
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to thehr removal as soon as possible. The advice also gives notice as to when
and how the carriage is to be paid, and that any objections as to weights or

charges must be made within three days from the date thereof ;
also that, so

long as the goods remain in the possession of the carrier, the latter will hold

them, not as a carrier, but as a warehouseman, subject to the usual warehouse

or wharfage charges. This document is known as an Advice of Goods, but

it is not sent out in cases where the carrier makes delivery of the goods to a
specified address. On the back of both the consignment note and the advice

of goods, €is used by railway companies, there usually appears the terms and
conditions upon which the goods are carried. Though in detail these terms

and conditions may vary with different companies, yet in substance they are

very much the same. We will now set out some general conditions of

carriage which may be usefully referred to in connection with the article

on CARRIERS.

1. The Company will not be liable for loss or injury done to any goods, matters,

or things described in the Carriers Act, 1830, unless the particular articles and
the value thereof be declared, and an increased charge over and above the charge
for carriage be paid as compensation for the risk incurred.

2. In respect of any animals, luggage, or goods booked through by them or

their agents for conveyance partly by railway and partly by sea, or partly by
canal and partly by sea, the Company shall be exempted from liability for any
loss, damage, or delay which may arise during the carriage of any such animals,

luggage, or goods by sea, from the act of God, the King’s enemies, fire, accidents

from machinery, boilers, and steam, and all and every other dangers and accidents

of the seas, rivers, and navigation, of whatever nature and kind soever, in the

same manner as if the Company had signed and delivered to the consignor a bill

of lading containing such conditions.

3. No claim in respect of goods for loss or damage during the transit for

which the Company may be liable, will be allowed unless the same be made in

writing within three days after delivery of the goods in respect of which the
claim is made, such delivery to be considered complete at the termination of the

transit as specified in the next condition.

4. The transit shall in no case extend beyond (a) the time when goods carted

by the Company are unloaded or tendered at the address to which they are con-

signed ;
or (b) the expiration of twenty-four hours after notice of aiTival of the

goods, posted by the Company, is due for delivery to the consignee in the ordinary

course of post, or notice of arrival is given to him personally, or delivered at his

address.

5. After the termination of the transits as defined in Condition i, the Com-
pany will thenceforth and subject to these conditions hold the goods as w^are-

housemen, subject to the usual charges.

6. After the termination of the transit goods carried or conveyed by the

Company will be subject, in addition to the charge for carriage, to further charges

for demurrage of 3s. per truck per day, and Is. per sheet per day, or in the case

of such goods as are unloaded from the truck, to reasonable charges for rent or

services performed, until they are removed from the Company’s premises
; and

similar charges will be made with respect to goods the delivery of which cannot

be effected by the Company, in consequence of incon'ect or insufficient address.

Provided that no such charges shall be made if the Company have not given
proper opportunity for the removal of the goods or the discharge of the truck.

When specially constructed trucks ai'e used, 6^8. per ti'uck per day demurrage will
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be charged on trucks constructed to carry fifteen tons and under twenty tons ; 128.

per truck per day on trucksTcapable of carrying twenty tons and under thirty tons

;

and 20s. per truck per day on trucks capable of carrying thirty tons and a^ve.
7. Consignors o^ering trucks, and failing to load and order them away within

twenty-four hours after such trucks shall be ready for loading at the station

or siding to which they were ordered, will be subject to charges of 38. per truck

per day, and la per sheet per day, for demurrage, for every day, or fraction of a
day, they shall be detained after the expiration of such twenty-four hours. When
specially constructed trucks are order^, 6s. per truck per day demurrage will be
charged on trucks constructed to carry fifteen tons and under twenty tons; 12a
per truck per day on trucks capable of carrying twenty tons and under thirty tons

;

and 208. per truck per day on trucks capable of carrying thirty tons and above.

8. All goods delivered to the Company will be received and held by them,

subject to a lien for money due to them for the carriage of and other charges

upon such goods, and also to a general lien for any other moneys due to them
from the owners of such goods, upon any account ; and in case any such lien is not

satisfied within a imsonable time from the date upon which the Company first

gave notice to the owners of the goods of the exercise of the same, the goods may
be sold by the Company by auction or otherwise, and the proceeds of the sale

applied to the satisfaction of every such lien and expenses.

9. All perishable articles refused by the consignee, or at the place to which
they are consigned, or consigned to a place not known by the Company’s agents

or servants, or insufficiently addressed, or not paid for and biken away within a
reasonable time after arrival, if addressed to be kept till called for, may be forth-

with sold by auction or otherwise, without any notice to sender or consignee ;
and

payment or tender of the net proceeds of any such sale, after deduction of freight

ch^ges and expenses, shall be accepted as equivalent to delivery.

10. The Company will not be liable for any loss of market.
11. The Company will not be liable for any indirect or consequential damages

in respect of goods lost, injured, or delayed.

12. The Company will not be liable for any loss of or damage to, or delay of

goods, resulting from their being not properly protected by packing.

13. The Company will not be liable for any loss of or damage to, or delay of

goods, resulting from their being not properly or not sufficiently addressed.

14. The Company will not be liable if goods are lost, injured, or delayed,

owing to a defect in a waggon not belonging to or provided by the Company, unless

such defect arose from the neglect or default of the Company or their servants,

or unless the Company or their servants were guilty of negligence in not
discovering such defect.

15. In respect of goods consigned to places beyond the limits of the Company’s
free delivery, the responsibility of the Company will cease when such goods have
been delivered over to another carrier in the usual course for delivery.

16. In all cases where the Company’s charges are not prepaid, the goods are

accepted for carriage only upon the condition that the sender remains liable for the
payment of the amount due to the Company for the carriage of such goods, with-
out prejudice to the Company’s rights, if any, against the consignee or any other
person.

17. In respect of traffic of every description which loses weight in transit,

through drainage, evaporation, or any cause beyond the Company’s control,

carriage shall be paid upon the weight ascertained at the sending station.

OONSIONMENTS.—When goods are forwarded to a merchant or broker
for sale on behalf of a principal they are said to be forwarded on consign*
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ment. The principal forwarding the goods is called the consignor,’’ and
the merchant to whom they are sent the consignee.” A delivery of goods

sold direct to the purchaser would not be a delivery on consignment ; in-

deed, speaking in accordance with mercantile usage, they would not even be
a consignment. This word—and often the word ‘‘ adventure ” also—is used

very generally as an equivalent to the name of the goods themselves ; ten

bales of cotton could be called a consignment of ten bales.” The usual

instances of consignments are those of imported goods from a consignor

abroad, the opposite form of consignment—that of export—being rarely

resorted to unless the merchant at home finds it impossible to obtain a

market for his goods otherwise, for export consignments invariably result

in a loss to the consignor. The law on the subject of consignments will be

found in the article on FACTORS.
Whether the consignment is one of importation or exportation it is

always accompanied by an invoice, known as a consignment invoice, directed

to the consignee. This invoice, except as to its heading, is practically the

same in form as a loco” invoice, but is really only a pro forma invoice for

the purpose of satisfying the requirements of the customs, and of serving as

a guide for the sale of the goods. The invoice does not purport to charge

the consignee with the price of the goods, nor does the consignor debit

him therewith. Particulars of these INVOICES will be found under that

heading.

The consignee having received the invoice and the bill of lading, proceeds

to obtain a DELIVERY ORDER from the shipping agents wherewith he
can get possession of the goods. His duty is then, after payment of all

liabilities in respect thereof, to sell the consignment either by private sale or

E
ublic auction at the highest price he can obtain. The sale being effected,

e must prepare and forward to the consignor a statement of account known
as an Account-Sales, in which he will credit the consignor with the price

obtained for the consignment, and debit him with all the proper payments he
may have made in respect thereof, and with the brokerage and commission.

Whilst an invoice is an account of goods bought, an account-sales is con-

versely an account of goods sold. The balance, which in the case of a
consignment is called the net proceeds,” is then debited or credited to the

consignor according to the result of the transaction. This balance is either

settled for in a bill attached to the account-sales, or where there is a running

account between the parties it is entered into the account. Where specific

advances have been made to the consignor in respect of the consignment, or

amounts due upon several consignments are settled for at stated intervals, it

is usual to append to the account-sales, or to forwaixl at certain periods, a
summary statement known as an AccOUnt-Current, for a form of which see

STATEMENT OP ACCOUNT.
Insurable interest .—A consimee, having possession and a lien upon the

consignment for advances or otherwise, may insure it in his own name gene-

without specifying his interest therein, unless the policy contains a
provision to the contrary. His insurable interest is limited, however, to the

amount of the loss he may sustain by the destruction of the goods ; it does

not necessarily extend to the full value of the goods.
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Example qf an Account-Sales.

ACCOUNT-SALES of 60 casks Lard, per Amabel, Captain Richards, from
Boston, received by us and sold on account of Messrs. Johnson, Burt &, Co., of

Chicago.

ICatIol
Noa, of
Cases.

1

Per Cwt.n 8, A

CwU Qrs. Lbs.

A. J. R 1/30 30 casks fine lard, gross 90 0 0
Draft 0 I 2
Tare H 2 26 15 0 0

75 0 0 40s. 160 0 0

B. J.B. 1/30 30 casks inferior, gross 90 0 0
Draft 0 1 2

Tare U 2 26 15 0 0
i

Charges,

Insarance £300, % 208. per cent.,

76 0 0

1

37s. Gd. 140 0 0

JL 8. d. 290 0
1

0

policy 2s 3 2 0
Freight as per Bill of Lading 11 0 6
Customs entry and stamp.s ,

Discharging, weighing, housing,
0 12 0

co<)pering, sampling, and rent . 8 10 0
I

Sale ex}>enses and advertising 2 0 0
Fire Insurance 0 12 0
Brokerage on £290 @1% 2 18 0 i

Commission on £290 @ 2^% . .
, 7 5 0 35 19 6

i

254 0 6
Less discount 2^% on £290, Os. Od. 7 5 0

E. k 0. E.

£246
1

15 6

London, 19th June 1910. '

Arthur Broadbridge k Co.
t

It will be noticed in the above account-sales that a broker receives a
brokerage, as well as the consignee a commission. It is the broker who
handles the goods, conducts the sale, or otherwise disposes of the goods, and
upon the anival of the consignment reports to the consignee on the state and
prospects of the market. The quantity of goods accounted for in the account-
sales must be the same as the invoice, and in both documents the marks,
numbers, and particulars of the different packages should be specified. If the
quantity of goods should be less than that stated in the invoice, whether
tWough damage at sea, through waste, or any other cause, the extent of the
deficiency should be explicitly stated. It is usual for merchants to have their
account-sales printed in a common form with the items of the charges already
enumerated which are incidental to the particular trade. 'The broker him-
self renders an account-sales to the merchant instructing him, and in this
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statement is contained the result of the sale and the proceeds of samples, and
particulars of his brokerage, the sale expenses, and of the time for payment
Dy the purcheisers. It is from chis broker’s statement that the consignee

makes out the full account-sales for the consignor.

In the above and other accounts-sales there is generally some technical

expression used, of which the meaning is not very apparent to the uninitiated

reader. Most of these expressions are explained elsewhere in this work, but
a few may be conveniently referred to here. Cooperage is the cost of making,
repairing, or opening barrels or casks. Customs entry is the charge made by
the merchant for making an “ entry ” at the customs with a view to obtain-

ing delivery, an operation which necessitates the filling up and delivery of

certain prescribed forms, the production of the invoice, bill of lading, and
other documents relating to tne goods, and in some cases the payment of

dut^. Draft is an allowance made to the purchaser of the goods, and it

vanes according to custom in various trades. Its object is to ensure his

receiving as nearly an absolutely full w^eight as possible ; diii; and even the

turn of the scales coming within the reason of this allowance. Generally it

is but a very insignificant allowance, but in the case of certain goods such as

tobacco, it becomes to the purchaser an appreciable advantage. E, ^ O. E.
is a very common form on invoices, accounts-sales, and other like documents

;

it means “Errors and omissions excepted,” and is intended to provide for

slight mistakes. Garbling is a charge which is made for going through the

consignment, sorting it, and taking out such parts of it as may be damaged.
This work is usually only miule the subject of a charge where the special

nature of particular goods makes it a serious task and necessitates a supply of
new packages. When the charge of hank commission appears in an account-

sales it means that money in hand relating to the consignment has been

lying upon deposit at a bank, and that this charge was made by the bank to

the consignee when he withdrew it in order to remit. In connection with

this charge it will be usually found that the consignee does not credit his

principal wdth the interest he has been meanwhile receiving in respect of that

same deposit.

CONSPIRACY is a criminal offence which consists of the intention and
agreement of two or more persons to do an tinlaicfnl act, or to do a /nrc/l/Zact

by unlawful means. When two or more j)ersons agree to carry the intention

into effect the very plot has been said to be the act itself, and the act of each

of the parties promise against promise, capable of being enforced by the law^

if lawful, but punishable by the law if for a criminal object or the use of

criminal means. The whole subject of conspiracy is too extensive and
technical to permit of any adequate attempt at its exposition within the

limits of this work. It may be useful, however, to give a few examples of

the offence.

Where A. and B., in concert’with each other, falselypretended to C. that a
horse which they had for sale had been the property of a lady deceased, and

was then the projierty of her sister, and was not then the property of any

horsedealer, and that the horse was quiet to ride and drive, and by these

inducements induced C. to purchase the horse, they were found guilty of con-

spiracy, although the money was obtained through the medium of a contract

To get money out of a man by conspiring to charge him with a false fact is a
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conspiracy, whether the fact charged is criminal or not in itself. In one case

where certain brokers agreed together, before a sale by auction, that one only

of them should bid for each article sold, and that all articles thus bought by
any of them should be sold again among themselves at a fair price, and the

difference between the auction price and the fair price divided among them,

these facts were held to constitute a conspiracy for which the bi*okers could

be indicted. A mock auction with sham bidders, who pretend to be real

bidders, for the purpose of selling goods at prices grossly above their worth,

is an offence at common law
; any persons aiding and abetting such a pro-

ceeding may be indicted for a conspiracy w'ith intent to defraud. So also

may it be a conspiracy to obtain goods without the intention of paying for

them, as where A. obtained goods on credit at B.^s suggestion, in order that

A. might sell them to B. below their value, B. aiding A. as a referee, and
giving him a character. And in like manner where A. bribes B., who is C.’s

servant, to sell to him the employer'*s goods at less than their authorised

price; or whei*e traders dispose of their goods in contemplation of bank-
ruptcy, with intent to defraud the creditors. And see RESTRAINT OF
TRADE, and RIGGING THE MARKET.

CONSULAR INVOICE.— When exporting goods to certain foreign

countries, such as the United States ,of America, Portugal, Chili, Brazil, and
other South American countries, it is necessary for the exporting merchant to

make out an invoice of the goods in a prescribe form, and make a declaration

before the local consul for the country to which they are to he exported. In

the case of exports to the United States, this consular invoice is not required

where the invoice price of the goods does not exceed £20, The consular invoice

has on one side the declaration, and on the other side the invoice of the goods.

The object of this formality is to ensure the observance by importers of the

laws of the country to which the goods are forwarded, and especially in regard

to duties payable upon imported goods, and to the latter being duly described,

priced, and marked with the name of the place of their origin and manu-
facture. The invoice is usually made out in triplicate ; but where the goods
are to be forwarded in bond from the port of entry to some other port in the

same country, it is quadruplicated. Of these three (or four) copies, the

original is retained by the consul, and the triplicate sent by him to the

customs’ authorities at the port of entry, whilst the duplicate is handed back,

certificated by the consul, to the exporting merchant. If the circumstances

of the case require a fourth copy, this is also returned to the merchant. The
latter having complied with all the formalities, forwards to the consignee at

the port of entry a copy of the consular invoice, so that he may obtain
delivery of the goods, or, when such is the case, see to their being sent on in

bond to the other port.

The different countries have different forms of consular invoices, but
sj^king generally, the requirements common to all would be as follows.

The invoice must be signed by the exporting merchant himself, or by a

r;ner in a firm. The packages in which the goods are contained must
marked ^‘Made in Great Britain,” and with a general description of

the nature of their contents. The invoice must contein, in detail, specific

references to the different packages, and must disclose exactly the nature,

quantities, and prices of their resp^ive contents. Care should be taken
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that the invoice contains
;
(a) A true and full statement of the time when,

the place where, and the person from whom the goods were purchased ; the

actual cost thereof, the price actually paid or to be paid therefor, and all

charges thereon. (6) A true and full statement of all discounts, bounties,

or drawbacks which have actually been allowed in respect of the goods. A
confirmation of the invoice will be required in the declaration, and under

that form the exporter will be required to declare the place at which the

goods were manufactured ; that no different invoice thereof has been or will

be furnished to any one ; and that the currency in which the invoice is made
out is that which was actually paid or is to be paid for the goods. The
consul, before certificating the invoice, satisfies himself that the actual

marked value or wholesale price of the goods described in the invoice is the

same as that obtaining in the principal markets of the country at the time

of exportation. He will also, if he tninks it necessary, make a special com-
munication to his home authorities about the goods, the subject of the

invoice, as to their price or generally as ma}^ seem prof)er.

CONSULS.—^I'he defence and protection of British interests in foreign

countries are confided to two classes of agents—diplomatic agents and con-

suls—between which international law draws a very strict line of demarcatioru

The first class are, in effect, the political agents of a goveniment—the inter-

mediaries of sovereigns. Consuls, on the contrary, are authorised admini-
strative agents. Their mission is limited to the private commercial interest

of their states
;

political negotiations, the transactions of one government
with another, are outside their province altogether. They do not deal with

the supreme authorities of the place of their residence, only with the

secondary. Their place of residence has no reference to political considera-

tions; it is arbitrarily fixed according to the necessities of commerce. Their
appointment is by commission from the Crown, and their title to reside in

the foreign country is contained in an exequatur

;

a gracious concession of

the territorial authority, the refusal of which does not necessarily affect

international relations.

There is a very vague appreciation on the part of merchants, as well as

the general public, of the precise position and functions of a consul. One
merchant will write asking many questions of a general commercial nature;

another will outline a proposed trading speculation and request a reply as to

the probability of its success ; another will ask if the consul will guarantee

the honesty of Mr. So and So, a local resident ; another will desire the consul

to push, or to take a share in, or to provide capital for a commercial specula-

tion. But a consul is not, as such, a trade protection society, nor a financial

agent, nor a commission agent in hardware or fancy goo<ls. Nor is he a

S

fuide and interpreter for every Englishman who may happen to be in his

ocality, nor an official whose duty it is to cash cheques for strangers merely

because they call themselves English. When, however, he is also engaged in

certain classes of business, such as that of a banker, there is no doubt that

his position as consul works very advantageously with his business. It is

difficult to state with precision what exactly are the position and functions of

a consul. In the interests of the country he represents, it is better for him
to have an extended than a limited idea of them. Whatever tends to the

general commercial advantage of his country may be taken as lying within
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his province. When he is engaged in trade he is an unsalaried official

;

consuls with salaries are not allowed to trade. But some of the most im-

portant of our consuls abroad are traders, and without salary ; the position

being itself an honour. In most Mohammedan and Oriental countries the

consuls possess, in addition to their usual consular powers, a judicial juris-

diction in matters in which British subjects are concerned, and also a

diplomatic or quasi-diplomatic character. This branch of the consular

service is a very popular and important one, it being entered by a young
man, after examination, as a “student interpreter.'’ In foreign countries

generally, consuls have a special authority to celebrate marriages by virtue

of the Foreign Marriages Act [see FOREIGN MARRIAGES], and they have
also power to administer oaths and to act as notaries public. Any affidavit

or declaration purporting to have been sworn or declared before a consular

agent will be accepted in any court of the United Kingdom, in the same
manner as would a similar document vouched by a lawful authority at home.
The consular service is divided into several grades, from that of consul-general

downwards, and it has a table of precedency and rank relative to that of the
naval and military services. A pro-consul is an official subordinate to a
consul, and having no independent authority, nor any security of office. The
precedency of the service is as follows :

—

Agents and Consuls-General,Com- ) mnk with,

missioners and Consuls-General
J
but after,

Consuls-General ... „

Consuls . • f • • ^

Vice-Consuls • • • • ^

Consular Agents . • • ,,

I

Major-Generals, Rear-Admirals.

Brigadiers, Commodores.
( Colonels,

J Captains R.N., of three yeari/

j
standing

;

V hd before all other captains R,N.

{

Majors,
Lieutenants R.N.,of eight years*

standing.

{

Captains in the army.
Lieutenants R.N., of less than

eight years’ standing.

A consul, in order to effectively perform his duties, should be acquainted
with the laws and practices relating to the trade of Great Britain with foreign

countries ; and also with the language, laws, and the conditions and state of

the trade of the country in which he resides. While using every fair means
to protect and promote British trade, he must do his best to prevent British

subjects from carrying on an illicit trade in violation of the laws and revenues

of Great Britain, as well as those of the foreign country with which he is

concerned. Notice of such illicit trading should be given to his own govern-
ment. He must also advise and assist his Majesty’s trading subjects,

promote goodwill among them, and conciliate as much as possible the

subjects of the two countries in all differences which may come under his

cognisance. On him lies the duty of upholding the personal and property
rights of British subjects, and when redress for grievances cannot be obtainea
from the local authorities the case should be placed in the hands of the
British minister at the court of the country in which he resides. He is
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required to furnish to the home government, at the end of every year, a
return of the trade carried on at the different ports within his consulate, and
his reports should contain remarks and information upon the local trade

and state of the markets. These reports are of exceptional value to the

British merchant, giving as they do every information possible about the

treide of the different foreign countries. In particular they mention the

goods for which there is a probable market, and they also give full accounts

of the possible development of those countries’ natural, mineral, and com-
mercial resources. To distressed British seamen, or other British subjects

thrown upon the coeist, or reaching any place within his consulate, the British

consul is required to afford relief, and, if possible, to find means for their

return to England. Whether salaried or unsalaried, a consul is entitled to

charge fees in respect of many of the duties of his office, these fees being fre-

quently referred to under the name of consulage. And see APPENDIX.
CONTAaiOUS DISEASES.—In this article the diseases of animals

only will be dealt with ; those of mankind will be the subject of the article

entitled INFECTIOUS DISEASES. The law and regulations on this subject

are now contained in the Diseases of Animals Act, 1894, and in the orders of

the Board of Agriculture and of the local authorities made thereunder. The
object of the Act is the prevention of the spread of contagious diseases

amongst animals, and its operation extends to Scotland, as also to Ireland.

Persons who have charge of diseased animals must keep them separate, and
give notice of the fact. Any cowshed, field, or other place may be declared

by the Board of Agriculture to be a place infected with cattle plague, as also

may any area of the country containing such an infected place. If the case

of disease is one of pleuro-pneumonia, or foot and mouth disease, the place

may be declared by a local authority, such as a town council, as well as by
the board, to be an infected place; and in respect to diseases other than
these three, the power of such a declaration lies solely with the board. Ex-
cept under certain prescribed conditions, cattle are not allowed to be moved
into, within, or out of a place or area infected with pleuro-pneumonia or

foot and mouth disease ; and strangers may be excluded from the infected

E
lace or area by the person in charge of the animals. A stranger, or person not
aving by law a right of entry or way, is thereupon prevented from entering

the place. Provision may be made by the board for the slaughter of animals
suffering, or suspected to be suffering, from diseases such as plague, pleuro-

pneumonia, foot and mouth disease, and swine fever, and for payment ofcom-
pensation, and regulating the exposure for sale and the transit oi such animals,

and requiring due cleansing and disinfection, and prohibiting or regulating

the importation of animals from abroad, and their movements into, within,

and out of specified ports. The local police are empowered to enforce the

execution of the provisions of the Act, and inspectors are appointed there-

under in order to see that pei'soiis in charge of animals comply with all the
regulations for the time being in force. The police have full authority to

do all things necessary to enforce the law ; they may freely enter suspected

premises ; arrest offenders or suspected offenders without warrant ; ana stop,

examine, and deal with, as may seem proper, any suspected animals, or con-

veyance in which they may be.

Penalties are imposed by the Act in respect of any contravention ot its
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provisions, and those penalties, which in some cases amount to so much as

^0 for each oflFence, are recoverable in summary proceedings before ma^;is«

trates, and in default of their payment, and in case of an insufficient yield

by a distress therefor, the offender may be imprisoned without hard laixiur.

On a second or subsequent conviction, within twelve months, the offender

may be imprisoned for one month with hard labour in lieu of a fine. In

respect of some offences the imprisonment may be for two months. Beyond
the above short enumeration of some of the requirements of the Act, the

limits of this work pi*event a complete list and description of the various

K
ssible offences. They are seventeen in number. Persons, therefore, who
ve to deal with animals, and in whose charge they ever come, would be

wise if they provided themselves with a copy of the Act and of the orders and
regulations made thereunder. These may all be obtained from the King’s

printers for a few pence, and information as to the provisions on the subject

made by the local authorities can always be obtained from the local police.

The local authority is not alone entitled to take proceedings under the Act

;

any private person who becomes aware of an offence being committed may
initiate proceedings. It is not necessary to prove that the owner or person

in charge of the animals had a knowledge of tneir suffering from a contagious

disease; the presumption is that he had such a knowledge, and his only

defence on this ground would be conclusive evidence that he had not that

knowledge, and could not with reasonable diligence have obtained it. In

the same way, if the offence charged is that of not duly cleansing or disin-

fecting, it will lie upon the person charged to rebut the accusation by himself

proving the due cleansing and disinfection. The certificate of a veterinary

inspector will also be conclusive evidence against him of the matter certifiea.

If, however, any person is dissatisfied with the decision of the magistrates,

he may impeal to Quarter Sessions. See ANIMALS.
CONTEMPT OF COUKT is a wilful disobedience of the rules, ordei*s, or

process of a court of law, or a disturbance of or interference with its pro-

ceedings. Contempts by resistance to the process of a court, such as the

refusal of a sheriff to return a writ, or wilful disobedience of a rule or order,

such as the non-payment of money, or the non-execution of a deed ; or

interference with the proceedings of a court, such as a comment upon an
action pending which is calculated to pervert the course of justice, are

punishaole by attachment. But contempts committed in the presence of a
court of record, such as a wilful obstruction of the proceedings, or insolent

conduct or demeanour, may 1^ punished by the juage forthwith either by
fining the offender or committing him to prison.

Disobedience of an order of Court is perhaps the most common form of
contempt, arising most frequently where a party is ordered under the
DEBTORS ACT {q.v.) to pay a debt, or is ordered to pay over money
which he holds as a trustee, or to execute a deed of conveyance in an action

for specific performance of a contract for sale. This power of attachment
is necessarily inherent in a superior court of law,' for otherwise it would
often be impossible for the judgments or orders of the Court to be
enforced.

Contempt in the form of comment by third parties upon a pending
action is not by any means unknown in tnese days of personal joumallsmi
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though the cases that have been brought before the courts have not been
very numerous. Contempt of this nature goes perilously near an infraction

of the criminal law, it being an indictable offence to write and publish any-

thing which is calculated to pervert the course of justice ; only recently an
editor and his reporter were each imprisoned for publishing the results of

their independent investigations into a crime the trial of which was at the

time pending, and which publications were held to inflame and prejudice the

K
ublic against the accused. But to return to civil contempt, it has been
lid down by Lord Hardwicke that even if there is no misrepresentation of

facts, and the Court is spoken of with great respect, such a colourable com-
ment will not impose upon the Court. There cannot be anything of greater

consequence than to keep the streams of justice clear and pure, so that

parties may proceed with their action with safety both to themselves and
their characters. It is accordingly a contempt of court to abuse parties

who are concerned in j^ending actions, or generally to prejudice the public

against them before the action is heard. Lord Rom illy has adverted to this

subject in the following terms :

—

“ The principle is quite established in all these cases that no person must
do anything witn a view to pervert the sources of justice or the proper flow

of justice ; in fact, they ought not to make any publications, or to write

anything, which would induce the Court, or which might possibly induce the

Court or the jury, the tribunal that will have to try the matter, to come to

any conclusion other than that which is to be derived from the evidence in the

cause between the parties ; and certainly they ought not to prejudice the minds
of the public beforeliand by mentioning circumstances relating to the case.’’

CONTRABAND.—This word, in its most extensive signification, com-
prises all commerce carried on against the laws of a state ; but it is applied

more particularly to contraventions of revenue laws which prohibit or

restrict the importation of foreign merchandise. Such a particular contra-

vention is popularly called smuggling ; the name contraband is applied,

however, to merchandise itself when made the subject of SMUGGLING
Up to so recent a period as the last genei^ation, the practice of

smuggling was one very universally approved by the popular mind, not-

withstanding the existence of the personal danger by which it was attended,

and the fact that the law constituted it an offence punishable most severely.

The reason for this sympathetic view probably lay in the fact that the

general public had an instinctive dislike to governmental interference with,

and restriction of trade, and had moreover a more or less ignorant prejudice

against taxation—especially when it was levied directly upon commodities

for the most part used as food. To-day, however, public sentiment has

changed, and this change, together with the remarkable vigilance of the

customs authorities, has practically put an end to smuggling as a form of

trade in itself. But there still exists the occasional amateur smuggler, the

child of modern facility for foreign travel, who never feels that his foreign

journey has been a conqilete success unless he has smuggled, or attempted

to smuggle, a few unsmokable cigare, or other ai ticles of a similar character.

See CUSTOMS.
We will now set out a list of commodities, of which tlie importation Is pro-

llibitod or rostrictod, and which therefore come within the definition of contra

I. V
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band when dealt with against the provisions of the law. The following are

absolutely prohibited from being imported :

—

Books, which were first composed,
written, or printed in the United Kingdom, in which copyright subsists, and
which have been printed or reprinted in any other country. The proprietor of a
copyright, who fears the importation of foreign reprints, should give written notice

of his proprietorship to the Commissioners of Customs, and stating the date when
the copyright will expire. The importation of books, the copyright of any of

which is protected under the International Copyright Act, 1886, is also prohibited.

And coming under the head of books are copyright musical songs or pieces, foreign

reprints of which are often imported through the post-office, bound up or enclo^
with non-copyright compositions. Repetitions, copies, or imitations of copyright
paintings, drawings, or photographs are included in the prohibition. Clocks and
watcJiee, or any otJier article of metal impressed with any mark or stamp repre-

senting or in imitation of any legal British assay, mark, or stamp, or purporting
by marks or appearance to have been manufactured in the United Kingdom, may
not be imported. Coin, false money, or counterfeit sterling

;
also silver coin of the

realm, not being of the established standard in weight or fineness, are prohibited.

Except coins coined in any foreign country and carried on the person, or in the
baggage of passengers, so long as the quantity so carried does not, in the judgment
of a customs officer, exceed the reasonable requirements of an individual; but there

is no restriction at all upon the importation of foreign gold and silver coins. Coin
in imitation of, or beaiing a resemblance to British coin, may not be imported, except

for the purposes of knowledge or art, or any exhibition or collection, or for any lawful

purpose. Coffee, chicory, tea, or tobacco, in essence, extract, or concentrated form, or

any admixture thereof. Under this rule, essence of coffee and milk is prohibited

;

and also coffee seeds, unless they contain germs, and are intended for use as seed

only. Indecent or obscene prints, paintings, photographs, books, cards, lithogi-aphic

or other engravings, or any other indecent or obscene articles, are kept out of the

country. Match-boxes are specially looked for by the customs officers. Infected

ccdtle, sheep, or other animals, or the carcases or parts thereof, are prohibited

;

and so also are tobacco statics, snuff-work, tobacco stalk flour, or tobacco cut and
compressed by mechanical or other means. Foreign jmsm-made goods, and goods

made or produced wholly or in part in any foreign gaol, house of coirection, or

penitentiary, may not enter the country unless such goods are of a description not
manufactured in the United Kingdom, or are merely in course of ti^ansit, or are

not imported for the purposes of trade. Nitro-glycrrine may only be imported

under the conditions specified in the Explosives Acts. The Merchandise Marks
Act, and the Margarine Act, also prohibit the impoitation of goods where the

marking thereof is illegal and in contravention of those Acts, Spirits, wine,

tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, and snuff are also prohibited, except subject to elaborate

restrictions interesting to the wholesale importer only. Fictitious postage stamps,

and any die, plate, instrument, or materials for their manufacture, VAy not be
import^ ; nor even studs (unless approved by the Customs officials) which bear a
representation of a postage stamp. Lotteries : any adveitisement or other notice

of, or relating to, the drawing of any lottery, which is sent for the purpose of

publication in the United Kingdom, in contravention of the Lotteries Act, 1836 ,

or any other Act relating to foreign lotteries, will be confiscated.

Prohibitions and restrictions on exportation.— must be ex-

ported according to the conditions contained in the Explosives Act ; and salmon,

in compliance with the Salmon Fishery Acts for the time being in force. British

or Iri^ spirits cannot be dealt with in cask of less capacity than nine gall<ms

each.; and tobacco may be exported from only certain specified places. Arms,
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ammunition^ gunpowder, military and naval stores, guns, fowling pieces, and gun-
stocks, require generally an entry before shipment, and inquiry should be made as

to the prohibitions and restrictions on their exportation for the time being.

Penalty for a breach is £100, and forfeiture.

Leaving contraband of revenue, some notice should be taken of that form
of contraband a subject of international law and known as contraband of
war. Under this denomination may be classed in general all those things

which serve a particular purpose in warfare, and which may be used directly

in attack or defence. The conveyance by a neutral of such things to one of

the belligerents in a war is regarded as an illicit act. It is the general

custom, at the commencement of a war, for both the belligerents and the

neutrals to declare what commodities will be regarded as contraband of war.

Thei*e is a great divergence of opinion between the different states with
regard to the classification of articles as contraband or otherwise ; so great is

this divergence that it is impossible to determine with precision, and as a

general rule of law, what goods the traffic in which should be absolutely

restricted in time of war. With regard to arms, munitions of war, and in

fact all the articles of military pyrotechnic, there is no difficulty—these are

always and under all circumstances prohibited and considered to be contra-

band, Steamei*s and steam-engines are also generally prohibited ; but coal

not always, or by all states. But it is a general opinion amongst interna-

tional lawyers that such commodities as corn and other alimentary goods

arc not properly the subject of contraband, prohibition of their conveyance

being enforced only in cases of blockade and in respect to places blockaded.

Troops arc in the same category as munitions of war, and consequently a
neutral may not transport soldiers, marines, sailors, or others, in order that

they may form the forces of a belligerent; and with very good reason a
neutral may not carry despatches or messages for a belligercnt. In respect

to unmanufactured materials, it is often a difficult question to determine

whether such are contraband. The only means of arriving at its solution is

to consider the character of the materials and that of the articles usually

manufactured therefrom.

A belligerent has the right to capture contraband destined for its enemy.

It is not sufficient that the goods are merely the subject of negotiation for

conveyance; they must be actually in course of conveyance to the enemy in

order that their confiscation may be regular. And neutml Dowel's are them-

selves under an obligation not to identify|themselveswith a trafric in contraband;

but apart from this general obligation upon states as such, the regulation or

prohioition of traffic in contraband by these subjects is a matter solely for

the domestic law of states. In shoii;, private commerce in contraband is a
risk which may be carried on by any individuals whatever, subject first to

any particular laws on the subject imposed in their own state, and secondly

to the risk of failure in their enterprise and the consequent suffering of the

penalties recognised by international law for engaging in contraband traffic.

See BLOCKADE.
OONTRAOTOR.—A contractor is a person who is bound by conti'act to

perform some labour or act and do some work for another, who is called his

employer. A contract may be constituted by a tender on the part of the
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contractor and its acceptance by the employer, even though the acceptance

refers to a formal contract to be subsequently executed. It is important to

know whether in a particular case there has been a sufficient actual tender

and acceptance to constitute a binding contract. The principles upon which

a decision can be arrived at are set out in the article on CONTRACT, but

it will not be without use to refer here to a few illustrations of the point.

A butcher seeing an advertisement by a certain Board of Guardians inviting

tenders for a supply of meat for a workhouse for three months, wrote to the

guardians as follows :
‘‘ I propose to supply your house with meat according

to advertisement for the next six months at 6d. jx?r pound.’’ His proposal

was accepted, but upon being informed that he had been appointed butcher

to the board, he forthwith declined the appointment. Litigation ensuing,

it was decided that in that case the transaction amounted merely to a
proposal for a contract, and that there was no binding contract until a
written agreement had been signed. On the other hand, a complete con-

tract has been held to have been created in the following cases :

—

{a) Wherc
A. having sent in a tender to do work for B., to which B.\s agent replied,

accepting the tender, and saying, ‘‘The contract will be prepared by, &c.”;

and (6) Where the employer met B. and several other would-be contractors,

in order to receive tenders relating to certain work, and to whom he read a
specification thereof, and B. afterwards handed in a tender signed with his

name, but of which there was no evidence that it was in his handwriting.

Unless there is a custom to that effect in the particular trade, there is

no implied undertaking in an advertisement for tenders that the lowest will

be accepted. Any agreement between a class of traders or manufacturers

not to make certain tenders, and arranging how the offers therefor shall be

dealt with by them for their mutual advantage, is not void, either as against

public policy or for want of equity ; more than that, an action may be main-

tained for a breach of the agreement.

In undertaking a contract in the line of his business or art, the contractor

impliedly represents and undertakes that he possesses a skill and ability

reasonably requisite to the performance of the task. Thus a valuer of

ecclesiastical buildings, would be required to possess a knowledge of

the general rules and practice applicable to the subject; and in like manner
a patent agent would be expected to know the law relating to the practice of
obtaining patents. A contractor must also make any reasonable experiments

and trials which may be necessary as a proj^er preparation for the execution

of the work ; an engineer, for example, who has to erect a bridge and make a
road, should ascertain for himself and projierly test the nature of the soil.

To fail in the exercise of a reasonable degree of care and skill would be to

render himself liable to an action for damages for negligence. The inter-

vention of an act of God is sufficient to excuse the non-jxjrformance of an^
contract in the nature of one for personal service, even if the contract is

absolute and unconditional in its terms. Thus a contract with a musician
to play on certain specified occasions is subject to the implied proviso that
he is not then disabled by illness not caused by his own default. A workman
may not do his work in a way practically useless, simply because it is im-»

possible to do it otherwise ; his duty is to first give notice oi the circumstances
to his employer, and receive his instructions. A person asking for tenders
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and preparing plans and specifications for the information of intending

contractors, does not thereby enter into an implied warranty that the work
can be successfully executea according to the plans and specifications. A
contractor under such circumstances could not therefore obtain damages if

it turned out that the work could not be executed according to the plans

and specifications; his only remedy would apparently be an action for

compensation for the w^ork he had actually done.

If under all the circumstances of the case it is obvious that the work
contemplated in a contract is bound to be completed by the date for com-
pletion named in the contract, the time so specified for completion will l^e

considered to be of the essence of the contract, and the contractor will be
responsible in case of delay. If the provision as to the time for completion

is specifically stated as being of the essence of the contract, or if a specific

penalty is attached to non-performance within the stated time, the contractor

would be undoubtedly liable in respect of his non-performance within the
time mentioned. The penalty for non-performance may be in the nature of

a certain stipulated rate of damages, and also of a rescission of the contract.

Should the employer break the condition as to the time for performance, or

himself by his interference, or by that of his agent, cause the delay or the

greater part of it, or cause extras or additions to be done to the work when
the latter was by the contract of a fixed and determined quantity and
nature, the contractor has a good excuse for non-performance of the contract

in the specified time.

Property in Materials.—A clause in an ordinary building contract that

all building and other materials brought by the builder upon the land should
become the proj)erty of the landowner would not be a Bill of Sale. The
question of the ownership of the materials is very important to both employer
and contractor when either becomes a bankrupt, or when an execution is

levied against the goods of either of them. In the case of a building contract

it may be said that, apart from agreement, the materials are the property of

the contractor if they have not been supplied by the employer, and until they

are actually incorporated in the premises in course of erection. Everything
affixed to the land l)ecomes the property of the landowner. This rule would
apply in other forms of contract w here a structure is being affixed to the

land. If materials are supplied by the employer to the contractor for the

latter to work w ith, and to produce a specified article, the property in the
materials and in the article w hen completed would be in the employer, subject

to the contractor’s lien thereon for his remuneration.

A contractor supplied materials to a railway company for the purpose of

carryingout hiscontract. The latter contained provisions—(a)that the materials

brought upo!i the railway should immediately become the absolute property

of the company, except that they were to remain under the dominion of the

contractor
; (6) that if he should duly complete his contract, the company

would give to the contractor, as part of his jmyment, the unconsumed
materials

;
(c) and that if instefid of the contractor the company should use

the materials, the company would compensate him in respect of them. The
terms of this contract were held not to make the materials so absolutely the

property of the company as to be seizable by the sheriff under an execution

upon a judgment against the company. Take another case
; but this tiw&e
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one in which certain materials were held not to be liable to be taken in an
execution levied against the goods of the contractor. B. was the contractor

and A. the employer, and clause 7 of the contract stated that all materials

brought on the premises by B. for building purposes were to be considered

as immediately attaching to and belonging to the premises, and were not to

be removed therefrom without the consent of A. By an eighth clause in the

same contract A. was empowered to enter upon and take possession of the

land, with all buildings and other materials standing thereon, if B. should fail

to proceed with the completion of the work. But notwithstanding the eighth

clause, A. was held to have such an equitable interest in the materials for the

buildings brought afterwards on the land by B. as to justify their exemption
fiom seizure under an execution against B. as above stated. And so in the

case of a contract which provided that all plant brought by the contractor

upon the works should be deemed to be the property of the employer, and
that in case of suspension of the works, or of the works being taken out of the

hands of the contractor, the plant should be subject to be used by the

employer in the completion of tne w^orks. Here, in bankruptcy proceedings,

it was"held that the contract gave the employer no property in the plant, but
only a right of user.

Bcmaiieration.—The mode and rate of remuneration should be stated in

the contract. It is therefoi*e only special cases that need claim our attention.

Services, however long continued, do not create a claim for remuneration in

the absence of a bargain for them, express or implied, from circumstances

showing an understanding on both sides that there should be payment ITie

employment of a professional person, or any business man, implies an under-
taking to remunerate him ; but the implication may be rebutted by the

circumstances in any particular case. A fraudulent intent on the part of the

employer, at the time of the cmplo}Tnent, not to pay, does not relieve him
from his liability to do so. To promise a present to a business man for

services to be rendered is equivalent to promising to pay him. But w hen one
man employs another to do w^ork for a third party, for whose benefit it is

known the work is to be done, and the third party gives instructions about
it, the latter is liable for payment ; the first party is not even vrim& Jacie
liable, and can only he made to pay upon evidence that he led tne employ^
to believe that he, and not the third party, was solely liable. Should an
employer induce a contractor by misrepresentation to enter upon a certain

work at a specified price, the contractor can only receive that price ; he
should throw up the contract directly he discovers the fraud and sue the

employer for damages for deceit. If a contractor undertakes a work of speci-

fied dimensions and with specified materials, and deviates from the specifica-

tion, he can only claim the agreed price, less the sum necessary to complete

the work according to the specification. If he should put in materials of a
better kind than those stipulated for, he cannot charge an additional price,

nor can he require the article to be returned because the employer will not
pay an incrcas^ price on account of the better materials.

Where the agreement is that the contractor does a specified work and
supplies the materials for a specific sum to be paid upon completion, he is

entitled to nothing at all until the work is completed, unless the completion

is proved to have been prevented by the default of his employer. It has
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already been pointed out that a contractor for personal services would be
exonerated from performance by the intervention of an act of God, It is

often a nice question to decide whether the employer has or has not prevented

completion^ and whether the contractor has always been ready to complete

;

such a question would be one for a juiy. In the case of bad work the

employer may make proper deductions in respect thereof from the price

payable to the contractor
;
but in such a case the work must not be bad only

to a trifling degree, but must be substantially had and defective. See

BUILDING CONTRACT ; and see also, as to his liability for wrongs, under

NEGLIGENCE.





APPENDIX

AS7ESTISEMENTS .—The exhibition of advertisements is now regu-

lated by bye-laws made by local authorities under the powers conferred by
the Advertisements (Regulation) Act, 1907. The subject-matter of these

bye-laws is: (i.) to regulate and control hoardings and similar structures

u^ for the purpose of advertising when they exceed twelve feet in height;

(ii.) to regulate, restrict, or prevent the exhibition of advertisements in

such places and in such manner, or by such means, as to affect injuriously

the amenities of a public park or pleasure promenade, or to disfigure the

natural beauty of a landscape. Hoardings and similar structures in use for

advertising purposes at the time of making the bye-laws, or any advertisements
exhibited at that time, are exempt from the operation of such bye-laws for

such period, not being less than five years from that time, as a local authority

may think fit. In Scotland a local authority has power, in addition to the

foregoing, to prevent the affixing or otherwise exhibiting advertisements

upon any wall, tree, fence, gate, or elsewhere on private property, without

the previous written consent of the owner or occupier or some other sufficient

legal authority. An offender against a bye-law made under the above-

mentioned statute becomes liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not
exceeding ^5, and to a penalty not exceeding 20s. for every day during which

the offence is continued after his conviction thereof. See SKY-SIGNS.
AQUCULTURE {see also article in Vol. I.).—The new provisions of

the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1906, together with the various Acts from 1883,

make a consolidation of these Statutes desirable. The general law is contained

in the original article. An Act of 1905 contains provisions making a railway

company liable for fires caused by sparks from engines, with power for the

employees of the company to enter upon any land to extinguish such fire

;

the claim must be sent within seven days, with particulars of damage in

fourteen days.

By the Act of 1906, which^ hoicever^ is not to come intofoire until the Is/ o/*

Janiuiry 11^, the tenant is to be compensated for an inprovement in such a
sum as fairly represents the value of the improvement to the incoming tenant.

All questions wnich under the Acts, or this Act, or the contract of tenancy,

are referred to arbitration, are to be taken before a single arbitrator. The
arbitrator, on the application of either party, is to specify the amount
awarded for any particular improvement or matter, and the award must fix

a day between one and two months after, for the payment of the compensation

and costs.

Chvtifid game.—If the tenant has suffered damage to his crops from

ground game, the right to kill not being vested in him, nor any one claiming

under him, other than the landlord, the tenant not having permission in

writing to kill, he is entitled to compensation from the landlord, if the
345
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damage is over one shilling per acre of the ai*ea damaged, and any agreement
to the contrary or in limitation of such compensation is void. The amount,
in default of agreement, is to be fixed by arbitration, but nothing can be
recovered unless notice in writing is given to the landlord as soon as possible

after the tenant becomes aware of the damage, and opportunity is ^iven to

the landlord to inspect. This opportunity to inspect must oe afforded

—

(o) in the case of growing crops, before being reaped, raised or con-

sumed, and (ft) in the case of reaped or raised crops, before removal.

Notice in writing of the claim, and particulars, must be given within

one month of the end of the year, or the end of a period of twelve
months, as agreed. If the landlord can prove that, under a tenancy com-
mencing before the Act, the compensation is payable by him, or the rent
was fixed allowing for an agreed amount as compensation, the arbitrator may
make the appropriate deduction from the amount otherwise payable. Where
the right to kill is vested in some other person, the landlord is to be indemni-
fied against all claims for compensation. ‘‘Game’' includes for this pur-

pose deer, pheasants, partridges, grouse and black game.
Cropping.— Notwithstanding any custom or contract of tenancy or

agreement as to cropping or the disposal of crops, the tenant can practise

any system of cropping, and dispose of the produce without incurring

any penalty, forfeiture, or liability. But this right of the tenant can be
exercised only when he has made, or as soon as possible makes, provision to

protect the holding from injury or deterioration, by returning to the

nolding the full eciuivalent manurial value of all crops sold or removed in

contravention of tne contract or cigreement. And the right does not extend
to a tenancy from year to year, before the tenant quits, or any period, after

notice to quit has been given or received which results in his quitting; or,

in any other case, in regard to the year before the expiration of the tenancy.

Should the tenant act so as to injure or deteriorate the holding, or be likely to

do so, the landlord, without prejudice to any other right, can recover damages
for this at any time, and if necessary obtain an injunction. In default of
agreement such damages are to be settled by arbitration. The tenant is not
entitled to compensation for improvements made to protect the holding from
injury or deterioration under the Act. This cropping does not apply to grass

land, which by the terms of tenancy is to be retained as grass land throughout
the tenancy.

Unreasonable disturbance ,—If the landlord, without good and sufficient

cause, and for reasons inconsistent with good estate management, terminates

the tenancy, or refuses to renew after request in writing at least one year

before the expiration of the tenancy, or where it is proved that an inci^eased

rent is demanded because of the increased value from the tenant’s own im-

C
ovements, and the tenant quits, the latter is entitled to extra compensation,

sides any compensation for improvements, and notwithstanding any agree-

ment, for loss or expense unavoidably incurred through the sale or removal

of his household go^, farm implements, produce or stock used in connection

with his holding. But to recover compensation under this section the tenant
must—(a) give the landlord a reasonable opportunity to value such goods,

implements, produce, and stock; (ft) two months after notice to quit or
refusal to renew give the landlord notice in writing of his intention to claim
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under this provision. If the tenant has died within three months before notice
to quit or refusal to renew a lea^e ‘‘ for years,” or the claim for compensation
is not made within three months after quitting, no compensation is payable.
Any differences, in default of agreement, are to be settled by arbitration.

Under the Market Gardener's Compensation Acts the provision for
com^nsation for improvements is to apply to improvements executed before
the dates of those Acts, as well as to improvements executed after those dates.

The consent of the landlord is not required for repairs to buildings necessary
for the proMr working of the holding, other than repairs which the tenant
is under obligation to execute, but the tenant must give the landlord notice
in writing before beginning such repairs, with particulars, and he can do
them only if the landlord fails to do so within a reasonable time.

At the beginning of any tenancy, after the commencement of this Act
(1st January 1909), if either party so requires, a record of the condition of
the buildings, fences, gates, roads, drains, ditches and cultivation is to be
made, three months after the commencement of the tenancy, by a person
appointed, in default of agreement, by the Board of Agriculture, the cost

in such case to be borne equally by the landlord and tenant.

ALIENS {see also article in Vol. I.).—The Aliens Act, 1905, and the
regulations made thereunder, provide that an immigrant is not to be landed
in Great Britain except at a port where there is an immigration officer.

The function of this officer is to insect the immigrants on board the ship,

or on shore, if they are conditionally disembarked, and to grant leave to

land or refuse the immigrant as undesirable. If the immigrant is refused,

the master, owner, or agent of the ship, or the immigrant himself, can appeal

to the Immigration Board of the port, and the Board can give leave to land

or refuse the immigrant.

An undesirable immigrant is one who (a) cannot show that he has or

can obtain the means to decently support himself and his dependants, if

any
; (6) is lunatic, idiot, or diseased, and likely to become a charge on the

rates, or otherwise be a detriment to the public; (r) has been sentenced

in a foreign country, with which we have an extradition treaty, for a non-

political crime which would come under the Extradition Act of 1870; (d)

has had an expulsion order made in his case.

Politico/ refii^es^ —If the immigrant proves that “he is seeking

admission to this country solely to avoid prosecution or punishment on
religious or political grounds, or for an offence of a political character, or

persecution involving danger of imprisonment, or danger to life or limb on

account of religious oelief," then want of means, or the probability that such

person w ill be a charge on the rates, is not to prevent leave to land ^ing
given. Also, where the immigrant has resided six months in Great Britain,

and then left for a foreign country, and has been refused leave to land

there, on his return after such refusal he will be allowed to land ; or if such

immigrant was born in Great Britain, and his father was a British subject.

Expulsion orders,—The Secretary of State can make an order for expul-

sion in the following cases
:
(a) if there is a certificate from smy Court that

the eJien has been convicted of felony, misdemeanour, or any offence, includ-

ing imprisonment without the option of a fine, or under the Burgh Police

(Scotland) Act, 1892, the Towns Improvement (Ireland) Act, 1854, and the
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Metropolitan Police Act, 1839, the Court can recommend expulsion as an
addition or in lieu of sentence

; (6) if a certificate is given in a Court of

Summary Jurisdiction, in proceedings within twelve months of the alien's

last entry into the country, that he has, within three months before the

certificate, been in such receipt of parochial relief as would disqualify for

franchise, or has been found wandering without visible means of subsistence,

or living under insanitary conditions due to overcrowding
;

(c) if the alien

has entered the country after the date of the Act, and has been sentenced

for a non-political crime which is extraditable. If an expulsion order is

made, the Secretary of State can pay all expenses of sending the alien back

;

but if the order is made within six months of the alien being disembarked,

the master of the ship or of any ship belonging to the same owner must pay
the expenses, and give a free passage back to the alien and his family.

Immigrant ships.—All ships bringing twenty or more (for some time

this was fixed at twelve or more, but has been again raised to twenty)

alien steerage passengers are “ immigrant ships.**' First-class passengers are

exempted, but where there is only one class the ship comes within the Act.

There is also an exception as to second-class passengers, where there is a
proper system of inspection at the port of embarkation, or security is given

by the ship or shipping company, or only transmigrants are carried. iTien

an order of exemption from insj)ection is granted. This applies to alien

second-class passengers who pay the excess of fare on the ship, or alien

third-class rail and second-class on the ship, but alien third-class rail, and
deck or steerage on the ship, still remain subject to inspection. Paris of
entry.—The ports of entry are Cardiff, Dover, Folkestone, Grangemouth,
Grimsby, Harwich, Hull, Leith, Liverpool, London (including Queenborough),
Newhaven, Southampton, and the Tyne ports (comprising Newcastle, North
Shields, and South Shields, which are to be deemed one port). Other ports

may be added from time to time. Alien seamen.—Seamen who have actual

contracts to join a ship in British wraters are exempt, but not if they are

only seeking for employment. Distressed seamen sent home by a British

Consul are also exempt.
Bonds.—Security must be given—(1) when the aliens are conditionally

disembarked before inspection
; (2) where exemption of the ship from

inspection is granted
; (3) in the cases of transmigi-ants. There must be

one principal to the bond and two sureties, and the amount, where condi-

tional disembarkation is desired, is from •£^500 to iPlOOO, and where exemp-
tion from inspection, or for transmigrants, the amount is X^OOO to £5000,
On the breach of any bond the penalty is per alien emigrant.

Penalties.—If the alien immigrant refuses to give information, he can
be sentenced to three months' hard labour. ITie master of the ship is liable,

on sumniaiy conviction, to a fine of iPlOO. For a false statement or repre-

sentation the immigrant, master, or other person is liable to three months'
hard labour. The provisions of the Merchant Shipping Acts as to courts,

jurisdiction, and distress (for fines) apply to the Aliens Act.

Procedure.—On arrival the master produces the full return of all alien

passengers on board, giving the different numbers of exempted and alien

steerage passen^rs. He then signs the return in the presence of the
immigration ofn^, who boards the ship at the earliest opportunity, llie
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exempted aliens (cabin passengers) are allowed to land. The officer then
verifies the number of transmigi’ants and those possessed of through tickets.

This ma^ be done after conditional disembarkation. The officer and
medical inspector, accompanied by an interpreter, then examine the alien

steerage passengers, and the officer grants leave to land, which may be
done verbally, or refuses the immigrant. If the medical inspector will not
pass the immigrant, he fills up a form and hands it to tne officer, who
refuses the immigrant, and hands a counterpart I'efusal to the msister and
immigrant, containing grounds of refusal and notice of right to appeal.

If the master, owner, or immigrant wish to appeal, verbal notice can be
given to the officer before he leaves the ship, or in writing by the master,

owner, or agent within twenty-four hours to the officer, or at the Custom
House or Customs Watch House of the port. The amount of means
justifying refusal is under £5 for each alien immigrant and £2 for each
dependant, which sum must be apparently the property of the alien, and
not furnished to him for the purpose of his being allowed to land, or he
must prove he can obtain that sum. The alien fills up a form giving his

means, trade, or occupation, and the immigration officer has to consider

the state of the labour market in that trade, unless the alien has a definite

offer of work at a fair wage.

The immigrant officer sends notice of refusal to the Immigration Board
Clerk, who summons a Board. The clerk keeps a list of those appointed

to act on the Immigration Board, attends the meetings, keeps the minutes,

and makes returns to the Secretary of State, and furnishes a report of any
question referred to such Secretary of State, with statements by the parties.

The Board must be summoned twenty-four houi*s after the notice, a
magistrate, where possible, taking the chair. Notice is given to the parties

and the medical officer, and leave to land granted or refused.

The returns by the master of the ship must distinguish—(1) trans-

migi'ants
; (2) alien steerage passengers

; (3) other alien passengers, ^parate
forms are in use for the Channel crossings, and the returns for immigrant
ships are to be given to the immigration officer, and those for non-immigrant
ships, or all ships entering a non-immigration port, to the officer of customs

for that port.

BILLETING.—The keeper of a victualling-house is entitled to be paid

for the accommodation for any soldiers billeted upon him at the following

rates per each person : Lodging and attendance where meals furnished, 6d.

per night; breakfast, 4d. ; dinner, 11 Jd.; supper, 2Jd. ; where no meals

furnislied, lodging and attendance, and candles, vinegar, salt, and the use of

fii*e, and the necessary utensils for dressing and eating his meat, 6d. per day

;

stable room and 10 lbs. of oats, 12 lbs. of hay, and 8 lbs. of straw per day
for each horse. Is. 9d. ; lodging and attendance for officer, 2s. per night.

NJS* An officer must pay for hia food.

OAB.—The fares of cabs fitted with taximeters ai^e now fixed, in London,
by the Home Secretary. If horse cabs, the fare fixed must not be less than

at the rate of sixpence per mile so far as the fare is fixed on the basis of

distance, and of sixpence per twelve minutes so far as the fai'e is fixed on the

basis of time, and so that no fare is less than sixpence.

The privileged cab system has now been abolished in the metropolis by
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the London Cab and Stage Carriage Act, 1907. Section 2 (1) of that Act
runs : In the admission of cabs to a railway station, or in the treatment

of cabs while in a railway station, the company having control of the station

shall not show any preference to any cab, or give any cab a privilege, which
is not ^ven to other cabs ; and where any charge is made in respect of the
admission of any cab to a railway station for the purpose of plying for hire

therein, the charge made shall not exceed such sum as may be allowed by
the Secretary of State/’ The operation of that section may be suspended

by the Home Secretary, with conditions if necessary, in respect of a particular

station if he is satisfied that otherwise it would be impossible to obtain a
sufficient supply of cabs at the station for the proper accommodation of the

public. Notwithstanding this abolition of the privileged system a company
nas power to make regulations or conditions for the purpose of maintaining

order or dealing with the traffic, including regulations as to: (i.) the

number of cabs to be admitted at any one time; (ii.) the rejection of

cabs and drivers unfit for admission ; and (iii.) the expulsion of any cabman
who has been guilty of misconduct, or of a breach of the company’s bye-

laws or regulations.

CHILDREN (EMPLOYMENT OF).—The Employment of Children

Act, 1903, provides that no child shall be employed between the hours of

9 P.M. and 6 a.m. unless the local authority by bye-laws varies these hours
generally or for a specified occupation ; that no child under eleven is to

be employed in street trading; that a half-timer under the Factory Act
must not have any other occupation ; and that no child may be employed
to lift, carry, or move such weights as may cause injury, or work at any
occupation likely to be injurious to its life, limb, health or education, having

regard to its physical condition. The local authority can send a certificate,

signed by a registered doctor, to the employer giving a specified weight, or

stating the occupation is likely to be injurious, and this certificate will lie

evidence in any subsequent proceedings. By the term ‘‘ child ” is meant
any one under fourteen years of age. Local authority,” in England, means
the Common Council for the City of London, any borough over 10,000
population, any district council over 20,000, and the county councils; in

Scotland, the School Board, except for bye-laws, when any borough over 7000,
and the county councils: in Ireland, any district council over 5000 and the
county councils.

Bye-laws.—Any local authority may make bye-laws—(1) prescribing for

stU children or boys and girls separately, and in regard to all occupations or

any specified occupation, the age below which, the hours between which, the
daily and weekly hours beyond which, employment is illegal

; (2) prohibiting

or permitting, subject to conditions, employment in any specific occupation

;

(3) as to street trading by persons unaer sixteen—(a) prohibiting it unless

under conditions as to age, sex, or otherwise, or under licence
; (6) regulating

the granting, suspending, or revoking of such licences
;

(c) fixing the days,

hours, and places for such street trading ; (d) requiring badges to be worn

;

(e) regulating the conduct of the street traders. The licence or right to
trade is not to be subject to conditions as to poverty or bad character*

Special regard is to be liad to the undesirability of the employment of girls

under sixteen in streets or public places.
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The bye-laws are to be confirmed by the Secretary of State, the Secretary

for Scotland, or Lord-Lieutenant for Ireland, not earlier than thirty days

after the local authority have published them. The Secretary must consider

all objections made to him by those affected. He may, before confirming,

order a local inquiry. The bye-laws may apply to the whole of the local area

or part only. Those by a county council are not to have effect in a borough
witnin their area, if the latter is a local authority.

Penalties,—(1) For employing any one under sixteen in contravention of

the Act or bye-laws, on summary conviction, first offence subsequent £5.

(2) For a parent or guardian conducing to the offence by wilful default or

habitual neglect, a similar fine. (3) For any one under sixteen contravening

as to street trading, first offence SOs., subsequent £6^ or if a child sent to an
industrial school. (4) Or instead ofan industrial school the child may be taken

out of the charge of its guardians, and given in charge of some fit person

until sixteen. (5) If the offence is committed by an agent or w’orkman, he is

liable as if he were the employer. (6) Where the parent is privy to a false or

forged certificate, or has made a faLe representation as to age, he can be fined

40s. (7) The employer can, on being charged, supply information so as to have
the real culprit brought before the Court, and if satisfied of his due diligence,

and want of knowledge of the offence, the other will be convicted, and not

the employer. (8) If an inspector is satisfied the employer has used due
diligence, and does not know of the offence, and it is in contravention of his

orders, he can proceed against the actual culprit without first proceeding

against the employer. The information must be laid within three months
after any offence. A justice of the peace, on complaint of the officer of the

local authority and on reasonable cause, can empower the officer to enter

any place within forty-eight hours of the order and inquire as to the

employment of any child therein. Any pei-son refusing admission or

obstructing is liable to a fine of ci?20. The bye-laws are not to apply to a
child over twelve employed under the Factory Acts or the iVIines Regulations

Acts of 1872 and 1887. The inspectors under these Acts have the powers

of the local authorities in this Act. Nor is the Act to apply to certified

industrial or reformatory schools or manual instruction in any school.

The Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1904, and The Children Act^

1908, provide a fine of c£^25, or in default or addition three months, for any
one causing or procuring any boy under fourteen or girl under sixteen, or

having the custody allows such—(a) in any street or premises for the purpose of

begging, receiving alms, or inducing the giving of alms, under the pretence of

singing, playing, performing, or offering for sale
; (6) to be in any premises

licens^ for sale of intoxicating liquor, other than premises licensed for enter-

tainments, for the purpose of singing, playing, performing, being exhibited for

profit, or offering for sale between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m.; (c) if the child is under
eleven, on licensed premises, whether for liquor or public entertainments, or a
circus, or other place ofamusement where entrance is paid for, or any street, for

the purpose of playing, &c., as above ; (d) if under sixteen, in any place to be

trained as an acrobat, contortionist, circus performer or any dangerous exhibi-

tion or performance. But these provisions do not apply to entertainments for

the benefit of schools or charities not held on premises licensed for liauor,

or if so under special exemption by two justices of the peace. The local
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authority may by bye-laws change the hours of 9 p.m. to 6 p.m. generally or
specifically. A petty sessional court, or in Scotland the school authority,

may grant a licence under conditions for any child above ten—(a) to take
part in entertainments on premises licensed therefor, or in a circus or other
public place of amusement

; (6) to be trained as above
;
or (c) for both pur-

poses, if satisfied of the fitness of the child, and that there is proper provision
for its health and kind treatment. The Court may add to, vary, or rescind
any licence. The inspector under the Act of 1903 is required to see the con-
ditions carried out, and can enter any public premises for that purpose. On
application for a licence, seven days' notice must be given to the chief of
the police for the district, who can appear at the hearing and object. A
copy of the licence must be sent to the local authority under a penalty, on
failure, of £b.

Employment under the Factory Act ,—A “ child " is any one under thirteen,

or where no certificate of school attendance fourteen, and a young person is

from that age to eighteen. A ‘‘young pei-son" can only be employed from

6 A.M. to 6 P.M. or 7 A.M. to 7 P.M., with two hours for meals. On Saturday
6 A.M to 12 A.M., and one hour for meals, or 12.30 in some cases, or 11.30 if

only one half-hour for meals, or 12 in some cases, and from 7 a.m. to 12.30 or

1 P.M., with half-an-hour for meals; but no period must be over 4^ hours

without an interval of half-an-hour for a meal. Children can only be “ half-

timers,” beginning in the morning shift as above to 1 p.m. or dinner-time, or at

12 if the dinner-time is not till 2; in the afternoon shift, from 1 p.m., dinner-

time, or 12 a.m. if the afternoon starts then, and end as for a young person.

These shifts must be week about, and a child must not be employed on two
successive Saturdays. If employed on the alternative day system then as a

young person, but not on two successive days, or the same day on two
successive weeks, nor more than 4J hours at a stretch. These hours are

varied slightly in non-textile factories, print works, &c.

Except during such periods the child cannot be employed in a business

outside the factory on any day it is employed therein ; or a young person

when on both morning and afternoon shifts. This applies where work is

given out to be done at home. The young person, both in factory and

otherwise, must not work beyond the number of hours allowed above. ITie

employer must fix up a notice giving the period of employment, the times

allowed for meals, and whether the children are on morning and afternoon

Shifts or alternate days. If any change is to be made from the times

specified in the notice, it can only be done once a quarter, by giving notice

to the inspector and fixing up a copy. The inspector can give notice that

the time must be regulat^ by a specified public clock or one open to view.

TTie children and young persons must all have meals at the same time (with

exceptions), and must not be employed or remain in a room where work is

going on during meals, nor can they be employed on Sundays. Provision

18 made for annual holidays. There are many other details as to hours in

different trades, such as employment of young persons in creameries for three

hours on Sundays, the substitution of another day for Saturday, provisions

as to Jewish workshops, overtime, and other matters too detailed to set out.

^Provision is made for certificates of fitness of young persons and children,
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upon personal examination and signed by the examining surgeon, and
provisions for the education of the half-timers.

By the Mines Act of 1900 no boy under the age of thirteen can be em-
ployed below ground. Under the Dangerous Performances Act of 1897
the age limit is extended to sixteen for a boy and eighteen for a girl.

OINEMATOaBAPH ENTERTAINMENTS.—These are now subject

to the provisions of the Cinematograph Act, 1909, a statute which received

the Royal assent on the 25th November la^t and came into operation on
the Ist January 1910. Statutory regulations have been made by the

Home Secretary in regard to the character and disposition of the premises

and the apparatus with a view to securing safety. These may be obtained

from Messrs. Eyre Sz Spottiswoode at a cost of a few pence.

Exhibitions to which the Act applies are “picture or other optical effects

by means of a cinematograph, or other similar apparatus, for the purposes

of which inflammable films are used."’ In the case, therefore, of an exhibi-

tion produced by non-inflammable films the Act would not apply. Ex-
hibitions in which inflammable films are used will now be lawful only when
given (a) in compliance with the statutory regulations, and (b) in licensed

premises. But the Act does not apply to an exhibition given in a private

awelling-house to which the public are not admitted, whether on payment
or otherwise. Nor need the premises be licensed if they are used occasion-

ally only, and not for more than six days in any calendar year for the

purpose of exhibitions within the meaning of the Act; but where it is pro-

posed to give an exhibition in such premises, the occupier must, at least seven

days before the exhibition, have given a written notice to the local Licensing

Council and the local chief of the police of his intention to use the premises,

and he must have complied with the statutory regulations and also with
any conditions imposed by the County Council and notified to him in

writing.

The license ,—The licence is granted in a county box’ough by the Borough
Council, and in a county by the County Council. The powers of a County
Council may, however, be delegated to a District Council or to justices

sitting in petty session. Such terms, conditions, and restrictions may be
inserted into a license as, subject to the statutory regulations, a Council

may think fit. The license is annual or for shorter period, at the discretion

of the Council, unless previously revoked. It may be transferred. An
applicant for a license or a transfer is required to give not less than seven

days’ written notice to the Council and the chief of the police, but such

notice is not requisite on an application for the renewal of an existing

license held by the applicant for the same premises. Fees may be charged
on a grant, renewal, or transfer; but they must not exceed £1 in the case

of a grant or renewal for one year, or, in the case of a grant or renewal for

a less period, 6s. for every month for which it is granted or renewed, so,

however, that the aggregate of the fees payable in any year shall not exceed

1, or, in the case of transfer, 5s.

Theaires,—Where the premises are licensed by the Lord Chamberlain,

the powers of the Council, undjBr this Act, are as respects those premises
exciseably by him instead of by a Council.

Moveabk buildings *—It is not necessaiy to] obtain a license for an ex-

I z
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hibition in a building or sti'ucture of a moveable character from the Council

of the county or borough in which a proposed exhibition is to be given»

}

)rovided the owner of the building has already obtained a license for it

irom the Council in whose area he ordinarily resides. It is necessary, though,
that the oAvner should give to the Council and chief of the police of the

area in which he intends to give the exhibition at least two aays previous

written notice of his intention and comply with the statutory regulations,

and, subject to such regulations, with any conditions imposed by the latter

Council and lioLliied by him in writing.

Penalties,—The owner of a cinematograph or other apparatus who uses

it or allows it to be used in contravention of the provisions of the Act, or

of the statutory regulations, or of the conditions or restrictions upon or

subject to which any license to the premises has been granted under the

Act, is liable to a substantial penalty. So, too, is the occupier of any
premises who allows them to be used in like contravention. The penalty

on summary conviction is, in each case, a fine not exceeding £20. In the

case of a continuing offence, there is a further penalty of £5 for each day
during which the offence continues, and the license (if any) may be revoked
by the Council.

Power of entry .—With a view to seeing whether the provisions of the

Act, or the statutory regulations, and the conditions of the license have been

complied with, a constable, or an officer appointed for the purpose by a
Council, may at all reasonable times enter a person’s premises, whether
licensed or not, in which he has reason to believe that a cinematograph
exhibition is being or is about to be given. Any one who prevents or

obstructs his entry is liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not exceed-

ing £20.
j COLLECTINQ SOCIETIES.—Among the purposes for which collecting

societies and industrial insurance companies may issue policies of assurance

there are now included, by virtue of the Assurance Companies Act, 1909,
insuring money to be paid for the funeral expenses of a parent, grandparent,

grandchild, brother, or sister. And policies effected before the passing of

that Act with a collecting society or industrial insurance company are

expressly placed on the same footing, subject to certain considerations, as

policies under the new Act. Thus it is provided that no such policy is void

oy reason only that the person effecting the policy had not, at the time the
policy was effected, an insurable interest in the life of the person assured,

or that the name of the person interested, or for whose benefit or on
whose account the policy was effected, was not inserted in the policy, or

that the insurance was not one authorised by the Acts relating to friendly

societies. All this is subject, however, to the conditions that the policy was
effected by or on account of a person who had at the time a bonafide expec-

tation that he would incur expenses in connection with the death or funeral

of the assured ; and that the sum assured is not unreasonable for the pui^pose

of covering these expenses. A poli^ of the foregoing character and satisfy-

ing these conditions duly ensures for the benefit ot the person for whose
benefit it was effected or his assigns. A collecting society having a member-
ship of over one hundred thousand in number may he converted into a
mutual assurance company. See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE.
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COMMON LODOINa-HOUSE.—The registration of a common lodging-

house keeper is now valid only for such time not exceeding one year as may
be fixed by the local authority, but may be renewed from time to time. The
deputy, too, must be registered. Either the keeper or deputy must manage
and control the house and exercise supervision over those using it, and remain
in the house between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. Every house must be provided
(i.) with sufficient and suitable sanitary conveniences, having regard to the

number of persons who may be received in the house, and also where persons

of both sexes are received in the house, with proper separate accommodation
for persons of each sex ; and (ii.) with a water supply laid on sufficiently flush-

ing any water-closets or urinals which are used in tne house. On conviction

for non-compliance with the law the keeper or deputy may be p*mished and
the registration cancelled.
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